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CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE

Welcome to the Eighth Internationai Aerospace and Ground Conference on Lightning and Static
Electricity. This years theme, "LIGHTNING TECHNOLOGY ROUND UP," reflects the

coalensence of the many technological functions, from phenorexholugy to the lightning hardening of
both Aerospace and Ground Systems. The lightning community has come a long way from the days
of remote, lonely mountain top research with c.ade homemade instruments. The advent of modern

high technological data retrieval and analysis systems has "OPENED THE DOOR," and provided
the scientific world with the tools needed to unlock the mycteries associated with lightning.
Protection criteria for future electronic systems, has been seriously impacted through the
expanded use of microelectronics, increased data transfer rates being employed in state-of-the-art
digitl systems and reduced shielding provided by advanced technology composite materials has
provided the ultimate challenge to every discipline within the lightning community.
Problems associated with lightning activity are certainly International and have no geographical
boundaries. This conference is truly international with approximately 25 percent of the papers being
presented by international participants. This provides you with an opportunity to learn new concepts,
exchange ideas, discuss new and controversial ideas and have informal discussions and
conversations with your colleagues.
The technical program has been organized to offer something to both the new engineer as well as
the established research scientist. I would like to express my appreciation and thanks to the many
talented people who have worked so hard to make this a successful conference. This includes the
conference speakers, session Chairmen and organizers, advisors, and last but certainly not least, the
Conference steering committee and all their staff.
Nickolus 0. Rasch

Conference Chairman

r-

The Eighth International Aerospace and Ground Conference on Lightning and Static Electricity is
sponsored by the National Interagency Coordination Group (NICG) in concert with the Florida
insititute of Technology, and in association with the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers,
SAE-AE4 comnttee, ihe United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority, Royal Aircraft Establishment,
Farnsborough, Culham Laboratory.

APPRECIATION
The NICG Conference Committee expresses its appreciation to the Federal Aviation Administration,
Technical Center, Atlantic City Airport, New Jersey for its assistance in preparation and printing
this program.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER
M;:. C. R. (Tex) Melugin, Jr.

C. R. (Tex) Melugin, Jr., Director of the Federal Aviation Administration's Southwest Region,
j

assumed his present position Ju!y 29, 1979. Headquartered in Fort Worth, Texas, he directs the
activities of thie Federal Aviation Administration in Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma
and Texas.

A veteran of 22 years of service with the FAA, Tex began his career as an aviation specialist at the
FAA's Aeronautical Center, Oklahoma City. He later became the chief pilot and general manager
for all Washington-based FAA aircraft. In 1965 he was named special assistant to the Deputy
Administrator and a year later became manager of Washington National Airport. Named deputy
directoi of Flight Standards Service in 1972, he remained in this position until 1975 when he became
director of tie FAA's Central Region.
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he National Severe Storms Laboratory and other agencies and institutions have collab-

orated on storm studies in which electrical and meteorological phenomena are compared and
individual lightning characteristics are studied. We have found that lightning is usually
associated with higher radar reflectivities from precipitation and often extends downwind
from the main updraft into lower reflectivities, Lightning activity Appears to be distributed vertically with a bimodal distribution having peaks between about 4-6 and 11-13 km.
The upper peak is in lower reflectivities and strongly associated with divergent winds at
the top of the stok'm. Lightning of significant horizontal extent (tens of kilometers)
appears to be common in Great Plains storms. In-cloud progression speeds very during a

flash with maximum speeds averaging about 100 km/s.

Lightning flashes that lower positive

charge to ground may pose unusual threats because they can occur in very weak reflectivities,

tend to propagate long distances, usually contain continuing current, have fast risetimes
during their return stroke, and appear to have very high peak currents>

between electricity and co-existing dynamics
and precipitation in severe storms. Examples
of these interrelationships and of phenomena

INTRODUCTION
In 1978 the National Severe Storms Laboratory began coordinated measurements of the

related to lightning hazards will be presented

electricity, dynamics, and precipitation asociated with the large and often severe thunder-

here.

storms that form over the Great Plains of the

INSTRUMENTATION

United States. This research effort has incorporated cooperative studies with several groups,
including universities and other U.S. government

Measurements of electrical phenomena are
made with both fixed and mobile facilities

In the central United States, large and
often severe storms typically occur during the
spring and early summer, although they do occur

(Fig. 1). The fixed facilities include a
lightning discha;..ge mapping system that allows
three dimensional location of VHF radiation
sources (30-80 MHz)
from lightning (2) at rates
4
of up to 1.6xlO per second and out to a range

during other months as well. The spring storms
are typified by rapid motion across the terrain
(speeds of X15 m/s), large hail (>3 cm in

of about 70 km. Electric field changes, AE,
are measured with field change sensors (3) that
have 0.7 ls rise times and decay time constants

diameter is not unusual), strong surface winds
(often >30 m/s), high cloud tops (often >15 k),
intense updrafts, and mesocyclone., and sometimes tornadoes. They occur in squall lines or
in isolation and can be of the multicell or
supercell type (i).* These characteristics are
a cballenge to effective study of severe storms
and their electrical behavior. Our goal is to
develop an understanding of relationships
u

T of 10 a and 100 ps (or 1 an in the present
version). The longer T allows the entire flash
to be characterized by its field change, while
the faster T is used to study vaveform detail
in return strokes, K-changes, etc. Other
parameters we measure include the atmospheric
electric field, optical transients from lightnine, location of cloud-to-Sround (CC) flashes
within about 400 km (Fig. 2), corona giwp.ent,
Documentation of
and precipitation current.
clouds and lightning are made with television,
movie, and cameras.
Both Doppler and conventional radars are utilized to acquire echoes

agencies.

Numbers In parentheses desr.nate references at
the end of paper.
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fiom lightning. Additional information is
obtained from meteorological soundings of the
atmosphere and a surface network that records
corona, wind, pressure, temperature, and
humidity.

-

allows us to infer gross storm dynamics with
which to correlate electrical activity even when
storms occur outside the Doppler radar data
acquisition area. Mobility also increases
rubstantially the number of seveive storms that
zre studied each season.

A van has been equipped as a mobile laboratory to measure most of the electrical parameters
mentioned above. Use of a mobile laboratory
creates logistical problems, but placing instru-,
mentation in a relatively fixed position within
the severe storm, in particular, beneath the
precipitation-free cloud base (see asterisk in
Fig. 3), provides the possibility of making
quantitative electrical measurements in this
key region (4). In tornadic storms, the region
is characterized by a strong, inf lowing low-level wind that flows into the rotating updraft,KA
called the mesocyclone (sometimes visible as a
lowercd, rotating cloud base celled the wall
cloud). If they occur, strong tornadoes form
under the wall cloud. Because of previous work
on the correlation of visual, severe-storm
cloud features with Doppler radar analyses, the
documentation of visual features of these storms

Radar information on so~rms is obtained
with one conventional and two Doppler, 10-cm
wavelength radars. One Doppler is located at
NeSL and the other 42 km to the northwest. This
arrangement forms a primary dual-Doppler data
acquisition area that is about 200 km in length
and is aligned from southwest to northeast (5)
along the predominant direction of movement of
springtime storms. Dual Doppler data are usually
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Theae two both have a VHF lightning ma~pping
sy~stem and a 10-am wave lmngth Doppler radar.
Figur'e 3. Sketch of typical tornadic storm as
The main reord~ing site for atorm electricity
viewed from the southeast. The region south
paramweters in Normin is the storm electricityj
of the wall cloud (n'arked with an asterisk) is
n0rijofNsiepi
generally precipitation free and is the prebuligWB.Th
NSSL mobile laborattory oarries much of the same1
ferred close-in observational location. The
instrwumntation as used at the SXB. The L-band
hoxntat dimensions of the sketch are com(fl-aft wavelength) radar is used sm.luively to
pressed, and the downehear anvil that can
aoquireo echoes from lightning,
extend ?,re than a 100 km (toward the NS) is

:1-

not shown.

obtained by coordinated scanning up through a

4)

Many mapped sources occurred near the

selected storm regiou. Each tilt sequence through
the storm region usually takes 4 to 5 mmn.

reflectivity core of Lte storm. Some mapped
sources occurred in regions of the storm having a

Single Doppler information, i.e., only one compo-

reflectivity factor of at least 50 dBZ. This
agrees
(9). with observations reported by Rust et al.

Logistic support and guidance for storm
intercept, balloon launch, and aircraft crews are
provided with a radio communications network,
Aircraft can be controlled and tracked at the
NSSL Doppler facility making possible real-time
assessment of precipitation, turbulence, and
lightning, which aids the selection of desired
flight paths.

5)
The sapped sources were spatially and
temporally associated with the development of the
updraft. The number of mapped sources in the
Immediate vicinity of the mesocyclone decreased
as it decayed, and a new region to the south of
the mesocyclone became electrically active, as
indicated by an increase in the number of mapped
souTces as a reflectivity core and region of
cyclonic shear formed nearby.

nent
of velocity,
can be obtained at ranges
greater
than 300 km.

OBSERVATIONS
Severe Storm, 20 June 1978, Central Oklahoma

We examine one group of cells (sustained,

Although only single Doppler data up to
midstorm level (7 k) were obtained and only a
few flashes were mapped, this storm is significant because it demonstrates that it is indeed
feasible to correlate lightning with storm dynemics and precipitation. The storm was a severe,
non-tornadic, suporcell thunderstorm. The storm
contained a mesocyclone circulation and produced
four funnel clouds, hailstones up to 6 cm in

diameter, and surface wind gusts in excess of

identifiable radar reflectivity cores) within a
squall line that developed during midafternoon.
Our analysis covers this storm as it approached
the laboratory from the west during 1640-1708
CST. It was categorized as severe because it had
produced large hail and straight-line winds in
excess of 25 m/s. but there was neither a mesocyclone nor tornado.

We located 342 flashes within this storm

35 m/s. Details of the observations made on this
superce.l have been reported by Goodman at. al.
(6). The evolution of this storm during our
observations is consistent with the general
aspects of the mature and dissipating phase of a
supercell life cycle (7) and the entire evolution
of a mesocyclone life cycle (8).
Results of this study are constrained by the

following: 1) a small number of lightning
flashes were mapped; 2) many mapped source locations were at higher altieudes than the ridar

between 1640 and 1708 CST. Of these flashes, 149
were CG, giving an IC:CG ratio of 1.3:1. Using
our lightning strike locating sImtsm, we mapped
the CG strike locations onto radar reflectivity
contours at a height of 5 km. The m,-dian value
of reflectivity at 5 km above the strike points
was 40 dBZ. About 75% of all flashes struck
beneath reflectivities of >20 dBZ. In general,
the strike point does not indicate the location

of the intrecloud position of these flashes
because of the significant horizontal propagation
that is common for flashes in such storms.

data; 3) all but one of the mapped flashes occurred during the dissipating phase of the
supercell life-cycle; and 4) there is uncertainty
in the precise location and intensity of the
updraft because only limited single Doppler radar
data are available. Limitations notwithstanding,
some useful insights and relationships can be
inferred for the collapse stage of the storm:
1)
Many of the mapped sources were in the
vicinity of cyclonic wind shear associated with
the updraft.
2)

Squall Line, 6 June 1979

Flashing rates, while not extreme, were high,
with averages of 5 per minute for CG flashes and
12 per minute for all flashes.
From the dual-Doppler radar data, we have
derived estimates of all three wind velocity
components. The VHF mapped source locations
tended to occur in regions of weak updraft
(<10 m/s), often adjacent to regions of downdraft.
The lightning generally stretched from the reflectivity cores and strong updrafts downwind within
the storm. Fe1c VHF sources were within cores of
reflectivity in excess of 45 dBZ.

The mnpped sources produced by CG

flashes were more closely associated with the
imesocyclone position at storm mid-levels than

We also have examined radar-determined
paramiters to correlate with flashing rates.

were the mapped sources from intracloud (IC)
flashes,
3)
Mapped nources from both IC and CG
flashes were distributed over large horizontal
distances (approximately 20 ki), and the vertical
and horizontal extents of regions encompassing
the mapped sources for individual IC and CC

Maximum reflectivity and maximum inferred updraft
speed are shown in the lower portion of Fig. 4,
with the number of lightning flashes plotted in
the upper portion of the figure. The plots are
partitioned into 4-min. intervals that coincide
approximately with the dual-Doppler data acquisition periods. There is an interesting apparent
corre1ation of the trends in updraft, reflectivity,

flashes were highly variable,

and total flashing rate in the 16-20 min interval.
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cella, on& growing and then disaipatlng and the
other three still growing at the end of the
observation.

Note also that throughout the entire period, the
maximum updraft speed and the total flashing rate
change in the sane direction. The lightning
activity is characterized by a slight decrease in
CG flashes and a large increase in IC activity
during the last interval analymed. A determinntion of whether these apparent correlction. are
characteristic of large storms awaits additional
analyses of other storms.

From these data we infer the following about
lightning in~ squall lines: 1) the maximum number
of flashes may not coincide spatially with the
highest precipitation reflectivity, 2) there is a
tendency for most lightning to have at least some
portion of each flash near the leading edge of
the precipitation core, and 3) throughout the
electrically active iffe of calls there are
flashes that are shorter and longer than 20 kin;
an a cell develops and lightning activity increases,
shorter ones predominate; as a cell dissipates,
the shorter flashes diminish and the longer ones
dominate the activity.

Flash Density in Squall. Line, 20 May 1980
We have used our radars for location of
lightning in storms at long ranges (10,11).
Although radar techniques are particularly useful
at long ranges from the observing site, lightning
outside the radar beam is, of course, not observed. During a squall line on 20 May 1980, we
used on L-band radar (23-cm wavelength) with an
antenna beam width of 2.5* in azimuth and a
cecnt squared vertical pattern and observed
1055 flashes during a 46 stin period. The IC0CG
flash ratio was at least 40:1. With out: Dcpplat
radar, we also recorded the precipitation in four
79157apparently
T5
79157example

Spatial Extent of Lightning
Several invest~igators have reported the
existance of long, horizontal flashes (see e-g.,
12,13,2,3,10). We are finding that long flashes
ave con in Oklahoma storms; flash length is
associated with @torm cloud size. An
of how two different systems, radar and
VIIP mapping, map the same long f lash is shown in
Fig. 5. The flash is first observed in the Lband radar beau at about 75 kin, just beyond the
range of the VHF mapping syatem. The total
length of the lightning activity mapped with the
two systems is >100 km.
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L-band radar, 20 May 1980 at 1139:7.6 CST. The
shaded area is the radar becsmwidth; the long
dashed lines denote the VHF mapping sectors
from Norw'vzn and Cimarron. The Line with cross
tics is the path of the center of the discharge
obtained from the VHF mapping. Arrowas indicate
the dtroatit,7 of progression. Dashed Line sevepror nt uncertain portions of the path.
croes ti in are ev'ery 20 me, tabeled eochj
100 me after 1139:80.000. A, B, and c mark the
coincidesn' in range and time as mapped with
both system. in addition to the main part of
the flaeh, ther. were other disoharge path*
that moved in varfoux directions. They astopped
radiatingprior to the end of the flash.

In-Cloud Progression Speed of Lightning

Vertical Distribution of Lightning

Estimates have been made of the progression
speed of discharges within clouds using various
mapping techniques (e.g., 2,14). Taylor (9)
mapped flashes in Oklahoma and found typical
speeds of about 60 km/s. We also have used
L-band radar to measure radial progression speed.
Shown in Fig. 6 is an example of a lightning
flash whose extent is >30 km. Notice that the
flash progresses toward the radar (labeled fast)
and then seams to stop for several milliseconds
before moving forward again. This appears to be
a typical pattern in radar data for the development of a flash. Using this radar technique, we
have measured in cloud progression speeds as high
as 250 km/s, with the average being about 100
km/s.

RANGE (kin)
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20

40
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Lightning is found at all heights within
storms, but there appear to be preferred heights
where most activity occurs. Details are being
presented in other papers at this conference
(e.g., Taylor, MacGorman et al., Mazur et al,).
Previously, we (9) have presented VHF mapping
data that suggest CG flashes tend to begin and
have their center of activity slightly lowe r than
IC flashes. The median discharge height for the
CC and IC flashes studied was 4.3 km and 5.9 km,
respectively. Furthermore, when we have plotted
all VHF mapped sources versus height, we find a
bimodal distribution with peak activities between
about 4-6 km and 11-13 km in Oklahoma, small severe
storms (Fig. 7). We have observed this same sort
of bimodal vertical distribution near Wallops
Island, Virginia where we used a vertically
scanning radar to locate lightning. During
penetrations of the upper part of the Virginia
storms with the NASA F106, it was possible to
maximize the number of strikes to the aircraft by
flying at the height of the upper maximum in the
lightning activity.

-

FAST

Positive CG Flashes

/

Flashes that lower positive charge to ground
(+CG) have been docamented by several investigators. Most of the studies prior to the late
1970's were of flashes to tall structures (see,

.050

e.g., 15).
In these studies it was noted that
positive flashes, while numbering only a few

percent of all CG flashes, often had very large
peak currents. These flashes were termed trig-

SLOW-

gered because tall structures were involved.
Positive CC have also been thought to occur
naturally,
i.e., not triggered by tall structures.
1s
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NUMUKR OF SOURCES
Altitude dist
ibution of nwnber of

VIM impulse sources from flash*. during
a non-severe stor-m, 19 June 1980. This type
of bimodaZ distribution has been obeerved in
several Oklahoma storms. The major flashes
are thoee IC and C generat y observed, while
the minor flashe are apparently smaller aime
entr.zcZoud flaehes that .iomnate the activity
in the upper part of the store.

-igure 6. Range-time variation of radar eoho
from IC ighLaiag, 20 MW 1980. At any time
the width of tCi shaded region showe the total
range extent of the lightning echo within the
antenna beam.
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This was confirmed in 1978 by Takeuti, P-ook, and
their colleagues (16) who reported thskt most CC
flashes that occur in winter storms over che
Japanese coast are positive. As a result, we
began looking for +CG flashes In Oklahoma during
spring storms. We have found that indeed, +CG
flashes are present during severe storms and
squall lines and may pose unusual threats to
aviation.
We pre ant here our analysis of 31 confirmed
CG's that were positive. We have observed +CG
flashes to emanate from spt..ific regions of
severe 4torms as indicated in Fig. 8. Depicte4d
in the figure in the classical supercelt thutderstorm, which contains an intense convective
region, sheas, large anvil, and rotation. Of the
CG flashes we observed within isolated severe
thunderstorms, only negative charge has been
lowered to ground by fleshes within the heavy
precipitation regiois. Those from under the
upshear anvil on the back of the storm and from
the downshear anvil near the main storm tower can
lower charge of either polarity, but usually
lower negative charge. Of the few flashes we
have observed to emanate from wail clouds, we

have documented two that were positive. Nearly
all of the fiashes to ground from the downshear
anvil and well away from the storm tower have
been positive. Most of the +CG Klashes that we
have observed have emerged from high in the
storm, the notable exception being those from the
wall Uloue,
Single-stroke +CG flashes, which are the
vast majority of positive flashes, have a rather
typical but not unique electric field change
(Fig. 9). Usually the flash shows substantial
preliminary activity (240 ma average) followed by
a return strokc whoQe amplitude averages About
one-tenth the total field change. The presence
of continuing current is suggested by the large,
slow field change after the return stroke. Since
our initlai analysis of the thirty-one +CG flashes,
we have obtained simultaneous electric fteld,
optical, photographic, and television data for a
fe,. other +CG flashes. An example is shown in
Fig. 10. fhe field change is typical. A large
ELF radiation pulse occurs at the time of each
return stroke. The electrl' field waveform
(F:Ig. 11) shows a zero-to-peak risetime of about
4 pH. Shorter +CG return-stroke risetimes have
been Dbserved, with the fastest in the submicro-
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_
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Figure 8. Observed locations of CG flashes based
on observations of 31 confi wed +CG and nwner-

ous -CG flashes in several tao lated, severe
storms.
ELF

0

Ftgure 9. Electric field change for +CG flash,
110May 1980 at about 1913:33 CST. SA denotes
that tht instrument had a 10 a decay ttme (see
instrumentation section in text). The return
stroke is labeled R. This flash was observed
to emanate from the down shear anvil of a strm
shortly after a wall cloud formed.

.50

L.0

82150
2115:37,30
Figure 10. Electric field change, AE, and ELF
waveform for +CG flash recorded at the SEB,
30 May 1982. The time arrow denotes time at
the center of the scale with full scale being
1.0 a. The return stroke is labeled R and is
coincident with the first large ELF pulse that
also show& the ' eturn stroke lowered positive
charge (the second ELF pulse is an instrunental
artifact). The amplitude calibration for AE
is shown.
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Figure 13. Map of thunder acoustic sources for
+CG flash. Coordinates are relative to NSSL.
The najor part of the flash was nearly directly
overhead with significant discharge activity
extending to a height of about 15 km. The
freexing level was at about 4 kn.
naturally to the relatively flat terrain in the
Oklahoma area.
Not only do we find +CG flashes in thu
mature and late stages of supercells, but we also
observe them on the back side of squall lines.
In fact, our recent observations suggest that
squall lines may produce more +CG flashes than
isolated storms. In squall lines the +CG flashes
appear to propagate very long distances before
coming to ground.

Fsources

Idesribed

photograph of +CG flush
. inak-fi.1
02r1. Continuing
andforot
10
in Figs.
60ma ea
lasrnts
t
of.
r nisity'

Figure

lstslocations
can be seen in Fig. 10 from R to the first
'break' in the curve.
range (17). The flash shown here was
captured on TV and with a streak camera (Fig. 12).
Notice the blurred Hlannel luminosity that were-

i

We have mapped the locations of acoustic
from two +CG flashes using the thunder
technique for mapping lightning channels described
in
and Few (13).
by
source
thunderShown
reconstructed
the Teer
are and
Fig.Few13 (18)
for one of six positive flashes that
occurred in an 8-mn period on 6 June 1979
following the passage of the more intense part of
the squall line over NSSL (this ic the same
squall line described in an earlier section).
gsecond to the
The flash was observed to come to ground
west. From a time-to-thunder mep.surement, we
infer it struck earth about 8 kA &way. Many
thunder sources in both flasbA§ were located at
or just above the freezing level, approximAtely
4 ka above ground (or 4.7 km MSL). There were,
however, a significant number of sources above 10
km.

Sfees continuing current is present an indicated
by the field change. The four +CG flashes for
which we have streak camera or TV images show the
presence of continuing current. Based on the
high percentage of single-stroke +CG flashes that
have similar field changes and these few with
confirmed continuing current, we suspect that
continuing current is a common occurrence in +0G
flashes.
We have obtained photographs of two +OG
flashes clearly showing downward branches, thus
indicating downward leader propagation. Of the
+CG flashes we have observed in Oklahoma storms,
we have no evidence of upward propagation, which
would be indicative of tall structure triggering,
Thus it appears as if those +CG flashes occur

Data from our Clmaron Doppler radar show
that the acoustic sources lower than about 5 km
were located in reflectivities of <17 dMZ, while
those above 10 km were located In even weaker
reflectivities. This flash was about 30 ka from
the closest large precipitation core of >50 d3Z,
and it was on the back side of the squall line.
There are several aspects of +CG flashes
that we feel need further study to ascertain
whether these flashes may pose an unusual threat
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to aviation.

They include:

4.

R. T. Arnold and W. D. Rust, "Initial
attempt to make electrical measurements on

1)

the presence of very fast return stroke

tornadic storms by surface intercept,"

risetimes

Preprints, llth Conf. Severe Local Storms,
Amer. Meteor. Soc., Boston, Mass., 320-325,
1979.
R. A. Brown, D. W. Burgess, J. K. Carter,
L. R. Lemon, and D. Sirmans, "NSSL dualDoppler radar measurements in tornadic : A

2)
3)

the presence of large peak currents
the frequent occurrence of continuing
t
current in the return stroke channel

4)

the tendency for these flashes to be in
can
low reflectivity regions, which
appear innocent on radar, and

5)

5.

preview," Bull. Amer. Meteor. Soc., 56,
524-526,1
6.

their very large spatial extent,

CONCLUDING REMARKS
We believe that several aspects of our
research are relevant to lightning hazards
to aviation. Study areas that we are currently
addressing include: 1) procedures for reUl-time
guidance of research aircraft, 2) the location of
lightning relative to storm features in different
storm types, 3) techniques for warnings to ground
operations, 4) lightning location relative to
turbulence within storms, 5) peak currents in
channels of both -CG and +CG flashes, and
6) assessment of whether +CG flashes pose unusual
hazards.

7.

8.

9.

Prn3ress is being made, and we invite other
i.terested Investigators to join us in continued
and increased collaborative efforts.

10.
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ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY HAZARDS PROTECTION PROGRAM
Rudy C. Beavin, Jack R. Lippert, and 1,t Jayme E. Lavoie
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The Flight Dynamics Laboratory of the Air
Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL/
FIEA) is administering an Advanced Development
Program (ADP) with support from other Government Agencies; e.g., members of the National
Interagency Coordination Group (NICG); to
design and demonstrate Atmospheric Electricity
Hazards Protection (AEHP) for advanced technology A/C. The prime Contractor for the AEHP
program is the Boeing Military Airplane Company
(BMAC). The fifty-four (54) month (Technical
Performance) Air Force Contract was initiated
on 1 April 1982o
XV
;The two-Phase AEHP Program will consist c
a twenty-one A21) month Phase One for Protection Definition and thirty-three (.3Y Month
Phase Two for Effectiveness Demonstration.
During the AEHP programthe electromagnetic
(EM) environment rppulting from aircraft (A/C)
interaction withtmoppheric Electr ity (AE) r
e.g., Lightning and Precipitation Staticf'will
be defined and the impact of that environment
on electrical/electronic subsystems and
equipment assessed. Tradeoffs will then be
exercised to preucribe AEHP concepts which are
compatible with protection required against
other EM threatsf'e.g., EMI, NEMP. From the
candidate protection concepts available,
optimized AEHP schemes for various classes of
vehicles; e.g., Fighters, Transports/Bombers,
Helicopters, and Missiles, will be specified.
The effectiveness of the nrotection provided
will be demonstrated through ground based AE

The AEHP Advanced Development Program
enjoys the application of financial and Program
resources by an assembly of Military/Civilian
Agencies. This support is suggested on the
Logo for the ADP shown as Figure 1. The Flight
Dynamics Laboratory of the Air Force Wright
Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL/FI) provides
the ADP office for interagency coordination and
AEHP Program direction. Other Federal Military
Agencies contributing to the Program include
other Air Force Laboratories and the Aeronautical Systems Division, as well as the Army,
the Navy Air Systems Command and the Defense
Nuclear Agency. In addition, the Federal
Aviation Administration and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration are
participating in the Program. The Boeing
Military Airplane Company (BMAC) is the Prime
Contractor for the Program. The National
Interagency Coordination Group (NICG) for the
National AEHP Program meets annually to review
the work accomplished, underway and planned by
various Agencies to encourage a coordinated
application of Federal resources for AEHP
investigations.

01%

C)e

simulation utilizing full-scale A/C and

operating electrical/electronic subsystems and
equipment employing appropriate AEHP concej,+s.
The AEHP Program will emphasize timely
information distribution and participation by
interested organizations and personnel.

+
4

1

This paper provides an overview of the AE
threats defined for the AEHP Program and
presents an outline of the effort planned for
the AEHP Contract Program. It is the intent of
the Air Force management office for the AEHP
Program to maintain communication with the
technical community in order to more effectively direct Program investigations and encourage
the timely transfer of results. Constructive
criticism of AEHP Program activities is encouraged to insure effective application of Program
resources.

Figure 1

-

AEHP ADP LOGO
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In addition to the Agencies identified in the
AEHP Logo, the National Seve- ouorms Laboratory of the National Ocearigraphic and Atmospheric Administration ,SOAA/NSSL) is also a
member of the NICG.

appropriate adjustments made to the protection
schemes employed. In addition to the demonstration of balanced protection effectiveness,
techniques for qualification of protection and
continued assessment of the integrity of the
AEHP provided will be identified and demonstrated.

The first Phase of the AEHP Program will
result in the definition of balanced protection
concepts to provide confidence for all-weather
application of advanced avionic and structural
concepts in military and civilian scenarios,
Balanced protection concepts which are appropriate for each of four classes of A/C; e.g.,
Fighters, Transports/Bombers, Helicopters, and
Missiles will be provided. This Phase was
initiated on 1 April 1982 and is scheduled to
extend through December 1983 (21 months),
During Phase One of the Program, the electromagnetic environments incident on A/C
electrical/electronic systems will be defined
and appropriate protection schemes defined.
The balanced protection identified will provide
appropriate protection for flight/mission
critical elements of modern A/C when operated
in the AE threat(s) defined. In order to
achieve this result, the inturaction of AE
environments with modern A/C structures(s);
e.g., Advanced Composite Materials, Lexan, high
resistance metals; must be determined to
characterize the AE associated threat incident
on advanced electrical/electronic elementsl
e.g., Fly-by-Wire, Power-by-Wire, et al.
Appropriate hardening schemes will then be
designed to assure confident operation of
flight/mission critical elements under AE
threat conditions. The hardening employed will
include a balanced set of: system, power, and
information shielding; passive/active system
protection; et al. The AEHP concepts prescribed will also be evaluated for their
contribution to protection against other EM
threats; e.g., EMI, NFMP; and protection
concepto against the latter will be considered
for incorpuration in the final AEHP schemes
specified. Finally, Phase One will provide an
updated definition of the procedures to be
employed in Phase Two to demonstrate the effectiveness of the AEHP provided through application of the Interim Design Guides derived from
the Phase One investigation.

The AEHP ADP invites contributions from
the aerospace technical community to improve
the effectiveness of the Program and aid
transition of Program results to aerospace
system application. Your constructive criticism of the AEHP Program is encouraged.
Continuing interactions will improve the
quality of the AEHP Program and yield a maximum
return on the Program investment.
PHASE ONE (I)
The AEHP ADP is configures as a two Phase
effort with Phase I being directed toward the
development/design of effective AEHP for the
four classes of flight vehicles displayed in
Figure 10, i.e., Fighters, Transports/Bombers,
Cruise Missiles, Helicopters.
Atmospheric Electricity Threat - The electrical
threat environment associated with atmospheric
electricity phenomena has had recent intense
investigations. This Program will continue
through the Summer of 1983 with lightning
attachment experiments planned by both NASA
(LaRC) and AFWAL (FIESL). The results of these
and other investigations will be afforded close
scrutiny during the AEHP ADPO and appropriate
adjustments to the AE environment made for the
Program, when warranted. For the present, the
historical data bases for Lightning and P-Static
environments have been examined, including
near-term investigations, and an Atmospheric
Electricity Hazards Threat Environment Definition report prepared.
Atmospheric Electricity Threat Definition - The
characterization of the atmospheric electricity
threat environment imposed on flight and
mission critical electrical/electronic elements
aboard A/C is important for the AEHP Program.
The initial definition of both lightning and
precipitation static associated electrical
environments for A/C has been taken from the
technical record. In the case of precipitation
static, the literature base has been examined,
and the significant threat parameters with
their range of magnitudes noted for inclusion
in the atmospheric electricity threat characterization. There appears to be no need for
additional exploration to define the precipitation static electrical environment at the A/C
surfaces. For the lightning case however,
although an appropriate initial characteriiation has been achieved for use during Phase I
of the AEHP Program, both existing and new data
will continue to be evaluated for contribution
to the characterization of the lightning
threat.

Currently, Phase Two is anticipatsd as
having a January 1984 start with the technical
investigations program being completed by
October 1986 (33 months). During that period,
it is planned to configure modified YUH-61
Helicopter and F-14 test beds with representa.tive advanced electrical/electronic systems and
advanced structural concepts to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the balanced AEHP defined
during Phase One. The test bed A/C, together
with protected electrical/electronic systems
representative of A/C of the 1990's will be
subjected to interaction with simulated lightning flashes which will be representative of
the AE threat determined during the ADP. The
results of these tests will be evaluated and
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The "initial single stroke lightning
threat has been characterized by double exponential current waveforms (Figure 2). The severe
threat for the AEHP Program has a maximum rate
of rise of 200 ka/ps with a peak current of
200kA, a falltime to half-peak valge 2of 50Ns,
and an action integral of 1.5 x 10-A--sec.
The moderate threat has a 20kA peak current
with a maximum rate of rise of 50kA/ps, a
fall-time to half-peak valua 9f 50Vs and an
action integral of 1.5 x 10-A--sec. These
parameters are shown in Table 1. Moderate and
severe lightning flashes consist of multiple
strokes of the nature shown in Table 1.
Lightning flash characteristics are shown in
oth
IM
,N
~ba
l~l
0M
Table
2.

For defining the initial characterization
of the lightning threat which will be considered during the AEHP ADP, the "best" available data has been employed. This characterization will be reviewed and revised, as necessary,
as "now" data becomes available. The "initial"
threat is based on three major sources of
lightning current measurement which have an
adequate statistical basel e.g., Berger in
Switzerland, Garbagnati in Italy, and Uman,
Weidman and Krider in the United States. From
evidence
these measurements tl~sre is sufficient
41
to demand the increase of the prior accepted
a
ijt
Ua
Ml
by lgla
current rise
rate of lgtw
maximum
lightning
*7-factor of two which has been included in the
lightning characterization
initial characterization of the AEHP threat uAirborne
programs have been conducted by both NASA and
A/C.
AFWAL/FIBSL which assist with evaluation of
TABLE 1 -LIGHTNING PARAMETERS
PEAK CURRENT
Mo er te
Severe:

22-3

2 kA5
200kA

PEAK RATE-OF-RISE
X

I0

0

amps/sec

2 x 10amps/sec

ACTION INTEGRAL
1.5 x 10 4 amp 2-sec
1.5 x 106 amp -

~ec

.

TABLE 2 -

LIGHTNING FLASH CHARACTERISTICS

Duration of induced transient

50 - 500ps

Inter-stroke time interval

10 - 100 ms

Time duration of lightning event

2 sec maximum

o Number of strokes

Undefined (>50 recorded)

lightning current models and will lead to
confirmation or adjustment of the current
lightning characterization being employed.
FIESL has also conducted Rocket-Triggered
Lightning (RTL) experiments from Mt Baldy in
New Mexico and further RTL investigations are
planned for Florida in Summer 1983. Additional
programs planned for this summer by both Groups
are expected to contribute significantly to
this effort. To assure that the AEHP ADP is
afforded full benefit from these continuing
investigations, resources have been provided
for data analysis and model/characterization
adjustment under the AEHP Program.

of avionics employing these concepts demands
that appropriate protection against Atmospheric
Electricity Hazards be supplied. Preparatory
to identifying appropriate protection concepts,
evaluating their effectiveness and performing
system trades to determine effective balanced
protection schemes for various classes of A/C
scenario and associated avionics, the susceptibility of various electronic elements to
upset/damage from electrical environments
associated with Atmospheric Electricity - A/C
interaction must be determined. The interest
of the AEHP ADP is in providing effective
protection for flight/missioy, critical
electrical/electronic systeas of the 1990's,
anon. Many of the deviceb/systems of interest
will not be available fo. direct investigation,
but from the historical record and consideration of system/device tiends both upset/damage
mechanism3 and tolerance may be projected.
Such a consideration then aids in delimiting
the protection which mist be afforded against
the threats of interest.

With the attachment of lightning flashes
to A/C or the incidence of electromagnetic
fields from nearby lightning events, as well as
with charge accumulation resulting from precipitation static, currents and fields will be
experienced at the surface of A/C. The waveform of this energy, as well as the magnitude
of energy transferred to elements inside the
A/C will be affected by A/C geomet'y and
material. Various computer codes have been
evaluated to determine the characteristics of
the threat at the circuit/element station in an
A/C as the result of transfer functions and
coupling effectiveness. Among codes which have
been applied are WIRANT, THREDE, SRC-2D, as
well as PRESTO/TRAFFIC. It is anticipated that
the SRC-3D code may also be available for use
in the AEHP Program.

As a first step in determining the prctection which must be afforded, the historical
record has been examined to identify damage
mechanisms for various types of semiconductors
and other componeLts. The sensitivity to upset
has been assessed from manufacturer's data
sheets and the necessity of testing to e-aluate
system upset effects noted. Some device upset
evaluation by lightning transient testing will
also be performed to assist in system upset
consideration. To guide work in this area,
flight and mission critical subsystems/equipment for A/C have been identified (Table 3).
Many components required for these subsystems/
equipment will be individually tested in
bench-tests, while others will be employed in
test-bed evaluations, (Table 4).
In addition
to components employing current technology, new
technology is also being tracked to establish a
projection of A/C electrical/electronic subsystems trends. D1ew component technology
concepts; e.g., bubble memories, CCD, VLSI; are
shown in Table 5. In addition, bench testing
has been performed on representative electronic
components/subsystems.

These codes have made possible the prediction of fields and currents to be experienced
during lightning simulation tests with the ALCM
and YG-16 plus F-16 mock-up test beds. These
predictions will be evaluated during tests to
be conducted in Summer of 1983. In addition,
the codes developed and demonstrated during
Phase I will bu applied to other test beds
during Phase II and will be available for
application during A/C - Lightning interaction
analyses,

*and

Electronic Susceptibility - Opportunities to
perform extensive data acquisition/processing
effect flight and propulsion control, and
extend navigational and comnunication capabilities, as well as effect sophisticated weapons
employment, and other benefits have been
afforded by recent/anticipated electronic
concepts. However, the effective application

Since digital oystems are very sensitive
to upset, as well as employ components with low
damage thresholds, it im important that a
representativc digital system be tested/
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FLIGHT/MISSION CRITICAL SUBSYSTEMS/EQUIPMENT
ANALYZE

EMP ANALYSIS
AVAILABLE

ARC-190

ASC-19

ARC-164

MSIP Control
(Honeywell)

ARV-50A

ASQ-176

TYPE OF SYSTEM

" BENCH TEST

Communication
Control & Display

EW

System Integration

ALR-20
ALQ-1534
AP-101C (IBM)

AYK-17

Identification

KIT-lA
APX-101
F-16 FCC
(Bendix)

Flight Control

F-18 FCC (G.E.)
Engine Control

Pratt & Whitney
Ham-Std 2037

Electrical Power

Sundstrand KC-135
Sunstrand (767/767)

AC Voltage Regulator
DC Voltage Regalator
KC-135 Capacitive
Probe (B-52)

Fuel Management

Navigation

Commercial ILS
(Bendix)

Carousel INS
(Bendix)

ARN-118

ARN-14

ARN-108

Target Acquisition

ASQ-151
AVQ-HUD

TABLE 4
DEVICE P/N

A

-

RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS FOR TEST

DEVICE TYPE

MFG

QTY

UNIT
PRICE

BPK70-4 (1)

Bubble Memory

Intel

2

370.00

7220-1 (1)

Bubble Memory Controller

Intel

10

64.00

F2642DC (2)(1)

CCD Memory, 65K - NMOS

Fairchild

10

38.50

MCM2801C

EEPROM 16 x 16

Motorola

10

9.00

D2806 - 4

EEPROM 2K x 8

Intel

10

29.50

MCM2708C

EPROM 1024 x 8 NMOS

Motorola

10

6.20

TMS3716CL

EPROM 2K x 8 - NMOS

Motorola

10

4.50

I46654IJ6

EPR-M 512 x 8

Intersil

10

14.55

MC14034BCP

Commercial Universal
Bus Register (8 bit)-CMOS

Motorola

10

2.90

8748 (3)

Microprocessor
(8 bit) MMOS

Intel

10

24.00

SN5420J

Nand Gate
TTL

Texas Instr.

10

.64

-

-

-

NMOS
HMOS-E

CMOS

Dual 4 Input

2-5

TABLE 4

-

RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS FOR TEST (CONTINUED)
MFG

DEVICE TYPE

DEVICE P/N

QTy

UNIT
PRICE

MC10101L

Nor Gate - Quad 2 Input
ECL

Motorola

30

.75

MC10501L

Nor Gata - Quad 2 Input
ECL (Militar)

Motorola

10

2.80

CD4011BCN

Nand Gate - Quad 2

RCA

30

.30

Motorola

10

.62

182

$2735.00

Input - CMOS

Nand Gate - Quad 2
Input - CMOS (Military)

MC14011BAL

TABLE 5

-

COMPONENT TECHNOLOGIES IN FLIGHT AND MISSION CRITICAL AVIONIC SYSTEMS
COLOR
VHSIC

VLSI

GaAs

CMOS
x

CRT

FIBER

BUBBLE

OPTICS

MEMORY

x

x

1.

COMMUNICATIONS

X

X

2.

CONTROLS & DISPLAYS

X

X

3.

ELECTRONIC WARFARE

X

X

X

X

4.

SYSTEM INTEGRATION

X

X

X

X

5.

IDENTIFICATION

X

X

X

X

6.

FLIGHT CONTROL

X

X

X

X

X

7.

NAVIGATION

X

x

X

X

X

8.

TARGET ACQUIS. AND
STRIKE

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

9.

ELECTRICAL POWER

K

x

X

X

X

X

X

11. FUEL MANAGEMENT

X

X

X

X

X

ItS
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SAW
x

x
X

10. ENGINE CONTROL

|

CCS

x

X

X

X

X

mock-up is sheet aluminum over a wood frame in
the general F-16 shape to preserve electrical
lengths and resonances appropriate for the
fighter aircraft. The entire test bed is
supported above the ground plane by nonconducting wood bracing. A picture of the
YG-16 test bed is shown in Figure 3.

evaluated during Phase I of the AEHP ADP. In
addition to damage tolerance testing which is
being performed, considerable attention is
being focused on digital system upset. Results
from testing of a representative digital
control system(s)l e.g., computer control
system with a twisted shielded pair data busi
should be available in subsequent Program
reports. In addition, the impact of AE transients on a color CRT display system suitable
for use as an A/C display module is planned to

The YG-16 test series is designed to: a.
Characterize the induced transients in aircraft
wiring due to lightning attachment to the aircraft. b. Determine upset and damage sensitivities of advanced technology subsystems when
exposed to moderate level lightning environments. c. Provide low level CW and moderate
level pulse test data for comparison with
analytical calculation.

be evaluated under representative operating
conditions. A part of the testing is planned
to incluCe the observations of the types of
disturbances that occur and their effect(s) on
operator interpretation and reaction,

F

Vulnerability Assessment - This requires a substantial degree of experimental work. The main
purpose is to obtain generic data on the
susceptibility of components/subsystems in
various generalized configurations when subjected to the defined lightning threat. This
investigation is being accomplished via two
differen4 t test beds (YG-16, ALCM) at two
different facilities (BMAC, Sandia).

Of the two test techniques employed, the
Swept Continuous Wave (Swept Cw) technique
injects a low level current onto the aircraft
skin/structure and measures the output voltage/
current at wiring/equipment stations as a function of frequency. This results in definition
of thetransfer functions in the frequency
domain which may be used to determine coupling
effectiveness and as an analytical tool. The
other technique, pulse injection, applies a
unipolar current impulse to the aircraft with
response measurements taken in the time domain.
This test generates information concerning
susceptibility levels and interaction mechan-

The YG-16 test bed consists of an advanced
composite forward fuselage section mated to a
mock-up representing the remainder of the F-16
aircraft. The forward fuselage is 78% GR/EP
with some aluminum support otructure. The

3V

Figure 3

-

YG-16 TEST BED
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T.

SANDIA UGHTNING
SIMULATOR

Frigure 4

LIGHTNING krACILITY

-SANDIA

imu. The pulse waveform used is tie ?2oderate
level thr~eat representation defined as a double
exponential current waveform with the following
paraimeters:
lOkA

a.

Peak Current

b.

Peak Rate of Rise

C.

-

Action integral

-

5 X 110 A/sec.
11 2

-

1.5 x 10 11A 2-sec.

Three levels of complexity are structured
into the YG-16 test series: a. simple, point
to point wiring configurations with no operat-

ing mubsystema. h. Generic installation of
wiring with dumory loads which are electrically
representative of advanced avionics. c. An
operating uubuystem with an airborne comiputer,
appropriate power, wmtrol, and display equipiment. The inforimation gained from theme tests
feeds into protection concept developenat/
tradeoff.
The Air Launched Cruise NKsil. (AWNH)
test bed is a prototype version of the production AGH-86B which has undergone skin panel
modification/removal and cable shield altarstion to yield generic data for general missile
This test series in being
configurations.
conducted at the Sandia Lightning Facility in

..

......

,

~AEHP/ADP

.

,

4

1,1
Figure 5

-

ment that from the YG-16 text series for use
during Tank V efforts.

REPRESENTATIVE A/C

Albuquerque N.M., which in shown in Figure 4.
This facility in capable of subjecting the ALCM
to current waveforms corresponding to the
defined severe lightning threatt

Scurrent

a.

Peak Current - 200kA

b.

Peak Rate of Rise - 2 x 10

c.

Action tntegr&

Protection valuation/Tradeoffs - The objective
of this Tank is to evaluate and establish
practical, effective protection concepts.
These concepts will minimize cost, weight,
power, reliability/maintainability requireuwwmnts. The Toak V trade study is to develop a
opmca.fication for balanced protection for
advanced (1990-95) airfrainoe and associated
electronic/electrical systems.

A/S
2.
1.5 x I0A -

This severe threat coupled to a vehicle as
strong
a very
provide to
the ALCMon will
small as density
the vehicle
amones
the

Protection concepts are being conaidered
classes of flight
different
for
each of four
vehicles:
ightery
large Transport/Botborl

impact of an extreme lightning current threat.
The objectives of the ALCM tent series are
as fullowat a. To characterize the 1M coupling
paths froxn the lightning attachment point to
mission critical equipment interfacoas b. To
determine stress levels at selected equipment
from various pulse levelms a. To determine
upset and damage effects of simulated full
threat lightning current pulses on operating
avionics. The information gained will cosle-

Helicopter# and, Cruise Missile (Pigure 5).
The trade studies will be primarily analytical
but, when required, concepts will be evaluated
experimentally on the YG-16 test bed to determine hardness effectiveness. At ccoplotion of
Task V, the protection concepts will have been
developed and evaluated paralmtrically. This
information will then be assmled and correlated into the interim design criteria and used
as the basis for the Phase X plans for full
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scale demonstration of these protection ccncoptes.

and procedures for evaluating the continuing
integrity of the AEHP provided to A/C while in
the operational inventory. Work is under way,
both with AFWAL/FIESL and with Lightning
Transients Research Incorporated (LTRI),
chrough the AEHP Prime Contractor, BMAC, to
define procedures/equipment which are appropriate for demonstration of AMNP concepts and
initial qualifications of System and A/C
protection. FIESL, BMAC and other organizations are also addressing the continuing
assessment of protection integrity. Finally,
during Phase II, the relationship of ASHP to
protection against other electromagnetic
threats; e.g., EK, NHP, Radar, et alp will
continue to be explored. Where possible, consolidated design concepts will Li documented,
but where advised the need for explicit protoction outside the spoutrm of protection provided by ASHP will be noted.

Interim Design Criteria - Near the conclusion
of Phase I, Interim Design Criteria for Atmospheric Electricity Hazards Protection will be
provided to the Aerospace Coemunity for review
and oment. It is important that the results
of this ADP are effectively communicated to A/C
and Systems producers so the ANHP concepts
resulting from the ADP may have an early
introduction to the Military/Coemeroial A/C
fleets. Comments/suggestions from the Aerospace Coomunity are encouraged throughout the
ADP. Periodic presentations to Government/
Industry are planned for the April time period
of each year during the Program to increase the
transfer of technology.
During the~e periodic
interactions, as well as through meetings/
publication for troatment of special imues,
the AEHP ADP will ocamunicate findings/
uncertainties to the Aerospace Commnity.

CONCLUSION

Through this mechanism the ADP hopes to con-

tinue productive interactions with Government/
Industry.

In Phase II the effectiveness of the ANHP
Interim Design Criteria and initial ARMP
concepts will be demonstrated on A/C test beds
using ground- based Atmoepheric Electricity
Simulators. At this time it is Contemplated
that the test beds to be used will be derived

Through the Program planned for the Atmo.pheric Electricity Hasard. Protection (ANHP)
Advanced Developmont Program (ADP), the AN
threat environment incident on A/C and the
resulting threat at specific A/C stations will
be documented. Then, appropriate AMP design
concepts will be identified for A/C electrical/
electronic systems representative of kilitAry/
Civilian air vehicles of the 1990'.
The
effectiveness of these concepts for providing
the ARN? required will be deemnotrated and

from a YUH-16 Helicopter and an F-14 A/C.

procedures documented for assessing the

PHASE TWO (II)

The

basic vehicles will likely he extensively
modified through application of advance composite and other poorly conducting materials as

effectiveness/integrity of AMP on-board
operational A/c. Your review of efforts under
the ANNP ADP and constructive comments are

vehicle surface cover, as well as installation

encouraged.

of electrical/electronic systems employing
operational concepts representative of those
anticipated for the 1990's. It is believed
that this procedure will permit the evaluation
of many electrical/electronic system protection
concepts, including structural aspects and
local shielding, as well as AEH tolerant
electrical concepto, in configurations which
are representative of those which will be
encountered in future A/C of the four clasmes
being consideredp e.g., Fighters, Transports/
Bombers, Cruise Missiles, and Helicopters. The
details of the Phase II Program to be conducted
will be documented as part of the Phase I
activity on the AEHP Contract.
Phase II is expected to be initiated in
January 1984 with active investigation completed by October 1986 and the documentation of
the AEHP Program continuing into early FY87. A
product of Phase II will be finalized AENP
design concepts following adjustment from the
initial design concepts produced in Phase 1, as
demanded by user critique and findings/actions

from the demonstration activities of Phase 11.
Another product from Phase II will be
documentation/dmons 'ation of procedures for
initial qualification of AHP concepts for A/C
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LIGrTiING PROBD S NCOUNTDID IN LRME KLZCTRQHICS INUTMALTIOCS
AID THEIR SOUTION

Samuel R. Crawford, Senior Ensineering 8paeialint
lord Aerospace and Commicatiooa Corporation, Sunnyvale, California

Ahe delaterious effects of lightning discharges
due to
inter/intra-cloud discharge on lerge distributed electronics
installations (observed ver a number of years) range f ren
momentary dierlattion in petfotma'ne to catastrophic destruction
of site omponents
A mo"l is developed w&ich gives ground level electric field
intensity. The effects of this electric field on over ad power
.lines, ineluding the influence of the soil characteristics on the
effect of the lightning *lectrcmanetic pulse (L W) in presented.
The results of voltages induced In long cables by LE4P on the
components of the installation is also discussed.
A history of implemntation procedures for distributed
electronic installation and methods of mitigating these results
are presented.

AO

tI
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I

CASE HISTORIES

has
OF
LIGHTNING
PHENOMENON
constant and continuing threat
to
large
electronic
installations
which
are
distributed
over
a
mignificant area, e.g., acres or a radius
of thousands of feet.
Since the Introduction and extensive use of semiconductor devices with their inherent
sensitivities to transient
energy and
voltage, this threat from the effects
of lightning has increased many-fold.
It has boon demonstrated on any number
of
occasions that lightning can offectively cripple such an Installation
without a direct discharge to the installation or
to
any point
on
the
earth or nearby structure.
A particular interest in the conlderation
of
the
vulnerability
to
lightning of such an installation is
the effects of inter and intra-cloud
discharges* and the intensity of the
*loctro.magnetic
fields
generated
by
theme discharges.
Electric field Intensitio
of
thousands of volts per
meter at ground level have been computed as well as meeasu-d and their
effects have been obr , jd as a result
of
a
discharge as
amall
an
a
few
thousand amperes pv'k occurring at a
height
of
one
Ur
two
kilometers.
Theme fields enn induce potentials of
catastrophic
levels
in
power
and
signal
lines
interconnecting
the
elements
of
a
large
distributed
electronic Installation.
Thr
effects
of
these
inter
and
Intra-cloud
discharges
as
well
as
those of th* direct and nearby strikes
on elements of the installation (such
am outside plant cables and electronic
circuits
connected
to
these
cables)
will be discussed using the experience
at
several
sites
for
illustration.
Both the time and frequency domsins
are
considered
in
the
accompanying
analysis to illustrate the effects of
on
bandphenomena
lightning-induced
width limited devices and on wideband
devices
that
are
subj*cted
to
a
time-distributed
pulse
of
lightning
energy.
Several
techniques of
mitigating
the
effects of
both
ground-to-cloud
and
cloud-to-cloud
(or
intra-cloud)
lightning
discharges
will
be
described.
The effectiveness of these
protection techniques is reported In
terms
of
experience
in
actual
implementation at sites subject to high
lightning
activity
and
a
high-reuistivity earth.
-_
_damage,
*These discharges account for at least
75% of all lightning activity.
THE

been a

j.i

I

Some came histories are now given
of tho effects of lightning activity
at a few typical Installations around
the world.
This reveals. typically.
the damaging offects of lightning on
the station's performance.
CASE I - A large Installation in
New England.
This site normally *xpariences a high level of lightning
activity during the summer and early
autumn months.
The station is built
on a granite shelf, and, accordingly,
the ground rebiativity Is quite high In
the
order
of
one-half
megohmcentimeter.
Often when a thunderstorm
occurred in the vicinity, some damage
would
be
suffered
by
the
station
electronics.
This damage varied from
momentary outages of primary power to
the
catastrophic
destruction
of
station
components.
Seldom
would
there
be any evidence
of
a
direct
strike
to
any part
of
the station
where a strike did occur, it usually
would
be found
that
items
such as
antenna towers of helghtc of 200 to
400 feet had been struck.
On those
occasions
when a
direct
strike was
determined to have occurred, it was
the system components related to those
towers that had suffered damage.
It
was subsequently determined that the
sost prevalent damage to the Installation resulted from
the effects of
inter/intra-cloud lightning discharges
inducing hasardous potentials Into the
power
distribution
system.
This
problem was solved by the installation
of
large
surge
suppression
devices
into
the power system at the point
where
the
power
was
fed
In
the
buildings comprising the station.
CASE
II
An
electronic
installation on the
island
of
Oahu
distributed with elements as
far as
occasion,
on one
apart.
6500
feet
more than 120 LSI components of the
station
suffered
catastrophic
damage
during a lightning stocm.
No avidenae
of a direct strike could be found, but
someone remembered having seen a great
display
of
cloud-to-cloud
lightning
rativity over the ocean about
three
miles to the south of the station and
apparently
parallel
to
the
cable
interconnecting
the
two
most
remote
elements
of
the station.
Though it
was never proven, this cloud-to-cloud
lightning phenomenon seems to be the
most logical culprit to blame for the
as no evidence to the contrary
was ever identified.
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CASE III - A simllar installation
in the Indian Oaean with dietributed
elements about 1000 feet spart and in
At
an area of high mail resistivity.
of
the
90
about
latitude,
this
is
Inter/intra
activity
lightning
The clouds occur at
cloud In nature.
times
at
altitude,
low
very
a
coincident with the altitude of the
During on* thundecstors the
station.
station suffered a direct strike to
The
radones.
antenna
the
of
one
short
a
o
groundad
was
redome
ory
of
isoil
groundred
(1-mer)
(1-h et) g
tound
rd in mtil of very
high
resistivity. while
the
antenna
wax
radone
the
within
enclosed
connected to an excellent, chemically
(0.3 ohms)
low resistance
enhanced,
located some 50 meters
earth ground
The
away near an equipment building.
lightning energy, seeking the easiest
by
it
found
the
earth,
route
to

had
suffered
a
direct
lightning
was
This
conclusion
discharge.
supported by the fact that the aximuth
bearings of the antenna mount showed
minor pitting as a
some evidende o
place,
took
that
arcing
result of
presumably when the lightning current
was seeking earth.
These examples tend to point out
lightning.
nature of
the capricious
lightning
to
given
sflutions
The
this
in
later
problems
protection
and
on
statistical
based
paper are
logical behavior expected of lightning
but
very often
the unexpected
will
happen and lightning will pecforn in a
As
an
manner.
'illogical"
totally
example, consider the case of a Yagi
television antenna struck by lightning
The
Indiana.
in
residence
at
a
that
to
which
receiver
television
antenna was connected suffered only a

Ignoring

burned

the

radome

ground

connection

and jumping from the radoms frame to
Fero
there It
the antenna reflector,
through cables to the
was conducted
low resistance ground at the equipment
current
lightning
The
building.
flowing in the ground cable parallel
to the route of the various signal,
to
the
lines
power
and
control
potential
a
high
induced
antennas
lines
which
latter
in
theme
pulse
resulted in catastrophic failure of a
antenna
critical
of
number
Am a result, the entire
components.
for
lost
was
capability
station
several days.
CASE IV - A West Coast electronic
Installation that includes a 15-meter
antenna with a nutating sub-reflector
configuration.
a
Cassegrain-lItke
In
The antenna feed horn projected some
the
the center of
four meters from
A
reflector toward the subreflector.
heater blanket wax installed at the
end of the feed horn to insure that
the window at the end of the feed was
ice
and snow when
always
clear of
environments,
frigid
in
operating
the
was
within
horn
feed
This
the
of
cones-of-protection
support legs and braces
uubreflecta
air
of
a
number
of
that
to
and
A depot repair team on a
terminals.
semi-annual visit to the station found
and
charred
blanket
heate
this
circuit
The
shreds.
in
hanging
breaker intended to provide for power
line fault protection lor this heater,
had not tripped and was found to be
It
was
normally.
functioning
concluded that the only way in which
the beater blanket could have failed
In, such a totally catastrophic manner,

with the circuit breaker
the

ON

position, was

that

remaining
the

out

speaker

voies

coil.

Other

then that, there was no damage to
example
perfect
a
receiver
lightning caprice.

the
of

THE LIGHTNINQ PHENOMENON
The mechanism for the generation
of lightning has not been universally
held,
usually
It
is
upon.
agreed
however, that it is a thermo-dynamic
process and the freezing and melting
A charge
of water must be involved.
the
Workman
as
known
separation
during
place
takes
effect
Reynolds
the
in
results
that
freezing
the
a
potential
of
development
magnitude of which is a function of
(1)*.
involved
water
volume of
the
a
convection
also
be
must
There
process within the cloud ensuring a
and
freesing
the
of
continuation
Since the
melting process (Fig. 1).
take
process
and
melting
freezing
discrete
separately
at
place
can
buildup
potential
a
altitudes,
discrete
those
between
result
a
for
the
mechanism
and
altitudes
This
lightning discharge is created.
the
of
oversimpltfiction
Is
an
There can be many convection
process.
column generators within a storm call
a
within
cells
storm
many
and
thunderstorn.
of
the
consequences
The natural
ultimately huge
these
generation of
Votentials are (a) the conditions are
established for the occurrence of an
a
(b)
and
discharge,
intra-cloud
is
polarity
of
opposite
potential
developed on the surface of the earth
*Numbers

in

parentheses

designate

References at end of paper.

In

blanket
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beneath the cloud man. by a process of
electrostatic
induction
(Fig.
2).
Thus
the
stage
is
set
for
both
ground-to-cloud
and
cloud-to-ground
discharges.
The particular polarities
developed
in the cloud and
on the
ground in this
process are a function
of
the
impurities
(particularly
ammonia) contained in the cloud water,
are
Inter/intra-cloud
discharges
thought
to
take
place
between
individual storm cells in the same or
different
clouds
and
ate
initiated
when a conductive path, that can be
enhanced by ionization. Is established
between these cells (Fig. 3).
Ground-to-cloud
discharges
are
initiated when the potential between a
storm cell cloud and the earth reaches
a level near breakdown and a downward
moving leader is launched toward the
earth (Fig. 4).
The leader moves in
steps at a velocity of about one-third
the velocity of light.
This leader,
In its progress toward earth, leaves
behind
it
an ionized
channel
(Fig.
4a).
The leader approaches the earth
or some object on the earth to within
the "striking distance*'*
(Fig. 4b).
At
this striking distance a viol*.,tt
surge of
current called the
"roturt
stroke"
is initiated from the ground
to the cloud along the ionized path
created by the stepped leader (Figure
4c).
This current typically reaches a
peak
value
of
10,000
to
200.000
ampeoes
within 10 microseconds, and
then tapers off to 50% of the peak
value
In
about
50
microsecond*
or
longer.
This
discharge
causes
a
readjustment
of
the
charge
distribution
within
the
cloud
such
strokes
are
that
subsequent
return
initiated
along
the
still-eXisting
ionized
path
a
few
milliseconds
later.
Statistically
there
are
usually 4.12
return strokes
in one
pyrotechnic
display
of
lightning.
These appear to a viewer as a single
flash because of the persistence of
vision and iythe short time required for
their occurrence.
The greatest number
of
return
strokes
which
have
been
observed (using a special camera known
as a Boyes camors developed for this
purpose)
is
46
observed
on
the
Empire state building in new York City.
**Striking distance
is
the
distance
across which the potential between the
tip
of the leader and the earth or
object
will
break
down
via
the
conductivity of the air for the next
stage of development of the discharge.

Cloud-to-ground
discharge.
are
such
rarer
than
are
the
ground-to-cloud
type.
They
are
believed
to
develop
in
the
rain-producing portion of the storm cell cloud as a result of a Mechanism
not
thoroughly
understood.
It
has
these
discharges
been observed that
carry positive charges to the earth
while a ground-to-cloud discharge does
the
opposite.
Those discharges
arce
usually directed at
tall
structures
and quite often branch to more than
one structure for the same discharge.
THE PROBDAILITIE8
TO A STRUCTURD

OF

1

DIR3CT

STRIKE

The probability that structures of
a
large
listributed
electronic
installation will be subjected to the
damaging effects of a discharge to or
from the ground is a vital concern in
the desiJn of its lightning protection
system.
N. Clanos and 2. T. Pierce in
their
paper
aA
Ground-Lightning
Environment
for
Engineering
Usage"
(2)*
have
given us' some
empirical
methods
for
determining
such
a
probability.
Their
work
cites
the
results of the investigation of Many
others
and
probably
represents
the
state-of-the-art of lightning effects
prediction
as
of
August
1972.
A
cookbook procedure based on this work
will
be presented
in the
following
discussion.
annual
a)
Determine
the
isokaurenic level. Ty (number of days
par year on which thunder Is heard).
This information can be obtained from
a number of sources.
The author uses
the *USAF Handbook for Geophysics" but
for a finer, more timely cut at thin
data,
the nearest FAA control tower
log
is
a
good
source
of
reliable
lightning data.
b)
Determine the
mean duration
of a thunderstorm in houLs from:
D-0.9xT

0 3

(1)

c)
Determine
the
number
of
flashes
per
storm,
Fs .
The
conclusion
that
Pierce
and
Cianos
reached was that
the average flashing
cate
per
storm
is
3
per
minute.
regardless of the storm locals in the
wotld.
This is 130 flashes per hour
so that Fe becoses:
Fs=Dx180 flashes per
storm
d)

Determine

the

(2)
flashing

3.4

4'

The
a storm area.
density. Fd. f
"thunderym area in the vicinity of an
observing station has been determined
an
square
kilometers
to
be
500
empirical value for any place in the
world.
The flashing 'density Td thus
Is given by the relation:,

Fd=F/500 flashes per
square khlometer.

storm per
(3)

e)
The fraction of these flashes
which involve contact with the earth
Is a
on the earth
or
an object
the
latitude
of
of
the
function
(emperically)
and
Is
installation
given as:
(4)

p:O.1 [I+(?(/3O)2]

latitude
in
is
the
where A
dogrees and p is the fraction of
ground-to-cloud or
is
rd which
cloud-to-ground (rig. S).
flashing
density which
f)
The
an
contact with earth or
involves
object on it is then:
Fg-pxFd discharges per
per square kilometer

storm
(5)

the
attractive
g)
Determine
radius around an object of height h
Is
in
which
lightning
(Weters)
This radius
attracted to the object.
the
empirical
determined
by
IN
equation:
8

+

00 ( - e

1

h 2) m eten

(6)

where h - height of structure in
meters
a - 2 X 1O-2 m- 1
2 '1
b - 5 X1 4 10m'
c - 10 m "'2
h)
Calculate the attractive area
encompassed by the attractive radius
In square kilometers:
Aa = xra2

(7)

10

i)
The number of discharges to
tile structuro per storm. Assuming a
uniform distribution of flashes over
the storm cell is:
*

N - F x Aa discharges ,oer
storm.
The number of strikes
j)
structure on an annual basis is
SyNs xTy

(a)
to

the
(9)

There are subtleties In the above
of
a
more
precise
analysis
capable
in
view
of
the
but,
determination
to be
caprices of lightning, little i
gained from greater precision.
THE CONE-OF-PROTUCTION

lightning
of
The
majority
protection philosophies for structures
are predicated on the provision of an
flightning rod) which
air terminal
of
the
the
height
reaches
above
structure and is provided with a down
condu.tor that electrically connects
The air
the air terminal to earth.
terminal Is supposed to intercept a
direct strike and carry the current
ground.
In
into
the
harmlessly
device
this
task
the
performing
i
so-cakled
provides
around
the
"cone-of-protection"
structure within which there Is no
The
a
strike.
danger
from
first
cone-of-protection conwept was
proposed by Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac
(of gas-law fame) in 1823. He defined
the protected volume to be a cylinder
equal in diameter to twice the height
Since that time
of the air terminal.
and
o
configuration
a
number
have
been
ratios
height-to-diameter
Even today. U.S. and British
used.
Standards and regulations, both civil
and military, skip about a cone angle
The
of 30, 45 and even 60 degrees.
ereln
cone-of-protection model used
and
more
rigorously
is
somewhat
logically based than that revealed in
the literature or regulatcry values
cited above.
This model is derived as follows.
The majority of ground strikes are
initiated from the ground and proceed
to th, charged clgud from the ground
object up.
Themotivating phenomenon
such
a
of
for
the
Initialisation
This is
striks is the stepped leader.
100
about
ioisation
of
a
path
at
the
which
orilinates
amperes)
charged cloud and proceeds toward the
ground in steps an described earlier.
For each stop there is. as Denjamin
a
It
In
1767.
Franklin
called
striking
distance'.
This
*striking
distance is a function of the polarity
of the cloud (Fig. 6).
The breakdown
a
3
kWcs for
about
Is
gradient
positively polarised stopped leader.
Consider now the model illustrated In
Figure .7. The stepped leader head at
the
is
located such that
Point A
striking distance. dsA., is equimistant
from a potential standpoint. from the
air terminal or lightning protection
and
It
may
and
the
earth
tower

,,, , i

Initiate a &&4.n discharge from either
the
earth
or
the
tower,

might never occur during the useful
life
of
the Installation.
On the

Realistically.
the
discharge
will
probably be initiated from the point
source of the tower rather than the
flat surface of the earth because of
the
higher
differential
voltage
gradient around e point source.
If
the stepped leader head were at point
A'. it would most certainly inItiate a
discharge Crom the tower and would
have done so before it rQached A.
because the striking distance locus
If. on the other
has been penetrated.
hand, the stepped leader arrived at A"
it would Initiate a discharge frm the
ground, the distance being at or under
the striking distance to the earth and
beyond the striking dIstance to the
tower.
Yrom point A, anything which
is within the shaded area, the border
of
which
represents
the
locus
of
striking distances from A. will not be
This
the target of a main discharge.
shaded
area,
then,
represents
the
cone-of-protection.
Consider
now
a
second stepped leader at B. having a
consiqv.ently
higher
potential,
and,
having
a greater
striking distance
dsB.
Note
that
the
resulting
cone-of-protection
is
greater
In
extent than that developed in the case
of
stepped
leader
A
becauue
the
striking distance Is greater.
Thus,
the size
of
the
cone-of-protection
actually developed about the lightning
tower is a
linear function of the
potential which
drives
the
stepped
leader,

other hand, the use of a lower threat
level based on a higher probability of
occurrence would lead to a less costly
protection scheme tut also would yield
a more vulnerable installation because
of
the
lower
degree of
protection
Accordingly. a throat level
afforded.
most
often
that
representing
encountered in electrical otorme has
been selected for the model.
For the
ground-to-cloud discharge, the model
used Is that described by Dr. M. A.
Uman in his book. "Lightning" (3)*.
for the inter/intra cloud discharge, a
similar
model
will
be
employed,
modified by data given by D. Mackeras
(4)*.
THE
LIGHTNING
MODEL
The
parameters of lightning currents in
the time and frequency domains are of
specific
in,.erest
in
any
analysis
which determines the threat impoced by
lightning.
Thesv are defined by the
lightning model.
The time domain model will point
current
and
out
the
maxima
of
rate-of-change of current to which the
model
will
be
subjected.
The
frequency domain model will point out
vulnerabilities in frequency-sensltive
portiois
of
the system.
Both the
ground-to-cloud and inter/intra cloud
discharges will be modeled herein for
conparison of magnitudes, rise times
and energy distribution by frequency.
L_ Domain Model - Eithor
the ground-to-cloud or the Inter/intra
cloud types of discharges currents can
be modeled in the time domain by:

LIGHTNING MODEL ANALYSIS
In
the cookbook
discussion for
determining the threat of a direct
strike
to
a
building,
It
becomes
apparent
after
examining
I
few
examples
that
the
threat
of
a
ground-to-cloud dischar,;o is minimal
until the height of the object being
considered approaches 100 meters.
It
is now nppropriate to determine the
effect
of
an
inter/intra
cloud
discharge on a typical installation.
A knowledgeable analysis of the
effects of lightning can be performed
by
assuming
a
specific
forcing
function
or
model
for
both
ground-to-cloud and Inter/ intra cloud
discharges
which
approximates
an
active
lightning
discharge.
it
lightning protection is designed for
the
worst-case
threat
of
current
amplitude (which may occur less then
0.1 percent of the time), the facility
could be
expected
to be extremely
costly, and yst the worst-case threat

l(t)
=lO(cot wheru.
I(t)

t)+l.€-T t

instantaneous
current
of time. t
I,
factor
determining
the peak carrent
a
function
largely
controlling rise time
unction
lurgely
controlling doauy rate
l
= function
describing
deca
time beyond the
50% pol.nt
IL
factor
of
decay
current
Uman
(3)*
has
cosigned
representative
values
to
the
factors
for
a
ground-to-cloud
discharge as follows:
(a) Initial StrokV
-

I
Ii

3-,

2.5x10 3 amperes
0 amperes

(10)

a-

v

domain
Is
used
to
determine
the
vulnekability of frequency senisitive
portions
of
threatened
electronics.
In
order
to
determine
this
distribution. a Fourier transform of.

2ZI04 sec-1
2 XIO5 soc- 1
03 sec-1

jSu.tauent Stroke*

(b)

10 - rres
10:
the type:
f:Ii
~d
10
a
eres
Ic)it(1
1.4x104 ::PC*_ie()--01()elt(1
- 6XlO6 sec 1,
is made.
When this Integration Is
0 1 3 s~c 1l
performed for the time domain cuxZent
equations,
the
real
part
of
the
Mackeras (4)* points out that the
frequency domain current becomes:
Inter/intra cloud discharges tend to
have.
on the average,
a longer rli.8time and decay time and a peak currnt
W4I2(0w)I=ID~p
(12
approximately
one-third
that
of
a
ground-to-cloud stroke.
Accordiagly,
a time domain model for the Inter/
These frequencyt 4omain currents for
intra cloud discharge will be used
both ground-to-cloud and inter/intra
having the following parameters:
cloud dischargen are plotted In Figure
(a) Initial Str-oke
9.Sqaig
ts
xrson
wl

1, .
Of .

11
P-

Y a

1.50

yied aquantity which is proportiotted
to Ihe power at any value of frequency:

Io =10L~joro
an *ros

2xI0S sec- 1
103 sec- 1

2)
p ,)02

IjAkA2gueanLt §xks

(b)

Io - 3x103 amperes
I- 103 ampere

al- 2Z104

sec 1
1

fl- 21106 seec
yVf 103 seec,
K further difference between the
ground-to-cloud
and
the Inter/intro
cloud discharges Ies* in the number of
discharges per lightning event.
The
mean number of discharges per event
for a ground-to-cloud -ivent is 4.12,.
while that for an intor/intra cloud
event in 1.2S to 1.69, depending on
whether It
is
a
high-altitude
or
10w-altitude event, respectively.
The
low-altitude event will be used for
the model in this discussion as being
the worst case for consideration.
In the subsequent analyaes. the
last term of the above expressions,

1) dyt Ihas been
its contribution Is
decay weill beyond the
and It
Introdu'e$
giving

XA
'V
.

a

f Inite

eliminated

since

pr~imarily to

the

SO percent #ioint
a tals
factor

cue~rent.

X1 'at

t

-

0, which Is totally unrealistic.
The
Presence of this factor contributes
only
a' s*all perturbation to the
The
energy spectrum (less thaa 10%).
time domain
characterist-ics
of
the
four phenomena for which paraeterj
are given aboVe (without the I1 ef
factor) are ;Siven in rigure a.
The
Doh.a
Amai
A.reaunc
distr~ibution of the energy contained
In thooov dischcrges In the frequency
-

4

2

2+2)+22

(13)

The
numerical
value
of
this
xpression is equal to the power In
watts If the current were filtered In
a bandpas, filter of unit bandwidth (1
Hs) centered at frequency f. and which
had a characteristic Impedance of one
ohm.
A complete derivation of the
above Is g~lven .by
Dr.
William E,
Waters31(a co-invostigator In~ Case I the C!
Installation in New Englan~d)
in
his
recent
reference
text.
"Electrical
Induction*
from
Distant
Current
Surges*
(5)2.
nie
also
calculated the vertical and horizontal
electric field t2ntenzities at a height
of 'one meter above the earth's suiface
in
the
vicinity
of
a
msodel
inter/ int ra-c loud discharge of 10.000
amperes
having
a
length
ot
one
kilometer, a height of one kilometer
and an orientation parallel to the
earth's
surface
(rig. ,10).
These
f ield intonsitids. which are plotted
in Figure*s 11 and 12.
are calculated
for a plane one meter above a 1flat
earth and include the eftecits of the
ptoximity of the earth to this pianoe.
The** effects Are absorption of some
of the energy Into the earth and
reflection of the remaining onstgy
back
toward the plane.
The earth
effects
are
a
function
of
the
dielectriC contstankt sad resistivity-of
the earth as kwll as frequency and
polarization
of. the
wave.
The mathemptics im~v,ed in deritving
.Incident

the

magnitudes

of

those

factors

is

very tedious and Is best performed on
a digital computer.
It
is Sufficient
to ,say.
,In this instance whore the
energy In lightntng lies mostly In the
low'-trequency
region.
that
the
reflection 'Ooefficient Is more than

90%

and

the phase of the reflected
nearly 1000 out of phase
with the Incident wave over a broad
range
of
frequencies.
At the on*
wave

Is

meter
plane,
therefore
there
is
considerable
cancellation
of
the
magnitude of the incident wave which

In.
as
stated
consideration In

above,
taken
into
the plots or rigures

11 and 12.
In the calculation of
reflection coefficiert,

R=
The

O.1j,
..

reflection

X- lwe
phase

the

is

determined ast
Z, 2__x(15)
R- r Waters has used a frequency of 4
k1~z which 'Is the median of the energy
spectrum
for
lightning
for
the
p&Xticular model employed,
Even with this large cancellation
figure from reflection factored into

4

the typical power supply regulators
(which
averages
about
S0
microseconds); thus the regulators could

not respond rapidly enough to protect
against this transient.
Catastrophic
failures therefore occurred In many
solid-state modules as a result of the

largely induced voltage.
Many other
modules may have been stressed In such
a
manner
that
their
ETSic
were
significantly reduced.

(14)
angle

0
The output of f ive-volt power
supplies feeding many of the solidstate
electronic
units
of
the
Installation were thereby raised by
the sane ratio from 5 volts to 16.75
volts.
This occurred within a time
period loes than :the time constant of

PIROTECTION RNTHODS
While
the threat made
by the
lightning
to
large
distributed
electronic
Installations
is severe.
regardless of the type of discharge.
there
are,
fortunately.
means
of
mitigating this threat - or rather.
the
Little
the

statistically
derived
threat.
can be done to protect against
capricious
unpredictable
threat

within

any

realm.

For example,

practical,

cost-effective

to return

to the

the calculation, It can be seln from
caSe
of
the
discharge
to
the
those plots that there Is a high
television antenna described earlier probability of pioducing an induced
does the fact that the speaker was
voltage of hazardous magnitude in a
catastiophleally
destroyed
justify
conductor lying in or trithin a few
providing
protection
for
all
TV
me'ters at the refcorence planeo.
The
receiver
speakers?
Cett,ainly not.
reuLt of ,this Induced 'voltage
is
because statistically this particuiar
potetial xtae trophid damage to the
failure would hardly ever recur.
We
equipment tO which the conductcr is
are concerned only with the types of
Con~nected.
damage which can predictably occur In
lightning
of
types
the two basic
USItIG NODULS - 'As
'YSIS
ANAL
'
YILUUR
an example Of the catastrophic damage
discharges
the
ground-to-cloud
which can occur. return to the Now
discharge and the inter/intra cloud
SRI;,land
eitample'
where,
the ,damage
disch
scen~ilo now. can, be no
ie
nP9CIMAG&IM3?
GOUND-TO-CLOUD
follows:
DISCM~tONS - The most common method of
a)
A 12-KV primary line several
protection against the ground-to-cloud
miles long 4es thebsource, of pawer for
discharge to the air tocninal/ down
the. installatIcn.
conductor/earth ground system.
This
0)
This line was equipped with
system
was
Invented .by
Senjatan
Lightning, arrestors at about every
Frtanklint to provide an easy path to
fiveI p01%s,
the earth gor the lightning cusrent,
c)
Tbese
particular
arrestors,
from some sace distance above the
have a flashover potential of 4S IMJ *bleat to, be protected.
somte argue
4Alevej ea*&ily attained by exposuae oil
that the lightning cod Comon amea
a lengt. of the litae to the type 0f
for air terminal) has. as Its pximary
ister/Intcra cloud discharge described
Purpose,
the
reduction
of
the
In paragraph G.1.1.,
potential gradiest In the vicinity of
d)
The, potential of the 130-volt
the
rod
In
order
to, lessen
the
teederS -from substtion~s located at
probability or a strike.
The air
elements
of. tne
Installation was
terminal 16, often' provided with a
raised by 6 proportional amount. arc
Pointed tip to ensure a high potential
(45/12) x 130 sm450 volts.
gradient
in
Its
vicinity.
The
gradient reduction In the vicinity of

,,

,-..

,

. _ .
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b)
The down conductor should not
more
than
900
in
change
direction
any one bond, and the bending radius
than
23
centishould not
be
less
The reason for this In that a
meters.
current
generates
a
large
discharge
very strong magnetic field which tends
through
to straighten
any conductor
The installation of
which it flows.
large an
such a
conductor with too
angle or too tight a bending radius
to
down
conductor
will
cause
the
apart
in
an
tear
itself
virtually
when
effort
to
become
straight
function
as
a
high
fulfilling
its
current carrier.
be
taken
in
the
c)
Care must
with
placement
of
down
conductors
portions
of
electronic
relation
to
induction
circuit
cables
because
of
from
the
lightning current.
effects
The combination of the fast rise time
(difdt) ,nd the peak magnitudes of the
iurront which could be in
lightnl
the do.,
onductor (10.000 - 200,000
can
create
an
intense,
amperes)
rapidly changing magnetic field around
The voltage which
the down conductor.
could be induced as a result of this
maguetic
field
into
any
changing
the
down
conductors
that
parallel
conductor could be catastrophic even
two
conductors
were
though
the
For
separated
by
eOveral
meters.
a down conductor and
example, suppo
for
a
a
signal
line
were parallel
distance of five meters and separated
by a spacing of
three meters. such
that their mutual inductance over that
0.1
microHenry.
distance
was
down
also.
that
the
Consider,
a
lightning
condulctor
was
carrying
current which peaked at 30.000 amperes
The peak voltage
in 10 microseconds.
induced into the signal line by the
lightning current would be:

being
protected
is
the
object
microscopic In extent compared to the
complex,
entiro
lightniag
principal
function
Consequently, the
of the lightning rod is what Franklin
supposed it to be - to provide a solid
path
to
earth
for
any
conductive
lightning energy which threatens the
structure being protected,
- This
protection
Terminals
system includes an air terminal which
extends to a higher elevation than the
to
in order
object
being protectod
the
cone-of-protection about
provide
not
always
the
object.
It
is
practical to provide an air terminal
high enough to provide the cone-ofConsider
protection about any object.
Assembly
example
the
Vehicle
for
Building at the Kennedy Space Center.
air
To
provide
such protection, an
terminal would be over 500 feet above
of
that
structure.
This
the
roof
to
be
concept
was
not
considered
Instead,
practical for this building.
the roof of that building is covered
to
many
3-foot
air
terminals
with
protection
zone.
provide
a
virtual
The main requirement is that there be
a point source device elevated above
the surface to be protected.
The design of
D
Conductors some
conductors
often
requires
down
Certain
rules
are
ingenuity.
damage
from
recommended
to
prevent
arising by virtue of the high current
Some of
carried down this conductor.
these are:
a)
The conductor must be large
of
to
carry
tke
magnitude
enough
current anticipated for the expected
of
timn
without
melting.
length
Because of the thermal inertia of most
metals, the size of the conductor Is
not
required
to
have
an
adequate
cross-sectional area great enough to
carry the large magnitude of currents

on
a
steady-stato
bis.
conductor must be large enough,

'

The
how-

e=-m-=3O0volts

(16)

This level of voltage would certainly
be catastrophic to most solid state
circuits having no protection.
down
d)
The
placement
of
be such
that
the
conductors
should
pass
within
b
conductor
dows
not
metallic masses because of
meters of
side
flashes.
the
possibility
of
Where this cannot be avoided, it may
be feasible to extend a small branch
wire from the down conductor to the
metal mass and make it a part of the
grounded lightning protection system.
Structural steel may be used
e)
if
it
is
as
a
dean
iuonductor
making
a
ground
accessible
for

ever, not to be heated to its melting
point over the Ouration of the disWhere
charge, say 100 microseconds.
attached
to
nonthe
conductor
is
sttuctural
metallic
and
inflammable
members, its temperature rise from the
currant must not approach the ignition
point of the structural material too
dlowely.
In the type of structures
which usually house the elements of
systems,
a
distributed
electronic
multistrand
cable
of
04/0
AUG bare
For one
copper cable is usually used.
this
is
or
two
story
structures
overkill,
but
it
is
probably
an
certainly safe.

connection,
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f)
Ideally, two down conductors
should
be
provided
from
each
air
terminal
and
these
down
conductors
should be separated by a considerable
distance or even on opposite sides of

and
conducting
portions
of
the
building
which
can
result
from
hazardous
voltage gradients
produced
between their grounds by the lightning
current in the soil.
These gradients

2arth Connections - The design of
grounds
(earth connections) for
the
termination of the down conductors can
be one of the most major problems of
establishing protection
from groundto-cloud
lightning.
Too
often this

high resistivity soil.
The impact of
the hazards to personnel and equipment
that
could
be
produced
by
these
gradients occurring between strucural
members
and
equipment
cannot
be
stressed too strongly.

portion of the protection system Is
implemented by driving a one or two
moter
rod
into
the
ground
and
connecting the down conductor to the
rod without any consideration given to
the soil composition or the grounding
of the electronics, power and facility
items of the installation.
Consider
first the
soil
composition problem.
The
most
relevant
characteristic
of
the soil in the making of a ground
connection
is
Its
resistivity.
The
resistance of a single vertical rod of
length. 1 cm, radius a cm placed in a
modiium of resistivity of p ohm-cm is:

PROTECTION
AGAINST
INTER/INTRACLOUD
DISCHARGMS
The
threat
of
inter/intra
cloud
discharges
has
received little attention In lightning
literature.
nonetheless,
such ,discharges been the actual cause of many
equipment failures blamed on groundto-cloud
lightning.
The
threat
ts
serious; in fact it is so serious that
the Now England installation discussed
earlier
went
through
a
period
of
shutting
down
operations
when
the
National
Weather
Advisory
Indicated
that a thunderstorm was approaching.
During the summer months thunderstorms
are
frequent
and
severe,
with
the
result that there was much lost time.
either by defensive shut- down or by
catastrophic failure of components if
no shutdowns had boon made.
Since the
protective
methods
described
below
have been implemented, the defensive
shutdown
procedure
has
been
abandoned.
The
installation
now
operates
safely
and
continuously
during thunderstorms.
The
principal
threat
from
inter/intra
cloud
activity
is
the
voltage
induced
in
outside
plant
cables, be they either power or signal
cables.
One characteristic of signal
cables in a lightning environment is
that the shielding effectiveness (SE)
of braid type shields, such as those
used in the typical shielded cable or
coaxial
cable, becomes quite low as
the frequency decreases into the audio
region.
A typical cable shield, which
might have a shielding effectiveness
of 35 dB at 100 kHz. may have an 53 of
loe
than
10
d
at
one
kHs.
In
addition
burying such cables Is of
little useful protection against the
effects
of
lightning
induced
transients.
For moot soils, the skin
depth over the lightning spectrum is
typically tens
or even hundreds
of
moters, with the result that the SE of
the
earth
at a
practical
depth of
burial is quite small.
Therefore, it
appears
that the moot cost-effective
measure which can be taken against the
threat ,f inter/intra cloud lightning
are (a) containment of long cables in

R-

[lnU -1]
(17)
216
The maximum resistance of a lightning
ground (arbitrarily) should not exceed
20 ohms.
To achieve this resistance
with a 2-foot (60.96cm) rod 3/4 inch
in diameter (radius - 0.9525cm). soil
with
a
resistivity
of
1636
ohm-cm
would
be
required.
Unfortunately
soils with this resistivity are rare.
The
average
resistivity
around
the
United States to prohably more like
25.000
ohm-cm.
Accordingly,
it
is
sometimes necessary to make the earth
connection with longer rods, multiple
rods and, in very shallow soils, even
long-wire counterpoises.
There is an
extensive bibliography on making earth
connections (6)' and (7)'.
It uannot
be emphasized enough that an essential
preliminary to the design of an earth
connection
is
a measurement
of ,th
z...&vz
to a depth consistent with
the maximum rod length which might be
employed,
Another significant point
Is the
relationship
of
the
lightning-esrth
connection
to that
used
for power,
technical
equipment
and
facility
items.
In
all
soils
with
a
resistivity
of
10,000
ohm - contimeters or more, it is imperative that
the lightning ground and the singlepoint ground for the installation be
eitter common or interconnected.
The
obvious reason for this consolidation
of earth connections is to prevent a
differential voltage betwaen equigment
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welded iron pipes, and (b) suppression
of the induced energy at the ends of
the
cables.
Suppression
must
be
accomplished in such a manner that it
does not
interfere with the
transmission of
either
signals or
power
over the cables.
This means that any
protective device used cannot be of
the linear energy absorptive type but
must
be
a
non-linear
voltageor
current-limiting
device
that
will
become active only if a predetermined
maximum is exceeded.
Typical of the
devices used in this application are
varistors. sonar diodes, gas diodes.
filters and hybrid devices including
two or more kinds of devices,
Some
of
the
devices
and
their
applications
and
limitations
are
discussed below,
a)
Varistors
These
devices
have a resistance which is a function
of
the
inverse
of
the
applied
voltage.
In a
transient
protection
application
if the voltage across the
device
increases,
the
varistor
resistance
decreases
to
limit
the
voltage
to
a
safe
level,
Unfortunately, this
voltage
limiting
is inadequate since there Is no clear
clamping ceiling on it.
and tt may
also act too slowly,
b)
Zener Diodes
- These diodes
are very useful as clamping 'devices.
When
a
saner
diode
reaches
its
avalanche
point,
any
attempt
to
increase
the
applied
voltage
will
result
In more
current
through
the
diode.
/The avalanche
point
can be
vety
accurately
controlled
In
the
manufacturing process.
For lightning
protection a bipolar or back-to-back
configuration
form
Is
necessary
because
the
polarity of
an
induced
transient voltage may
be
of
either
sign.
One
manufacturer
(General
Semiconductors.
Inc.)
has
a
product
lineperiodically
wore
that
Transorbs*.
called
developed specifically for protection
electroof
effects
the
against
The Transzorb
magnetic pulse (IKP).
has a response time of loss than one
Because it is constructed
nanosecond.
with a
junction of relatively large
area,
it
can
dissipate
large
quantities of
energy over the short
time period usually taken by lightning
or
2HP
events.
The
Transsorb
Is

can be offset by using high frequency
diodes In series with the device, or.
where possible, placing it at the and
of
a
quarter
wave
stub
if
high
frequencies
are
involved.
For
applications where many circuits are
involved,
in
telephone
subscriber
line
circuits,
the
Transzorbs
are
packaged in a DIP configuration. foun
to a package.
)
*As
Diodes
These
diodes
usually consist of two electrodes in a
glass
envelope
which
has
been
evacuated and filled with an inert gas
such as noon or argon.
The tube has
an
ignition
voltage
and a
somewhat
lower
steady-state voltage
at which
conduction
starts
and
tends
to
be
maintained.
The ignition voltage and
steady-state voltage are a function of
the kind of gas, gas pressure and the
electrode
spacing.
This
device
Is
often
used
In
lightning
protection
applications whore
the
steady
state
voltage
drop
to
greater
than
the
normal
operating
voltage
of
the
circuits
protected.
The major
disadvantages
are
that
the
higher
ignition voltage Is usually well above
the
steady
state
level
and
the
potential
clamping
action
Is
relatively slow.
Protected
circuits
may.
therefore
be
subjected
to
a
higher level of the transient before
the gas reaches Ignition.
These devices are usually limited
to a steady state
level of from 70
volts to 300 volts;
therefore their
use is generally in power circuits and
not for protection of low-level solid
state circuits.
In addition, they are
coulomb limited, preumaubly because of
erosion
of
the
electrode
material
through
continued
discharge.

intorelectrode
capacitance
which
results from the
large area of
the
junction.
It
cannot
be
used
on
circuits where this capacitance across
the
circuit
would
affect
the
characteristics of the signal.
This

needed
to
suppress
frequency
components of the induced lightning
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Accordingly,
limited
and

their
useful
life
is
they
must
be
replaced
in order
to maintain
surge
continuing level of protection.
diode
gas
using
systems
protection
devices were used in the Now England
Installations discussed in this paper
protection with very
line
for power
satisfactory results.
d)
Filters - Filters can be used
for protection against the effects of
lightning to a limited degree.
Their
application is found mainly where they
are not
required
to
meet
the
full

*Transsorb is a registered trademark
of General Semiconductor. Inc., Tempe,
Arizona.

this type of
protection, which were
begus
by
Sen
Franklin.
have
boon
expanded
upon
to
meet
the
more
stringent protection requiroments
for
solid state circuitry.
The
throeat
imposed
upon
solid
state circuitry by inter/Intrs cloud
lightning discharges have boon ;ftinto
out in this paper.
These threats have
not
received much attention in the
past,
yet
they
are
probably
more
serious
than the threats
imposed by
the
ground-to-cloud
direct
strike
phenomena.
Inter/Intra
cloud
discharges
account
for
the
highest
percentage of lightning activity and
they
produce
electromagnetic
fields
capable
of
Inducing
catastrophic
potentials of
thousands of volts in
any
portion
of
a
distributed
electronic system.
Protection
measures
against
the
inter/Intra
cloud
discharge
phenomenon. may be designed using the
following procedure:
a)
Determine
the
lightning
threat
- Use
isokaurenic
maps.
FAA
weather data or local weather bureau
information
calculate
the
inter/intra
cloud
activity
from
equation
(4)
(inter/intra
cloud
fraction -juals (1 - p)].
b)
Latermine the vulnrsabilities
of
the
system
Given
vorst-case
threats as shown in Figures 1. and 12.
determine
the
hazard
potential
produced by those threats, with due
consideration given to the shielding
effectiveness
of
encapsulation
the
apparent
shielding
realized
from
balanced
circuits
and
any
other
threat-mitigating factors.
c)
Determine
the
catastrophic
failure voltage levels of the circuits
associated
with
the
vulnerable
portions of the system.
d)
Assign protective devices to
the circuits in accordance with their
vulnerability as determined in (a).
Protective measures thus developed
and
implemented
will
protect
these
systems
-against
the
majority
of
inter/intra
cloud
discharges.
In
addition, these measures will afford
protection
against
some
of
the
caprices
of
ground-to-cloud
discharges, both direct and nearby.

voltage which might cause functional
disruption
of
electronic
systems.
e.g..
an
unwanted
computer
halt.
Typical applications
are the use of
low-pass
filters
in
power
supply
feeders
or
in
high-pass
filers
in
control
lines.
In
all
filter
applications,
one
must
assume
that
there
Is
other
protection
in
the
system to preclude the development of
voltages on the filters which would
exceed the breakdown level of any of
the filter components.
o)
Hybrid
Devices
Hybrid
devices are those which include two or
more
of
the
protective
devices
described above.
The combination of
devices is dictated by the specific
requirements for the system or because
of
the
inadequacies
of
one
of
the
devices combined.
For example, a gas
diode
i
often used
in
combination
with a Tranasorb.
The gas diode has a
relatively
slow
response
to
a
tranrai,;r
-d requires a voltage above
the
protection
level
for
ignition.
The
TranmsorL,
on
the
other
hand,
while respondiig very rapidly to limit
the voltage applied to a circuit, is
limited in the amount of energy it can
dissipate.
If
the
two
devices
are
combined as shown In Figure 13 with an
inductor tc form a hybrid circuit, the
combinatio~t
can
provide
adequate
protection throughout the entirety of
a strong lightning-induced transient.
The Transuorb conducts the instant the
threshold
Is
exceeded,
the
inductor
helps to develop the ignition voltage
for the gas diode and the gas diode,
then can handle
the induced voltage
during
the
decay
period
of
the
transient.
This
hybrid
device
is
particularly
effective
in
protecting
circuits against the more rapid rise
time
transients encountered
in IMP.
Other hybrid circuits may incorprate
filters with gas diodes and/or sener
diodes
for
specialised
applications
where
portions
of
the
frequency
spectrum must be inhibited,
VVMIKARY AND CONCLUSION

Large
distributed
electronic
systems such an area traffic control
control
process
plant
systems,
communiground
satellite
mystoms.
cation and tracking systems and plant
branch telephone exchange systems are
at the
mercy of lightning
Induction
phenomena unless properly protected.
Nost
installations
are
against
the
protected
traditionally
effects
of
ground-to-cloud
lightning
discharges.
The basic principles for
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LIGHTNING ACTIVITY OBSERVED IN
UPPER AND LOWER PORTIONS OF STORMS AND ITS
RELATIONSHIP TO STORM STRUCTURE FROM
VHF MAPPING AND DOPPLER RADAR

William L. Taylor
W. David Rust
Donald R. MacGorman
Edward A. Brandes
National Severe Storms Laboratory
1313 Halley Circle
Norman, Oklahoma 73069
Space-time mapping of VHF sources reveels lightning processes for
cloud-to-ground (CG) and for large intracloud (IC) flashes are confined
to an altitude below about 10 km and closely associated with the central
high reflectivity region of a storm. Another class of IC flashes has
been identifled that produces a splattering of small sources within the
main electrically active volume of a storm and also within a large
divergent wind canopy at the top of a storm. There is no apparent
temporal association between the small high altitude IC flashes occurring almost continuously and the large IC and CG flashes sporadically
occurring in the lower portions of storms.
INTRODUCTION

'

e

per minute would result in having analysis performed during less than 10 percent of the storm
time period. Although a background of small,
minor flashes, each containing only a few VHF
sources, was evident primarily at high altitudes
during the process of selecting data for the
various analyses, these minor flashes were
not considered sufficiently important for study.
Four thunderstorms paased within our VHF
and Doppler radar mapping areas dur.ng 19 June
1980. These were small marginally severe storms
and were not very active olectrically as
evidenced by infrequent major flaches. Because
of this, the minor flaheas at high altituie
seemed to be of more relative importance to
the overall electrical activity of the storms.
Consequently, all lightning activity detected
by the VHF mapping system for both major and
minor flashes associated with these storms was;
analyzed. This report presents spatial relationships between major and minor flashes and
the precipitation Nnd wind in thmse four
Oklahoma storms.

Relating lightning loc3fion with storm reflectivity and internal wind structure is one
of our major efforts within the Storm Electricity
Group at the National Severe Storms Laboratory.
Definitive results in this field require good
data obtained simultaneously with our dual VHF
lightning mapping stations, dual 10-cm wavelength
Doppler radars, and supportive data from many
other storm electricity sensors for documentation
of lightning type.
MacGorman and Taylor (i)* racently presented
the superposition of VHF sources for individual
flashes with radar reflectivity and the vertical
distribution of VHF sources. Rust, Taylor,
and MacGorman (2) discussed the complexity of
lightning, the spatial characteristics of
flashes and the progression speeds of IC
flashes resulting from use of the VHF mapping
technique. ThA association of VHF sources
with radar reflectivity and storm winds and
with the radar reflectivity of a storm with
a mesocyclone was presented by Rust et al.
(3). In all of these results, only the prominent major flashes with big field changes and
large numbers of VHF signals were selected for
study. Analyses consisted of utilizing the
signals produced by each flash during a short
period of time, usually less than ont second,
An active storm producing six major flashes

INSTRUMENTATION
NSSL operates two recording sites to
observe simultaneously the VHF radio frequency
signals produced by lightning and to obtain
Doppler radar data for the accompanying stors.
The main site at Norman is part of the NSSL

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at
end of paper.

research facility. The other site, Cinarron,
is located about 42 km northwest of Norman,
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This configuration forms a primary dual-mapping
data acquisition area that is shaped approximately
as a figure 8 with the long axis aligned from
southwest to northeast.
The VHF mapping technique uses a wideband
(30-80 MHz) system capable of resolving 16,000
electromagnetic impulse signals per second,
The sources of these signals are probably from
the extremely short-term changes in the current
moment that are spatially distributed along
lightning flash channels within the cloud.
Time difference of arrival of these signals at
a pair of horizontally spaced aitennas and a
pair of vertically spaced antennas define,
respectively, azimuth and elevation angles to
individual signal sources. An antenna spacing
of 13.74 m combined with careful amplitude
threshold adjustments and fast emitter-coupled
logic circuitry provide a measure of signal
arrival-time differences between the antennas
with an error of less than *0.4 na. This
relates through simple trigonometric formulations to an angular accuracy of ±0.5'. A
network of horizontally spaced antennas
allows a 600 azimuthal sector of 4.,gnal acceptance to be adjusted in 300 increments. (Recently
the sector was expanded to 1200.) A real-time
monitor at each station provides an azimuthelevation display of all lightning signals
within the sector limits to allow tracking and
interpretation of lightning activity. AddS.tional details of this instrumentation %re
presented by Taylor (4) and by MacGorman cnd
Taylor (1).
The simultaneously observed aximuth and
elevation directions and signal arrival times
recorded digitally on magnetic tape at our two
stations are used in post analysis to determine
through triangulation the three-dimensional
location of the lightning element producing
each received sig 1. The arrival times,
measured to 16 s relative accuracy between
stations, are used to identify signals for
proceasing. To assure that only those signals
that were produced by a common source are
selsected for analysis, it is required that the
location of the source obtained through triangulation must fall within the hyperbolic
region defined by the gross difference in
arrival time of the signal at the two stations,
A sizable portion of the signals observed at
either station do not survive this selection
process. For those that do survive, the
sources of signals are defined by using the
0.50 accuracy intrinsic to each site.
Dual Doppler radar data are obtained by
coordinated scans up through a selected storm,
Sector lnits, antenna rotation speeds, elevation increments and other selectables are
programmed into the radar controls. Each tilt
sequence takes 4-6 minutes depending on storm
size and range. More information on the
scanning technique and details on the date
synthesis to provide storm structure and
dynamics are presented by Ray et al. (5).
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Electric field changes are mleasured with
sensors of the type described by Krehbiel et
al. (6). These devices have microsecond rise
times and exponential decay time constants of
10 a and 100 ps. Changes in the electric
field accompanying a lightning flash ar6
used to identify cloud-to-ground flashes and
determine the number of strokes.
OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS
Storm Overview
Deep c3nvection began on 19 June 1980 to
the southwest of Norman around 1930 CST and
several storms developed in Central Oklahoma
during the next two and one half hours. Both
Doppler and Storm Electricity data were
collected on these storms, but they were
outside the nominal range of the VHF mapping
system.
Rawinsonde obpdrvations were taken at
three sites in central Oklahoma during periods
2015-2100 and 2215-2300. Environmental winds
were generally from the east at <1 km heights,
veering through south at 2 km and from the
west at heights from 3 to 16 km. Wind speed
averagel 10 m s
at 16 km, increased to
30 m s- at 10-12 km and then decreased at
greater heights. The temperature was 00 C at
4.8 km height, -20*C at 7.6 km, -300 C at
9,0 km, and -40*C at 10.4 km during the first
period. The same temperatures were shifted
about 0,l km higher duing the second period.
At 2214, a storm about 50 km north of
Norman had become electrically active, and
all sensors were focused on this new storm
area and hereafter referred to as storm I.
The Norman (N) VHF mapping sector was set for
3300-300 and the Cimarron (C) sector for
30o-900 as shown in Fig. 1 by the heaviest
lines. The approximate centers of all major
flashes observed from storm I are indicated
by open circles.
Shortly after our observations on storm
I began, we became aware that storm II was
becoming electrically active. The approximate
centeirs of the major flashes from storm II
are shown lu Fig. 1 by X's. As the storm
moved southward, rime of the flashes occurred
at azimuths greater than the 900 sector limit
for Cimarron. It was decided not to rotate
the 60' observing sector to accommodate all
of the storm II flashes because to have done
so would have prevented further lightning
flash observations of storm I.
Lightning activity in storm I and storm
II ceased at about 2247, and we turned our
attention to a developing storm about 40 km
to the west of Norman. Flashes from this
storm III are shown in Fig. 1 by open squares.
VHF mapping sectors were at 240o-3000 for
Norman and 150*-2100 for Cimarra. Electrical
activity within this storm terminated about

back and aiming with the eye up through
increasing aluitudes.
0active

0

t0of

sources already attained by 2214. There
was a steady decrease in electrical activity
for the major IC and CG flashes in the lower
of the storm, as well as for the minor IC
flashes and individual sources scattered
throughout the storm, starting at about 2222
until the last source was produced just prior
to 2245.

Spart
S

Storm I was undoubtedly electrically
prior to the beginning of our observations as evidenced by the relative high density

"

The time distribution of major flashes

for storm II, presented in Fig. 3, is almost a
mirror image of that for storm I. Electrical
activity in storm II grew very slowly through
2238. A period of relatively steady activity
then continued until 2246, after which the

aN-----

lightning abruptly ended. The last VHF source
in storm II occurred about two minutes after

the last source in storm I.
As seen in Fig. 4, storm III was the

00

least active of the four storms.

00did

We probably

not observe the initial lightning i'nthis
storm. The general trend of activity did not
vary greatly during this storm although there

Figure 1. Approximate centers of maor flashes.
o Storm I
x Storm II
* Storm 17I
* Storm IV

was a minimum near 2303, followed by a peak
between 2307-2311, and finally the last uource
was mapped just prior to 2322.
Twenty seconds after termination of vtorm
III, storm IV became active as seen in Yig, 5.

Straight lines radiating out from C (Cimarron)
and N (Norman) are aaimuthal sector Zimits
expZained in text.

Initial lightning began approximately 24 ka'
south of the final activity in storm III, the
first mapped source occurred at 12.5 km alt.tude and was just less then one minute before
the first major flash. Activity generally
decreased with time. Unlike the other threi.
storms, the minor flashas at altitudes abovc

2321, and shortly thereafter lightning activity
began to the south of storm III whereupon the
Norman sector was changed to 210*-270'.
Although the flash centers for this last
observational period are very scattered, as
shown in Fig. 1 by the solid circles, we
catagorize these as having their origin in
storm IV. Lightning activity in this storm
slowly decreased and finally ceased after
about 2359.

10 km decreased in ratt more rapidly than the
major and minor flashbs at lower altitudes.
The general chsracteristics of the aryang.
ment of sources in altitude as a function of
time for these four storms presented in Figs.
2-5 are very similar. Very few sources aosociated with the major flashes are observed at
an altitude above 10 km and most seem to
terminate at 8 km or less. All sources resulting from minor flashes are scattered in
altitude and time throughout the storm but

Lightning Activity as a Function of Time

tend to concentrate in the upper regions
centered at about 12 km.
A minimum in the
number of lightning sources is
ust discernible

The altitudes of all VHF sources located

by triangulation for storm I are plotted as a
function of time in Fig. 2. Altitude of ouch

meandering between 8-10 km altitude as tie
progresses. Also, some fine structure in the

source is computed relative

altitude-time distribution G

to ground level

sourceL iv

which is 0.4 km above HSL. The CG (cloud-toground) and large IC (intracloud) flashes are
very conspicuous since the sources for each
flash occur in a short span of time (usually
less than 0.5 s) and in the figure are distribu-

evident at the higher altitudnu suggesting
thit the altitude of lightning activity may
increase or decrease in an organized manner.
Changes in the fine st:ructvre of source
altitude versus time is most clearly shown in

ted in vertical columns of pluses (+).

storm I, Fig. 2 and the latter part of storm

Only

twelve or fifteen flaolhes are obvious at first

II, Fig. 3.

glance, but other smaller flashes producing
only a few sources distributed along vertical

When we examine the last eight minutes of
storm IV, we find that apparently the high

lines can be recognised by angling the figure

altitude minor flashes are moved down with
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stroke in a CG flash. Because of the range to
some flashes coupled with interference from
other storms, it was not possible to accurately
determine the number of strokes in each CG
flash, but we do feel confident that we have
The
properly identified the CG flashes.
number of IC flashes was determined solely
from the mapping data. Table I ullows the
lighting activity for each -torm.

time while the low altitude minor flashes are
moved up. The tendency seems to have been for
a convergence of the activity near 8 km.
Similar phenomena seem to have occurred during
the final stage of the other storms at altitudes
of 9-10 km, although not very clearly defined,
Major and Minor Flashes
Major flashes are those that produced >30
VHF signals at each mapping station. The mot
prominent flashes produced several hundred
signals, whereas the median number for all
major flashes was 80.

time for

Table I
Major lightning flash activity for each storm

Minor flashes are those

that produce Z5 VHF signals but <30 at each
mapping station. Only about 25 percent of all
recorded signals were converted to lightning
source locations and mapped in 3-D. Some
signals were eliminated by the data selection
process mentioned previously; others were not
obscrved either because they were outside the
sector limits of one of the stations or because
they did not exceed the amplitude threshold of
one 9f the stations. Consequently, some minor

Number of
all flashes

Number of
CG flashes

Percent
CO

I
II
111
IV

28
15
15
17

9

32%
2
20%
24%

Totals

87

Storm
No.

3
3
4
-

flashes are represented by a single plus symbol

iv Figs. 2-5.
Detecting CG flashes was accomplished by
recognizing the stepped characteristics on the
electric field, changes that occurred simultaneously with the VHF signals. A step change in
the electric field is produced for each return

25

Total
Storm
Time

33
34
34
36

-

29%

134 sin

The percentage of flashes that are CO is
about what we usually encounter for Oklahoma
storms, yet the flashing rates are far below
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min
m
lin
min

those usually observed (3). There was an
average of only 0.65 major flashes per minute
throughout the observing period. If we group
storms I and II Into a storm complex, since

Some sources from minor flashes were undoubtedly
included in this period. Most major flashes
occurred at lower altitudes, but a few flashes
at high altitude satisfied the count criteria

they occurred concurrently, the actual flashing
- .
The rate
rate for that period was 1.67 nin
for storms III and IV, which were consecutive,
1
was only 0.46 min . The most active fiveminute period for an individual storm occurred
between 2238-2243 for storm II when the overall
flashing rat! was 2.2, and the CG flashing rate
was 1.2 mmn*
The absence of a high flashing rate for
the major flashes in these storms led to the
realization that a background of small flashes
existed primarily at high altitudes. These
small, minor flashes seemed to be of much more
relative impottance in the overall electrical
activity in these storms than we had ascribed
to them in our previous studies. An analysis
of the azimuth-elevation data of the minor
flashes observed at each station reveals that
each of these flashes involved a relatively

and were counted as major flashes, e.g., the
one in storm II at 2225:42, recognized as a
short vertical line of pluses centered at
11 km. These sources at high altitude caused
the distribution of major flashes to tail off
slowly with height. The sources occurring at
all other times throughout the storm not
designated as a major flash were counted in
the minor flash category. There were a few
small flashes at low altitudes that produced
only a few sources and these caused the distribution of the minor flashes to tail off at low
elevations.
Most lightning sources in the major
flashes occurred at 4-6 km altitude, while the
minor flashes showed maximum occurrence at 1113 km, Lavge differences in the altitude
distributions of flashes in storm I and storm
I are evident in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Although

small region of the storm. During the first
eight minutes of storm I, selected because it
was one of the more electrically active periods
during these observations, the average size in

these storms occurred concurrently, the most
active period of lightning occurred prior to
2222 for storm I and after 2238 for storm II.
When we smooth the altitude distributions

the korizontal plane of all minor flashes was
9 km'. The average size of the major IC and CG

by eye, we find that the source altitudes in
storm II for the major flashes were 2.5 km

flashes for all four storms were, respectively,
28 km and 48 km . Thus, the size of the
average minor IC flash was substantially smaller

lower, and for the minor flashes were 1.0 km
lower, than those observed in storm I. In
addition, the relative number of minor flashes

than the major IC and considerably smaller than
the major CG.
There were 12 major flashes during this
period, i.e., 9 IC and 3 CO, and 210 minor
flashes. A 3:1 ratio in the major IC to CG
activity is near the average we observed for
these storms. The ratio of minor to major
flashes, for which we have analyzed no other

in storm II was very small. Altitude distributions in storms III and IV were very similar,
as shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, and only slight
differences in the relative number of sources
are apparent. For this group of four storms,
about the same number of VHF sources was
produced by lightning activity above 8 km as
below that oltituds.

data for comparison, is greater than 17:1.

The

flashing rater of the minor flashes varied from
-I
and averaged 26 min . This
18 to 36 min
gives an average time separation between flashes

Liahtning Relative to Precipitation and Winds

of 2.3 s. TIme siparations, however, are log
normally distributed with a median of 1.4 s and

understandable composite of lightning activity
and Doppler radar derived storm parameters.

a standard deviation of ±20 log 2.5 giving
a -1a value of 0.56 and a +lo value of 3.5 s.

We delve into this part of our results by
presenting the analyses performed, an example
of results obtained by combining lightning
location, precipitation and horizontal wind
parameters for one storm, and discussion of
the general associative characteristics among
these parameters for the other three storms.
VHF sources occurring during each radar
tilt sequence were partitioned into 1 km
height increments and mapped separately for
major and minor flashes. Radar data were
synthesized to give reflectivity contours,
horizontal wind vectors and vertical wind
speeds for each 1 ks height. Upon comparing
the lightning data with the radar derived
storm pareaters for each height, it was found
that the location of lightning sources conforms
best with the radar reflectivity contours at
5 km height for major flashes, and with the
divergent horizontal wind pattern at 13 km
height for minor flashes. There seemed to be

It is very difficult to produce an easily

Altitude Distribution of Lightni

.

Let us now examine the altitude distribution of the mapped VHF sources for our four
storis as shown in Figs. 6-9. The lower,
shaded distribution in each figure comprise
the major flashes, i.e., those containing
>30 VHF signals. Minor flashes are reptesented
in the unshaded distribution with the tail
end of the distribution at low altitudes
passing through the shaded area,
No altitude discriminants ware employed
in categorizing the flawhes. only the number
of sources in each flash was used. Thus, to
start the selection process, all mapped sources
occurring during the active period of a major
flash, sometimes extending beyond a second in
duration, were counted as part of the flash,
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no specific relationships between major flashes
and either the horizontal or vertical winds in
the lower part of the storm apart from their
mutual association with the precipitation,
At the sacrifice of structural detail and
secondary relationships, lightning locations
and radar derived parameters are presented for
only the two heights where associations appear
the strongest. The essential aspects of this
study, therefore, are presented in the examplea shown in Figs. 10 and 11, which are
representative of all data collection periods
fcr the four storms,
Superposed onto the plan view of the 40
and 50 dBZ reflectivity contours and the
streamlines of horizontal winds at the 5 ka
altitude are the VHF sources of major flashes
occurring at all altitudes as indicated in

2222 to 2227 whereas the lightning activity
was suimd over the period 2219-2227. Upon
eliminating 20 percent of the most widely
scattered sourcs within the view presented in
Fig. 10, we find that 80 percent of all source*
are contained in the shaded area and 50 percent
are within the more darkly shaded portion. It
is clear that the lightning sources were
concentrated in the high reflectivity core
of this storm. The horizontal winds tended to
curve through the main lightuing activity area
with indications of slight convergence. The
main updraft core for this part of the storm
was centered at 4 km west and 41 ka north of
Horman and encompassed an elo gatd region
oriented SW-9I, which is parallel to the axis
between the centers of the 50 dBZ cores
within the shading and the major axis of the

Fig. 10.

shaded area containing 50 percent of the VHF
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fZashes at alt attitudes superposed onto the
40 (long dashed lines) and 50 (short dashed
contours and horilines) dBZ reflotivity
sontal wind streamlines at 5 km attitude.
The total shaded area contains 80% of all
mapped sources, white ,50% are within the
darker shading.

flashes at all altitudes superposed onto the
10 (tong danhed tines) and 30 (short dashed
lines) dBZ raflectivity contours and horixontat wind ttramtinee at 13 km attitude.
The total shaded areas contain 80% of all
mapped aowtcea, while 50% are within the
darker shading.

sources 4 Updraft speed was between 10 and
1
20 m.at this level, but exceeded 20 n.es
above 6 km altitude.
This storm complex was actually composed
of two high reflectivity regions whose centers
were separated by about 10 km. We refer to
them as cell A containing the lightning activity aL". cell B located to the southeast of the
other cell and containing no lightning during
this period. Cell A at this 5 km altitude
shows three areas of 50 dBZ reflectivity. At
lower altitudes, these areas merged into a
single larger 50 dBZ core. The central 50 dBZ
reflectivity core continued upward to 9 ka
altitude as a single 50 dBZ core and thence to
14 km an a single 20 dBZ core. Very little
vertical shear in the horizontal wind was
found in the structure of this cell. A line
running vertically through the core centers at
each kilometer interval would have to deviate
horizontally only 2 km between ground and
14 km altitude. Cell 3 contained only 40 dBZ
reflectivity at very low altitudes, become a

2
reflectivity is >50 dBZ totaled about 19 ka ,
040
dBZ
totaled
thi
area
of
reflectivity
and
180 ka.
Twenty-five percent of the VHF
sources was within the 50 dBX reflectivity
areas. The VHF source density within the
50 dBZ areas was three times greater than
that in the >40 dBZ area which contained
85 percent of the sources. The darkly
shaded portion in Fig. 10 containing half the
2
VHF sources covered an area of 30 k; and
produced a source density twice that found in
2
the total shaded area covering 94 ki .
Minor flashes at all altitudes are
superposed onto the 10 and 30 dBZ reflectivity
contours and streamlines of horizontal winds
at 13 km in Fig. 11. The plean view distribution of minor flash sources was very patchy
and distributed over a such larger total area
than for the major flashes. When we tried to
represent the main electrically active region
by again eliminating 20 percent of the most
widely scattered sources, no single region of
conentration was found. Therefore, thirteen

single 50 dBZ core from 2 km through 6 ka,
split into two 50 d3Z cores at 7 ka, extended
up to about 10 ka as dual 40 dUZ cores, and
became unidentifiable at higher altitudes,
A quantitative description of Cell A at
the 5 km altitude in the Storm I complex
indicates the three small areas where the

separate areas that contain 80 percent of the
sources are shown in Fig. 11. Fifty percent
of the sources is contained in the two darker
shaded areas.
Although lightning sources from these
minor flashes seam to be scattered around the
center of the 30 dZ core of the storm, the
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sources are not well aligned w1;h the 30 dBZ
contour and many sources are ini regions where the
reflectivity is less than 10 dBZ. It seems more
likely, therefore, that the sources are closely
allied with the divergent, outflowing winds at
tho top of the storm as indicated by the streamlines. There may be also a slight tendency for
source generation near regions of interaction
between convective cells, such as the confluent
zone between outflow from storm I and storm It in
the lower left corner of Pig. 11 (in a region
along a line from coordinates -4 and 33 km to -9
and 46 km).
Additional quintitative information about
Storm I at the 13 km altitude indicates the areas
of reflectivity >30 dBZ and 10 dBZ were, respectively, 78 km2 and 364 km2 . Thirty-three percent
of the VHF sources was observed in the 30 dBZ
reflectivity area and 67 percent was in the
00 dBZ reflectivity with corresponding VHF
source density ratios between the regions of
about 2:1.
During succeeding observational periods, in
storm 1, relationships between lightning and
radar derived structural paramnters continued
similarly to that just described. After about
2228, Cell A decreased in lightning activity and
Cell B became more active,
Now, in more general terms, we examine
the other three storms. The data for the early
stage of storm 11 are not complete because some
of the storm structure was outside the sector
scans of the Doppler radars and for the late
stage some of the lightning activity occurred
outside the VHF mapping sector limits. Nevertheless, enough of the main reflectivity region
and the central portions 1)f lightning activity
wau observed to conclude that the relationships
between lightning and storm structure were similar
to that in storm I. Vertical shear in the storm
structure was again found to be very small.
Storm II was also multicellular, having two or
three cells varying from 6-10 km apart depending
on the altitude and time of observation. The
cell cores were >50 dBZ and generally only 10 dBZ
greater in reflectivity than the background
region in which they were imbedded. Major
flashes were associated with the central area of
the cells. Minor flashes at high altitude were
located in the divergent horisontal winds outflowing toward the east from updrafts associated
with reflectivity maxima,
The first lightning activity in storm III
was not distributed around the main 50 4BZ
reflectivity region but displaced downwind and to
the north. A small 40 d3Z cell developed about
6 km north of the main reflectivity core. While
the main cell moved southeastward at 9 m-s-1 ,
the newly formed small cell moved vortheastward
at 15 m-s-1 . The updraft speed in the small cell
was only 10 ms - I as compared with 35 m-s"1 for
the main cell. The small cell structure was
evident only below about 7 km. The major flashes
at low levels were located near the cord of the
small cell, where the VHF sources werh very
dense, and between the two calls, where the
sources were dispersed over a slightly larger

region. Minor flashes were consistently located
in the divergent horizontal winds in the upper
part of the main cell, but only in the outflow
region toward the northeast, which was above and
to the east of the small cell.
The small cell never penetrated upper levels
of the reflectivity complex in storm III. Maximum
reflectivity in this cell wan only 40 dBZ and the
core of reflectivity leaned at an angle of about
30* toward the east. The large cell attained a
maximum reflectivity in excess of 60 dBZ. The
core of the cell tilted toward
the southwest with
a maximum inclination of 45° between 3-8 km
heights and a total tilt from ground to top of
about 20.
Relationships between lightning activity and
storm structure in storm IV cannot clearly be
defined as yet because the synthesis of radar
data has not been completed. But from the analysis of radar scans obtained at the beginning of
the storm and during the period 2337-2343, we can
see that this storm was comprised of three or
four cells with 8-16 km separation between cores.
Major flash sources tended to concentrate near
large, high reflectivity cores, in regions where
the horizontal winds were converging and betveen
the smaller cells that were only well defined at
low altitudes. Minor flashes tended to concentrate
over the main core of the storm complex, around
the center of the divergent horl::ontal winds in
the upper part of the storm, and generally toward
the east in the stronger outflowing winds.
Summary and Conclusions
We have analyzed the VHF mapping and dual
Doppler radar data for four storms occurring in
Oklahoma duriug an approximate two hour period on
19 June 1980. VHF source altitudes as a function
of time show the altitude characteristics of
major and minor flashes as the storms evolve.
First-time data show considerable lightning
activity to 16 km altitude in storms. The low
occurrence rates of major flashes in these storms
aid in characterizing the minor flashes. Altitude
distributions of mapped VHF sources show bimodal
wcructure, with minor flashes occupying the
hLgher altitude mode and major flashes the lower
mode.
Many strong similarities exist among the
four storms encompassed in this work, although
important differences are also evident. Strong
gust fronts were reported from storms I and
II, and large hail and damaging winds were observed from storms III and IV. A single, high
reflectivity core in exceso of 50 dBZ usually
dominated each storm, but multicellulor structure
was also apparent. Although these storma were
relatIvely small, they were all classified as
severe.
Lightning characteristic& were very similar
in terms of flashing rate, altitude distribution,
and relationship with storm structures. We feel
confident, therefore, that these storms are
typical of relatively small nonsevere and marginally severe thunderstorms found in the Great
Plains area of the United States.
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lightning activity, as measured by the number of

VHF sources, can occur in the upper regions of a
storm and at low altitudes. Since each VHF
source results from a radio signal produced by a
change in the vertical current moment of some
lightning process, we may have a means to estimate the electric current budget of a storm
through VHF observations. The high altitude
lightning may be the manifestation of processes
coupling the charge in the upper portion of a
storm to the atmosphere. The discharge mechanism
involved remains to be determined. Other aspects
of high altitude lightning yet to be determined
involve the chemical compounds produced by the
lightning and injected into the upper troposphere
and lower stratosphere, the impairment to detecting
CG flashes from space and the hazard to aircraft
operating in the upper portion of storms.
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1

D. R. MacGorman and W. L. Taylor
National Severe Storms Laboratory/NOAA/ERL, Norman, OK 73069
A. A. Few
Dept. of Space Physics and Astronomy, Rice University, Houston, TX 77251

We have used a number of systems to study relationships between lightning and
and other storm parameters. Instrumentation includes a system for locating cloud-toground lightning strike points, an acoustic lightning mapper and a VHF (30-80 MHz)
lightning mapper to study the structure and location of lightning, and S-band radar
to provide other storm data. Several characteristics of the reconstructed lightning
have been relatively constant: (1) lightning structure is usually predominately
horizontal; (2) lightning tends to occur preferrentily in certain altitude ranges
that are only a few kilometers thick and above the 0 c isotherm; (3) it tends to
occur near, but not necessarily inside, cores of high reflectivity 95 dBZ), and it
often connects with regions of relatively weak reflectivity downstream from stronger
reflectivity and updraft cores. Other relationships are also discussed. N,
INTRODUCTION
Several techniques have been used to locate
various segments of a lightning flash. Krider
et al. (l)* located the strike point of a cloudto-ground flash by direction finding from the
initial rise In the magnetic field change produced by lightning. Krehbiel et al. (2) located
equivalent charge centers neutralzed by ground
flashes. Szymanski and Rust (3) employed radar
to locate lightning echoes within a stationary
radar beam.
More detailed lightning structure has been
provided by acoustic and VHF techniques for mapping lightning. Few (4) and Few and Teer (5) map
lightning structure from thunder recorded by an
array of microphones with baselines of 30-100 m.
Proctor (6) uses an array of antennas separated
10-15 km for mapping lightning from its VHF radiation. Lhermitte and Krehbiel (7) also used a
large array (the LDAR system at Kennedy Space
Center) to map lightning from VHF radiation.
Taylor (8) uses an array of antennas separated
by 13.7 m to determine the azimuth and elevation
of VHF signals; two arrays were used to determine the three dimensional location of the source
of a signal by triangulation,

paper, we present an overview of our study of
relationships between lightning and storm structure and kinematics in several storms. A case
history of a different group of storms that
occurred consecutively on one day is presented
by one of the authors in another paper at this
conference.
INSTRUMENTATION
Colorado Storm.

We have used three of these location techniques to study lightning in Colorado and Oklahoma: the direction finding technique for
locating ground strikes and the acoustic and
VHF techniques for mapping lightning structure.
Data are also available from S-band radar to
correlate with the lightning data. In this

A detailed analysis of the Colorado storm
has been presented by MacGorman (9) and
MacGorman et al. (10). Lightning flashes from
'this storm were mapped using the acoustic technique described by Few (4) and Few and Teer (5).
The direction of arrival of a thunder impulse at
an array of microphones is determined by the
propagation time between microphones, measured
to an accuracy of 1 ms using a cross-correlation
analysis. The acoustic ray defined by this
direction is then retraced through the atmosphere
to its source. Range to the source is determined
from the propagation time between occurrence of
the lightning, detected by its electric field
change, and arrival of the thunder impulse at the
array. Source locations are computed from all
processes in a lightning flash that produces
analyzable thunder at the array. However, since
acoustic propagation time is long compared to
the duration of lightning, the relative times at
which different acoustic sources were generated
by a lightning flash are not determined in the
acoustic analysis.

*Numers in parentheses designate references at
the end of the paper.

Radar reflectivity data for the Colorado
storm were obtained from a narrow beam, 10.7 cm
radar operated approximately 50 km from our site
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by the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) as part of the National Hail Research
Experiment, During the summer that the acoustic
experiment was in Colorado, radar data was collected by scanning rapidly in azimuth while the
elevation angle was slowly increased. Scanning
through the storm usually required 5-6 minutes
in the case we studied.

in addition to those that lower negative charge.
We currontly are evaluating the performance of
the modification.
Radar data for the Oklahoma storms were
obtained with one or both of the two Doppler
radars operated by NSSL and co-located with the
VHF lightning mapping sites. Each radar has a
0.80 beamwidth and operates in the S-band
(10.5 cm wavelength for one and 11.0 cm for the
other). Radar data were collected by scanning
in azimuth at a constant elevation and stepping
through a sevies of elevation angles, A series
of scans through a storm was normally completed
within five minutes.

Oklahoma Storms.
The VHF technique employed in Oklahoma uses
two arrays of antennas separated by 42 km to map
lightning from VHF radiation in the 30-80 MHz
band. At each array, fast logic circuitry measures the azimuth and elevation angles of a VHF
impulse to an accuracy of 0.5.
Later computer
analysis identifies corresponding impulses at
the two arrays and triangulates to locate sources
in three dimensions. This technique is discussed
in detail by Taylor (8).

LIGHTNING AND STORM DATA

In addition to the VHF mapping system, the
National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) has
also operated a direction finding system (1) for
locating lightning ground strikes. Four stations
are connected to a central processor as shown In
Figure 1. Each station includes a crossed-loop
antenna, electric field antenna, and microprocessor, which are used to reject intracloud
lightning, determine the direction to a lightning strike, and transmit the strike data to a
central processor at NSSL. When the central
processor receives coincident data from two or
more stations, it triangulates to locate the
strike points and records the data on magnetic
tape. All four stations have been modified to
locate ground flashes that lower positive charge

LightnpgometrX.
The acoustic and VHF mapping techniques
locate point. on lightning channels from different properties of the lightning, so there may he
systematic differences in the reconstructed
lightning structure from each, In our limited
sample, however, several characteristics of lightning have appeared similar in maps from both
techniques. For example, reconstructed lightning
structure has been predominantly horizontal. A
visual 2xamination of reconstructed intracloud
structure shows that the horizontal extent is
usually larger than the vertical extent; predominantly vertical discharges, such as one might
expect between two localized charged regions in
5-2

a vertical dipole, have been the exception rather

Sstorm

00

than the rule. Predominantly horizontal structure has also been observed by acoustic and VHF
techniques in several other storms, as reported
by Proctor (11), Taylor (8), Bohannon (12), Winn
However.,
et al. (13), and Teer and Few (14).
theacoustically reconstructed structure of
lightning
was primarily
vertical etinal.
a small
investigated
by Christian
(15).

In addition to being predominantly honi-

zonital, lightning flashes during the 10-30 minm
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neutralized by cloud-to-ground lightning in one
storm was stratified between environmental tern0
peratures of -90C and -17 C. MacGorman et al.
(10) report on three other storms in different
geographic regions in which the vertical distribution of lightning had two peaks, each with a
vertical thickness at half maximum of 2-4 km.
Taylor (16) reports a similar bimodal distribution in four Oklahoma storms he has recently
analyzed.

dimensions of 40-60 km on the radar display.
There were several tornadoes of varying severity
in this storm. No obvious suppression of lightning ground strikes is characteristic of tornadoes in the histogram. A significant decrease in
the ground flash rate occurred during the F2 tornado, but there was a significant increase during
the F4, Binger tornado. The average number of
strokes per flash did increase, however, between
2010-2100 CST, after the tornadic stage ended.
The fraction of flashes that lower positive
charge was generally larger before and during
tornadoes, although the positive flash rate
increased somewhat after the tornadic stage
ended.

Cloud-to-ground lightning in tornadic storms.
A number of observers have reported that
cloud-to-ground lightning appeared to be suppressed during tornadoes, e.g., (17) and (18).
Most of trcs reports have been subjective, but
Gunn (S
!ported a lack of ground flashes in
electric
Id recordings made near the
Blackwell-Udall tornado. More recently, Orville
(20) reported that a medium range ground strike
locating system in central Oklahoma located
little ground strike activity near the Lawton
tornado of 10 April 1979, but located considerable activity in other parts of the storm that
were about the same range from the locating
syster as t.,e tornado. We have analylzed ground
strike data from 22 May 1981, when there was an
outbreak of tornadoes within our ground strike
locating network in Oklahoma. We have concentrated thus far on z tornado that occurred from
1852-1927 CST near Binger, Oklahoma, and was the
severest tornado to occur on that day (F4 on the
Fujita scele, which ranges from FO to F5).

Since most of the earlier reports had been
near tornadoes, we also analyzed the data by
restricting the area of interest to the vicinity
of the largest tornado. We compared the ground
strike rate variations with the strength of the
mesocyclone (the parent circulation of tornadoes
within the storm), as measured by cyclonic shear
in the horizontal wind at the 6 km level. Figure 4 shows the resulting histogram, which
includes only strikes within 10 km of the mesocyclone center. The ground strike rate is lower
as cyclonic shear in the mesocyclone increases
due to stronger r(;ation, and the rate increases
when the cyclonic shear decreases. Again in this
case, the fraction of flashes lowering positive
charoe was largest before and during the tornado,
and the number of strokes per flash increased

Figure 3 shows variations in the lightning
ground strike rates for each 5 min period during
the active lifetime of the storm. Included in
the histogram are all strikes that were located
anywhere in the storm, which had horizontal
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Diurnal variation of positiveground flashes.
As discussed in more detail by Rust et al.
(21) at this conference, cloud-to-cloud l1g-g-E
ning flashes that lower positive charge to ground
may be more hazardous than the usual flashes that
lower negative charge; they may have larger peak
currents, have currents of longer average duration, and occur in regions of storms where one
would normally expect few, iV any, lightning
strikes. To understand better the conditions

Figure 4. Lightning s.6txke Aate chakacteAi tb
vez
cyctonc shear at the 6 km levet
ngeA toiauo.
6o& ;the 6tokm that ptwdueed the
CyconiLc sheax m6 cacut~ated 6rom the azimuthat
.6heaA in the 6ingte DoppteA xadit wind6 6olt the
icL~t
hohzonmeAocycIone, .4wthha4 a chawae,t
The do. i
tat durnznon o a dew kiome~tev.
tine in the bottom t.ace indicate6 cycon c

.6heavi on the ti,'adic scate, a6uaLL
I km. The
under which positive ground flashes occi
we
top hitosg.m e.vef.6 ightnkng 6=1 e Aate chatr,- examined the diurnal variation of po. tlv
strikes located by our ground stvike 1 cati,,g
system. Showrn in Figure 5 is lightnin
' Ike
data for the month of July 1982. The toI, istogram, variations in the total hourly count of
ground strikes of both polarities, is about what
one would expect from the diurnal variation in|
the convective growth of storms during July in

Sotd bau deote. po4LtAvee etoudactexiAtia.
to- rwund dtashu. Shading dnote6 tota L numbeA
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Oklahoma. The pattern of the diurnal variation
in the fraction of flashes that are 'p=i-tve,
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shown in the lower histogram, is similar to the
variation in total lightning strikes, but the
minimum is broader and the peak occurs 2-3 hr
later in the evening. This indicates that conditions in July are more conducive to positive
ground flashes later in the life of storm
systems.
Lightning location relative to storm structure.
In thre, storms for which we have radar and
lightning mapping data, lightning was usually
closely associated with regions of sustained high
reflectivity, Part of the reconstructed structure of a flash was often near these regions of
high reflectivity, but in two storms, it tended
to avoid the cores of strongest reflectivity
(greater then 45-50 dBZ). Lightning often
stretched from near these cores to an area with
reflectivities of less than 30 dBZ. As new
regions of high reflectivity formed, a region
of lightning activity also formed near the new

5.0 km LEVEL
T

-T

+,+
+0-

reflectivity core. An example of a lightning
flash occurring near, but not inside a highreflectivity core is shown in Figure 6 from a
Colorado storm. In the 35 flashes mapped from
this Colorado storm, there were very few thunder
sources located in reflectivities higher than
45 dBt and none located in reflectivities higher
than 50 dBZ. Since the fraction of the storm
having reflectivities higher than 45 dBZ was
also small, this observation is significant
primarily in suggesting that high reflectivity
cores are not the preferred location for lightning that some theories of storm electrification
would lead us to expect.
With Doppler radar data available for the
Oklahoma storms, we were able to relate the
location of lightning with the measured winds
within the storm. In a storm on 1 June 1978,
the reconstructed locations of VHF sources
tended to be concentrated in and near regions
of cyclonic shear deduced from single Doppler
measurements, as shown in Figure 7. These
regions were inferred to be in the vicinity of
updrafts from the reflectivity structure of the
storm and from the cyclonic shear signature (22).
For a storm on 6 June 1979, dual Doppler
radar data were used to derive estimates of all
three components of wind. As shown in the
example in Figdre 8, the reconstructed V F
source locations in this storm tended to occur
in regions of week updraft (<10 m/s) and were
also often adj-.icent to regions of downdraft.
Regions having vertical updraft velocities
greater than 10 ;/s were south and southeast of
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the lightning. A";ter storm motion was subtracted
from the horizont.l vind, horizontal streamlines
aL the levnl of the lightning generally flcwed
from tht reflectivity corns and strong updrafts
back toward the lightning.
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
While t;.e nunber of storms for which lightning mapping data have been analyzed is still
relatively small, it has been c3nsistentiy
observed that lightning tends to be stratified
above the 0 C isotherm, occurrinq most frequently wil in a 2-4 km thick layer. Furthermore, light, ng has tended to occur near cores
of high reflectivity (45 dFZ), often ;onnecting
wlth ragions o relatively weak re.fIictivity (in
some cases 20 d62' or lss). However, there has
been some variation in the detail or the location of lightning rtlitive to reflectivty cores.
In two of the storms presented in this paper,
reconstructed lightning was clearlb outside, but

I-..--.

near, the cores, but in other reports (7 and 16),
it was concentrated in and around higher reflectivities. There have also been some differences
in the preponderance of horizontal or vertical
lightning structure. While most of the lightning
we have observed and much of the lightning
observed elsewhere (e.g., 8, 11, 12, and 14) have
been predominantly horizontal, vertical lightning
does occur and can dominate the activity of some
storms (15).
There have been only three storm studies that
included both lightning mapping data and dual Doppler synthesis of the three-dimensional wind
field, the one presented in this paper, Taylor
et al. (8), and Lhermitte and Krehbiel (7). In
Oklahoma studies, lightning tended

to

occur in regions of weak updraft. Lhermitte and
Krehbiel (7)concentrated on the initial VHF
located for each flash. They found that
initial VHF sources tended to occur above reflectivity cores and were in the upper part of the
updraft and in adjacent regions on the
side of the updraft where there was an
upper level downdraft. It was also reported
that many of the VHF sources occurred in the
anvil, where vertical velocities should be weak.
In tornadic storms, we have found relatively
few cloud-to-ground flashes in the vicinity of
tornadoes. When lightning strikes from the whole
storm were considered, however, there w.s no
obvious relationship between flash rates and tornadoes. It is interesting that before and during
tornadoes the fraction of ground flAshes lowering
positive charge was higher and the average number
of strokes per flash was lower. More data is
needed to determine whether these tendencies are
sufficiently regular and identifiable to be useful
aids for tornado warnings. Mo'e analysis is also
needed to confirm and fully explain the tendency
for the positive ground flash rate to peak 2 to
3 hours later than the total ground flash rate in
summer storms.
For aircraft penetrating a thunderstorm, we
have found that there is no region cf the storm
safe from lightning, evwn if we ignore the possibility that aircraft may trigger flashes where
none would have occurred otherwise. As discussed
by Ruist et al. (21), we have seen lightning even
in the anvils of storms, tens of kilometers from
reflectivity cores. Furthermore, there is considerable variability in 'he features of storms
associated with the most concentrated lightning.
It inay be possible, however, to learn to identify
reglons of a storm where the probability of strikes
to aircraft is low or whore lightning is less damaging, such as, possibly, the upper regicn of minor
discharges discussed by Taylor et al. (16).
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IMPROVED ESTIMATES OF THE AREA DENSITY
OF CLOUD-TO-GROUND LIGHTNING OVER
THE UNITED STATES

Michael W. Maier
Lightning Location and Protection, Inc.
Tucson, Arizona
and
Jackie M. Piotrowicz
NOAA/NHRL
Coral Gables, Florida
ABSTRACT
A key element for any successful and cost.-effective lightning protection
design is an accurate estimate of the frequency of direct lightning strikes to
ground. For example, an effective protection system for an electi-ic power
transmission line in Florida (an area of high lightning incidence) would be
far too costly and not ,iecessary for, an area such as California (an area of
low lightning incidence), In order to estimate the frequency of lightning
strikes the local area density of lightning flashes to ground, i.e. the number of strikes per unit area per month or per year, must be known. In the USA,
ground flash density is often assumed to be a relatively simple function of the
mean number of thunderstorm days per month or per year. Many design handbooks
give formulas which relate ground flash density to thunderstorm days, but no
formula is generally accepted as standard. All too often, the actual lightning
strike incidence is considerably different from the lightning strike projections
based on the thunderstorm day statistics, The resulting over or under design
of ligh. 'ng protection systems ultimately leads to greater costs.
Here we show that the thunderstorm duration statistics are a much better
indicator of true ground flash densities than the number of thunderstorm days.
Maps of mean annual ground flash density are presinted which have been inferred
from long term thunderstorm duration observations. The thunderstorm duration
data were obtained by the relatively dense network of existing dviation weather
reporting stations. Approximately 450 stations are used, each with a'auninterrupted 30 year period of record. The station density available here is esscntially twice that of any previous thunderstorm frequency analysis of the United States.
Our analyses show that maximum annual ground flash derisitics of 18,K m2 are
found in the western interior of Florida from Naples to Cross City. High flash
density values (> 12/k 2 ) are found qver much of the Florida peninsula, the Florida panhandle, and westward through the southern gulf states to eastern Texas.
A large area of flash densities > 8/km 2 are found over most of Oklahoma, Kansas,
Missouri, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Tennessee. High flash densities
(> 8/km 2 ) in the western states are limited to south central Colorado, northeastern New Mexico, northern Arizona atid extreme southeastern Arizona. Pronounced flash density minima are found over the southern half of Texas and in
the southeastern states from central Alabama northeastward through western
Virginia. Most of the western and northeastern states have flash densities
< 4/km 2 . Maps of the 95% and 5% probability flash density valuei are a'sc presented. Verification of these maps awaits a nationwide direct measurement program or successful practical application.

This paper was not available for incorporation into this book. Therefore, it will
be published at a future date.
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DAMAGE OF RFC SURFACE LAYERS BY
ELECTROSTATIC CHARGING
D. Kdnigstein
Hochschule der Bundeswehr Hamburg
Holstenhofweg 85, 2000 Hamburg 70

If we assume a relative permittivity Er
rising rate of field strength is

5, the

SUPERFICIAL LAYERS on aircraft parts
INSULATINGelectrostatic
may
problems,energy.
becauseIfthey
are cause
able to store electrostatic
the
electric breakdown field strength of the layer is

Ei
kV
_Tcm-s
(3)
T = 56.5
For this assumptions, the electric breakdown
field strength Eb of a usual paint material will
be reached in a few seconds. The electric energy
We, stored in an area A increases with material
thickness d and follows eq. (4):
2
We = A " d(
e
d
For a charge density of 25 nC/cm 2 and a thicknes:
o0.2m1,-00W
of 0.02 nun 1,4.10" Ws offeegyi
energy is stored
trdoon a
square-centimeter of surface, for d - 0.2 mm and
a = 2JO nC/cm this value increases to i,4.10-3
Ws/cm .
ARTIFICIAL CHARGING - The artificial charging was done by means of high voltage corona. The"
principle of the arrangement is shown in Fig, 2.
With a charging voltage of up to 30 kV it was
possible to create charging currents of up to
250 VA. As the test samples had a size of 200 x
200
mm, a charging
rate higher
thanobjects
under flight
conditions
was possible.
The test
were
fit into the grounded holder of the charge dis-

reached, a discharge to the metallic panel or the
conductive layer will occur. If the surface field
strength is high enough there will be a flashover
to a grounded point.
In order to find out whether a breakdown
will occur and how the influences on the charging process are, several RFt samples were tested.
The base materials were GFRP, CFRP, and Aramid,
covered with or without a conductive layer and
different surface coatings of 0.02 to 0.23 mm
thickness. Methods and results are described in
this paper.

tribution measurement system to make it possible
to start measurement immediately after charging
(5 s) without handling the sample.
MEASUREMENT OF THE LOCAL CHARGE DISTRIBUTION
- The measurement of surface charges a on an insulating layer has to be done by the static electric field. The measuring system is described
more in detail in a preceding paper (3). The
relation between the field strength E in the air
gap a between the probe and the charged layer,
and the charge density a is given by eq. 5:
U =coE (1 +
c)
(5)

ELECTROSTATIC CHARGING OF A THIN LAYER

It is important to realize that high surface

ABSTRACT
d
Painted RFC-material has beer tested by extremly higli electrostatic charging. Charge densities reached some hundreds of nanozoulombs per
square centimeter on thin surface layers. The
resulting high field strength in the dielectric
leads
to an datmge
electric
breakdown
or without
mechanical
depending
on with
material
thickness
mehan the cal
conndu
o ny gond ayer tinet
andto
the snductivity of any grounded layer next
The tome-dependent development ofhe e entire
lThae ime-deendistrnbutdn
mntoe a cire
local charge distrbution was monitored by a computer-ontrolled measuring system. In any casen
there was little influence of a damaged point on
the discharging or recharging process..,,,

CHARGING OF SURFACE IN FLIGHT - A value For
the maximum charging rate to an exposed surface
during o typical flight was given by J.E.
Nanevicz (1)*. He reported a charging rate of
about 25O PA/ml at a speed of 490 m/s. At higher
speed, this value may be exceeded (2). What happens to an insulating superficial paint layer of
thickness d is illustrated in Fig. 1. The chargedensity a Increases linearly with time and is
directly
proportional to the rate of current I
per considered
area A. Using the value mentioned
above, we get eq. ( i):
I

25 nC
_-c

t.

(1)

The field strength in the insulating layer Et
increases following eq. (2):
a
1
Ei
t.
(2)
*

Numbers in parentheses designate References at
end of paper.

charge densities may have relatively low fields
if the measuring distance is high, compared to
the thickness of the layer.
The principle of operation and the performance data of the measuring system are shown in
Fig. 3. The field strength in a distance of 1.16
mm of the charged insulator surface is measured
by means of an active capacitive probe. It is
mounted in a brass housing which can be moved by
the I.tpping motors of a plotter mechanism. This
allows'computer-controlled positioning of the
probe and storing of the field strength values.
e wThe usual distance between two different
measuring positions was 2 mm and the size of the
test
was 200 x 200 mm. Thus 10 000 charge
valuesobjects
are collected
during one run, which takes
two minutes. The measured data are stored simultaneously on magnetic tape. The measuring program
and the storage capacity of the tape allow up to
ten successive runs during the discharging process without manual interaction. Thus, the timedependent development of the whole local charge
distribution can be monitored.
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no significant influence of the earthed rim.
That means the main part of the discharging
current is flowing through the volume of the
insulating layers and not across the surface.
Charging above Breakdown - Fig. 6 shows a
typical Charge distribution with several points
of electrical breakdown. The charge distribution
is dependent now on the limitation of charge density due to the material. The2 tested samples were
able to store up to 240 nC/cm on the surface
coating. Using eq. (2)this means a field
strength in the insulator of 540 kV/cm. This is
in good agreement with the measurements of break-I
down field strength. Nearly each one of the
samples had some points of damage due to electric
discharge of a limited area into this point. Th.
size of this aria varied between less than I cm'
and up to 50 cm4. As the spark energy of equally
charged layers is increasing with the thickness,
the thin samples had a lot of hardly visible
small holes with less than 0.1 m diameter,
caused by a spark energy of about 0.1 mWs.
Charged layers with a thickness in the range of
0.13 to 0.23 mm showed holes of up to 0.7 mm
diameter, caused by energies of about 10 mWs.
Four effects of discharging were observwd:
1. Charge limitation due to breakdown field
strength, no visible holes. This 'soft' breakdown was the only effect observed on sample
3.3 with a conductive layer of very high
resistivity. Apparently in this case the local
discharge energy was always low enough, not to
make any damage to the paint layer.
of a very small area of about
2. Micr~discharges
I cmz , small hardly visible holes of less than
0.1 mm diameter. This effect was observed on
all samples with a thickness below 0.20 mm,
except sample 3.3. The related energy is about
0.1 mWs, the charge about 200 pC.
3. Surface streamer, discharging a certain orcharged surface (about 50 cm at
of thesize
tion
of 2UO x 200 mm and the used
the sdmple
method), visible holes of up to 0.7
mm diameter. This effect was observed on some
samples with a thickness above 0.13 mm. It is

TEST RESULTS
DESCRIPTION OF TEST-OBJECTS - Fig. 4 shows a
cross-section of the different test sample layers. Two additional aluminium samples, one with
surface paint the other with priming paint, were
used for comparison. A carbon filled conductive
paint was used on sample 1.2, 2.2, 2.5 and 3.1.
For this material a resistance per square mesh of
5 to 10 kS is given by the manufacturer. Other
samples had a conductive layer of aluminium-mesh
(2.3, 2.4). A special method of manufacturing a
conductive layer was used for sample 3.3. In this
case some of the fibre-layers of the aramid material were treated with carbon powder resulting
in a resistance per square mesh of approx. 100
W2. The CFRP can be considered conductive,
All samples were metallized for qrounding
on the back-side, any conductive layer was connected. The surfaces of the grounded layers are
marked in Fig. 4, to make clear, that only the
layers above can be charged electrostatically.
Thus the interesting thickness of the charged
layer varies from 0.02 to 1.43 mm.
Breakdown Field Strength - The electric
breakdown field strength Eb f the insulating
layers was tested with a sphere electrode in
direct contact to the surface. It was found to
be in the range of 500 to 1000 kV/cm for the
surface paint and the priming paint. Layers with
a thickness of 0.23 mm and more (2.1, 3.2, 1.1)
could not be measured, as flashover occurs before
volume breakdown.
Specific Resistivity - As demonstrated in
(3)inTerpretation of the time-dependent develop.
ment of the initial charge on a surface gives
more meaningful values for the specific resistivity than conventional methods. Assuming an
exponential decay between measuring runs, it is
possible to defiie a discharging time constant T:
=

.--

lcharging

(6)

related to a charge of some microcoulombs and
energy above
surface occurs on layers
across 10themWs.
flashover
4. an
of relatively high thickness. For this reason
sample 1.1 and 3.2 could not be charged to
their volume breakdown voltage.
Most of the points of discharge, that can be
Fig. 6 are due to microdischarges.
localized in
One point at x = 107 mm, y - 47 mm is a point of
damage due to an observed surface streamer. As it
is not easy to determine the exact location of it
from the three-dimensional graphic presentation,
Fig. 7 shows the same charge distribution with
lines of equal field strength. In addition, the
measured field strength at y = 47 mm is plotted
together with a picture of the damaged surface
paint. It is remarkable that only the nearest
vicinity of the punctured hole remained
uncharged. This influence is even smaller for
points of microdischarges.

At: time difference between runs
charge measured
Q:: measured
charge before
The specific resistivity Pv of the charges layer
is given by eq. 7:
(7)
v
o r

*

If the discharging current flows mainly through
the insulator volume. The values were In the
Qcm to some I10 cm rising
range of some 10
with time.
LOCAL CHARGE DISTRIBUTION AT DIFFERENT
CHARGING VOLTAGES
Ch3rging below Breakdown - Fig. 5 shows a
typical char~e distri~ution with a charging voltage low enough not te exceed the breakdown fieldstrength of the charged layer. The charge distributior. depends only on the arrangement of the
corona needles. The discharging process appears
to be uniform over the entire surface, there is
7-2
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TIME-DEPENDENT DEVELOPMENT OF 'THE SURFACE
CHARGE - The digital storage of all measured
data allows evaluation of interesting data such
as total surface charge Q, maximum charge density a, discharging time constant r, and volume
resistivity pv. These values are plotted versus
time in Fig. 8 for two different samples, one
with low charging voltage and no breakdown of
the surface layer, the other with higher charging
voltage and local points of electrical breakdown.
There is no significant difference between
the discharging curves, just the absolute values
are greater for the high charging voltage. The
time dependent development of the material constants T and pv are nearly identical. These facts
were true for all measured samples. There is only
a limited influence of a damaged point on the
discharging process of the entire surface.
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SUMMARY
Electrostatic charging of thin insulating
superficial paint layers applied on the conductive structure, lightning or p-static protection
system of aircraft parts can lead to mechanical
damage due to electrical breakdown. For layers
of less than approx. 0.25 mm thickness the effects can be tested on small samples of the
interesting material.
The energy of the discharge and consequently the resulting damage is increasing with:
1. The breakdown field strength of the paint,
2. The thickness of the insulating layer,
3. The conductivity of the conductive layer next
to the surface.
In any case, there was little influence of
a damaged point on the discharging or recharging
process of the entire surface. The graphic presentation of charge distribution showed that only
the nearest vicinity of a punctured hole remained uncharged.
Interpretation of the time-dependent development of the initial local charge distribution
gave values for jhe specific resistivity in the
range of some 10 4 to some 1016 Qm. These values
seem to be more meaningful than the results of
conventional methods and are much too high to
prevent electrostatic charging.
CONCLUSIONS

S

To prevent electrostatic charging of the
protective paint layer, the paint should bove
a true volume resistivity of less than 10]u fcm
.strngthao in te
kpaitesoe
eeg o
resulting
a discharging
time constant
of

0.01
could s.
be Atowayreduce
to keep
the the
electric
stored breakdown
energy lowfield
strength
of the paint.
Aconductive
layer for pure p-static protection should not be of high conductiqity. It
is sufficient to keep the resistance per square
in the
range of currents.
100 Mn to gain a good
,'. mesh
damping
of discharge
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RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC SHIELD VIOLATIONS

W. Graf, J. Hami, E. F. Vance
SRI International, Menlo Park, California

ABSTRACT
In the topological approach to hardening systems against lightning,
a barrier that is effectively impervious to electromagnetic energy is
placed between the source of interference and the system to be protected.

To be impervious, the barrier must form a topologically closed surface.
The ideal barrier can never be achieved in practice, but it is not
decassary.

The three categories of compromise are,

in order to impor-

tance, peneflraticns, apertures, and diffusion. Diffusion is almost
always negligible (unless the metal walls consist of foils), and wire
penetratimns are almost always by far the worst compromise.

Thus, an

otherwise excellent barrier may be compromised by one untreated penetratioi). The compromine may go undetected until a major portion of the
lightning current flows on the barrier near the compromise. At that
time, it will become quite evident that the barrier is not sufficiently
impervious to electromagnetic energy. Lightning, from an interference
point of view, is a broadband electromagnetic phenomenon, and therefore
practices that are adequate at low frequencies or dc will not be satisfactory for lightning protection. Examples of suv~i practices include
cable shields terminated in pigtails, grounding conductor penetrations,
and apertures with a wire penetration. We have performed several simple
laboratory experiments to demonstrate quantitatively the effects of
those practices.r The experiments lead to the conclusion that the
simple compromise mentioned above limit the effectiveness of the
barrier by many orras of magnitude.
That is, although the ideal
barrier cannot be acheved, the practical barrier can be improved
substantially by avoiding the most obvious compromises. The topologi.cal approach provides simple guidance to identify the compromises in
an otherwise closed barrier.

..
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increases by about 20%). In all of these cases,
,t has been assumed that the aluminum shell
remained intact (i.e., the stroke did not melt
out a hole). Furthermore, the rise time of the
induced voltage is about 3 ps, even if a zero
rise time strike current is impressed on the
exterior of the shield.
Thus the closed, thin aluminum shield
reduces the lightning transient to a small,
slowly varying voltage induced on a large
internal circuit. Since systems frequently
generate transients larger than those induced by
lightning, a closed, thin aluminum shield would
adequately protect most interior circuits and
equipment. In practice, however, the shield is
not closed. An all-aluminum aircraft skin, for
example, has inperfections such as wiring for
external lights and cables in some exposed areas
such as wings and radomes, and windows, doors,
Joints, and other apertures that can seriously
compromise the skin as an electromagnetic shield
against lightning.
Suppose, for example, that lightning
attaches to the wiring on a navigation light on
the wing tip or on the radar in the nose. These
wires or cables are routed to the interior of
the aircraft; hence, lightning current delivered
to these wires can propagate through the shield
without attenuation unless a filter or other
surge lmiter is installed. The filter or surge
limiter thus behaves as the barrier element for
the penetrating w-r*; it may be considered to
close the shield about th3 wire (out-of-band for
the filter or above a threshold for the
nonlinear surge arrester), or it may be viewed
as a barrier to currents propagating on the
wire. Without the barrier element, however, it
is apparent that the penetrating wire is a 0-dB
compromise of the shield -- the uire current
(hence the magnetic field) is the same inside
the shield as it is outside the shield, as
illustrated in Figure 1. The barrier element, a
filter or nonlinear surge limiter, prevents most
of the exterior wire current from entering the
protected volume.
Evidentlyo the Imperfect conductivity of the
shield material is not a very important
compromise unless the conductivity is quite poor
(e.g., bare graphite-epoxy zomposite), or the
shield is very thin (foil), or slowly varying
(low-frequency) interior magnetic fields are
important. On the other hand, conductors that
penetrate the shield are very severe (0-dB)
compromises. Somewhere in between, are
apertures such as windows, doors, riveted
Joints, etc. The effects of apertures are
(2
discussed in a companirn paper. ) Here we will
merely observe that the coupling through an
aperture to interior circuits depends on
aperture size, external current density, and
internal circuit proximsity to the aperture. We

LIGHTNING CAN BE one of the most harsh sources
of transient interference. The severe direct
strike, while rare, produces large electromagnetic stresses on the outer levelb of the
system in the form of large charge and current
densities and large induction fields. If
lightning attaches to exposed conductors such as
power or signal cables or antenna wires,
extremely large currents are driven into the
system on these conductol . The effects of
lightning are awesome, and elements of systems
that are valuable because of cost, need, or
other measure of value must be protected from
the stresses of lightning. In this paper, we
discuss the effects of lightning on internal
circuits or equipment; we will not discuss the
blast and heating phenomena that occur at the
exterior attach point of a direct strike,
Protection against the electromagnetic
effects of lightning may be thought of as
establishing an electromagnetic harrier between
1
the lightning and the protected space.( )* This
barrier must be sufficiently impervious to waves
propagating through space and to waves
propagating along conductors (e.g., wires and
cables). A truly impervious barrier could be
made with a closed, perfectly conducting
surface, but in order to use the protected space
we must usually compromise the conducting
surface by passing power and signal cables
through it and by perforating it to allow heat
dissipation, etc. In addition, it is
impracticulto make aircraft skins and equipment
cases from superconducting materials-impratical and unnecessary, since the shielding
properties of practical shields are usually
limited by the penetrating conductor and
aperture compromises rather than by the finite
conductivity of the shield material. In this
paper, we will discuss the relative importance
of the compromises and discuss some practical
bounds on the amount of protection needed - we
will explain what is meant by "sufficieutly
impervious."
BARRIER ELEMENTS

I

Consider first a closed shield made of thin,
finitely conducting metal (e.g., aluminum). It
can be shown that the maximum open-circuit
voltage induced on a wire inside a 10-m diameter
spherical aluminum shell, 0.5 mm thick, by a
20-kA direct strike (entering one pole and
leaving the other) is abcut 2 or 3 V. The exact
value iepends on the decay time assumed for
lightning and on the contact spot/size aasumed
for lightning attachment (see Appendix; for a
1-cm diameter spot size, the induced voltage is
1.8 V if the exponential decay time constant is
10 ps; 2.8 V is inducid if the decay time
constant is much larger than 10 Us. If the spot

will also give an example of coupling to an

diameter is reduced to 2 mm, the induced voltage

Numbers in parentheses designate References at
end of paper.
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internal wire in the 1diameter spherical
shell,
For a circular aperture of radius r in a
flat surface (or a surface whose radius of
curvature is much greater than r ), the open
circuit vol
e induced on a wir? crossing the
aperture is

where J is the current density that would be
present if the aperture % re covered with a
perfect conductor, and u is the permeability of
vacuum (or air). The inauced voltage is
greatest for the rapidly changing (highfrequency) current density, where, as it will be
recalled, the shield excluded the fast changing
part of the lightning transient and allowed only
the slowly varying fields to diffuse through the

maximally coupled to each small aperture. When
a large aperture is subdivided into n mall
apertures, this situation does not occur.
Instead, only one row, containing roughly
n small apertures, is maximally coupled to the
wire, so that the coupling through the
su"4ivided aperture is roughly /&-times the
coupling through the one large aperture.
Subdivision Is therefore an effective means of
improving the barrier in apurtures such as
ventilation and natural lighting openings.
Converting the apertures into waveguides
beyond cutoff is even more effective than
subdividing, but it requires considerable space
on one side of the shield or the other. It is
more common to subdivide and use waveguide
beyond cutoff on the smaller aperture; this
requires less space, since a small opening
requires only a short waveguide. Thus, the
effective barrier elements for apertures are
perforated sheet, wire mesh (if the wire

wall.

crossings are In good contact), and waveguides

If the circular aperture is 90 degrees from
the stroke attack point on the 10-m diameter
sphere, as illustrated in Figure 2 for aperture
number 1, a rate of rise of 2 x 1010 A/s will
induce about 18 V in a wire crossing just behind
a 30-cm diameter aperture. As the apertiire is

beyond cutoff.
The complete electromagnetic barrier is thus
composed of shielding material (metal sheet or
plate), wire and cable elements such as filters,
surge limiters, isolators, and aperture
treatments such as wavegulds beyond cutoff or

moved closer to the stroke attach point, the

perforated sheet.

current densifty and the induced voltage
increase. When tne center of the aperture is 3
aperture radii (45 cm) from the stroke attach
point, the induced voltage is about 200 V. If
the interior wire is moved away from the
aperture, or if the aperture is subdivided into
many small apertures, the induced voltage is
reduced.
Thus, although the voltage induced in the
internal circuit through an aperture is
significant, its effect is much smaller than the

complement of wire and aperture barriers may
offer little protection against large electromagnetic sources such as lightning. Conversely,
fillers, surge limiters, etc., installed on
wires without a shield (or without adequate
bonding to the shield) may not be very
effective, because these devices cuainot exclude
all of the electromagnetic field guided by the
wire. Therefore, the wire treatments are
essential for the shield to perform well, and
the shield is essential for the wire treatments

v

*

7
C.

*

r

,

A shield without the

penetrating wire or c~ble, where the voltage is

to function properly.

limited only by the J-.,sulation strength of the
wire. In addition, only the low energy leading
edge of the transient Is effective in inducing
voltagen through apertures, whereas the entire
transient is carried through the wall on an

numbers of small apertures, can alsu degrade the
performance of a shield or barrier. Hence,
attention must also be given to apertures. In
this regard, it is noteworthy that screens or
meshes are in reality large collections of

insulated penetrating conductor. Finally, small
apertures do not individually permit much
interaction between the shield currents snd
interior circuits. Thus, for example, the
discontinuities at riveted joints do not account
for large aperture coupling -- the ohmic

apertures; hence "shields" made of open mesh
tend to be very leaky at high frequencies.

resistance of the Joints is often more important
than the aperture leakage.
However, a large number of small apertures
can allow significant voltages to be induced In

of the barrier is the insulated penetrating
conductor, since it carries exterior electromagnetic waves directly into the protected
space. Equipment designers who are serious

internal circuits.

about controlling transient interference may use

Large apertures, or large

COMMON BARRIER VIOLATIONS
As noted above, the most serious violation

From the formula above, one

hundred 3-cm diameter apertures (all aligned
wi*h the internal wire) would have the same
effect as the one 30-cm diameter aperture (If
the same current density existed at each
aperture). One hundred 3-cm apertures has the
same aeea as or, 30-cm aperture; hence the
advantage of su~dividing large apertures is not
evident in this case. This is because it wav
assumed
d small apertures were in

line filters on power leads and balanced
circuits with high common-mode rejection, or
some other effective barrier element, on the
signal leadm. Hok.ever, it is surprising how
often systems designers violata the shield with
penetrating conductors. This may be because the
four barrier shapes illustr&ted in Figure 3 are
not recognized as being topologically the smeeach one is simply a closed surface .eparating

a ro-r along the wire path so thaL the wire was

the interior from the exterior.
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Hence, At is

*

SBox

ithen

*

not unesual to see the cable shield opened so
that the core conductors exit one part of the
shield and reenter another part of the shield,
Some of these are illustrated in Figure 4.
We performed 3ome simple experiments to
demonstrate the effectiveness of topological
cable shield terminations. The frequency range
of the experiments was chosen to reflect the
broadband nature of many transient interference
sources, as discussed in the previous sections.
Two small instrumentation boxes, made of
diecast aluminum, were separated by a distance
of 2 m. Each contained a simple "circuit"
(Figure 5a) consisting of a resistor equal to
the characteristic impedance of the coaxial
cable (RG62/U) used to connect the two boxes.

only at the two pigtails. The slope of the
curve is 20 dB per decade, which indicates that
the dominant effect is inductive coupling (which
is proportional to frequency).
For the third case (curve 3), BNC connectors
were used. Only a small dependence on frequency
can be seei (below 10 MHz; above that frequency
the resonance effect dominates). This small
frequency dependence probably is caused by
leakage through the holes in the braided shield.
It is instructive to compare curves 2 and 3
at various frequencies. At very low frequencies
(extrapolated to the left in the figure), there
is no difference between pigtails and BNC
connectors. Thus, if the only concern is power
line or other low frequencies, the shield

driven with current I1 by a 50 9 source,
Box No. 2 was considered to be the receiving
unit, and current 12 was measured with a
Textronix CT-1 current probe. Note that Box
No. 1 was insulated from the ground plane, while
Box No. 2 was connected to it.
In practical cases, both boxes would be
connected to the ground plane. A varying
magnetic field produced by an interfering source
would induce an e,2f and, therefote, a
current in the loop formed by the cable shield,

considerations other than transient EMI.
However, at 100 kHz, the peripheral shield
termination is almost 10 dB better, and at 5 MHz
it provides well over 30 dB more attenuation
than the pigtails.
The type of shield termination used often
reflects the operating frequency band of the
circuit or systems involved; such considerations
do not account for the possibility of highfrequency or transient interference, because
such interference is considered to be outside

the ground plane, and the shield terminations,
If the shiald is not terminated at one end to
interrupt the loop current, the same enf would
be induced in the center conductor of the
coaxial cable. The setup in Figure 5a is
equivalent to the practical case in that the
test source drives a current directly on the
cable shield. Therefore, any conclusions drawn
from these experiments regarding shield
terminations also apply to the case where
magnetic fields interact with the loop and
induce a shield current.
We measured I as a function of frequency
from 100 kHz to
MHz. This range is broad
enough to cover both low-frequency and highfrequency effects. (A few of the measurements
were extended down to 20 kHz to verify
extrapolation of the data shown in the figures.)
The effects of three different cable shield
terminations are shown in Figure 5b. The ratio
12/I1 is plotted in decibels as a function of
frequency. Resonance effects dominate above
10 MHz; the data should be interpreted only
below ths frequency. Curve 1, which shows the
case for the cable shield terminated only at the
source with a 10-cm pigtail, indicates that the

the frequency band to which the circuit or
system would normally respond. Nevertheless,
such a circuit can be interfered with or even
damaged if the level of interference is high
enough, as is the case for lightning and EMP.
A similar set of experiments was conducted
with a shielded twi3ted pair replacing the
coaxial cable (Figure 6a). In this case, only
the shield terminations at the receiving end
were varied; at the source end the shield was
t'minated with an rf connector, as shown in the
figure. Measurements again were taken over the
band 100 kHz to 50 K z. Figure 6b shows the
results obtained with the various terminations.
The curves lead us -to conclusions similar to
those discussed above. With no shield
termination, current 12 is essentially
independent of frequency; pigtails and rf
connectors are the same at low frequencies, but
differ at high frequencies. Note that in the
first four cases only the ctmoon-mode current
has been measured. Case No. 5 shows the
differential-mode current for a balanced
configuration. The figure shows that the
balanced configuration offers more attenuation
than any other of the practices shown, up to at

current 12 in the receiving circuit is equal to

least 5 MHz in this case.

No. 1, on the left In the figure, was

the source current 11. A straightforward
analysis at dc confirms that this is expected.
However, curve 1 implies only that the shield
provides no electrodynamic shielling; the cable
shield still would provide electrosw:atic
protection. It is clear, though, that such an
arrangement provides no protection against
interference.
The second case (curve 2) involves pigtails
at both ends of the cable shield. Shielding is
effective for the length of the cable, and
interference leaks Into the receiving circuit

termination could be chosen according to

(In some cases, it

may be difficult to balance a circuit at high
frequencies.) At low frequencies, a balanced
circuit, even without the shield termination,
offers 20 dB more attenuation than any of the
unbalanced cases with shield termination. The
poorest performance is obtained with an
unbalanced load and no shield termination
(Came 1). In this case, the use of a Dhielded
twisted pair provides no benefit (beyond
electrostatic protection) over the use of a
single wire.

CONCLUSIONS
The most severe compromise of
electromagnetic barriers is the insulated
penetrating conductor. It is also one of the
more common compromises because of the way
interconnecting zables and cable shields are
installed and "grounded." In addition, the
common-mode rejection of a balanced pair, an
excellent barrier technique, is often loiled by
deliberately unbalancing the terminations by
grounding one side. We have demonstrated that
topological and electromagnetically correct
treatment of cable shields and twisted pairs
providet; great improvement over the improper
grounding schemes frequently used. These
laboratory demonstrations are connistent with
the effects estimated for simple geometry and
elementary topology concepts. In general, the
cost of using proper shield treatments is smallto-nil, and the cost of tsing balanced, rather
than unbalanced, grounding of balanced circuits
is pircably negligible once this requirement is
incorporated into equipment specifications. In
the meantime, the cost of using a twisted
shielded pair but not benefitting from its most
its comon-mode
important characteristic rejection is probably substantial,
APPENDIX--SPHERICAL SHIELD ANALYSIS
A spherical wetal shell of radius a and
thickness d is assumed to have a current I
flowing in one pole and out the other, as
illustrated in Figure A-i. The radius of the
c%?rrent attachment spot on the surface of the
sphere .s A. A wire attached to the inside
surface of the sphere (behind the current spot)
runs along a diameter to the cpposite side. The
open-circuit voltage inducee in this wire is
calculaced.
By analogy vith cylindrical shielu theory,
the Incremental travefer 4 impedaace of a ring of
shield ad in length is( )

dZT

-

dR

yd
sinh yd

where dR im the dc resistance of the ring in the
6 direction, and y is the propagation factor in
the metal. The d% resistance dR is
ad8

dR.

2waodainO
and
.

A/,
7r/2

R " 2* R a

Aa
N

2

2a

a Ra Ina

a85

iin"-"
d6

2a
Ra In
2Rw/2

tan 6g/

/

ine
(b << a)

where Ra is the dc resistance of a cylinder of
rafius a, thickness d, and length 1 a.
The voltage induced on the pole-to-pole wre
is
a
V - IZT - I 2a In

-

Ra

y
oinhyd

in which R yd/sinhyd is the transfer impedance
of a cylinfrical shield of radius a and
thickness d. The induced voltage waveforms have
been obtained for cylindrical shields excited by
exponential current waves.( ) Hence, if we
assume an exponential lightning current, we can
infer the induced voltage waveforms from
Figures 5 and 6, Reference 4. Table A-1 below
gives the peak voltage and rise time (10-90%)
for a 20-kA exponential current with different
exponential decay time constants, current
attachment spot size, and shield radius.
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TOPOLOGICAL GROUNDING ANOMALIES

W. Graf and J. E. Nanevicz
SRI Ynternational, Menlo Park, California

ABSTRACT
Two principal anomalies found in current grounding practices
are discussed: The grornd con.uctor penetrating a shield, and a
grounded but open shield. Good grounding practices are simple
when viewed from the topological viewpoint. A system is divided
into different zones, each separated from the other by an electromagnetically impervious barrier, and each zone has its own grotnd
system. Because lightning is a broadband phenomenon, the separation of the zones must also be achieved over a broadband if a
system is to be protected against the effects of lightning. It
is well understood that aircraft avionics systems do not require
a connection to earth to be protected against lightning. This is
much less recognized for ground equipment and ground facilities.
Here, the pra(:tice of connecting the signal reference ground to
the earth electrode has serious consequences (in the event of a
lightning strike) for the equipment connected to it, unless the
ground rod has zero impedance.

In the topological approach, such

a connection is only petreitted if the grounding conductor does
not penetrate the barrier surfaces that separate the different
zones of the system. Experimental datp to support this approach
are discussed.

',
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WHEN A COMPLEX SYSTEM such as a new computer is
delivered to a customer, the field engineer
frequently spends one or more days working with

orthogonal (i.e., cross polarized) to
the source (FIX. 2b).
(3) The
source
and
the
victim
are

the system--moving grounds from place to placeuntil he comes up with the magic arrangement
that renders the system self-compatible.
After
the first local thunderstorm often he must
return to continue working his magic until the

separsted ty an electromagnetically
impervious barrier (Fig. 2 c).
All passive Interference control techniques that
do not operate directly on the source rely on
one or more of these methods.
Separation and
orthogonalization can, i, fact, be incorporated

system also becomes hardened to externallygenerated transients. Questions naturally arise
as to why ground connections should be so
critical to the proper functioning of the system
and why it is so difficult to design and

install

the ground system properly the first time.
In considering this problem, it appears that
much

of

the

from modern
principles(',
system.
the

difficulty

is

caused

by

deviating

topological interference control
)A in the design of the grounding

2 '

A consequence of the deviation is that

grounding

system

is

thereby

forced

to

perform inappropriate functions and to meet
standards
almost
impossible
to
achieve.
Furthermore, it appears that these deviations
frequently are a consequence of the perception
that somehow grounding, bonding, and shielding
are

intertwined

and

that

together

that

congider here.
above are only

-ondittoos listed
it practice,
but

(The Ideal
approxinstod

this does not detract fre, te
concepts

since

perfect

of test

uz'lev

lolattoo

to

ravvly

needed.)
For practical reasons. it it fow-A that the
barrier cannot be a closed, flawlee. shteld.
I"
general,

the

shields

will

haw

torfctio"

such as those illustrated to Fig. 1.
1#W
penetrating conductor guides wnves to ts,
interior of the barrier, and tw asp7ture &",
the joint In the shield also allow qm itar irr af
the interior.
Thus, the designer must devise

*ve to cl~oe

constitute the array of techniques available to
the EMC engineer. Actually the proper roles of
grounding and bonding hay
little to do with
interference control desig that they should not
be considered interference control tools.
Of
course, poor bonding or the improper application
of grounding can compromise an otherwise good

off the openings and imperfections in the 0-4#14
to achieve an impervious barrier. An eoapl af
a fruitful way of thinkln4 about the proble Is
shown in Mig. 4.
In FIg. A(s), the surer
limiter in Its normal condition alloiw current
unimpeded
along
the
penetrsting
to
flow
conductor to the protected ctireuit.
It a surge

design.
In this paper, we will discune topological interference control techniques, the role
of grounding in their application, and how

occurs that exceeds the threshold voltage, the
surge arrester fires and closes the barrier as

improperly applied grounding cana degrade system
immunity to lightning and other forms of
broadband interference.

current to the outside surface of the shield.
Accordingly, a surge arrester may be thought of
as a device that closes the barrier when the
signal amplitude on a penetrating conductor

BASIC

exceeds

TECHNIQUES

AVAILABLE

FOR

INTERFERENCE

CONTROL
In its most elementary form an interference
control
problem
reduces
to
a source of
interference, a potential victim, and the
intervening space and structure as shown in Fig.
i. If the source can be eliminated or if the
victim can be rendered immune, the problem is
solved. Generally, however, as in the case of
lightning, the engineer is powerless to affect
the source. Similarly, the sensitivity of the
victim usually cannot be changed appreciably.
Thus, one is left with modification of the
coupling path as tho primary viable interference
control technique.
Fig. 2 shows the three general methods by
which electromagnetic waves emanating from the
source can be prevented from coupling to, and
interacting with, the victim:
(1) The separation between the source and
victim is made Infinite (Fig. 2a),
(2) The sensitivity of the victim is

jend

into the barrier concept.
Therefore. of the
three listed concepts, the barTier concept is
the rest fundaim tal one. and Is tem nxw w will

shown

in

a

Fig.

4(b),

and

predetermined

diverts

level.

the

4

surge

Similarly.

a

filter may be thought of as a device that closes
the barrier at all frequencies outside the
passband.
Conceptually, the barrier is an
electromagnetically closed surface composed of a
number of various elements, e.g., filters, surge
limiters, metal meshes, joint bonds, etc., in
addition to the metallic shield.
The various elements of a typical barrier
are shown in Fig. 5.
Here, the principal
natural boundary of the barrier is defined by
the metal case of the system.
Bonding is
applied at the Joint, and the circular opening
is filled with one of several possible aperture
treatments to assure closure of the surface. An
appendage system is included in the barrier by
connecting the two systems with a closed
conduit.
The penetrating conductor is treated
using a filter, limiter, and/or isolator. It is
very important to note that the ground wire has
not been allowed to penetrate the barrier.
Instead, the external ground is connected to the
exterior
of
the case.
Internal ground

*Numbers in parentheses designate References at
of paper,,
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connections are returned to the interior of the
case.
In this way, noise currents induced on
the external ground by lightning and other
transient
sources are not carried
to the
interior of the barrier,
For a number of reasons, it is not desirable
to achieve all of the required isolation between
the source and the victim by means of a single,
high-performance
barrier,
especially
when
isolation of 60 dB or greater is requi.red.
Usually, it is preferable to use two or more
less perfect barrier3 nested one inside the
other as indicated in Fig. 6. Here, the outer
barrier
is defined
by
the
skin
of
the
aircraft.
The second barrier level is the
equipment cabinet, and the third barrier level
is a shielded box within the cabinet.
The
successive barriers enclose progressively more
benign topological zones ranging from the harsh
environment in the untreated region of Zone 0 to
the triply-shielded environment of Zone 3.
Penetrating conductors are treated at every
level, and great care is taken to prohibit
ground
conductors
from
penetrating
barrier
surfaces,

with the additional role of interference control
sometime after World War II.
Today many
engineers believe that they can "ground out"
interference.
In this same context, they feel
that a shield should be "grounded" when, in fact
it should be closed.
Some of these attitudes stem from certain of
the misconceptions
regarding ground
systems
illustrated in Fig. B. In (a) we see that the
ground system cannot be expected to prevent
potential rise. A practical ground system has a
non-zero impedance (ohms or tens of ohms) so
that the currents associated with a lightning
stroke will raise the potential of the external
ground terminal to thousands of volts.
Even
nearby lightning produces iubstantial pulses in
the ground terminal.
Thus, any system whose
proper functioning depends on a zero-impedance
ground coniiction is doomed to failure. Such a
design is also entirely inappropriate because
the systems of the aircraft of Fig. 6 operate
perfectly well with an infinite-impedance earth
connection when the aircraft is airborne.
In Fig. 8(b), we note that the ground system
cannot provide an infinite current sink for
noise signals originating within the system.
Here, again, the non-zero impedance of the
ground connection and of the grounding system
wiring implies that noise currents within the
system can generate substantial voltages on the
grounding system,
Finally, in Fig. 8(c), we observe that
simple grounding of the source does not control
interference at the victim. As is discussed in
a comparison
paper( 3 ), te
"grounding" of
shields
to control
interference
is
better
considered as an effort to "close the barrier"
around the victim syatem.
One of the consequences of permitting a
ground conductor to penetrate the barriers
surrounding a system in illustrated In Fig. 9.

GROUNDING ANOMALIES AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES
Many grounding anomalies and interference
problems result from expecting the grounding
system
to
perform
inappropriate
functions
substantially
beyond
its capability.
The
development of grounding practices evolved in
conn"'-tion with consideration of safety for
personnel,
equipment,
and buildings.
The
National Electric Code (NEC) definition of
gxounding is as follows:
"Grounding: A conducting connection,
whether inteantional or
ccidental
between
an
electric
circuit
or
equipment and the earth, or to some
conducting body that serves in place
of the earth."
Note that grounding does not necessarily involve
a connection to earth. For example, systems in
the aircraft of Fig. 6 operate quite well when
the
aircraft
is
airborne
and
the
earth
connection is broken even when the aircraft is
struck by llghtning and its potential is raised
to millions of volts.
Standard functions of grounding are shown in
Fig. 7.
By conducting away fault currents in
(a), the ground system protects personnel from
shock or electrocution.
In (b), the ground
system prevents
the accumulation of static
charge on
elements of a
facility
thereby
avoiding shock
to
personnel or damage
to
components
that
might
otherwise
be
overstressed.
Finally,
in
(c),
the ground
system reduces the differences
in potential
between the objects constituting a facility. It
should be noted that these functions of a
grounding
system
are
achieved
in
the
topologically zoned system of Fig. 6.
However,
ground wires do not cross topological zones but
are generated anew on each side of the barrier,
Grounding gradually began to be associated

From the foregoing discunsion, we note that the
ground wire cannot he treated as a benign entity
capable o! extracting all of the noise from P
system.
Instead, qt must be recognized as a
conductor that can carry no!se from the harsh
exterior environment to the tnterlor,
Thus,
topologically, the penetrating ground conductor
transforms the doubly-shielded volume into an
unshielded volume.
A further consequence of an ill-conceived
grounding system is shown In Fig. 10. Here, we
note that the "signal reference ground" has been
brought out through one or more layers of
shielding and connected to the facility ground
rod.
Alwo connected to the ground rod are the
power neutral (white wire) and the safety ground
(green wire).
Switching the power circuits
within the facility induces transients in the
power ground wiring.
Since the ground is not an
infintte
current
sink,
a
portion of
the
transient current
ill
flow on the signal
raference ground dtrectly to the low-level
circtiitry within the system.
Essentially, the
grounding system of Fig, 10 serves to collect
the transienf
generated within the system and
apply them t the most susceptible circuits.

4
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grounding
encountered
commonly
Some
anomalies are illustrated in Figs. 11(a), (c),
and (e).
In Fig. 11(a), the building shield is
violated by routing a separate ground wire from
the equipment cabinet to the earth electrode
outside the building, thus contaminating the
building environment.
More serious violations
are illustrated in Figs. 11(c) and (e); in these
examples, sriall-signal ground (signal common) is
connected to a conductor exposed to the raw
Although such grounding
outside en,,ironment.
arrangements have been used, they have been the
sourcc of much objectionable interference in
upset
and
often
digital
systems--at least
damage.
The correct shielding and grounding
topology is illustrated in Fig. 11(b), where it
is seen that no grounding conductor penetrates a
An alternative such es that
system shield.
shown in Fig. 11(d) can be used to correct the
severe violation of Fig. 11(c), but this is
usually a more expensive and less reliable
Another acceptable alternative is
approach.
shown in Fig. 11(f), in which the grounding
conductor is continuous through both shields but
the hole through which the conductor passes is
filled by welding, brazing, or soldering the
conductor to the shield material.
As in the
case of the filtered ground penetration, there
is no particular advantage to the continuous
these
conductor fused to the shields; hence,
methods are not usually recommended.
Irrational
applications of single-point grounding such as
those illustrated in Fig. 11(c) bave caused
equipment damage and high upset rates during
thunderstorms.
The grounding arrangement of
Fig. 11(e) was found to be a probable cauha for
upset 4.n an EMP environment in a weapon system.
'u quantify the degree to which a barrier
may be degraded by penetrations, a set of
conducted using
the
setup
experiments was
A chamber, roughly a
illustrated in Fig. 12.
cube 2.5 m on a side, made of mild sheet steel
0.8-mm thick was used to eutablish an arbitrary
The
but well-defined electromagnetic barrier.
seams were bolted together with an equivalent
overlap of about 2 cm. The chamber was set up
13 cm above n ground plane of aluminum sheets
riveted together.
The wall thickness of the
chamber was approximately fivo times the skin
depth
at
1 M11z.
The average
shielding
effectiveness as measured by the
amplitude
reduction of a double exponential driving pulse
was about 60 dB.
While this in not a highis perfectly adequat(i
performance barrier, it
for the experiments described below.
The chamber was driven near the center of
one
side wall, with the
return conductor
connected to tihe center of the opposite wall and
A high-voltage
pulse
the
ground
plane.
generator was used to produce a driving pulse
with a rise time of about 40 ns and a decay time
of about 2 Ps so that it had adequate spectral
energy in the 11F band to simulate modern
lightning models.
Many different sensors could have been used
to measure the response on the inside of the
chamber. We used the largest loop that could be

The rationale for
installed in the chamber.
this choice of sensor was that it produces a
response at least as large as could be obtained
Both
on a system conductor in the chamber.
open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current
(peak value) were measured.
To simulate a penetrating ground conductor,
the return lead was connected to the inside of
the wall using pigtails of various lengths an in
detailed in Table 1. In (a), a small pigtail
with a radius of 5 cm was used. The peak value
of the short-circuit current induced in the test
loop in this configuration was 25 mA, whereas it
the basic configuration it was only 5 mA. T1
open-circuit voltage increased only by a factor
of 2, but a large amount of ringing (presumably
due to direct coupling between the pigtail and
the loop) made antexact reading impossible. The
resonance could not be excited when the return
conductor was connected to the outside of the
chamber, that is, when the harrier was closed.
induced
signal
dependence
of
the
The
strength on the length of the pigtail was
investigated using the configurations of (c),
(d), and (e) of Table 1.
The results of the
measurements for these five configurations with
a test loop are presented in the table.
The results shown in Table I should be
interpreted with caution; the numbers represent
typical losses in performance, but, of course,
they are dependent on the geometry of the entire
experiment. However, they can be taken as being
indicative of the degren to which a shielded
system r|..an
be degraded by penetrating ground
conductors.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Historically, grounding systems %yere evolved
for reasons of per sonnel safety, and they served
primarily to tie together the components making
tip a system to protect personnel from shocks
resulting from static charge accumulation or
from ground fault currents.
More recently,
grounding has emerged ,a an interference-control
technique. Although the application of improper
grounding procedures can degrade an otherwise
otll-designed system, grounding should not b
thought
of
as
an
interference-reduction
technique. For example, one should not expect a
grounding system to "ground out" interference.
In fact, grounding systems designed with thin
generally
serve
as
"interfermIce
premise
distributors" within a facility.
It is possible to design facilities highly
immune to lightning interference by applying
modern topological zoning concepts.
It i
necesasary to prohibit the penetratt.on of a
barrier by an untreated conductor to maintain
the
integrity
of
these
facilities.
Unfortunately, dbsigners frequently consider the
ground wire to be at least henign aud possibly
endowed with magic powers, so that it is allowed
to thread its way through all levels of the
entirely
facility.
This
procedure
is
inappropriate; each shielded region (topological
zone) should have a separate grounding system
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making contact with botb the Inner and outer
shield defining the zone. This approach allows
the grovnding system to perform its safety
function, and it also prevents the distribution
of noise from one topological level to the other
on the grounding system.
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Table I - Loss of 3hielding Effectiveness Due to Conductor Penetration
(Open-circuit vo]tage Voc , anA short-circuit cdrrent Isc are shown for loop 1)

V0c

SExpeiment*

-'a.

Irasic Configuration

b.

Pigtail 5 cm Radius

Isc

__ ___________
80 mV

5 mA

150 mV

25 mA

'-

c. Pigtail I m Long

4-

2 V

200

0

II

d.

Pigtail 2 m Long

e.

Pigtail 4 m Long

0.6 A

16

V

i>16

1.5 A

The setup is shown schematically. Only the location of the ground return
is varied. In P.11 but the first experiment the driver was connected tv

the outside of the shield and the return to the inside of the shield as
shown.
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Schematic characterization of the interference couplirg
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Lightning and Transient Protection of Radio Systems
By
Prof. S. Lundquist

Institute of High Voltage Research
Uppaala University, S-755 90 Uppsala,
Trweden
ABSTRACT
Protection of important radio systems against electromagnetic transients from
lightning discharges and nuclear explosions (NE2P) nowadays is more or less a
standard procedure. However, the problem of coordinating different protective
measures and selection of the most suitable components still are problems deserving
further studies. Tests have therefore been performed to evaluate some important
parameters of individual components and of radio systems for frequencies up to
75 MHz. At the testing both standard test pulses as well as fast rising pulses in
the nanosecond range has been uted. Gas discharge tubes, cables etc. have been
tested separately and as part of a systtm. In this way it is possible to study the

effect of different counterpoise and grounding systems, different cable lengths
aid different locations if the cables as well as the location and properties of gas
discharge tubes and semiconductor prctection elements on the amplitude and energy
of the transient veachiag the sensitive parts of the system. The results are also
used to entimate the necessary intervals for routine maintenance and to predict the
MTBF for faults caused by lightnicg. A technique for field tests in actual instal-

lations will also be discussed.

I
4

This paper ran not available for incorporation into this book.
be published at a fitture date.
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PROTECTION AGAINST LIGHTNING SURGE VOLTAGES ON
COMMUNICATION LINES AND POWER LINES

J. L. ter Haseborg* and H. Trinks**
*German Federal Armed Forces University Hamburg, Holstenhofweg,

Hamburg,

Germany

**Technical University Hamburg-Harburg, Hamburg, Germany

ABSTRACT
Sensitive electronic systems are shielded against electromagnetic
interferences (lightning, EMP). The shielding efficiency is reduced by
field coupling through apertures and particularly by feeding of interfering currents through cable entries. In case these cables are connected
to the inputs of electronic devices, the surge voltages may disturb or
even destroy these devices or single electronic components, particularly
semiccnduct ors.
Special passive protection circuits for communication and power
lines against lightning- and EMP-induced surge voltages are developed.
The edge steepnesses of the applying surge voltages show values of
2kV/us (lightning) up to 2kV/ns (EMP).
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CONCERNING PROTECTION CIRCUITS AGAINST surge volages it is necessary to distinguish between circuits, connected iiito communication lines, and
such, connected into power lines. For both types
of protection circuits a definite threshold voltage is required. In case of communication lines
the protection circuits additionally have to show
a minimum insertion loss, in order to guarantee a
largely non-attenuated transmission of the information signals. Particularly for frequencies
higher than 5 MHz it is difficult to realize a
protection circuit with a low threshold voltage
in consideration of an also low insertion loss.
Concerning protection circuits, connected into
power lines, these circuits have to show the cha6
acteristic to transmit electrical power from the
power supply to the load.
Not only a protection against lightning
surge voltages (edge steepness about 2kV/us) is
required, but also against EMP-surge voltages
(edge steepness up to 2...lOkV/ns) (1)*,(2),(6).
Measurements have shown that in many cases it can
be assumed that EMP-pulses, coupled into transmission lines, have rise times of the order of
microseconds. In addition, there are some applications wirere the edges of lig;itning- and EMPpulses, coupled into electronic systems, are attenuated only slightly, e.g. antenna inputs,
Concerning the response of protection circuits the difference botween lightning and EMPsurge voltages, applying these circuits, will be
shown.
In case the spectrum of the interference
does not overlap with the frequency range of the
communication signals (s. Fig. 1) it is not problematical to realize a suitable band-pass filter.
Hoeaever, in the other case the frequency rafues
mentioned are overlapping, and therefore nonlinear protection ciecuits with definite threshold voltages are necessary as shown in Fig. 2.

impedance and the reflection coefficient of a
two-port network can be determined. The magnitude
of the s2 l-parameter is the insertion loss of the
two-port network. A network analyzer, as shown in
Fig. 4, is used for measuring the s11- and s21parameter. In this case it is required to realize
a measurement of the insertion loss down to values of -0.5dB with a resolution of + O.1dB.
Therefore, a computer-controlled network analyzer
is used which enables, by means of a special
software, an automatic calibration and a consideration of the frequency-dependent loss of
feed lines and internal connections.
DESIGN CONCEPT OF THE PROTECTION CIRCUITS
Concerning the protection against surge
voltages, in certain cases the application of
gas arresters is sufficient. As shown in Fig. 5
and mentioned in (1),(2) the dynamic threshold
voltage is dependent on the edge steepness of
the applying surge voltage. fig. 5 shows the response of an arrerter with the static threshold
voltage Ustat - 230V. The following values, concerning the dynamic threshold voltage, were obtained: Udyn9OOV for du l/dtz2kV/Vs and Udync
1750V for dul/dt' 5kV/ns (3),(4). In many Lases
these values are still too high and an additional
protection is required. Fig. 6 shows a generalized block diagram of a protection circuit which
consists of a coarse protection and a fine protection. The coarse protection contains gas arresters avd the fine protection special suppressor diodes (E). Coarse and fine protection are
decoupled by a series impeuance. Starting from
this block diagram, protection circuits against
lightning- and EMP-induced surge voltages on
lines and cAbles are developed for different applications.
MEASUREMENT RESULTS

TEST EQUIFM NT
In case of edge steepnesses up to lOkV/ns
of the applying surge voltage it is very difficult to realize measurements t protection circults concer.,ng compatativeiy low threshold
voltages u9(t). In order to obtain reproducible
meas irenent results with a sufficient precision
atcurate'shielding of tn measureand is
a
special
ment
circuit
necessary as shown schoatically
in Fig. 3. A 1n00:1 fi-equency-calibrated high
voltage attenLator probe is used for measuring
output oltages u2 (t) of the protection circuit.
The registratlon nv the signhls is performed by
means of a 400 Miz storage oscilloscope,
The transmission characteristics of protect
i.n circuits, on principle, of any" two-port netw)rk are described by the s-parameter. In th's
¢.ase th~ s liP~rameter an the magnitude of the
s2~.parameter are of special interest. By means
of the sl-paameter - reprtsented in a Smith
chart- for an arbitrary frequency the input
*Numbers in pa'antheses designate References at
end of paper
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In oder to guarantee a reliable operating
of the protection circuits a sufficient decoupling between coarse and fine protection is necessary. The decoupling is dependent on a suitably proportioned series impedance (ohmic resistor and/or inductance) and on an optimal arrangemert and shielding of the electronic components.
The decoupling is required for both, the protection circuits for communication lines and the
protectiosi circuits for power lines. Particularly the aischarge currents of the arresters
generate magnetic fields with high amplitudes
and extreme edge steepnesses. These magaetic
fields may induce interfering voltages Ut. Starting from a realistic discharge current of an arrester, applied with a lightn'ng- or EMP-induced
surge voltage, the following approximation is
valid, I . .=kA; dia/dt 2kA/ns; r
10cn,
A 2 c 2 a:max
Ud
N
dH
1 di
(1)
(N)

..

- - - -

where Ia max is the maximum discharge current,
Ui the open-circuit voltage of a loop with the
area A and r the distance between the axis of
the aro'ester and the center of the loop. (In
this example the axis of the arrester and the
loop form a plane). In order to show the influence of an insufficient shielding of the arresters on the response of a protection circuit,
Fig. 7 shows measurements for a) a sufficient
shielding of the arresters and b) a shielding
with apertures (insufficient shielding). Concerning an insufficient shielding it is evident that
an influence -,n the response u2(t) (Fig. 7b)
appears during the first lOns (marked by an
arrow), that means during the response of the
arresters. Acccrding to the oscillograms of
Fig. 7, in case of Fig. 7a a peak value of 20V
and in case of Fig. 7b a peak value of 150V was
measured,
In the following two different protection
circuits for special applications are shown and
discussed. In Fig. 8 the block diagram and response of a protection circuit for symmetrical
telephone transmission lines are represented.
Because of the low frequencies of the communicatiot signals (f < 5kHz) the problem concerniig
the insertion loss of this protection circuit
is of secondary significance. The test pulse of
Fig. 8 has an edge steepness of 5 kV/ns. In consideration of this comparatively high value of
5 kV/ns the peak pulse voltage (s. arrow in
Fig. 8) only shows a value of about 25V. The
pulser with the surge voltage ul(t) is connected
to the protection circuit as shown in Fig. 8,
and the response voltage u2(t) is tbpped off at
the corresponding output terminals. This is the
"worst case" because generally a common-mode
excitation is valid in case of lightning- and
EMP-induced currents on lines and cables. Concerning the edge steepness of the applying surge
voltage the "worst case" is assumed, too, for in
the most cases - particularly in low frequency
multiconductor transmission lines - edge steepnesses of the order of some kV/ns are attenuated
to values down to some kV/ps. Fig. 9 shows a
photo of a protection circuit, installed on a
printed-circuit board, for two symmnetrical telephone channels. The other type of protection circuit is a coaxially constructed device for high
frequency transmission lines (characteristic
impedance ZL a 50a). It is difficult to develop
protection circuits with a low threshold voltage
in consideration of a minimum insertion loss for
frequencies f > 5 MHz. An insertion loss shown
in Fig. IQa is useless because a value of e.g.
-50dB for 70 MHz is unacceptable. By means of
special diodes as shown in Fig. lOb it is possible to reduce these values. In order to realize values for an insertion losslal< 2dB forfrequencies up to 70 MHz a special coaxially

edge steepness of the applying surge voltage of
dul/dt =5kV/ns. Generally, the first peak value
(s.arrow in Fig. 12b) is dependent on the edge
steepness, this value will be lowar in case of
lightning surge voltages (dul/dt-2kV/us). The
measured 50i-insertion loss Imagnitude of s21parameter) and the magnitude of the measured
reflection coefficient In at the input of the
protection circuit PCC 100/1.25 as a function of
the frequency are represented in rig. 13.

constructed protection circuit is developed

Electromagnetic Effects Laboratory*Washington,

(s. photo of Fig. 11, Prototype PC 100/1.25).
Fig. 12 shows the block diagram which consists of
a coarse protection and a multistage fine protection (fine protection FPI and fine protection
FPII). The response (Fig. 12) is valid for ans

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It his been shown that it is impossibie to
realize a universal protection circuit for all
applications. There are considerable differences
between circuits for low frequency and such for
high frequency transmission lines. The main
characteristics, concerning protection circuits
for power lints, are a low threshold voltage and
a special series impedance, which is proportioned
for currents of several ampere ap to several
hundred ampere.
For the excecuted measurements an edge
steepness of the applying surge voltage dul/dtx
5kV/ns was valid. Since the response is largely
dependent on the edge steepness, the maximum
peak threshold voltages in case of lightning
surge voltages (edge steepness dul/dtn:2kV/ps)
are below the peaks obtained in case of EMP-surge
voltages (edge steepness dul/dta-5kV/ns).
The research work in conjunction with the
industry is going on. The activities concern the
development of protection circuits for special
applications particularly for telecommunications.
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ABSTRA Cur

a

a

|rface observaticns were undertaken aroun the 722.5 MW Satpura
thermal power station, Madhya Pradesh, India, for Investigating the
possible reasons for frequent failure of lightning arresterc.
The obwervations made have indicated unusuaily high negative
electric fields (up to -8 ki/m) during fair
asther ccditions and
also very high concentraticne of particulate pollutants (up to
3
2C67 ug/m ) in the downwind region. The high negative electric
fields are attributed to the very high concentrations of particulate
pollutants released into atmosphere frm stacks.
A new theory for the gendration of static electricity in the
atmosphere h a been proposed. Thc theory can explain the atmospheric
electrical phenomena like intense electrification of dust storm,
lightning activity assoclat~d with volcano erruptions and very high
electric fields in plues emitted from power plat
stacks. Also. it
may have useful applications in the prediption s mapping of electric
fields in the environment of space vehicle latmehing sites, super
thermal power plants and explosive testing/storage sites.

T,

The failure of the lightning arresters is attributed to the
fatigue caused by the continuous flow of surge currents through the
arresters. When these currents exceed a critical value the ..
alin
function of the arresters may be affected resulting in their failure.
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FREQUENT FAILURE OF LIGHTENING ARRESTERS
installed at the 722,5 uW S atpura thermal
power staetion located at Sarni (220 07'
N, 780 10' E, 436.4 ASL), Madhya Pradesh,
India has been reported. At the request
of the Madhya Pradesh State Electricity
Boord, the InLtit'it0 undertook field
observatonal programmes during July 1981,
October 1981 and May 1982. Measurements
of atmospheric electric field, point dincharge current, raindrop charge, selected
meteorological parameters, atmospheric
gaseous and particulate pollutants and
Aitken nuclei were carried out. The ,
observations indicated unusually high
negative electric field during fair weather conditions and also very high concentrations of the gaseous and particulate pollutants in the immediate vicinity
of the thermal. power plant.
Intense electrification of dust
raised in sand ,torms was reported by
several investigators. Negative potes'tial gradients as high as 10 KV/m were
observed during dust storms (l)*. Potential grodients ibservat:ons made close to
a dust devil suggested that the dust olbud
behaved like an inverted thunder cloud
with negative charges. Measurerants made
at Beni-Abbes in the Northern Sahara indicated electric fitlde up to 15 KV/z in the
dust cloudthe polarity corresponding to
the charges carried by the dust particles
in the air. Similar effects wqrA also
reported from the measurements made in
Japan and in Nigeria (2,3). Erupting

particulate pollutants released into the
environment from the stacks. The above
effect is more marked due to the low
efficiency of the mechanical dust collectore Installed in Units 1-5 of the thermal power plant (Fig.1).
The high negative electric field observed in the
tnvironment of the thermal power station
would cause fatigue to lightening arrasters due to continuous surge currents
passing through the arr'esters. Under
certain conditions when the surge currents
exceed certai.n value the resealing function of the arresters may be affected
resulting in the failure of the arresters.
In this paper, a new mechanism has
been proposed for the generation and
maintenance of fair weather electric
field and fur the generation of static
electricity in the atmosphere. The theory
relating to the new mechanism and the
results of the field observations are
presented below.

volcanoes are often accompanied by lightning and thunder (4).
However, the phy-

capacity of 62.5 MW each.
Units 6 and 7
are of 200 MW and 210 MW respectively.

sical mechanism for charge generation in
dust clouds is not yet understood. Aircraft measurements mads around large coal
fired power plants in USA showed that
particulates which escaps even the most
efficient pollution :ziiurol devices are
highly charged and result in negatively

Mechanical dust collectors are installed
in Units 1-5 and electrostatic precip itators in Units 6 and 7. Units 1-5 have
stacks of height 50 meters each, Units
6 and 7 hav a common stack of height
160 meters. The efficiency of the
mechanical dust collectors (Units 1-5)

charged plumes whirh are detectable elc-

is

DETAILS OF THE THERMAL POWER PLANT
The thermal power station' is located
at Semi in the forzest region of Madhya
Pradesh. It is surrounded by hills and
the major rainy season is the smnmer
monsoon (June-September).
The winds in
the lower troposphere are southwesterly
and the normal annual rainfall in 121 Cm.
The present total capacity of the
power plant is 722.5 IV. It consists of
7 Units (Fig.l.). Units 1 to 5 are of

trically ae far as 80 km downwind frot
the source (5). Electric field as high
as 19 KV/m, only an order of magnitude
less than typically found in a thunderstorm were detected in the plume emitted
from an electrostic precipitator equipped
stack. Aircraft measurements made around
thermal power plant/urban industrial cowplxes in India
showed that
thermal,
microphysical
electrical
and the
chemical
conditions in the downwind regions are
altered by the waste heat, moisture
jaseous/particular pollutants emitting
from sac~ks (6,7,S).'
.
The above observations indicate that
the unusually high negative electric
fields noted du'ing fair weather conditions in the downwind region of the
Satpura thermal power plant could be

Observations of (i) atmospheric
electric field, (ii) point discharge
current,
(iii)
'raindrop
charges,
(iv) rain
fall intensity,
(v) gaseous
pollutants
(302, NHl
03), (vi) wind speed and
3, NO.
direction, (vii) temperature, and (viii)
humidity were recorded during the field
programmes.
The details of measurements
of arinters of i) to (vi) were described elsewhere 9,10).
Parameters at
(vi) to (viii) were measured using
standard meteorological instruments.
out at (i)

designate

References at end of paper.

OBSERVATIONS

The above measurfmnts were carried

due to the presence of highly charged
*•Numbers in parenthesa

about 80% and that of the electro-

static precipitators is about 98.5%. On
the average about 90 x l0s Kg/hr of coal
is burnt for the power generation.
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Sites 1 and 2 (upwind),

(ii) Site 3 near the stacks, and (iii)

layer contains large eddies (vortex rolla).

Site 4 (downwind).

The turbulent

of the power plant is very high. 1his
is due to the hills located around the
power plant whose height varied between
50 and 200 meters mud the fly ash released from the stacks is tmable to geC
dispersed. A photograph of the stacks
and the ples is shown in Fig.2. The
location of the lightning arresters is
shown in Fig.3.

The diurnal variation of the vertical electric field at the surface based
on the observations made under fair weether conditions in the upwind (Site 1)
and downwind (Site 3) regions is shown
in Fig.4. The electric field is negative

circulations along the envelopes of the
large eddies. The circulation speed of
turbulent eddies is several times that
of large eddy. Hicroscale-fractionalcondensation occurs in turbulent eddies
even in an unsaturated environmnt. The
turbulent eddies get amplified in the
vertical by the latent heat released
during the microscale-fractional-condensition. Thus the turbulent eddies are a
continuous source of buoyant energy input
for the sustenance and vertical growth of
large eddies (11).
Theory indicates (12) that for a
large eddy which is 10 times bigor in
size than the turbulent eddy, the increase
in the circulation speed of the large
eddy is 25 per cent of the increase in

and also unusually high (up to-e KV/m).
The maximum value of the electric field
was as high as-6 KV/m when the plume from
the stiacks was ovarhead. The electric
field in the upwind region (Fig.4) is
lower in magnitude (+200 V/m to -100 V/m)

the circulation speed of the turbulent
eddy. The turbulent eddy fluctuations
result in vertical mixing of the large
eddy volume with overlying air. The
fractional dilution by volume of the large
eddy is aqual to 0.45 for large eddies of

&nd almost tends to approach the undisturbbd positive fair weather electric

size 10 t1mes larger than the turbulent
eddies. The dilution increases with

field. The point discharge current in
the downwind varied between -0.1 and
-1.4 1A. No detectable point discharge
current was observleZ in the upwind region.
Similarly the concentrations of the
gaseous and particulate pollutants are
significantly high in the downwind
regions. The maximum concentrations
( g/m3) of the total suspended particulates (TSP), SO2 and NO in the upwind
and downwind respectively are 775,23,10,

decrease in large eddy size. Hence, it
follows that large eddies of size R10r
can alone exist as identifiable entities.
The buoyant production of turbulent
kinetic energy (T.K.E.)by the microscalefractional-condensation is maximum at the
crest of the large eddies and results in
the warming of the large eddy volume.
The turbulent eddies at the crest of the
lar?. eddies are identifiable by a microsca a-capping -inversion which rises up-

and 2067, 149 and 12.

wards with the convective growth of the
large eddy in the course of the day

NEW MEiANISM
A new mechadism for the generation
aid maintenance of fair weather electric

(Fig.5). This is seen as the rising
inversion of the day time planetary
boutdary layer in the echosonde records.
As the parcel of air corresponding

field is proposed in the following.
The physical mechanism envisaged
basically considers upward transport of
large ions (charged particles/erosols)
from surface layer to higher levels.

to the large eddies rises in the stable
environment, Brunt Vaisala oscillations
are generated. These oscillations will
give rise to gravity waves. The frequency
of the Brunt Vaisala oscillations is

This gives rise to an aerosol current

equal to

The dust load (TSP) in the vicinity

RESULTS

(IA) since the surface aerosols, by and

N

do

larqe, carry pooitive charges. The upwara transport of aerosols from surface
to higher levels takes place due to the

ddies originating

from ourface friction cre contained as Internal

where g is

the acceleration due to gere-

virtual porential teera-

vertical mass exchange between the tro-

vity,

small ions from higher levels to lover
levels takes place due to the vertical
mass exchange. The vertical mass exchge takes place by a chain of eddies
the gravitybe wave
through
nsm
as oxpl6suod
low, feedback wacha-

eddies in the atmosphere can be ,een from

Similarly
the ionomphers.
posphere
domw81rd and
transport
of negatively
charged

The atmospheric planetary boundary

v th

(1)

ture and dey/ds is the virtual potential
temperature lapse rate in the =icroscalecapping-inversion. Thus the rising large
eddy generates a continuous spectrum of
&twos herio ravity waves (11).
rhe evidance for the generation of
continuous spectrum of Brunt Valsala
the turbulemce spectra of wind a.d temperature observations. The slope of the

4

turbulence spectra is slightly steeper
then -5/3 (-1.6667). Theoretically the
slope of the Brunt Vaisala eddy spectrum
can be derived as follows,
As explained earlier turbulent
eddies are a continuous source of buoenergy input for the vertical
ya
growth rf
g
large eddies. Hence, for a
Lcadic wave-length range of eddies, the
spectral slope (S) is given by
S -- n (SL/SM)
(2)
the
of
where SL 1s the spectrAL density

charged large ions (aerosols) and dow,ward transport of negatively charged.
small ions as explained earlier.
This
would give rise to an arosol cvrrent
which can be represented ac follows:
I
0.5V
(6)
(6)
'A -.
where
v
volume of the turbulent eddy
N - the lat e ion concentration and
n - the sal ion concentration
t - circulation time period of the

turbulant kinetic energy in the vertIcal

W turbulent eddy

direction for the large eddy and S for
the turbulent eddy.
For wind the following expressions
can be written
3

SL

-

(4/3)R

electronic charge
As the concentration of large ion@
in the atmosphere is about 10,000 per
cm33 and that of small ions is 0.1 per

W2(3)

2
(3)
SI - k (4/3)n r 3 w2
(4)
where W and w are respectively the vertical velocities of the large and turbulent

eddies.
by

The spectral slope (S) is given
3
W2
;R
S -)

(5)

The value of S is -1.8037 for a decadic
wave-length range since W - 0.25w a
shown earlier.
The spectral slope for
temperature may be shown to be the simm
as that for wind.
The slope of the spectrum of the

Brunmt Vaisala eddie is in agreement with
the slope of the turbulence spectra for

wind and temperature observations. Thus
the physical inechanism envisaged for the
generation of gravity waves is consistent.
It iS postulated that vertical mass
exchange takes place by a chain of
eddies (gravity waves) extending from the

lower troposphere to the ionospheric

levels. Asalread pointed out the
existence of the chain of eddies and the
microecalo-capping-inversion layers in
the atmospheric planetary boundary layer
can be seen from the echosonde records.
At higher levels the eddy systems got
amplified due to decrease in atmospheric
density.
The presence of the microscalecepping -inversion layers at higher levels
was noticed in the MST radar observations
(13), Another observational evidence for
the presence of the eddy systm (waves)
at higher levels (about 80 k ) is formation of noclucent clouds.
The eddy
systems degcribed above
exertically
ropagating gravity waves exclusively of
buoyancy type and these waves ar responsible for the vertical mass exchange
between the troposphere and the ionosphere (14).
The vertical mai exchange by the
gravtty wave feedback mechanism results
fn the upward _:rsnsport of positively
12-4

(17), It is 5 orders of m4nitude
larger and i in the opposite direction
to the conventional air-earth conduction
current 1, which is 10-12 A per m;.
c

It

is

now postulated that lAis re-

ponsible for the generation of fair
weather electrical field (F) instead of
the global thunderstorm activity.
It is
generally believed
the
global
thunderstor
activity that
is responiible for the maintenance of the fair
weather atmospheric electric field since
the observations show a simultaneous
peek in the global fair weather electric
field and thunderstorm activity. However, it has not been proved conclusively

that the required number of thunderstorms

occur at any time over the globe to main-

tain the fair weather electric field.
Schmidt (15) ond Bauer (16) postulated the existence of the atmospheric
currents 105 times larger and of opposite
direction to the ctnvontional air-earth
conduction current in order to explain

the variations in the horizontal geomagnetic field (H). However, there is
no observational evidence for the
Schmidt-Bauer currents.
The aerosol
current (IA) proposed in the present
paper is nothing but what has been visualised by Schmidt-Dauar.
These currents
occur over turbulent length-scale of
about 200 m and hence could not be
detected during s.ngle point observetions,
Indeed, the IA current has been
actually observed in the telegraph wires
along the mountain slopes in certain
locations (17). The new mechanism
proposed can thus also provide the physial
explnation for the observed
variations in the horizontal seoe
tic
field (H).
One of the observational evidences
for the vertical ms exchange as the
generation rechanim for the atmospheric
electric pheno enon is described below
The measured values of air-earth
current density are found to be only

gradient is
and B. This potential
A
by computing
obtained
of those
half
taken to be positive
conventi^onally
using the the
density
current
air-earth
when u is positie, Thus negativs pctenatmospheric electric field and conductitial gradients are associated with A
vity values (18). This apparent discreexcess negative spaco cha&e okrhead.
pancy in the values of air-earth conducThe vertical mass echange resulting
tion current obtained by the above two
the gravity wave feedback mechanism
from
follows.
as
explained
be
can
methods
can also explain many of the observed
The atmospheric electrical conductiphenomenon e.g., intense elecatification
vity () measured by convencional methods
of dust stovms like Harmattan dust (1),
can be expressed as
followlng volcano
e(7) lightning activity
(4) and very high electric
(rutmn
(n+w+w.
fie do in pums emitted from power plant
where n is the small ion concentration,
stacks (5,6).
w its mobility and a the electronic
The magnitude of the static electricharge. Hence the air-earth conduction
city 1eneiated in the atmosphere is
current (Ig) computed as the product of
depn nt on the intensity of the surthe atmosp eric electric fteld (F) and
face frictional turbulence, convective
the conductivity is given as follows,
and dust load in the atmosphere.
activity
(8)
TIPp M F.x
The vow theory proposed for the generation of static elsctricity in the atmosIn the direct method, the conductiwill have useful applications in
phere
the
cf
Inverse
the
as
obtained
is
vity
the prediction mid mapping of electric
atmospheric relaxation time i.e., time
fields iti the environment of space
taken for the potential of a charged
vehicle lamnching sites, supor thermal
conductor to drop to i/cth (c - base of
power plants and explosive testing/
natural logarithus) of its initial value
storage sites.
by atmospheric conduction. In this case
the charge leakage occurs by conduction
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due to small ions. The number of small
ions available for conduction is only
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ABSTRACT
4

arlng Storm Haxards - 62, simultaneous
measurements wore =-e of radar echose, fast
and slow field changes and RF radiation from
lightning near the Wallops Flight Facility.
iF radiation and radar echoes were also
obtai ud during periods when the NASA F106
research aircraft was struck by lightning.
These data are. presently being used to better
understend the electrical processes which
occur during strikes to the aircraft.
Preliminry conclusions based on data obtained
In 1962 verify that the events recorded aboard
the aircraft occurred during lightning but
also Indicate that they occur with surprising
frequency very early in the flash.

.
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device (Biomation Model 8100 aveform
recorder) capable of sampling at selectable
2000 up to
r08e
og
2000 samples per record.
At frequencies above a few Mlz, rrdiatio was monitored using d.c. coupled A.M.
radio receivers. Measurements at 3 Kat and
30 MHz were made using a fixed tuned receiver developed for lightning research at
the Georgia Institute of Technology (31.
These receivers were used with vertical whip

DURING THE SUMNER, 1982, simultaneous measurements of radar echoes and electromagnetic
radiation from lightning were made at the
Wallops Flight Facility (WFF), Wallops Island,
Virginia. Theme measurements were part of the
Storm Hazards experiment. The electromeagnetic
fields were measured with fast and slow
field change systems and also with radio
receivers tuned to several frequencies between
3 and 300 MHz, and the radar measurements
were made using the very high resolution UHF
radar maintained at the Wallops Flight
Facility. Measurements were made to support
flight experiments with the NASA F106 research
aircraft, and data were collected during
several storms during which the aircraft was
struck by lightning. Data were also obtained
during local thunderstorm not perturbed by

antennas mounted on the ground. At freqiencies between 30 MHz and 300 Mlz the radiution
from lightning was recorded using commercially available radio receivers (Watkins
Johnson models WJ-997 and WJ 8730) which
were modified to provide d.c. coupled
output. Dick-cone antennas were used at

the aircraft. The objective of these
measurements were to aid in the interpretation
of data collected by the F106 and also co
learn more about the physics of lightning.
During the Storm Hazards experiment in
1982, electromagnetic radiation was obtained

thcee frequencies, These receiving system
were designed to operate at a bandwieth of
300 klz.
The electronics for both the RF receivers and the electric fielid change
systems were housed in the Spndr Radar

during 45 "strikes" to the aircraft and
were
radiation and radar echoes
correlatedfor
more than 30 events. Theme
obtained

Facility at tha Wallops Flight Facility and
feet
the antennas were mounted a few hundred
from the building on the flat grassy lawn

cases indicate that the data obtained by the
lightning discharges
aircraft occurred during
and that the events recorded on the aircraft

between Spender and the UHF radar. A pair
of flat plate antennas were also mounted on
the roof of the Spender Facility and were

tend to occur quite early in the flash.
INSTRUMETATION

generally used to obtain fast field changes.
The radar used in these studies to detect
the ionized channels created by lightning

The electric field change system employed
in these measurements are broad bandwildth

discharges is a UHF radar which operates at
430 MH and has an antenna 60 feet in diameter.
The radar transmits a pulse I ps long

devices designed to record changes that
occur in the electric field at the ground
during a lightning flash. They were based on

The antenna beam at this
unce every 3 a.
frequency is about 2.5 degrees wide and
the range revolution with this pulse is

a design by Krider [1]* and consisted of flat
plate antennas followed by an integrator
which compensates for the capacitive response
of the antenna and also provides gain (1,21.
The integration tim constant is chosen to be
long compared to the time scale of events of
interest. Two systems, similar except for the
time constant, were used. The time constant
for the "slow" electric field change system
was about 1 second and about 1 millisecond
for the "fast" field change system. The slow
lectric field change system has a frequency
response from near d.c. to a few kilohertz and
measures the quasi-static electric fields at
the ground due to charges in charge In the
cloud 121. The fast electric field change
system has a frequency response from near a
kiloherts to several MHz and is designed to
record radiation from the sharp transients
that occur during lightning events such as
return strokes and stopped leaders. The
signal from this system normally is recorded
with a high-speed digital sample and hold

150 meters. At 100 ka this radar scatters
about 4 km high,
resolution
from
4ka a
wide
and 150 volume
*star@ deep (range). The

4

radar could be slaved to a C-band tracking
radar which followed the aircraft during
flights. Thus, the aircraft could be continually kept in the resolution volume of the
radar as it moved through the storm which
allowed the radar to see lightning channels
which developed near the aircTaft,
Data from all instruments were recorded
on a strip chart recorder and also on analogue
magnetic tape using an Ampex model PR-2200
instrumentation tape recorder. The data
recorded on tape included the signals from
the fast and slow field change system, the
output from the radio reivers,
and the
video output from the radar. In addition,
to obtain more bandwidth, the fast field
changes were recorded digitally using a
Niomation 8100 waveforn recorder. The
waveform recorder was operated in its protrigger mode in which the memory stores
data before and after the triggering

Nuubers In parentheses designate References
at end of paper.
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signal, and the mystem wva set to trigger when
the input exceeded a preset threshold. When
the waveform recorder was triggered, a pulse
was sent to the magnetic tape and strip chart
to old in correlating these events with the
other data. After a trigger dgital data
stored in the Diomation memory were dumped
rapidly into a buffer and the waveform recorder
was re-armed. The time required to complete
this cycle was less than 2 as and up to 10 of
the 2000 word memory units could be stored in
the buffer. Once the buffer was full, or the
lightning flash ended, the buffer was
transferred to digital tape. An internal
clock kept track of the tim between triggers
and allowed the time between event.s to be
determined with an accuracy of better than
10 Pa. The radar data were recorded on magnetic
tape and on the strip chart, but for purposes
of processing, it was also recorded on a
modigied video cassette recorder with about
500 kHz bandwidth. The radar video was
recorded on the cassette for each pulse plus
the time code and a reference pulse which
was used when playing the data back for
display on an oscilloscope. The data to be
presented here were obtained by making video
TV images from the oscilloscope display. in
pulses were averaged to
30 radar
so,
doing
form
oe vvideo
o rampe
we26.841
form one
fraee

strokes [61.
As mentioned above, the fast field
changes were also recorded using the Biomation
waveform recorder and digital interface
described in the preceding sectins. The
waveform recorder was set to trigger on large
negative pulses for this experiment and to

DATA

preceding first return strokes [1,71. The
same periodic train of pulses can also be
seen preceding the second event in Figure 2
(23 hrs 17 min 26.890 see). This second
event has a shape which is typical of radiation
from first return strokes [8,9,10,11). It
possesses an initiml ramp-like portion
foloedsby a sha r
tp
ak
dthn
followed by a sharp rise to peak und thon an
irregular decay back toward zero which is
typical of first return strokes. The third
event (23 hre 17 min 26.946 see) is something
of a surprise because it also has the charactre, wheres
one would have expected to have seen a waveform

Figures
show data collected
a
Figures1-3shw
ataocolrr
ed
during a
lightning flash which occurred at about (23
hra 17 min 27 seec) on August 17, 1982, during
a storm close to the Wallops Flight Facility.
Figure I is a strip chart summary of all the
data collected for this flash. It shows
radiation at 3, 30, and 139 MH, the fast and
slow field changes, the pulses from the
digital waveform recorder and the raw radar
data. The slow field change for this flsh
consists of a series of abrupt dowardretur
steps typical of cloud-to-ground flashes
[2]. Three steps can be seen on close examination, suggesting a cloud-to-ground flash
with three return strokes. This is corroborated by the fast fld change system
which produced three distinct pulses,
The RF radiation is quite strong at each
frequency during this flash with peaks clearly
evident during the return stroke phase of the
flash, although strong radiation peaks also
occur beform and after this portion of the
flash. Although strong IF radiation during
return strokes is to be expected [41, it is
not uncommon to find strong RF radiation in
other portions of the flash [5), and in
fact, there is evidence to suggest that the
strongest RY radiation is associated withdipa
intra-cloud processes and not return
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take data at a rate of .05

e/sample.

The

waveform recorder was triggered Cour times
with the pulses recorded on the stripchart
from the fast field change system. The other
event appears to have occurred early, befnre
the first return stroke. The waveforms
recorded during these four triggurs are shown
in Figure 2. The Biomation recorded 100 p•
of data each time it triggered (2000 samples
x .05 je/ssple). These data were plotted on
a strip chart from the digital tape t obtain
Figure 2. Although the amplitude in V/s 4j
not accurately known for these radiation
fields, the relative amplitude between events
is correctly displayed in the figure. Also,
aythoo
the time
co
e
generator (about 50 ra), the relative time
betweene
ats is accurate to better than 10 s.
beween event i accure t bte h
1n 0 Je.
The first event in Figure 2 (23 hrs 17 min
seec) is a sequence of regular pulses
typical of radiation from Stepped leaders

more like the last one.

As will be shown

below, the radar data during the eatly phase
of thij flash indicates ionized channels in

two different locations and developing about
60 me apart, suggesting that in this flash
the second return stroke may not have followed
the path of the previous stroke bu. ionized
its own channel. The last event is small
but has a shape coinonly encountered in
subequent return strokes [8,111.
Figure 3 is a sequence of photographs
showing the radar 'signal received during this
flash. Each photogrcph represents the average
of 30 radar returns. They are photographs of
tha video (TV) frames made from an oscilloscope
display of th date on the cassette recorder.
ofteaa axis is mhecstercrer
The vertical
intensity of the scattered
signal (power) and the horizontal axis is
distance in kilomaters. The first frame

(23 hrs 17 min 26.87 sec) shows the radar
return prior. to the beginning of the lightning
flash,
The after
secondthe
frame
shows
radar
return just
flash
has tue
begun
(i.e.,
the first evidenre of an echo appears).

and radiation fields from lightning had
been tried at WFF, and all instrumentation
rroblems
in the
summor, weren't
However, solved
severaluntil
good late
examples
wre
obtained during storm on August 11 and August

The

17 which are now being analyzed. One objective
of this analysis is to compare cloud-to-ground
and intra-cloud flashes to see if quantitative
differences in their echo structure can be
identified and we hope to report results of
these studies in the near future.

spike to the right of center in the photograph
is from the lightning channel. One frame
(photograph) was made every 30 ms and the
times on the figures indicate the time when
the data was recorded to within about 30 m.
The frames shown have been selected from a
great many to illustrate the stages that the
echo went through in the course of this

DATA COORDINATED WITH AIRCRAFT

flash. There were several frames of data
between the first photograph (23 hrs 17 min
26.8) ser.) and the second (23 hra 17 min
26.94 sec) sLown here. The echo was first
diacernable at about (23 hrs 17 ain 26.90
see) but the photograph shown here (two
frames later) was chosen for display because
it shows the ucho wore clearly. About two
frames (60 ms) after the first echo appears,
a second echo appeared in a different location
and is bwn in its fully mature form in the
frame made at (23 hr. 17 min 27.05 see).
The fast field changes also indicate about
60 masbetween the first two return strokes
(Figure 2). This secoud echo percists for
several tenths of a second broadening and
changing shape somewhat, whereas the first
echo disappears quite soon after it appeared.
Toward the end of Lhe flash, a third echo
(illustrated by the frame at 23 hre 17 min
27.33 seec) appeared. It occurs well after
the returr stroke phase of this flash is
over and coincides well with the large burst
of RF radiation evident in Figure 1 in the
late stages of the flash. This third echo
is short-lived, and has disappeared by about
(23 hrs 17 min 27.43 sec). All evidence of
ionized channela eventually ends at (23 hr.
17 win 27.60 sc) about 640 m after the
flash began. This duration corresponds well
with the duration of the flash as determined
from the record of RF radiation in Figure 1.
After the flash is over, the radar return
again has the form shown in the first frame
in Figure 3.
The combination of radar echoes, RF
radiatior, and electric field changes paint a
clearer picture of this flash than either set
of data could provide alone. This flash
appears to have been a cloud-to-ground
discharge with three return strokes, Lhe
first two following their own (different)
paths, and the third being a subseqL4tnt stroke
most likely followiing the path of the second
return stroke. In addition, toward the end
of this flash, what appears to be a strong
intra-cloud event took place somewhat displaced
from either return stroke:
The sumner of 198k was the first time that
coordiaated measurements of UHF radar echoes

During the summer of 1982, data was also
collected during storm ptnetrated by the
NASA F106 research aircraft. Unfortunately,
most of these storm were too far from the
Wallops Flight Facility to obtain slow electric
field chantes, and equipment problem with
one system or the other prevented simultaneous
records of fast field changes and radar echoes
to be obtained at ties when the aircraft was
struck by lightning. However, simultaneous
records of RF radiation and radar echoes were
obtained on several flights and yielded good
data on occasions when the aircraft reported
a "strike". This data is described below.
Our objective in this initial study was
to examine times when the instrumentation on
the aircraft was triggered to see if, in fact,
these events corresponded to the occurrence
of lightning and to see if this lightning was
in any way unusual. The trigger ties of the
modified Biomation waveform recorder aboard
the aircraft were selected as the definition
of the event. Then the records of Rl radiation
and radar echoes were exaiued at these tines.
Figure 4 is an example of radiation received
at 3 MHz during flight #34 on July 30, 1983.
About 40 seconds of data is shown near (19 hrs
55 min 28.75 sec) when the aircraft reported
a Binmation trigger. The trigger occurred at
the very beginning of the strong flash shown
in the middle of the figure. The fact that
the aircraft trigger occurred early in tha
flash was typical of the RF data collected
during 1982 [121. Figure 5 is a histogram
made from 45 events which correlated with
RF radiation at WFF. It shows the location
of the aircraft events measured from the
beginning of the flash and plotted an a
percentage of the duration of the flash. The
beginning and duration were determined from
the RF radiation at 3 MHz. It is clear from
the figure that the Biomation triggers tended
to occur early on the flash. It was most
probable to find the aircraft event in the
first 10-20% of the flash and the mean was
about 29%.
The UHF radar was also operating on July 30
and recorded an echo during the event shown
in Figure 4. The first four frames of radar data
for this flash are shown in Figure 6. The
sharp pulse in the first frame (19 hr. 55 min
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29.7 sec) is the radar return scattered from
the aircraft just before the flash began. In
the second frame (19 hrs 55 min 29.8 see) the
outline of an echo from lightning can be seen
superimposed on the return from the aircraft.
This echo becomes more distinct and grows in
amplitude and spatially in the succeeding frames.
The interesting feature of the radar echo is
that it appears to begin right at the location
of the aircraft. This was not always the
case as is evident in Figure 7 which shows
the first four frames of the radar return
during flight #37 on August 6, 1982, during
an event at about near (19 hrs 50 min 04 see).
In this case, the radar indicates a channel
wh.ch developed several kilometers from the
aircraft and then grew in spatial extent to
eventually Include the resolution volume in
which the aircraft was located. Of more
than 35 events recorded during the summer of
1982, (i.e. aircraft events during which
there were both RF radiation and radar echoes)
less than 102 were nearby flashes of the form
shown in Figure 7. The overwhelming majority
had echo patterns such as thac shown in Figure
6.
A final example of data recorded during
the aircraft flights is shown in Figures 8 and
9 for a flash recorded at about (22 hr. 34 min
48 see) on August 9, 1982, during flight #40.
The aircraft recorded an event at (22 hr. 34 min
47.86 sec) and Figure 8 shows the RF data at
3 MHz and 30 MHz recorded at this time as
wll as ths unprocessed radar video signal.
This example was obtained from magetic
tape by ploying the data back at slow tape
speed to obtain very high time resolution.
This was done with most events to clearly show
the detail of the radiation signal. The
radar echo began at about (22 hr. 34 min
47.67 sec) for this flash and persieted for
about 550 me until about (22 hr. 34 min
48.22 see). The beginning of the.echo is
apparently associated with the large pulse of
RF radiation occurring in the center of the
flash. On several occasions, the beginning
of the radar echo was associated with large
pulses in the RF radiation. This flash is
somewhat unusual in that the radar echo and
aircraft event occur in the middle of the
flash. It is also unusual in that the duration of the RF radiation is quite Xong,
about 1.5 seconds. There is a strong posslbility that this in not one flash, but rather
two overlappig flashes (the RF system is
oni-directional and therefore receives
radiation from all storm within range of
the system at the same time). For example,
in 18 cases of good quality, high time resolution data studied so far, the RI signal
divided naturally into two quite distinct
classes: flashes whose duration was less than
one second (the average was .67 sec), and those

whose duration was greater than one second
(average - 1.85 seconds). Most examples
(67%) were in the first category. The length
of the flashes in the second category strongly
suggests overlapping fla*hes. The interesting
feature of these two classes is that in every
one of the former (short flashes) the radar
echo and aircraft event occurred right at
the very beginning of the flash, on the
average within 70 me of the first noticeable
RF radiation. In the second class (very
long flashes) the radar echo end aircraft
event occurred on the average 0.60 seconds
from the beginning of the RI radiation The
implication is that the events recorded
aboard the aircraft occur toward the beginning
of the flash with even more frequency than
indicated in Figure 5. This ts so because
the histogram was obtained using all flashes,
including those of the second class, and
these may very well have been overlapping
flashes with the aircraft event actually
occurrini at the beginning of one them.
CONCLUSION
The combination of radar echoes from
lightning channels and the electric field
changes and radiation at radio frequencies
from the flash promise to offer improved
insight into the structure of lightning.
Tbase data are presently being used to help
understand the lightning which occurs during
strikes to the NASA 1106 research aircraft as
part of Storm lasards. Preliminary conclusions
based on data obtained during 1982 verify that
the tivents recorded on the airplane occurred
duricg lightning flashes, but also indicates
that they occur with surprising frequency
very early in the flash.
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Figure 1. The Dionation sampling rate was
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boulder, Colorado 80303

ABSTRACT
Mcatlons of cloud-ground lightning flashes were
corded during 1916 in south
Florida; concurrently, radar date were di/ittmed over a wide variety of motsorologloil
conditions. Analyses show that a sharp difference exiets between the frequency
distributions of 1) radar cells (reflectivity matina) associated with lighcning
flashes, which peaked at 46 dls, and 2) cells without lightning, which peaked at
18 dis. Similar results also apply for an area several kilometers around a flawh,
and Indicate that only 20X of the radar data (above 30 dls) accounted for nearly
70 of the collocated lightning. Other results specifying time relations, call
areas, and number of flashes are also described.
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LIGHTNING AND RADAR DATA were collected during
the sumw.r of 1978 In south Florida as part of a
study of the modification potential of convective clouds during FAkE, the Florida Area Cumulus Experiment (1, 2) . The analyses of convection in this area as part of FACE have lead to a
significant growth in knowledge of storms over
interior Florida on scales ranging from individual clno.ds to large-scale environmental inflvences and interactions (3).
In the process of
studying precipitation in this area, characteristics of the raday, and lightning data have become known well enough to make detailed studies
of, and comparisons bstween these two data sets.
While the electrical behavior of Florida clouds
has been reported for the Kennedy Space Center
area (4, 5, 6), there havt* not been extensive
studies of how lightning flashes relate to radar
reflectivity characteristics using large samples. In this paper, detailed relationships hetween a large number of cloud-to-ground flashes
and several radar paeameters in the vicinity of
the flash or echo are presented. In a companion
paper in these proceedings (7), flash populations are stratified by synoptic-scale regImes
for the same data set as described here. lased
on experience from analyzing data sets in detail
for south Florida, this pair of papers shows how
flash and precipitation echo phenomena relate to
each other on several scales; these studies appear to have no precedent, especially in view of
the large sample sizes analyzed for the present
study.
DATA ANALYSIS METHODS
INTRODUCTION - Radar data were digitally
recorded from the WSR-57 radar operated by the
National Hurricane Center in Coral Gables, Florida (Fig. 1). Base scans were made by this radar at a typical elevation angle of 0.5.
The
cloud-to-ground lightning data were collected by
two direction finders manufactured by Lightning
Location and Protection, Inc. (8, 9). To determine the appropriate way to match the radar and
lightning data collected during FACE-2, several
aspects of the accuracy of both systems must be
considered. In general, the raw radar data consist of average reflected power value" from
truncated pie-shaped sections which gradually
widen with distance away from the radar.
The
lightning data consist of point values of flash
location which decrease in accuracy with distance from the two antennas.

RADAR DATA CHARACTERISTICS - The WSR-57 radar at Coral Gables has a two-degree conical
beam and a gatelength of 927 m. Close to the
radar, fictitious returns are received due to
anomalous propagation and ground targets; therefore, data within 31 km were not ivicluded in the
study. At this distance, the beam is less than
1. km in diameter.
About 150 km away the radar
beam attains a diameter of 5 km, and a radar
data point corresponds to the volume of a 2"
truncated cone of 5 km diameter In vertical
cross section, but only 927 m in radial depth.
Another factor to consider i. the rising level
of the center of the radar beam with distance.
For this reason, it was decided to limit the
study area to about 150 km where the beam's
height of less than 3 km did not become an excessively Important factor in a %tudy with large
samples. It should be noted that the terrain in
south Florida is flat and does not exceed 10 m
above sea level in the region.
A convenient
point of reference for the outer range was
chosen to be the northeast corner of the FACE
target area (Fig. 1), which is located 144 km
from the radar.
Radar data ;wre considered,
then, In the 31 to 144 km range from the radar.
Within this range, ihe raw radar data consist of
reflectivity values for regions that have horizontel areas ranging from about 1 km by 1 km at
the closest range to 1 km by 5 km at the farthest range.
LIGHT ING DATA CHARACTERISTICS - In 1978,
one of the Lightning Location and Protection,
Inc. (LLP) direction finders was located south
of the center of the target area, and the other
was rtar Clewiston on the north edge of the target area (Fig. 1). Each direction finder has a
random error of t0.87* from the detected azimuth.
This value has been determined from a
series of ground truth studies of LLP sensors in
various locations. Other non-random but apparently small errors may also have occurred for
which no objective corrections were made. Whan
the two direction finders were in the configuration used in 1978, the result is an error around
each ground strike location that varies from
less than 1 km in radius in a north-south region
between the two detectors, to about 2 km In radius over the remainder of the area out to 144 km
from the radar. The region of error is circular
in most of the area but becomes more elliptical
between the direction finders.
*Numbers

of paper.
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MATCHING OF RADAR AND LIGHTNING DATA - At
the northeast corner of the target area at 144
km, the raw radar bin represents information
over approximately a 1 by 5 km region, and the
lightning direction finder data indicate flashes
in a circular or elliptical area with a diameter
of up to 4 km around the recorded flash loca-,
tion.
If a much larger area were used, the
width of the radar bin would exceed 5 km and the
radar beam's center would be over 3 km above the
ground; in addition, the random errors in the
lightning data become larger. However, a larger
area also increases the sample size,
In contrast, reducing the analysis range to closer
than 144 km decreases the sample size. And, the
lightning data accuracy would not improve since
the direction finders were located 80 to 130 km
west and northwest of the radar.
Some results
will be presented to show how the relationships
are affected if smaller ranges are used.
The raw radar data were recorded with po',itions that have been found in previr , iACE
studies to be somewhat in error in azimuth and
gatelength from day to day.
Correc+ions were
obtained by matching lightning flashes with the
radar data; different corrections were introduced and the one that mximized the match was
used.
The assumption was made that the best
match occurred when the highest average reflectivity was associated with all of the lightning
flashes for the day. Lvery flash was associated
with a radar bin of the scan nearest in time.
On most days, the azimuth correction was 2 to
4", and occasionally 6 to 8", for the best
matches, always in the same direction.
The
gatelength was adjusted by a few meters per bin
on most days; this represented a total of a few
km in radial position when accumulated at the
farthest range.
These corrections are similar
in magnitude to the results found by other FACE
researchers when matching radar bins to rain
gage and aircraft cloud penetaration data, although the daily values are not identical.
There was a tendency for poorer matches when
lightning activity was light,

RADAR CELLS AND LIGHTNING FLASHES UISTRIBUTED BY REFLECTIVITY - The initial results to
consider are comparisons of lightning and radar
reflectivity distributions within these objectively-determined radar cells. Figure 2 shows
frequency distributions of peak radar refl.,tivity for cells without lightning (dashed line)
and with lightning (solid line) within their
different areas.
The distribution of cells
without lightning has a peak frequency at 18
dBz, while the distribution for the cells with
lightning present peaks sharply at 46 dBz.
Cells with lightning do not have weak reflectivity very often, but usually have peak values
above 36 d~z. The drop in the number of lightning-associated cells with high reflectivities
is more dramatic than the rise from weaker returns. However, rather few cells have reflectivities above 50 dz.
The preceding results have indicated a
sharp difference between the reflectivity distributions of cells with and without flashes.
These two curves can be combined by calculating
the percentage of all cells at each reflectivity
value that have lightning associated with them.
Figure 3 shows such a result on another day in
1978 in terms of the probability of the presence
of lightning associated with different peak reflectivities. There is a very low probability
of a cell having lightning when its peak reflectivity is below 30 dBz, then the probability Increases rapidly to over 50% at 50 dBz, followed
by an abrupt decrease beyond 52 dBz.
With regard to this Jecrease, it is not clear whether
lightning activity in south Florida Is less common for strong returns because lightning flashes
are not associated with heavy rainfall, or the
sample of one day has very few strong echoes and
the result occurs by chance.
Other rainy days
in 1978 have been analyzed and show a rather
similar distribution, so that the first option
is more likely to be the reason.
HADAR CELL CHARACTERISTICS RELATED TO
LIGHTNING - The number of flashes per cell is
shown in Fig. 4 to be rather invariant for cell
reflectivities less than 44 dBz, then the number
rapidly increases. This number of flashes Is
for the time of the radar sweep and 2.5 minutes
on either side.
The frequency of lightning increases with
the size of the radar cell rather steadily (Fig.
5). Very few of t e large number of cells with
areas under 50 kin have lightning associated
with them, however, the percentage rises to over
half when the cell is larger than 150 km2 .
A brief analysis of the nature of these
radar cells on 16 August 1978 indicates that
lightning was associated with only O.2% of new
cells. All other types of cells, consisting of
mergers, splits, continuations, etc. had lightning over 4% of the time. These figures imply
that lightning is associated with cells in a way

RADAR CELLS RELATED TO LIGHTNING
INTRODUCTION - The individual convective
elements of a thunderstorm have variable sizes,
durations, intensities, and other parameters
depending on the activity of the cloud. These
Individual convective elements correspond to
radar echo cells. For these analyses, a radar
echo cell has been defined as an area encompassing a maximum in reflectivity relative to
the surrounding returns. Any time when there is
a raw radar bin (or a group of contiguous bins)
whose reflectivity Is greater than all surrounding returns, a cell has been identified.
The cell's area is found by examining the surrounding lower reflectivities out from the max-

imum until the reflectivity reaches a trough and
starts to increase again, or until the boundary

-of the echo is reached.
or more cells.

that is dependent on duration, which will be ex-

plored later in more detail.

An echo may contain one
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The drop in the number of lightning-associated
areas at higher reflectivities is quite sharp,
as in Fig. 2 for cells. The same large difference is apparent between distributions because
In both distriof the presence of a flash.
butions, the maximum reflectivity value among
the 5 composite bins that make the local areas
The local radar areas were
were considered.
considered in an overlapping mode, provided at
nonzero
had
bin
radar
raw
one
least
A total of over one million
reflectivity.
values wer e used to calculate the distribution
of all loc'al areas containing an echo in Fig. 6
The radar scan was asfor 15 da~js in 1978.
sociated with flashes occurring in the 5 minutes
following the scan.
Some of the lightning flashes coincided
with local areas that had no reflectivity values
Figure 6 shows the frequency of
in any bins.
echoless flashes to be 15% for all 15 days combined, however, the percentage varied from day
In Fig. 7, less than 10% misses were
to day.
found on days with large lightning counts when
radar echoes were presumably larger. Over 20%
of the flashes were outside of echoes on other
days, which tended to be on days with low
lightning activity. It should be mentioned that
over the 15 days, 85% of the lightning flashes
are found in local areas with nonzero reflectivity, so that the analysis and matching procedures are working quite well.
The range dependency of the relationship
betweeen lightning and reflectivity is shown in
Fig. 8. Closer to the radar (solid line), the
distribution of lightning-associated reflectivities peaks at 48 dBz, while farther out it peaks
That is, the more distant
at 44 to 46 d~z.
echoes tended to be weaker, however the general
The
shape of the distribution is maintained.
change in the distribution is not large, however, and indicates that the choice of the nominal 5 by 5 km area has minimized range dependency while allowing data to be combined over a
rather broad area to increase the sample size.
In contrast, when raw radar bins are preserved ovter a wide area, very significant range
These
effects dominate the results (Fig. 9).
data consist of a raw radar bin, and its adjacent 8 raw radar bins, regardless of size. A
lightning flash which is associated with any of
the 9 bins is considered to be in the neighborhood of the central bin. Recall that analyses
in Fig. 6 were made from 31 to 144 km (78 nhi);
Fig. 9 considers that region in two parts plus
another outer range section. On the right half
of the diagram, from 31 nmi (57 ki) to 50 nmi
(93 kW), flashes occurred most often at 46 dhz
At farther ranges,
for these raw radar bins.
the distributions of radar bins with flashes
shift to lower values and become rather flat.
That is, close to the radar there is a peaked
flashes
out,
while farther
distribution,
occurred rather evenly across a wide range of
On the left half of tho
reflectivities.
diagram, a peaked distribution of radar bins

LIGHTNING-CENTERED AREA RESULTS
INTRODUCTION - The discussions of cell results in the previous section have shown welldefined relationships between lightning flashes
and radar reflectivities in the same locations
at individual times. The objective analysis of
large numbers of cells, however, is very
complex. For this reason, only one day has been
crnsidered for each study in the preceding sectiun, and not much time variation has been taken
into account. However, although the cell with
variable area is a better measure of the convective element, a simpler method has been used to
analyze a large sample of radar echoes for relationships between lightning and the adjacent
area surrounding the flash.
For this study of the reflectivity surrounding a flash, the tern "local area" is used
to distinguish it from the radar cell. Recall
from earlier discussions that radar data are
nonuniform with range, varying from 1 km by 1 km
at the nearest distance to 1 km by 5 km at the
The radial depth of the
farthest distance.
radar bin is fixed at 927 m. To equalize this
effect, the "raw radar bins" were used to construct 1 km by 5 km "composite radar bins." The
number of raw bins that were used varied with
The combination was
range from the radar.
chosen to attain an area as close to a 5 km
The method involved a
width as possible.
decision about which of the following was closer
1) the Individual raw radar bin, 2)
to 5 ki:
the raw radar bin plus A pair of bins on either
side, or 3) the bin plus two pairs of bins on
either side. The reflectivity of the composite
radar bin was calculated by averaging the values
of the smaller raw radar data bins, including
zeroes. The resolution of the reflectivity data
is rendered much less range-dependent by this
method, and is equivalent to that at 144 km from
the radar,
To study the association of lightning with
radar reflectivities, the 1 by 5 km composite
radar bins were assembled into an area of 5 km
by 5 km around the composite radar bin containing the flash. The radial distance from the
flash to the edge of the "local area" is then
between 2 and 3 km in most cases.
LOCAL AREAS AND LIGHTNING FLASHES DISTRIBUTED BY REFLECTIVITY - When local areas are distributed by reflectivity, Fig. 6 shows a very
similar result for 15 days compared to Fig. 2
for the radir cells of one day. These 15 days
are all GO days from the FACE program when operations were conducted (2), and include mostly
mderate-rainfall days. On the left is the distribution of all local areas regardless of
lightning activity; the maximum percentage freOn the right is the
18 d~z.
uat
dtstrtution of reflectivities of the 6726 local
The most freareas which contained a flash.
quent reflectivity value of lightning-associated
areas is at 46 dfz (13%), while there is also a
maximum at 0 d.z on the far left side (15%).
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Fig. 1 - Location of analysis area for radarlightning studies is shown by the annulus with a
dark outline to the northwest from 16 to 144 km
away from the WSR-57 radar located in Coral
Lightning direction finders in 1978
Gables.
were positioned in the southern portion of the
analysis region, and a short distance south of
Clewiston
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Fig. 2 - Distribution of radar cells on 5 July
1978 according to the maximum reflectivity (dBz)
in the cell. Solid curve shows the distribution
when cells had at least one flash in the area of
the cell within 2 1/2 minutes of the radar scan,
while the dashed plot shows the distribution
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without flashes applies at all ranges, but the
highest value steadily shifts to lower reflectivities. This represents a shift in the raw
and indicates the need to
with range
datadistance
radar
bias into account.
take the
PROBABILITY OF FLASHES DISTRIBUTED BY REFLECTIVITY - The probability of a local radar
area having a flash is shown for these days in
Fig. 10. The probabilities were computed as the
ratio between the number of local areas with
lightning in a given reflectivity range and the
total number of local areas in that reflectivity
range. Similar to the cell results (Fig. 3),
there is a low frequency of flashes until the
area's maximum reflectivity exceeds
local
44 dBz. The probability decreases again above
50 dBz.
percentages (Fig. 11) show that
only Cumulative
5% of the local radar areas are associated
with 50% of the lightning, and those reflectivities are in excess of 40 dBz. It takes only 20%
of the radar data (above 30 dBz) to account for
nearly 70% of the lightning. In the upper right
neary 7% oftheligtnin.
I th uppr rght

is seen a vertical line which represents the remaining
notin 15% of the lightning flashes which are
From a practical standpoint, the concentration of flashes at high reflectivities holds
promise for a number of applications. In order
to assess the lightning hazard, the stronger
(but not the strongest) echoes are most important in south Florida. If a nowcast or forecast
can be made of these echoes, then the lightning
On a daily
activity is also quantifiable.
basis, the amount of echo over 30 or 40 dBz is a
starting point to consider for lightning activity. Tanalyses
TIME VARIATIONS OF REFLECTIVITY RELATIVE TO
FLASH - All of these local area results have
been for time-coincident data; in this case, the
radar scan was associated with flashes occurring
in the 5 minutes following the scan. It is also
interesting to consider the association between
the flash and the radar reflectivity at the same
fixed location before and after the flash. In
Fig. 12, the average reflectivity in the local
area (upper solid line) is indicated to be near
its maximum value at or 5 minutes before the
flash. The average reflectivity at the flash
location is much weaker when the flash locations
are examined 15 or 20 minutes earlier, and 10
or more later than the flash. The difminutes
ferences between reflectivitles near the time of
the flash are probably not important. In fact,
when the average reflectivity is calculated with
zero dBz values included, the average reflecat the time of the flash
tivity has a5 peak
The
minutes earlier (Fig, 12).
rather than

..

..

Since these results are for a fixed
flashes.
area at the location of the flash, the lightning-producing storm's motion may affect the interpretation, as well as growth of the storm.
For better time relationships, tracking radar
cells is a more precise approach.
S"ARY
The detailed analyses of large volumes of
radar and lightning data from the sunmer of 1978
in south Florida have indicated strong relationships in space and time between several relevant
They have been limited to WSR-57
parameters.
data and cloud-to-ground lightradar
base-scan
Quite similar conclusions were
ning flashes.
reached both with radar cells and local areas a
few km around the flash. Namely, most lightning
flashes are coincident with radar reflectivity
peaks in the 40 to 50 dBz range, compared to the
bulk of radar returns having weaker values. A
strong decrease in likelihood of lightning was
identified above 50 dBz. Lightning flashes are
associated with the highest reflectivities and
lclvites and
ehges
asst e ih
areas withlocal
of
echoless
frequencies
lowest
cell
5 minutes of the flash. Also, larger
had a higher probability of lightning. More extensive analyses of all of these features are
planned on the radar cell scale with a view toward assessing the probabilities of flashes
given the cell size and maximum cell reflectivity. When the age of a cell also is taken
into account, it may be possible to nowcast the
likelihoood of lightning as radar echos develop,
The well-behaved nature of
grow, and evolve.
the Florida results also indicetes that similar
should be pursued in very different locations to assess the extent to which these relationships are widely applicable.
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asymmetry in echoless flashes could be explained
by an increase in the size of thunderstorms
after flashes, while they were small before the
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CLIMATOLOGICAL CHARACTERISITCS OF LIGHTNING OVER SOUTH FLORIDA
AND THEIR CORRELATION WITH RADAR ACTIVITY
Riul a. Lopez, Ronald L. Holle and William L. Hiscox
Weather Research Program
Enviromental Research Laboratories
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Boulder, Colorado 80303

ABSTRACT
"ITheanalysis of lightning, radar, and sounding data for two Summer months in
South Florida has shown that there is a relationship between the degree of. cloudto-ground flash activity during the day tind certain combinations of meteorological
parameters detected early in the moruing before significant convection develops.
In general, it appears that clouds tend to be better flash producers (per unit
area) under conditions of kuppression of convection and light winds. As the
atmosphere becomes disturbed, the clouds (although greater in numbers) tend to be
less intense in their lightning activity.

FOR MANY APPLICATIONS, it is extremely important
to have advance knowledge of the degree of
lightning activity to be expected over a region
in the next 12 to 24 hrs. Until now, there has
been very little guidance to enable the meteorologist to predict lightning activity with any
Recently, however, with
significant accuracy.
the development of reliable cloud-to-ground
(C-G) lightning detectors, enough data are
becoming available from some regions to identify
the meteorological factors that determine the
degree of lightning activity over a certain area
and during a specified period of time. One such
region has been south Florida. Extensive C-G
lihtning flash data were collected daily during
July and August of 1978 using two direction
finders. The data were collected as part of the
SimulFlorida Area Cumulus Experiment (FACE).
taneous with the lightning observations, digitized radar information and atmospheric sound:ngs were recorded.
The objective of this paper is to use those
data sets from 1978 to identify the principal
meteorological regimes that are associated with
The
different degrees of C-G flash activity.
basic analysis strategy consists of using the
FACE lightning and radar data to stratify the
days by groups according to their degree of
flash activity, and then employing the cnrresponding early morning soundings to determine
the meteorological flow regimes that are typically present, and how they are associated with
the different lightning groups.
DATA AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
LIGHTNING DATA - A description of FAJE 1978
An
has been published elsewhere (1, 2, 3 t .
overview of that experiment is also included in
a companion paper in these proceedings (4). The
C-G lightning data were collected by two direction finders (DF) manufa,:tured by .ightning
Location and Protection. Inc. (LLP) (5 6). The
locations of thi two EF are indicated iun Fig.
1. During 19I78 the two directior finders were
aligned north to south in the middle of the
Penninsula. The data from the direction finders
were analyzed with a computer progipam that
produces, by triangulation, point values of C-G
flash location. The accuracy of these locations
decreases with distance from the two antennas.
Eacn direction finder has a ratdom error of
±0.87" in a.imuth.
This value has been determined from a series of ground troth studies of
LLP sensors in various locations and applies to

Other non-random
the FACE direction finders.
errors may also have occurred for which we have
For the configurno objective determinations.
ation used in 1978, the resultant error around
each ground strike ranges from less than 1 km in
radius in a north-south region between the two
detectors, to about 2 km over the remainder of
the area of study (see Fig. 1). The region of
error around each strike location is circular in
most of the area but becomes more elliptical in
the region between the direction finders.
RADAR DATA - The radar information used in
this study was obtained with a WSR-57 radar
'system located In Coral Gables, Florida (see
This radar had a wavelength of
Fig. 1).
10.53 cm. It had a two-degree conical beam and
a gatelength of 927 m. The system was operated
continuously from 0800 to 2000 EST during all
the days of FACE except for a small amount of
downtime due to malfunctions. A full 360" scan
covering a range of about 200 km was recorded
every 5 min. The WSR-57 was constrained by U.S.
operational
National Weather Service (NWS)
requirements to operate at a low scanning angle;
The data were
the antenna elevation was 0.50.
All
digitized and recorded on magnetic tape.
days in July and August oil 1978 for which data
Echoes in the northwestern
existed were used.
quadrant covered by the radar were included in
This region extended from 31 to
the analysis.
144 km (16 to 75 nmi) from the radar (Fig. 1).
Only lightning flashes located within this
This area was selected as
region were used.
comprising the best radar data in terms of being
free from ground clutter, and the most accuirate
flash locations.
A seriest of computer programs was designed
A deto process and analyze the radar data.
tailed description of the data collection and
processing methods has been published elsewhere
(7). A principal result of those procedures was
a set of time series of area covered by echoes
at intervals of 5 min. These time series were
the basic source of radar information used in
this paper.
RADIOSONDE DATA - Radiosondes ware released
The soundings
by the 1WS at West Palm Beach.
It was
00 EST).
used were taken at 1200 UT
felt that a 'later sounding taken in the afterchanges in the atmonoon would reflect th
spheric structure oil the region producitd by the
convection it.jelf, thus confusing the information about those environmental factors that
are conducive !14 or attending the dtivelopment of

4*Numbers

in pareutheses designate References at
end of paper.
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that convection. Use of morning soundings also
allows forecasts to be made after relationships
are established from past data.
Data points
were interpolated to every 50-mb Interval.
DAILY VARIABILITY OF LIGHTNING ACTIVITY
INTRODUCTION - Time series were constructed
of the total number of flashes over the region
One such
of study during 5 minute intervals.
time series was prepared for every day in the
sample. Figure 2 shows examples of the series
for four representative days in 1978 for the
period of 0800 to 2000 EST. This is the period
when mort of the flashes were detected. There
is a wiL range of activity among the different
days, especially as it refers to the total
number of flashes, the maximum number observed,
the shape of the series, and its position in
time.
It would be desirable to be able to
predict, based on conventional meteorological
data, the characteristics of the expected diurnall cycle of lightning activity.
The present
study represents a first step to quantify the
differences between the activity of the days and
to investigate the corresponding differences in
atmospheric sounding parameters.
STRATIFICATION OF DAYS - In this first
study it was deemed more important and tractable
to investillatA) the conditions associated with
the degree )f activity rather than the timing or
Accordnature
f the diurnal fluctuations.
ingly, the maximm number of flashes during any
5 minute period (i.e., maximum 5 min flash rate)
was used to classify the days as to their degree
of lightning activity.
The total number of
flashes during the day was also considered, but
it gave confusing results when days that had
extensive activity during a short period of time
were classified together with days that produced
fewer flashe at any given time but for a longer
In addition, due to the presence of
period.
randomly occurring data gaps, the number of days
for which a maximum number of flashes in a 5
minute period can be obtalned is greater than
those for whilch the total number of flashes can
be computed.
All days in July and August 1978 for which
data existed were ordered from the smallest
maximum number of flashes during any 5-minute
period to the 'largest. Figure 3 shows how the
52 days are distrbutod In relation to each
other. The figure shows pictorially the large
variability in rJtily lightning activity that can
exist in the region. Notice that some days are
extremely quiet (a few flashes in the area)
while others are fairly active (up to 86 flashes
per 5 min).
It is interesting to observe that
80% of the days have a maximum rate that is less
than half that of the maximum of 86. Again, as
is characteristic of convective phenomena, the
majority of days are moderate in the production
of flashes, although a few cases can be considerably active,
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It is reasonable to infer that the number
of flashes during a given period is proportional
to the amount of clouds present in the same
period. To the degree that that is true, the
problem of forecasting maximum lightoing activity over a region is reduced to forecasting
maximum cloud cover. Figure 4, however, shows
that the relationship between echo area and
flash rate, although present to some extent, is
not universal. The scatterplot of maximum flash
rate versus the corresponding radar echo cover
shows sufficient scatter to indicate that other
effects, besides the amount of convection present, are Important in determining the lightning
activity. In order to eliminate the dependency
on echo area, the maximum flash rate was divided
by the corresponding echo area, giving an echo
flash intensity figure. The frequency distribution of this new parameter is portrayed in
Fig. 5. This distribution can be closely represented as a lognormal distribution.
It points
to the skewness of flash intensity and to the
fact that only a small number of days have
intense rates.
It is obviously hopeless to try to understand at this time the myriad factors and complex interactions of factors that specifically
determine the degree of C-G flash activity found
in any particular day.
In this study the basic
concern is with the principal meteorological
factors and types of flow paterns that are
associated with broad classes of flash activity.
Accordingly, the now distrlTuton was divided
into quartiles, the first one, Q1, represents
the 251 of days having lowest flash intensities,
Q2, the next 25% more active days, and so on.
Q4 represents the most active 25% of days.
Table 1 shows the average characteristics of
each quartile. As metioned before, there is a
large range of flesh Intensity across these
quartiles.
In the next sections the sounding
data are analyzed to determine which are the
principal atmospheric flow regimes present in
the region, and how they are associated with the
different lightning intensity quattiles.
TYPICAL FLOW REGIMES IN SOUTH FLORIDA
A previous study (8) has shown that the
degree of development of the diurnal convective
activity in south Florida is determined to a
large extent by the type of synoptic flow pattern present during the day.
It is reasonable
to expect that the different flow regimes are
also reflected in the degree of lightning activity. The nature of the flow rkgime is important
becasue it determines the type of air mass
(i.e., the atmospheric thermodynamic pr,#4rties)
in which the convective clouds are developing in
response to the forcing produced by local sea
and lake breeze circulations. In addition, the
different flow patterns can bring dynamic influences in the form of enhanced forcing or suppression of convection.

In south Florida during the summer, the
principal synoptic flow regimes are determined
by three m n features:
1. the position of the Atlantic High in
relation to the peninsula
2. the passage of tropical systems
3. the passage of mid-latitude perturbations.
In oeder to describe the overall flow in the
region it is convenient to examine the entire
wind direction profile. The use of one 7oval or
a shallow layer to describe the wira flow can
lead to confusing results in view of the often
layered nature of the regional circulations and
the rapid changes in direction witn height. The
early morning West Palm Beach soundings used in
this analysis were taken close to the area of
study.
They should be characteristic of the
large-scale flow in the eginn during the development of convective And ljhtning activity,
provided synoptic conditions lo not change
drastically during the next severai hours.
All of the wind direction proftles coprsponding to the days for which lVghtning and
radar data existed were examined (45 profiles).
The individual profiles could be classified
(independently of the lightning intensity) into
four distinrt types.
Figure 6 shows the mean
wind direction profile for etch of the four
types. They can be described as follows:
l. Deep eastarlies: ESE winds predominate
in a deep layer from the surface to
450 mb
with
very
little
wind
directional shear.
Above that level
the winds turn gradually to ME.
SSW winds
2. Low level southerlies:
present In the layer from the surface
to 650 mb. Beyond that level the winds.
turn SE and finally NE above 300 mb.
3. Mid-level westerlies:
SSW winds very
close to the surface changing to
WSW/WNW in the layer 950 - 400 mb.
Above that level the winds turn into a
northerly direction, finally becoming
NE as in all the other profiles.
4. Mid-level northerlies: .N4E winda in a
layer from 700 to 500 ub, with sheared
layers above and below.
In the lower
part winds change from SW at the
surface to NNE at 700 inb. In the upper
layer the winds change from NNE to W, S
and WE above 200 mb.
It Is shown in the next section that each
of these wind profiles corresponds to a different synoptic flow regime to which are associated
particular thermodynamic characteristics of the
atmosphere.
It is also shown how the different
atmospheric properties are related to different
degrees of convective and lightning activity,
METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS AND LIGHTNING ACTIVITY
Each quartile of flash intensity was examied to determine the typical wind profile
predominant during thoso days. It was apparent

that each quartile did not correspood uniquely
to a particular wind profile. The same type of
profile could be found present among the days of
widely different quartiles and one quartile
could contain different wind profiles. However,
when the soundings were averaged together by
quartiles, within wind profile types, characteristic differences were found that gave a consistent picture of the factors determining
different degrees of lightning activity.
EASTERLY WIND PROFILE - Figures 7 and 8
contain the average mixing ratio and ttwerature
difference profiles by quartiles for those days
having an easterly wind profile.
The differences were taken from the man sounding for all
days.
Figure 9 shows the corresponding wind
speed graph.
In all quartiles considerable
drying and warming (compared to the means for
all days) is present below 500 mb.
This Is
typical of the easterly flow regime and speaks
of subsidence and suppression of convection due
to the presence of a high-pressure cell in the
western branch at the subtropical high north of
the area of study (8).
Table 2 shows that the
area covered by echoes at time of maximum flash
rate was, In the mean, smaller during easterly
wind days than in other occa ions when a differant wind regime was present.
Q4 days show the deepest and most widespread suppression effects.
These days, however, show the most intense lightning activity.
Actually, very little deep convection develops
as indicated in Table 2; the masimu-rate echo
cover has a mean of only 1.3 x 10 kin for those
days, which Is the smallest for any one group.
The wind speed, on the other hand, is considerably lower for that quartile (Fig. 9) than for
any other quartile, amounting to only about
4 m/s through most of the layer below 500 mb.
Under these conditions of suppression and low
wind speeds, the lower atmosphere can become
very unstable and produce, after a long period
of continued surface insolation and soil
moisture evaporation, very vigorous Isolated
thunderstorm.
That this is the case Is indicated in Table 2; the maximum number of light..
ning flashes per 5 min is very high (a mean 5
min rate of 29.6 flashes) in spite of the small
amount of echo area. This combination ranks 04
easterly days as the most intensively active f
all categories, with 27.9 flashes per 103 kUi.
It is interesting to note that all of the Q4 (or
the 25% most actIve) days have an easterly flow
of the type described.
The very inactive days (Q1) also show the
signA of subsidence in their mean sounding.
Although not as widespread as in the case of Q4
days, the warming and drying are as large or
larger, presenting a significant barrier to the
development of de
penetrative convection.
This condition is reflected in Table 2, where
the maximum-rate echo cover has a mean value
comparable to the dry days of Q4.
The maximum
flash rate (and consequently the area intensity)
howver, is an order of magnitude smaller. The
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reason for this dramatic difference is probably
linked to the mean wind speed profile of those
T (F
e winds
g.nds
w
) below
bel w 600
5 0 wb
m are
ap about
ab ut
days (Fig. 9). dayThe
2 times as fast in QI a, in Q4.
Thus, the
advantage of the Q4 days, of accumulating convective energ in the lower layers and praducing
intense but sent
isolated
thunderstorms,
Is not prein Q1
days,
sent in 01 days.
The intermeditely artive days of QP and Q3
are also intermeeiate in thermal conditions,
The effects of subsidence are not as widespread
or as large as in tho active or inactive days.
Without as severe suppression, echoes are more
frequently observe ' (421 more area at time of
mximum rate).
The less extensive and weaker
suppression should also result In deeper and
more active clouds than in the case of Q1. n1oth
of these factors (increased area covvy, and
oc
deeper clouds) are probably the reason for the
relatively large maximum flash rate during those
days (Table 2).
The flash Intensity of the
clouds is also higher than the very suppressed
days of Q1 but is only 40% that of the Q4 days.
In general, the days characterized by a
deep easterly flow are suppressed, and the more
suppressed the day is (as reflected in the warmIng and drying of the lower atmosphere), the
smaller are tie maximum flash rate and the intensity of flashes per unit area.
However, in
the case of strong suppression and when the wind
speed In the lower layers is small, a few very
Intense Isolated thunderstorms are to be oxpected which can produce a large amount of
flashes.
SOUTHERLY WIND PROFILE - This type of wind
regime in south Florida itsassociated with moist
tropical air masses coming from the Caribbean or
Gulf of Mexico (8). In many cases tropical dis.
turbmnces are experienced. This wind regime Is
represented among 3 of the quartiles of lightnFing intensity
Figures 10 and 11 contain the mean
for

2
compared to 2.8 and 3.3 x 103 km
for Q2 and

ratio and temperature difference profiles for
the entire group of 10 southerly wind days.
The
temperature difference curve indicates warming
in the upper half of the troposphere compared to
the mean of all days.
That condition is typically associated with warm core tropical disturbances. The moisture difference is not particularly different from the mean, except for an
indication of some excess humif~ity around 600
mb.
The echo cover of 2.8 10 km 2 associated
with the maximum flash rate is rather large in
the mean (Table 2).
The individual soundings (not shown) indi-

due to both the increased total amount of convection and the dynamic and thermodynamic facilitation of deep convection produced by the
synoptic disturbances usually present during
this type of day.
In terms of the maximum
intensity of lightning, however, these days rank
mediocre, showing In the average only 11 flashes
per 105km of echo (Tahle 2).
When these days are considered individually, considerable differences In total activity and intensity are noted. Table 2 shows that
the most disturbed days, in the sense of higher
echo cover, have the smallest flash production
and therefore are the least intense in terms of
flashes per unit area (Q1 days).
As the area
covered with echoes diminisies, the maximum 5minute total of flashes itcreases together with
the intensity (Q2 and Q3 days). The Individual
soundings tend to indicate that the area cover
is related to the degree of thermal perturbation. Figure 14 shows the mixing ratio profiles
for the different quartiles.
It can be seen
that the days with more widespread rain but

cate that Q1 (the least intense) days have the
largest warming in the upper levels and also the
largest echo area cover (Table 2). Q2 days have
a smaller warming (indicating less disturbed
days) and this Itsreflected in a smaller echo
cover. The 2 days of Q3, however, show a sounding that is I to 1.5C cooler than the mean
below 500 mb. That conditon-would preclude the
development of much convection as is reflected
in the low echo cover for that quartile (1.4
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93).
maximum
flashquartiles.
rate, however, is roughly theThesame
for all
Therefore, by

unit area, the number c?' Fitnshes is much higher
(Table 2) for the d, ,.-th the smaller echo
cover. it is Imortu?
cj .ntion that the two
ce
ave 501
s
.ny beow
tha
n
Q3 day
days have
50%/ slov
slow. :t-~r
below 850 mta
the other two quartiles.
Again we have the Interesting result that
clouds tend to be better flash producers per
unit aree under conditions of suppression of
convection and light winds.
As the atmosphere
becomes disturbed, more clouds can develop but
they tend to be less intense in their lightning
activi
MID-LEVEL WESTERLIES WIND PROFILE - Eleven
days showed wind profiles that were characterized hy westerly winds in the layer from 850 to
400 mb (Fig. 6).
Aloft, the winds returned to
the typical northeasterlies characteristic of
the sunmer in south Florida. Below 850 mb the
winds tended to come from the south. These days
have the largest echo cover values of all groups
(Tarle 2).
The temperature difference profile
(Fig. 12) shows cooling in the layer from 450 to
750 mb and warming aloft compared to the mean
sounding of all days. The mixing ratio difference ( tg. 13) Indicates moister-than-average
conditions in the same middle layer.
Those
conditions are indicative of large-scale accent
in the middle of the atmosphere caused by upperlevel westerly disturbances.
In south Florida
during the summer, it is frequently observed
that short waves in the westerlies produce
disturbed conditions which result in enhanced
precipitation over the region (8).
Not only are these disturbed days characterized by high precipitation, but also by the
production of a large number of flashes. As a
group (Table 2) they produce the largest number
of flashes in any 5-minute interval In the
region (39.5). This large activity is probably

1W,-

least flash activit)
I .e.
Q1 days, have a
moiture excess of up to 3 g/kg compared to the
mean of all days. As the moisture excess dimin,
ishes in magnitude and spread (Q2 and Q3), so
does the echo cover, while the flash activity
Increases. Thus, it appears that as in the case
of southerly winds, the least disturbed days
produce the most active clouds,
MID-LEVEL NORTHERLY WIND PROFILE - Two days
in the sample exhibited a strong sheared profile
of wind direction: from southerlies In the low
levels, to easterlies and then northerlies In
the middle, to wsterlies and then southerlies
aloft (Fig. 6). One way in which that pattern
of wind directions could result is by having the
southwesterly branch of an upper trough over the
region with a cyclonic circulation in the middle
levels.
The temerature difforence profile
(Fig. 15) shows a remarkably cool region on
those days from 750 to 150 mb. A difference of
-2.1C is observed at 650 mb decreasing to
-0.75"C at 200 mb. A moist layer is also present from 600 bo 800 mb, reaching a maximum difference of more than 2 9/kg (Fig, 16).
Table 2
shows that in terms of echo cover those days are
mildly disturbed. They show a moderate maximum
flash rate (17.5 per 5-mn) and a corrgspogdIng
medium intensity of 10.3 flashes per 104 kmL.
OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE Three principal groups of days emerge from the
sample:
suppressed, tropically-influenced, and
mid-latitude influenced.
The suppressed regime
typically consists of days with deep easterly
winds and indications of large-scale subsidence.
The area covered by echoes at the time of the
maximum lightning rate is very small indicating
a scanty distribution of convection. The maximum 5-mn flash rate ahd area intensity can be
very low, very high, or intermediate dependin 9
of the degree of suppression and the speed o
the low-levol winds.
The tropically-influednced days generally
have winds with a marked southerly component In
the lower half of the troposphere.
Moist unstable air normally accompanies this flow and
tropical disturbances may occur.
The area
covered with echoes can be considerable dependIng on the degree of disturbance of the day.
The number of flashes per unit echo area is
moderately large for the least disturbed days
and becomes very small as the echo cover increases.
Days influenced by mid-latitude flows tend
to be greatly disturbed, with large echo covers
and cool and moist layers at middle levels of
the atmosphere.
The maximum 5-mn flash rates
can be rather high, but per unit echo area, the
ittensity tends to range from moderate to very
smll as the echo area increases.
CO1ICLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The analysis of C-G flash data from two
suiter months In south Florida has shown that
there is a considerable variability from day to

day in terms of flash rates and flash Intensity
(by echo area). This variability Is hot necessarily related to similar fluctuations in shower
area.
However, relationships exist between the
daily flash activity and certain combinations of
meteorological parameters detected early In the
morning before significant convection develops.
In general, it appears that clouds tend to bw
better flash producers (per unit area) under
conditions of suppression of convection and
light winds.
As the atmosphere becomes disturbed, however, more clouds can develop but they
tend to be less Intense in their lightning
activity.
A detailed analysis of the sounding
data shows that four principal wind flow regimes
are typical of south Florida during the summer.
Within each regime variations In the degree of
convection enhancement or suppression provide
the different thermal and dynamic settings that
appear to be associated with the different
degrees of flash activity.
The present sample is relatively small In
view of the large observed variability of lightning activity and flow regimes. Therefore, the
establishment of quantitative relationships
between different atmospheric parameters and C-G
flash activity Is presently not warranted.
It
is hoped, however, that the future analysis of
the data from the other available FACE year
(1980) will increase the sample size to where
multiple correlation analysis could provide
useful prediction algorithms.
Meanwhile, the
results of this study provide insights into the
problem of lightning warnings.
It is the Intention of the authors to also
repeat these analyzes with data from other
climatical regions.
Although the same results
are not expected, similar basic principles could
emrge and help devlcp a unified understanding
of ightningl In Its relationship to meteorological conditions.
Lastly, this understanding probably cannot
be reached without attacking the problem from
different scales and studying their Interrelationships.
Toward that end a study of the
relationships
etween C-G flashes and radar
echoes has been started and is reported elsewhere In this Proceedinp% (4).
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Table 2. Flash Characteristics of the Different Flow Regimes as a Whole and
by Intensity Quartiles.
Mtd.-level

Mid-level

Easterlies

Southerlies

Westerlies

Northeriles

20
21.0

10
19.9

11
39.5

2
17.5

1.4
17.7

2.8
8.1

3.9
!1.0

1.7
10.3

intensity

5
4.4
1.3
4.2

5
19.4
3.3
5.9

1
29.0
5.9
4.9

No. Days
Max. Rate
Echo Area
Intensity

2
17.0
1.8
9.7

3
22.3
2.8
8.2

4
39.8
4.1
9.6

No. Days

3
22.7
1.9
11.5

2
17.6
1.4
13.5

6
41.0
3.4
13.0

Number of Days
Maximum 5 mnn Flash Rate
Echo Area ai Tile of Max. Rate
(10 km')
Flash Intentt
(per 10Okm')

Q1
No. Days
Max. Rate
Echo Area

0
---

Q2
2
17.5
1.7
10.3

Q3
Max. Rate
Echo Area
Intensity

0
---

Q4
No. Days

10

0

Max. Rdte

29.6

......

Intensity

27.9

.....

Echo Area

1.3

0

..

Table 1. Average Characteristics of Days by Quartiles of Flash Intensity
Quartile

Maximum 5-mmn
flash rates

CorrespondIng area
covereg wih echoes
(10 kin)

Number of flashes pet
unit area at time of
maximum activity

1

12.6

2.48

5.1

2

25.3
31.7
27.2

2.73
2.62
1.15

9.4
12.7
27.1
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MODELLING OF DIRECT-STRIKE LIGITNING COUPLING BY A
TRANSFER FUNCTION TECHNIQUE
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ABSTRACT
transfer function approach is applied to the problem of
lightning coupling into internal aircraft avionic circuits. This
approach allow a systematic procedure for determining transient
levels induced on interior aircraft circuits due to extmror interference fields such as those caused by nearby ov direct-strike
lightning. Unique in the approach used here Is the use of a triangular patch model for the exterior surface of the aircraft with
all points of entry (POse) closed.
A moment method procedure im
then used to find theihort circut skin current in the frequency
domain.
This current interacts with all the POEs, described by
either measured or theoretically calculateJ transfer functions,
in a secondary interaction problem to create interior penetreting
fields. These interior fields are used to derive distributed
voltage and current sources which excite a transmission line
model of a wire harness or cable bundle. Further levels of
coupling are indicated along with their concomitant transfer
functions
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_I

INTRODUCTION
THE GENERAL PROBLEM ol analytically determining the susceptibility of interior aircraft avionics circuitry to upset or daaga
caused by an external electromagnetic threat
is inherently complicated.
To facilitate
the analysis, two principle assumptions
concerning
the
electromagnetic coupling
phenomenon are made at the outset:
Linearity of material media

where%
Va(f), IB(f) - Volta&e and current transfor function at input of
susceptible device (avionics
box)
D(f)
- Threat
driving
function
spectrum
TACM
- Bond-limited
approximation
to
mpulse
response
of

'
Interaction level decoupling
The meaning of the first assumption is
obvious and test result. show that it is

aircraft
- Point-of-entry (POE)
tranefer function

TPOE()

generally valid for bulk cable current
responses.
The second assumption means
that the aircraft has no effect on the
source, the interior compartment* have no
effect on the external skin currents, end
the interior circuits have no affect on the
interior fields. It is easy to construct
pathological canes for which the second
assumption
is
theoretically
invalid.
Measured rtsults, however, indicate that
for a great many
cases, .t is a reasonable
1mupin
assumpiore
ofunction
Figure I
illustrates a mr x of
possible interaction loveir.whotr,
w, ach
level,
a
io
interacts
with
a
charac
istic to produce a result. further
simplifying
saesptions
concerning
the
threat, the external physical detail of the
aircraft, and the interior detail of the
circuit in question must still be made in
order t0,make the problem tractable. Errors
introduced at each Sataoretorietic
odelc
level
combine
to
cast
accumulative
uncertainty
at
each
succeossivo result
level.
Hopefully, and
results
careful
cosparison
meaernd
computations
betrays
bewen,
omutatins
adeasred roelts

Zat - Material shielding
transfer impedance
Y
0 Joint admittance
T(fC

accountfor coiartiant detail

- Transfer functions

ing

T V TC
Tr
To
line coupling
transfer function including
cable shielding
TF(f)
-Avionics
box
protection
P
including penetration and circuit protection
functions
This
juxtaposition
of
transfer
functions is illustrated pictorially in
Fig. 2. Further detail concerning the
above
transfer
function
approach
to
electromagnetic
coupling
applied
to
aircraft
i
given in [11*
and
(2].
Xxamples
of
s
of
the
above
tsferof
th
ae
ilserte
transfer
fynctions
are
illUstrated pictorially in Fig. 2.
TT(f)

- Transmission

DRICRIP'ZON OF THY METHOD

The

double exponential

will Aid in refining charac tr~ketic modeln
and reducing result error.
Using the first two assumptions, and
working in the frequency domain, one may
express the results of level D In Fig.l by
hf[3
te fadjusted

D(t)

time function

40

2t)
(2)
is often used to model lightning waveforms
aveforms
ti
were to mode
is
where the parameters a and
may be
to change the rise time 1/0 'and

fall

time

la of

-

the

lightning return

stroke,
This simple double exponential.
model
is
assumed
to
sufficiently
characterise the behavior of the current in

r

))

-

A(

-

T (1)
-nf)TA)(f)

trans-

T1 (f)
(1)

*Numbare in brackets indicate references at
end of paper.
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seam in the aircraft skin. For each came.
wt
Mint
wa relate internal sources
n
.n
to J by:
Ji
Joints - joint admittance Y
mint
-1
(3)
Ji
"
-

the lightning channel. In this model, the
lightning attachment to the aircraft Is well
underway and the source of the ch.ennel is
treated as a very high impedance current
generator so that the aircraft has no
loading effect on the channel.
When a conducting aircraft become
part of the path of a lightning channel
current, a large charge displacement takes
place at certain "Junction" points on the
aircraft where the channel enters and
exits. These points are dammed "entry" and
lexit"
points,
where
the conventional
reference direction of currant is implied
to denote charge transfer.
Here we assume
that the entry and exit points are given
and that they coincide with nodes in the
triangular surface patch model [4, 5, and 6]
of the aircraft akin. This will, in fact,
be the case when modelling an experimental
setup where current injection polints are
well
defined
(7].
Further
details
concerning the computation of direct strike
skin currents mty be found in (6] and
details
concerning
direct
strike
test
methods may be found in [8, 9, and 10] for
operational aircraft.
A widely used and readily available
data base which models aircraft skin by
surfcce patches is the so-called WASTRAN
data base [11].
An example of this is
shown in Fig.
3 for the Black Hawk
helicopter. In order to solve for the skin
currents by the method of moments, a reduced
data bass consisting of triangular surface
patches is created. Examples of these are
shown in Figs. 4 through 7 for the Black
Hawk helicopter and V-14 fighter aircraft.
Here we have picked various direct-strike
entry and exit points and pictorially
represented the normalised 1.MHz component
of the direct strike skin current density
distribution. Vectors are draws at the
centroid of each visible triangular face to
the dizection of Red
indicate
for a particular wt,
phasor,

4,

Composite Panels - transfer impedance Zt
Mint .Z
(4)
t -(
Tp' (f)
thus defined by Z or Y-1ls
PO
t
d
depending on the POE under consideration.
The effects of more than one POE are
linearly superposed.
The interior sources radiate in the
presence of an interior compartment to
it
produce the interior fields 1Int and H.
The
transfer
functions
T
and
T
account
for
the
effect Cof
the
compartment detail.
An example of the
effects of the compartment transfer functions is shown in Fig. 8 where a twodimenmional field mapping of the F-14 cockpit is illustrated for a nose-tail strike.
At successive levels of interaction,
the
complexity
of
the
problem
can
exponentially increase if one tries to
accurately
model
the
excitation
of
convoluted masses of cable bundles. Here
we assume that a bundle of wires routed
from one box to
z.nothor within
the
penetrated compartment of interest may be
modeled by a transmission line where a
single TEM mode Is assumed. The interior
fields are used to determine distributed
voltage and current excitations along the
line so that we may wiite
*

1tv(f)

J

L

Oz(f.t)

,(,.0)

+ on (fit)V,(f.1')

(

where the mkin current

(fit) Ia ft) + GiV(f, 1 )

11(f)
I

is found at each centroid from

the
coefficients
of
triangular
patch
expension at adjacent edges.
For the
pictures shown here, wot was taken to be
zero. Current magnitude information may be
obtained from Fig. 5 and 7 where numbers
from 0 to 9 are printed on each triangular
face to indicate the magnitude of wuhe
current at that face scaled relative to the
maximum current.
At level B of the interaction table the

dt

V(f.)
(5)

The

functions

G
are obtained from a
B
straightfoard solution of the transmission line equations using Impulaive
voltage and current sources.
In some cases, the bulk voltages and
currents may be used to defire an avionics
box protection function Tp given by

~

skin currents J and charges PV, which
are obtained from J by the equation ofTIBIB
continuity, drive a model for the particular
POE under consideration.
This may be a
composite avionics bay door, or a joint or

"Al

-

-

(dB)

(6)

LA J

T

VB

VB
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A

where

IB

Shaped
Surfaces
by
Triangular
Patch
Modelling", Ph.D. Dissertation, University

A

and

currnt
and
respectively.

VB

are

the

threshold

box

voltage
dutaege
levels,
Tp givem the additional box

protection required against the
bulk voltage VB and current IB.
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'Recent results have shown that the electromagnetic resonances of an aircraft
can bJ excited by lightning. Each resonance may be characterized by a particular
rate, and these two quantities taken together constitute a
frequency and damp
C-natural frrqt'e,7L
f One way to determine the natural frequencies is by applying

ProLy &ralyc-inuercal t. ..

.a waveforms measured during lightnin% strikes. This involves a
que for fitting a series of damped sinusoids to the measured wave-

forms

Electric and magnetic field waveforms recorded on the N.A.S.A F-106B aircraft
during lightning strikes have been analyzed using the Prony technique. A number

IN

of natural frequencies have been determined, and these are in substantial agreement
wit%. the frequencies observed oi. a laboratoxy model of the airplane. The process
of determining the frequezkcies is not without difficulties, and some waveforms
yield much better result& than others.
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INTRODUCTION

I

The success of the N.A.S.A. storm hazards

other waveform consisting of a sum of damped
sinusoids. This sum, sometimes called a Prony
series, can also be written with complex exponentials. For example,

research program in 1982 has resulted in a

large number of direct-strike lightning signThese include time-domain waveatures (1).*
forms of 9B/at, a D/at, aI/at, and I measured
on the F-106B aircraft. Analysis of these
waveforms is now underway, and this paper pre..
5ents the results of a technique, known as
Prony's method (2,3), which nas been applied
to 21 of the 1982 direct-strike waveforms. The
technique is used to determine the electromagnetic resonances, or natural frequencies,
of the aircraft in the lightning channel. Each
natural frequency corresponds to e particular
electromagnetic field configuration or mode.
The application of Prony's method derives from
the singularity expansion method (S.E.M.) of
Baum (4) where the fields on an object are expressed in terms of a set of natural frequencies. Prony's method extracts these frequencies from the time-domain waveforms.
Resonance is a fundamental physical
phenomenon and represents one of several aspects of an aircraft-lightning interaction
which are important areas of study. In the
in-flight situation, the resonances of the
aircraft modify the fields imposed by the
lightning by enhancing the spectral components
lying at or near the resonance frequencies.
Thus, some knowledge of the resonances is necessary for interpreting the measured lightning data. In addition, the lightning channel
plays a role in determining the characteristics or the resonances including their frequencies and damping rates. Thus, detailed
studies of' the resonances observed during
lightning strikes can yield information about
the channels. The resonances are not the
same, for example, as they would be for the
case of a nearby lightning flash or a nuclear
Of
EMP, where there is no channel attachment.
course, the channels have time-dependent and
nonlinear properties; our tecnniqde does not
attempt to investigate these,
Our first attempts at applying Prony anslysis to F-106 data were carried out on a
rather limited amount of 1980 and 1981 data
and have been discussed in a paper at this
conference last year (5) and in a report (6).
A parallel effort has involved a study of the
resonances of a laboratory model of the F-106
(6,7). The present paper deals primarily with
the new results obtcaned from the F-106 in
1982 and brIi ny mentions the laboratory model
results for comparison,

Ii

I,

RESULTS FROM THE F-106
TO
ANALYSIS
PRONY
OF
APPLICATION
IN-FLIGHT WAVEFORHS-Prony analysis is a technique for fitting e given waveform with an-,
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*Numbers
,references

in parentheses designate
at end of paper.
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where the si's are the complex or "natural"
frequencies of the waveform. Sl= ai + Jwi,
where a i is the damping rate and wi is the
radian frequency. The si's are also called
"poles" since, if the series were Laplace
transformed, the ai's would be poles in the
Laplace domain. The Ri's are called residues,
again from considering the Laplace transform.
Since we will be dealing only with real waveforms, the s i' sand the Ri's must occur in
complex-conjugate pairs. All of the ai's are
negative. The "order" of the series is N.
Fitting the measured waveform with the
Prony series means finding the Ri's and si's.
Prony's method of doing this is to first construct a polynomial which has essentially the
ai's as its roots, and then to solve for the
4oots. Last, the Ri's are found by equating
the Prony series, with si values substituted,
to the given waveform at N different times. We
have written a FORTRAN computer code to carry
out these steps; a detailed description is to
be found in Ref. 6.
To run the code on a particular waveform,
a value must first be assumed for the order.
The code Will occept any order up to 36. Thus
far, for in-*fhrght lightning waveforms we have
used orders in the range 15 to 20. For a
given order, N, there are 2N numbers to be determined - N/2 poles with real and imaginary
parts and N/2 residues with real and imaginary
parts. Thus 2N or more points of the qiven
.waveform are needed. Our code always uses exactly 2N waveform points.
We think of the respunse of the airplane
to the lightning, that is, the measured waveform, as being the rusult of the convolution
of a lightning input weveform with the airplane impulse response. From the S.E.M. we
know that the impulse response consists of a
sum of dsaped sinusoids. Tf the lightning input is also of this form, tien one can readily
show that so also I the convolution. In this
case Prony's method will work well, and the
poles (and residues) of the measured waveform
are extracted. These poles are the poles of
the airplane-snd-chanel and of the l~ghtninq
input. However, in the case where the lightning input is not of the damped sinusoidal
form, part or all of the measured waveform
will not be either. The Prony analysis may
not-be able to fit the measured waveform; it
may not be able to extract any poles.
SUW4ARY OF RESULTS - Application of the
Prony code to the 1982 data has met with same
successes and some failures.
Ot of a total
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of 21 waveforms, the code failed to extract
poles fvola 7, and the results from several
others are suspect because of the deleterious
effect of quantization errors.
The mast successful case was wavsform
B-dot 82-038-02, recorded from the B-dot sensor located on the aft fuselage over the starboard wing. This sensor measures B/3t 3asocilated with longitudinal current. The waveform
is shown in Fig. 1 (labeled B-DOTL). We interpret this waveform as consisting of a series
of several lightning (derivative) pulses with
accompanying ringing of the aircraft. The
largest pulse, positive-going at about 0.5 VS,
qnd the osciilations following it were chosen
for the Prony analysis. An expanded plot of
this portion of the waveform (with its Fourier
transform) is shown in Fig. 2. Superimposed
on it is the Prony fitted or reconstructed
waveform. Evidently there were no lightning
pulses during the ringing time since the fit
is excellent. The RMS error between the messured and the reconstructed waveforms is 6.2%.
In general, one must be careful to select a
section of waveform or "data window" for Prony
analysis where the ringing is undisturbed by
lightning pulses, since the Prony code will
not give a good fit or good poles if there are
delayed input pulses.
The poles extracted from the Fig. 2 waveform are listed in Table 1. For each of the
eight poles the table gives normalized values
of a i and wi, with the frequency,
ii/ 2Tr, in
parentheses. The normalization was done by
dividing by Cw/L, where C is the speed of
light and L is the length of the F-106,
17.23 m. This yields a normalized
Wi of
unity for a half-wavelength resorance. As can
be seen from the table, the actual first resonance, at 0.72, is a bit lower then this. The
values in Table 1 are averages and have bcen
obtained in the following way: The code was
run for the orders 15, 17, and 19. Orders
lower then 15 were found to yield large RMS
error. Orders greater than 19 gave low R14S
error but the poles became somewhat variable
as the methid apparently was giving precise
fits to imperfections in the waveform c ised
by small quantization errors and perhaps
lightning input fluctuations. For each of the
three orders the code was run for three data
windows, each displaced from the next by one
time increment (10 ns). Corresponding poles
A
from the nine runb werm averaged together.
run requires about 2 minutes of minicomputer
time. iocluding the time for printing out the
poles, the repiduen, and the RtS error of fit.
By doing multiple runs in this way wa can detormine the stability of the poles, thnt is,
the amount they charqe when the order ir the
et of wayvform points is changed slightly.
Only stable poles are considered meaningful.
The spread in the dwhping rate and in the
f'requency of each pole is shown in parentheses
in the tabla. These are all stable poles.

As to the meaning of the poles in Tabie
1, it to clear that poles 2 through 8 are the
natural frequencies of the resonant modes of
the aircraft-lightning channel system. Their
frequencies and damping rates are similar to
thoue of our laboratory model of the F-106
discuaw d below. Unfortunately, the locations
of the attachment points are not known for
this strike, so a detailed comparison with the
model is not as helpful as it might be. The
first pole, which has zero frequency and thus
repregents a decaying exponential, is not. seen
on the model and is evidently due to Lhe lightning.
A D-dot waveform (0-dot 82-038-02) was
recorded on the F-106 along witn the B-dot
waveform of Fig. 1. The D-dot sensor is located under the nose of the airc aft and mossurea 3D/Dt + 3 normal to the surface. The
contribution, it'any, to the recorded waveform
from the conduction current J is not known.
Only if 3 x 0 is the sensor ttuly a "D-dot"
sensor. The waveform is shown in Fig. 3 (labeled D-DOTF). Notice that the aircraft resonances rict on a slow, positive-going variation
which is not present in the B-dot waveform.
The Prony analy3i8 nf D-dot 62-038-02 was
not quite as successful as for B-dot. There
were only two good orders, in the sense of
stable poles and low RMS error of fit,
17 and
18. Figure 4 shows the section of waveform
used in the analysis (and its Fc-urier transform) and the reconstructed wavuform for order
18. The error in the fit was 7.4%. Table 2
lists the poles. The values were obtained by
averaging the polei from three windows fot
order 17 and three windows for order 18.
On comparing the poles in Table 1 and
Table 2, it is seen that there is quite good
agreement. Excluding the first
pole, the
average difference between corresponding damping rates is 12% and between frequencies, 4%.
These numbers are probably good estimates for
the accuracies of the pole values since ideally the agreement would ht exact.
The
high-frequery poles at 41 and 45 MHz in B..d3t
were not extracted from D-dot, so their occuracy is less certain than the others.
Of
course, the accuracy of any pole is !n doubt
if its amplitude, that is its residue, is
weak, Fortunately, none of the residues of
B-dot is very weak, with the weakest only 1IdB
down fLom the ctrongest. The situation for
D-dot is not quite as good, with the weakest
residue, at 37.5 MHz, being 29dB down.
Some comments are in order regerding the
general characteristics of the resonances in
the 1987 data. The frequency spectrum in Fig.
2 ci.ntsins one doninant peak, that of the
first aircraft resonance lyig at about 6.5
MHz. The 0 of the resonance (from the damping
Specrate and frequency in Table 1) is 2.5.
tir from the other etrk'ces reveal that other,
higher frequency resonances sometimes dominate, for example 20 MH and 41 MHz; and often
several of the resonances are present in
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roughly squL. strength, Some of this variability
is probably due to differences in attachment point locations since the various modes
would be excited differently depending on the
current injection point on the aircraft. In
principle. the modes themselves would also
change somewhat with attachment point becauc3
the channel is part of the overall conductor
topology.
In practice the mode changes will
be small J.fthe channel impedance is large.
In general terms, the poles extracted
from the 1982 waveforms can be described as
followot Pole freque'acies lie consistently at
about 6.5, 13, 20, and 41 MHz And sometimes at
about 26, 29, 35, 37 and 44 MHz.
The damping
rates of the poles generally lie between -. 15
and -.35. They sre less stable than the frequencies, during consecutive Prony analysis
runs on the ams waveform. The analysis failed
more often on I-dot und D-dot waveforms than
on B-dot.
As an aside we note that there are 9
pairs of simultaneously recorded B-dot and
D-dot waveforms among the total of 21. Figures
1 and 3 are an example of a pair. The rumaining waveforme are of I-dot. The polarities of
all of the b-dot-D-dot plre indicate lightning pulses of positive charge flowing
fore-to-aft on the airplane.
The 1-dot waveform shown in Fig. 5 is an
example of one for which the Prony analysis
failed. Apparently, the waveform 2ontains
clnseiy spaced lightning pules. Tnie interpretation is supported by the frequency opentrum, also shown in Fig. 5. The spsctrum contatne a strong peak at 15 MHz ine; ead of peaks
at the airplane resonances of 6.5, 20, ate. A
current (I) weveform recorded simultaneously
reveale that the I-dot pulses are actually the
feet changes on the leading edge of a 3.6kA
current pulse.
The trailing edge is slower
and does not hwle a large enough derivative to
regist6r in the I-dot scale. Both I and I-dot
were measured on a conductor inside the radome
connected between the noseboom and tha fuselage.

-
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EFFECT OF WAVEFORM QUANTIZATiON-The translent recorders on board the F-106 utilize
6-bit digitizatian and so quantize the sensu;;
output weveforms into a maximum of 64 levels
(36 dB dynamic range). T
quantization can
be expected to affect the accuracy of the
poles extracted by oor Prony analysis. :n
order to excmine Lhis effect, we have artificially reduced the size of one of the large amplitude waveformes, thus incieaaing the quantization error, and racalculated the poles.
The wavefom was B-dot 82-036-q2 (Fig. 1), the
giving the best Prony results. It had a
peak extent of 31 levels, with 56 peak-to-peak.
It was rarduced to a peak of just 5
levels, which co,.ncides with the trigger level
This is
eutting of the transient recorders.
thi worst-case rituation for qWantization.

"
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The poles of the reduced waveform are
given in Table 3 and may be compared with
those in Table I for the original waveform.
Notice that the frequencies of the poles have
been changed only slightly by the quantization, some moving upward and some downward.
The damping factor, -.19, of the lowest-frequency, and strongest, aircraft resonance is
unchanged. The damping factors of most of the
others, however, have been systematically
lowered, some by over a factor of 2. The etability of the damping factors is also much
worse. Thus, it is seen that the degree of
quantization typical of the weakest in-flight
waveforms can pretty much destroy the accuracy
one would hope to achieve for the damping factore.
COMPARISON WITH RESULTS FROM THE LABORATORY MODEL-An approximate scale model of the
F-106 has been tested in our laboratory using
fast current pulses applied by wires connected
to the model (6,7). B-dot and D-dot fields on
the model have been recorded and analyzed with
the Prony code.
Before considering thu results from the
model, it is worth mentioning the effect that
attached wisse can have on the poles of an object. The effect was observed by using a simple object, a circular cylinder, in place of
the F-106 model. The wires were attached to
the ends. The resulting poles were compared
with known poles of a cylinder having no wires
attached and excited by an incident wave. The
differences observed in the poles were that
the damping rates were increased considerably
and the frequencies just slightly by the presence of the wires.
We now turn to the results obtained from
the F-106 model.
The model we connected to
the wires in four different configurations to
simulate four lightning-channel attachment poasibilities (6).
The values of the resulting
poles vary somewhat depending on the configuration; the average frequencies of the poles
are 7.5, 15, 19, 24, 29, 35, and 41 MHz. The
approximate agreement between these frequencj.as and the in-flight frequencies given earl-,
ter (6.5, 13, 2O, 25, 29, 35, 37, 41, 44)
makes it clear that the poles in the in-flight
duta really are those of the dircraft. It
also indicates a certain degree of correctness
of the modbl.
The largest discrepancies involve 7.5 MHz, which is a bVt high, and 19 and
24 MHz, which are a bit low. These suggest
that some refinement to the geometry of the
madel may be in order. The frequencies 37 and
14 MHz have not been identified 03 poles of
the model, but our present experimwntal tchnique does not cause poles in this high-frequency region to be strongly excited. We have
cocentrstel on the low-frequoncy poles, assuming that these would be the strongest in
the in-flight situation. it wGs somewhat ourprising to discover poles excited in-flight
right up to the 50 MHz Nyquist frequency.

*'
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]he damping rates of the poles of the
model lie between -.21 and -.49 and so tend to
be slightly larger (more negative) thn those
fc Ta
1 arnd 2bdue
to the
fact that the lightning channel impedance
during the 82-03802 event was larger than the
impedance of tha wires on the model. Thus the
resonance onergy was not carried away as
quickly by the channel as it is by the wires.
To determine how big an effect the lightning channel nas on the damping, one should
look at the poles from nearby strikes where
there is no attachment at all and the damping
is at a minimum. In our report (6) we presented poles from 1981 nearby strikes and
showed that the damping rates were fairly
small, -.14 to -.19 for the first pole. However, this is only slightly smaller than the
-.17 to -.19 from Tables 1 and 2, so in this
case the difference may be insignificant. Thus
far, the amount of nearby data is limited, and
most is low in amplitude and so may have
biased damping rates due to quantization as
discussed above. Additional large amplitude
nearby-strike data is needed.
CONCLUSIONS
The Prosy analysis technique can be applied successfully to at least some in-flight
waveforms. In this way, natural frequencies
of the aircraft-channel system are determined.
lhis is illustrated by the good results for
B-dot and D-dot in strike 82-038-02.
The closeness of agreement between the
poles of a simultaneously measured pair of
waveforms was used as an indication of the ac.curacy of the poles. For waveforms which are
not paired in this way, or for pairs where
only one has a successful Prony analysis, the
accuracy of the poles is less certain.
Some damping rates extracted from waveforms of low amplitude are inaccurate due to
the coarse quantization of the waveforms. This
effect was seen by artificially quantizing the
B.-dot 82-038-02 waveform, re-computing the
poles, and comparing with the original poles.
The general characteristics of the fist
five poles from strike 82-038-02 are, first,
frequencies located at roughly equal intervals
between 6.3 and 35 MHz and, second, damping
rates all lying between -A9 and -.25 (an seen
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ABSTRACT

The coupling of electromagnetic energy through apertures has received a great
deal of attAntion in recent years. This resent research has been both theoretical
and experimental in nature and has been focussed on the problems associated with
apertures which are small compared to a wavelength.
The results of this research can be applied to the problem of determining the
transient signals induced on conductors behind an aperture by lightning and static
charging. While the problem of determining induced transients in complex systems
(such as aircraft or ground-based facilities) cannot be solved exactly, the
research of the past few years indicates that upper bounds can be determined for
these transients. This paper reviews our recent work on aperture coupling and
applies the results to models of airborne and ground-based facilities.
The nature of this recent work is such that reasonable upper bounds can be
determined without the use of extensive computer codes. The system designer can
determine quickly whether or not a particular aperture presents a problem for electronic systems located behind the aperture. The analysis performed in recent years
has been of two different types: transmission line modeling of canonical circuits
behind the aperture, and uatrix formulation of Maxwell's equations. Both approches
lead to relatively straightforward expressions for bounds on transient voltages
and currents on conductors behind the aperturf. Our laboratory measurement$ on
test apertures are used to investigate the suitability of these bounds.
The results of this research can also be applied to the problem of generating
realistic specifications, standards, and test procedures for certifying systems
which must operate in the natural electrical environment.

This paper was not available for incorporation Into this book.
be published at a future date.
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computer simulation system has been developad which facilitates

the analysis of electrical/electronic systems. Sponsored by the Naval
Air Systems Command to investigate power interface transient problems,
the program is called the Navy Power Systems Simulator. The simulator
is used as a system engineering tool which generates and processes
models of virtually any electrical network.
It is simple to use and
capable of automatically producin a complex system's steady state
or transient output response. Anf'eengineering friendly)computer
interface has been achieved by the extensive use of interactive
graphics and menu-driven prompting.
INTRODUCTION

and the problem was eliminated. In
other locations, the problem sources are

'

not so clear-cut. A thorough analysis
was required of the complex systems and
variable interface factors. In many
cases, complex solutions were indicated
to correct the problems. Brute force
approaches were soon found to be cumbersome and expensive - the need for a
powerful system analysis tool was
recognized. NAVAIR responded by sponsoring the development of the Navy
Power Systems Simulator (NPSS) Program.

PRESENT POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS, both
commercial and military, are directed to
satisfying the requirement of their
principal customers - typical applications are lighting, heating, and prime
power for machinery equipment. In most
applications, the effects of transients lightning, load switching, etc. -" are
tions, the effects of transients - lightning, load switching, etc. - are
generally of small consequence, Little
consideration is given to transients
below levels which jeopardize the distribution system or to power interruptions
of a few minutes or less.
Unfortunately, the recent quantum
increase in applications involving
semiconductors - especially in the area
of volatile computer memory - has resulted
in a large sector of user equipment
which is extremely sensitive to transient phenomena at the power interface,
Filters, transient arrestors, and
battery .supported Uninterruptible Power
Systems (UPS) are now often found at
the power interface and attest to the
magnitude of the problem.
In particular, the Naval Air Systems
Command has become aware of a considerable

SIMULATOR SYSTEM CONFIGURATION OVERVIEW
The simulation system is based on, and
retains as a core, the Bonneville Power
Administraticn Electromagnetic Transient
Program (EMTP). The powerful and flexible
EMTP program has been developing in the
power systems community since the late
1960's. Over this period it has become
quite complex, and to be applied successfully it requires both a computer background and extensive familiarization
training (1)*. The thrust of the development effort for the Naval modeling system
was therefore directed to implementation
of a "user-friendly" computer interface
and of a compatible method of modeling
the various user systems involved in the

loss in operating hours on automatic
test systems due to powerline transients,
Areas of concern included loss of test

simulation. Interactive graphics and the
concept of multi-level input/output
modules in system definition served these

memory and test aborts by the line

goals admirably.

monitor. The potential for erroneous
indication of test unit failure is also

On the NPSS only a few hours of
instruction in users procedures are

a concern. The cause of these pnoblems
was often traced to transients at the

required to produce useful outputs.
Although the EMTP core runs in FORTRAN,

power interface.

the user friendly design allows operation

A clear-cut example occurred in
Florida. Lightning strikes were quickly
correlated with major interruptions

of the modeling system with no real need

in avionic repair shop operation.

*Numbers in parentheses designate

Line

References at end of paper.

transient suppressors were inotalled

.... .

for formal programming languages.
The use
of graphic system diagrams provides a
familiar engineering oriented interface,
while the une of the technically powerful EMPT core provides the tool needed to
solve the complex transient effects
problems.
The input/output configuration is
determined by the placement of the various
steady state and transient generator and
measuring device symbols. These symbols
are introduced during system layout. At

SPECIFICATION DEVELOPMENT - The
establishment of optimum limits, preferred design approaches and standards,
and of test methods and configurations
can generally be accomplished by simulation with considerable savings in
engineering effort.
DESIGN VERIFICATION - Simplified and
more thorough verification of a design
configuration can be accomplished with
speed, accuracy, and flexibility by the
simulation system.

the completi-n of the run, both a pre-

cision numeric printout of the system
response and a graphic plot on the CRT or
graphics printer are available. Depending
on the symbols chosen during the system

COMPUTATICN METHODS AND SIMULATION
LIMITATIONS

definition, output parameters can be
either voltage and/or current amplitudes

basis for the NPSS and establish its current
limitations. The EMTP also provides el,-

with independent parameters of either
frequenecy or time (total time and time
steps or frequency range and frequency
increments are entered as user specified
input parameters). The hard copy of a
typical layout as it appeared on the graphic screen is shown in Figure B-1, Appendix B.
While the above cited features are
aimed at simplifying the engineering task,
they cannot replace good engineering. The
system augments the skills of the systems

mental modules on which all circuit
description must be based. These elemental modules represent a limitation on
the simulator's capabilities. The major
elements are given in Appendix A.
The fundamental approach of the NPSS
is that of network analysis performed in a
series of discrete time steps. The graphical input data, based on the elemental
modules, are resolved into an ordered set
of ordinary differential and algebraic

engineer, allowing him to execute a more
accurate analysis in less time and provides
an optimum method of presenting and manipulating data. Thus, the accuracy and

equations. At each time step a system
of simultaneous equations, derived by
second order trapezoidal-rule integration from the differential and algebraic

'ompleteness of the initial layout and input
data are important to the success of the
simulation.

system, is solved. The solution is
accomplished by first placing the s*imultaneous equations in the nodal-admittance

EMTP methods form the computational

form and applying ordered triangular

PROBLEM ANALYSIS -Simulation of systems
known to have high failure rates can

factorization. Such an approach applied
to sparse matrices, as normally encountered
in circuit analysis, provides major
benefits in conserving comeuter memory

establish the transient levels to be ex-

space and reducing run time.

pected, highlight design weaknesses, and
verify protective schemes and their
placement iinthe system.
NEW SYSTEM DESIGN - Simulation of
possible system design configurations and
variation of critical parameters or of

explanation of the computations is
expanded and detailed in references (2)
through (5).
Of course, these mathematical considerations are not needed by the systems engineer
(modeler) except an they may affect memory

ANTICIPATED APPLICATIONS

Thie general

component locations will provide a much

space limitations in the computer.

higher success rate with new system
layouts and proposed modifications to
present systems.

modeler's limit is the amount of fine
detail he can implement in his particular
model and the basic limitations of network

COMPONENT SELECTION - Transient and
steady state stress in terms of voltage,
current, and power are readily available
from system simulations and may be used to
specify special characteristics for potentially susceptible components.

theory. As parasitic characteristics
such as skin effect, stray capactance, and
lead inductance become noticeable in the
hardware configuration, they must also
be correctly wodeled in the simulation to
maintain accuracy. This is easily accom-

plished .t the lower frequencies.

PROCUREMENT TRADE-OFF STUDIES - Selection and optimization of the various subsystems for a large scale procurement in
terms of cost effectiveness are simplified
by simulation and ranking of the various
options.

The

However,

as the complexity increases, a point will
be reached where the circuit analysis
approach becomes too cumbersome or too
inaccurate to compensate for the benefits
provided by NPSS computer simulation.
When that judgment is made, other techniques
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must be sought. Thus, the fundamental
limitation is in the network theory of
modeling rather than the computational
characteristics or methods,
In practice, rounding off and other
numeric manipulation result in third to
fourth place accuracy in a moderately
complex simulation such as Figure 1. There
are also various idiosyncrasies of the
EMTP program which must be observed,
such as connection techniques for grounding and switching elements, etc. However,
simple work around procedures are available
and are, at worst, a minor nuisance (6).
In general, the simulation accuracy is
an order of magnitude better than the usual
accuracy of the input data that the modelsmethod,
are based on. Simulation accuracies of
o.
areound0.1o.0 percnto are
0.1 to 1.0 percent are normal,
. around
NPSS PnOGRAH OVERVIEW
Glabeled,
GRAPHICS - Once the system data have
been assembled and the model configuration
sketched, modeling simulation is primarily
a graphics effort for the system engineer,
The
routine coTists of withdrawing a basic
element (R, C, L, etc.) from a library,
positioning it on the model and assigning
values and connections to assemble it
into the system. All operations are menudriven and can be accomplished in a rapid,

routine fashion. Output of data is even
sImpler; once the data is requested the
axis and data are plotted and automatically
scaled for full screen with zoom and
pseudo-pannin3 capabilities and again
menu-driven for ease of operation. A top
level system functional is shown in
Figure 2.
MODELING FEATURES - Two feature. have
been incorporated which considerably
simplify the modeling process, the first
of which is the multi-level module concept.
At any point in the system definition,
complex, may be given a label and treated
complxaca b
elen
dlblnd trted
as a blsck box or element during further
a complex subsystem may be used in a
number of different places in the overall system design by simply inputting
its assigned label. In addition, the
progranm tracks all positions of the
black box - if the modeler goes
back into the subsystem (black box) detail
and makes a change, it will be implemented
in every part of the system where that
black box or label has been installed.
This greatly simplifies changes or
updates to a large model.
A second modeling feature facilitates
variations studies by making variables
within subsystems available at the system
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level.

SIMULATION

INPUT PROCESSOR
As each eletment is connected into

the circuit, it is given a numerical
value or a parameter name. If a parameter
name is used and the circuit designated by
some label (as if a black box) for connection in a higher level subsystem, the now
buried element may be varied simply by
assigning values to the parameter name.

OUTPUT PROCESSOR

in this section may be freely copied but
cannot be either deleted or added to by
normal operations.
The second section is called the users
library. The user stores additional
elements in the user library, as required,
to complete an immediate modeling task.
He may also store particularly useful or

Thus, the value of an element at the lowest

generally applicable modules on a permaneut

level of circuitry can be brought up
through each subsystem level, i.e., made
visible as a variable, and controlled at

option.
section
at hisunder
basis in this is
the The
completely
user library
delete,
add,
may
He
control of the modeler.

the top system level for variation/sensi-

or modify any element or system at will.

tivity studies.
LIBRARY - The NPSS library is the
filing system for the storage of elemental

His only restriction is that the basic
elements used in all user library models
may consist only of elements copied from

components as well as complete simulation

the EMTP library.

models.

magnetic
radiationschema.
is not part
of the the
Therefore,
network analysis

A branching or root system is

used to access the various stored data.
The transfer of an exact facsimile for
assembly in a system being simulated
thus becomes a straightforward operation.

simple dipole will not be found in the
EMTP library and cannot be entered in the
user library.

The elemental model actually remains in
the library and can be accessed as often as
necessary to generate any number of

facsimiles by this copying process.
This elemental model may be as simple as a
resistor or as complex as an amplifier,
control system or an entire installation,
The library is divided into two parts,
a collection of elements from the EMTP
are considered basic or atomic. Units

GRAPHICS ASSEMBLY - The mechanics of
assembling the simulation model is
straightforward. Each component is copied

from the library to the "Module Buffer"

]I

-

values or parameter labels and connections
are designated and the results reentered
in the library. A simple list of commands define, copy, edit, empty, display - is all
that is needed to accomplish the graphics
assembly tasks.
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For example, electro-

f

TRANSLATOR - The translator performs
the tedious and demanding task originally
imposed on the modeler by standard EMTP
input procedures. Data equivalents or

A printer output of the data in
tabular form is also available as well as
hard copy of the screen displays. The
printer output is of greater accuracy and

image cards for FORTRAN input cards are
automaticall" generated for each discrete

in more detail than the graphics display.
TRANSIENT SIMULATION - A power inter-

portion of the model. These are then
sequenced in decks (concatenation) and

face traniient simulation is detailed in
Appendix B. A direct strike of 20 KA io

held ready to operate the EMTP.
E$TP OPERATION - The EMTP operation
.s fully automatic with all output data

taken as the input stimulus. The response
at the interface with an ATE system was
the rere

stored and ready for display as required by
the Output Processor. For those interested
in special function or application of the
EMTP alone, it may be accessed directly
by the operator. This is accomplished
by manually keying the data needed to

then recorded.
This effort illustrates the stress
levels occurring with an average size
strike. Further analysis and more
evaluation runs are necessary for full
definition of the problem and to

generate the "image" FORTRAN input rather
than relying on the automatic analysis

establish protectioa recommendations.

of the graphic model performed by the
NPSS.

CONCLUSIONS
The use of Naval Power Systems

OUTPUT - Simtilation results are output

Simulatoz Model has provided the speed

in graphic format with automatic scaling

and flexibility needed to thoroughly

for full-screen display. See Figure 3.
In addition, the numeric value of any

investigate power system conducted
electromagnetic trauaient problems.

croishair selected point can be displayed

This system model approach is a powerful aid

above the graph.

3everal steps of 10:1

in improving design and reducing a major

zoom capability aia also provided in either

cause of system failure, the powerlino

or both horizontal and vertical and enhance
accuracy for crosshair readouts. See

conducted traitsLent. Because nf the genoral
transient analytic formulation and ease of

Figure 4.),In addition, a pseudo-panning
capability allows stepping through the
enlarged output to observe various points,
The zoom and pan zapabilities are also
available in the model generation mode.

use for system engineers, we believe it can
be applied to a wide range of analytical
applications beyond the power interface
analysis.
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APPENDIX A
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th

the conventional single-valued characteristic or including hysteresis.
8.

lime-varying resistance.

9. Switches, used to simulate
circuit breakers, lightuing-arrentor
llashovar, or any other network connection
change. Diodes and dc converter valves are

LiThe Tranpients PrOgranr £5 used to solv.,icldd
Liordinary difrnt lnd/or algebraic
10. Voltage or current souzrces. In
equations associat. A with an "arbitrary"
addition t3 standard mathematical functions
inte-connection of the following eleutents:
(sinusoids, surge functions, steps, and
ramps), the user nay specify sources
1.
imped renistance. R
point-by-point as functions of time, or
in FORTRAN, or as defined by TACS (Transient
2. Lumped inductance: L
Analysis of Control Systems).
3. Lumped capccitance: C
4. Muitiphase Pi"-equivalents,
where the preceding scalar R, L, C become
synnetric square matrices IR ,
* C.
5. Multiphase distributed-parameter
transmission lines, wherein propagation time
of the line is re'nresented. Distortica..ess
and externally-Jumped-resistance approximations
are vailable, as well as "exact" frequencydep endent representations.

11. Dynamnic rynchronous machines (3phase belanced design only). The electrical
side is represente by Park's (Blondel's)
equations, whis the mechanicaL sile is
modeled ae rn m.uterconnection Of Lasses,
sprh-rs, and damping. Arbitrary exciter and
governor dynamics can be represented, by
connection to TACS.

I 9-G

12. Control system dynamics, as are
normally represented on differential
analyzers (analog computers). This
modeling capability goes by the name of
TACS. Nonlinear and logical operations may
be represented. Input and output may be
interfaced with the electric network of
the EMTP, providing a hybriu representation.
All TACS representation is user-patchable,
and hence configuration free.
APPENDIX B
A TRANSIENT SIMULATION
The first step in the analysis
consists of modeling the aystem configuration. Figure B-1 presents the top level
of the distribution-user equipment system.
The Central Power Source (CPS) represents
a complex submodel containing a 4160-volt,
400-Hz generator and additional sources of

fifth and seventh harmonics. The GATE BOX
is a 4160:120 transformer. A high current
impulse source of 20 KA with 2 microseconds
use time and 100 microseconds decay was
applied to the transformer high side as
presented in Figure B-2.
The input to the distribution cables
is measured at Vl, shown in Figure B-3,
prior to the strike. Figure B-4 shows
the voltage response at this point during
and after the strike.
As shown in Figure B-I, there is a
cable after the measuring point V1, followed
by a harmonic filter (FC3) which is simply
a large 400 Hz resonant tank circuit, and a
second short cable to the equipment
transformer and the equipment represented
The magnitude
by NL LOAD (non-linear load).
of the conducted strike voltage was measured
by V2, shown in Figure B-5 before the
strike, and shown in Figure B-6 during the
strike.
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LIGHTNING PROTECTION ZONES FOR ROCKET LAUNCH COMPLEXES

A. Murakami and K. R. Pinckney
MSO Norton Air Force Base
J. D. Robb
Lightning and Transients Re3earch Institute

ABSTRACT
rhis paper examines the "'olling Ball Theory of lightning
protection zones. It provides support for thlis theory in terms of
the critical gradient time history for lightning rods as described
mathematically in terms of a prolate spheroid. The analysis shows
how the critical threshold gradient for a sharp object lying below
a lightning rod can emit a ground streamer which will move above
the lightning rod before the critical gradient is reached on the
taller rod. This occurs only if the radius of the lightnin3 rod
tip is substantially larger than the radius of objects lying
within its zone of protection and this results in defeat of the
rod, Also considered is the use of the catenary cable protection
system over launch complexes and the need for it.
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in the
WHICH OCCURS
ONE PROBLEM
development of lightning protection
for rocket launch complexes is the
question of the area of validity for
by
provided
zones
protection
Earlier theories
lightning rods.
considered historical data from power
transmission lines in determining the
protected areas from overhead ground
More recent
wires or single rods.
the
considered
have
theories
importance of striking distance, the
distance at which the step leader
This
connects to ground streamers.
to a rolling ball theory of
led
lightning rod protection in which a
hypothetical ball with a radius equal.
is
distance
striking
the
to
theoretically rolled about a site to
determine the protection zones. The
are
contacts
it
which
points
strike
to be possible
considered
points. Support is given this theory
by the examination of lightning rod
tip gradients using prolate spheroids
the
represent
mathematically
to
The
geometry.
rod
lightning
investigation considers the action of
which initiate from low
streamers
radius points within the protection
the
ahove
climb
they
as
zone
lightning rod before the lightning
rod streamer threshold is reached.
The calculations support the rolling
ball theory in defining a greatly
reduced protection zone as compared
with the classical conic 45 and 60
degree zones of protection.
LIMNING

CHANNEL

LIGHTNING PROTECI

ECHANISMS

AND

..

streamers issue from all local high
points towards the step leader tip.
The .treamers can issue from points
at the side of the step leader tip as
well as from below it as illustrated
in Figure 2.
ground
the
that
fact
The
streamer can be induced off objects
to the side of the step leader as
well as below it lead to the rolling
ball theory of lightning protection
This new theory
zones, (i)*, (2).
the
of
refinement
a
represents
classic 45 and 60 degree zones of
protection concepts which have been
the
in
decades
many
for
used
transmission
power
of
protection
lines.
ground streamer initiates
The
when the step leader reaches 100 to
300 feet above the ground depending
upon the intensity of the stroke (or
charge density in the channel) and by
the geometry of the local terrain
When the
below the step leader.
come to
ground streamers
induced
within about 10 meters of closure
with the tip of the step leader.
close . thf ,
streamers
multiple
multiple
The
remaining distance.
channels indicate the existence of
current
very high local rates of
rise; otherwise, the first streamer
to contact the tip of the step leader
would cancel the potential difference
and stop the other branch streamers
from joining. This multiple channel
in both natural
is seen
closure
in
strikes and
ground
lightning
process
the
of
simulations
laboratory
as illustrated in Figure 3a and 3b.
This multiple branch closure process
lightning
been noted in
has also

EONZONES.

&
Lightning
from the
triggering
which
in
ship
Research
Transients
ship
struck thestroke
return
one channels
four
from or five
suggested
is
This
simultaneously

The mechanism for a lightning
is illustrated in
strike to ground
(or step
n (rstep
the ligtni
FigureFiueI1. Asstelightning
it
the ground,ground
leader) approaches
in nearby
charge
bound
induces
critical charge
objects until the
density and related local electric
field are exceeded at the tip of any
sharp high points in the araa. Then

parentheses
*Numbers in
References at end of paper.
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designate
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incidentally as a partial explanation
for the steep front of the radiated
It
waveform of natural lightning.
is suggested that this is a local
effect which does not reflect the
return stroke current except at this
point of closure.
At the point of closure, the
charge stored along the channel can
now flow to ground through the ground
streamer and this flow to ground is
described as the "high current return
stroke."
The high current return
stroke proceeds up the channel to the
cloud charge centers as the charge
along the channel progressively dumps
into the channel to flow to ground.
The charge in the channel is
responsible for the high currents and
high current rates of rise, but the
total charge stored is relatively low
- of the order of a few coulombs.
When the high current return stroke
reaches the cloud charge centers, the
larger charge areas stored in the
cloud are tapped and proceed through
the channel to ground, but they have
generally lower current levels and
lower rates of rise than does the
high current return stroke,
EXAMINATION OF TIP
OF LIGHTNING RODS.

GRADIENT

E .FECTS

the
As shown
in
Figure 4,
will
initiate
off
a
streamers
lightning
rod when the threshhold
the
gradient
is
exceeded
and
threshhold gradient is determined by
the incident electric field resulting
from an approaching step leader as
well as by the height and radius of
the tip of the object.
This can be
conveniently examined mathematically
by
use
of
a prolate spheroidal
geometry to represent the lightning
a
close
rods
which
permits
approximation of the tip gradients.
As illustrated in Figure 4, if
an object lies below a more rounded
lightning rod tit,
the gradient can
excecd critical
(the point at which
ionization initiates), and a streamer
will be induced off the lower object
two are
the
of
the ratios
It
sufficiently
different, a
streamer
initiated off the lower point , y
the
of
height
above the
.imb
protection lightning rod before it.3
critical
threshhold
gradient
is
V:eacbed &nd the streatrer can continue
above the higher rod.
Th streaner,
in effect, now acts as a lightning
cbjects lying
rod.
In this way,
b.low a 60 or 45 degree cone of
protection may be struck.
,20"3

The streamer was assumed, to have
on the lower object
been induced
because of a sharper radius and it
propagated up past the lightning rod
before a streamer was initiated on
it.
The
gradient
amplification
factor as a function of the ratio of
tip radius to rod height is plotted
using the expression for a prolate
spheroid as shown in Figure 5.
With a few approximations, the
general relationship between the tip
radius and the lightning rod height
at the streamer initiation threshold
may
be
illustrated.
Assuming a
velocity of both the step leader and
streamer of about one
the ground
meter per microsecond, the general
relationship may be seen as follows.
As the step leader approaches
the ambient
electric
the ground,
field at the ground increases nearly
with
the
stap
leader
linearly
movement as the ground electric field
by
the
is
determined
primarily
a
10
meter
spacing.
Thus, for
the step leader, 150
movement of
above
the
ground
as
meters
illustrated in Figure 4, the ground
field
increases
ambient
electric
percent.
1Om/150m
or
about
six
Assuming a one meter per microsecond
step velocity and double the gradient
factor on the lower
amplification
rod, the electric field on the lower
rod in the figure would just rise
field
above the critical electric
In
threshold to initiate a streamer.
ten microseconds, the streamer would
rise above the higher rod and now
the highest point.
The
would be
gradient on the higher rod, however,
would have increased only six percent
and wuld still be only about half
critical.
Thus the tip radius is
critical
in determining protection
zones and height cannot be considered
alone. The rolling ball theory of
protection is consistent with strikes
to objects below a 45 dsgree cone of
protection and is a more realistic as
well as a more conservative approach.
CAThNARY
PROTECTION

WIRE

TYPH

LIGHTNING

The above arguments support the
use
of
catenary
wire protection
Aysterns such as used on opace shuttle
and in effect on power transmission
overhead qround wire).
lines
(the
in
approach
is illuetvated
This
Figure 6 for a rouket launch area.
With a wire overhead,
much surer

protection is provided than with a
rod because of the relatively small
area covered by the rod.
When a wire is supported by an
insulated post such as used for Space
Shuttle, much better protection is
generally provided, as the lightning
transients
are
only
magnetically
coupled from the lightniag current
flow in the catenary wire rather than
conductively
coupled
by
direct
current flow through the launch tower
structure.

G, the cate!,ary wire
is grounded
outaide
che
fence.
Thus
the
lightning
ground
currents
flow
essentially outside the fence.
The
interior with its ground grid has low
differential ground
potentials and
relatively low hazard to personnel.
It should be also be
noted that
induced streamers can
still be a
hazard
to
unprotected
personnel
wiithin
the
fence
perimeter
or
anywhere near a lightninq strike.

'

~STATISr[CS

PROTECTION RATIONALE
With the 120
degree and
90
degree zones of protection, it was
possible to predict the number of
strikes per year from the isokeraunic
data (published data on dhe number of
thunderstorm days per year ).
With
the rolling ball theory of liqhtning
protection zoaess
of protection, a
corresponding statisti.c*l theory is
also needed and is being planned for
further work.

In discussions of lightning rods
the reason for lightning protection
needs to be considered in the design
of
protection
installations.
A
protection zone which
is entirely
adequate fur a power line, for which
a
lightning strike
means only a
temporary loss of power, may not be
satisfactory for a ro-ket because of
the possible hazard involved,
Thus
the
parpose
of
the
protection needs to be
considered
very carefully in the margins which
are used in the protection.
Fcr power line use, the rolling
ball
approach
also
permits
quantieization
of
the
margins
provLad in torms
of
the
basic
insulation laevel
(13U,) of the lineo
(1)
This
quantification could of
course be done with a rocket at the
expens3 of orie Com[IleX CAOLculations.

CONCLUSZONS
The following conclusions
were
drawn from the Investigations.
o Based on this analysis, the
rollirg ball protection concept is
recommended for use in the protection
design of rocket launch sites.
o For protection, the use of
catenary
wire overhead
protectlon
using insulated support towers
is
recommend ,d for rocket launch sites
as a method of obtaining superior
protection.
o The importance of providing a
good ground gri4 system for rocket
launch ccmplexes for both protection
of
senpitive electronics and
the
uperatiun personuel on the site.

GIVQUND POTErTIAO.

*

Als) impot ant
lo t.he problem of
py ctect on
of
ground
personnel.
Thus,
yg-und systors have two very
different purpose"
(a) to mirdmize
the
voltages and crvirent& coupled
into critical circuitry, and (b) to
•rotect Sround peraoqnel from
the
hazard of eaNrth current potent.lals.
The importance of a low resishance
dnd low impedanxve ground grid for
both
purposes
can
hardly
be
overemphesi zed.
The grovnd grid network does not
affect
the
formation
of
ground
streamers as the bound charge and
induced streamers ae of low enough
level that they are easily £ud even
without
ground
grieo.
The earth
resistalice
1i
usually sufficient.
However, once
the large li7 htiiing
striko current begins to flov, only
metallic groJund grids are smtiicient
to
prevent
g :Qvnd
potentials
ha'ardous to personnel.
It. may be ,ot-A that in Figure
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The MLRS Lightning Protection Program
By

(k

John Robb and C. Edlin
Lightning Transients Renearch Institute

ABSTRACT
The MLRS (Multiple Launch Rocket Systea) is a U.S. Army system capable of
delivering twelve- warheads, without reloading, to multiple targets up to twenty
ailes in distance in less than one minute. Up to twelve offsets per target may
be selected without additional Fite Control System computation. Figure I shows
the. complete vehicle which consists cf three maJor sub-assemblies, i.e.0 the
tracked vehicle built by FMC, the Self-Propelled Launcher Loader (SPLL), and two
Launch-Pod Containers (LP/C), each of which holds six rockets with options for
various types of warheads.
The KLRS has international significance in that it will be deployed by Armed
Forces of the UK, and West Germany.
The MLRS is required to remain safe, from an EED hazards consideration, for
specified median and maximum peak current and maximum total charge environments.

The rocket motor ignitor ED and its safe/am and firing circuit are the components
applicable to this 'tequirement.
Specific design techniques used to achieve the required hardness are discuswed.
Rvaluation tests were conducted at the Lightning Transient Research Institute's Miasi, Florida facility to demonstrate compliance to specification requirements. Median peak current, saximum pea . current, maximum total charge, and
near-strike test results are discussed including corrective measures required to
satisfactorily complete one area of the test environment. Thn four options of
corrective measures considered are discussed and rationale is given for the onc
chosen.

II
This pmper was not available jfor incorporation into thiA book. rherefore, it will
be published at a future date.
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A Contribution to the Analysis of Triggered Lightning:
First Results Obtained During the Trip 82 Experiment*
By
P. Laroche
Office Kational d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospitiales
B.P. 72 - 92322 Chatillon - France
Phone: (1) 657.11.60
ABSTRACT
During the sumer of 1982, the Thunderstorm Research International Prograv,
organized at Langmuir Laboratory, Socorro, New Mexico, was rainy devoted to
triggered light:'ing analysis. Several teams performed related experiments (NMIMT,
University of Arizona, WPAFB of USAF, CEA and ONERA).
This paper describes the principles of measurements and comments the preliminary results obtained by the following instruments:
(a) a coaxial resistive shunt, installed under the attachment point of the
lightning channel;
(b) a UHF interferometer used for locating the sources of electromagnetic
radiation 3ssociated with the various phases of the lightning stroke, including
the pre-breakcown discharges;
(c) a set of frequency analysere with i 9 resolutin.
Fourteen cloud-to-ground triggered flashes have been obtained in 1982. A
comparison with the results coilectted during the TRIP 1981 campaign will he
presented.

Research de
supported
in part Generale
by DRV (Direction
des Recherche r,
Technitques
la Delegation
pour 1'Armement).

This p*,r was not available for incorporation into this book.
be published at a future date.
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RELATIONS OF THE FLASHOVEP VOLTAGE VERSUS
THE VELOCITY OF THE MOVING ELECTRODE

Y. Nagai, T. Koide, and K. Kinoshita
Sagami Institute of Technology, Fujisawa, Japan

ABSTRACT

I.1

it is sbvwn experimentally how the vel',city of the moving electrode
effects on the flashover voltages between the stationary glane electrode
and tl.e moving electrode. In case of stationary electrode system, the
space charges rodvced from the tip of the electrode distribute to relax
the strength of the electric field at its point, and prevent the flashover.
While the electrod.- set it.motion, it ia difficult to suppress the development of tha corona or streamer and it becomes easy to lead to flashover,
because. the tip of the electrode moves always prior to the existing region
of space charges. This explains why the lightning is triggered easily by
a miv-ng aircraft or a launching rocket ca7 rying a wIre connected to the
groutLd.

23-1
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A METHOD OF TRIGGERING LIGHTNING by
launching
the rocket carrying a wire which is connected to
the earth is one of the most effective method to
research the lightning discharge phenomena (1)*,
(2), because it is able to control the striking
time and point of lightning, which are hardly to
do in case of natural lightning. The height of
the rocket which triggers lightning depends on
the electric field strength at the launching
site (3). The launched rocket with high speed

of a diameter of 10 mm. Hereafter, we call the
former as the needle electrode and the latter as
the ,sphere electrode. The length L from the
center of the rotation axis to the tip of the
moving electrode is 227.0 mm in case of the needle el,ctrode and 223.0 mm of the sphere electrode.
The moving electrode is installed so as
that the rotation axis is parallel to the surface of the stationary plane electrode, that is,

produces some conditions for triggering the
lightning: increase of the electric field at the
front of the rocket, generation mnd development
of corona or streamer from that point and so on.
One of the most important reason for triggering
lightning is that the coronas generated at the
front of the rocket are not steady stable state,
because of the movement of the rocket. with high
speed.
Based on the above simple conception, it is
a purpose of this paper to investigate experimentally how the moving electrode effects on the
flashover voltages between the stationary and
moving electrodes. The experimental result3 of
this kind may be useful to simulate the lightning strike to the moving aircraft. In our experiment, we rotate the electrode around a point
to obtain an appropriate speed (about 200 km/h
which corresponds to 50 - 60 m/sec) at the tip
of the electrode, instead of wnving the electrode along a straight line. Hence, in this paper "the velocity of the mving electrode" means
the velocity at the tip of the rotating electrode.
Experimental results using a high potentialized stationary-plane and a grounded movingneedle or -sphere electrodes system show that
the increase of the velocity of the moving electrode tends to decrease the flashover voltages
in case of application of negative DC voltages
to the stationary plane electrode, while the
flashover voltage increases gradually in case of
application of positive DC or AC voltages to the
stationary plane electrode, because of polarity
effect of the flashover charactericity.

the surface produced by the rotation of the electrode is perpendicular to that. Attachment of
the balance weight to the other end of each rod
can make the rotation of the moving electrode
be stable and uniform.
Motive force of the moving electrode is
transmitted from the DC survo-motor through
a rubber belt. The revolution frequency N of
the moving electrode is changeable from 0 to
about 40 cycles per second by changing the applied voltage to the DC motor. Hence, the velocity at the tip of the moving electrode is
changeable from 0 to 55 m/sec, which corresponds
to about 200 km/h, because the velocity v at the
tip of the moving electrode is obtained by v =
2 w L N.
In this experiment, the gap spacing D between the electrodes is estimated as the smallest distance between the electrodes both in the
stationary (v - 0) and moving electrode systems.
The high voltage, (A) +DC, (B) -DC, and (C) AC,
is applied to the stationary plane electrode,
and the moving electrode is always grounded
through the rotation axis of the moving electrode.
The experiments are carried out in a dark
room to take photographes of the discharge circumstances: corona and flashover phenomenon, by
using the ASA 400 film.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In (Figs. 2 and 3) are shown the characteristics of the flashovef -.-Itage versus the velocity of the moving electrode in case of using
the needle and sphere electro3de, respectively.
In each figure, (A) is at the conditions of applying +DC voltage to the stationary plane elec-trode, (B) -DC voltage and (C) AC voltage, respectively. The flashover voltages in all cases
of (A), (B), and (C) are represented with the
crest values.
In case of the needle electrode, (Fig.
2-(A)) shows that the flashover voltage in nearly constant independent of the velocity of the
moving electrodc except the gradual increase
within a small velocity regions and the case of
D - 30 mm in which it tends to decrease gradually accompanying with a small variations of it.
On the other hand, (Fig. 2-(B)) shows that it
increases gradually with the increase of the velocity of the moving electrode, and after reaching the peak voltage it tends to decrease weakly for all of the gap spacing used in this experiment.
(Fig. 2-(C)) shows that its charactericity is resembled to that of (Fig. 2-(A)) in
came of small gap spacing (D < 20 m) as it is

*Numbers in parentheses designate References at
end of paper.

-

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The schematic diagram of the experimental
apparatus is shown in (Fig. 1).
The stationary
plane electrode is made of a tin plate with
a thickness of 0.4 nt and a diameter of 600 mm,
the edge of which is made round, not to generate
the corona discharge from the corner of the
plate, by soldering the copper pipe with a diameter of 6.0 mm along the ,dge of the plate and
by finishing the edge section with a #240 sandpaper. As the moving electrode we use a brass
rod with a diameter of 6.0 = which is fixed
vertically to the rotating axis of the pulley
coupled to the motor through a belt. Two kinds
of rod are used, one of which is cappei by the
brass cone with a vertical angJe nf 8 degcueu
and the other is mounted with the brass sphere
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nearly constant independent of the velocity of
the moving electrode, and to that of (Fig.
2-(B)) in large jap spacing (D > 30 mm) as it
increases gradually and after reaching the peak
value it decreases weakly.
In case of the sphere electrode, (Fig.
3-(A)) shows that at smaller gap spacing (D <
15 mm) the flashover voltage is nearly constant
independent of the velocity, but at large gap
spacing (D = 20 m) it increases with the increase of the velocity. On the other hand,
(Fig. 3-(B)) shows that at small gap spacing
(D -10 mm) it is nearly constant independent of
the velocity of the moving electrode. However,
in case of large gap spacing (D > 20 m) it decreases abruptly to lower values than that of
the stationary case (v = 0) with increasing the
velocity and remains nearly constant values
after that. (Fig. 3-(C)) shows that at small
gap spacing (D - 10 mm) the flashover voltage is
nearly constant, but it increases with the yelocity in case of larger gap spacing (D 4
20 mm).
These tendencies in (Fig. 3-(C)) resemble to that in (Fig. 3-(A)).
The above results show that in the case of
applying the negative polarity voltages to the
stationary plane electrode the flashover voltage
decreases or tends to decrease with increasing
the velocity of the moving electrode, inspite of
the electrode shape.

velocity of the moving electrode is constant of
21.9 m/sec and the rotation of the electrode is
clockwise direction as shown in (Fig. 1).
The
gap spacirig D, the corona voltage Vc, which
means the voltages at taking the photograph of
corona discharge, and the flashover voltage Vf
are (A) D - 20 mm, Vc . 18.0 kV and Vf - 21.0 kV
at the conditions of applying +DC voltage to the
stationary plane electrode, (B) D - 50 mm, Vc
32.0 kV and Vf - 39.8 kV at -DC, and (C) D 40 mm, Vc = 30.0 kV and Vf - 37.6 kV at AC, respectively.
In the needle against plane electrode system, the polarity of the needle electrode is inversed to that of the potentialized plane electrode. Hence, when the plane electrode is in
positive (or negative), the polarity of the
needle electrode becomes negative (or positive).
In case of (Fig. 4-(A)), observation of the lminous trajectory of the moving electrode by corona discharge shows clearly that the corona emerged from the tip of the moving electrode ceases
to develop toward the opposite-sidc plane electrode. This characteristic coincides with that
of the negative corona in stationnry electrode
system. On the other hand, in case of (Fig.
4-(3)), the corona is easy to develop toward the
opposite-side plane electrode and the diffured
type corona, glow-corona, is observed over
a fairly broad region within the gap spacing. In
case of (Fig. 4-(C)), it is shown that the coro"

DISCUSSIONS
The electric field at the tip of the moving
electrode used in this experiment is extremelt
nonuniform to be concentrated to the tip of the
electrode. Increase of the applied voltage to
the stationary plane electrode produces a partial breakdown at the tip of the moving electrode and the self-sustaining discharge, corona,
is manifested.
In our experiment, as the electrode is rotating around a axis, the tip of the moving
electrode approaches to the opposite-side plane
electrode or departs from it, alternatively,
As the applied voltage across the gap is kept
constant, the electric field at the tip of the
moving electrode increases in case of approaching to the opposite-side plane electrode and
decreasee in case of departing from it, and the
corona is produced depending on the electrode
motion. If the charges emerged from the tip of
the moving electrode do not diffuse or dif;appear
quickly, they accumulate along the trajectory of
the tip of the moving electrode, then, interrupt
the succeeding pour of the charges from the electrode. If the space charges diffuse or disappear quickly, the emerged charges from the
moving electrode transverse the gap imnediately,
and lead to flashover between the gap er.sily.
This nature is noticed as the "polarity effect"
of corona or flashover.
In (Fig. 4) are shown the photographes representing the development of the corona discharge and flashover circumstances in the use of
the needle electrode, where the applied voltage
between the electrodem is about 80 %value of
the flashover voltage. In these figures, the

na circumstances resemble to that in (Fig. 4-(A)).
It is interesting to note that the luminosity of the corona discharge shows brighter at the
left hand side from the vertical line through
the rotation axis of the moving electrode than
that at the right hand side. As the rotation
occurs in the clockwise direction, charge quantities emerged from the tip of the moving alectrode at approaching to the stationar plane
electrode are more than that at depatting from
it.
Xn (Fig. 5) are shown the characteristics
of the corona form action versus the velocity of
the uxving electrode, when the needle electrode
with gap spacing of 50 tieand negative DC voltage of 32.0 kV is used, except IFI.g. 5.1D)), in
which negative DC voltage of 38.8 kV ia applied.
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At the small velocity of the moving electrode as
shown in (Fig. 5-(A)), in which the velocity of
the moving electrode is 21.9 m/sec, the corona
brightens nearly uniformly along the moving direction of the electrode. However, by increasing the velocity of the moving electrode ((A) v-=I
(C) v - 42.1
21.9 m/sec + (B) v - 35.6 m/sec
is
brightness
of
corona
uniformity
the
m/sec),
diminished and the luminous part of the corona
is divided into two parts with inserting a dark
space, as shown in (Figs. 5-(B),(C)). These
manifestations show that the movement of the
electrode makes the space charges concentrate
into some narrow region.
As shown in (Fig. 5-(D)), the flashover
takes place at the right hand side region from
the vertical line through the rotation center.
Comparioon between (Fig. 5-(C)) and (Fig. 5-(D))

ar ftelmiosrgo of thoorona dL

shows that this region corresponds to the boundcharges.

Hence, it coincides with the bound-

ary of the space charges and so the strong electric field region generated from the space
charges.
From the above discussions it is concluded
that the motion of the electrode effects on the
space charges emerged from the electrode, and so
the flashover voltages.
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state versus the velocity uf the moving electrode
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STATIC DISCHARGE AND TRIGGERED LIGHTNING

AD P002179
Heinz W. Kasemir
Colorado Scientific Research Corporation, Berthoud, Colorado

ABSTRACT
The mechanism of a lightning discharge as introduced by Schonland(1)*
and coworkers 1938 is analagous to a spark discharge between two metallic
electrodes. Charges are collected by the leader stroke from the negatively
charged cloud volume (negative electrode) and ca,ried either to ground
(positive electrode) producing a ground dischu:ge or to the positively
charged cloud volume producing a cloud discharge. We may call this the
unidirectional or charged leader theory. A different mechanism has been
suggested by the author, Kasemir (2) 1950, based on a uncharged leader
(net charge zero) that works only with induced charge separation in the
conductive lightning channel itself. This lerder growth to both sides
from a nucleus in the high field regions between oppositely charge cloud
volumes. One end penetrating into the positive space charge carries negative induction charges and the other end penetrating into the negative
space charge region carries positive induction charge. The net charge
of the leader is zero. We will call this bi-directional or uncharged
leader theory. This leader does not collect cloud charges but uses only
the electric field energy provided by the charged cloud for its mechanism.
An energy calculation shows that the unidirectional leader requires energy
input above that provided by the cloud. Therefore, even beside the
unexplained charge collecting mechanism the cimnonly used unidirectional
leader is not a workable physical process. On the other hand, the bidirectional leader does not require charge collection and obtains enough
energy from the electric field of the thunderstorm to feed the energy
consuming processes of the lightning discharge, such as ionizing and
heating the channel production of electromagnetic fields and radiation,
etc. Applied to the problem of triggered lightning the bi-directional
leader theory furnishes unexpected but far reaching results. For
instance, it is shown that all so-called static discharges encountered
on an aircraft are triggered lightning. Since triggered lightning
outnumbers by far the rather rare hit by natural lightning and since
warning devices, danger zones, etc., are quite different for the two
types of accidents, a more intense study of the rather neglected
triggered lightning is recommended. An intriguing controversy between
pilots and scientists on charge and energy problems of static discharges
will be discussed and resolved in this paper. These problems always

~triggered

center on the question: 1' here does the lightning discharge obtain
its chargee to produce the measured currents or fields if it is

far away from a thundercloud? ) These problems are resolved
by the uncharged leader theory, which explains that lightning does not
have to collect charges from the environment be it a thunder cloud or
a volune of clear air. The charges are generated in the lightning
channel itself by ionization and then separated in the channel by the
induction mechanism.

A
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THE LEADER STROKE
There are two basically different
physical concepts of the leader stroke
of a lightning discharge, one introduced by Schonland (1) 1938 and the
other one by Kasemir (2) 1950.
To
follow and comprehend the discuasion In
this paper it is essential to understand thoroughly the differences
between theae two concepts.
THE LEADER BASED ON CLOUD CHARGE
COLLECTION - Schanland's concept of the

and text books. Uman (3) 1969
Golde
(4) 1977, Volland (5)
1982.
Figure Is
shows a brief
sketch of a stepped
leaders advancing from the cloud to
ground.
The leader has collected negative charge from the cloud and stored
along its
channel with 9 charge per
unit length of about q=lC/km.
If
contact with ground is made the negative charge flows into the ground in
the return stroke.
This process may be
repeated several times by a dart
leader-return stroke sequence bringing
more negative charge to ground, each
time discharging new areas of the negatively charged cloud volume by rihe
upward or sideways growing branched
lightning channel.
After the lightning
is terminated a portion of the cloud
charges and the charges on the lightning channel have flown into
the
ground.
Figure lb.
In Figure lc the same discharging
mechanism is shown for an intracloud
discharge.
In this case it is an
upward moving streamer which collects
negative charge from the lower part of
the cloud and moves it to the upper
positive part of the clo,,d.
This
direction negative to positive is
favored by Smith (6) 1957. Ogawa fnd
Brook (7) deduce from field rocords at
the groundin unidirectional descending
streamer carrying positive charge downwards Figure Id.
However, in a footnote they mention the possibility of a
bidirectional streamer Moving upwards
and downwards as shown in Figure 2c and
2d.
THE LEADER BASED ON INDUCED
CHARGES - The leader based on induced
charges has been intruducmd by the
Kesemir (2), for the following reasons:
1.
The thundercloud has to be considered as an excellent insulator.
The
cloud charges are immobile end fixed to
there place in the time period of a
lightning
discharge of about one
second.
They cannot take an active
part in the discharge.
2.
Even if
they are made mobile - Uman (3) suggests for this purpose a break down
field extending over a larger region
between positive end negative charged
cloud volumes - the charges would follow the electric field lines, i.e.,
they would spread
an for apart
as peaaible, especially if we are dealing

stepped leader of cloud to ground diecharge has been developed and divereified
over the last
48 years.
It
includes in essence also the different
types of cloud discharges,
for
instance, intra cloud, cloud to cloud,
ani cloud-air discharge. Detailed descriptions are given in the literature

with unipolar chcrge.
There is no
physical law which makes even mobile
negative (or positive) cloud charges
concentrate in
a lightning channel.
This would require energy that cannot
be drawn from the cloud.
The energy
calculation of this problem is diacuesed in the next section.
3.
The

INTRODUCTION
It is the purpose of this paper to
correct a mistake nfade in the theory of
the lightning discharge which may be
labelled the cloud charge collecting
leader usually known as stepped leader,
cloud to cloud, intra cloud, or cloud
to air discharge. All these discharges
are essentially of the same type. The
correction includes the following
points. The channel does not uarry any
net charge collected from the cloud,
It
works only with induced charges
generated inside the channel, separated
,y the external cloud field
and energy
for growth atid other energy consuming
phenomena is obtained solely from the
electric field. From this new point of
view we can obtain the answer to many
enigmatic problems.
All static discharges are lightning triggered by the
airplane.
Critical objections that the
aircraft cannot provide charge nor
energy to produce a lightning discharge
bicome irrelevant, since the lightning
discharge obtaine the energy from the
field and manufactures the charges
inside its channel b:. ionization.
Charge separation is thien accomplished
by the field. However the net charge
of the channel remains zero. Since the
static discharges outnumber by far the
rare hit of an airplane by natural
lightning a new look at the lightning
hazard to airplanes appears to be
necessary. The difference between the
hit by a natural discharge and a triggered discharge includes occurrence,
danger zones and in consequence development of warning devices, direction of
research, etcetera. This will be different foe the two types of accidents
caused by a triggered lightning or by a
naturally
occurring
lightning
discharge.
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hypothetical charge coilecting machsni3m by a widespread filament system of
the lightning has never been explained.
In the new theory the inoization
process inside the channel generatos a
large number of positive ions and elsetrons.
A slight shift of electrons
along the channel following thi
external field will create a strplus of
electrons at one end of the channel,
forming the required nejative induced
charge, and at the same time leaving at
the other end of the channel a surplus
of positive ions, generating in this
way the required positve induced
charge. The net charge of th6 channel
still remains zero. The cloud charge
collecting mechanism is
completely
avoided.
Figure 2a shows the charge distribution on the uncharged stepped leader
corresponding to Figure Is of the
charged leader.
Figure 2b shows the
charge distribution on the lightning
channel after the return stroke - or
the dart leader- return stroke sequence
is finished.
Note here the marked
difference between the corresponding
Figure lb, where the lightning channel
is completely discharged, and Figure
2b, where the lightning chnnel carries
a maximum of positive charge. When the
ground discharge has brought
-30
coulomb to ground then +30 coulomb of
charge remains on the lightning channel.
During the whole discharge the
cloud charges haven't moved or participated in the discharge in any way. We
may mention that Figure 2b shows also
the charge distribution
of a rocket
triggered lightning for a rocket fired
S'rom the ground but grounded by a
trailing
wire.
Figure 2c and 2d
show the charge distribution
at the
beginning and at the,and of a cloud
discharge.
Here too tIn lightning has
the maximum charge density on the channel at the end of the discharge. The
cloud charges remain at their'place.
in
the exact meaning of the word
"discharge", neither cloud nor ground
discharges "discharge" the cloud. What
they do in
fact is
to transport the
opposite charge into the cloud volume,
During the life
time of the lightning
strike this charge is still confined
within the lightning channel.
The
nc'.ual neutralization between cLoud and
lightning charge occurs after the
lightning is over. Th. neutralization
process may take a minute or more
rather than a second or less.After
the lightning loses its conductivity
and free electrons are attached to air
molecules the cir ions will disperse In
the neighborhood fif the channel,

neutralize oppositely charged cloud
elements or attach themselves to
neutral cloud elements or precipitation
particles. We will end up with a cloud
volume containing positive and negative
charged cloud elements or precipitation
particles. This will causo increased
coagulation and result in the rain gush
often observed after a lightning discharge.
The idea that the lightning
causes the rain gush has been promoted
for some time by C. Moore.
An excellent description of the whole process
is given by Moore and Vonnegut (8).
It
will be difficult to explain this
effect for a ground discharge by the
charged leeder,
which just
removes
negative cloud charge from tho lower
part of the thundercloud. (see Figure
lb).
ENERGY PROBLEMS OF THE LEADER STROKE
Energy calculations are not often
applied to lightning or thunderstorm
processes.
They are, however, quite
useful to check if a suggested mechanism is energy consumming or producing.
Lightning should consume thunderstorm
energy since in turn the lightning hs
to provide energy for tll the different
processes necessary to or connected
with its growth.
These are mainly
ionizing
and heating the channel,
producing electromagnetic radiation,
building a magnetic field, etcetera.
In general we may consider the lightning discharge as an energy converter.
ENERGY BALANCE OF THE CHARCED
LEADER - To calculate the eneroy
balance of the charged leader we neei a
mathematical model and a scheme of the
calculation.
With reference to Figure
la we represent the negatively charged
volume of the thundercloud by a sphere
of radius R f~lled with negative charge
Q of constant charge density p.
The
leader is represented by a spheroid
filled
with negative charge Q, with
constant charge per unit length q. The
centerpoint of the leader is positioned
st the lowest point of the sphere
surface and the long axis is radially
directed.
We calculate now the
electric energy U of the system before
the leader has formed and the energy V
after the leader has formed to the
length L. The difference W of U and V
W X U -

(1)

will
tell
us if
the formation of the
leader has consumed energy, U>V, W>O,
or If the formation has Increased the
energy of the system U<V,W<O.
The
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second result indicates a non workable
mechanism and the first result a
workable one.
U is the energy of the
charged sphere.
If * is the potential
function inside the sphere we integrate
the product.p* over the volume of the
sphere,
This gives with the factor
1/2 the energy U.
U = 4:R~p2 /15t

=3q2 /

R.

(2)

The energy V consists of two terms.
First we have after remciving the charge
from the rim of the sphere the main
portion of QX in the now slightly smaller sphere of radius R 1 .
For the
calculation of the energy U
of the
smaller sphere we use also Equation (2)
replacing R by R 1 .
Ul = 4icRlp

16i.

(3)

Furthermore, we have to concentrate II
into the spheroid representing the
leader.
If C
is the capacity of the
spheroid and K the concentration
energy, we have

K = Q /2C1 .

(4)

From Equation (1), (2), (3),
obtain the final result
W = U-U 1 -Q2/2C

1

and (4)

.

we

(5)

U-U 1 represents now the energy of a
very thin spherical shell charged with
the charge Ql.
We can either
make the
transition Rl+R using Equations (2) and
(3) or use right
away the capacity
......-- formula (4) replacing C1 by Cx4xeR. C
is the capacity u f the spherical shell.
The result ia then
W = -Q2(l/CI-1/C)/2.

(6)

Since C is always greater than C 1 the
energy difference is negative and consequently the charged leader mechanism
in
not a workable concept.
From a
phyt:ical point of view the result is
self evident,
since - as mentioned
above - the concentration of charge
requires always an energy input.
ENERGY BALANCE OF THE INDUCTION
LEADER - J. A. Stratton (9) gave in his
textbook, "Electromagnetic Theory,"
under section number 2.13 a theorem on
the energy of uncharged conductors in
the following verbal and mathematical
of an
formulations: "The introduction
uncharged conductor into the field of a
fixed set uf charges diminishes the

cE2dV + f E(E-.E')
V0
V1

2

dV}/2.

(7)

W is again the difference of the energy
U before and- the encrgy V after
the
introducti6n of the conduct;Lve spheroid
representing the leader of a lightning
diPnharge. E and E' designate the field
vetor before and after the body is
brought into the field.
It shall be
understood that Stratton's expression
"uncharged conductor's" means that the
net charge on the conductor is zero.
Induced charges are permitted and
present since they are the cause of the
diminishing of the field enepgy.
This
theorem, mathematically expressed in
Equation (7),
proves the point wo
wented to make which is:
The lsder mechanism introduced by
Ksomir 1950, which is
based on an
unchArged bidirectional growing channel
carrying only induced charges can d aw
ennrgy for its
growth and connected
energy conauming phenomena from the
energy stored in the electric field of
a thunderstorm.
We apply now Stratton'e
Equation (7) to
a slim spheroid presenting the leader
for the case shown in Figure 2a.
The
leader is restricted in length so that
the cloud field can be assumed constant
in the neighborhood of the leader.
The
equation of the potential function of
the uncharged conductive spheroid
exposed to a constant electric field t
generally known or can be found in any
textbook of potential theory or electricity, for instance, Smythe (10)
To
"Statip "nd Dynamic Electricity."
obtain the field E' and solve the integrals of Equation (7) requires only
straightforward calculus.
Use partial
integration to solve the second
integral.
The spheroid has the long axis a,
the short axis b, and the eccentricity
c. The solution of the first integral
I in (7), which has to be taken over
tia inside of spheroid V0 Is
I1,

4SxeEab/6,

(a)

The solution of the sqoond integral II
taken over the outside of the spheroid
is
12 = 4eE23(l-b2Q/ac)/6Q1
a
1
s+c
; Q, x
QO = - In

2

total energy of the field", or expressed in

(f

W

a-c

2c

s+c
ln -- m-

6-c

(9)

1 (9a)

a mathematical formula
Qo and Q, are Legendre's
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Polinomlals of

second kind and order 0 and 1.
Inserting and combining Equation (8)
avid (9) in Equation (7) we obtain
W = 4%cE 2 83 (1-b 2 (Qn-Q 1 )/a2 )/6Q 1 .

(10)

for

slim

or in good
spheroids,

approximation

W = 4xcE 2 a 3 /6Q 1
STATIC
DISCHARGE
LIGHTNING

;

b<<a.

AND

(10a)

TRIGGERED

We are now in a position to take a
new look on lightning strikes to aircraft, static discharges and triggered
lightning, and the problems involved in
Harrison
energy and charge supply.
(11) reported on a controversy between
pilots and scientists representing

Scientists are oven more omphatic that
insufficient energy could be contained
in such a static charge buildup to
produce any visible evidence such as
burn marks, pitting or other damage on
the airvraft. Yet, the pilots ocntinue
to insist that the aircraft is discharging and that the discharges do
manifest themselves by bright noisy
arcs and (not all pilots are sure about
The controversy
visible damage.
trill)
has been characterized as a difference
in
view between scientists uf long
standing and pilots of long sitting."
This is a remarkable and illustra tive description of the problem of the
Scientists who
triggered lightnlng
still adhere to the charged leader
theory of the natural lightning diecharge will have extreme difficulties

observation on one side and theory on

In solving the charge supply or energy

Since the confusion
the other side.
existing about static discharges and
triggered lightning cannot be better
illustrated than by this discussion,
w quote here from a paper of Clifford
(12) who gives the following description of the controversys
almost unanimously
"The pilots
argeed that there are two distinct
types of lightining observed in flight,
The most common variety usually occurs
while flying in precipitation at tempeThis type is
ratures near freezing.
preceded by a build up of static noise
in the communication gear and the
presence of corona (St. Elmo's fire)
can be observed if the flight is at
The build up may continue for
night.
several seconds before the discharge
terminates the static and corona.
The second variety occurs abruptly
IL Is most likely to
without warning.
be encountered in or near thunderstorms, in contrast to the former
variety which is more likely to be
experienced in precipitation that has
no connection with thunderstorms.
Pilots tend to believe that the slow
build up type of discharge is not a
true lightning strike but rather a
discharge of excess charge build up on
the aircraft by flying through precipiThe non-thunderstorm type
tatickt.
Both
greatly outnumbers ths other.
kinds can create a briliiant flaeh and
a boom which can be heard throughout
the airplane.
The response of the scientists to
the pilots' static diactarge theory has

problems of the static discharge. What
they obviously don't realize 'is that
the same problem exists with the
natural as with the triggered lightUsing the uncharged leader
ning.
theory there )a no problem in any of
What the pilots label
these cases.
static discharge is nothing else then a
The energy Is
triggered lightning.
It
furnished from the electric field.
the field is prowould not matter if
duced by a thundercloud, by electrified
shower clouds or the debris clouds
after a thunderstorm which are known to
be higily electrified. Even snowstorms
which produce very few natural lightning discharges or non at all generate
high electric fields capable of providing the energy of a triggered lightthe
The starting nucleus is
ning.
Since it is much
airplane itself.
larger than a precipitation particle it
can trigger lightning disohrges in
clouds whore the field is not strong
enough for a precipitation particle to
do no. The pilots emphasize the point
that flying through procipitstioA close
to the zero degree level, or more precisely, through a cloud region containing a mixture of ice and water
enhance* the possibility of a static
discharge. This too, is a valid ober7ation mince flying through alest or
vet snow produces very effective triboelectric charging of the aircraft.
not
This charging of the aircraft will
be able to furnish enough charge or
energy for i lightning discharge but it
stage of
will help iv the critical
converting corona into a lightning

been universally negative. They insist
that Insufficient charge can be stored
on an aircraft to produce a discharge
which looks and sounds like lightning,

As soon as a nufficient
discharge.
long filament is established the external electric field can take over and
provide the neceseary energy for

k'
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further growth.
This help in starting
the dischearge furnished by a large
nucleus and rriction charge will enable
the aircraft to trigger lightning in
relative weak fields where the ensuing
lightning is ulso weak and it may not
be easy to detect marks on the aircraft. However, this may lead to the
wrong conclosion that triggered lightning -or static discharges - are
generally harmless. This will not be
true if the relatively weak leader
reaches ground and the aircraft is
exposed to the return stroke.
Furthermore, not knowing how to differentiate
a triggered lightning from a hit by a
natural lightning it is a fair oonclusion that many lightning diachtrgea
triggered in a thunderstorm are
mistaken for lightning hits.
If tile
trigger mechanism works in the weaker
fields of non-thunderstorm clouds there
is not reason to assume that It
wouldn't work even better in the stronger fields of thunderstorm@. The
question here is how to distinguish
between a triggered and the hit of a
natural lightning. The step leader of a
natural ltgh ning has still a velocity
of about 10
m/s.
A leader coming
towards the airplane would bridge 100
meter in 1 millisecond or 1000 motor in
10 milliseconds. This is too short s
time for a human eye to focus on or
resolve any detail.
Therefore the
rtatement of the pilot, that, "The
second variety occurs abruptly without
warning,"
is
again correct.
The
streamers emerging from an airplane to
meet or intercept a lightning, shown in
most drawings of such an event, are
certainly not based on observation,
With the exception of the case
that the aircraft wee already in corona
before the lightning hit we have here a
simple rule to differentiate the triggered lightning from the hit by a
natural lightning,

proxiviy of a thunderstorm. Triggered
lightning is bound to occur in zones of
high electric fields inside or in close
proximity to the cloud but these zor.ee
are not limited to thunder clouds, they
occur also in other non thundering but
highly electrified clouds.
The two
bolts of lightning triggered by the
Apollo 12 rocket are the best documented examples of such a situation. The
probability of the occurrence of triggored lightning is enhanced by certain
types of precipitation. Much effort in
laboratory tests, lightning analysis,
occurrence,
location, and design of
warning devices is spent on natural
lightning, but surprisingly little
effort is directed to the study of
triggered lightning, which accounts for
the majority of lightning accidents.
LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS OF TRIGGERED
LIGHTNING
It has been made clear in the
discussion of the preceding sections
that triggered lightning is what we may
term an electrodeless discharge.
That
means the discharge channel is not
conected or originates at one metallic
electrode of a high voltage generator
and proceeds to the other eleotrode.
However the discharge may start on a
floating metallic or non-metallio
nucleus, such as an airplane or a preoipitation particle, and use the
electric field energy provided by the
generator for its growth. The distinctive
difference between a spark
starting from one electrode and an
electrodeleas discharge is
that the
spark has ready access to draw current
or charge from the generator, restricted only by the internal reoistance of
the generator, whereas the electrodeless discharge can draw no current or
charge from the generator and is
limited to the uza of the energy
confined in the fisld.
This makes the
two types of discharges quite different
in mechanism and discharge characteristics.
Therefcore the spark discharge
between two electrodes Is not a good
model of a leader of a natural lightning nor of a triggered lightning.
It is easy to see that the spark
between a pointed electrode and a plate
Inspired the model of the charged
leader.
The spark emerges from the
pointed electrode, whioh may have been
a piece of wire connected to one
terminal of the generator. The other
terminal is connected to the plate.
The spark easily draws charge fro* the
generator and depoits it
along the
channel during its growth to plate.
Making contact with the plate the spark

Triggered lightning (static discharge)
is preceded by corona disoharge, which
lasts long enough to be perceptible by
human senses, and which is stopped at
the occurance of the lightning discharge. The hit by a natural lightning
occurs abruptly without a preceding
perceptible corona discharge,
The distinction between the triggered
and not triggered lightning variety is
important since in accordance with
pilots observations the first greatly
outnumbers the second type. (Estimatee
o' the author about 100 to '.) Lightning hits can occur almos
anywhere
inside, underneath or in
very close
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will discharge the charge in the channel and the charge of the capacitor of
the generator.
Schonland's drawing of
the first leader to ground and the
return stroke shown in Figure la is an
exact transference of the events taking
place during a spark discharge between
two electrodes energized by a charged
capacitor.
This picture has set the
mold for the model of the lightning
discharge up to the present time.
The spark between the two electrades of a high voltage generator has
in most cases been the experimental
tool to investigate the properties and
effects of a lightning discharge.
Since the model was in error right at
the beginning, the results of these
laboratory experiments should be interpreted with caution.
Especially all
evenLa which require charge or current
nupply in short time (microseconds) or
have a high frequency content (MHz)
will
be influenced or even dominated by
the
internal
impedance
or
the
generator.
The technical resistor, for
instance,is a linear circuit element
and technical circuit
problems are
based on the solution of linear differential equations.
The resistance or
conductivity of a lightning channel is
very definitely not a linear circuit
element and the treatment of dynamic
lightning problems require the solution
of non-linear differential equations.
Indiscriminate applications of the
telegraph equation to lightning problem, for instance, may lead to trroneous conclusions. To the knowledge of
the author no laboratory experiment has
been carried out which reflects the
situation of a lightning discharge.
However there is an experimental determination of the field necessary to
trigger a lightning discharge by the
orbiter (space
shuttle)
Kaaemir,
Perkins (15) which shows at least the
initial stage of a triggered lightning
an seen from the point of view of this
section - an electrodeleas discharge.
A model of the orbiter was supported on
three teflon posts in a large plate
condensor capable of producing static
electric fields of maximum 330 kV/m.
Figure (3).
The distance of the belly
of the orbiter to the lower plate was
165 mm and that of the tip of the tail
fio to the upper plate 280 mm.
The
dimensions of the upper plate were 5x5
i,
and for the lower plate the ground
was used, so for all practical purposes, it was an infinite conductive
plate.
The distance between upper
plate and ground was 750 mm so that In
the area of the model the field ws
uniform (with the orbiter absent.) The

main point here is that the orbiter was
well insulated from either electrode,
i.e., it
could not obtain charge or
current from the generator. The following measurements were carried out.
The voltage at the upper plate was
raised until the first small corona
dischargn appears.
In this case it was
in a field of 153 kV/m.
Then the
voltage tas raised until the corona was
strong enough to be photographed.
The
drawing in Figure 3 was made when the
field was 280 kV/m.
In Figure (4)
flash over occured in a field of about
304 kV/m.
Figure (4) is the reproduction of
a photograph taken on color film. The
reproduction of the color photo of
Figure (3). doesn't show the corona
points at the fuselage of the orbiter
and is
here replaced by a technical
drawing.
There are several intereetng comment3 one can make to this experiment.
I. If the field
is kept constant
at a value between 153 end 304 kV/m
courona is maintained as long as the
field lasts.
Since corona cannot be
sustained out of a charge the airplane
has accidentally squired or out of any
charge collected from the air, or from
the field generator we have to have at
least two corona points on opposite
sides of the airplane.
One point
releases positive charge into the air we call this the positive corona point
- land the other one releasses negative
charge, so that the airplane remain.
essentially uncharged.
There is no
demand that the airplane has to deliver
charge to the corona points.
2. It is well known that negative
corona starts at a slightly lower field
than positive corona.
In this case the
negative corona point will charge the
airplane with positive charge.
The
result is that the field at the pooltive point is increased until positive
corona starts too.
At the same time
the field at the negative corona point
is decreased so that the negative
charge release at this point Is diminished.
This is an automatic balancing
effect which keeps the two corona ourrents equal.
A similar balancing
mechanism is also effective on a leader
stroke which keeps it
essentially
uncharged.
3.
More
critical
than the
different corona starting fields is the
difference in the exposure of the
corona points.
It Is obvious from
Figures (3)
and (4) that the corona
point at the tail fin of the orbiter is
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more exposed, i.e., the field concen-

*

tration factor there is higher than on
any point on the fuselage where the
field concentration is week. This
generates many corona points, even at
the nose of the orbiter, to counter
balance the strong tail fin corona.
4.
We may mention here the effect
of precipitation or triboelectric
This continuous charge
charging.
supply to the aircraft will cause a
certain imbalance in the corona ourrents.
If for instance negative charge
is supplied, the current of the negstive corona point will get stronger.
This will support filament formation
(discussed in 5) and may turn corona
into lightning.
5.
Flash over is preceded by
formation of distinct filaments in the
otherwise diffuse corona glow.
They
are short in length at the beginning,
about 5 to 10 cm, and of short duration, about 1/2 seconds. We see here
sign of the changeover from a
the first
or from
cold to a hot discharge,
diffuse corona to a slim lightning
channel.
An soon as one of these
Jumping filaments reaches the upper
plate, flash over occurs. Corona glow
may reach the upper plate but that
causes no flash over and has no visible
effect on the form or intensity of the
discharge.
6.
As soon as flash over ocoured
the discharge ceases to represent
lightning since the discharge is now
governed by the electric circuit of the
The filament may hav
'e
generator.
reached several meter length if not
limited by the upper plate.
7.
It will be of Interest here to
report on an observation made by the
author on his many thunderstorm penetration flights during NOAA's (National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency) lightning suppression program. During cloud
penetrations at 6 to 10 km altitude in
fields of more then 100 VV/m, numerous
slim and weak discharges of about 10 to
30 meter length could be seen in the
cloud in a distance up to about 100 or
200 moters from the airplane. These
discharges were called flicker diecharges or baby lightning*.
They worm
obviously natures attempt to start
lightning discharges. They produced no
visible strikes on the field records.
However the field mills were running on
of a few
the 300 kV/m range and fields
on the
kV/m would not have been visible
records.
8. The transition from corona to
channel formation io one of the most
unexplored
crucial but praotioally
aspects in
triggered
lightning

It may be difficult to
research.
generate electric fields strong enough
end over a long enough distance.
It
may however be possible to use thunderstorm fields at suitable locations
either at mountain tops or using high
towers. Another approach is to trigger
lightning from the ground by a rocket
with a trailing wire connected to
However the best and most
ground.
appropriate measurements could be
obtained from a suitably equipped sircraft.
Since research along these
avenues is still in progress and will
be reported on this conference the
reader can obtain the newest informstion from the relevant papers.
CONCLUSIONS
1.
Two different mechanism for
the leader stroke of a cloud to ground
discharge have been suggested.
One by
which will
be
Sohonlnnd 1938 (1),
charged
leader," and
called "The
another one by Kasemir 1950 (2), which
will be called, "The uncharged leader."
2.
The charged leader collects
charges from the cloud, stores them in
the channel, and carries these charges
to the ground In case of a cloud to
ground discharge, or to the oppositely
charged cloud volume in case of an
Lntro-oloud discharge.
3. The uncharged leader does not
it
collect charges from the cloud.
produces positive (positive ions) and
negative (electrons) charges inside its
ohannel by ionization. These charges
are separated in the channel by the
to form the
external cloud field
induced charges according to the
minimum energy theorem of physics
(Thompson's theorem).
Consequently one
half of the channel carries positive
and the other half nngstivs induced
charges. The net charge of the channel
is and remains zero.
Therefore the
label, "The uncharged leader."
4.
The charged leader actually
discharges the cloud during its lifetime.
The uncharged leader carried
only negative induced charges into the
positive charged cloud volume and positive induced charges into the negative
charged cloud volume. During the life.time of the leader the induced charges
remain in or very close to the channel.
The actual discharging or neutralizetion of the cloud charges occurs after
the lightning discharge is over.
ceder requires
S.
The charged
energy to concentrate the cloud chargoe
in its
channel.
This energy cannot be
obtained from the cloud since the
charge flow does not follow the field

D
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Coneelines produced by tho cloud.
in
quently there is an energy deficit
Furtherconcept.
leader
the charged
more the introduction of the cloud
charge collecting mechanism has never
In
been explained or justified.
conclusion:
The charged leader is not a
workable physical concept.
6. The formation of the uncharged
leader diminishes the energy of the
In other
cloud (Stratton's theorem).
words it liberates energy from the
electric field of the cloud and
inlto the energy consuming
converts it
processes of the lightning channel such
as ionization, channel heating,
electromagnetic radiation, etcetera.
7. The uncharged leader in based
on the well-known physical laws or
for producing
concepts, ionization
positive and negative charges inside
and induction for separathe channel,
ting these charges into a positive and
a negative induced charge on the upper
This
and lower half of the channel.
oncept of the uncharged leader can,
dieapplied to the problem of static
resolve existing controvercharges,
airs, guide research, and predict or
explain the outcome of future experimentml results or measurement.
the
One conclusion of
8.
all
that
is
cocept
leader
uncharged
airplanes
on
observed
sattio) dieoharges
With the
are triggered lightning.
knowledge of the mechanism of a triggered lightning and its oharaoteristics, we have a simple rule to decide
if we are dealing with triggered lightning or an accidental hit by natural
The triggered lightning in
lightning.
preceded by observable corona discharge
by natural lightning is
and the hit
is
The triggered lightning
not.
restricted to the zones of high fields
in the cloud and the probability of
occurrence is enhan-nd by certain types
The triggered lightof precipitation.
ning is not restricted to thunderstorms
but can happen also in non-thunderous
clouds including anow.electrified
of the most important
One
storms.
the
future research objectives Is
determination of the conditions that
convert corona discharge into a lightni~ng channel.
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LABORATORY AND FIELD OBSERVATIONS RELATED TO ICE PARTICLE
AND AIRCRAFT CHARGING IN CONVECTIVE STORMS

H. Christian
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabamna
L. Lillie
Aerosystems, Incorporated, Erie, Colorado
C. P. R. Saunders
University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology
Manchester, United Kingdom
J. Hallett
Desert Research Institute, Reno, Nevada

ABSTRACT
Laboratory studies of graupel particle charging in simulated
cloud conditions show the need for the presence of ice crystals and
cloud water simultaneously except under conditions where secondary
occurs in the
ice crystal production occurs, when charging initially
The magnitude of the charging increases, with
absence of ice crystals.
size of ice crystal, and impact velocity; it is also sensitive to
The magnitude of the charge is alqo sensitive to temperaimpurities.
ture and the sign changes between -10 and -206C, depending on cloud
liquid water content.
Aircraft studies were carried out in Montana convective clouds
to test the validity of the extrapolaticn of the laboratory data to
the atmosphere from the viewpoint of generation of charge, electric
field, and aircraft charging during cloud penetration.
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CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE EXISTS for an important
role of the ice phase in the separation of
While the
electric charge in thunderstorms (1).
occurrence of lightning from clouds which lie in
temperatures entirely above the ice melting point
cannot be excluded (a few reports exist), most
thunderstorms extend to temperatures well below
the freezing point with anvils often as cold as
Field studies by Kuettner (2) on a moun-50*C.
tamn observatory on the Zugapitze showed that
high electric fields were associated with the
precipitation of graupel, ice particles some =
diameter formed by the accretion and freezing of
This association is
supercooled cloud droplets.
further substantiated by the well-known observation by the dramatic increase in radio static
commonly observed when an aircraft flies through
regions of graupel precipitation; this effect can

(1 100 ju)were produced and collided with graupel
Substantial
particles,
without
coagulation.
effects were found only with the presence of
cloud water and ice crystals together. Takahashi
(5) and Jayaratne et al. (6) found that the
magnitude and sign of the charge was sensitive to
the magnitude of the cloud liquid water content.
In particular, the latter study showed that for
graupal particles moving through the air at 1 to
2 ma a-,
typical of thunderstorm conditions, a
reversal of charge sign occurred with rime +ve
and ice crystals -ve at temperatures above -200
3
and above
for liquid water content of Ig m7
2
-3
-10C for liquid water content of g m . Charge
crystal
collisionseparation
for
each ice
separation event gave a charge separation of
10-1 1 C.
This value increased by - XIO in the
typical
of
the
presence
of
impurities

also be observed in an automobile radio when
driving through graupel precipitation.
These
observations have led to laboratory studies which
attempt to simulate graupel growth and measure
the conditions necessary for the separation of
charge.
These experiments have been carried out
from the viewpoint of elucidating the particular
the
mechanism or mechanisms responsible for
This
electrification observed in real clouds.
paper discusses results of recent laboratory studies, and describes field observations designed
to examine the initial electrification of a cloud
as the ice phase is beginning to evolve from the
two
processes.
viewpoint
of
relating
the
Measurements are also made of the rate of charge
of the aircraft as it penetrates such a cloud and
collides with the falling graupel particles,

atmosphere.
A
carryover
of
these
results
to
the
atmosphere poses the question of how frequently
the simultaneous presence of graupel, supercooled
water and ice crystals occurs, and whether or not
such interaction can be predicted. Radar studies
of Lhermitte and Krehbiel (7) and Krehbiel et al.
(8,9) have shown that regions of -ve charge centers are co-located within well-defined temlevel.
below
the
freezing
perature
regions
penetrations
of
convective
clouds
Aircraft
(10,11) show integrated volume charge densities
measured on precipitation (graupel) particles
growing in similar cloud regions t, reach values
of IC k* - 3 .
Three questions can be posed from
First, it is necessary to
these considerations.
ask how far the charge measurements made in the
laboratory can be extrapolated to particle impaction on airacraft, and graupel particle impaction
and separation from crystals larger than those
Second, are
used in the laboratory studies.
there localized regions of a ccavactive cloud
where the particle type and coacentrations are
optimum for charge separation. This is suggested
by the laboratory studies, since relatively minor
changes in crystal size, concentration and liquid
water content give rise to significant differenThird, are there
in charge separation.
ceo
regions of particles responsible for local high
rates of aircraft charging during cloud penetration.
In orger to answer these questions, quite
Earlier
specific measurements are required.
separated
measurements (12)
showed that
the
charge increased dramatically over the velocity
No
range 4-18S s 1, approximately as Q m V4.
measurements are available at higher velocities,

LABORATORY
AND
ELECTRIFICATION

FIELD

STUDIES:

CRAUPEL

Early simulation studies by Reynolds at al.
(3) investigated charge separated during graupel
growth simulated by moving small metal spheres
through a supercooled cloud.
Charge was only
reported when the cloud consisted of a mixture of
supercooled droplets or ice crystals; no charge
was reported during graupel growth in a cloud
On
composed only of supercooled cloud droplets.
the other hand, Hallett and Saunders (4) found
that a charge separation sometimes takes place in
a supercooled droplet cloud, but only in association with the production of secondary ice
crystals during graupl growth, which occurred
only under specific conditions at temperatures
near -40C and with a wide cloud drop size distriBoth studies showed that substantial
bution.
charge separation occurred when ice crystals

2

and with crystals larger than 100 Pm to simulate
some cloud conditions which occur.
In order to compare the laboratory studies
with the atmosphere, it is necessary to measure

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Penetrations of a cumulus cloud at an alti-

tude of 15,000 ft. at -30C with a liquid water
0.2g * - 3

the charge on individual pecipitation (graupel)

content

particles, along with cloud properties which
laboratory studies have shown to be responsible
for the charge separation - graupel structure,
ice crystal size, cloud water.
Simultaneously,
it is necessary to measure the electric field to

diameter graupel particles, in a concentration of
209 - 1 , the electric field was 70 kv/m in the same
direction as the fair weather field.
The particle charge data showed many smill negative
-1
charges (average charge -3.7x10"
C) and few

assess the spatial distribution of such charges,

of

and

-10*C,

large charges (average charge +2.9xi0 -

200-600 pm

0

C) with

-3

together with the aircraft charge during its
passage.
These measurements were undertaken
during
the
Cooperative
Convection
and
Precipitation Experiment (CCOPE) carried out near
Miles City, Montana in 1981.

a volume charge density of -1.5 C km .
Table 1 shows charge particle data from a
series of penetrations in growing convective
clouds at temperature levels near -100C to -150C.
Volume charge is typical of thunderstorm values,
yet these clouds were at a rather early stage in

FIELD STUDIES

their evolution.

An Aerosystems
Aerocommander turbo prop
aircraft was equipped with instrumentation to
measure these quantities, together with other
cloud and state parameters. Data was recorded at
1/10 second intervals during cloud passages and

exist where particles of one sign dominate,
although particles o opposite sign are usually
present in ratio approximately 10:1.
Examples of electric field data are shown in
Figs. 1 and 2, together with other cloud measurements. The presence of cloud is indicated by the

in the cloud environment. Specific measurements
included:
(a) Electric field normal to the aircraft

presence of liquid water. This data shows that
the upper and lower fields sometimes are tracking
(no aircraft charge), but on other occasions they

(up and down) by two field mills just protruding
from the aircraft skin at a position in the
center of the fuselage, near the trailing edge of
the
wing.
Each
unit
had
two
out uts,
nsitive/insensitive, full scale 2.10 3 V m and
10V m - 1 . The aircraft could be calibrated for
electric field measurement by charging it in
clear air and a form factor determined. The difference values of the two electric field measurements at the same time can be utilized, assuming
the aircraft to be an equipotential surface, to
give the electric field at infinity, whereas the

do not track showing buildup of aircraft charge.
A complete analysis of this data will link
electric field and aircraft charge with the
detail of the ice and water content of the cloud
during penetration. The analysis is being undertaken from the viewpoint of finding out whether
extrapolation
of
the
laboratory
results
to
atmospheric
conditions
(large
crystals)
and
higher aircraft speeds are reasonable, or whether
some new phenomena in the charging process are at
work.
The aircraft charging/discharge rate in
ice precipitation, compared with ice precipi-

sum of the fields can give a value of the instantaneous aircraft charge.

tating in water cloud will be crucial to
analysis.

(b)
An induction tube, axis facing the
direction of flight, with two rings in series
through which particles pass sequentially.
Some
particles impact on the tube to give spurious
charge separation; these can be eliminated by
examining the passage time between rings and the
time constant for decay of the signal.
(c)
Cloud and liquid water content Johnson-Williams hot wire.
(d)
Particle measuring systems.
Foreward
scattering spectrometer probe, to give cloud
droplet size distribution in 3 pm bins to 45 um
diameter.
(e) P'article measuring systems 2DC probe to
give precipitation particle
shapes and concentration for - 100 Pm to I m.
(f) Continuous forovar replicator to give a

The physical processes leading to charge
separation in these studies is fundamental to our
understanding of the cloud electrification process.
Although recent studies have shown the
presence of a long lasting (hours) contact potential which builds up during rime growth (13),
the laboratory studies reported here show a
cessation of charging as conditions change over a
period of - lOs. This could be related to accretion and sticking of crystals on the charged surfaces,
and
is
subject
to
continuing
investigation.

simultaneous record of all cloud and precipita-
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tion particles from - 5 pm to 2 -
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LIGHTNING ATTACHMENT PATTERNS AND FLIGHT CONDITIONS
EXPERIENCED BY THE NASA F-106B AIRPLANE
Bruce D. Fisher
NASA Langley Research Center
J. Anderson P1 umer
Lightning Technologies, Inc.

ABSTRACT

During the NASA Langley Research Center Storm Hazards Program, thunderstorm
penetrations .have been made during three summers by an extensively instrumented
F-106B research airplane in order to record direct lightning strike data and
the associated flight conditions. The penetrAtions were ma.de in Oklahc=a and
Virginia in conjunction with ground-based weather radar measurements by 'the
NOAA-National Severe Storms Laboratory and NASA Wallops Flight Center, respectively. In 1980 and 1981, the airplane received 10 direct lightning strikes
each year, with most penetrations occurring near the freezing level. In 1982,
239 penetrations were made during which 153 direct lightning strikes occurred.
Most of the penetrations in 1982 were made at higher altitudes and colder ambient
temperatures than in 1980 and 1981.
Following each flight, the airplane was
thoroughly inspected for evidence of lightning attachment, and the individual
lightning attachment spots were plotted on isometric projections of the airplane
to identify swept flash patterns.
This paper presents samples of the strike attachment patterns that were found,
and discusses the implications of the patterns with respect to airplane protection
design. The altitudes, ambient temperatures, turbulence and precipitation at
which the strikes occurred are also summarized. The significance of these
findings with respect to lightning avoidance by airplanes is also discussed.
Finally, lightning strikes to several U. S. Air Force airplanes struck during
routine operations are discussed in relation to the Storm Hazards flight
experience.

j

This paper was not available for incorporation into this book.
be published at a future date.
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INSIDE THE CONE OF PROTECTION

J. 1. Stahmann
PIC-1217 , PRC Systems Services
Kennedy Space Center, Florida 32899

Although lightning cones of protection and cones of attraction have been used
for over 100 years, such confusion still remains as to their effectiveness, particularly as applied to personnel protection. At Kennedy Space Center, a 1:1 cone
of protection with a straight side is standard for structure or equipment protection.
However, at the launch pad, where a 400-foot lightning lightning rod on top of an
insulating mt
in used for pad lightning protection, the idea developed that
personnel within a 400-foot radius of this mast would be safe from lightning
and those outside it would not. Since it is obvious that a person 395 feet (120.4
a.) from the mast is only slightly safer than one at 405 feet (123.5 a.), an
investigation was initiated to calculate the probabilities of a person being struck
by lightning as he moves closer to the mast inside the cone of protection. Since
the risk does not go to zero outside the structure, the risk level can then be
estimated.
Golds, )Pierce, and others have presented data and probability curves from
which th" jobebility of striking a person standing within the cone of protection
can be calculated. The striking distance theory, dating back to the time of Ben
FrankliP can be used to define a cone of protection with a circular side and the
attra ion radius about a tower and an individual about 6 feet in height. The
stri ing distance is a function of stroke charge which in turn is realeted to
strke peak current.
•.
r To arrive at tho expected strike frequency, it wed necesry to measure the

strike frequencies at KSC.

Krider and others havelfound a man area density

2
of cloud-to-ground lightning at KSC of about 4.-".1 flashes per k._
'per. nth in
the sumr. An overall frequency is estimted N about 20 flashes perishaper
year. With these data, the risk of exposure at various distances from the lightning mast can be calculated. Assuming continuous exposure during thunderstorms,
this risk varies from about one strike per person in 1.400 years near the tower to
one stroke per person in 300 years at about 400 foot (122 i.).
Since exposure is not continuous, the risk is less for individuals who are
only temporarily exposed; however, since many workers may be present, the risk of
accident is greater. If a person is exposed to lightning in an open area such as
a gollf course in Florida through one complete storm, the risk of being struck
is about the
me as' being killed in a motor vehicle accident, about once in 4,000
years. In the vicinity of a 400-foot (122 n.) tower, t;
risk is reduced by a
factor of about 33 at a distance of 150 feet (46 a.) from the tower.
'-

.on
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PERSONNEL LIGHTNING PROTECTION outside but near
tall structures is a concern at Kennedy Space
Center (KSC). Standards relating to the
protection of the Shuttle vehicle, equipment,
and small nearby structures invoke the 1:1 cone
of protection (l)* with a straight side where
the radius of the circle of protection on the
ground equals the height of the structure and
in centered at the center of the structure. In
the case of the lightning mast on the top of
the Fixed Service Structure (FSS), the height
is about 400 ft. (122 m.) resulting in a circle
of protection on the ground with a radius of
400 ft. (122 m.). The immediste question which
arises is: "How safe are personnel from the
lightning strike hazard inside this circular
area?" Obviously, a person just inside this
boundary is about as exposed as a person just
outside it. Many protection cone shapes have
been proposed (1), but none of them function
as a shield against lightning. They all
describe a geometric probability boundary
within which the probability of being struck
by lightning in very I'w. Systematic
investigations of the protection afforded by
a vertical lightning rod have concluded that
no specific protective zone could be ascribed
with complete confidence (1). It is the
purpose of this paper to illustrate how the
probahilities of strokes to personnel within,
as well as outside, the cone of protection
vary and can be estimatud so that the risk may
be evaluated relative to the penalties or
risks involved in not performing a particular
activity requiring exposure.

The fundamental geometry for a tall structure
6f height H and a striking distance of S is
o'% In fV . 2. All leaders that arrivi first
at au titae S. from the tall structure when
all other distaaces from it to ground points
are greater than S are assumed to strike the
structure. For th calculated results, the
height of the FSS mast, which is 400 ft. (122 m.),
in the tall structure height. Similarly, it
is assumed that all strokes whose leaders arrive
first at a distance of S from a standard 6-ft.
(1.83 a.) person will stike the person. As
shown in Fig. 2, the result to that, for a
particular S., all strokes within a "radius of
attraction" 0 will be attracted to the tall
structure or person and therefore cannot reach
the ground within this radius.
The radius of
attraction is a function of the striking
distance (3):
2
2
R - (Sd - (Sd - H)2)

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

The above formulas hold for S - H. If
S <H, then R - S and A 1 w42
d
d
d
The striking distance is a function of
the charge in the leader tip which, in turn,
is related to the peak current, I_k in the
return stroke. To take into accoint the fact
that upward streamers from a tall structure
may be as long as a few hundred mters (4)
and that S should increase with structure
height, A
curve giving the largest striking
distance for various peak currents was selected
for the 400-ft. (122 a.) tower calculations
(Golds, Fig. 6) (1). A towev height of less
than 150 m. is not likely to trigger lightning
with an upward going leader (4). The measurement of the probability of strokes having
various peak currents vary widely and a cornposits of the results of several investigators
was used in the next section. The data was
divided into 10 deciles of 10 percentiles
each and an average striking distance and
average peak current was assigned to each
docile.
For calculating strikes to a person, a
more conservative relationship between
striking distance and peak current was used
which was expressed by a formula due to Love

The geometrical approach to the solution
for the probhbility of a person being struck
by lightning near a tall structure will be used
for this analysis. The lightning leader is
assumed to progress from uniformly distributed
charged regions in the cloud toward the earth
in steps until its tip is close enough to
strike the ground or a grounded object in one
final jump. The height of the leader tip at
this critical breakdown point is termed the
"striking distance" (1). This concept dates
back to Benjamin Franklin (1767). During the
process, a streamer also is formed on the
structure or other point on the ground and
grows toward the leader. The leader and
streamer mst at a junction point about 1/3
of the distance from the streamer initiating
terminal to the "point of influence" on the
stepped leader (2). The stepped leader moves
downward in a random manner until it is within
striking distance of the ground. The lightning
than strikes the closest ground point. A
typical stroke to the top of the lightning
mast on the FSS is shown in Fig. 1 where the
striking distance was estimated as about
700 ft. (213 a.).

R

H((2Sd/H) - I)"

(1)

R may also be considered the radius protected
by the tall structures against strokes with a
particular S to persons or small structures
on the grouna. The area protected from strikes
is a linear function of Sd:
A - wH( 2Sd - H)

(2)

and if Sd>>]
A

*Numbers in parentheses designate References
at end of paper.

I

-

Sd
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aT.1

o 2wHSd

10

0.65
pk

(3)

Krider and others (5) have estimated a
mean monthly area flash density at KSC over
thq years from 1974 to 1980 of 12 discharges/
km /month in June, July, and August. The
number of cloud-to-Iround discharges was
estimated as 4.6/km /month. Using the seasonal
distribution of thunderstorms at KSC (6) for
extrapolation, the yearly averagi is about
20 cloud-to-ground discharges/km /year. This
density was used to find the stroke probabilities per year in the next section.
RESULTS
In a manner similar to that used in
Reference (7), the results of the calculations
for a 400-ft. (122 m.) tower and for c 6-ft.
(1.83 m.) person are tabulated in Tables 1 and
2. It and S are average values of peak
curreRt and average striking distances respectively selected from the curves and
formula referenced in the previous section.
R is the attraction radius. It is assumed
that all strokes of the specified magnitude
will be attracted to the tower within that
radius and therefore they will not hit the
ground or a person on the ground. The
2
estimated stroke denitz 6 of 20 stroes/km /year
is equivalent to 2 x 10
strokes/m /year/
decile used for these calculations. The
probatbilities for each average current in a
decile of hitting the tower are summed to
obtain the cumulative probability of strokes,
below the specified average magnitude, hitting
the tower. As the strokes become larUar, S
and the attraction area increase so that more
large strokes are attracted to the tower than
small strokes. Small stroke leaders must
arrive close to the tower by chance in order
to strike it. The estimated cumulative
probability for all strokes of 2 per year is
about what has been experienced at KSC.
Similar calculations may be made for a
6-ft. (1.83 m.) person. According to the
results, an exposed person could attract
large strokes from 92 ft. (28 m.) away. If
the person raises a 3-ft. (0.915 m.) golf
club over his head, increasing his total height
to 9 ft. (2.74 m.), the attraction radius
increases by 20 ft. to 112 ft. (34.2 m.). As
we have shown, where S >>H, the attraction
area is proportional t9 H for a particular S .
Therefore, the 50% height increase due to A
golf club results in a 50Z greater chance of
being hit by lightning. This is why it is so
important to maintain a low profile on a
beach, golf course, or other exposed area.
Tables 1 and 2 show that, as a person
moves toward the tower from a distance of
about 915 ft. (279 m.), he is initially
protected only against the larger strokes
which can hit the tower and then against
smaller and smaller strokes. At 377 ft.
(115 m.) or about 400 ft. (!2? m.), a person
is protected against strokes 17.6 kA and must
wait 294 years, on the average to be struck,

W'

being sure to be exposed to all 97 thunderstorms per year. Howaver, it should be pointed
out that the size of the stroke is not of
interest to the person being struck. If the
person is not near the tower, a person might
be struck once every 41.5 years. The
probability may be reduced by a factor of 7
by approaching to within 377 ft. (.1,15
m.) of
the tower. Finally, at a distance of 1.50 ft.
(46 m.), the probability is reduced to once
per 1,364 years, providing a factor of 33
compared to unprotected exposure. Tables 1
and 2 illustrate that the protection gradually
increases as the distance from the tower
decreases with no sharp boundaries. Currently,
the tendency is to reduce to allowed radius of
protection where personnel are concerned. For
example, Lee (2) suggests a radius of 50 ft.
(15.2 m.). It may be more logical to accept
the risk in certain circumstances, particularly
under the conditions discussed in the next
section.
Since the launch pad radius is about
1,500 ft. (457 m.), at a2cloud-to-ground stroke
density of 20 strokes/km /year, it is estimated
that about 13 strokes would hit the launch pad
per year. If two hit the FSS mast and one
hits the nearby water tower, about 10 strokes/
year are left to hit elsewhere.on the launch pad.
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
So far, we have assumed unrealistic
conditions, For example, we have assumed full
exposure to all thunderstorms, symmetrical
approach from all. angles, uniform strike
density distribution, and a fixed average
ratio between cloud-to-cloud and cloud-toground strokes. It is hoped that in the
future, we will be able to take advantage of
more specific conditions.
It is obvious that no one will be
exposed to lightning in all. the storms so that
a factor must be introduced to account for
exposure time, such as the exposure time
divided by the total thunderstorm minutes per
year. Using Krider's 107 minutes per storm
on the average in the sumer (5), by
extrapolation, KSC storms would last about
107 minutes x 97 storms/year - 10,000
minutes (about one week)/year. The minutes
are not of equal threat value and therefore
should be weighted in real time in conformance
to the actual storm intensity and locations.
Storms are located over the threat,'ned area
only a portion of the time. At KS(, thunderstorms generally approach from the westerly
directionN. If the charged areas can be
located and the direction of approach
determined, specific probabilities may be
calculated. For example, if the charged
areas are west of the launch pad, personnel
working east of the tower are much less
threatened. The cloud-to-ground stroke
probability should also be related to charge
location. Soie storms in Florida produce
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almost all cloud-to-cloud lightning which is
much lese of a threat to personnel, even if
located overhead. When we can confidently
predict specific conditions, the lightning
hazard can be more specifically estimated.
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
While the hazard of being struck by
lightning in small, it is comparable to the
hazards of being killed by tornadoes, floods,
and earthquakes combined. If a person is
required to be exposed to the lightning
hasard in the vicinity of a tall structure,
the degree of hazard can be estimated. The
concept of striking distance provides a
technique, as has been illustrated. While
the estimate will vary with the assumptions
and data used, it is evident that the
probability does not vary suddenly at a
parti.ular distance from the tower. However,
the probability of being struck does decrease
rapidly as the tower is closely approached.
The probability of an individual being
killed in an automobile accident is about
24 deaths/l00,000 people/year or once in
4,167 years for a person. From the results
in Tables 3, and 2, if we assume that an
individual is exposed to only one complete
Florida storm/year and is located at a
distance of 377 ft. (115 m.) from a 400-ft.
(122 a.) tower, the person would be struck
by lightning every 97 x 294 - 28,518 years
since his exposure Is reduced to 1/97 of that
previously calculated. At the outer 915 ft.
(279 m.) distance, the probability would be
once every 41.5 x 97 - 4,025 years or about
the same chance as being killed in an auto
accident. Since, nationally, the chances of
being killed by lightning are lOss than those
of being killed by a motor vehicle by a factor
of about 500, most people try not to expose
themselves to the lightning strike hazard, even
for the equivalent of one complete storm per
year. Further, from a safety point of view,
the probability of any lightning strike to a
group of persons is important. This hanard
is increased by the number of people exposed.
The hope for reducing the lightning
strike hazards in the future lies in our
ability to ake specific predictions about
the location of the thunderstorm charged
regions and about the thunderstorm intensity
and other characteristics that may be used to
accurately predict the strike threat to
oersonnel at specific locations.
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Table 1

-

Probability of Striking a 400 ft (122 m) Tower

R
m

Area
U12

Decile
Probability
Strokes/Year

Cumulative
Probability
Strokes/Year

46

6,648

0.01330

0.01330

75.2
15.6

Decile

pk

Sd
m

0- 10

6.2 kA

46

10- 20

12.9 kA

90

90

25,447

0.05089

0.06419

20- 30

17.6 kA

115

115

41,548

0.08310

0.14729

6.8

30- 40

22.7 kA

137

1.36

58,107

0.11621

0.2635

3.8

40- 50

28.4 kA

161

156

76,454

0.15291

0.4164

2.4

50- 60

35.2 kA

186

174

9S,115

0.19023

0.6066

1.65

60- 70

44.5 kA

217

195

IjW,459

0.23892

0.8455

1.18

70- 00

57.0 kA

258

".4

150,674

0.30135

0.1468

0.872

80- 90

77.0 kA

318

AJ

196,350

0.39270

1.5395

0.65

90-100

112.0 kA

310

244,545

0.48909

2.0286

0.49

Table 2

-

279

Probability of Striking a 6 ft (1.83 m) Person

Sd

R
m

Ara
mI

Probability
Ntrokes/Year

Cumulative
Probability
Strokes/Year

Years/Strike

el)eilLe
Decile

TIk

Years/Strike

0- 10

6.2 kA

32.7

1.0.8

366

0.000732

0.000732

1,364

].0.20

12.9 kA

52.7

13.8

598

0.001196

0.001928

519

20- 30

17.6 kA

64.5

15.3

735

0.001470

0.003398

294

30- 40

22.7 kA

76.1

16.6

866

0.001732

0.005130

195

40- 50

28.4 kA

88.0

17.9

1,007

0.002014

0.007144

140

50- 60

35.2 kA

101.2

19.2

1,158

0.002316

0.009460

106

60- 70
70- 80

44.5 kA
57.0 kA

117.9

20.7

1,346

0.002692

0.012152

82

138.5

22.4

1,576

0.003152

0.015304

65

80- 90

77.0 kA

168.4

24.8

1,932

0.003864

0.019168

52

90-100

112.0 kA

214.8

28.0

2,463

0.004926

0.024094

41.5
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1 - A typical lightning stroke to the
top of the lightning mast, Pad-39A, KSC
Fig. 2 - Geometry for determining the radius
of attraction for lightning strokes to a tall
structure or person
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AD P002182
EARTH ELECTRODES FOR GROUNDING NEMP TYPE LIGHTNING

David P. Millard
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia

ABSTRACT
An investigation was conducted into the properties of earth
electrode systems over a frequency range covering the NEMP type
lightning (rise times faster than 2 microseconds) power spectrum.
Since this power spectrum extends well into the VHF region, conventional low frequency (less than 100 Hz) and historic impulse
measurement techniques were not adequate to describe the electrode
system's response to NEMP type lightning. Therefore, initial
emphasis was placed on the development of a measurement technique
that could be used to both: (1) Assess the performance of a given
ground electrode; and (2) conduct a site survey to determine the
best location for ground electrodes.
Then the technique was used
to evaluate the performance of various common ground electrode
configurations (the subject of a companion paper to be published
at a later date).
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THE RESPONSE OF AN EARTH ELECTRODE to an NEMP type

The

lightning pulse is determined by the properties of

producing 50 KV and 800 A with a 1 to 2 microsecond

the soil and the electrical characteristics of the

rise

electrode

particular

Thus,

configuration.

geometrical

system
the

the

is important because

(This step

of

permeability)

and

permittivity,

in

to determine
(conductivity,

properties

dielectric

step

first

establishing an adequate ground is

typical

time.

it dictates the

geometrical configuration (i.e., number of ground

tests,

capable

a

of

resistive,

[4 ] (Figure 1) that reflected

the climatic conditions at the time of the test.
the

Within

have

time

rise

ground

been

recorded

new

technique

a

of

necessary.

was

for

measuring

these

e:tended

After

careful

instrumentation

existing

of

Thus,

[5].

at

impedances

electrode

frequencies

lightning

years

several

last

than the traditional 2 microsecond

pulses faster

development

parameter identification

was

the geometry of the rod, the soil parameters, and

establish a good ground in a given area.)
soil

these

From

rod was developed

rods, method of interconnection, etc.) required to

Historically,

generator

inductive and capacitive (RLC) model of a ground

soil.

the

impulse

started with a laboratory analysis of soil samples

consideration

and then moved to sophisticated on-site analyses

capabilities, it was determined that a technique

of the soils and underlying strata at the planned

could be devised to

Recent advances in on-site techniques

location.

One of these, the Resonant Linear

have been made.

Antenna Method [1] appears to be the most suitable
grounding studies.

for NEMP type lightning

(The

over a broad frequency range,

method is accurate

is easily transportable, and is genecally in use
From

by geophysicists for geological surveying.)

the input admittance and the geometry of a probe
the

antenna,
This

method

antenna,

a

parameteis can be calculated.

soil

requires
signal

only- a

source

monopole

resonant

the desired

covering

frequency range, and a display device

complete

with necessary coaxial voltage and current probes.
was employed to
An adaption of thin technique

to

frequencies

reflective

applicable

responses

to

of

NEMP

fast
type

risetime
lightning

(Figure

The

grounding

of powet

circuits

Hz)

(25-60

and grounding for lightning protection (impulse)
is

the

structures and power

primary concern for

lines.

Thus,

determine

the

many

volt-ampere

driven ground rod
frequency
instruments
properties

studies

using

direct

Hz)

to

determine

to

performed

current

alternating
power

of an

frequncy

be

used

from

DC

must
range

measurement

different
to
up

cover
to

500

frequency ranges covered by each aret

the

entire

MHz.

The

(1) low (DC

to 100 Hertz), (2) medium (100 Hz to 500 KHz), and
(3) high

(500

to

Hz

50 KHO).

The

construction of a standardized tent
of

a description

with

tha

test

design and
probe along

techniques

for

these three frequency regions are discussed in the
next sections.
TEST PROBE

5TANRD

A rod of 1.25 cm (0.5 inches) in diameter and
81 cm (32 inches) in
standard

test

copper,

strength is

probe.
or

chosen for the

length was
(Brass was

any other metal

adequate.)

used although
of

This length is

sufficient
long enough

to provide effective soil contact but not so long
as

to require extensive work to place the rod in

the ground.

a

An adapter ws then constructed to interfnce

low

the ground rod to the test instruments (see Figure

current

3). The adapter consists of a tapered coaxial line

characteristics

( < 100
C 1.

were

Three

2).

techniques

steel,

waveforms,

response

NEMP type lightning and much of the NEP spectrum

examine the behavior of selected earth electrodes
up

display the

to 500 MHz which covers the

system up

electrode

or

of

frequency

Impulse generators were used to

determine the response to lightning strokes (3].

transition with a male
top.
to

type N connector on

The taper maintains 50 ohms impedance down

the

point

of

attachment

impedance characteristics
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the

of

to

the

rod.

(The

the connector from

where

0.5 to 500 MIz are ahown in Figure 4.) The adapter
is

fastened

to

the

ground

rod

via

a

threaded

ZL

L

I,

ZC

conUec tion.

j w

+

jWC

A-

in

--

R

=

The high frequency impedance characteristics

L

- 2

of the test probe were measured with the aid of a
The
General Radio 1710 RF Network Analyzer.

C

analyzer was connected to the type N connector an

£ - length of rod

shown in Figure 3, calibrated (Figure 5), and an

a = radius of , d
P= 97.67 2 m

RICH FfIQU13CY UUASUMMMT

impedance plot of the probe in earth was photo-

10- 9

C t
r 2

21n 2 it

graphed (see Figure 6). It is noted that there is
both the
a great deal of ringing associated with
vagnitude and phase of the rod impedancq.

IIn- ££
a - 102 H

F

9

r

The

A graph of the results is shown on Figure 14. For

ringing is due to the non-uniform imaging of the

this second order system, the resonant frequency

r,.d with the soil, the inductance and capacitance

is

of the test leads to earth, and the standing waves

final test configuration

at the surface

resonance

[6].

By increasing the reference

plane area of the probe, the standing waves and
reflections were
reduced,
yielding a more
acceptable plot of the ground rod impedance.

approximately

15 MHz.

The

response

(Figure 13)

of the

reveals a

around 8 to 9 Hz with ringing from 100

to 500 MHz.

The

reference plane area was increased by attaching
auxiliary grounds and an aluminum plate to the

The

impedance

of

an earth electrode

at low

test connector shield (see Figure 7). A series of

frequencies is domnated by the properties of the

plots, Figures 8 to 13, were taken with different

soil.

auxiliary grounds.

can be determined if the soil resistivity, P , and
the rod geometry are known, i.e.,

The figures reveal t':at the

rod impedLnce ringing decreased and displayed an

Analytically the reistance of a ground rod

overall capacitive naturu at high frequencies as
expected.

Thesc

results

indicated

that

this

approach can be used to determine the impedance of

R -

P

n -ohs

(2)

the reference probe up to frequencies of 500 MHz,
From th~ s impedance characteristic, determination
of the equivalent circuit of the probe can be made

where I - length of the rod end a

71.
A computer run was made to calculate

its radius.

Experimentally the ground rod resistance was
accurately measured by the Fall-of-Potential

the

Mi
ethod
Mto

input impedance of the equivalent circuit (Figure

(seFigure
seFgr

1) with
the test rod geometry and soil conditions
~voltage
of thei particular test area."

-

drop

The input impedance

injectad

to

15)
5

[8
1.
This
6~Ti

measurement
the

relating

resistance

of

the

issasml
a simple
the

current

ground

rod.

(The injected current usually has a frequency of

of the ground rod equivalent circuit is given by:

70 to 100 Hz so as not to be confused with stray 60
Hz ground currents.)
The ground rod resistance

ZL ZC
.Z -

(I)

ZL +Z

264

....

....

,++

.

N,

was found oy recordivg the resistance on a Biddle

measure the current into the ground rod, however.

as distance, d (distance

The first approach was to measure the voltage drop

Meggar-Earth Tester*

across

The potential probe, P2 1 must be placed 62% -! d,
By using
batween the ground rod and probe C 2.

ground tod.

this

method

a

plot

versus

resistance

was

made

separation

ground

of

the

Problems were encountered when the

oscilloscope probe shield was connected to the
terminal of the resistor thereby adding another

rod

Attempts were made to

to the circuit.

"ground"

d (see

distance,

in series with

ohm resistor

a one

between the ground rod and probe C2 ), was varied,

resistance was determined to be 107 ohms.
The four probe technique can also be used to

isolate the oscilloscope from ground, but this
only served to increase the noise in the
measurement. Obviously, a method of measuring the

find soil resistivity, P . The resistivity of the
soil at the test site was measured using the test

current was needed which would provide isolation
from ground and provide noise rejection.

setup shown in Figure 17. This resistivity was
With this
determined to be 97.67 ohm-meter.

An HP current probe and amplifier provided
just such a solution (see Figure 18). This test
setup worked well in measuring the ground rod

From this graph the test ground rod

Figure 16).

resistivity,

the

resistance

of the ground

rod

over

the mid-frequency

within
is
which
ohms,
98.6
be
should
result
(This
Method.
10% of the Fall-of-Potential
is considerad to represent reasonable accuracy,

impedance

given the high degree of dependence of the tests
on environmental cond.tions.)

impedance over the
lightning spectrum.

results match the low and high frequency impedance
measurement of the rod and allowed measurements of
of the HEMP type
Figure 19 is a plot of the

low end

test probe impedance

MII-XQMRICY

frequency setup.

JUSwMIzM

to

compared

Most

off-the-shelf

The highest frequencies are
high

frequency

test

and

the

The test procedure consisted of varying the
frequency of the HP 651A Test Oscillator, while
and
voltage,
output
constant
maintaining

to obtain because of instrumentation

limitations.

the

ground using the mid-

to

results are within the measurement error.

The mid-frequency range, 100 Hz to 500 KHz,
impedance measurement proved to be the most
difficult

The

range.

impedance

measuring

measuring devices require that the object of the
test not be grounded. (Specifically the HP 4800A

the voltage

at

the

terminal

of

the

Vector Impedance Meter has "DO NOT GROUND" printed
under the input terminals.) Thereiore, measuring

ground rod and the current through the lead to the
ground rod. The test probe configuration was the
same as for the high frequency measurements

the impedance of a grounded rod proved impossible

technique.

with this type of instrument,

points were used to provide an effective reference

An

approach

was

developed

which

The ground plate and auriliary ground

contact with the soil.

relied

strictly on network theory and the fact that the
magnitude of the impedance is equal to the ratio

UDU&RY

of the magnitude of the voltage across and the
the r ;A. Several attempts were

This research has demonstrated how difficult

made to obtain a suitable measurement. Since most
oscilloscopes use "ground" as a reference and have

it is to predict and measure the high frequency
characteristici of a ground electrode. Without
the aid of a network analyzer the impedance of a

current through

a high impedance input, there was no problem with
making voltage measurements on the source end of
the ground rod.

ground

electrode

is

hard

to measure

at high

A problem arose in trying to

frequency. The impedance irill vary greatly with
the parameters of the soil and the environmental
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conditions. At high frequencies the coupling mode
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IMPROVED GROUNDING SYSTEM FOR
MOUNTAIN TOP RADIO SITES
LLOYD B.WATTS, PE, ELECTRICAI. ENGINEER
Federal Emerge~ncy Management Agency, Region Vill,
Denver, Colorado

ABSTRACT

In 1980, Warren R. Jones, IEEZ, published a paper an the use of
Berntoite (veil drillers mud) vhen installing vertical ground rods. This
concept has now been developed to use copper tubing in a lateral trench
(radial type $round) that has been backfilled with layers of lentonite.
In the case of mountain top sites, it to usually possible, with machinery,
to obtain a trench that io 200 wo (8 in.) to 600 me (24 In.) deep. Iv
fact, 32 sites in the Utah state radio system are now using this Srounding
method. Several of these sites are over 3460 N (11, 350 ft.) end are
difficult to ground by any method, but during the past two sumrs, they
have been successful in getting a backhoe and dry lestoolte to these
locations. In-addition to tWe radial ground, Metal Oxide Varistors (NO),
h
sd oclt
r
bipo. ar zeners and coax tee s(ihpoecos
h
ocmlt
reue
rtcos
wt
protective scheme
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MAI K TWAIN IS QUOTED (1)* AS SAYING:
"A prodigious storm of thunder and lightning,
accompanied by a deluging rain that turned the
streets and lanes into rivers, caused me to repent
and resolve to lead a better life. I can remember
those awful thunder-bursts and the white glars of
the lightning yet and the wild lashing rijthe rain
against the windowpanes....With every glare of
lightning I shriveled and shrank togethkr in mortal
terror, and in the interval of black darkness that
followed I poured out my lamenting. ovor my lost
condition, and my supplications for just tre more
chance, with an energy and feeling of sncerity
quite foreign to my nature. But in the morning I
saw that it was a false alarm and coi-.iluded to
resume business at the old stand and wait for
another reminder." Unfortunately, this attitude of
wait and see if it happens again still persists
among radio maintenance and installation
imrsonnel today.
In January of 1981, the entire state of Utah
experienced a 5 hour power outage precipitated
by a network fluke. The state radio system switched to emergency power smoothly and continued to
operate during the outage with only a few
problems reported. The key stations m the commercial Emergency Broadcast System EBS also
came back on the air within minutes through use of
emergency generators. The real trouble began
when network power was being restored-voltage
and frequency instability caused several
microwave sites to fail.
The Utah office of Comprehensive Emergency
Management knew that the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) had been actively
engaged in Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) mitigation
for the past 10 years. These efforts had been
confined to selected commercial radio stations and
Emergency Operating Centers (EOC's) designed to
maintain continuity of government during
disasters. The EMP protective system developed
by FEMA also provides superior lightning proteotion for critical electronics equipment. The Utah
emergency planners also recognized that a
reliable state radio network is essential to their
functions during all types of disasters. With the
spectre of the power outage as motivation to override the Mark Twain syndrome, a project asking
for technical assistance in improving reliability of
the state radio network was submitted to the
FEMA regional office in Denver, Co.
SITE SURVEYS AND TRAINING
The assistance from FEMA started with site
surveys to determine what equipment was install-

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at

the end of the paper.

rK

ed, what type station ground was in use and to
determine soil conditions on typical mountain topsites. Two seminars were held with state radio
maintenance personnel where site survey techniques were discussed along with ground and protector installation methods. Following the system
survey, a consolidated bill of materials was
developed end all parts placed on order.
STATION GROUND STILL A PROBLEM -The
typical mountain top radio site has always
presented a grounding problem and the Utah sites
(some above 3460 M-1 1,352 ft.) were no exception.
Fortunately, an article (2) which appeared in IEEE
Transactions in 1980 held the solution. This article
advocated the use of Bentunito (well drillers mud)
as a superior backfill for vertically installed
ground rods and noted resistance reductions of
36% when compared to driven rods of similar
dimensions.
ADAPTATION TO MOUNTAIN TOPS - The
original proposal cited (2) was that a power auger,.
such as used by utility companies, could go
through almost any type of soil or rock and a
ground rod could be centered in the hole and then
backf!lled with Bentonite. This technique is
excellent for rods of up to 3.048 meters (10 feet)
but is impossible for longer, low resistance,. radial
type grounding systems which rely on large
surface areas in contact with the soil. For mountain top sites, a narrow bucket backhoe is used to
dig a 200mm (8 in.) to 600mm (24 in.) deep trench
from the radio tower base to accomodate 19mm
(3/4 in.) copper tubing about 15.24 meters (50 feet)
in length. Where terrain permits, three such
trenches arc opened with approximately 15
degree separation as they branch from the tower
base. In one case it has been necessary to open one
trench approximately 61 meters (200 feet) long to
accomodate multiple users and to obtain maximum
contact with the soil. Following excavation, dry
Bentonite (typically a 44mm-1 1A in. layer) is placed
in the trench followed by the copper tubing which
Is covered with another thin layer of Bentonite and
topped with excavated soil. Caution is urged when
using Bentonite under areas that will ultimately be
paved as it can expand to several times the dry
volume when saturated.
BRAZING RECOMMENDED FOR CONNECTIONS
-Where the pieces of tubing come together, they
are flattened and brazed (Fig. 1) along with the
runs of heavy copper wire to the tower base and
station (equipment) ground. Bentonite (Fig. 2) is
also used in and around the connection point. In
addition to the hydration property of Bentonite, it
is higbly conductive and noncorrosive. The

purposo of the brazing is to assure a strong, low
29-2

impedance connection and by enclosing it in a
noncorrosive environment, long life is assured.

or elimination of intermodulation and Radio
Frequency Interference (FI). Their next step in
improving their lightning protection will be to ex-

EQUIPMENT PROTECTION
With a low impedance ground in place the
next step toward improved pulse protection and
subsequent improved equipment reliability is to
install protective devices. These inclhule Metal
Oxide Varistor's (MOV's) bi-polar sener and coax
connectors with Integral solid state surge
arresters. A typical site layout (Fig. 3) shows
equipment and antennas in the microwave and
VHF bands. Radio maintenance personnel were
also instructed to ground the outer sheath of all
coax cables at least 2 meters (6.5 feet) prior to
connection to radio equipment. In most cases this
requirement was met at the grounded plate where
the coax "T" with integral surge protector was
installed. Due to antenna design, the center
conductor of tho microwave fed coax is relatively
immune to transients so microwave protection is
limited to grounding of the outer sheath as
previously described and protecting the power
feed with MOV's. In addition, individual dc power
supplies were protected with bi-polar rners. Very
few of the Utah sites have cable pairs to the site
but where these do exist, communications gas
gaps tire Installed.

tend tower steel approximately 2 metcrs (6.5 feet)
above the tallest antenna. (Fig. 3). It has been
confirmed that the radio maintenance personnol
have been makin fev er trips to protected sites for
repair or equipment replacement.
RRFRENCES:
1. Viemelster, Peter E. (1961) The Lightning Book,
Doubleday & Company inc, New York. pp 230.
2. Jones, W.R. (1979). Bentonite Rods Assure
Ground Rod Installation in Problem Soils, IEEE
Transactions on Power Apparatus and Systems,
Vol. PAS-99, No. 4 July/Aug. 1980, pp 1343-1346.
3. Technical Report, TR-1IA (July 1972) EMP
Protection for Emergency Operating Centers
-Defense Civil Preparedness Agency (now Federal
Emergency Management Agency). pp 40-45.

ANALYSIS AND TESTING
Testing of these grounds by the remote grouod
rod method is not practical sine the test rods cannot be placed but the relationship given by Warren
R. Jones. (2) provides insight as to results expected
and achieved to date. The relationship is:
1R *
ofitsros
rod to rfa e paramd
a= Sam aMy fb
Ama OtI60 siM of Roid

"~~

The increased surface area by using copper tubing
is obvious and the use of low resistivity Bentonite
further enhances the ground effectiveness in soils
over 100 obzi-moter. The use of a radial type
ground and selection of protectors is based on
FIMA (3) documents concerning EMP protection
of ommand and control functions for government

lnstaliatlons.
CONCLUSIONS
It is still too early to fully assess the
improvements in reliability, but the inherent
qualities of Bentonite leave iHttle doubt that for the
first time, mountaintop radio equipment has a
superior ground that is far easier to install and
maintain than the doubtful technique of driven
rods in loose rock. The Utah Department of Public
Safety has already documented considerable
reduction in the effects of lightning on the
completed sites and to their surprise, a reduction
29-3
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FIG. 1I Method of brazing copper tubing at
common point,

FIG. 2 - Application of Bentonite following brazing
of common point,

FIG. 3
radio equipment building and
antenna structure.
-Typical
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ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF CONCRETE IN THE FOUNDATION EARTH
Aleksandar Vorgu~id, D.SC.
Electronic Faculty, University of Nid
Yugoslavia

t

ABSTRACT
->The results of many years research
of the electrical resistivity change of
concrete in conection with different
grounding are presented. The exinations-made under different conditions
of moisture and combinations of electrodes. Even for a long period of tlme the
concrete electrical resistivity increapermanently. The electrical resistivity increasing of concrete at foundation earth could lead to decreasing of
the effectivity of the grounding system.
Also, in industries/wre static electricity appears, increasing resistivity
of concrete floors could jiveinfluence
An"the technological processes,
k
USE OF CONCRETE, in conection with electrical current, every day is more and
more frequent. Electrical demands from
the concrete, in general,. are quite oposite. On one hand concrete should have
a high resistivity, when used as isolator, for example for concrete crossties,.
since this resistivity affects the op.ration of railrod signal systems. On the
other hand concrete should have low resistivity in cases where the concrete
is applied in grounding for example in
foundation earth.
Foundation earth results as cousequence from: 10 using more and more r"nforced con=rete i.e. using the metal

Iis
(

in the objects, 20 the objects closenes
in the setlled places and 30 plastic replacing the metal in the water and other
installations used as an additional earth electrodes before.
Recently, very often foundation earth is in use. According to the Codes of
many countries concrete foundation provided with the steel reinforcement or
with a conductor embeded in the concrete
can be used as an earth termination. The
advantages of reinforced concrete foundation are: 10 it is cheap to install
during building constraction, 20 it is
free from intesive corrossion and 30 it
binds all art of grounding together i.e.
it makes potential equalizing, The long
conductors in the concrete i.e. a large
dimensions of foundation earth which is
in moist soil should ensure low resistance of earthing. But the reports about
electrical resistivity of concrete are
incomplet and contradictory what makes
this matter unclear.
Unlike from electrical, the mchanical properties of concrete are well
known. "it is considered that the concrete matures for about one manth, and
all examinations of strenght of concreto performs at the 28-th day of its age."
Fig.1 shows
strenght of concrete for
a priod of five years (1)*, The main
I Numbers in parentheses designate Referoncos at 044 of paper.
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increasing is for the first month. Probably the mechanical mature of concrete
;-for one month, influenced an short term
electrical investigation of concrete.
But the electrical properties doas not
follow the mechanical properties.
To make this question clear, author started to investigate the time dependence of electrical resistivity of
the concrete. Investigations took more
the four years and are steel in the course of.

50

--

40

cal behaviour of the concrete after longer time is unknown.
Concrete is a system of nonconductive particles of sand or gravel embeded
in a conductive cement paste. The resistance of such a composition in general
depends from cement paste. The concrete
has greater resistance than the cement
paste becouse the current has now longer
way between particles of agregat and smaller cross-section of this way. Fig. 2
showes curves the resistivities in function of time for the concrete and cement
paste. The measuring of resi%tivities were after periods of 7, 28 and 90 days,
The increasing of resistivity were explains as effect of continous moist storage (4).

//

30

20
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-/. ...

1

7
days

-

28

3
month

41

-w/c-0,

M*6-4
U)

5
1
years

Cemen

50
90
20
time (days)
Fig. 2 - Effect of concrete moist storage (4)
7 10

Fig. I - Strenght on pressure-time characteristics for concrete from a) normal cement, b) fast-binding cement (1)
From the plenty of results heir
would be given some.the most important
ones without coments. Some reports about this investigations are olready presented (2,3).
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE
In this part would be given short
data about electrical properties of concrete which are given in literature and
got by systematic investigation. Investigation the rouistivity of the conogete in past was short-dated, The electri-

it

"The electrical conductance of sot
cement paste and concrete stored under
constant conditions generally decreases
with age, at least during the first few
months. However, the moisture plays an
essential part in the decrease in conductivity, The specific resistance of concrete, cured in water for three months,
may be iess than 102 ohms-m, whereas the
volume resistivity of well-dreid donoreto may attain a value of 109 ohms-m at
about the same age"(5).
Fresh cement paste and concrete are
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conductors with negative temperature coeficient as the electrolyte. The resis-

L

tance of hardened cement paste and concrete is less dependent on the temperature.

and Cu electrodes was 1/3 in the water
for the first 56 days and than is pulled
out and dried in the air (wet-dry speciment). They are 15 measuring pairs of
electrodes in concrete blocks under di-

Water-cement ratio (w/c) by making
the concrete influences on the electrical resistivity. "The resistivity of paste having a water-cement ratio of 0,40
was about double that of past having a
ratio 0.60" (4).

fferent conditions.
RESULTS OF MEASURING. Measurements
on concrete speciments are performed
with direct and alternatic current. Direct current used to see phenomenon and
influence of polarization potential be-

Table 1
ratio (4)

-

Effect of water-cement

couse special the fresh concrete behaves as an electrolyte. To avoid the polarization effects, for resistance mea-

w/c ratio
0.40

0.50
0.60

Resistivity, ohm-m
7 days 28 days
90 days
10.3
7.9
5.3

11.7
8.8
7.0

suring alternating current is used.

15.7

!,-

-

-

20-

10.9
7.6

10

LONG-TIME INVESTIGATION
TEST SPECIMENT for electrical proparties investigation of concrete con-

--b/

2

sist from short metal electrodes embeded in the concrete which is using for

0,5
0,2

a

CI

-

.;e/

-

10

d

foundation. The electrodes are: 10 from

zinc coated steel bands (Zn-electrodes),
2days
cross-section area 25x3 mm2 , 20 from
steel rods for the concrete rainforce-

3

7

28 =~nth
3
t i m e

e
5
years

(Cu-electrodes). All electrodes have
the same length of 100 mm. The speciments are the concrete blocks with electrodes in pairs on the same distance of

Fig. 3 - Resistance - time characteristics of concrete spaciments a) wet concrete, b) dry concrete, c) wet-drv concrete
Fig. 3 shows the curves resistance
changing in function of time: 10 between

20 mm under different conditions. The

electrodes in a wet concrete, which is

first block with two pairs of Zn electrodes is settled in wet soil as foundation (wet speciment). Second block is

in a moist soil (measuring place N2 4),
20 between electrodes in wet-dry chnrete (measuring place 42 8) and 30 bet-

the same as the first but in the dry air
what corresponds to the concrete columne and the other concrete constructions on the buildings (dry speciment).

ween electrodes in dry concrete (measuring place N 6). The concrete is same
and the electrodes configuration are
also the same in speciments. The resis-

The next block with the pairs of Zn, re

tahce increasing of concrete in functi-

ment, diameter 6 mm (Fe-electrodes) and
30 from copper bands area 20x0,6

mm2
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on of age is evident in all cases. Curves
of electrical resistivity and mechanical

*

*

4

strenght are total different (Fig. I and
Fig. 3). Increasing the concrete resistance in moist soil is in four years abo-

0

ut 300 times fmu the begining of measu-

9

concrete is about milion times. On the
last, humidity of air has big influence.
The resistance jump in wet-dry spacement on 56-th day shows the influence
of the current way trough the water. On
the 56-th day the wet-dray speciment is
pulled from the water.
Now, it should be mentioned some
interesting observations.
The spaciments with measuring places N2 6 (dry) and N9 8 (wet-dry) had
have the same resistance when on 665-th
day had been exposed to water in duration of 15 min. The resistances had rapidly fell of to 11 kohms. With draying
on air faster increased resistance in
spaciment who was dry. The increasing
of resistance for both spaciments are
given in table 2.
Table 2 - Increasing of resistance
t(days)
1
4
7
11
Spec. N 2 6
Spec. N 2 8

11
11

280
93

550
124

950
180

kohms
kohms

It would be considered the case of
two pairs of electrodes in block wet
-dry. One pair from the zinc coated steel bands 25 mm wide (Zn) and the other
from concrete rainforced steel diameter
of 6 mm (Fe). Distance between the eletrodes for the both pairs is the same.
Naturally, becouse of greater cross-section area the first pair had ldWer resistance then other. Some days affter pulling out the block from the water, an
is shown on Fig. 4, the sitation was
changed. Trough the drying, the regis-

4
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0 2e

%
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0,5
a__
_

-

40
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I_...._

70
60
50
time (days)

80

Fig. 4 - Resistance - time characteristics of wet-dry concrete speciment
tance between zinc coated bands was greater than between the steel electrodes.
This was not expected becouse the cross-section through concrete between 25 mm
wide bands is much greater then between
thiner 6 mm steel rods. The bohaving is
as the effective diameter of steel rods
are increased.
Some times the dry block was wetting for some minutes, what should simulate rain. In this cases resistance between electrodes was rapidly folling. With
drying resistance was fast increasing. In
comparing with the permanent wet concreto, the resistance just affter wetting
the dry spacoment was greater, but only
during the period of nearly four years.
After four years such a measuring repeated. Now the resistance on wetted dry
block was 19 kohm compared with 30 kohm
on the permanent wet blok. Probably this
greater resistance on permanent wet concrete is resul of the salts rinsing
fo concrete in permaent presence of
water.

The first long-term electrical resistivity investigations shows that the
concrete resistivity increasis permanen-

304

*
*

tly. The increasing of the concrete resistivity is also for the concrete which
is permanent in Moist Soil. The resistance increasing from the begining of measurinig in the time more of the four years ist 10 about 300 times for permanent
wer concrete and 20 about one milion timeo for dry concrete.
The increasing concrete resistivity after long period could have: 10 considerable increasing of the grounding

resistance of the foundation earth, wh-I
*

at could lad to decreasing of the grounding system effectivity and 20 the resistivity increasing of the concrete
floors in indu3tries where static oleotricity appears, what could lead to the
technological processes spoiling and
the speed reduction of the production.
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4LECTROSTATIC
VOLTAGE SNSORS FOR HELICOPTER DISCHARGERS*

Oren Tranbarger and Bob M. Duff, Senior Research Engineers,
Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, Tax"

A-USTRACT
maintain hovering helicopters at safe energy levels, a noncoutacting
electrostatic senlor I8 reaired to accurately determine the voltage on the
aircraft relative to grou d and provide proper control' data to an active
Analytical
discharger for neutralioug hazardous charging conditions.
ep a uspended between two electrified ground planes
modal studies of a
and surrounded by ?sc" charge resulted in a theoretical relatiomnhip
city, excus* surface charge, and external electric
se
showing how charge
fields affect the voltage on the sphere. The electrostatic trends predicted
from the theoretical xnalymie were sufficiently verified through independent
large-scale laboratory experlments using empirical analysis techniques.
1rom the theoretical and eWirical analyses, helicopter charge equilibcium
conditions were specified, together with a methodology for determini g the

ulectrostatic coefficients of full-scale hovering helicopters. Ie implications of the investigative program are that active electrostatic discharger systems ore now feasible for helicopter applications.

*The work described in

this paper is

thm result of a project conducted by

Southwest Research Institute urnder the support of the U.S. Army Research
and Technology Labor&atories (AVRADCOM)

Contract No.

at Fort Eustie,

Virginia, under
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GROUND PERSONNEL who come in contact with
cargo hooks lowered from hovering helicopters frequently suffer severe electrical shock capable of striking a
man down, injuring fingertips, and splitting fingernails.
In past years, considerable research effort has been directed toward the development of noncontacting active
electrostatic discharger systems for measuring the voltage
buildup on helicopters and reducing this nuisance problem to within safe energy levels. Although electrostatic
discharger systems described in the technical literature
[l]* can generate the necessary countercharge for neutralizing the 4oltage buildup on hovering aircraft, deficiencies in the voltage sensor require additional development work before the voltage on the aircraft relative to
ground can be accurately measured.
To fully understand the nature of the voltage sensing problem, the helicopter was approximated in laboratory model studies as a sphere which was suspended in
space above the ground, surrounded by space charge,
and subjected to an external electric field. Experiments
were conducted using a conducting sphere in a specially
constructed electrostatic test chamber where bound surface charge, surrounding space charge, and the external
electric field could be varied independently to determine
the manner in which each parameter affected the voltage
on the sphere. Through empirical analysis, these laboratory model studies revealed the voltage on the sphere to
be a linear function of the externally applied electric
field, surrounding space charge, and the excess surface
charge on the model. There is a companion geometric
coefficient associated with each vvItage parameter. The
magnitudes of the coefficients vary as a function of
height above the ground. The laboratory model configuration was also analyzed through classical techniques by
solving Poisson's equation in a manner suggested by
Smythe [2], Excellent agreemet was obtained between
the theoretical results and empirical analysis of the laboratory data.
The results of the investigative work into the sensor
problem show the necessary conditions for maintaining
zero potential on the helicopter and a method for determining the geometric coefficients of full-scale helicopters. It can be concluded that active elect'ostatic
discharger systems are now feasible for helicopter applications. A practical discharger system would require maltiple-point electrostatic sensors to measure electric fields
and charge density. In a closed feedback system, data
from these sensors would be processed by a microcomputer which would calculate the voltage on the helicopter
as a function of height and control countercharge generated for neutralizing purposes.
In addition to the technical results of the electrostatic model studies mentioned, this paper describes briefly
the electrostatic test chamber used for the model experiments, some of the unique electrostatic instrumentation
required for measuring electric fields and space charge,
and the construction of the spherical model.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
The potential and electric fields for models which
correspond closely lo the test chamber have been analyzed theoretically. The results include solutions for a
charged sphere between finite size conducting plates, and
between infinite conducting plates with a cylindrical
space charge region surrounding the sphere.
SPHERE BETWEEN INFINITE PARALLEL
PLATES - Before the finite plate problem is considered, the classic problem of a charged sphere between infinite parallel conducting plates is reviewed. The notation
used follows that of Morse and Feshback [31 in most
cases. The potentials interior and exterior to the sphere
may be expressed by the eigenfunction series
o
01(r.O)

F.(Cose)

-

)(1)

-0

V'(r,9)

-

C.

I

a

>
-

JP.(cosO)

!
(2)

where:
A(r,O)

-

the electrostatic potential interior to a
sphere of radius a,

i(r,0)

-

the electrostatic potential exterior to a
sphere of radius a,

r,0,# - spherical coordinate variables having origin
at the center of the sphere,
P,(cO0s) - the Legendre function of the first kind of
degree n, and
C,

-

the undetermined coefficients.

The condition that the potential be everywhere finite
and continuous across the surface of the sphere has been
imposed in formulating Equations (1) and (2). In addition, only rotationally symmetric (i.e., # independent)
solutions are considered. Imposing the boundary conditon for the normal component of electric field at the surface of the sphere leads to expressions for the model components of surface charge density as
(n
0.0) - C.ao

+ 1(
a

P.(cose)

(3)

The capacitance of the sphere is defined as
c - Q/V o

(4)

where:
Q - the total charge on the sphere, md

*Numbers in brackets designate references at end of
paper.

Vo - the potential imposed upon the sphere.
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The total charge is obtained by integration of the surface

where:

charge density over the surface of the sphere. Since only
degree Legendre
the zeroth
written ashas a non zero inte
may befunction
the capacitance
gral,

m
for n
[I0for
n Am
D - the separation between the plates;

(5)

c - 4rCO/Va

z0

where:

location of the center of the sphere; and

M - the number of image terms retained in the
computation.

a - the radius of the sphere, and
eo - the permittivity of free space.

A potential applied to the plates may be included by recoanizing that a linear gradient of potential is added in the
region between the plates. For a potential V2 applied to
the upper plates, with V, - 0, the potential and its derivative with respect to z are given by

If the sphere were located in free space, the distribution
of charge would be uniform and only COwould be non
zero. When the sphere is placed between parallel conducting plates, or in fact near any other conductor, the
higher order terms exist. The infinite parallel plate geometry is shown in Figure 1.
The boundary conditions which must be met are

(
'(z)

%Rr,0)-V 0 at all points on the surface and within
the sphere,

=

z
+ IjV2

d (z) M V2

dz
#(r,O) - V1 at all points on the lower plate, andI

The potentials V0, V, and V2 are assumed to be known
and, initially, V, and V2 will be taken as zero. Following
the procedure given by Smythe [2], the total potential at
the center of the sphere is set equal to V0 and, since the
potential is constant within the sphere, the derivatives of
potential of all orders are set equal to zero. The total potential at the center of the sphere is the sum of the potentials due to charges on the sphere and to surface charge

B.(.,-D/2)

place the two plates by a series of images of the sphere.
The potential at the center of the sphere is then obtained
by adding to Equation (1) a series of image terms computed from Equation (2). Truncating the elgenfunction
series at Nth order, a set of N linear equations is formed
by setting the potential equal to V0 and the first N-I derivatives of the potential with respect to z equal to zero.
After some algebraic manipulation, the resulting equations are
,

1+[',ii ]

(

(__
+

,(_.__

rk

-

-.- +

rp +a

(10)

1y9

+

43]/2.

and a recurrence formula for the Legendre functions

(41 has been used.

SPHERE BETWEEN THIN OBLATE
SPHEROIDS - Since the width of the roof and floor
of the test chamber are of the order of their separation, the accuracy of an infinite plate model must be examined. For this purpose, the roof and floor are modeled
as thin oblate spheroids which, in the limit of zero thickness, become circular disks. The geometry used in this

_plates

(kO-IrI-[l-(-kI)S/.I

1)I

zk - (-I)k [(k-i/2) D + (-I)r Zj, and

(6)

+

/

.

(Equation (843)) of Reference

~(Ir+i -(-J)klZ.). ,

"(

-

where:

N
k

(9)

N

on the two plates. Image theory may now be used to re-

[l

D

These two terms may then be
subtracted from the righthand sides of Equation (6) and the first of Equations (7)
as modifications of the source vector. The solution of
this set of linear equations for the coefficients C. then alows for computation of the charge density on the sphere
using Equation (3). The electric field at the lower plate is
also of interest and may be obtained from the potential
by adding an appropriate image series to Equation (2).
The result may be expressed as

kr,0)- V2 at all points on the upper plate.

C.

(8)

V?

analysis is shown in Figure 2.
)'

(-')*"
kD-b !- 11- "

Rotational symmetry about the vertical axis is wainaned and the spheroidal coordinates i and q are defined
[3] by

(7)

J-

;)

z - b1
x

,,

b

('+
Q

(11)
) (1 -

(12)
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Solutions of Laplace's equation appropriate to an
oblate spheroid defined by t - to are

U-c

P.(r)1A.P.(it) + B.Q.(iE)] ;

0" (Q,q)

C.P.(Q)Q.(i). t a to

to (13)

(14)

area of the test chamber, and a thickness of 0.0035 meters. Some of the difference in field strength between the
infinite plate and oblate spheroid solutions may be
caused by the finite thickness and curvature of the spheroid surface, however, these errors are believed to be
small. These results thus indicate that the finite size of the
roof and floor electrodes In the test chamber results in a
slightly higher field at the south pole when the sphere is

near the floor, as compared to the infinite plate prediction.

where:

SPHERE IMBEDDED IN A SPACE CHARGE
REGION - The final problem which has been solved re-

P. - the Legendre function of the first kind;
Q.

-

the Legendre function of the second kind; and

The requirement that the potential be finite every-where
has been imposed in formulating Equations (13) and (14),
Further simplification can be achieved from symmetry
considerations. An even charge distribution on the surface of the spheroid must produce a zero electric field
(gradient of potential) at t - 0, and an odd charge distribution must produce a zero potential at t - 0 Only Pn(i)
has these properties; thus, B, in Equation (13) must be
zero. Requiring continuity of potential at the surface of
the spheroid ( - to) leads to

A.Pt(q)±

-

dv'
41re

A

")Q.0)
WIGa

t

(15)

(16)

The total potential at any point in space may be written
by adding the potential due to the sphere (Equation (I) or
(2)) and the potential due to each of the two spheroids
(Equation (15) or (16)). The coordinates of a point in
space must of course be related to the local coordinate
systems used in formulating thee equations.
A set of 3N equations for determination of the 3N
unknown
must parallel
now be plate
formed.
The procedure used coefficients
for the infinite
problem,
i.e.,
enforcing the value of potential and zero derivatives of
potential at the center of each electrode, can be used.
This procedure was found, however, to result in poor
convergence of the numerical solution. Better convergence was achieved by enforcing the value of the potential at a set of N points on the surface of each electrode.
The computed capacitance of the sphere as a function of height above the lower plate for iree space, indinite parallel plates and finite thin plates of area equal to
the actual test chamber roof and floor is shown in Figure
3. It is seen that the capaitance is essentially the same for
infinite and finite plates.
The normal component of electric field at the surace of the spherc for different heights above the lower
plate
shown in Figure 4. For these computations, the
oblateIsspheroids
were taken to have a major diameter

R

(17)

V
where:
R2

-

Pa

lating to the experimental measurements is that of a
sphere between infinite parallel plates and surrounded by
a finite diameter cylindrical region containing a uniform
space charge density. The geometry used for this solution
is shown in Figure 5. The solution fo' the potential at a
point designated by r, due to a volume density of charge
p, is given by

[(z-z')2 + r2 + r'2 - 2rr' cos(i -

1)];
and

r,O,z - the cylindrical
variables. The
unprimed variables designate coordinate
the location of the field
point at which the potential is to be determined, while the
primed variables are variables of integration. The evluation of the integral in Equation (17) for a general field
point leads to an elliptic integral form. The problem is
greatly simplified, however, if only field points along the
z axis (r - 0) are considered. The potential at any point
along the z axis which is produced by a finite cylindrical
region of uniform charge density is found to be expressi.
ble as:

P

0,(z) -

+

(

2

)

[K(z)4:FzD];

lzl> R

2

(1 )

(19)

where:
the upper sign of Equation (19) is uscd for z ;P D/2,
and
the lower sign of Equation (19) is uved for z 4 -D/2,

which would give a disc area equal to the roof or floor

431"4_
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K(z)

S(D/2-z

model. Figure 7 shows the computed electric field at the

2

-

i(D/2-z)2 +b

2
2

south pole (bottom) of the sphere as a function of height
above the lower plate for a 5 kV potential on the sphere
and various space charge densities.

"

2
1

2

+

e-

D2z

2

pressed as an cigenfunction series, the coefficients in the

D2'I

b

- In

2

SUMMARY OF THE THEORETICAL
ANALYSIS - The analysis of the charge density and
electric field on a spherical conducting body has been ex-

+D/2)2+b

+ (1/2+ z)

+

2 (/2-z)2+b2

-(D/2-,.

'/

series being determined by the interaction with external

electrodes and external space charge deusity. The general
form of the solution is of interest in relation to empirical
formules which have been derived. The potential is first

the volume diusity of charge, and

expressed as

the permittivity.
N

Equctions (18) and (19) do not give the potential
needed, however, since the sphere excludes space charge
from its interior.
The existence of the sphere may be accounted for by

where:

adding to Eqtations (18) and (19) the potential produced
by a spherical ,egion having a charge density of -p. Evaluating Equation (17) for this spherical region gives

H

= 0

;C.K.(H~x,y,z)
.y

(23)

U-o

-

the eigtnfunctions for the sphere,
the height of the sphere above the floor of the
test chamber, and

(a

0'(7)

2 _

----I'

lzl:sa

-th&,ectangular cmodinit varlablu.

(2)x,y,z

A set of linear equations !j formed by matching the

2a=

boundary conditions on all electrodes and the solutions

-

2t 31z;'

(21)

for the C. may be written as

where a sphericai coo
,te system centered on the
sphere has been assumeo. !e desired potential may now
be expressed as
"

C.

K

V.

(24)

-

where:

4(z)

-

,(z) + 0(z-70

(22)

where zo is the position o, the sphere in the coordinate
system of Figure 5. 1 his is stiff, however, only the potential of a fiaite cylidric4l space charge region with a
spherical hole. To obtain &i- desired solution, the potential produced by charge distribution on the sphere, Equations (1) and (2), and an image series to account for the
parallel conducting plates must be added to Equation
(22). The solution for the unknown coefficients is tlvrn
carried out in the same manner as previously for the infi-

w
i,

- elements of an inverse matrix, and
a source vector expressing the boundary ondi-

fo.
From Equation (24), the potential may then be expressed
Fe

nite parallel plate case. The equations which are solved
are similar to Equations (6) and (7), with the potential

.hw

K-V

produced by the space charge and its image series subtracted from the right-hand side. The rquired derivatives
of the space charge potentials up to tWe tenth order are
given in Reference [5].
The field strength at the lower plate as a function of
the radius
of the space
charge region (withont
sphere) is
nFgr
i
.Tehrotldse
nFgr
shown in Figure 6. The horizontal dashed lirne in Figure 6
indkates the fie~d predicted by an infinite slab of space
charge and the vertical dashed line indicates the radfus of
the cylinder having the same cross-sectional area as the
test cYamber. It is seen that the finite size of the chamber
produces a field at the center of the lower platc which is
about 70 percent of that predicted by the infinite slab

-

.(25)

.K;,K.)V.

(26)

The term in parenth
in Equation (26) is a function of
The
tr
on
hie
theecto
is
e inf
iafluthe
the vector V.(6 coutains
only, while
the geometr
ence of externally applied fields and space charge.
U p
produced by an exernal vertical decThe
field Eeis
V" -Ez
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and that produced by a space charge density may be written as
V- pM
where M is a function of the geometry. If the boundary
conditions of constant potential V and zero derivatives :,
potential at the center of the sphere are imposed, Equa.,
tion (26) may be expanded to show the Influence of the
different externa sources as
N

1a

=

= V0 r(x,y,z)
K K J

.

NM4
+ Ea K. KO' K.K'-zplane
E L KDK +

M

(27)
(27)

pipes to the main test chamber. A close-up view of the
space charge generating antechamber and the circulation
pipes to the main test chamber are shown in Figure 11.
Overall, the antechamber was constructed out of plywood and lined with galvanized sheet metal which made
the interior chamber walls conducting where the charge
was generated. The process described for geneatinS the
space charge is the phenomenon associated with tank
washing [6] on board supertankers which has been
responsible for numerous shiptank explosions.
With the water spray electrification and blower circulation system used for generating space charge, the
main test chamber could be filled with charged fog and
mist that had a charge density on the order of 7 to 12
nC/m 3. With the model removed from the test chamber,
measured
electricvaried
fields from
of the
resultground
kV/mofasthea floor
3.!18center
1.85 atto the
space charge filling the chamber.

INST~RUJMENTATION

N

To conduct the laboratory tests, it was necessry to
construct a special test facility sufficiently large to accommodate the spherical model In addition to the se
requirement, the design of the chamber included provi-

In conduc.ing the model experiments, some special
electrostatic instrumentation was used to measure electric
fields and space charge density remotely from the model
and at designated points within the test chamber. The primary instrument used for measuring electric fields was a
Monroe Electronics, Inc. Model 171 electric fleldmeter.
For remote electric field measurements from the model,
the mainframe of the instrument and the electric field
sensors were implemented within the model and operated
by a rechargeable battery power supply. Readout from
the instrument was accomplished through a multichannel
fiber optic data link coupled to the output of the fieldmeter instrument.
Charge density measurements on the charged mist
and fog within the test chamber were made with a miomentarily sampling charge density meter, designed

sions for generating a large volume of space charge and
simulating electric fields typical of the earth's natural
electric field in the range of *100 V/An. For the size
requirement, a wooden frame plywood cubical structure
measuring 6.2 meters (20.25 feet) on a side was constructed. The roof and floor were comprised of sheet
metal ground planes that could be electrified to produce
external electric fields around the model. The walls of the
chamber were insulated with plastic liner sheets to protect
the walls from moisture effects as a result of the manner

in-house and originally used for shiptank studies conducted for the U.S. Maritime Administration [71. Makin
remote space charge measurements from the model requred the design of a pneumaticaly-operated valving
mechanism which was also implemented within the
model. The output of the sampLng valve mechanh~m was
connected through a Nylobrade hose attached to the
model. The construction of the on-board sampiing valves
together
with the electric
can be
r oeflydsrbd..
se nFgrs1
n 5 field
hc instrumentation

K.K

Oz

:
''+

+M
-

Each of the terms in brackets in Equation (27) is a
function of the geometry alone and thus the influence of
each source may be studied separately.

TE.ST CHAMBER

in which space charge was generated in the chamber.
Some of the external and overall construction features of
the test chamber can be seen in Figures 8 and 9.
Space charge was generated in a small cubical antechamber measuring 1.8 meters (6 feet) on a side, which is
visible in the upper right-hand portion of Figure 8. This
was accomplished by a water spray electrification process
as shown in Fiure 10. In this process, six high-velocity
nozzles spray water jets against one side of the antechamber. When the water Impact the walls, minute
water dropletz are formed, resulting in negatively
charged fog aW mist. With a corona needl in the middle
of the antechamber, the negative charge can be greatly
rhanced or reversed and made positive in polarity. With
a high-volume blower system, the charged fog and mist in
the antechamber were trasported through large PVC

in the following

Wdon.

MODEL CONSTRUCTION
The spherical model was designed as two h-mispher,
ical shells bolted together at the equator. Fiberglass
material was used in the construction. A conductive coating was applied to the surface. Thrme sets of electric field
and charge density sensors were implemented around the
equator with companion sensors at the north and south
poles. The completed spherical model is shown in Figure
12. Overall, the .odel W a d4wmeter of LV met
(4.28 feet).
Figure 13 shows the method used in suspending the
modl tuthe test chambe. A aeIal h
cmpa
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of polyethylene rope and the insulators shown were required to adequately isolate the model from charge leakage effects that could otherwise occur from other types of
harnesses. The three small insulators on the sphere carry
the direct load of the internal instrumentation package as
well as the weight of the model,
The instrumentation package Implemented In the
model Is shown in Figures 14 and 15. Figure 16 shows the
manner in which the hemispherical shells and instrumentation package are assembled. Figure 17 shows the fully
operational model with the ciiarge density sampling hose,
fiber optic cables, and polyethylene air hoses for actuatingthe sampling valves and sampling the space charge at
various points around the model. The instrumentation
package battery supply couldpoer-thelmodel for a good
10-hour period before recharging was necessary. Recharging could be accomplished In an overnight period
with an appropriate battery charger connected to a plug
mounted on the model.

There were many experimental tests conducted that
cannot fully be described within the scope of this paper;
however, two series of experimental tests are described
that clearly illustrate how the various electrostatic perameters are related and affect the voltage on the model.
During the course of the experimental test efforts, it was
determined that external electric fields on the order of
.100 V/m had very little effect on the test results. Laboratory tests with external electric fields ae therefore not
described in this paper. However, the natural electric
field from the earth is a factor considered later in derivIng the charge equilibrium conditions for full-scale hellcopters. The nature of the tests to be described and the
experimental data are first presented without mathemadcal Interpretation. Data analysis Is treated separately
where empirical techniques are applied to show electric
field trends very. similar to the results obtained from the
theoretical analyds.

Two tests were conducted when the test chamber
was free of space charge. The results of these tests are
shown In Tables I and 2. The primary differences between these two tests were the charging voltages at which
the two tests were conducted. These tests show that Do
nonlinear corona effects were VPst during the two
tests. Also, the Er/V. ratios in Tables I and 2 are comperable and within the expectations of repeatable test
results and Instrumentation errors.
The third test conducted was aimed at determining
the effects of space charge upon the electric field sensor
mounted in the floor. Negative space charge was circulated In the test chamber and the sphere was charged to
the potentials used in Test 12 (summarized in Table 2) for
the various heights above the floor. During this test, the
output of the electric field sensor was recorded on a strip
chart. Electric field measurements were also made for the
condition when the sphere was discharged to zero potential by momentarily shorting the sphere to ground. The.
data collected for this third test are shown in Table 3.
The results of these tests show that when the sphere
Is charged to a potential of + 10 kY nd suspended at a
height of about 2.5 meters (8.2 feet), the electric field at
the sensor is zero. At this point, the space charge effects
exactly counterbalance the electric fields from the sphere
due to excess surface charge. Also, when the sphere is
grounded and there are no electric field lines emanating
from the model, the presence of the sphere is completely
masked by the space charge for heights greater than 2.44
meters (8.0 feet).
The true nature of the space charge effects can further be seen by comparing the electric field data given in
Tables 2 and 3. As the sphere islowered close to the floor
sensor, electric fields from the charged sphere predominate over the space charge effects and, conversely, when
the sphere is raised above 2.S meters (8.2 feet), the space
charge effects predominate. These data dramatically
Illustrate that the potential difference on the model is a
function of both the space charge surrounding the sphere
and the measured electric fields.

FLOOR SENSOR TESTS - The floor sensor tests
Involved no electrostatic instrumentation on board the
model. For this first series of tests, a single electric field
sensor was implemented in the floor ground plane at the
center of the chamber. Space charge was sampled from a
wall port. The model was raised and lowered at the center
of the chamber directly above the electric field sensor.
The physical arrangement of this test setup is shown in
Figure 18. To eliminate external electric fields, the roof
and floor ground planes were shorted together. A highvoltage power supply was used to charge the model to a
given potential. Excess surface charge Imparted to the
model In this manner was accomplished through a special
charging probe which could be applied to the model surface and then quickly removed. The time constant of the
sphere in this first test configuration was greater than two
hours. Also, in addition to charging the sphere, a probe
connected to ground was used to discharge the excess surface charge when required. Charging and discharging
ef~ects were observed under charge-filled and charge-free
chamber onditions.

ON-BOARD SENSOR MEASUREMENTS - For
on-board electrostatic measurements, three electric field
sensors were installed In the model at the north pole,
equator and south pole. Space charge was sampled from
a wall port and directly from the model in two different
tests. The test chamber and model configuration for the
case where space charge was sampled from a wail port are
shown In Figure 19. The first test conducted determined
the electric fields as a function of model height In a
charge-free test chamber. The test results shown In Table
4 are for different charging potentials on the sphere. The
electric field intensities listed under the data columns
identified as E*, E,and E, refer to the north pole. equator
and south pole locations, respectively. In Table 5, the
charging potential was held constant as the model height
was varied. The results froq these two tests indicate a
wider variation In the electric fields at the south pole than
at the equator or north pole. Also, Itcan be concluded
from these two tests that the south pole sensor data Is
more significant in Inferring the potential of the model.

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

sl.[
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The data presented in Table 6 show the electric
fields measured on the model when the test chamber was
filled with space charge. In this test, the sphere was
charged in the same manner as in Tert #1 (summarized in
Table 4). Like the floor sensor experiments, the electric
fields on the model were altered considerably by the pr-ence of the surrounding space charge.
Several trends are evident in the electric field data as
a result of the space charge surrounding the model: (1) As
the sphere is lowered from the midpoint in the test chamber, the distance betwoen the north pole and the roof
increases, providing volumetric increases in the amount

varied so that the magnitudes of the electric fields were
within the measurement range of the electric fieldmeter.
The charge densities varied due to the nature of the process used for generating the space charge. In spite of the
variations in the electrostatic parameters during the tests,
the test data reflect certain trends which can be normalized for general comparison purposes. Since it Is obvious
from the test data that only linear processes are involved
in the interaction of the electrostatic parameters that determine the model potential, the laws of superposition
may be applied to the laboratory test data so that the effects of the electrostatic parameters can be separated and

of space charge affecting the electric field sensor at the

independently analyzed.

north pole. As the space charge effects tend to increase
the electric fields at the north pole with chenges in re4uced height, there is also an overall decrease in the electric fields observed due to less surface charge since the
chargin voltage is reduced; therefore, an increase in one
field component and a decrease in the other field component result in a slight overall net decrease in the electric
fieldo measured at the north pole; (2) The electric fields
measured at the equator decrease as the sphere is lowered. Large increases in the electric fields at the equator
would not be expected from the spw charge alone since
the distance between the equator sensor and the wall is
constant and does not affect the volumetric amount of
space charge influencing the sensor; therefore, any
changes in the electric field at the equator would be due
almost entirely to changes in the excess surface charge on
the sphere; (3) Electric fields measured at the south pole
decrease as the model is lowered because both space

In applying the laws of superposition to the laboratory test data, any reference point (whether it is on the
sphere, in space around the model, tUe wall of the haimber, or the grow plane) will have a composite electric
field intensity that is comprised of: (1) the external electric field, (2) the excess surface charge on the model, and
(3) the space charge density of the surrounding medium.
This general hypothesis accounts for the case when there
can be an external electric field component, although the
data presented in this paper only show the effects of surface and space charge. From, the model studies, the ef, ,
fects of the external electric field were trivial and are
neglected in the empirical analysis. Furthermore, each of
the electric field onponents has a geometric coefficieut
that varies as a function of the model htight. Using computer techniques, he discrete test data oso be analyzed to
obtain interpolation formulas for the geometric coefficients associated with the surface charge on the model

charge and excess surface charge effects re reduced. The
space charge effects are reduced with decreasing height
since there is less volumetric space charge between the
south pole and floor to affect the sensor. The excess surface charge is reduced as the height is lowered because

and the surrounding &pWce charge. With cmputed geometric functions, the empirical anallisis results in a family
of graphical displays showing the eloctric fields at the
point of reference as a function of model height, vottage
and surrounding space charge density.

lower charging voltages were used in the tests; and (4) At
the midpoint in the test chamber, the electric fields on all
the sensors can be considered essentially the same since
all the electrostatic parameters are uniformly distributed
around the model,
Another observation can be made In comparison
with the tests conducted with the floor sensor., pVoaitive
space charge had been used together with a positive
charging potential on the sphere, zero electric field cA.nditions would havc been meaured at the south pole at
some pont where the space charge and excess surface
charge effects were equal and opposite.
The data trends shown in Table 6 were also observed
again for the case where the full on-board measurement
pabilities f the model were se. Th i
d
ing electric field and space charge measurements directly
from the model. Table 7 shows the results of this test.

FLOOR SENSOR -- Sihce the space charge density, the model potential, and the external electric field all
produce llnea independent effects at the floor sensor,
the electric i eld at the ground planc sensor can be expressed in a generaL form as

Representative space charge measurements %,ere made at
the equator of the model.

" t1- space charge dedity urrounding the
"urudn
a
d
moes

E
where:
U,

-

El + E 2 + E. volts/meter

&A is the electc field component of the exter,
n
apiee field c
o
ft
t
edly applied field;
(29)

- =V, is the electric field component caused by
the potentialon the model surface;
(30)
B3 -sip is the electric field component caused by

ioddl

.

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

g0

dimensionless geometric coefficient;

The tests described resulted in discrete data consisting of eectr6static measurements 'taken at specific
heights above the ground plane under varying reference
voltages and charge densities. The charging voltages were

j-

geometric coefficient with units of 1/meter;

g

(31)

- georeric coeffickat with units of volt-maeters.

per coulomb (Vmr/C);
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(28)

i

E0 - the positive exterAl electric field in

shown in Tables Iand 2, the G, coefficient was derived

volts/meter;

by
an approximate
polynomial
series20.
expansion. This
function
isshown graphically
in Figure

V,.- the model potential voltage in volts; and
t sconfiguration
S-"the space charge density of the surrounding
medium in coulombs/m).
The electric field components given by Equation
(28) are vector quantities; however, the electric field sensor
can aperture.
only measure
fieldsensors
component
normal to
the
sensor
Sincethethe
are always
flushmounted at the measurement surfaces, the equations in
this analysis are given in scaz notation.
From Equations (28)-(3 1), the electric field at the
ground plane can be expressed as
E - SA -gV, -g.
(32)
By neglecting the external electric field component, the
sphere potential, V., may be expressed as
V,M-OE,
- o..p volts

(33)

where:
F

aG

l/g
1, a geometric coefficient with unlt.l of
meters; and

02 - g2/gi, a geometric coefficient with units of
volt-meters) per coulomb (Vm 3/C).
Thus, from Equation (33), the sphere potential can
be calculated by knowing the geometric coefficients O
and 02, the electric field intensity at the ground plane reference point, tAnd the space charge density surrounding
the model. With the form given by Equation (33), the

geometric corfflcients can be found by the defining
relatonshipr given below,
h M-

if

The 0 2 geometric coefficient for the ground plane
was determined from data contained in
Table 3. This analysis involved cal-ulations using Equation (35) and the values derived for 01 shown in Figure
20. A computer analysis of calculated data points for the
raw G2 data showed that a four-term polynomial curve
was the best fit. Figure 21 shows a graphical plot of the
G2 function.
From Equation (33), the eletric field sensor

-

mounted in the ground plane will have an output given by
E

-

f r v ++

(36)

vdt/met.

The electric fields at the reference floor sensor are
shoown in Figures 22-25 for constant charging voltages of
0, + 1, + 5 and + 10 kV. For each voltage, the space
charge density was varied in step values of +50, + 30,
+ 10, 0, -10, -30 and -50 nC/m 3. Another family of
curves could have been plotted for negative sphere potentials. However, as can be seen by the nature of Equation
(36), negative sphere potentials would have resulted in
curves of the same general shape, but skewed into the
positive right half of the electric field plane.
ON-BOARD SENSOR - The measured field
strength at the south pole was taore sensitive to height
variations than data from the sensors at the equator or
north pole; therefore, the south pole was selected as the
reference point for performing an empirical analysis of
the data collected in the on-board instrumentation ntes.
In the empirical analysis that follows for the south pole
reference point, the nomenclature for defining the geo-

metric coefficients is similar to that used for the floor
sensor case; however, the characteristics of the derived
geometric coefficients are completely different.

(21±]The

..

-V, + OE,

(34)

field, form
E,, atasthethesouth
can befield
expressed
inelectric
a general
sumpole
of thr
components.
E,- 1,+ E2+ 1 vol/meter

(35)

In determining the geometric coefficients given by
Equations (34) and (35), tests must first be conducted in a
charge-free test chamber. Under this condition, the
sphere is charged to a known potential and the resultant
electric fields at the ground plane are measured. Once G,
has beev determined, then the test chamber is filled wit:1
acharrpS4
known the
space
charge
tests areasrepeated
by
sphere
to density
a knownand
potential
the electric

(37)

where:
b- g°yE° is the electric field compOn
by the eernally apv'.led field;

E.

produced
(8)

by
chV,
the on
odd
mo e
(39)
by si ,fc vhae on t
l
a sac
(9)
i
elec field componenttprdw
produced by.y
Ioitheeticiedopo

field intensity is measured at the grwaud plane. The V,,Et
and p quantities,
together with 0,, can then be used to

hargi~~~is
toaonoefotntalactheeecri
thenie spomerei

calculate the 02 geometric coefficient.
Once G, and 02 have been derived for various
sphere hegts. H, then itispossible to calculate the
phee potential for any given elet.k fWd MW Spam
density u-_w
u-ak-,eEquation (33). From the test data
++[.+31-9
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derived from empirically averaged data is shown in Figure 27.
Measurements of the south pole electric field and
the surrounding space charge density can be used to infer
the model potential by the relationship given in Equation
(42). This voltage expression assumes that the voltage on
the model is an unknown and is thereby inferred by measurements of the electric field at the south pole and the
surrounding space charge density. In the laboratory tests,
the sphere voltage and space charge were always kilown.
From Equation (42), the terms can be rearranged as
shown below to reflect the electric fields expected at the
south pole as a function of the sphere potential and the
space charge density.

the positive external electric field in
volts/mter;

E.

V, a-m model potential in volts; and
p

-

the space ,charge density of the surrounding
medium in coulombs/mk

In terms of the external electric field, model potential, and the space charge, the eectric field at the south
pole can be expressed as
E, -- gE 0 + g'V, - gp volts/m.,417.

(41)

If the external electric field component is neglected,
the sphere potential, V., at the south pole is

V. - G0
E. =

(42)

V,= GIE, + 0 2 ovolts
where:
G,-

l/g, a geometric coefficient with units of
meters; and
-2g

/gi, a geometric coefficient with units of
volt-meters3 per coulomb (Vtj3/C).

From this relationship, the sphere potential can be
inferred by measuring the electric fields at the south pole
and the surrounding space charge density once the geometric coefficients, 01 and G., have been determined.
The G, and 0 geometric coefficients can be determined
from the expressons shown below.

0,

G

-

-

]
LE'I

14

volts/meter.

(45)

This expression is useful in graphically illustrating
the electrostatic phenomena existing at the south pole of
the model. By holding the sphere potential, V,, constant
and adjusting the space charge density in discrete steps, a
family of curves for the electric field can be derived
whereby the effects of space charge can be clearly Illustrated. Equation (45) is plotted in Figures 28-31 for the
same charging voltages and space charge densities used
for the floor sensor case.
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND
THEORETICAL RESULTS

The analysis of tho observed electrost~tic Uzidata

provides empirical relations from which th elecftric field
at the ground plane and on the sphere may be ,lculated
a function of height of the sphere above the ground
plane. These field strengths may also be predicted based

-(43)
p.o0as

Lv, - Gig

G,

upon the theoretical analysis. Comparison of thu experi-

(

mental and theoretical results is of considerable value

both In evaluating the present results and indicating diTo determine G1, charging tests are first conducted
in a charge-free test chamber. The ratio of the charging
volt, e to the observed electric field is 01. With the G,
coefficient determined, charging tests are again performed in the presence of space charge in which V,, E,
and p are known As required for the 0 calculation defined by Equation (44).
Two charging tests were conducted on the sphere in
a charge-free test chamber to obtain data required for the
G, calculations. The results of these tests are listed in Tables 4 and 5. In the first test the charging potential was
varied, while in the second test the voltage was held constant at 1.5 kV. The results of these two tests were averaged together and analyzed for the best curve-fit as
shown in Figure 26.
The G2 geometric coefficient was derived from the
data listed in Tables 6 and 7. For Test 3 in Table 6, space
charge measurements were made by sampling from a wall
fixture. In Test 4, shown by Table 7, space charge sampling was accomplished by the on-board model instrumentation deigned for that purpose. The 0. function

rections for future work. Figures 32 and 33 show the electric field at the ground plane and at the south pole of the
sphere, respectively, for the case of 10 kV applied to the
sphere. While the general agreement of the theoretical
and experimental results is very encouraging, the difference in magnitude of the space charge effect indicates the
need for further investigation.
The theoretical preciictions shown in these figures
were computed from the infinite parallel plate with a finite space charge region model. It is of Interest to note
that the experimental values for the electric field at the
ground plane approach the theoretical value for an infinite slab space charge region. During the tests, charge
was found to accumulate on the walls of the test chamber. This wall effect, combined with the finite size of the
roof and floor plates, may combine to produce the effect
of a larger space charge than considered in the theoretical
computations.
In contrast to the electric field at the ground pkue,
the measured field at the south pole of the sphere was
found to be less than the predicted value. One explanation for this difference is probably nonuniformity in the
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charge distribution within the test chamber. Anoter

V.,-coaa
a wt

probable influence on the measured data is that of instru.
mentation cables attached to the sphere during measurement. Figure 34 shows a comparison of measured
and predicted capacitance of the sphere without space
charge in the chamber. The lower values of measured capacitance are probably caused by the instrumentation
cables.
:Iin

HELICOPTER ELECTROSTATIC COEFFICIENTS
n the
taround
laboratory, under controlled electrostatc

-

-

Go

ao

ian

V, - G_ , - GO

(48)

(49)

E0
To determine the G, coefficient, the space charge
ionized the
engine
helicopter
exhaustdue
gases
to triboelectrification
will generally be constant
and the

fondetine
relative
of the spherical
potential
thews
conditions,
that canabe
be eai
establishedeafor
for te
test poss.
purpose.
sc~d ymodel
masuingthefor
conditions that
to he
roud
qanttatvel
to the ground was quantitatively sensed by m
t
With constant space charge conditions and a constant
composite electric field at a reference point and the surexternal field from the earth around the aircraft, the hovrounding space charge and applying the relevant mathering helicopter can be charged to some given potential,,
ematical calculations. This technique depends upon
This potentia will result in related electric field meegeometric coefficients that must be used In the voltage
surements at any test point on the aircraft. Following this
sensing equations. Although actual helicopter flight coninitial charging test, the helicopter can be charged again a
ditions present new problems of scale and complex geomInti
r te t i
opter ca bechare
in a
second time to a different voltage which will result in a
etry in comparison with the laboratory model tests, the
different electric field measurement at the referen
developed for the model tests can be extended
techniques
and applied dirctly to heliopters.
point. Differences between the first and second sequences
and ap ed ircl
a heotrs.
of measurements provide the difference quantities reFrom the empirical and theoretical analyses, the hquired in Equation (47). By repeating these charging tests
licopter voltage sensing equation can be generalized as
over the range of heights typically used in hovering, the
V,- GAo

+ GOE, + Ge volts

(46)

where:
,-Mvoltage on the helicopter;

the ectric field at a rerenc
point in volts/meter;
-

Go

measurement

around the helicopter in cspace chargt;
....
0rd
;
h
pEquation
lomn/m 3 ;
the geometric coefficient of the helicopter related to the external electric field in meters;
t
mimined
rela
the
to
cff
t
t
urelated
to the copsteeetric
composite

fieldcper
t In mt.
asurtent at the reference point in meters;
and
G - the geometric coefficint of the helicopter
related to the space charge density Wvolts/
meter 3 per coulomb (Vm3/C).
Frotu the above expmion, the geometric oeffiients can be defined athematically and determlod
experimentally from practical tests on a helicopter hoverin& above the ground in the ,presence of space charge
under the influence of the earth's natural electric field.
For helicopter tcstin,
co"a

.
-!

-

(47)

0, coefficient may be completely determined by using
curve-fitting techniques to derive practical mpirical
relationships.
To determine G., a constant voltage is required on
the aircraft as the space charge around the aircraft is varied. Variations in the space charge around the aircraft
may be accomplished by implementing a space charge
generator on board the aircraft or through some other
means. Variations in space charge will cause associated
variations to occur in electric field observations at the
reference measurement test point on the aircraft. Differences in these parameters are the factors required in
(48) for calculating the 0 2 coefficient when the
helicopter is maintained at a constant
voltage; for example, by means of a high-voltage power supply on the
ground, conwted to the aircraft by a wire.
Once the GI and G geometric coefficients are deterby best curve-fit empirical analytical relationships,
the G. coefficient can be found from Equation (49). For
these tests, the external electric field component, E,
would be measured on the ground by an electric field sensor some distance away from the helicopter. By knowing
the earth's electric field aad the G, and 0. coefficients,
the helicopter would be charged to a known voltage, V,,
as measurements are made to determine the composite
electric field and space charge at the reference measurement point on the aircraft.
The descrIption of the test procedures for determining the geometric coefficients that fully define the electrostatic voltage sensor expression in Equation (46) has
been general in nature. There are two factors related to
helicopter flight that must be considered in the test procedures before the final voltage expression can be used for
making calculations. These include the effects on the geometric coefficients due to: (1) the length of the cargo
hook, and (2) variatious in the space charge region
around the aircraft.
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ACTIVE DISCHARGER SYSTEM
From the voltage sensing expression given by Equa.
ion (46), the requirements for electrostatic equilibrium
can be defined. If an active discharger system senses the
voltage on the aircraft and neutralizes charge buildup,
then the aircraft potential, V, must be zero. Then, under
equilibrium conditions, the electric field at a reference
point must be
B

-

GoE 0 + G2#p

volts/meter.

(50)

If the discharger system detects an inequality or doparture from the conditions required by Equation (50),
there will be excess surface charge on the aircraft. This
condition will represent an error signal in the control system which can be used to drive the off-flowing current
from the discharger to reestablish a minimum error condition.
To accomplish this, an active helicopter discharger
system will consist of: (1) the necessary electric field and
space charge sensors, (2) an electrostatic discharger systern capable of generating off-flowing countercurrent
from the aircraft to the surrounding atmosphere at a
magnitude at least as great as the on-flowing currents
which charge the aircraft, (3) a microprocessor system
control unit, and (4) an appropriate readout inicator.
These system components would be integrated into a
closed-loop control system that senses the electrostatic
conditions on the aircraft and determines the necessary
discharger operation to control excess charge buildup on
the aircraft. The electrostatic conditions on the aircraft
must be measured by multiple-point electric field sensors
and space charge samplers. Multiple-point electric field
sensors are required for resolving the magnitude of the
earth's natural electric field component and for a=curately characterizing the conditions around a large aircraft.
CONCLUSIONS
(1) The electric field measured at any reference
point Inthe test chamber is the sum of three field components related to: (a) the applied external field, (b) the surface charge on the model, and (c) the surrounding space
charge. Each of them can be separated by linear superpositiou laws.
(2) Separation of the electrostatic parameters in
the empirical and analytical analyses of the model show
that the geometric coefficients are functions of the test
model height.
(3) The potential on the model (helicopter) can be
inferred by measuring the model height, H; the surrounding space charge density, p; the external electric fid-A
component, F,; and the electric field, Er at a reference
location on the model once the companion geometric coefficients for each parameter have been empirically
derived from experimental tests.
(4) The potential of the spherical model can be
determined from electrostatic measurements at the
ground plane below the model, at the south pole of the

sphere, or at the end of a simulat
cargo hook suspended from the south pole.
(5) The effects of electric fields within the test
chamber in the range of :100 V/m can be neglected without significantly affecting the voltage on the model. With
helicopters hovering in flight, the external electric field
from the earth can significantly affect the voltage on the
helicopter, since the altitudes are generally greater than
the test heights used in the model tests.
(6) If the external electric field component is
neglected, the spherical model potential at a given height
can be inferred from a single electric field sensor on
board the model and a space charge density measurement.
(7) In general, since the external electric field from
the earth cannot be neglected for helicopters hovering in
flight, the magnitude of this field component must be
measured for voltage computational purposes by the
electric field Instrumentation on board the aircraft.
(8) The methodology used for determining the
geometric coefficients for the model can be extended and
applied directly to full-scale helicopters.
(9) The empirical relationships developed for
inferring the potential on the model were demonstrated
to be accurate in representing the data trends of the controlled experimental tests performed in the electrostatic
chamber.
(10) Data from the on-board electric field sensors
indicate that the south pole measurements contained
more useful information related to height, surface
charge, and voltage variations on the spherical model
than data from the equator and north pole sensors.
(II) The presence of surrounding space charge,
even for relatively small magnitudes of charge density,
will have significant effects upon on-board electric field
readings used for voltage sensing instrumentation purposes.
(12) Under some electrostatic conditions, the electric fields resulting from space charge surrounding the
aircraft can cause apparent zero electric field measurements, even though the volage on the model (aircraft) may be very high. Hence, the space charge density
must be measured and used in the potential analysis.
(13) From the voltage sensor expression derived in
the empirical and theoretical analyses, the model (helicopter) voltage will be zero whenever the electric field
condition Er - -[GE + G2p]/G Is satisfied at a given
reference measurement point.
(14) An automatic feedback control noncontacting
ectrostatic sensor for helicopters can be developed that
would maintain the zero electrostatic field condition on
the aircraft as defined below.
(15) Additional design and development work will
be required to produce instrumentation suitable for use
with an active electrostatic discharger system in order to
operate reliably in the helicopter fligt environment and
to provide faster response times.
(16) In the model tests, the G2 coefficient related to
space charge density is well defined because of the physical constraints of the chamber facility. In full-scale helicopter flight conditions, however, the space charge
envelope around the helicopter will be dynamic and difficult to define. These variations will affect the value of the

I
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G2 coefficient in a statistical manner. In contrast to this,
the G o and G, coefficients associated with the external
field and the on-board electric field measured at the sensor reference point may be readily determined under fullscale helicopter flight conditions, since these coefficients
are not dependent upon surrounding space charge effects. Even with some variations and uncertainty in the
G2 coefficient, the helicopter can be discharged by an

r

7. 0. Tranbarger and T.E. Owen, "Bulk Carrier
Operations Safety Enhancement Project." Phase III
Final Report, Contract DO-AO-78-O0-3080, Volume
lI-Full-Scale Measurements and Model Correlations,
Maritime Administration Report No. MA-RD-920980087, July 1980.
8. N. Felici and S. Larigaldie, "Experimental Study
of a Static Discharger for Aircraft with Special Reference

active discharger system to energy levels that are quite

to Helicopters." Journalof Electrostatics,Vol, 9, pp. 59-

safe to ground personnel if practical measurements of
average space charge density can be made and updated in
a timely manner.
(17) The length of the cargo hook is an important
parameter that must be considered in future model or
full-scale helicopter tests. The suspended cable length wW
affect the values of the derived geometric coefficients.
(18) Model testing has been an effective means for
conducting controlled laboratory experiments for studying the requirements for on-board helicopter voltage sensing techniques.
(19) The theoretical solution obtained for Poisson's
equation for a sphere between two parallel plates can be
modified to derive first-order approximations of the electrostatic geometric coefficients for actual helicopters by
formulating and solving the problem as a sphere above a
single image plane representing the earth. li the same
manner, the solution techniques can be extended further
to include a more complex geometry configuration, such
as a prolate spheroid, which more closely resembles the
helicopter shape of interest. For complex helicopter geometries, a closed solution of Poisson's equation becomes

70, 1980.
9. R. Muehleisen and H.J. Fischer, "Electric
Charging of Helicopters." Report No. BMVG-FB-78-7,
1978.

impractical. In these cases, the electrostatic voltage and

field distributions can be found indirectly by computer
numerical modeling using integral equation formulations.
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Test #I-Ch.rg. Potentials and Floor Elactri Fields InCharge-Free Tet Chamber
Spher
Height
H(m)
'

0,91
1.07
1.22 .

.

1.52
1.83
2.14
2.44
2.74
3.06

1

Cha
€rging
Potential
V, (kV)

Electric Fied
at Floor Sensor
E (W/m)

+ 2.5
+ 2.5
+ 5.0
+ 10.0
+20.0
+20.0
+20.0
+2,O
+2o.0

-8.77
-5.18

.

-8.72
-7.36
-9.17
-8.35
-4.54
-3.36
-2.r8

....
Ee/V.

I

-3,.l
-2,0
-1,34
-0.74
-0.46
-0.32
-0.23
-0.17
-0.13

Table 2
Test 02 - Charging Potentials and Floor Electric Fields In Charge-Free Test Cliamber
for V,- Vo; p -0

Sphere

Height
H (m)
0.91
1.07
1.22
1.62
1.83
2.13

2.44

2.74

Charging

Electric Field

Potential
V (kV) .F
+ 2.5
+ 5.0
+ 5.0
+ 5.0
+10.0
+10.0

at Floor Sensor
(kV/- 9.16
-10.50
- 7.06
-

+10.0

3.06

-36
-2.10
-1.41

3.92

- 4'84
- 3.36
- 2.36
- 1.77
- 1.30

+10.0
+ 10.0

E/V.

-0.48
-0,34
-0.24
-0.18
-0.13

3 1
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Tos 03 - Charging Potentials and Floor lctric Fld in Charg#-FNled Tost Chamber
for V, - V; p,#0

Sphere

"__

Spc

Height
____Im_

hreCharging

-7.48
-. 9o

Potential
Vj(kV)
+ 2.5
+ 6.0.
+ 5.0

-.7.35
-7.17
-7.30

+10.0
+10,0
.+10.0

Density
o....0)

..0

0.91
1.07
1.22

1.52
1.83

2.13

2.44
2.74

-7"..

3.05

at Floor Sensor

jkV/m)
-8. .6
- 9.50
-. 10.

+ 5.0
+ 10.0

05
-7.45

-1,50
-0.10
+ 0.76

+1.30

+ 10.0

O0;p0

for V

j

,

Sphere

Space Charge

Electric Field

Height
W0.91

Density
Peight
(nC/)
.- 6.0

at Floor Sensor
Ef (kV/m)
+0.08

1.07

-7.48

+ 0.21

1.22
1.52

1,83

-6.80
-7,06
-7.46

+0.33
+0.80
+ 1.W

2.13

-7.35

+1.63

2.44
2.74
3.05

-7.17
-7.30
-7.80

-+1.73
+2.06
+ 1.96

Table 4
Test #1- Charging Potentials and Model Electric Fields In Charge-Free
Test Chamber
for V. - VO; p -0
Sphere
Helght
H0.91
Im)

r

1

E
1.90

Electric Fields at Model
Sensors IkV/m)
. 1.90
E

4.805

+1.0
+1.0
+1.5

1.90
2.00
2.70,

1.90
1.90
"2.00

3.30
2.10
3.2

+2.0
+2.0
+2.5
+2.5
+2.5

3.30
3.40
4.00
3.90
3.80

3.30
3.30
4.10
4.2)
4.20

3.0
3.70
4.80
4.00
4.60

Charging
Potential
V,(kV)
+ 1.0

1.07
1.22
1.62
1.83
2.13
2.44
2.74
3.05
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Table 5
Test #2- Charging Potentials and Model Electric Fields
in Charge-Froe Test Chamber
for V.- 1.5 kV; p0

Electric Fields at Model

Sphere

Charging

Height

Potential

4(m)
0.91
1.07

V,(kV)
+ 1.503
+1.492

n
2.36
2.28

1.22

+1.498

1.52

+ 1.500

1.83
2.13
2.44
2.74
3.06

+1.496
+1.520
+1.514
+ 1.513
+ 1.513

Senors WV
jF.
--

&

2.78
2.69

5.62
4.02

2.27

2.57

3.41

2.25

2.50

2.21
2.25
2.29
2.28
2.31

2.82
2
261
...

2.39
2.34
2.33
2.32

2.51
2.53
2.51
2.6

Table 6

Test 03 - Charging Potentials and Model Electric Flais In Charge-Filled Tet Chamber
for V.,
,H

V,

Vo;

p#00

Sphere
(M)
Height

Space Charge
p Danslty
(nC/m3)

Charging
V, Wk)
Potential

0.91
1.07
1.22
1.52
1.83
2.13
2.44
2.74
3.05

-7.33
-729
-8.45
-8.18
-7.08
-7.14
-7.01
-7.63
-7.49

+1.0
+ 1.0
+1.0
+1.6
+2.0
+2.0
+2.5
+ 2.5
+2.5

-Vo

-

En

Electric Fields at Model
ESkV/m)

.60
6.96
7.60
8.80
8.65
8.75
9.50
9.0
8.95

4.50
4.85
5,80
7.40
7.85
7.90
8.60
9.00
9.05

4.20
3.40
3.25
4.80
5.60
6.00
7.20
7.50
7.80

Table 7
Test #4- Measured Electric Fields on Sphere In Charge-Fled Test Chamber Using
Fully Instrumented Model
p #0

Sphere
Height
(m)

Spac Charge

Charging

Density
p.(nkc/fO)

Potential
V(kV)

Electric Fied at Model
E

0.91
1.07
1.22

-10.04
-10.49
-9.38

+ 1.0
1.0
+ 1.'0
+

8.20
8.70
7.05

1.62
1.83
2.13
2.44
2.74

-8.76
- 9.64
- 9.24
- 8.69

+1.6
+2.0
+2.0
+ 2.5
+2.5
+ 2.5

8.10
9.46
8.80
8.85
9.00

-9.68

-10.61

3.05

1
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.

8.80

SmME(kV/m)
4.96
.4.76

4.40
3.30
3.10

5.80
7.30
7.00
7.66
7.80

4.30
6.80
6.00
6.70
7.10

4.90
..

E.

.20

7.40

,0/tA

4

D/2

'

0

D/2-H)

I-D/2
1

H

Fig. 1 - Geometry for sphere between parallel plates
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Fig. 2 - Geometry for sphere between oblate spheroids
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Electrostatic Charging Occuring in a Vortex
Trailed from the Tip of a Lifting Surface
Henry P. Velkoff and John W. Dougherty

ABSTRACT
Because of the high electrostatic potentials built up on helicopters operating
in dusty or dry snow environments, an investigation was undertaken to evaluate what
contribution the vortex roll-up at the tip of a rotor blade could make to the rate
of charging. If the vortex could generate charge separation and an internal electrical field, then impingement of the vortex with the other surfaces of the helicopter could lead to increased charging rates.
A program was undertaken to investigate the vortex geometry, particle distribution and electric field distribution in a trailing vortex shed from an airfoil
tip placed in a dust laden flow. A differential airfoil, positioned in a

subsonic wind tunnel, generated the trailing vortex. Dust conditions, typical of
helicopter landing zone, were simulated by seeding the wind tunnel flow with P.V.C.
plastic pellets, #3 sand, and #120 sand.
A vaned probe was used to measure the vortex geometry. A particle impact probe
and a miniature field meter were used to map the particle distribution and electric

field distribution across the trailing vortex. Vortex geometry particle distribution and electric field intensity were measured throughout the plane normal to the
wind tunnel axis at several locations dow-strem from the airfoil.
The particles in the trailing vortex create a quasi-steady electric field with
contours of constant electric field similar in appearance to the particle distribution contours. The electric field strength was found to increase nearly linearly
with radial distance from the vortex center within the field of measurement.

This paper was not available for incorporation into this book.
be published at a future date.
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DETECTION AND RANGING OF ELECTRIC CHAED HELICOF E-

H. T-.4,ks* and J. L. ter Haveborg**
*Tcchnical University KamburS-Harburg, Hamburg. Germany
**German Federal Armed rorces Univeraity Hamburl, Humbtirg, Ge.many

ABSTRACT
ilcopters are electrically charged during thcir flight. The
electric charge g&nerales an el.ectric field in the helicopteri vicimity
which cau be uasured. By sucl electric field ueaaureenta the datection and localizatixu of 2lying helicopters in possible in principle.
Numerous syst-atical investigetLons have been performed in conoctaion
with different o'ypes of helicopters flyiMn over grotmdbased electric
field sensors. SpplAmentary blectric field sensors wera telemetric
guided in the vicini.ty of hovering helicopters. The experimental
results were cvmpAred with theoretical computati'iw about electric
field distributions of electric charged helicopters hovering rear
tieee and buildingt.
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HELICOPTERS DURItS FREE FLIGHT are in u specific
electricaly charged condition. Nuaasrous exoerimental and theoretical investigations hav been
performed to understand the charging and dischergin processes in cjrnectiop with aircraft
and helicopters. For many years it has been
known that an aircraft operating in an anvironmentcontaining paiticulate material such as
snow, ice crystals, rain and duct will becume
electrified. By this effect the potential of the
aircraft is increased to a level beyund which
acrat
tmaylevel.
corona discrese
discharges may occur,
The charging of helicopters gives on the
one hand rise to unwanted disturbances. The high
potential of helicopters and aircraft may for
example lead to the winchmaii's endangering or to
corona-gtnarated interference in aircraft.
Numerous reports and puhlications are known
concerning the develepment of electrostatic discharge systems in connection with different
types of helicoptern - see e. g. (1,2).
On the other hand the electric charge on
helicopters gnerates an electric field in the
helicopters vicinity which nin be measured. By
siuch electric field measurements the detection
and the localization of flying helicopters is
possible in principle. In this connection it is
interesting to elecric
know the distance
up to which
the
ielddetctio
of elioptes
ma beIn
electric field detection of helicopters may be
possible even if the helicopter is 'overing or
flying in the vicinity of trees and buildings.
Concerviing charged projectiles and aircraft
it is alreudy published how the electric field
She
mtransprted
by which mesurflying objecthe
positionfandivelocaty is possible - see
g. (ve)i.

ional to the charge Q(t) generated on the 6ensor.
2) The voltage UR(t) is proportional to the time
dkivative of Q(t).
Both a. Th
nd U (t) are represented in
.T
.oth
,i tl were ecorded by means of
storg.e oscilloscopes, transient recorders, or
tape units.
sagei
magnetic tape units.
Additionally to the ground based sensors
telemotric uided electric field sensors
installed on model aircraft were used to investigate thu electric field disturbances in the
vicinit" of trees and buildings.
The investigations were pepformed in
connection with three different types of nelicopters:
co
ters:
1) AL-UETTE, 1,2 - 1,6 t, v(max)= 2o3 Km/h
2) UH-ID, 2,5 - 4,3 t, v(max)= 224 km/h
CH-5S, lo,4 - 19 t, v(max)I 15 Km/h

Numerous systeatical experimental Investigations have been performed in cunnection with
different types of helicopters concerning the
charging a.nd the electric distribution in the
helicopters vicinity. The experimental results
were compared with theoretical computations. The
coewputations deliver quantitative electric field
disribtios
eareletri
distributions
near
electric cargd
charged hlicptrs
helicopters
and they take into account electric field disturbances caused by trees and electric charged
clouds.

charge
Q. on byeimna
the thintaigvest-ldp.
helicopter according Fig. I
iseru
myotelatied
is modulated by the rotating rotor blades. Th
signals are rathe atrongand reproducab'e,
In Fig. 4 and 5 similar rosults are shown
concerning helicopter type CH-53
and Alouette.
than
the signals
originated
Alzuette.
The signals
If the
produced
by CH-53ty,aru
much stronger
than
ther
lo
i
tc
Ifthe

In Fig. 2 these helicopters are shown during the
measuring process tlying over electric field
sensors installed on a meadow and hovering near
the measuring vehicle equipped with instrumentation as oscilloscopes, amplifiers and
magnetic tape units.
EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS some typical mensurement
the following
results are presented which were selected out
of a variety of more than Zoo individual tests.
In ig. 3 sore
produced by a helicopter type UH-1D prsiing different sensors with constant velocit, but
different flight altitudes. It is recognzsole
that the main signal originated by the electric

pesess equipment
wi~th rather low distance tn the
CH-53
heasurement
or to the eavth corona
generated noise is recognizable.
Such experimental results In connection
and Ln ccaparison witi thworeticsl computations
regarding different saumptiona Rtout the
alectric charge distribution on the hilinopter's
surface lead to a model conception about the
electric flharqing of helicopters and about the
electric field distriboition in the helicopter's
vicinity. [h mod.l conception dertld for the
helicopter UH-ID is shown In Fig. 6.
(tginq from thiA waJel concptlon and
outqr.i, from the me&aured electric field
strength n'iginatd of char jea hlicopters an
ratimation is poiible about the range of the
heliuootera detection. fur thig purpose theoretical computations and adcitional investigatiuns are necessary About the electric field
disturbances procGJcei in the vininity rf hellcopters by trees and buildings.
T
C
U
I
The flying or hovering helicopter is more

EXFERIMENTAL DEVICE
The investigations concerning the electric
field in the vicinity of helicopteza were conducted during undisturbed free fl;ght, unde; the
influence of external disturbance b
iae and
buildings and finally during hovering flight
over sand, earth and meadows. The most important
parameter describing the charging and d)scharging process ia the value of the helicopte:'s
charge. To measure the electric charge without
touching the helicopter, apeciai sensors were
placed in the vicinity 0' the flight path of the
helicopter. As shown in Fig. I, the electric
charge Q is generated on a sencor whan a charge
Qo passes the sensor. There are two methods to
iowasure the charge generated on the senor:
1) The sensor is coupled to the input of a
UCA~t) of the charge amplifier is poport3

&)

2

r.

or less electrically charged and produces en
electricel Fiei,.. Beside3 the helicopter gene.rated electric field however exists the rather
string atmospheric electric flield which interacts w *ththe helicopter an~d e.g. the trees on
the earth. Thc atmosphcric electric field is

It is pissible to ic4toct helicopters flyingI
in an e'vdiranmerit without trees 4nd buildin-4s in4
a range or up tv 2oo m by e~.actric field msedsuremovits. This ide rai.ge is avsilible particularly when )tilting~ the electric feld modulation effect taking in account the constapt

:1characterizec!
by'pasitivrly or negatively values

up to more than lo v/rn . In Fig. 7 some typical ance reclistic situationm are shown in princOple concerning ho-,e-rinq helicoptern with
different chevoe values partly in the vicinity

I

of trees.

rotation, frequency of the mainrotor.

Howevei -inthe presence of trees anc
buildings etrong field disttirbances occur oniginated by the at-,wspheric electric field. Xrn
such disturbed eindw'iimeit the raage to 6-tect

helicoptsrs by electrIvc field measurz-

.flying

Numnerous mathomatica! correlations could
ments is diminished Jown to some lo m.
be derived between th5 5,lvr~i:ic field distriTh)e ' heoretical computatiors con, srning
bution on the surface of th6 batth ground raelectric field distributions in the envirogneht
garding different sa m~tidis about the prese'oe
with treen, buildings, charged aircraft ur heliof trees and charged helicopters.
copters demrontrate the possibility tu get numeIn Fig. B some 6xamp~lj ar', shown conrous intbrmationz about the struicture of this
teor~er~tby simple electric fie.ld ,easurroents.
cerning a charged :,elicopter f~.ylng ovei the
ground w 'th twc diffnrent treec ifuermed by
Thic kin'd of Eleutric Visld Detectior, And Rengthe atmospheric electric field (5). The varLing (EFDAR) will be in,~uired oy further experiation of the e]~ctric field strength ot,ing the
mental and theoretival investigations.
helicopter's pasaiig is clearly recognizubl)e.
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SUNMARY AND CGNCLUS1CVJ1
The expec'inmbhts and thmoro.izal in~astl-)A
gatiuns lead t
4'odunclaretandinyj aboat the
strpngth "O.,dist~bution in tl
electric fi'd
flying helicopter' 'v ll.tya
. The experimewd'al
result* show:
Hvli~pte~'o..~a'iell~charged.*
dependent on kheir sizot it V&6 rnge iok l0
As con~,riig awc 4 'and in ,%aconcern 'g
large 6eicoptrs. .7e chrge oalue iii 'Moaily
positively(. ainy and wet oeather leads to
reictively smell charge valusa. Th5 charge
di tr.'jutal on the helicc4,terc .,Aur face prc:t"-os
att,r strong electric Visid iti the helicopt~ix vicinity which ia earurablb by-simpilo
sensor &I,'
ctvodea. The -iectrowtatic field 1i
miodulated ;.y the r-itatino nwinrotor biadet
depana~nt of tne ciiaractrittics of the- hellccpter conatructika.. This offct ir =Urtcul~rly
atrong co,,cernirg tha helicoptel UH-lf) eqoippod
with :)ry on'o double vnainrotor bWads.
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A REALISTIC APPROACH TO AIRCRAFT LIGHTNING PROTECTION

oG.
L. Weinstock
McDonnell Aircraft Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation

ABSTRACT
Lightning protection for fighter aircraft is presently based on the
requiremauts of MIL-B-5087 and refined by the recently issued MIL-STD-1757,
These documents specify current and energy levels sufficient to cover
greater than 99 percent of the cloud-to-ground strikes. These levels arapplied tc aircraft according to lightning strike zones established by
attach point analysis and test. The application of these specifications
to aircraft is made without consideration of mission, probability of
strike occurrence, or penalties associated with protective designs.
Data from recent in-flight test programs, a tabulation of aircraft strike
rate per aircraft type, and an examination of strike damage records, all
show that the requiremants may be too stringent and that a revision to
the method of applying lightning specifications to aircraft may be justified.
In conveutional and V/STOL high-technology fighter aircraft, weight
has a direct effect upon perfoiumace, combat effectiveness, losses, and
life-cycle cost. Unnecessarily stringent lightning protection requirements
can add weight out of proportion to the lightning risk. A systematic
method of tailoring requirements to risk or damage probability is desirable to provide a more balanced protective design., This paper presents
a probabilistic approach to the design of aircraft lightning protection
which may be a useful method of avoiding conventional worst case design

p a l~ties *7

For example, the strike rate for fighter/

THE PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER is to present a new

I

approach to lightning protection for tactical

attack type aircraft was lnss than one strike

military arcraft based upon realistic

per 100,000 flight hours whereas, the rate

probabilities of strike parameters and damage.
In recent years, there has been an increased emphasis in providing lightning protection for tactical aircraft. New specifications of 6'he lightning environment have been
generated and some old specifications have
been provided with expanded interpretations.
These new lightning descriptions have generally been based upon compilations of cloudto-ground strikes gathezed by Stanford R.search Institute under con.ract to McDonnel

used as a specification for protection design
is on the order of one strike per 5,000 flight
hours. This data clearly implies thaq- the
strike rate specification is overly severe.
APPROACH
A more quaniative definition of the
"correct" specification can be made by
applying statistical methods to the inflight
strike data. Of primary interest is a
definition of the probability distribution for

Douglas Astronautirs and published in 1972[1].

strike frequency (i.e. strikes/flight hour)

Data on frequency of strikes to aircraft has
been based primarily upon commercial airline
experience. Rn..cent information and an
examination of old data strongly suggests
that for tactical military aircraft, the
lightning specification description, the
of air
current amplitudes, and the frequency
strikes ara overly severe,

versus hours of flight. Alternatively, a
definition of the average strike frequency, in
terms of expected value and range, is a convenient parameter which serves the same purpose. That is, for the true (but unknown)
require an
frequency,
average strike
APtwe available
usin
by FA,
estimator FA such

hei-evc

data, we may bound FA as F < F < F where
lies outside the rangt
the probability that FAany
desired percent.
(FL, F ) is less than

ecrsothFo

Prformlng an accurate
difficult because the "population

of FA
from the limited data is madeestimate
even distribution"
more

Based upon the in-servica xecurds of the

U.S. Navy on lightning strikes to aircraft[2],
the actual strike frequency is lowar by more
than a factor of 10 than that used for design
of lightning protection for recent aircraft.

is unknown. That is, the actual distribution of strike amplitude is uwtknown and
cannot be assumed to be "normal". Thus,
special steps must ba taken to circumvent this

f34-1

difficulty. One possibility is to utilize
-Zon-parametric methods which can be applied to
the data without regard to the population
distribution. This is easily done, however,
non-parametric methods tend to be "inefficient " in that it takes relatively many data
points to provide an accurate estimate (i.e.,
to define a narrow range for the estimated

an approximate value of the average strike
amplitude can be calculated from the inflight
data.
If this average is used in conjunction
with a strike amplitude distribution curve
whitch fits ground lightning statistics, then
a range can be established to include 99% of
Using this procedure, a value of
all strikes.
approximately 6.5 kiloamperes (KA) was found

value),
An alternative to the non-parametric
methods is to construct a family of distribution curves for strike frequency versus
conditions. aircraft type, and flight
scenario. A composite cumulative distributior, curve may then be determined by using a
beat fit of the data. Standard techniques
may then be applied to this "known" dl.stributian to establish the range for FA '
Th s procedure was used on the Navy data
[21 to find a best fit chi-square distribution which was, in turn, used to find
bounds for FA. The results are as follows.
For an interval which covers 99% of all
strikes (i.e., only 1% of the composite distributiun curve lies outgide the interval),
the strika frequency2 FA was found to lie in
e aThe
the range (9.1 x 10-0, 2.8 x 10 ); this
corresponds to a flight hours/ strike (i.e.
1/FA) range of (36,000, 110,000). Note that
this result is based upon the use of all data
"lumped together" and therefore does not distinguiah strike frequency versus type of aircraft. From the data available, it was not
possible to make separate quantitative estimates for each aircraft type, however, it is
clear that the strike frequerwy for non-patrol
aircraft i substantially less. For example,
the 99% interval for fighter/attack aircraft
appears tS be inthe range of (1.3 x 10 ,
5.9 x 10 ) for FA with a corresponding flight
hours per strike of (77,000, 169,000). Regardless of what the exact frequency may be,
this data clearly saye that the values
typically used (-5000 bra/strike) are too
severe.
Similar statistical procedures can be
applied to strike amplitude data to determine
if the ground based lightning statistics are
realistic. Comparisons can be made either for
worst case (99th percentile) or for average
strikes (or for both). The primary difficulty

for the average measured strike and the 99%
range for strike amplitude was found to be
(1.2KA, 65KA).
Since the accuracy of this procedure
cannot be determined, it is not clear what
weight to give to the results. However, the
strong implication is that the in'light
".ightning threat is less severe than the
ground based threat traditionally used for
the design of aircraft protection. This
agrees with a recent examination of approximately 10 strikes to fighter aircraft
radomes which indicated amplitudes of 10
kiloamperes or less.
The significance of these numbers becomes apparent when compared with the
typical requirement for tactical aircraft of
a 200KA strike every 5,000 flight hours.
location of strike points on an aircraft should also be considered as a
probability situation. A few primary attach
points (nose, wing tips, tail trailing edge)
are involved in most strikes. Lightning will
attach to these primary poiuts when
approaching the aircraft fran wide solid
angles. However, some initial attach points
such as inboard pylons may have an attach
window of only a few degiees wide by a few
degrees long. The probability of striking
these locations with a direct attach strike is
small. They can be assigned a probability
figure based upon the solid angle involved.
An example would bs an inboard pylon
that tests have shown can only be an attach
point from the underneath side of the wing.
If, for this inboard pylon, if we assume a
solid angle corresponding to a cone of angle
' ($ small), the ratio of solid angle to the
total sphere is i4.42 _. r For $ - 2 degrees,
76x1
(4035 rai-)5hertoi
.X0008or, assuming both attach and exit
points, the ratio is 0.00016. If we now
consider that there is 1 strike every 100,000

in this application is the shortage of good
flight datz. In order to develop reasonable

flight hours we expect one strike each!0 0 .0 0 0
0.00016

precise estimates (i.e., upper and lower

-

bounds on the estimator which are relatively

pylon.

close), there must be a fairly large data
base. This is particularly necessary for the
application of non-parametric techniques where
the estimators are less efficient because no
knowledge of the uample distribution ia'
presumed. Since the only flight data used for
this evaluation were from the programs condicted by NASA[3, 4, 5] and the Air Force,

Considering a 1,000 aircraft fleet and
an average life of 10,000 flight hours per
aircraft there is then only a 1.6%
probability that a"y aircraft in the total
fleet life will be struck on that pylon. If
it is further assumed that a 20KA strike will
cause no darage, then the probability of
strike amplitude and strike rate can be com-

precise confideca bounds could not be establishad. However, for estimation purposes,

bined to provide a probability of damage.
From previous paragraphs it could be assumed

625,000,000 flight hours to the inboard

3,19,2
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that there is about a 5% probability (95th
percentile) that any strike would excced
20KA. This yields a probability of damage to
the inboard Pylon for all aircraft of 0.05 x
0.016 - 8 x 10 . In this manner, a
probability of damage or risk factor could
be defined for each aircraft type and
mission. In many cases it may not be
advisable to incur a lightning protection
penalty for such a low probability of damage.
Swept stroke areas are also affected by
improbable, but possible, attach points. By
eliminating an attach point based upon a low
strike probability, significant aircraft
fselae rasilmayb eignempt frmrset
fuselage areas may bo exempted from swept
stroke protection. Using the inboard pylon
as an example, the swept stroke area could
include parts of wings and stabilator. This
swept stroke area should first be examined
to determine if lightning protection is required and if so, what penalties are
incurred. Then, a probability of damage
should be computed. A trade study of risk
versus penalty should then bo used to decide
if protection is to be applied,
The extensive use of composite
materials makes the application of overly
stringent requirements exceedingly expensive
both in dollars and in aircraft performance.
For example, oir tests have shown that a
typical fastener in a carbon fiber composite
(CFC) structure can carry a 25KA lightning
strike without strength degradation and that a
bonded lap joint can transfer approximately
2KA/in 2 also without damage. Thus, depending upon the magnitude of this lightning
strike requirement, protection may or may not
be required. Approximately 5 plies of CFC
cloth (0.05 inches) is required to withstand
the 100KA restrike component presently
specified. Many aircraft panels, doors, and
fuselage sections can meet all structural requirements if made from thinner material.
However, using a thinner material and the 100
KA requirement requires the application of
protective coatings or layers. These added
layers, of course, present a penalty (cost,
weight, maintenance) that tend to negate some
of the CFC advantages. If the restrike component were 1OKA instead of 100KA, much
thinner CFC could be used without a lightning
protection penalty.
OTHER INFLUENCES
A significant amount of testing to define
lightning strike amplitudes has been done from
mountain tops. This data represents a
specific geographic area, altitude and
terrain. Thus, another probability that may
influence the strike amplitude dita is
variations in the geographical distribution
of strikes. It is probable that data gathered
fi-om mountain tops located in mid-continent
rigions may not be valid for aircraft that
generally fly over water, coastal regions or
deserts. This is an area that warrants
future study.

CONCLUSIONS
It is not unusual for commercial and
military aircraft to have different specifications. Rather the converse is true and
there are probably more environmental and
safety specifications that are different than
are the same. Thus, to arbitrarily place the
same requirement on a fighter aircraft with
built-in-tolerance for battle damage and a
large commercial passenger aircraft does not
seen prudent or cost effective.
The application for tactical military
aircraft of more realistic values of
lightning strikes and the use of probabilities of occurrence, magnitude and damage
would remove many of the penalties
wol demov mnofthe pnaltis
assocatednith in
in riowi
only a minimum increase in risk.
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that efforts be increased to gather inflight strike
data.
o The Navy study of strike occurrence
should be continued and broadened to
include Air Force data and military
l ight
speifi to n ou ldri
e
o A lightning specification should be
preparetd for military aircraft.
Different requirements should be
available for various aircraft types
and missions.
o
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CORRELATION OF SPACE SHUTTLE AS-BUILT ATMOSPHERIC
CAPABILITIES WITH KO0WN ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS
THAT PRODUCE LIGHTNING

Tim Fitzsimmons
McDonnell Douglas Technical Services Company, Incorporated, Houstonx, Texas

ABSTRACT

This paper sum-arizes the atmospheric f light capabilities of
the Space Shuttle; these capabilities are limited by vehicle system
such as structures, tiles, and RF navigation. An analysis of the
storm parameters, and the launch and landing profiles at Cape Kennedy
(the primary landing site) are examined. Spark-over field data for
the Shuttle are calculated and coupled with electric field stvengths
found In Florida thunderstorms studies. Probbilities for encountering
lightning strike3 of varying magnitudes are proposed based on the abov~e
information and lightaing amplitude statistics.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In 1982 in anticipation of making shielding
modifications to the Space Shuttle, Rockwell
International began testing various Shuttle
Line Replacable Units, LRUs, as well as
analyzing various circuits to determine their
susceptibility to the electromagnetic effects
of a lightning strike. A question was raised
among NASA engineers as to whether or not the
Shuttle would ever encounter lightning
producing weather conditions. The questions
were raised because flight rules, based on
known vehicle capabilities, appeared to con-,
strain the vehicle from flying in lightning
producing weather. NASA contracted McDonnell
Douglas to study the flight capabilities of
the Shuttle and see if they would prevent the
vehicle from encountering lightning; in essence could lightning be the sole weather
cause of loss of the vehicle. If possibie,
the probability of this cause was to be determined. Enclosed is a summary of the results
of this study.

The other systems constrained by atmospheric
conditions are Flight Control and Structures.
Landing simulations run at Ames Research Center indicate that crosswinds greater than 30
knots can easily cause loss of control of the
vehicle. A crosswind in excess of 20 knots
would have caused the Columbia's wheel
bearings to fail. Testing at cross-winds
greater than this caused the wheel bearings
to grind up and start a grease fire. This
crosswind capability has been increased
somewhat by using a new lubricant and bearing
torque up procedure.
The structural atmospheric constraint relates
to the G load the vehicle can withstand in
making its final turn for the runway. This
limit is 2.5 Gs; is not constrained by any
flight system, and could be exceeded if wind
speeds of approximately 100 knots or greater
exist as a tail wind for the beginning of the
turn. This turn is made in the altitude
range of approximately ten to fifty thousand
feet, dependent on absolute approach profile.

II. VEHICLE LIMITATIONS

The above mentioned are weather conditions
that might very well be accompanied by
lightning. It is therefore noted that
avoidance of these constraints reduces
the chances of encountering lightning.

The Space Shuttle has four systems that are
constrained by different atmospheric conditions. Rain is a weather constraint to both
the Thermal Protection System (Tiles) and the
RF Navigation Aid System. The section of RF
Navigation Aid affected by rain is the Microwave Scanning Beam Landing System (MSBLS).
The MSBLS-is a RF Navigation Aid link between
the Orbiter and a transmitting/receiving installation at the landing site. In clear
weather, the three signals, tracking vehicle
elevation, azimuth, and distance, are
acquired approximately two and one half
minutes prior to touchdown. With rainfall
rates between 10-50 mm/hr such as in a
thunderstorm, the signal acquisition times
can be reduced to much less than one minute
from touchdown; this can make landing
hazardous.

III.

SPARK-OVER FIELD VALUES FOR THE SHUTTLE

The spark-over field, an electric field of
sufficient magnitude to enable a lightning
discharge, of the Shuttle/Orbiter is
analyzed. The method used in the determination of the spark-over field is a theoretical-calculational one found in a H. W.
Kasemir study (Ref. 1, pp 5-7). The study
gives a series of formulas which can be used
to calculate the spark-over field at the tip
of a spheroid. The Shuttle and Orbiter are
modeled as spheroids letting a be the long
axis of the spheroid, b be th short axis and
c be the eccentricity. The field concentration at the tip is given by

A more serious problem is tile damage caused
by rain during launch since tile damage or
erosion can cause a failure during landing.
Bell Aerospace has conducted tests revealing
erosion at an artificial rain rate of 1/4
inch/hour for tiles at an incident angle of
200, 410 mph velocity for one minute; the

f

=

(1/e(i/e2

-

1) (tanh-e

-

where
1
e - (a2 - b2 )1/2 (a)-

same results for tiles at an incident angle

of 400, 350 mph velocity for 30 seconds.
NASA engineers mounted tiles on the
speedbrake of a T-38 and an astronaut flew an
Orbiter type flight path throiugh "moderate
storms." The speed was 300 kts and the exposure time was four minutes. These tiles were
eroded to an average depth of 1/4 in., This
type damage can cause tile failure during veentry and requires tile repair/replacement.

The breakdown field in air at sea level is Eb
- 3000 Kv/m (Ref. 2, pp. 41-21. To find the
breakdown fl1ad wit the vehicle present we
divide Eb by f (the field concentration
factor) or,
Fb - Eb/f
This value for Fb is valid, according to

35,,2
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Kasemir (Ref. 1, p. 1) only when corona
discharge does not precede spark-over.
Corona points occur 0herever the surface of
the vehicle has a so1all radius of curvature
(sharp point). For the Shuttle and Orbiter
there are many of these points (External Tank
lightning rod, Solid Rocket Booster skirts,
Orbiter wing tips, Orbiter vertical stabilizer, and Orbiter air data probe) that will
cause corona discharge for any electric field
orientation across the vehicle. According to

experimental results (Ref. 1, p. 17) the
value of the spark-over field must be reduced
by approximately 33% when corona discharge
precedes the lightning discharge. Hence
Fbc - .67 (Eb/f)
The final factor that must be considered In
calculating the spark-over field is the altitude in question. The breakdown field varies
inversely with altitude; this is due to the
decreased air density (Ref. 1, pp. 6,7).
Letting h stand for this fractional factor
yields the final formula for the spark-over
field value Fbc for a given vehicle spheroid.
Fbc

-

a -7.46 m

b - 3.95 m

f -5.42
f - 5.2

b-

3.95 m

Fb

0.848315

Fb

-

476.01 kV/m
318.3 kV/mn

Fig. 1 -Top-b11y electric field spheridmodel

0

.67 (h) (Eb/f)

Figures 1 through 3 show the modeling of the
Orbiter for various field orientations using
different sizes of spheroids. The choice of
size and shape of the spheroids is based upon
a lightning attach point study by 0. W.
Clifford (Ref. 3) and upon visual inspection
and fitting. Figure 1 corresponds to the
top-belly direction for the electric field at
the Orbiter. The attach points for this orientation (Ref. 3, p. 53; Ref. 1, Figures 7,
8) are the tip of the vertical stabilizer and
the bottom of the fuselage. Figure 2 corresponds to the nose-tail field direction with
one attach point being the Orbiter's nose or
eyebrow (above cockpit windows) and the other
being the vertical stabilizer. Figure 3
models the wing-wing field direction for
the Orbiter with the wing tips being the
attach points (Ref. 3, pp. 56, 57; Ref.
1, Figure 10).
In Figures 1 and 2 one spheroid fits the geometrv of both views of the Orbiter. However,
in Figure 3 two different spheroids are necessary, one shown in Figure 3A and the other
shown in 3B. In order to obtain one value

12.19 a

for the spark-over field inthis orientation,

f -7.37'

350.07 kV/m

-b

the long axes of the two spheroids'were 'b
averaged as wre the short axes (hence the
designation i and 6) and then calculations

* 4.899

.o~9l59o9

proceeded using this averaged spheroid.

Fig. 3

-

Wing.tn

Fbc
Fb

35

k/

• 23.56 k/m

eletric field $pbetd od~l
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Florida thunderstorms all of which were one
of the following four types: developing
anvil, mature anvil, dissipatin? anvil, or
storm system. For each storm, the maximum
electric field was recorded along with the altitude rangi flown within the storm. The average altitude at which the measurements were
recorded was 10.5 Km. Kasemir's data also indicates maximum electric fields within
thunderstorms, but the only altitude data

given is'that the anvil cloud tops were typically at 28,000 feet in altitude. Uman and

a - 17.54 m
b

-

Krider give typical and maximum electric
field values measured in thunderstorms for 7
different studies; these have no accompanying
altitude data. The cumulative probability
distribution functions of the data from
the first two studies are found. There
are three sets of data points; the Kasemir
study has one set of data for positive
gradients as well as one for negative
gradients. These three distributions
are found byfitting a line to the data
points. Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the results
of linear regressions performed on these
three sets of points. Figures 4, 5 and
6 show graphs of the data points with
the regression lines from Tables 2, 3,
and 4 respectively superimposed onto them.
As seen from Tables 2, 3 and 4 the linear
correlation of this data is very good'
this would indicate that the probability
of encountering a field greater than the
spark-over field decreases linearly with
increasing spark-over field values.

f - 7.39

Fb -

7.02 m

349.12 kV/m
Fbc - 233.91 kV/m

e = 0.9164156

Fig, 2 - Nose-tail electric field spheroid model

*

Heinz W. Kasemir conducted experiments (Ref.
1) to determine the spark-over field for various Shuttle/Orbiter configurations. This was
done by subjecting models to increasing electric field values until spark-over occured.
As mentioned earlier, these tests were conducted at 1.6 Km altitude, Spark-over field
values, adjusted to a 1.6Km altitude, are
calculated and appear In Figures 1-3. Table
1 compares these values to Kasemir's experimental values; the correlation is high. This
calculational method is accepted as the means
for calculating spark-over field values.

In the review of 7 studies by Uman and Krider
(Ref. 4, p. 28), presented as Table 5, the
typical and maximum fields measured in
thunderstorm clouds for each study are
presented. The average typical field magnitude for these studies is 143 Kv/m while the
average high field magnitude is 310 Kv/m.
Using the fact that the JSC and the Kasemir
datasets are highly linearly correlated it
seems that our modei cumulative distribution
function (CDF) should likewise be linear. The
average typical and average high values calculated from Table 5 support this because the
typical or average value (143) is about half
the magnitude of the high value (310) which
would be expected In a CDF of this form.
Using the lman and Krider average high field
value of 310 Kv/m, the model CDF in Figure 7
is constructed giving the probability of
encountering a field greater than or equal to
any given spark-over field.

IV. ELECTRIC FIELD AND LIGHTNING AMPLITUDE
VALUES
The spark-over field must exceed the surrounding electric field potential for a discharge
to occur. In thunderstorms these charged
fields abound (Ref. 4, p. 26; Ref. 5); the
probability of encountering a field greater
than the spark-over field yields the maximnu
probability of incurring a strike. This kind
of electric field probability data Is found
in three sources: "JSC Thunderstorms, Experiment Results" by the Johnson Spaceflight Center Program ,Operations Office, mLightning
Trigger FieTd of the Orbiter" by Heinz
Kasemir, and "Atmospheric Electricity Hazards
Analytical Model Development and Application:
Volume I" by Martin Uan and E. Philip
Krider. The JSC data was taken from 35

Now that the CDF has been determined, the
probability density function (PDF) can be
found by differentiating and taking the absolute value (since the CDF slope is negative)
of the CDF. Since the CDF is linear, the PDF
will take the form of the uniform distrtbu-
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200

The next task i.sto calculate the ?Ititude ad.,
Justment factor h for a given altitude, It
was stated that The breakdown field varies
inversely with altitude due to decreased air
density; Table 6 gives these factors calculated from air densities in the summer months
at the Cape.

tion with height given by tie inverse of the
maximum spark-over field value In Flure 7 or
1/310. A graphical representation of the PDF
is shown in Figure 8. From this, the prcbability of encountering a field of a given
value or greater is found by finding the area
underneath the PDF for a chosen spark-over
field and subtracting this area from one.

Table 1 - Comparison of Calculated and Experimental
Spark-over Field Values.
CALCULATED
SPARK-OVER
FIELD
(KV/N)

DESCRIPTION

EXPERIMENTAL
SPARK-OVER
FIELD
(KV/N)

FIELD ORIENTATION:
TOP BELLY

318.93

311.4

FIELD ORIENTATION:
NOSE-TAIL

233.91

232

FIELD ORIEKTATION
WING-WING

234.55

246

TABLE 2

-

Regression of JSC Thunderstorm Data
REGRESSION TYPE NUMBER: 1

X

Y

MODEL Y

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170

35
35
32
26
26
25
18
14
11
10
7
4
4
4
3
2
1
1

33.3509
31.1135
28.8762
26.6388
24.4014
22.1641
19.9267
17.6894
15.452
13.2147
10.9773
8,73994
6.50258
4.26522
2.02786
-.209494
-2.44605
-4.68421

A - -.223736
8 m 33.3509
.964706
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
18
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS

TABLE 3

of Kattair Thunderstorm Data
T Positive Graoient

-Regression

REGKESSION TYPE NUMBER: 1
x

Y

MDEL Y

0
10
20
30

43
43
35
32

36.3241
34.8601
33.3961
31.932

50

24
24

27.5399

70
80

24
23

26.0759
24.6118

90
100

22
22

23.1478
21.6837

40
60

29

Q

110

21

120

21

18.7557

130
140
1,0
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280

16
14
13
12
9
7
6
5
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

17.2916
15.8276
14.3635
12.8995
11.4355
9.97143
8.60739
7 .,4336
5.57931
4.11527
2.65123
1.18119
-.276847
-1.74089
-3.20493
-4.66097

Am -146404
0- 36.3241
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT" -.97066
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS" 29

-4

3

35.

20.2197

TABLE 4 - Regression of Kasemirs's Thunderstorm Deta
- Negative Gradient
REGRESSION TYPE NUIMBER: 1

X

y

MODEL Y

-210
-200
-190
-180
-170
-160
-150
-140
-130
-120
-110
-100
-90
-80
-70
-60
-50
-40
-30
•20

1
4
4
4
8
10
11
13
14
15
17
17
21
22
22
26
27
31
36
36

-.189723
1.63354
3.4568
5.28007
7.10333
8.9266
10.7499
12.5731
14.3964
16.2196
18.0429
19.8662
21.6894
23.5127
25.336
27.1592
28.9825
30.8058
32.629
34.4523

-10

39

36.2756

0

39

38.0988

A- .182326
B= 38.0988
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

0
*

.989419

NUMBER OF DATA POINTS w 22
'Table 5 - Thunderstorm Electiric Fields
Measured In Airborne Experiments
Investigation
Winn et al
(1974)

Typical
(Kv/m)

High Values
Occasionally
Observed

Measurement
Type

50-80

200

Rockets

140

Balloolns

Winnet al

(1981)
Rust, Kazemir
(Private Como,)

150

300

Aircraft

Kaswir and
Perkins (1978)

100

280

Aircraft

100

250

Aircraft

200

Parachuted
Sonde

800

Aircraft

Imyanltov
et at (1972)
Evans
(1969)
Fitzgerald

(1976)

200-400

,.,'4

,

Using these h values, spark over field values
are calculated for the spheroids in Figures
1 thru 3 at various altitudes. These are
displayed in Table 7. Since electric field
values measured in thunderstorm experiments
are oriented in all different directions,
spark over field values are averaged. Given
this value the probability of exceeding the
value, incurring a lightning strike, is deter-
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mined from Figure 8.
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Amplitudes of lightning strikes in a storm
are now summarized. When amplitudes of
strikes are considered, a distinction must be
made between in cloud strikes and cloud to
ground strikes; this is because cloud to
ground strikes are of a much greater magnitude. In this regard, E. T. Pierce and
workers at Westinghouse have independently
formulated expressions that estimate the percentage of total lightning strikes that go to
round. Pierce's expression (Ref. 6, p. 13)

01

A .

s

,A

ILC

1

..
F.

,in. Probai$Ity d..adty

...

(KVII4)

tctso.

?p - 0.1 (1+(X/30) z)where p isthe pro-

portion of lightning strikes going to ground
and A is the latitude of the location of
interest in degrees. Using this method for
KSC (latitude 28.50) p - 0.19 which means
that about 19% of all flashes go to ground.
The Westinghouse expression (Ref. 6, p. 13)
is:
p - 0.05 + (

'

where p and A are as above and Tm is the numtbr of thunderstorm days per month at the
selected site. For KSC m - 6 on the average
over the year, so p - .23. These two results

_j

0.1

90.00
A 2 I 10 20304060607050 0 50 NV 0..

0.1

0.01

when averaged together yield a value of 21%

WATSI T
SB

for the average proportion of strikes going

Fig,

. DistribuIOt

0M51iITATI

gra,Of
o0tr64101 strike

to ground in a month at KSC.
olow

N. Cratns and E. J. Pierce have collected and
sunnarized much data relative to cloud
to ground strikes and intracloud strikes.
Figure 9 Is a distribution graph of these statistics for intracloud stri e currents.
Figure 10 is a distribution graph of these
statistics for cloud to ground peak currents.
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Table 7 -Calculated
Spark-Over Field Values for Three Field
Orientations at Various Altitudes
Altitude (M) Spark over Field Value (KV/M)
WING-WING

TOP-BELLY

NOSE-TAIL

10,500

129

95

95

9,000

153

112

113

7,000

190

139

139

5,000

232

170

171

2,000

310

227

228
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V. LAUNCH AND LANDING PROFILES
Due to the previously mentioned tile
restrictions, the Shuttle is not to be
launched in rain, hail, or sleet/snow. The
Shuttle is also not to be launched with its
flight path closer than 5 nautical miles to

the edge of a cumulonimbus radar cell (the

distance lightnlng may reach outside a
storm), through cumulus clouds having weather
radar echoes, or if the ground electric field
exceeds 1 kilovolt per meter. Within ninety
seconds after launch, the vehicle reaches the
80,000 ft. altitude and has traveled 15 miles
along the vehicle's azimuth (either Northeast
or due East). Considering these restrictions
coupled with the short time span and the
small area covered in the altitudes where
lightning can be produced, the threat of a
strike during launch is almost non existant.

fig.,1
-,-N,"I

VI.

SUMMARY AND PROBABILITY

In,the landing phase, analysis of the
vehicle's atmospheric non-lightning limitations suggest the needed avoidance of lightning producing weather conditions. Analysis
of alternate landing sites, particularly
Vandenberg and Edwards, indicate low
probabilities of encoqntering lightning.
Weather forecast capabilities at Vandenburg
suggest the capability of completely avoiding
lightning by making additional revolutions if
necessary. The high risk situation is a deorbit burn to Kennedy Space Center, the primary landing site, ii the summer months.
This burn could
!ade with clear skys at
Kennedy. As the runway is approached fifty
minutes later, a diurnal thunderstorm may
have formed. If the Orbiter is to be struck
by lightning, it will probably be in this
type scenario.

The risk is increased in the landing phase.
This is because where a launch can be dclayed
If conditions are sub-par, landing cannot be
delayed once a de-orbit burn (one hour prior
to landing) has been made. The Orbiter is
powerless when landing; it deorblts to a particular site and must glide there. At the
80,000 ft. altitude (reAched approximately
six and une half minutes prior to touchdown),
a runway approech must be chosen. There are
four options here. The Orbiter can pass over
the runway and then approach and land from
t'ithar end of the runway, or the Orbiter
can glide straight to either end of the
runway. Figure 11 shows the envelope of a
nominal energy (approachIng at amninal
altitudes) approach of te'Orbiter. The envelope encloses the area the Orbiter might be
in, gliding in fro 60,000 ft. dowAward. The
Orbiter cannot pass over the ruway if It is
low on energy. In the nominal energy case,
however; the Orbiter can negotiate one of the
four possible approaches
This provides the
vehicle with limited weather evasive capabilities.

A method for calculating the maximum probability of receiving a strike (at a particular
time at the Cape) of a given amplitude or
greater is to multiply these factors.
A. The probability of a thunderstorm at the
Cape,

3, 1O

•$

t

k

B. The probability of the storm being in the
vehicle's flight path,

depending,on the altitude for which the spark-over field is chosen. Since the Orbiter
would most likely cover a range of altitudes
if it encountered a storm, the probability of
exceeding spark-over fields at different altitudez is averaged (Average = 24.5%). The
probability equation

C. The probability of the vehicle being
struck in a storm (based on sparkover fields, altitude dependent),
D. The probability of this being a cloud to
ground strike of a given amplitude or
greater,

P = (A)(B)(C)(D)(E)
is now

E. And the probability of the strike being
a cloud to ground strike;

P

(.047) (.67) (.245) (D) (.21)

this probability is added to the product of
these same factors except substituting
"intracloud strike" for "cloud to ground
strike." The formula is

By letting the D factor vary from 2 to 200
KA, the probability of encountering a lightning strike less than a chosen esign level
is shown in Figure 12.

P - (A)(B)(C)(D)(E) + (A)(B)(C)(D')(E')

For the Shuttle Launch Configuration, observance of existing launch constraints should
preclude exposure to lightning. Relaxation
of constrdints to dllow launching through
thunderstorms gr layered clouds with freezing
temperatures was not recommended because of
potential TPS damage from in-cloud precipitation. In addition there is a high probability of triggering a cloud-to-ground strike
during launch. Trailing wire rockets tests
(comparable to the Shuttle with SRB plumes)
have achieved a triggered strike rate of 68%.
These tests were performed with a ground
level field Intensity of 10 KV/M or greater,
well above the launch criteria limit of 1
KV/M. However it does suggest a high strike
risk at launch. It should be noted that
layered clouds can produce misleading indications from field mills on the ground at KSC
because of low layers masking fields from
higher layers.

The A factors are displayed in Table 8, the
C factors are in Table 9, and D and D' factors are extracted from Figures 9 and 10 respectively. As calculated earlier, E = .21
and E' - .79. Table 8 indicates that July is
the worst month and 3:00 to 5:00 PM local
time is the worst time of day. That time period correlates to a 20% frequency of
occurence of thunderstorms. The best time of
day in July is between 3:00 and 9:00 AM, en
frequency of occurrence is 0.5%. This is
compared to the month of December where the
time period between 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM has
an associated frequency of occurrence of 0.3%
to 0.4% and all other times are 0.1%. It is
assumed that KSC landings will normally occur
In the time period between 6:00 AM and 6:00
PM. If the frequency of occurrence is
averaged for this time period for the months
of June, July, and August a frequency of occurrence of 4.7% results. Thunderstorms are
recorded when thunder is heard
which can be
up to a distance of fifteen miles.

The following were conclusions drawn based on
the study.
1. The KSC diurnal thunderstorm presents the
greatest unavoidable lightning threat,
given existing constraints, due to prediction limitations. This risk can be
minimized by planning early morning
landings.

Considering this distance and the flight path
envelop in Figure 11, a storm may "exist" at
the Cape and not be near (few miles) the
vehicle's flight path. Given the four approach paths, the fact that some storms are
frontal and predictable, and the method used
to record thunderstorms, B is estimated to be
.67.
Strikes which could cause severe systems degradation were the basis for this study. A
range of amplitudes thought to be potentially
dangerous were defined and investigated. The
range was from 2KA to 200 KA. Figures 9 and
10 show that'exceedance of these amplitudes
are almost exclusively cloud to ground
strikes; therefore, the Intracloud strikes
were not considered for this particular probability calculation. The C factor of this
probability equation varies from 0% to 49%
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2. A lightning protection level for the Orbiter at landing of 50 KA is suggested as
a goal. The flight dynamics capability
of the vehicle suggests a high probability of successfully flying through a
thunderstom. provided it survives
lightning.
3. For Shuttle at launch, TPS damage potential, as well as high triggered strike
likelihood, suggest that the Shuttle
should not be launched throwgh thunderstorm or deep or layered clouds at
freezin§ altitudes. (Near radar echoes).

Table 8 - Percent Frequency of Occurence of Thunderstorms from
Hourly Observations at KSC

Month

-

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

1.2

1.0

2.0

1.8

.7

.3

.1

1.0

.7

.3

.1

.5

.3

.0

.3

.2

.3

.1

.4

Oct

Nov

Dec

Hour
00-02

.3

.5

.1

.7

03-05

.2

.6

.1

.5

.9

.5

06-08

.2

.5

.3

.2

.6

.5

09-11

.1

.5

.3

.8

12-14

.2

1.2

15-17

.6

1.1

1.9

5.9

13.7

18-20

.1

1.8

1.6

5.4

8.1

.7

1.2

2.7

-

-

1.7

1.8

9.2 11.0

9.4

3.4

1.7

20.0

15.6

7.4

1.7

11.0

8.0

5.2

2.2

Below 4km
.B

7km

.25

9km

.39

10.5km

Not:0

*.8

.3
.1

2.7
.6
.8 .1
2.9
velopment and Application: Volume 1,"
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, Wright Patterson A.F.B., Ohio, Aug.
1981.
5. J.S.C. Program Operations Office, "JSC

Thunderstorm Experiment Results," Report
No. JSC-12509, NASA, Houston, Tx., March
1977.
6. E.T. Pierce and N. Cianos, "A GroundLightning Environment for Engineering
Usage," Technical Report 1 SRI Project
1834, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo
Park, Calif., Aug. 1972.

Orbiter
Probability

5kin

.7

3.6

Probability of Exceeding Spark
Over Field Values in Florida
Thunderstorms
T

Altitude

.9

1.1

1.1

1.7
.4 1.3
.8 2.5
21-23
Note: Data not available for January.
Table 9

.9

99.999
99
994

.49

,

Note:

-

99.98

_

Orbiter probabilities below 4km are not indicated
because the linear amplitude model stops at 310
kv/m. Actual probabilities continue to decrease
with altitude.
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ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY THREAT DEFINITION FOR
AIRCRAFT LIGHTNING PROTECTION

Dr. B. G. Melander
The Boeing Military Airplane Company, Seatt.le, Washington

ABSTRACT
This paper describes a consistent atmospheric electricity threat
environment for use in the protection of aircraft electronic/electrical
systems. The definition has evolved from many prior research efforts
including measurements of direct strikes to aircraft and grouad
installations.
%The AE threat definition includes threats of two basic types.
The first includes all lightning-associated threats and the second
includes static electrification threats. Cloud-to-ground lightning
has been studied extensively and is used as the basis for the present
lightning threat definition, The defined threat is compared to available cloud-to-ground lightning strike data. Intracloud discharges,
which account for over half of all discharges, are less well studied,
but usually are less severe. Direct strike measurements of intracloud
lightning on an F-106 research aircraft during the NASA Storm Hazards
Program are compared to the threat based on the cloud-to-groumd discharges. Characterization of static electrification including stremers
ind corona are alsc included in the total atmospheric electricity threat.
Static electrification is caused by both tribc 7plectric and exogeneous
charging which creates both corona and streamers.
The threat includes the best currently available data for
both lightning and static charging phenomena. This threat is being
used for the Atmospheric Electricity Hazards Pro4ection Program
The threat definition
sponsored by USAFj USN, DNA, FAA, and NASA.
will ultimately be used to define future protection and qualification
requirements.
This work was sponsored by AFWAL/FIEA under Contract F33615-82-C3406, Rudy Beavin, Project Officer.
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JTRODUCTION
An atmospheric electricity threat is
Cpresented for use in the protection of
aircraft electronic/electrical systems. The
threat is being developed as part of the
Atmospheric Electricity Hazards Protection
(AEHP) Program at Boeing. The objectives of
the program are to develop design criteria,
guidelines, and qualification test procedures
for
mitigating
any
atmospheric
electricity vulnerabilities of electronic
aircraft
equipment in future advanced
structures.
The emphasis is on Indirect
effects of lightning/static electrification
and their induced electrical transients in
aircraft wiring rather than direct arc/spark
effects. The atmospheric electricity threat
and
static
includes
both
lightning
This
paper
phenomena.
electrification
threat
lightning
the initial
presents
compared against ground-based direct current
measurements and direct strike data from
NASA's F-106 aircraft. Also presented are
the static electrification
threats due to
steaer ndcoonatmospheric

currents and fields because inductive and
capacitive
coupling
domin3te
initernal
transients when circuitry is isolated from
vehicle structure.
Peak values end time
duration of current and fields are irportnt
In determining voltages and currents within
the structure. Pulse energy is important in
determining
the
rating
for
transient
protective devices that may be required to
absorb energy from the lightning induced
transients.

electronics
to
hazards
Potential
equipment within an aircraft encountering
natural
atmospheric electricity depends
strongly on the interaction of airframe
structure with a lightning strike and its
The
fields.
associated electromagnetic
electrical
whereby
processes
physical
transients are
t uced by lightning or
static electricity within an air vehicle
wiring complex are significantly different
than processes previously considered for
structural damage due to directly attached
lightning.
The most important difference
for electronic effects is the need to
consider
rate-of-rise
parameters
for

many years. More recently due to research
into advanced composite material having poor
electrical properties compared to metals,
interest has increased in better prediction
and
to
aircraft
threat
AE
of the
The
equipment.
electrical/olectronic
severity of the threat will determine the
equipment protection necessary for aircraft
all weather operation.

Physical
understanding of the data
sources that define lightning and static
electrification environments are impg 'tant
in determining the critical rate of riso
parameters. These parameters are especially
and
currents
important for determining
with
associated
fields
electromagnetic
aircraft interaction with the AEH threat
environments.
Thericoelec
o
E tethreatt to
electricity
(AE)
to
aircraft in flight has been examined for

Natural atmospheric electricity presents
two separate hazards: lightning and static
discharges due to aircraft charging. The
mechanism of & natural
cloud-to-ground
lightning discharge is illustrated in Figure
1. When sufficient charge accumulates in
the lower part of a cloud to cause an
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Lightning and static electrificatiOn
threats will be discussed separately. The
second section discusses IgIIhtning and

electric field which exceeds the ionization
th"ishoUh of air, an electrical discharge is
initia~d toward toe earth.. Because the

The
comparisons with current measurements.
third sectioh characterizes the static
electrification threat. The last section
summarizes and makes recommendations for
future threat characterizations.

discharge requires a finite amount of charge
and time for the channel re,;ittance to lower
|o the arc phase, the dischbrge proceeds in
a sequence of steps, pausing periodically to
allow the previous channel section to become
fully conducting. This nte:hanvsm is known
as the stepped (or step) leader process.

LIGHTNING THWiAT
Lightning is a transient, high curtent
electric discharge. The most cOmmon source
of lightning arises from the electric charge
seperation in ordinary thunderstorm clouds
Well over half of all
(cumulonihibus).
lightning discharges occur within the cloud
Cloud-to-ground
(wivtracloud
discharges).
lightning (sometimes called streaked or
forked lightning) has been studied voore
extensively than other forms of lightning
because of its practical interest (e.g., as
61he cause of disturbances in power and
camtu!cation systems, strikes to aircrift
and the Ignition of forest fires) and
becaus, It is more easily observed with
Cloud-to-cloud and
optical instruments.
cloud-to-air dischprges are less common than
Intracloud or cloud-to-ground lightning.

electrical
rhenomena
The
natural
occurring with lightning discharge vary in
number and intensity. A statistiilal basis
is needed because of this variability. A
moderate level is defined as the expected
levels from a typical lightning flash.
as
the
Severe
lightnivg
is defined
worst-case level expected to occur during
Thr
the sevvice life of an aircraft.
maximum rate-of-rlse and peak current that
represent the severe lightning threat are
currently subjects of en-going current
rasearch into lightning hazards to aircraft
in flight,
The best available statistical data on
lightning currents is data measured on the
ground. Currently publiohed data or. cloudto-ground lightning currrnt. measured on the
groun , show that 180 kA/ps is the largest
rate of rise dir.ctiy measured 1). Recentl;v
obtained data on lightning currents Inferred
from measured electric fields are as high a'A
400 kA/us [2]. Both of these measurements
subject to
uncertainties
in the
are
inasuring techniques. The best engioeering
judgment at present is thp4t 200 kA/ps
worst-case
the
represents
adeqiiately
expected for rn aircruft in flight and is
defined as the severe level for AE; threat.
Additional research is v,eeded to resolve the
difference beteen the definee. severe threat
and the 6istant field measurements.

Strikes to aircraft are thought to
involve both cloud-to-ground strikes (at low
(at high
altitudts) and cloud events
altitudes). The lightning data discussed at
present will include only cloud-tO-greind
evert . Thit v4ota will be used to establ' sh
a ground based lightning threat.
discharge
cloud-to-ground
A typical
starts with a preliminary bre~kdown within j
cloud followed by a stepped leader initiatLeoder steps are
ing the first stroke.
tens of meters in
usually I s long,
length, with b pause between steps of
50ps. The typical leader current is the
order of 1 kA [3].

A second threat to aIrc;,aft from
to
&tmospheric electricity occurs due
aircraft charging effects. As an aircraft
moves through the air, It can become
This can result in discharges
charged.
either by streamering, corona or arcs and
sparks.

As the leader rsars an aircraft, it
epiQances the local fields. Discharges off
the extremities oi the aircraft are produced
wen the field values reach air ionization
levels. When the stopped leader connects to
one of tue 3ircraft discharges, it becomes
mercy a part of one stop as the stepped
leader proceeds to ground or another charged
clovd.

Figure 2 shows these discharges f&Gm
va ious sections of an aircraft. Arcs and
sparks can create direct damage effects
especially in fuel tanks. Proper grounding
and bonding can usually eliminate these
Noise problems from corona or
problems.
streaiering phenomena Is not so easily
These noise lev-ls must be
eliminated.
established rs a part of the total
atmospheric threat levels to aircraft.
..................-.........----..............
Numbers In brackets desig~te References at
end of paper.

i

As the Idader tip nears the ground, an
upward movifig discharge is initiated at the
ground. The leader channel is discharged as
a ground potential wave, the return stroke,
propagates up the ionized leader path. The
return stroke has a much higher current than
a leader, an average of 20 kA with maximum
iep to 200 kA and a rise time of few microseconds. The return stroke may be followed
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by a dart leader which initiates
a
subsequent stroke.
Subsequent strokes have
faster rise -times but comparable rates of
change as return strokes.
Many additional
complete discharges called multiple strokes
can take place.
In general, these subsequent strokes have smaller magnitudes.
Establishing the size of these threats is
the first part of establishing an AEH threat.
The AEH lightning threat defined herein
will be shown to be consistent with the most
recently published statistical lightning
data. Two sets of parameters are used to
identify a moderate or expected lightning
stroke and a severe or worst-case stroke.
The lightning threat is not designed to
match the physical parameters of a particular lightning stroke but rather to be
representative of the range of values for
the mapy types of lightning discharges.
The parameters of most importance in
this lightning threat were chosen because of
their
impact
on
aircraft
electrical/
electronic
systems.
These
parameters
include maximum current rise rate, peak
current and energy Input (action Integral).
The selected values were chosen from a
review of existing data. They are consistent wtth statistical variations of other
availabie data. Other characteristics of
the wavefozin (rise time and fall time) are
determined uniquely by choosing the above
three parameters since the threat model has
only three independent parameters. Even so,
both rise and fall tfines are well within the
statistics of measured data.
The lightning threat must characterize
both single and multiple stroke phenomena.
The multiple stroke will be characterized by
several single strokes with the addition of
induced transient duration, inter-stroke
time interval, total event time and total
number of strokes.
These parameters are
l isted in Figure 3.
The initicl single strowe lightning
threat model is a double exponential waveform representing the lightning current; the
waveform and spectrum is shown in Figure 4.
The parameters dre listed in Figure 5.
The
dou~le exponential form of the lightning
threat model will be shown to adequately
predict the expected electric field spectra
from a combination of measured lightning
discharges. This threat is to be interpreted as the current flowing In the
unperturbed lightning arc channel (i.e.. no
aircraft interaction).
In applying the
threat to an aircraft, an electromagnetic
coupling model 'is needed which includes the
aircraft and channel geometry and includes
the threat as an incident current waveform
propagating along the channel.

The double exponential waveform, which
is a convenient model
for engineering
calculations, has a historical precedent in
both lightning and NEMP.
The waveform
parameters are selected to include the most
important features of the lightning current
rather than to faithfully represent any
single
lightning waveform.
The
three
lightning parameters Incorporated in the
threat waveform are peak rate-of-rise, peak
current, and action integral.
The moderate
and severe threats were selected to be
expected and worst-case levels of the
parameters based upon review of the best
available measured data.
Figure 5 shows
these threat parameter values and the
defining
equations
for
the
double
exponential current waveform.
DATA SOURCES - The data desired in
establishing
aircraft
lightning
threat
parameters are measurements of direct
lightning strike currents and EM fields on
aircraft at altitude. Strike data measured
on aircraft are not yet well understood as
regards threats to aircraft safety. Two
ongoing programs to gather more strike data
at altitude are the NASA F-106 and USAF
C-130. This data will be used to aid in
understanding the threat level at altitude.
The available data necessary to establish lightning threat characterization is
limited.
Of all the types of lightning
processes (leader, dart leader, J & K
changes, preliminary breakdown, etc.), the
most critical processes to aircraft safety
are thought to be first return
and
subsequent strokes due to high current
levels, high current rise rates and high
energy inputs into aircraft systems. Data
on these processes are for the most part
confined to ground measurements of electric
and magnetic fields, current waveforms, and
stroke velocities (see Reference [3) for a
list of references on each type of
measurement).
Ground parameters are thought to be the
worst case situation for lightning threats.
Current and field amplitudes and rate of
rise are thought to decrease with altitude
[4].
Hence, the most severe lightning
threat to aircraft is a severe lightning
strike on the ground.
The initial lightning threat outlined in
this paper is based on these ground
measurements. A final AEHP threat will take
into account altitude effects including in
flight data.
DATA APPLICABILITY - The present threat
definition is based on ground based direct
current measurements.
The data sets used
were
taken
from available
statistical
36-4

studies on measured lightning current
parameters
[5-8).
Current
parameters
derived from field measurements were not
used in the initial threat definition. The
statistics were not yet available when
establishing the threat.

The presence -of a tower in direct
current measurements also
affects the
measurements themselves.
The maximum rise
rate is effected by the tower inductance and
ground impedance effects. The magnitude of
this effect needs to be established.

Measurement errors exist associated with
both
direct
current
measurements
and
currents, derived from field values.
These
uncertainties mutt be established before a
more complete and thorough use of the
presently
available
data
can
be
implemented.
Data
limitations due
to
measurement techniques are listed below for
the most recent statistical data sets
available.

The early time port-on of the waveform
may also be effected due to the presence of
the upward-going leaders which may lead to
slower rise times for tall objects [7]. The
leader effect should be more pronounced for
first return strokes than for subsequent
strokes since subsequent strokes are not
thought to have long upward propagating
leaders. Both Berger [5] and Garbagnati's
[6) date show much higher rates of rise for
subsequent than first return strokes while
Uman [93 and Weidman and Krider [10, 111
report no difference in current rates of
rise derived from fields. This difference
indicates that either the leader presence
does affect the tower measurements or that
the current model used to derive current
parameters from field data is not accurate.
This discrepancy needs to be cleared up.

Berger, Garbagnatt - Berger [53 in
Swtzer
an an
aragiati [(6 in Italy have
made a series of direct current measurements
using towers on mountain tops. Berger's
data I s measured on a 70 m tower on top of
Mount San Salvadore which is 914 m above sea
level.
Garbagnati's measurements are from
40 m towers on Italian mountains near San
Salvadore.
Berger's
latest
data
is
comprised of 101 negative and 26 positive
first strokes and 135 subsequent strokes.
Garbagnati has 103 negative and 5 positive
first strokes and 175 subsequent strokes.
Uncertainties
associated
with
both
Berger and Garbagnati's data arise from the
fact that both usod towers on rocky mountain
tops. The presence of the tower may have
two effects on the data taken. The presence
of the tower may Influence the statistics of
the lightning strikes. For example, larger
amplitude strokes are thought to strike tall
towers [1.
The distance over which a
structure attracts a downward leader is o
function of the charge on the leader which,
in turn, is related to the amplitude of the
current in the return stroke [4). Therefore,
lightning strikes to open ground should have
a greater proportion of lower currents while
taller structures should have a higher
number of more intense currents.
Another
statistical fluctuation may be in the number
of positive strokes seen.
Evidence exists
that positive flashes may increase with
altitude [1, 5]. If this trend holds true
to aircraft altitudes, then any statistics
taken near the ground will not be the
statistics at altitude. The statistics of
lightning strikes to aircraft are the
statistics of interest here. Any way of
measuring lightning strike statistics other
than to the specific aircraft under mission
conditions will not reflect the true
statistics
of
interest.
Obviously,
compromises on this issue ill
have to be
made and some estimates of the errors
involved must be established,

Uhian and Krider - Uman and Krider have
spent many years measuring and analyzing
electric and magnetic fields of various
types
lightning
They have
found
much of
higher
field [9-16).
rise times
(under
a
microsecond) than have been seen in direut
current measurements. The fast rise times
were seen in measurements over salt water.
Propagation over salt water does not
attenuate the high frequencies as severely
as earth. The uper frequency limit is felt
to be 20 MHz [12] due to wave action influencing measurements above 20 14Hz. This data
is very useful in establishing validity of a
physical current model from which EN fields
can be calculated and compared to the
measured results.
To use this data in estabishment of a
lightning current threat, the uncertainty
associated with deriving currents from EM
field measurewnts must be established.
First,
uncertainties
arise
frcm
the
measurements due to equipment l1i1tations,
resonance effects,
propagation effects,
etc.
Second
and
more
serious
are
uncertainties due to the assumptions in the
carrent models and the number of parameters
needed to fit the data. The first type of
uncertainty can be readily quantified. The
second needs to be examined.
In Uman's
model, current Is assumed to propagate up
the channel at constant velocity.
The
chanyiel is taken to be vertical with the
initiation of the Stroke at the ground.
Three typas of current proflics (uniform or
leader current, breakdown current and corona
current) have been incorporated to fit
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simultatteous electric and magnetic fields at
two distances.
The pulse velocity is an
Input to the model and Is not well known.
Assuming the velocity to be constant with
height May also add uncertainties to the
results.
The corona current shape is
somewhat arbitrary as stated by tin et al
[13).
The non-uniqueness of the current
decomposition is a major problem and the
uncertainties due to this have not yet
established.
The assurption that
the
initiation point is at the ground and not
above has beea argued [14) to introduce a
factor of two error due to the two return
front waves produced above ground. Lastly,
the effect of the assumptions that the
column is vertical and straight must be
taken into account.
Differences between
current measurements on towers and those
derived from field va'lues have to be
reconciled before a fully consistent ground
based lightning threat can be established.
Data suumcrized by Clanos and Pierce [7)
was used in this es5tblishment of the
initial lightning threat. The data was a
compilation of work prior to 1972 and is
limited by the time resolution used in the
date collection. This skews the results
toward longer rise times and lower rise
rates.

single waveform
THREAT RATIONALE
can represent all
types of lightning
discharges (e.g., cloud-to-ground, intracloud, positive strokes, negative first
strokes, and negative subsequent strokes).
It Is necessary to select parameters from
particular stroke types
which
provide
reasonably conservative threat levels for
all strokes.
Cloud-to-ground strokes were
chosen because they are generally more
severe, although a less frequent threat to
aircraft, than intracloud discharges.
On
this basis, the threat waveform parameter
values were chosen as described below.
-No

Peak Current - The peak current was
chosen from he statistical study done by
Cianos and Pierce [7].
The moderate threat
level of 20 kA was chosen at their 50% level
for first return strokes. The severe threat
of 200 kA was chosen at their upper 1% level.
Action Integral - The action integral
wAS also chosenfrom, Cianos and Pierce
data. Peak current values and mean rise and
fall times were used to determine a itoderate
energy input level of 1.5 x 104 A -s and
a severe level of 1.5 x 100A-s.

Data
collected
and
reviewed
by
Popolansky [8) include not only results
obtained on tall chimneys and lightning rods
but also the negative end positive first
strokes recorded by Bergee, totalin
624
wavefor s.
The
resultiii
cumuiativ
frequency distribution curve produces a
.median value of 28 kA.
Berger et al (5]
conclude that the median values obtained on
Mount San Salvatore and on tall chimneys in
open country are similar. Hoever, slopes
of Poplansky's and Berger's data curves do
not coincide completely (see Figures 9 and
10).
Anderson and Eriksuon [1] in South
Africa measured lightning currents on a
tower located in open country.
Unlike
Berger and Garbgnati, the measureents were
taken on flat terrain. Only a small number
of strokes (eleven) were analyzed wtith a
maximum current rise rate of 180 kA/)s for
a subsequent stroke. This is a higher level
both
in absolute,, value
and relative
percentage than Barger's or Garbagnati's
measurements.
With so few events, however,
definite comparisons are premature.
Recently current waveforms are being
measured on aircraft in flight by NASA (17,
18).
To date cloud discharges dominate
their results.
The 1963 program will
attempt to measure some cloud-to-ground
strikes.

-
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Rate of Rise - Rise rate data displayed
by
'inoa
Pierce has recently been
interpreted to be too low. More recent
statistical data [4, 6, 8, 13] has shown
higher current rates of rise. The values
for the initial threat determination were
taken from Berger's [6) tower measurements.
The moderate value of 50 kA/is lie at his
upper 35% mark while the severe threat of
200 kA/ps was chosen at his 1%. level.
COMPARISON TO PRIOR LIGHTNING STANDARDS
In this section, the lightning threat
def'lned in Figures 3-5 is compared against
other industry lightning standards. Table I
summrizes comparisons between previously
used standards and the present threat
definition.
Only the severe throat is
compared since the other standards represent
severe strikes.
-

Current rise rate values are given in
the first column of Table 1. The values in
parenthesis are robtained from the peak
current value divided by the rise time for
the corresponding standard.
This gives an
average rise time or a maximm rise time if
the initial current waveform is a straight
line. The str~ight line waveform for the
Initial current rise is used In the SAE-4L
standards. The rise time for the AEH threat
I z the peak rate of rise, not an average.
For a double exponential waveform these
quantities are substantially different. The
peak rate of rise, not the average, is the
important
quantity
when
specifying
a
lightnikig threat. This difference between

_

__l___

peak and average rate of rise leads to the
AEH higher standard for rise rate.
The peak and average rate of rise
definition also leads to an AEH rise time
different from other industry standards.
This difference is shown in column 3 of
Table 1. The longer AEH rise time is due to
the double exponential waveform used. Other
standards use ramp functions. However, the
rise rate, not the rise time, is the
when
considering
parameter
important
possible damage to aerospace vehicles.
The peak current and fall time are
isted in columns 2 and 4. The AEH initial
threat values agree with those previously
used.
LIGHTNING THREAT COMPARISON TO MEASURED
DATA - Comparison with available data is
The data
presented In this section.
presented is the most recent found in the
literature.
Each
model
parameter
is
examined separately below.
All the model
parameters chosen lie within reasonable
statistics of this data.
Uman-Krider
Measured
Field
Data
Com prison comparison is magein thI s
secton
to
measured
electric
fields
presented by Uman and Krider [3].
The
comparison of a lightning current profile to
electric
radiation field data is not
straightforward
if
lightning
geometry,
popagation effects, height depeidence of
lightning current, etc. are taken into
Since the comparison presented
account.
here is meant to be preliminary, a simpler
procedure will be followed.
The magnetic
radiation field is calculated from an
infinite
current carrying wire.
This
approximation Is valid close to the wire
(less than a wavelength away). This minimum
distance is 300 km for 1KHz and goes to 3km
at 100 Kiz. The electric radiation field is
obtained from the magnetic radiation field
assuming free space radiation. The results
for both moderate and severe current
profiles are plotted in Figure 6 against
Uman and Krider's electric field spectra for
first strokes. The threat levels tend to be
well above the data for low frequency and
straddling the data at higher frequency.
The shape of the frequency spectra of the
predicted fields matches the measured fields
fairly well. More recent measurements by
Krider have shown higher rates of rise. The
newer spectra have more high freauency
coltent, larger than the AEHP initial threat
levels,
Current Rise Rate - The single stroke
threat value for mtum current rise rate
Is given in Figure 5 as 50 kA/ps for a
moderate stroke and 200 kA/ o s for a severe

stroke.
These values correspond to the
upper 35% and upper 1% as shown In data from
Berger E5) in Figure 7. Note that no
measurements were wade with a rate of rise
Figure 7 also
greater than 100 kA/ps.
shows older data accumulated by Cianos and
Pierce (7). The moderate and severe threat
correspond to the upper 12% and upper 0.1%
values. This data is taken from average
rates of rise rather than maximm values.
Thus the threat values show as higher
percentiles as compared to Berger's data.
Data from Garbagnati E63 is shown in Figure
8. The moderate threat is at the upper 10%
mark in (a) and upper 35% in (bW.
The
severe threat Is at the upper 3% in (a) and
These statistical values agree
1.5% in (b).
well with the choice of rise rate picked for
No direct
the current threat levels.
current data has been directly measured
showing current rise rate greater than 180
of rise
kA/ps.
Higher current rates
values
(up to 400 kA/As)
have been
reported [2] but are inferred from field
measurements.
The choice of 200 kA/ps for
the severe threat level was in anticipation
of using some of these higher current rise
rate values derived froi the field data. A
study of the uncertainties inherent in both
the tower measurements as well as the field
derived current values may lead to a change
in the final rise rate values chosen.
Peak Current - Peak current values taken
from-PVln-sy's data [8) are shown in
Figure 9.
The moderate (20 kA) and severe
(200 A) threat values lie at 60% and 1%
respectively. Date in Figure 10 from Berger
[5] show the threat values to lie at 80% and
0.1%, respectively. Figure 11 is data from
Garbagnati [6].
The moderate threat Is at
60% in (a) and 45% in (b).
The severe
threat is less than 0.1% in both figures.
The moderate threat is close to a median
value In Figures 9 and 11. Figure 10 shows
20 kA to be a very optimistic moderate
threat level at the upper 80% level. The
severe threat amplitude shows as a very
severe threat (4.1%) in both Berger and
Garbagnati's negative stroke data, but is at
the desired 1% level in Poplansky's data.
If ole considers positive strokes, Berger's
shows the severe threat level to lie at the
upper 8%.
Debate is ongoing as to the
Importance of positive strikes as a threat
to aircraft.
Action Integra! - The last parameter
chosen in
the threat definition is the
energy input or action inteCral. Figure 12
shows the Berger data. Tie percentiles for
the moderate threat case range from 25% to
85% for negative subsequent and first return
strokes.
Figure 13 shows moderate threat levels
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for these two stroke types to lit at the
and 80%, respectively. Tha severe
upper %5%
threat levels show as upper 1% both i0

Bergr's data (Figure 12) and Garbagnati s
The
first return stroke data (Figure 13).
moderate value of the energy input is seen
to be overly severe for subsequent strokes
but overly optimistic for first return
strokes (at least for ueasurements taken at
the ground).
Rise Time- The rise time of the threat
modelis TaInsequeoce of fixing the midmum
current rise-rate, the peak curren~t and the
Rise time is not fixed
action integeal.
of
these
parameters.
independently
Consequently, comparing rise time to data
gives an indication of the general adequacy
of the form of the double exponential used
to model the 1ightning current. Figure 14
from Berger shows the moderate threat rise
time of 211s falling at 25% and 95% for
subsequent and first strokes respectively.
The severe threat value of 4ps lies at the
6% and 70% mark respectively. Figures 16a
and b show results from Garbagnati. Figure
15a shows moderate and severe percentile of
70% and 43%. Figure 15b shows values of 25%
and 3%. The data is widely scattered over a
large range of rise times.
The values
chosen fall within this middle range of the

higher the current level for a longer time.
This imw)lies more energy is available to be
coupled Into aircraft systems.
F-106 Comparison - During the sumrs of
eng date loggers were
1981an
1982,
flown on a NASA F-106 for the purpose of
obtaining data on direct ligiihtning strikes.
This was part of NASA's Storm Hazards
program. One strike was recorded by the
data loggers in 1981 and ten in 1982. These
waveforms are thought to be all cloud to
cloud or intracloud events due to the high
altitude of the measurements (25 Kft In 1981
and 25-36 Kft in 1982).
The largest current amplitude recorded
was 14 kA.
The largest rise rate was 30
These amplitudes are well below
kA/Vs.
the AEHP threat level.
Frequency spectra
were obtained for all waveform and a mean
and standard deviation calculated.
The
1-106 spectra are compared to the AEHP
lightning threat levels in Figure 19. Up to
the Nyquist frequency (00 Z), the threat
level is well abofe the measured strikes.
The data is very limited (only eleven
events) and represents intracloud rather
Further
than cloud to ground strikes.
flights In 1983 are hoped to obtain more
cloud-to-ground events.
STATIC ELECTRIFICAMION

data.

Figure 16 from [11] shows results that
have
very
short
rise
times
(<ls).
These results are from field measurements
taken over salt water. The relationship to
data taken over land is not completely
understood.
This
data
does
indicate,
hoever, that much shorter rise times may
have to be Included In a future threat. The
impact of short rise times on the lightning
threat is through the related parameter rise
rate. Generally the shorter the rise time,
the higher the rise rate, although the
relationship is waveform dependent.
Large
current rise rate values could increase the
amount of protection an aircraft must have
to guard against lightning strike upsets or
damage.

Static electrification of a conventional
aircraft can occur In various ways as
illustrated in Figure 20.
Figure 20(a)
illustrates frictional electrification; as
uncharged precipitation particles strike the
aircraft, they acquire a potitive charge,
leaving an equal And opposite negative
charge on the aircraft and raising its
potential to tens or hundreds of thousands
of volts. Charging occurs both on the metal
structure of the aircraft and on dielectric
surfaces such as the windshield. Dielectric
surfaces can thus become charged with
respect to the airframe. Engine charging,
illustrated in Figure 20(b), occurs when
flight
vehicles are
operated at
low
altitudes.
Processes as yet incompletely
understood
occur
within
the
engine
combustion chamber and cause a predominantly
positive charge to be expelled with the
engine exhaust. This causes an equal and
opposite (negative) charge to be imparted to
the ircraft charging it to potentials of
tens or hundreds of thousands of volts.
Exogenous charging, Illustrated in Figure
20(c), occurs when the vehicle flies In a
region of electric field, such as that
generated between oppositely charged regions
of clouds; this field can cause discharges
to occur from the extremities of the vthicle.

Fall Time to Half Peak - The fall time,
" rise time, 1srdetermined by the
lIke-'
preceeding parameters so no fit to data was
done when -!!fining the threats. Figure 17
from Berger shows the moderate and severe
threat fall time of 50ps to lie at 30% and
80% for negative subsequent and negative
first strokes respectively. 'Figure 18 from
Garbagnati shows the threat value ranging
from the 35% to 75% level in 18(a) and is
30% in 18(b).
The threat value its well
within the median range of the above data.
This parameter affects the lightning threat
through
the
energy
input
or
action
Integral.
The longer the fall time, the

The operational
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conditions under which

siatic electrification can occur depend
somewhat on the class of vehicle. Since
airplanes encounter severe charging during
operation In clouds In horizontal flight,
electrification can continue for considerable periods of time on all-weather

missions. On Jet aircraft operating at low
altitrude,
engine chaing can be an
additionl source of long-term electrification. Helicopter become charged while
fying through naturally occurring clouds.
In addition , hovering helicopter can stir
up snow or dust thereby generating Its own
cloud of particles to produce frictional
electrification.
Thus,
helicopters
encounter static problems in regions where
conventional aircraft do not.
The charging process itself produces
virtually no difficulty, but vehicle voltage
and electric fields can become so high after
a period of time that electrical discharges
occur. It is the discharge of the accumustatic electricity that generally
late
produces the most harmful effects.
NOISE SOURCES - An important conseauence
of static electrification Is electrical
noise. The various noise mechanisms that
have been identified are shown in Figure 2.
As the airplane becames charged, the
electric fields at the extremities of the
vehicle become sufficiently high to cause
At the
corona breakdown of the air.
nperating altitude of airplanes, this
breakdown occurs as a series of very short
pulses containing energy in the radio
frequency spectrum. These noise pulses can
couple into commnication, navigation, or
digital circuitry to produce interference.
Another source of noise occurs when
dielectric surfaces on the front of the
airplane, such as the windshield and radom,
are exposed to frictional charging, as
illustrated in Figure 2. These surfaces can
be charged by impinging particles. Since
these materials are insulators, the charge
is bound at the place where it was deposited
and cannot be discharged until sufficient
electric charge has accumulated to produce a
streamer (a spark-like discharge) across the
dielectric surface to the metal airframe.
Streamer dischrges are slow in duration,
and involve the transport of charge over a
They therefore produce
large distance.
can
radio frequency interference wh L
couple into susceptible systems on the
aircraft. In some cases, the stroemering on
a square inch of surface in a critical
location is sufficient to disable systems.
A third source of interference that
oftn occurs inadvertently on airplanes is
associated with sparking between unbonded
adjacent metal sections of the aircraft.

l

....

For example, In Figure 2. ; break shows in
the wing; charging processes on the airframe
will raise the potential of the inboard
section with respect to the outboard section
until a spark occurs in the gap. This spark
produces a short current pulse, which Is

In flight, the
also a source of noise.
current required for corona discharge from
the isolated wing tip is supplied from the
reminder of the airplane.

Finally, slowly varying induction pulses
can be produced in antennas by the passage
of charged particles. This noise is of
importance only at VLF or ELF and does not
pose much of a problem to conventional
comunication and navigation equipment.
With the advent of systems operating at
frequencies of the order of 10 kHz, however.
induction noise should be considered.
CHARGING PARAMETERS - The interference
problem due to any of thes noise sources
depends on the charging rate of the plane.
The most important process as measured in
flight tests is frictional charging.
The precipitation charging
vehicle is given by [18]

current

to a

1 0 qP c v Alff

where

q.g Charge per particle
E
Particle concentration
v - Aircraft velocity
Aeff -Effective Intercepting area
of aircraft.
The various parameters in the equation
and their interdependencies have been
studied analytically, in the laboratory and
In flight, and are generally understood for
the operatitig regimes of current aircraft.
Typical values of particle parameters for an
aircraft operating in the subsonic flight
regime are given in Table IT for two cloud
types.
Table II
[19]
_u

Precipitation Particle Parameters

.

Cloud Type
Cirrus
Thunderstorm
Anvil
___

Pico Culom

ML

1 - 10

2 x 104

1 - 35

5 x 104

Laboratory experiments involving the
charging of projectiles fired through ice
crystal clouds were conducted to determine
the relationship between the charge acquired
and the Impact velocity. The results of
these experiments indicate that the projec-

-04

____ _______ ______ ____.

tile

charge

decreases

with

higher noise levels are present for lower

increasing

velocity.
These
results were
further
verified by flight tests. It was noted that
the observed effect might be caused by the
melting of the ice crystals by the energy of
the impact, since flight-test experience
indicates that clouds composed of water
droplets tend to charge an aircraft at a
much lower rate than do clouds containing
ice crystals. Thus, if an ice crystal is
completely melted upon Impact, greatly
reduced charging would result.

altitudes.
STREAMERS - When charge is deposited on
dielectric surfaces such as radomes, windshields or composite material structures, it
cannot flow freely to other parts of the
aircraft because of the insulating character
of these surfaces. If the potential between
these surfaces and the main body of the
aircraft becomes too great, a surface
streamer discharge will occur.

The effective intercepting area, A

The charge

transferred

by

a sin

s
streamer discharge is 1 to 1.5 x IO
Coulom.
This is roughly the sam as the
charge transfer in a corona pulse.
The
difference in pulseforms produced by the two
mechanismes results from the difforence in
the lengths of the two discharges. The
corona discharge extends to only one tip
radius from the burr or other Imperfection
from which It occurs.
A streamer on the
other hand extends many inches out on to the
dielectric.
This long discharge length
causes the streamer to contain substantial
low frequency energy.

as been found to be affected by aircraft
speed as well as body shape. The results of
studies of water droplet impingement on
airfoils
indicate
that
the
effective
intercepting area of a typical aircraft
would Increase with speed [193.
The
decrease of particle change and the Increase
of intercepting area with aircraft speed
together predict the charging current shown
in Figure 21 [193. Because of Ice-crystal
melting, the figure shows that the charging
rate decreases rapidly at speeds above 1500
mph. The maximum charging current occurs at
about 1400 mph and is only 2.6 times the
charging current at 600 mph. This result Is
highly significant in that it indicates that
precipitation static problems on highly
supersonic aircraft are not appreciably more
severe than they are on subsonic aircraft,

Measured streamer noise spectra [233 are
given In Figure 23 as a function of sample
area. The noise spectra is proportional to
area since the total charge stored and thus
the discharge current is proportional to
area.
Measuremnts were made to 1 GHz and
extended to 10 GHz as for the coronal noise
spectrum.

CORONA
As
thi static charging
increases, the electric potential of regions
of the aircraft increases to the point that
corona
dischirges
take
place.
These
discharges are in the form of a series of
short pulses. The precise amplitude and
time structure are a function of aircraft
altitude
and
discharge
point
radius.
Laboratory measurements of corona discharge
indicates that at atmospheric pressure, tfe
pulse repetition frequency is the order of
10 pulses per second when the discharge
current is lOOpA [20).

COUPLING OF NOISE TO AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS In general, noise sources on an aircraft are
located In one place, and the affected
antenna or system are located somewhere
else.
To calculate the interference to a
system by a noise source, It is necessary to
define the coupling between the source and
problem system.
Measurements have been
made, for example, for a Boting 707 and a
helicopter.
Using the measured coupling
values,
noise source
spectra can
be
calculated and measured. Examples are shown
in Figure 24 [20] for given source current
levels. Note that both coronal and streamer
noise levels are much larger than either
daytime or nighttime atmospheric noise
levels. Note also that for the helicopter
spectra, the low frequency streamer noise is
a factor of two higher than the coronal
noise.

The corona discharge noise spectrum has
been measured by Vassilades [21J and Tanner
and Nanevicz (223 from 500 kHz to 12 Hz as
a function of altitude and discharge
current. At high values of DC discharge
current, the coronal noise spectral density
varies as the square root of the discharge
current. Oh, et al [233 extended the noise
spectrum. Measurements were "ade up to I
GHz and extrapolated to 10 GHz using
theoretical predictions.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 22 [233 shows some characteristics of this spectrum. Note that the low
frequencies are a larger threat for high
altitudes. This trend with altitudo changes
for higher frequencies. Above about 10 MHz,

An
atmospheric
electricity
threat
covering
the
lightning
and
static
electrification
threats
have
been
presented. The lightning threat level was
compared to available current measurements.
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Static

electrification

was

characterized

including both steamers and corona.
The lghtning thrat is based on groundbased direct current tower measurements. To
more correctly assess the ground lightning
threat, the available data sets (including
Berger, Garbagnati, Uman, Eriksson, Cianos
be
must
and
Popalansky)
Pierce
and
critically assessed as to accuracy and
limitations. The earlier data (Cianos and
Pierce and Popalansky) do not reflect the
recent fast rise times measured and so are
biased to smaller rise rates. Both tower
current data and current values derived from
to
subject
are
measurements
field

These uncertainties need to

uncertainties.

This
measurements.
3. Simultaneous
would allow correlation of fields, visual
pictures of the stroke, and luminosity
measurements as a function of time. These
would help establish a more accurate means
of deriving current parameters from field
establish
would
pictures
The
data.

orientation and tortuosity profiles.

The

be quentitatively assessed for use in an
updated current threat level.

luminosity date would establish the velocity
of propagation more accurately.

Static electrification threat lovels may
change in the future as new technology
(fly-by-wire) and materials (graphite/epoxy,
Kevlar, etc.) are used in newer aircraft.
Charging rates and location of corona and
streamers may change as well as the coupling
As new technology
to aircraft systems.
static
designed,
ore
aircraft
electrification threat levels will have to
be updated.

More data
4. Luminosity measurements.
S5ti5l16 v-elocities of
Is neediid to
propagation near the ground as a function of
distance away from the initiation point.
Velocities are neded to establish more
current
obtaining
of
means
reliable
parameters from field data and for checking
theoretical lightning models.
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towers need calibration to establish effects
of the tower Inductance and local ground
current
lightning
the
on
impedance
on
effects
Geographical
waveforms.
lightning could be established by a network
Rocket triggered lightning
of towers.
experiments offer the advantage of near
certain strikes.

threat
electricity
atmospheric
The
protection,
aircraft
affects
directly
Uncertainty in the threat level impose; a
penalty factor. for all future technology
(graphite
mterial s
New
aircraft.
composite, Kevlar, etc), fly-by-wire flight
control and Increased systems Integration
Introduce new requirements for protection,
An accurate atmospheric threat level imposes
the least overprotection requirements with
consequent lower cost and weight penalties,
The present uncertainty in the atmospheric
electricity threat is estimated to be a
factor of two from the present AEH threat
definition. The only way to increase the
accuracy of the threat Is By obtaining more
data. This objective can be accomplished in
the following ways:
Airborne data collection. This is
1.
r'- r'-efining an
n
crRit-c
the most -Flight tests should
airborne threat level.
be continued to establish a future data
base. This method is expensive and will not
large enough volume of data for many
yield
The Imdiate benefit would be
years.
of the interaction
better
naturally occurring lightning and
hetween understanding
aircraft in flight.

S. Reprocess the existing data base.
The most -effectie way toiitabTT -aiu-e
accurate AEH threat is to compile and
evaluate all existing lightning data to
the
This approach could bring
date.
uncertainty down to within a factor of two
To analyze
from the present ANHP threat.
more
data
available
presently
the
appropriately:
a. Raw data must be collected and
and
setups
experimental
from
established
limitations
unpublished sources.
b. Quantify errors/uncertainties t
put the experimental data on a
comon basis.
c. Derive the statistical threat
levels from the total date base
accimul aed.
A complete lightning definition program
would pursue all the items listed above as
cost allowed. The most effective approach,
however, is Item (6). This approach, also
has the possible advantage of establishing
future calibration needs for various types
This could lead to better
of experiments.
from future
being obtained
quality data
*mtur'lly occurring
to quantify
efforts
electricity anviroiNunts.

2. Ground strike current measurements.

CofitinuatOh
Girbagnati

....

esimilar to Berger,
of %~~i

and

Criksion

on

towers.

The
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Variables

Range

* Duration of transient

56 -500,ps

* Inter-stroke time interval

10 - looms

* Time duration of lightning event

0.01

* Number of strokes

1-24

Flvure 3. Mu/ti-Sroke Threat
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LIGHTNING STKIMS TO AIRCRAFT OF TIIE GERA

1FEDURAL AM1D FORCES

By
Wilfried Ziegler
Aundeseamt fUr Wehrtuchnik und Beschaffung
Loiter de 'uaterprufwesen fUr Luftfahrtgerit
der 1undeswehr (UWB-ML)
(Federal Office for Miltary Technology and Procurement

Director of Aeronautical Equipment Qualification
for the Federal Armed Forces)

AASTVACT
4A survey Is given of the lightning strikes to aircraft of the Federal Armed
Forces over the past 10 years, from 1973 until 1982, inclusive. About §0% of the
lightning strikew involved the fgllowing 4 types of .ircrsft: F-10 c. 'tarFor
riaguet Atlantic.
fighter-, F-4 wiPhantole, C-160 "Transal'I, li-1150
these 4 types the annual rates of lightning strikes as well as the 'respective
The main locationa at which lightning
average rates over these 10 years are shown.
attached to the aircraft and damage sustained are descriked. Two lightning strikes
are discussed in greater detail. In tlh one case a UH-1'1, was struck during
flight, and in the other case it was a Pttantom whets the metal wall of one wing
pylon tank was melted through. Finally, thu paper touches briefly on problems that
are expected to result from the greater use of CYC kor the airframe, the increasing employment of computers, and the electrical transmissiou of essautial control
signals.
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LIGKTNING STRIKES to aircraft basically cannot be prevented, hence the irdividual aircraft must be adequately protected against
the effects of lightning,
In a thunderstorm environment the most
prevalent electrical discharge is by intracloud flashes, and only about 25 % of lightning discharges to the ground (1)*,

For all 4 airoraft types together it becomes
apparent that the rate of lightning strikes
,igher than that relarelated to lamdings
ted to fly ing ho uws.U a means that on a
average more than onef.ight hour lies betven two landings.
Ihe great variation of the strike rate
from one year to the next has no discernible

Reliable measurements of the electric oharacteristioa are available only for these cloudto-ground flashes.
An aircraft, however, may be struck by
both forms of lightning. Therefore, only anslysis of a fairly large number of natural
lightning strikes to aircraft allows a complot@ assessment of the effoctiveness of
lightning protection measures. If such analysos cover a longer period of time, significant findings will be gained in addition as
to the rate and severity of natural lightning
strikes as well as important information on
possible shortcomings within lightning protection, e.g. from vibration or corrosion effoots which become evident only after a fairly long in-service time of the respective
aircraft.
The following data and experience gained
in more than 10 years of flight operations
are intended to serve as a basis to this effeet.

relation to the number of flying hours.
Between two suocessive years aside from
a few exoeptions thb number of flying hours
or landings varies by ± 10 % from the respoetive previous value. The number of lightning
to 6 times
strikes, in contrast, varies
from one year to the next.
Thus, for example, the number of flying
hours for the F-104 (Figure 1) went up by
approximately 10 % from 1976 to 1977 and tken
went down by about 6 % from 197? to 1978. At
the same time, however, the number of lightning strikes rose by 430 %, and then dropped
by 46 %. On the other hand, the number of
flying hours for the V-4 aircraft increased
in each of theme years whereas the number of
lightning strikes first dropped by 20 % and
then rose by ?5 %. For both types of aircraft
1980 was one of the years with the lowest
number of lightning strikes, whereas in 1981
the second highest number of lightning
strikes was experienced since 1973.
With respect to the C-16d -see Figure 2-0
in contrast, the situation is balanced. Since
1977, the number of lightning strikes has
varied by only t 20 % max. from the resoeotive previous value.
For the BR-1150 (Vigure 2), the number
of flying ho-irs as well as the lightning
strikes per year are much lower as for
the other types shown in Figures I and 2, so
that already one lightning strike has a
signifioant influnoe on the strike rate.
At this point in time no definite statesent can be made yet aa to why there are such
differenos in the rate of lightning strikes
cases. Figubetween individual years in se
I and 2, however, clearly show that the
evaluation of lightning strikes in ona single
yrea may easily be misconstrued and lead to

LIGHTNING BTRIhM

HATZ

All reported lightning incidents have been
systematically investigated and evaluated according to niform criteria since 1973. The
first lightning incidents investigated at
BWD-ML date back to 1962 and concern the
¥-104.
From 97W3 until 1982 a total of more
than 260 lightning strikes have been reported about 80 % of which involved the follow.
ing aircraft types:
~~
1
tarfighter"
- G/~-~G
HFi39tV_4
"P / ozon
s
Air-rem
-Pgra/ (Nonimm
Aircraft (Mach 2+)C-1i"

"Transall e°
Aircraft-Transport/Oargo
-Tr~por/Oago
Arcrft-ted

BIR-115I °Brusuot AtlantiO"
-Long-Range Bea Roeconnaismance
AircraftThese 4 aircraft types are subsequently referred to in short as ¥-104, 1-4, C-160, and

erroneous conclusions. Sven analysis of 2 to
3 years of experience maW lead to a distorpicture.
r igure 3 shows the rates averaged over
a period of 1d years for the 4 types of aircraft. The differences which become evident
here are attributable to the different min-

&ion
conditions in eachcmelots
asset the iportant
influence
o indiua yea
of individual years becomes loss important.
The V-104 and F-4 aircraft are subject to

For thes* 4 types the lightning strike
ratehratespr
per yoer
year retedto
related tothe
the renspctie
repective fly
ing h
ana
in the following Figures I and 2.

comparable conditional in particular, however
training activities allow the meteorological
conditions to be taken into account to a
lar.
extent. Th, respective tasks of the
0-160 and BR-11%, on the other hand, do al-

*Numbers in parentheses designate References
at end of paper.

low no or only little consideration of the
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'

.5'

"
,,rfrom

(:

met eorological conditions with respect to
possible lightning events. It becomes evident

-

that the selection of the reference uunitude
f6r such strike rates is quite important,.a
the rates related to landings a"ae comparable
for both C-160 and BR-110 , but not those
related to flying hours,
The lightning strike rates plotted in
percent against the flight level in Figure 4
are close together for all 4 types of aircraft. The differences between the individual aircraft types cannot be definitely asmignod to specific causes, the statistical basis
still
being too narrow. But even the extremely few lightning strikes to thm BR-1150 (less
than 10) fit in well. From Figure 4 it can be
generalized, however, that -irrespective of
the type of aircraft, type of propulsion,
mission, and geographical location of the
training area- the flight level is au ssential factor with respect to the probability
of lightning strikes. This fact receives increased emphasis when a comparison is made of
the flying hours accumulated by the 4 types
of aircraft over a period of 10 years (rounding
10 % max.):
BU-110 : 0-16d s F-4 : ¥-104 a
1
4 : 71 101
theme relations do not become evident at all
4.
Figues 3 aa
fo
ius
ad

about 28 % of the cases on the horizontal/vertical tail.
In some cases no definite attachment points
were detectable, or none of the three zones
were affected.
- In one case the aircrew felt an electrical
shook.
- In one case the lightning strike was not
noticed by the airorew during flight.
In these 5 years some a/c wore hit several timest
F-i04
1 s/c
3 times
2 s/c
2 times each
P-4
3 0/c
2 times each
C-160
1 s/c
8 times
3 a/c
3 times each
6 a/c
2 times each
BR-1156
2 a/c
2 times each
Summarised in a somewhat different ways
Considering the P-104 and F-4 aircraft togother, 6 a/c were hit by 13 lightning strikosor about I % of the fleet by approximately 23 % of the strikes. As to the C-160 aircraft, 10 a/c received 29 lightning strikes,
or about 11 % of the fleet approximately 64 %
of the strikes.
DAMAGE - About 9d % of the lightning

ATTACOW
MT POINTS AND DAKA03
ATTAGMIUM POINTS

-

Attachment points were detected in
about 43 % of the cases on the radome,
about 30 % of the cases on the winge,

strikes analysed can be classified as normal
cases,and they can be described as follows:
- The aircrew become aware of the lightning

The evaluation of

the more than 260 lightning strikes has

strike, e.g.,

clearly confirmed the findings gained to date on the distribution of the lightning flash
attachment points on the surface of aircraft
as well at the resulting subdivision into the
known aircraft zones,
For the P-104, Y-4, and C-160 aircraft the
number of lightning strikes reported within
the last 5 years (1978 - 1982) alone is sufficiently large to make a statistically sig-

king of the aircraft, but immediately following the strike no hazardous irregularities or damae regarding aircraft systems
are noticed during flight, and the aircraft
is subsequently landed without problems.
The subsequent special inspection of the
aircraft shows melting marks at the attachsent points typical for metal surfaces, and
occasionally, destroyed navigation lights,

-

nificant statement.
The evaluation of both 7-104 and V-4 together shows the following results:
- More than 60 lightning strikes,
- Attachment points were detected in
about 80 % of the caso on pitot and
radome,
about 35 % of the cases on wing tips,
including tip tanks,
about 32 % of the cases on the horizontal/yertical tail.
In some cases no definite attachment
pointo were detectable, o" none Of
the three zones wa affected.
n 11 cases the airrew felt electrical
oz nchanical shocks.
- In 4 caoes the aircrw did not become aware of the lightning strike during
flight.
The results for the 0-160 aircraft were
as follows:
- Nore than 45 lightning strikes.

as lightflash, bang, or sha-

static dischargers or antennas.
Frequently the navigation compass shows a
deviation, but all systems including the
aircraft electrical system function properly. This description also applies to lightsing strikes not noticed by the airorow
during flight and detected only during
postflight inspection.
In the remaining 10 % of the cases considerably more severe davAge caused diirotl1
by lightning is found. Diuage wtainod inoludes: punctures or
rack lh metal surfaxca, disrupted skins, electrical broakthrough
in the radome wall, exploniv* vprization of
diverter strips
on the adotde and physical
damao to tha radoo wall, burnt-through or
mechanically broken grounding conductor tube
between pitet and fuselage, as woll as failed
and partly.,damaged electronic equipment. Bub
even in much cases the dUmaged aircraft was
able to 1mMr.
-
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Such severe damage occurs more often
than would be expected in view of the res!pective lightning protection designs. This
leads to the question whether the incidence
of extremely severe lightning strikes really
'it not corsiderably greater than hitherto
suspected, requiring a new discussion and dotermination of the present 1% probability
(limit values (1) at:
Peak value i maxv2d kA,
,
Current steepness di ) I
/
dt
Electric charge Q -- idt :P40 As,
Specific energy W :fi

2

dt)'1&

A 2 s).

EVALUATION OF LIGHTNING PROP.CTION
In the following paragraphs,sn evaluation is
made of the lightning protection of the F-104
F-4, and c-16d on the basis of experience
gained to this date.

4

F-04 AIRCRAFT - Since the introduction
of lightning protection on the radome (bonding of the pitot to the fuselage by A copper
grounding conductor tube, with an electrically effective cross..section of about 5d mX2
and the pitot heater wire threaded in the tube) and installation of surge protection in
the pitot heater wire, no more problems have
been experienced with lightning.,
F-4 AIRCRAFT - Here the situation is similar to that of the F-104. The RF-4E lightning protection system, however, has a
threaded joint wiih adverse electrophysical
characteristics at the rear end of the aluminut grounding conductor tube between pitot
and fuselage resulting in abrupt changes of
the surge impedance. This in turn causes arcing in the threaded joint along with the
danger of flashover in the r&adome. Therefore
these items must be replaced after a lightning strike. Hence the system is Aot saint.nance-free. In the F-4F such problems have
been avoided in that the tube end transits
into a flat plate which is electrically well
bonded to the fuselage. This system is mintenance-free. Experience has shown, however,
that both aircraft pan be considered lightning hardened, the RI-4E though only with respect to one lightning strike at a time.
0-160 AIRCRAFT - As no pitot is mounted
on the C-160 radoe, .4 diverter strips of approximately the sme length are symmetrically arranged on the exterior of the radome
(top L/h and R/9, bottom I/H and /9) extonding about Z/3 forward. They have a width of
20 ma and a maximum thickness of 0.14 m, i.
e., a cross-section of about 2.8 am'. Axperience gained so far has shown that these metal
foil strips are unsuitable from the flightoperational and mission points of view.
In the investigations and tests from approxii.sately 1965 on, the lightning current
values assumed were too low, and an a conse-

quence the assessment indicated that this
cross-section of 2.8 m*2 diverts 93% of all
strikes without damae to the diverter strip
iteelf. A hazard to the radome fron lightning
effects hence was to be expected on an aver&go only once in 10 years related to 100 aircraft.
Actual experience since 1971, however
looks different. Several times a year radon*mounted diverter strips sustain severe damp e
at the attachment points of a lightning flash
so that repair becomes recessaryl once or
twice a year the diverter strip is vaporised
explosively as the lightning current flows
through; the effect is similar to that of a
linear explosive charge v th the radome becoming mechanically disrupted along the strip
over length up to 30 cm. The cause of these
secondary effects is the method used to fanten the diverter strips on the exterior of
the ragome: They are glued on, in addition
covered with a thin fiberglass fabric and
coated with an elastic protective layer of
low electrical conductivity. Repairs, therey only be made at the manufacturer's
fore,
plant as this cover, if it should turn out
too thick, has the same effect as the confinement of an explosive charge.
It is true that such diverter strips are
adequate for lightning flashes of small to
medium charges or low to medium currents, but
the protective effect sy be reversed in the
case of severe lightning strikes. Flight operations and missions are greatly impeded by
the indeed frequently necessary repairs. On
the other hand this type of aircraft is quite
invulnerable to the effects of lightning as
experience shows, and in all cases so far the
aircraft, even after severe lightning strikes
with serious damage to the radome, was perfectly controlled and landed.
Thus, although the lightning protection
provisions on the radome show considerable
design shortcomings thie risk for this type of
aircraft in lightning events is considered
tolerable.
TWO PARTICULAR INCIDW1TS
Of the lightniL3 incidents that occurred in
the past 5 years, two extraordinary cases are
reported below.
LIGHTNING STRIKE UX-1 D - This concerns
the first defiritely verified in-flight light.
ning strike to a Federal Armed Forces holicopter. The aircrew noticed an explosion-like
bang and simultaneously a glaxing flash. After the emergency landing which was immediately initiated and successfully completed,
and in the course of subsequent investigations, the following damae was detected:
- Main rotor blade red: Skin delsainations
(about 15 cm2 ) on blade tip, skin delaminations on trim tab and close beside itt
- Tail rotor blades: Melting and burn marks
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on blade tip.
The following assemblies were out of tolerance or exhibited damage:
-primary and secondary converter
-RPM warn box
- gyro amplifier
- C 6 H indicator
- antenna of SAR intercom system.
Initially the strike was classified as
not severe as the visible damage to the main
rotor blade was minor, and the visual inspection of the transmission system and the
flight control system disclosed no further
lightning marks. The main rotor head was replaced because of the vibrations that occurred after the strike, and shortly thereafter
the three hydraulic actuators for cyclic and
collective pitch were replaced as well because of leakage,
The subsequent investigation of the main
rotor, cyclic and collective pitch hydraulic
actuators and awash plate (the latter was replaced after some further flying hours because of too high frictional resistance) along
with the investigation results of the main
rotor blade which had been disassembled in
the meantime showed a different result: The
charge transferred by the lightning disoharge was about 10 times higher than was obvious
from the slight damage to the main rotor blade that was visible or otherwise detectable
from the exterior; so the helicopter was hit
by a lightning strike of medium severity
which caused direct and secondary damage to
essential major assemblies of the aircraft.
In the main rotor bLade the conductive aluminum honeycomb structure was burnt through at
several places and also showed a loV of small
arc erosion points due to the high current
density, though an aluminum erosion edge extends over the entire blade length which
would normally provide sufficient protection
against a high lightning current.
Small arc erosion points were detected on the
raceway surfaces of the swash plate ball bearing. During the next few operating hours of
the bearing the resulting loads caused individual balls to be heated to high temperatures up to the tempering color range, with
the consequence of excessive frictional resistance of bearing. Current marks also oxisted in several further contacting surfaces
in the rotor head, where bolted joints, bushings, and bearings wore involved,
The experience gained from this kind of

LIGMNIM STRIKZ F-47 - This lightning
strike is an example of the fact that even seere in-flight strikes need not necessarily
be noticed as such by the airorew.
As regards the attachment points, this
strike represents a "normal" came, i.e.,they
were found on pitot, fuselage top and bottom,
vertical tail light, engine /H notsle flaps
and /H wing pylon tank. However, the hole of
about 3 x 10 n in the wing pylon tank and
the spots immediately beside it where an extreme .amount of metal had melted away were
unusual. The total charge transferred here
was extremely large ( > 20 coulombs) end
was spread over several attachment points.
Up to now the wall of such an auxiliary'
tank was deemed sufficiently safe against
lightning, but this assumption must be corrected at least for lightning flashes with
extremely large charges below the I % probability of occurrence. This incident, however,
is the only case so far known at BWB-L where
such a tank wall had melted through.
FUTURE PROBLEM5
j

Two sectors can be foreseen at present where
in the immediate future considerable problems
will arise in connection with lightning protection measures:
- Use of fiber reinforced plastic, e.og., increased use of lzrge-surface structures made of CYC and GFP
- Electronics growing more and more complex
and with components with increasingly larger-scale integrated circuits as well as
increasing takeover of control and monitoring functions by on-board computers.
The lightweight metal construction so
far used for aircraft constitute* a structure of continuous electrioal conductivity
which will not be damaged even by extremely
high lightning currents - except for the
spots of melted-away metal in the lightning
attachment points.
On such a structure the lightning current can
disseminate quite uniformly so that the interior of the fuselage, wing and tail remains
largely free of the magnetic field of the
lightning current. In addition, the metal
structure greatly damps the effects of electrosegnetic fields into the aircraft.
When increasing use is made of lavgesurface fiber-reinforced structures adequate
conductive paths for the conduction of the

must be provided for in

lightning incident which was the first of its

lightning current

kind to occur in the Federal Armed Vorces, is

the fiesign,

as follows:

in the plastic are conductive. In such cases

In sandwich-type components, while visible
damage appears to be minor, there may exist
severe hidden damage - without dttalled investigation no assessment can be made of the
severity and extent of the damage. The same
applies to complex mechanical assemblies such
as the rotor head.

it must even be ensured that no current flows,
through the fibers as otherwise curvent-dopendent local overheating of the fibers occuro which may result in delaminations and
consequently in a reduction of the component
strength without any damage being identifiable from the outside. Furthermore, the
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particularly if

the fiber layers

shielding effects against electromagnetic
fields are lower, i.e., voltages are more
easily induced in electrical lines (in the
aircraft electrical sy stem as vell as in data and control circuits).
This leads directly to the second complex of problems mentioned, i.e., the increasing use of jolid-state components and
large-scale in Iigrated circuits,and employment of on-board computers. Already in the
case of metal constructions presently in use
additional measures, such as against induced
voltages, are required. Such induced volt
goee may cause not only (temporary and pez.nent) damage to compoenta, but they may also simulate control or signal impulses in
the respective circuits thu3 triggerinS faulty reactions in the on-board computer or in
syttems - for example when oparating the
control surfaces electrically (fly-by-vire).

Knowledge acquired so far in solving
lightning protection probloma can be applied
only to a very limited extent to these two
complexe3 of problems touched, so that, besides the necessarj laboratory tests, continual
experience and fiadings regarding the effects
of in-flight natural lightning strikes to
aircraft must be collected and evaluated on a

larger

basis in the future.
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Effects of Simulated Lightning Current on the Tensile
Strength of Graphite/Epoxy
ilimBy
William E. Howell
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA

ABSTRACT
A literature search reveals a very limited number of reports on structural
tests of composite materials after a simulated lightning strike. The depth of
damage for strikes of given "action integral" values has been reported, but these
data do not define the structural strength degradation caused by a lightning
strike. Therefore, an investigation of the strength degradation caused by strike
currento was conducted.

This paper presents experimental data on the strength degradation of graphite/
epoxy (Gr/Ep) caused by currents representative of lightning strikes. Tests were
made on eight-ply laminates, fabricated from tape, in two-ply orientations: unidirectional, (0), and quasi-isotropic, (+45,-45,0,90),. Specimens machined from
the laminates were exposed to test current and then tested to failure in tension.
The data were used to determine the current density required to cause strength
degradation.
The effects of moisture content and mechanical load oa the strength degradation
caused by test current were investigated with quasi-isotropic specimens. Specimens
of three moisture contents were tested: dry, intermediate and saturated. The quasiisotropic laminate was chosen for the moisture tests because the effects of matrix
degradation are readily detentsble.

For the mechanical load tests, the specimens

were loaded in tension to a specified strain, exposed to current, and afterward
tested to failure in tension.
Data obtained in the :,rewent investigation are compared on the basis of
"action integrals" to previously reported data on the effects of simulated lightning strikes. Tho onset of significant strength degradation is compared to
visual determination of ply penetrations. Also, data from the present investigation are used to defiae the area of structural damage to a laminate of unit
thickness. This information should be useful in judging if a composite structure
requires repair and thle area needing repair.

This paper was not available for incorporation into this book.
be published at a iuture date.
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Therefore, it will

ADPOQ2192
RECENT LIGHTNING INDUCED VOLTAGE TEST TECHNIQUE INVESTIGATIONS

Keith E. Crouch
Lightning Technologies, Incorporated, Pittsfield, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT
Lightning induced voltage testing has evolved over the past
several years. Recent efforts into investigating the cause/effect
relationships nsociated with technique procednres has generated a
better understanding of test circuit behavior.
NThe aircraft under test must have a spaced set of return conductors
around the aircraft to maintain a realistic electromagnetic field condition. The aircraft, the return conductors, and the facility where
the tests are conducted form sets of short transmission lines. The
travelling waves propagate in a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) mode
at the speed of light. However, due to reflections and refractious
at the junctions of different impedance sections of the aircraft
(i.e., wing and tail attachments) the bulk of the wave energy travels
distances considerably farther then the nose-to-tail dimens,.on. Consequently, the wave appears to take longer to reach the tail, which
had been interpreted as a slower propagation velocity.
Travelling electromagnetic waves reflecting and refracting on
the aircraft transmission lines control the response of the system
during the initial few microseconds of the test. For slowly rising
test current waves, (> 5C-O)the transmission line characteristics of
the test circuit can te ignored. At current risetimes of 1-5, 1 ,the
aircraft can be represented by a single impedance transmission line
which can be terminated in a characteristic resistance. At very fast
risetimes (< 0.5 UjiTthe aircraft system looks like a connected set of
short transmissioni lines of different impedances. In the limit, the
system itself will govern the current riatime which can be injected
due to the reflection/refractions and the low pass filter characteristics of the system. With present configurations, current risotimas
faster than lOOns do not appear possible.
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BACKGROUND
More and more flight critical control fusetions are being performed by solid state electronic systems. Tho effects of adverse environments on the systems has been of concern,
One of the more potentially damaging environments is generated by lightning strikes to the
aircraft. In addition to using micro-circuitry,

To investigate the fundamental cause/effect
ralationolhips, NASA funded further efforts in
technique evaluation. The results of those
efforts Are contained in NASA CR 3329, 1980 (2),
and LT-82-132, 1982 (3).
This paper summarizes
part of the work covered in those reports.

many new high performance aircraft utilize advanced composite structural materials which can
increase the electromagnetic levels around the
aircraft electrical wiring system.

TEST CIRCUIT RESPONSE
The LTA test technique does not stipulata
the circuit retu a conductor configuration.
Early tests were conducted using a single return wire, usually laid under the center line
of the aircraft (4). As the effects due to
return wires were recognized, the returns were
split and routed around the perimeter of the
aircraft (5). Later work indicated that the
return wires should be distributed around the
aircraft in a pattern which follows the electric
field lines (6). All of these changos improved

These potential problems are not .:% &nd
NASA sponsored efforts to understand and develop
test techniques to measure lightning induced
voltages were started almost 15 years ago. This
work identified two areas of need, 1) an analytical technique which could be applied during
the aircraft design phase to reveal potential
problems and 2) a non-destructive test technique
to verify that the aircraft met its design goals.
Further work in the first areas has been carried
out by a number of investigators from various
organizations.

*Numbers in parenthesis designate references
at the end of the paper.
the electromagnetic field configuration around
the aircraft and hopefully made it more representative of the inflight fields.

NASA sponsored work in the second area resulted in the Lightning Transient A-ulysis (LTA)
test which has been applied to s,.-a.l, aircraft
systems. Work is still needed in both areas
since the efforts to date have not resulted in
techniques uhich are widely accepted. The work
reported in this paperi is in the second area,

In flight, the lightning current has a
return which is effectively at infinity. The
aircraft also exhibits a surge impedance which
is governed by the physical disensious of the
aircraft alone. When the aircraft .s positioned
in a hangar and surrounded by return cuiuiuctors,
the electromagnetic enviromant is greatly altered. Viewed at the cuirent input point
(attachment point), the test circuit looks like
a short electrical transmission line, with a
surge ispedance of 75 to 150 ohms. Due to the
close proximity of the return conductors, this
surge impedance level is probably much lower
than the corresponding inflight situation. But,
from a practical standpoint, not much can be
done about it.
If the return conductors are
moved away, two problems arise. The total circuit impedance goes up, reducing the applied

Before exposing new aircraft systems contaiuing advanced composite structural materials
and solid state micro-circuit controls to inflight lightning, it is desirable to have some
assurances in the form of test data available
to indicate that the systems will survive,
The original non-destructive test technique
(LTA) was published in 1974(1)*. Measured induced voltages were extrapolated to full threat
level using a ratio of the applied peak current
to a selected threat level (30kA or 200kA).
Tha
applied current waveshapes were chosen to fit
the average and severe uurrent models generated
by the Cianos and Pierce data. An average strake
of 30kA peak and 22kA/ps rate of current rise can
be represented by a current pulse rising to crest
in jIg. A geve a stroke of 200kA peak, lOOkA/Vs
can be extrapolated from a current pulse with a

current, and the aircraft must be raised off of
the hangar floor. The second problem will astablish limits long before the first has much
effect.
Unfortun-ttely, duri g the ground test more

2

ps crest time. Data obtained from these tests
showed that the peak induced voltages, especially in single point ground circuits, occurred
in the first I/21As, considerably before the
crest of the applied currant (usually at 2ps).
This apparent lack of correlation between the
stimulus and the response caused many to question the validity of the test.

than one set of tranaisuion lines affect the
circuit response. The circuit return conductors
will also set up effective transmission lines
between themselves and other conductors in the
near vicinity (rebar in the hangar floor, steel
walls and roofs, electrical conduits and conductors in the area). All of these other conductors make up a building or facility ground
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plane. Whenever a signal is introduced into
primary transmission line (between the aircraft and its return line) some response will
be induced into the secondary transmission
lines. As travelling waves propagate on these
primary and secondary transmission lines, they
interact with each other and both contribute
o the final waveshepes observed in measurements
taken in the primary system,

0,tthe
4j,
I

4*

Tests conducted on both the F-8 ,

I the

relative geometric scale model verified the
transmission line performance of the test
circuit. To minimize the effects of waves propagating in the secondary transmission lines,
resistors were connected between the return
lines and building ground. The improvement in
circuit behavior is shown in Fig. 1. These
terrination resistors do not prevent energy
coupling into the secondary lines, but they
absorb it to prevent reflections.
When the swtich between the geaerator, capacitor and the test circuit is closed, the capacitor voltage will be impressed across the

circuit impedances. The voltage impressed
across the primary transmission line will be a
function of the transmission line surge impsdance and the series impedance between the capacitor and the transmission line. At that time,
voltage and current travelling waves will begin
propagating down the transmission line. The
voltage and current rates of rise will be a
function of the switch operating time. In genoral, arcing switches are used and the risetimes
are quite short. This means that a low magnitude current pulse (<10% of the final peak) but
with a very fr-st rise time (<O.lis) as shown in
Fig. 2, could be inducing voltages in the elsetrical wiring. These voltages, due to the fast
risetimes involved, could be an order of magnitude higher then the response to the 2ps risetime current. This phenomena could very definitely account for the observed discrepancy
between applied current ristime and the induced

TRAVELLING WAVE VELOCITIES
If the termination of the aircraft is removed and the aircraft isolated from the return
lines, measurements of the travelling waves on
the airframe can be made. When a transmission
line is open circuited on one and and shorted
on the other (source capacitor) the reflected
waves will result in a damped oscillation with a
frequency equal to four times the electrical
transit time as shown in Fig. 4.
Tests conducted
on both the F-8 and the relative geometric scale
model resulted in calculations predicting transit
times corresponding to wave velocities less than
the speed of light.
A test fixture was designed and tests upecifically conducted to measure and understand
the phenomena observed. Original ly, it was
theorized that the diameter of the center conductor in an array of wires (fuselage) could
affect the wave propagation due to its reduced

inductance per unit length. Measurements of
transit times on the fixture (20 ft. long, 4 ft.

dia.), shown in Figs. 5 and 6. were made using

a two wire system and a nine wire system (8 return wires and a center tube). The results of
the tests, shown in Fig. 7 and Table I, revealed
that transit times corresponded to the speed of
light within the accuracy of the measurements.
Table I - Summary of Transit Times Determined
From Open Circuit Ringing Frequencies
Test Description
No.
69

Two Wire

10.3

24.2

80

8 Wires &
Center Wire
12.5cm &
a Wires

10.8

23.2

10.8

23.2

105
-

voltage response.
In an attempt to resolve this problem, the

*

Frequency Transit Times
tWz,
us

6.15K
6.9
.

Icalc. from
speed of23.0

20.5

!light

test circuit was redesigned to have a resistor
between the aircraft and the return lines equal

To evaluate the response further, aluminum
foil wings and a vertical fin were added to the

to the approximate surge impedance of the system
as shown in Fig. 3. This provides two changes;
first,
the transmission line is terminated and

fixture in the same proportion as the F-8 dimenwions as shown in Fig. 8. An each of the three
items were added, the oscillation frequpncy

no reflections can occur. Secondly, the series
inductor value is increased (L/R - 2ps) since R
increased, so the magnitude of the first current
pulse is decreased. Although it may not coa-

decreased as shown in Fig. 9. The final tests
showed a frequency reduction of 45%, very close
to the 502 values observed during the F-8 tests.
A set of meas ents were made of the time of

pletely eliminate the induced voltage response
due to travelling waves, it will reduce it to at
least tho same magnitude as voltages caused by
the applied current pulse.

arrival of the voltage and current avefronts.
These measurments are shown in Fig. 10 and indicate that the waves are indeed travelling at
the speed of light.
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The aircraft is not a constant impedance

cury vetted relay switch resulted in perfectly

transmission line. For fast rising pulses, it
probably looks more like a series of several
short transmission lines of different impedance,

repeatable applied waves. However, the waveshapes are somewhat different. Comparisons are
shown in Figs. 13 and 14.

When the generator switch is closed, the travell-

ing waves start down the pitot boom. At the
Junction between the boom and the forward fuselags, the impedance drops slightly. At the
Junction of the wings and the fuselage, a more
significant impedance change occurs. The
travelling waves reflect and refract at each
of these Junctions. The bulk of the wave
energy travels down the fuselage, out of the
wings, back to the fuselage, up the vertical
fin and back to the tail. The total distance
travelled is much longer than the length of the
aircraft and the period of oscillation will be
related to this length. Observations of the
oscillograms in Fig. 10 does show evidence of
reflections that could ba associated with the
wing attachment point,
FAST RISING CURRENT TESTS
Cianos and Pierce (7) provides data to substantiate the use of a 2 x 50ps waveshape for
lightning strokes reaching the ground. Recent
data has been provided by other researchers
who report current risatimes of considerably
shorter durations. Risetimes of 25 to 50ns
have been observed using the indirect measurement technique (8,9). To generate current
pulses with riaetimes of these magnitudes, generators with different characteristics are required. An LC ladder network (LCLN) generator
was designed to represent a portion of the lightning stroke channel and has a source surge impedance nominally equal to the aircraft test surge
impedance. The generator is shown schematically
in Fig. 11.
Tests conducted with this generator, which
has 24 stages, resulted in current pulses with
risetimes of 100 to 125na. At high voltages,
20-50kV, considerable variation in the gpplied
voltage waveshape was noted from pulse to pulse
as shown in Fig. 12. Since the generator was
configured to operate on a repetitive pulse
basis of 5-20 pulses per second, variations in
succeeding pulses were quite obvious in the
oscillograms taken of the applied volt-age and
current. Tests showed that the variations appeared to be related to switch breakdown characteristics. A standard high voltage triggered
sparkgap was uned for this work. After triggering, the rate at which the gap switches will
be a function of several variables, including
spacing, voltage, air density, presence of free
electrons, etc. Consequently, the closing time
will be a sat.stizal d"etribution abn)ut come
nominal value. If that time is on the same
order of magnitude as the required risetime of
the current pulse, than variatiosu will result.
A study of the oscillograms shoN that the switch
is closing faster tha the risetime but not at
uniform rates. Using lower voltages and a mer-
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The most important point observed was the
inability to inject current pulses with risetimes faster than 1lOOns. It is known that a
mercury wetted switch will apply risatimes
well below lna. It appears that the varying
input surge impedance characteristics of the
airframe must be controlling the shape of the
applied wave. As faster and faster risetimes
are applied, reflections and refractions from
aircraft structural shape changes become more
pronounced. The boom to nose cone Junction and
the front wheel reflections must be involved in
the observed waveshape. Depending on the magnitude changes involved in the surge impedancesi
magnitude changes of 20-50Z in the applied wave
will result from these reflections. Such changes
will distort the wavefront and make the definition of the applied wave risetime very difficult
to interpret. Secondly, and just as important,
is the fact that shape of the applied current at
the injection point will bear little resemblance
to the wave further back along the fuselage
where the wires being tested may be located. If
the wave risetime has slowed to lOOns by the
time it reaches the midpoint of the aircraft
after starting at 2One, what is the rate of rise
of the test? The majority of the cable runs are
not at the nose but further back along the fuselage. A transmission line will act s a low
pass filter for fast rising injected pulses, so
the rate of rise will always decrease along the
length of the line.
INDUCED VOLTAGE RESPONSE TO FAST RISING PULSES
During the F-8 test tech.qua evaluations,
induced voltage measurements were taken on a
pair of flight zontrol cable wires. The wires
were conacted to airframe at the base of the
vertical fin and measurements were aa at the
pallet area just aft of the cockpit. Voltages
in these wires were monitored throughout the
test program using a battery powered Tektronix
475 oscilloscope installed inside the aircraft.
Measurements were made as the injected current wavashape was changed. With a 2 x 50pa
waveshape applied, as shown in Figure 15, two
identifiable frequencies are oberved in the
induced voltage oscillogram ; one at 750-800kiHz
and a low level oscillat:on at 10-ll
. Using
the LCLN generator, a 120-a risetie pulse was
applied. The resultLg induced voltage, shown
in Fig. 16, now contains a signifiant contribution at 10.6MHz. Modifyiug the LCLN generator
(removing inductors) yielded a risetime of 9Ons.
Induced voltagc measurements made with this
applied pulse, shown In Fig. 17, resulted in
voltages very similar to the 120ns pulse except
that the 10.6MH amplitsde increased significantly.
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A final test was conducted using a O.IVF
capacitor at llOV dc and a mercury switch.

.

The

The LCLN type of generator will provide the
fastest input current pulse which appears

applied current pulse was found to be double
humped. The first portion raised in about 5Ons.
In attempting to increase the current rate of
rise some changes were made in the return circuit connections. The induced voltage shown in
Fig. 18 now has a predominate response Il.SHsz
with low level oscillations of 40-804z present.
of the flight
To investigate the response
control wires, they were excited by pulsing
them at the base of the vertical fin using the
O.lIF capacitor and the mercury relay. Except
for some steps at lOOns on the front, the response shown in Fig. 19 was approximately
2.5MHz. None of these frequencies or times
correspond to the responses obtained during the
induced voltage tests. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the cables are not excited and/

to be on the order of lOOns.
in light of prese'ntly available
data, However,
most lightning
induced voltage tests should
be conducted using a 2 x 50s test current
which can successfully be generated using the
resistively terminated return circuit conflgurt.
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NASA F-106B LIGHTNING GROUND TESTS
B. D. Heady
and
K. S. Zeisel
McDonnell Aircraft Company
McDonnell Douglas Corporation
St. Louis, Missouri 63166

ABSTRACT
Lightning simulation ground tests were conducted on the
NASA F-106B research aircraft prior to its 1982 flight program. The purpose of the test program was to measure the
response of the aircraft's electromagnetic sensors and interior
wire circuits to controlled ground test environments. Both
direct attachment and radiated field lightning test techniques
were used. In most cases, the F-106B's engine was running,
and test data were gathered simultaneously by the on-board
instrumentation sytem and a remote data acquisition system.
The wide variety of ground test data obtained in these tests
will aid the interpretation of the transient data produced by
natural strikes
NASA's LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER is currently using
a specially-instrumented F-106B aircraft to conduct a
thunderstorm hazards research program. Their primary task is
to measure the aircraft's response to direct lightning strikes in
order to refine the characterization of the lightning environment [1]. The research is motivated by the lack of significant
quantities of flight data on the lightning/aircraft interaction
process. A more detailed understanding of the lightning threat
at altitude is needed to optimize the protection schemes of
future aircraft systems which are beconing increasingly
dependent on sophisticated microelectronic circuits.

' ,

This paper summarizes the lightning simulation ground
tests of the F-106B conducted under NASA contract NAS
1-16202 at NASA Langley by McDonnell Aircraft Company
(MCAIR) prior to the aircraft's 1982 flight program [2]. The
purpose of the ground tests was to measure the response of
the aircraft's electromagnetic sensors and interior wire circuits
to controlled ground test environments which simulate the
electromagnetic effects of a lightning strike. Specific objectives were to (a) compare the F-106B sensor responses with
those of externally-mounted MCAIR sensors, (b) determine
she variation of the sensor responses for controlled input
waveforih
changes, (c) identify the characteristic aircraft
resonances, and (d) mteasure the interior wire responses for
differ-nt test conditions. The ultimate goal of the project is to
compare the ground test data to actual flight test data obtained from natural strikes in active thunderstorms. The comparison of these two sources of data will help assess the adequacy of the present lightning simulation test techniques,
Two completely different types of test configurations and
aircraft stimuli were used to accomplish the test
objectives,
Most of the testing was conducted with the aircraft being
pulsed directly by a Marx generator, and the current being
returned by a coaxial wire arrangement. During the dhiect
attachment tests, the luput inductance, output configuration
(hard-mired or spark gap), and the output location were
-ald to provide a wide variety of test conditious. In addition, radiated field tests were conducted using a long, parallel

wire transmission line to excite the natural resonant frequencies of the electrically-isolated F-106B aircraft.
F-106B RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
The NASA F-106B contains ten specially-designed electromagnetic msors [3]and two interior wire circuits which can
be monitored in flight by eithti expanded-memory digital or
wide-band analog data channels. Figure I shows the approximate sensor locations. The I nd l sensors are located at the
bare of the nose boom. Flat piate D sensors are located on the
lower forward fuselage, on the left side of the vertical fin, and
under each wing near the wing tip. Semi-circular loop B sensors are located on either side of the aft upper fuselage and
under the wings near the outside of the main landing gear
doors. The h sensor on the right side of the fuselage is
oriented to measure longitudinal current down the axis of the
aircraft. The other three B sensors are oriented to measure
transverse current flow.
The two interior wire circuits are each unshielded single
wires that are shorted to the airframe on one end and
monitored across a 50-ohm load on the other end to obtain
their induced voltage responses. One circuit is shorted to the
airframe near the left wing tip and runs in the leading edge of
the wing to the instrumentation system. The other circuit is
shorted to the nose bulkhead and runs through the lower
fuselae to the instrumentation system.
The data recording system includes digital and analog
transient recorders and is located in a shielded enclosure in the
missile bay. The system power is isolated from the main aircraft power by a motor-generator set. Shielded coaxial cables
transfer the passive electronugnetic sensor outputs to the
recording system.
DIRECT ATTACHMENT TESTS
The direct attachment tests were conducted using a
typical lightning test configuration (Figure 2) with the aircraft
being the inner conductor of a "coaxial" transmission line
which was pulsed by a Marx generator. The aircraft placement
and test setup were similar to that used previously by NASA
in the F-106B lighti.lng safety tests [4], except: (a) the aircraft
was isolated from ground potential by high-voltage dielectric
pads beneath each landing gear wheel, (b) a high-voltage Marx
generator was used to produce the system stimulus instead of
a high-current capacitor system, (c) a spark gap was
sometimes incorporated in the output line from the aircraft to
the return conductors, and (d) the test data were gathered
using fiber optic data links.
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The aircraft stimulus was varied by adding coil inductors
and by incorporating either a hard-wire or spark gap output
connection. MCAIR B and 15 sensors were taped to the aircraft in the vicinity of the NASA sensors so that both NASA
and MCAIR sensors could simultaneously provide conparative responses. The NASA and MCAIR instrumentation
systems each monitored four data channels per test. In many
cases the same sensor output was monitored by both the
NASA on-board and the remote MCAIR systems. The realtime MCAIR system permitted immediate observation of the
sensor responses which were stored directly on magnetic tape
by the aircraft system.

"--.'

derivative of the charging and the discharge currents. Like the
inductively coupled wire transients, thi6 response Lstherefore
shifted by 90 degrees from the current. Th B seor and wize
circuit responses during the displactment current portion of
the test are approximately equal in umagitude to thi
responses during the discharge current portion. The higher
RLC resonant frequency of the displaccoaW cu-fftss Wmpensates for the lower current amplitudes.

79

TIME DOMAIN RESULTS - Over 130 test shots were
conducted using a wide variety of sensor and configuration
combinations. The time domain results from the direct attachmeat tests can be summarized as follows:

0 <

(a) The NASA sensor responses agreed well with the
predicted levels and varied as expected for changes in the test
conditions.

2

V)
28

(b) There was good agreement in the responses of the

-7._

NASA flight sensors and the externally-mounted MCAIR
sensors.

2,100

(c) In most cases the sensor responses were very similar
for nose-to-tail and nose-to-wing tip tests, except that the
larger transverse currents in the nose-to-wing tip shots approximately doubled the wing's transverse B sensor output.

coAilI
a
LL

(d) The I5 sensor responses at the time of spark gap
breakdown increased with higher aircraft voltages and were
strongly modulated by the 2 MHz transmission line frequency

.

-2,100

during the aircraft's discharge,

(e) The interior wire responses were inductively coupled
to the system current, and the fuselage wire's induced voltage
was approximately A times larger than that of the wing wire.

600
MCAIR Sensor, Responded to
Transverse Current Flow

(

LLW

Figure 3 shows a typical shot with the aircraft output
hard-wired from the tall hook to the junction of the return
conductors. The system current is a damped sinusoid with a
The calculated
330 kHz. fronm
of A=transients
2.8 kA andis frequency
peak ofinductance
Jrsystem
42,uH. The
MCAIR.

,
")
CL.

sensors on the access door aft of the nose sear and on the
upper aft fuselage demonstrate that most of the current flow
is inthe axial direction; however, a fast transverse component
is present immediately after the generator is triggered. The B
rsponse on the lower forward fuselage location agrees with
that calculated for a uniform current distribution around the
nose perimeter. The Induced voltage on the interior fuselage
wire is phase shifted b 90 degrees front the system current

-50

12.8

2
0

since inductive coupling was dominant In the common mode
circuit,

o >

Figure 4 shows a typical shot with a spark gap inserted
between the aircraft output connection and the return wire
conductors. In this test configuration, the aircraft Is first
charged by displacement currents and tnen discharged when
tie spark gap breaks down. Since thc,system current was
measured in the output lead from the aircraft, the current
trace does not include the displacement currents. Evidence of
the displacemorit currents are seen in the NASA longitudinal
sensor on the aft upper fuselage and the Interior wire
responses, The 6 sensor response is proportional to the

-12.8 0
0e10
Fig. 3 Typical test
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level) in a hraf cycle, and the 10-inch spark gap breaks down
in 2-1/4 cycles. The response of the D sensor on the vertical
stabilizer is in phase with and proportional to the dlsplacement current before the spark gap breakdown, and oscillates
at a setup dependent transmission line frequency of = 2 MHz
the breakdown. The fuselage circuit response is very
similar to that shown in Figure 4.
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voltage divider monitoring the F.IOB voltage
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Fig. 4 - Typical test with i0inch output spark gap
Figure 5 shows another shock-excitation type test with an
output spark gap. A fiequency-compensated capacitive voltage
divider was used to monitor the aircraft voltage across the
spark gap. With the divider in the circuit, both the aircraft-toreturn conductor capacitance and the divider capacitance are
charged prior to the spark gap breakdown, The additinn of
the divider's capacitance slows the displacement current
resonance somewhat, but provides useful information on the
time variation of the aircraft voltage and its relationship to
the response of the other aircraft sensors, The voltage divider
response is a displaced cosine waveform whose midpoint of'
oscillation is shifted about the steady-state voltage level that is
attained if the spark gap does not break down. The aircraft

FREQUENCY DOMAIN R3SULTS - The mneasured data
contained frequencies generated from three sources; the
system RLC frequencies during aircraft charging and
discharge, transmission line frequencies due to the test setup,
and the aircraft's characteristic resonances. The RLC frequencies were dependent on the primary system components and
layout. Key elements included the gene, tor capacitance, the
aircraft-to-return conductor capacitancc, and the system
inductance. The RLC frequencies were closely modeled by a
series RLC circuit. When a spark gap was incorporated in the
output, a single equivalent capacitance was calculated from
the series combination of the generator and the aircraft-toreturn conductor capacitances to give the resonant frequency
of the displacement current. The RLC resonances were less
than I MHz and were varied during the test program by
changing the circuit Inductance.
40-4
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The transmission line frequencies were principally deter-

shock-excitation test. The

mined by the physical arrangement of the test setup and the
terminationeat the ends of the aircraft/return conductor
transmission line. Transmission line resonances were present
for both the hard-wired and spark gap output configurations,
However, the output spark gap case produced much larger
transmission line oscillations, since the output termination was
abruptly changed from an open to a nearly shorted condition
whenever the gap broke down. The transmission line
resonances varied between I and 2 MHz for the different test
conditions and were not typical of the half-wave resonances
which would be observed in flight.

waveform shows the high-

frequency aircraft oscillations excited at the generator firing
and the spark gap breakdown. The fast Fourier transform
(FFI) of the aircraft charging portion of the waveform shows
resonant peaks at 7, 11, and 18 MHz. These frequency peaks
were present in almost all spectra, and an additional peak was
present at 14 MHz in the transverse A sensor responses.
RADIATED TESTS
Radiated tests were conducted to determine the
characteristic aircraft resonances. For these tests the aircraft

remained on the dielectric isolation pads, but the retura conductor assembly was completely removed and the test setup,

The high-frequency aircraft resonances were dependent
on the aircraft geometry and were excited during abrupt
system transitions such as the generator triggering and spark
gap breakdown. The aircraft resonances were quickly damped
within a microsecond or two, Figure 6 shows the time and
frequency response of NASA's lnn-itudinal I sensor to a

shown in Figure 7, constructeO. The 100-meter-long by
40-meter-wide parallel wire transmission line was elevated to
the height of the aircraft wings and terminated In approximately its characteristic impedance by'a 1250-ohm resistor
made from long, strazi°;d carbon fibers.
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WI'4n the Marx generator was fired into the transmission
line, na abrupt electric field pulse was applied to the aircraft
along its axis and drove longitudinal displacement currentsCurn
which oscillated at the aircraft's natural frequencies. The
resulting aircraft voltage variations on the NASA l!) sensors
were monitored by fiber optic data links to the remote
MCAIR data acquisition system. MCAIR sensors monitored
the icident electric field and the current pulse applied to the
transmission line.
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Figure 8 shows the transmission line current and the t)-2
resp4~.iae from the tail and left wing sensors for a radiated
test. Tile current pulse has a rise time of 120 ns and contains
a small iotch 700as after the start oftheulse. The timing of
the noti h is consistent with the down-and-back time of the
100-meer-long line. Since the amplitude of the reflected wave,
was small, no attempt was made to perfectly match the load_
termination.
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measured with a S-as sampling interval and lasted only a
microsecond. The amplitudes from the fuselae and tail sensors were approximately 0.30 A/rn 2 peak-to. jeak and were
about three times larger than the wing sensor responses.
Figure 9 shows the fuselage 15 response and its fast Fourier
transform. The resonant peaks are only approximately idcntifled since the frequency resolution of the FFT is only 0.8
MHz for such a abort duration transient. The spectra of the
dierivative sensor emiphasizes the higher frequencies, so that
resonances were generally oberved at approximately 7, 11, 1S.
23
. and
26 MHz.
Thedirect
7-, 11attachment
-, and I18-MHz
were
tests. oscillations
The 14 MHz
seen
also
observed
in the
in the transverse sensors of the direct attachment cane is not
present in the radiated data sin= the excitation was pirimarily
longitudinal. The higher harmonics in the radiated tests at 23Fi.
and 26 MHz were wasked by the more donuant lower frquencies in the direct attachment tests.
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incidents. As the 1982 and future F-106B flight data are comnparcd to these ground test results, a more accurate WA~smsnt
of the realism of indirect cffects lightning test techniques wiil
be possible.

SUMMARY

I

.and

6voltages

The lightning simulation ground tests accomplished all
program objectives. All NA3A sensors and interior wires were
monitored for a wide variety of test conditions, and their
responses were compared to cxternally-mounted MCAIR sensors. The sensor responses were repeatable, self-consistent,
in general agreement with values predicted in pretest
calculAtions. The interior wire responses were inductively
coupled to the circraft currents and produced sizeable induced
during both the displacement current (charging) anid
discharge phaises of the shock-excitation tests.
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INDUCED TRANSIENTS IN A SIMULATED LIGHTNING TEST OF THE
FLY-BY-WIRE JAGUAR AIRCRAFT

Consultant formerly at Royal Aircraft Estabushment, United Kingdom
J. Bishop
Royal Aircraft Estab lishvent, United Kingdom

ABSTRACTtboo
Simulated lightuing tests were performed on the Jaguar aircraft
modified for demonstrating fly-by-wire technology. A p-ilse generator{
injected currents of 100 kA maximum into te fuselage; measurements
were made of induced voltage and current transients in cables, currents

I

and magnetic fields in equipment bays, current density on the fuleiage

and wings, and rate of change of electrical fio.d tt two locotions.
Full-threat estimates wire obtained by extrapolation. Sowe remArks
are included on the consistency and accuracy of the reaulta and their
realism in relation to actual in-flight strikes.
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AS PART OF THEE JOINT MOD AND BRITISH AEROSPACE
PROGRlAM to demonstrate fly-by-wire technology,
a Jaguar aircraiX. was mzodified to incorpor~ate
aquadru~1.x igital flight coni.rol systemTw
,1
Since the systemu had full authority,
!ight safety vas critically dependent on its
correct operation and it was~ th'iref ore important to demonstrate that such a mystcp1 could be
edequately protected against sources of o lectromagnetic interference, including a lightning
strike. Tests with simulated lightning were
carried out over four veeks in 1982 as a joint
exercise by R~e Warton, the Culham Lightning
Studies Un~it .-CLSU) and tioa Fli.ght Systems
Department of PUNE in orde% to assess the
adequacy of the lightning protection incorporated ana hence to obtair. if possible a relaxation of the restrict.ions uhich were applied -,o
test flying in lightning visk condition".

IFS
*
*

I

The tests consistedi of employing a C-LSU
transportabla pulse ganerator to pass a damped
sinusoidal currenit pulse through the aircraft
fuselage, the cutrrent return cirtuit being a
quasi-coaxial system of conduc~tors similar in

a con-tinuous fLvz Of nitrogen, the level of
oxygen being monitored and kept balow 2% by
Volum.
toaivcurn&
t
Tw
le'aiecretpa?'hs through the
fuselage were er&~loyed namely aose-t.:-tail
(W-T) and nose-to-fin-tip-aerial. (N-l?;, the
latter timulating a commo~nly obser';ed lightning
attachmznt point to this aircraft. For most of
the tests the FCS computers were removed
(ex'rept for tlhe durmiy cotaputers which were
installed as part of the me&suram~ent system as
desovibed below) anLd no electrical or lxyditaulic
pewer waa appi.ed. However, the rgram did
include some tests at the highest current pulse
level (all nose-to-tail current path) with the
missing cc-opu~ers installed (they -;are 'rig
utandard' not 'flight staadaid' but were
electromagnetici.dlly the same) and with
electrical and hydraulic power suppliuid, from
ground equipment. This two-stage procedure was
adopted in order to ascertain tha level of
trensients before. resal cowputera were put at
risk.

principle to that uned previously on other

At che ci~mpletion Of the test program,

aircraft (2). The. reaulting transie .t voltages and cut-.ents in the V~CS vero recorded, as
were the magntic arnd electric fieldn at selec-

the aircraft was cleared for flight by inatalling A'nd connecting aX1 equipvant aiud carrying
out a full series of functional checks. The

ted poirts on or in the aiieraft. As far as
possible, recordedi peak amplitudes were extraof induced voltages i%%the FCS these were r~otpared wit% Lhe equipment susceptibility levels
determitied by a Aeprlrate orograta of analysis
tests.
'0rid

'rig standard' equipment which had been fitted
for the lightnin tests was also re-qualified.
The current pulse was injected into the
fuselage by the CLSU pulse generator, using
a solid connection. It was essentially a
d4%ped sine wavA of frequency 32 k~z anld decay
time-constant 125 U~s, corresponding to a Q
factor of about 13. The first current peak was
proportional to the initial voltage on the
6.25vY capacitor bank of the pulse generator,
being 100 kA f-or 80 kV, with stcorresponding
initial rate of current risQ of 20 hApi.
Tests were performed at 20, 40 and 80 WV.
Ocillograms of all current.pulses were
ia order to assess their variability;
about 92% of pulses were within 20% of the
nominal level and results wore corrected for
pulaes outside this range.

L-%~ estimatre ol systaw resonances was made
fvow frequency analyrila vf the waveforms, and
theae were further explored in subsidiary tests
uisine a low power ptlse generator In the
frequtncy ruage 3.4 to 8 K~z.

TE-OTPROCEURE

TS~TPROCDUREobtainaed

*Fo

on
ja
r the tests the airciaft W&Sounted
jacks, undercarriage uip, and insulated from th
earth except at i single earthing point, which
was the connector for the ground electrical
power supply. To minimise risk to aentitivwe ox
flight-safety critical equipment all such
equipent not essential to tbe test of th
C
was removed or electrically disconnected. .To
reduce fire hazard the fuel system was drained
as far as possible and was purged of oxygen by

HEUTUOD OF I4EASVtLNEbT AND ANALYSIS
MEASIUMNT OF VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS IN
CABLES - Induced transient voltagcs were maasured at I8 selected points in the FCS by

in parentheats designate Reforeuces
at and of paper.

*Nuxtbers
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waaniL of two dummy computers containing moniProtessing of the recorded waveforms
toring circuits, installed respectively in
took two forms:
placve of one of the four Flight Control
Ci) Measuring the peak value of the
Comp'uters (MCC) aud one of the two Actuator
Driv an MoitorComutes
(IflM).
s ~tedtransient and extrapolating to the full-threat
value. Full threat was taken to bt 200 kit
dLmy
only
these
above, for most of the tests
peak current, 200 kA/us rate of current rise
computers were installed, the other ccomputer
ad1014 V/rn per second rate of rise of
postios binglef
~electrical
field; the last figure is a value

A.jes

which has been discussed but not yet agreed as
The measurement system for voltages and
a severe throat level. The extrapolation
cable currents is shown in Fig 1. For the
factor to be applied to the measurements
voltages, three data signals could be recorded
simultaneously, each channel having a fibre
otie
ihtems
eeets
us
optialnpu
ink(50~l
imedace)beteen(eO
kV on the capacitor bank) varied with the
a 6-way coaxial switch unit and a stovage
priua
aeomotiebig2frL
waveforms showing resistive coupling (sine
oscilloscope in the scrtanad recording room.
wava), 5 for LF waveforms showing inductive
The diaguostic circuits (D)) presented th
coupling (cosine wave) and 5 for all HP wavocorrect impedance ta the incoming signals and
forms, assumed to depend on either di/dt or
transformed them to suitable impedance and
dE/dt ,the measurements of dE/dt (see below)
voltage levels for transairsion; soma were
passive networks and others wore active high
hvn
ugse
htac~
xrplto
impeancusng
c~cuit
partionl apliier
factor would be appropriate. Ref.3 discusses
in greAter detail the relationship between
type LM318 having a flat Irequency response to
5wainz.obaine
owe frm btteiesinduced
HP voltages and the various parameters
of the lightning stroke.
located within the LaIrraft but external to the
dummy amplifiers. The I8 mnitoring points
i)Dgiin threoddwvomad
werechoen
r~prsenta
o vriey o wiingstoring in an HP9845B desk-top computer where
wiigrueiidcr-uttps
ts frequency spectrum was computed numerically,
The ulk
ransent
urret inseletedthe
objective being to determine the frequencies
and damping factors of the natural resonant
cables was measured by "aan& of curront tranLormers (C in Fig 1) followed by a fibre opti-cal
oeofteyta.
HEASUMMNT OF AIRCRAFT CURRENT, CURRENT
Besdesthetrasiets pperin attheDENGITIES AND FIELDS - The waveform of the fuuacomputer inputs, it was decided in selectedlg
urn
wsrcre
t w oain
on the port side of the forward fuselage below
cases to assess th4 eanon-mode voltage thA~t
would stress the insulation between the airteccptado
h tror
el
h~
=masuremsuts were made by fitting a current
frmadth2 wiring in a remzta anor feeding
fram
andtiana.Cormsr
around a short wire anchored between
tho FCS. For practical reasons this wastwfaenratacloti.
achieved by grounding the sensor and masuringtofatnr
a ahloain
the voltage appearing at the computer end ofA:cretdniysaowspledn
the cable -referred to as Iremote earth' test:.
Fg~
cretdniysno
lcdi
turn at various points around thea fuselage
at
four selected kr83-seCtions as shown in
tANsientS Otie
onTA
E orDboRET ofNIET
thei
2a&b. These were couipt:n with valuis
followain
s ontnedoeorbt:o h
calculated by means of the CLSU program I1NDCAL.
(a) A component having the frcquency and
and direction of current dans'tics on the upper
dampiag of the applied test pulse; refereed tu
and lower surfaces of the wings (Fig 2c).
&a tha LF component (32 kHz in these tests).
(b) co~poent
refrre toas ,
Measurements were made oZ the magnetic
field, ad the curreut in variout structural
having a complex waveform consisting of various
members, itaside the NAvigation anA Weapou
frequencies (usually above I MGiz) hiaving no
Aiming S~pitem 1NAVWAS) bay, pa.ztly in ordat to
te f te aplie puse,
ralaionto
fequncy
~ reatin
t i~e fequncyof he ppled uls,
asama the gasket design on the dock, Finally,
beiug shock-excited oscillation& related to
msasurewnts wort wade with 'totQl flux loops'
tho natural eleactrical resuances of the aircircuiti.in
the NAVWAW an4 starboard J.un bays; such.&
craf
nd is itslf
eectrcalloop
is acttiev*J by running a wire around the
In onl
ua~ on
ase ofthes coponnts
bay near the walls in itminnmr that wAsiUJ see
was present, while in otberg both appeared, the
teidcdvlae
UP beinQ buperimpod on about the first quarter
I h
at
seseto ihnn
cycl
w~efrm.induced
of heLF
effects has concentrated on the magnetic
*
fieldv, but changing electrical fields can also
*
be important, arnO. these were measured at two
positions on the aircraft. For this purpose an
-

.

4

*
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EG & G balanced b sensor was installed above
the centre spine and later in the cockpit; at
each location the installation was varied to
detect in turn the vertical and horizontal
component of flux. Transmission of data to
the recording room was again through a fibre
optical link. The recorded waveiorma were
digitised and then integrated numerically
using the HP9845B computer to obtain the waveform of D or E ; spectral analysia was qlso
performed using the FFT program,

during some current test pulses, consisting
mAinly of measurdng the voltage received when
the plugs of the dumay computers were disconnected, the power cupply to the diagnostic
circuits was removed or the 6-way switches were
open-circuited. The general conclusion was
that for those channels where the measured
induced voltage was substantial the effect of
noise was small and in any cae pessimistic.
For measured transients of smell amplitude,
which are not of much practical importance, the
proportion of noise war high in some cases.

LOW POWER INJECTION TESTS AT HIGHER
FREQUENCY - For some tests the CLSU pulse

The highest HF voltages are in Group A,

genereator was disconnected and transients were

because of the routing and type of wire;

injected by means of a lower power higher

channel I also shows a high 'remote earth' LF

frequency pulse generator originally produced

voltage which in practice would stres the

for transient testing of equipments. Its output was a damped sine wave selectable in a
nominal frequency range of 3-30 MHz; it.had

remote hardware at 260 V, but this is well
within withstand capability. This group has
low impedance, but generally speaking in the

a voltage injection mode (direct connection)
and a current injection mode (through a current
transformer). The instrument was uead initially
as a convenient and safe way of commissioning
the instrumentation without having to pulse the

other circuits higher voltages correspond to
higher impedances. Voltages do not seem to
correlate with route length, so the shielding
is probably good over most of the length.

aircraft, by direct injection into the electrical system. It was also used to measure the
coupling between particularly exposed cables
(for example, in the aircraft spine) and the
FCS cables. At the end of the main teuto. it
was used in place of the CLSU pula3 generator
for injection into the fuselage in order further
to explore resonances of the system. Both voltage and current injecton into the nota were
employed at nominal f;7equenciea of 3, : and
7 MHz, each at two geaerator ITlevols, the peak
injected currents being in tha range 3-28,A.
By means of current transformer* the nose

The transient bulk currant measuremnts
indicated again that the linearity of
transient peak against capacitor voltage was
generally good. Noise measurements consisted
mainly of occasionally triggering the bank
switch -rith ,e.ro voltage on the bank snd somstimes pasing a normal test current pulse but
with tho current transformer disconnected from
but left close to the cable to which it had
been fitted. Conclusions on the noise content
were similar to those for the voltage measurements. The extrapolated full-threat peak
values of the transient bulk currents in

current near the injection point was x-easured

selectud cables are given in Table 2. In this

and the skin current in the futelage was capled
using a surface wire attacbed to the starboard

context a cable meant a bundle of wires all
feeding into the same connector on a computer

keel.

etc.

Transaiosion, recording and frtquency

analysis of date were as in the main tests.

Fig 3d aiows a current waveform consisting

of HF only. An example of a frequency spectrum
is given in Fig 4.

RESULTS
The amplitudes and waveforme obtained have

VOLTAC.S AND CURRENTS - In Table 1, the

been a basis for formulating tests on the FCS

18 channels of voltage meacurement are grouped

equipments themselvas and should also contribute

according to function and type of circuit, this
claasification also corresponding to the type
of wirinS.

to the discussion on standardisation of equipment test techniques taking place in Committee

The impedance of the circuit is also

SAE4L (4).

given; thia affects the level of coupled voltage and the relative importance of inductive
and capacitive coupling. Table I includes the
peak induced voltages extrapolated to fullthreat level, both for normal and 'remote earth'
configu ration, and the principal frequency of

the HY transients.
in Fig 34-c.

During ,the most severe tests (100 kA test
Lourrent), with 11 FCS computers installed and
with electrical and hydraulic power on, the
FCS was monitored by means of ground test equpment and no malfunctions were observed.

Sample wavaforms are shown
AIRCRAFT CURRENT, CURRENT DENSITIES AND
MAGNETIC FIELDS - The recorded fuselage surface

The above results were obtained by plotting

separately the peak induced LF and !W voltages

against the voltage on Lhe capacitor hank
(20-80 kV).
The linearity of the curves was
one measure of the confidence to be placed in
the results. Separate noise tests were made

Q - 30) iuperimposed on the first quarter cycle.
The HF amplitude was such that it would be 4 kA
for a 100 kA test pulse.
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currents at two locations indicated an LF waveform with a small HF transient (about 5 Mllz,

"t
'The measurements of current density in the

Although there is no agreed specification

fuselage (Fig 2b) sho-ed that current flow was

level for E, a figure of 1014 V/m per second

inductively dominated and gave a good indication
of high and low current concentrations and hence
guidance on the regions where any doors need to
make good electromagnetic contact, for example
by means of gaskets. Current density on a wing
surface is shown in Fig 2c.

ia often quoted - a factor of 5 up on the average level to be expected at 80 kV in these
tests. This extrapolation factor of 5 is the
same as for magnetic coupling, and is therefore the full-threat extrapolation factor
employed in Table I for all the HF voltages.

LOW POWER INJECTION TESTS AT HIGHER

Magnetic field strengths in the NAVWAS bay

The rekults for the 'total flux loops'
were particularly significant in the gun bay;
with gasket fitted, the peak induced voltage

FREQUENCY - In general, frequency analysis of
the waveforms indicated that for each frequency
setting the nose and keel currents had the same
predominant frequency, of amplitude proportional
to the pulse generator HT. However, it was
noted that with current injection giving a nose
current of 4.4 MHz, the keel currant contained
a substantial comiponaet at 3.6 Mft as wall as
at 4.4 MHz, suggesting that a resonance had
been excited. Construction of the resonance
curve of the aircraft and return current conductors was attempted by plotting the ratio of
keel to nose currant against frequency as in

(for 25 kA test puilse) was 5 V and the waveform

Fig 6. A resonance near 3.5 MHz is suggested,

was essentially resistive (proportional to test
current) while with the gasket insulated the

although unfortunately there are no results at
lower frequencies, which would have identified

at various points for a fuselage current of
25 kA were 55-200 A/r, the currant in a particular axial strut being 96 A; both field and
currant were approximately doubled when the conducting door gaskets were insulated. These
figures indicate that the currents flowing
internally in the bay at full-threat level
would be as high as 800 A even with good gasket
design.

peak was 30 V and of

di/dt waveform, as shown

the shape of the curve and the position of the

by the waveforms of Fig 3e&f. Extrapolation by
factors of 8 and 20 respectively gave full-

peak more exactly.

threat values of 40 V and 600 V. 'these results

CONCLUSIONS

show that the conducting gasket prevented the
direct penetration of flux, so that when it was

(1)

fitted only diffusion flux remained,

carry out a simulated lightning test on a

Fcomplete
.LECTRICAL FIELD - The waveform of
often contained a burst of 40 MHz, followed by
5 MHz, oscillations. It is thought that the
former were produced by the trigger circuit of
the switch in the pulse generator while the

FBW aircraft at a severity level
requiring comparatively small extrapolation to
full threat and without hazard to flight
capability provided the test level and completeness of equipmant fit are gradually
extended as results are obtained.

latter were characteristic of the aircraft.
Integration to produce E of course attenuated

(2)

It has been shown that it is possible to

In general, the measurements were repeat-

the HE in proportion to the frequency. Because
of errors in the vertical positioning and the
levelling of the zero line of the 9 trace
prior to integration, the waveform of E often
contained a spurious ramp and other distortions,
but the ramp could be allowed for. There was
also a vide spread in the amplitude of 9 and
E from shot to shot, not accounted for by
instrumentation and processing errors. This is
thought to have been mainly due to variability
in the operation of the switch, since 9 is
very sensitive to conditions at switch-on, and
such an explaustion is consistent with the
variable nature of the 40 MHz content. The
highest values recorded (at the cockpit sensor)
were 1.6 x 1013 V/m per second and 360 kV/m
respectively, with 40 kV capacitur bank
voltage, Average values under the saw conditions were 1013 V/m per second and 220 kV/m.

able and ocaled linearly with pulse generator
HT voltage, although there was a wide spread
in K masurements which suggests a wide variation in the switch-on time of the capacitor
bank.

The rise time (from I0-90Z of peak) for E was

subsequent processing (eg integration or fre-

about 0.06 Us; this is consistent with the
field rising to a peak in a half cycle of the
predominant aircraft resonance (5 Miz). A
sample waveform of E and K is given in Fig 5.

quency analysis) proved useful although the
operations were the source of sow inaccuracies
and require review for future work.

(3) It was possible to measure induced voltages and currents, where they were of significant amplitude, in a reasonably interferencefree manner by the employment of fibre optical
links and by careful attention to shielding and
grounding of the instrumentation. However, in
some instances it was found that HY transients
were reaching the instrumentation directly (from
the trigger circuit of the pulse generator) and
were not actually part of the waveform being
measured.
(4)

The technique of digitising waveforms for
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(5)
The low power pulse generator of frequency
range 3-30 MHz provided a useful auxiliary method
of test for initial conmissioning of the instrumentation, for measuring coupling between cables
and for investigation of aircraft resonances.
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frequencies: 6.5, 10.2, 18.1, 26.4. 30.2, 31.1,
38.1 and 44.3 MHz. Measured hY oscillations in
the FCS wtre complex, but frequencies of 5 MHz
and 2 MHz were mosc common. The amplitudes and

waveforms obtained have been a basis for formulating tests on FCS equipments.

(9) With reference to the validity of the simulation, although the current return conductors
for the test pulse ware designed to cause the
magnetic field distribution to approximate to
that in flight, there were still significant
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Table 2

Cable and

Aulk cable currents

-

Extrapolated full

HF frequency

threat peak current (A)

and Q factor

test condition

LF

FCC2 - JI N-T

3.0

J2 N-T

Zero

HF

I

Mli

Q

Waveform

Figure

No reliable moaaurament
1.5

5.2

11
4
6

J3 N-T

15.0

3.0

2.3

J4 N-T(P)

Zero

3.0

2.5

FCC4 - J2 N-T(P)

Zero

2.0

Spread in range 1-15 Mz

J4 N-T(P)

16.5

1.25

1.3

8

Zero

1.0

ADMC2 - Ji N-T
J2 N-F

V/UHF Aerial rN-T

10

NT

5.5

20

Zero

2.25

1100

NT

NT

NT

800

350

5.3

15

800

100

6

240

30

6

3d

Feeder*
jN-F

Cockpit

f

Whole N-T

1 cable N-T
Loom
(3 cables)

N-T
NT
*

Nose-Tail

N-F

Nose-Fin

N-T(P)

Nose-Tail (Power on)

Not tested
The V/UHF aerial was the fin tip attachment point
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Within aircraft

otic

lnks

S

Within
screened room

I

.I

_

_

_

_

HI-

Dimmy

Key:

A a Attenucitor

C = Bulk cuirrent detector (R.A.E)
4---=
Fibre optic~ link
D z Diagnostic circuits
S.U. x Switching unit
z
Aircraft skin

Tx a Fibre optic transmitter
Rx a Fibre optic receiver
M a Storage oscilloscope
Cj z Camera
Fig 1

Dummny computers, voltage and current monitoring systems

Fig 2

Current densities

Fig 3

Waveforms of transient voltages and currents

Fig 4

Bulk current (time and frequency domains) in ADMC2-J2 (40 kV bank voltage)

Fig 5

It and

Fig 6

Frequency response of keel sensor current relative to nose current

E on spine for pulse Ml-14 (40 kV bank voltage)
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SECTION~
3 FKM(13

2.2/3.0
0,45/01

FormatL

63. 0

3.614.7

Experimental/Calculated
value (kCA m 1 )

Part

5

(a) Selected cross-sections

(b)

Current density, section 3

4.44

*Calculated

value 3.7 kA/m

X. 4.22m~

(c) Current density, wing top

41-10

(a) Status reset (1)M4/10/20
I pis/div. Induced voltage

(c) FCC3

+FCC2(3)

ps/div.

(b) Status reset (1) PF/23/8
5 ps/div (remote Earth).
Induced voltage

M4/5/22

(d) 0.2
ps/div Induced
140 mA/div
FCC2-J4.
current

Computer signal

..i
Jr-

._..,. .+
i,

"+
+.

--..

-4

I

L.....
....

,.

-- -_

,,

'

1

and induced voltage

(e) Gun bay, EMC gasket normal
5 ps/div. Voltage in flux

(f Gun bay, EMC gasket insulated
ps/div. Voltage in flux

loop
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I

1.5
2.0
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1.0
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I
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The Streamer-Leader Transition in Uniform Fields
J. A. Bicknell
_

Department of Physics,
University of Manchester
Institute of Science and Technology,
P.O. Box 88,
Manchester.
M60 IQD,
United Kingdoa

I

ABSTRACT

Although the possibility of aircraft-triggered lightning ir generally acknowledged, the mechanism remains unclear. Corona, which develops at suitable sites,
either as a result of turboelectric charging, geometric field enhancement or both,
must represent the early stage of a process which culminates in the transformation
of corona streamers into a leader. Recent work on breakdown in short point-plane
gaps suggests that the glow-to-arc transition is promoted once some (minimum)
criterion is attained. This criterion may be current (arode 1974) or energy
(Sigmond/Goldman 1981) dependent although these parameters are not mutually exclusive.
An important feature of the corona at aircraft surfaces is the potentially
large distance over which the streamers may propagate. This is a consequence of
the electric field structure which resembles a locally enhanced quasi-unifora
field rather than the strongly divergent fields associated with highly stressed
point or rod/plans gaps. In the latter case prebreakdown currents may rise to
several amperes in a few microseconds thus ensuring the requisite glow-to-arc
transition on which the conversion of the corona streamer to leader depends. Aircraft potentials can never achieve the megavolt potentials required for such
immense currents because of the dissipatory nature of the initial corona and the
low charging rates produced by the triboelectric or other process, Positive
corona streamers, however, can continue to grow if propagating in a uniform field
greater than some critical, pressure-dependent value; these critical values have
been observed on a large scale in thunderclouds and may well exist in relatively
small volumes in regions where the average field is lese than critical. This
growth provides a possible means of achieving the current densities required fur
the important glow-to-are transition.
Current measurements made in an electrode configuration designed to simulate
corona growth in uniform fields will be reported. The injected charge and a
knowledge of the ambient electric field allow breakdown energies to be computed.
These breakdown currents and associated energies will be compared with those
obtained by Marode, Sigmond and Goldman in point-plane geometry. A poseible model
of aircraft-triggered lightning based on the comparison will be presented.

This paper was not available for incorporation into this book.
be published at a future date.
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INTRACLOUD LIGHTNING STREAMER MODELING BASED
UPON 1N SITU BALLOON EASUWAETS
G. J. Byrne, A. A. Few, M. E. Weber*, and M. F. Stewart
Department oX Space Physics and Astronomy
Rice University
Huston, Texas 77251

ABSTRACT
ntracloud lightni
treamers have been modeled from ballooinborne electric
fie~d change
imeaurements a I acoustic r coustructions of the lightning chanl to
approximate the stresaar pat!\. The sip e model assumes the streamers extend along
a straight line with constatn velocity ad uniform line charge concentration.
Positive and negative j-laritystrepaers were measured Vitl au. average velocity and

line charge concentrtion

(.3

C

.
and

.

" .,eeil.
O . C N-lO

A liglstnng-struck bal oon m,-sured field cangesassociated with the positive
propagating streamer that coupled to the conducting be loon skin. The first
results of these measurements are presented. The mod
for this streamer based on

the balloon data is incomplete at the tim of this wr tins

* Now at Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C.

'
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FREE BALLOTS designed to measure thunderstorm
vector electric fields and vector electric field
changes associated with lightning streamers were
launched during the summers of 1976 and 1981
by Rice University participatin in the Thunder-

ceseful in modeling intracloud lightning streamers by interpreting the balloon-measured, field
changes (with an 8 ms resolution) as the effect
'of
unpolar streamers of constant
lineextendimg,
charge contcentration
as did Ogava and Brook

storm Research
International P'rogra
(TRIP)
at the Langsuir
Laboratory for Atmosphric
Research, New Mexico.
During the 1981 flight,
the balloon, constructed of aluminum coated
mylar and 10 ft. in diameter, was struck by a
lightning flash artificially triggered by a
rocket fired toward the thunderstorm base. The
instrument resolved field changes associated
with the initial lightning streamer revealing
information on the streamer propagation.
This paper presents the first results from
that data analysis and recent results of modeling intracloud streamers with the 1976 data.

(3).

INSTRUMENTS
The operation of the balloon, Balloon Electric Field Sensor (BEFS), is described in detail
by Christian and Few (1)* and Weber et al. (2)
and is shown at launch in Fig. 1. It is spherical in shape with a thin conducting outer
skin. Three pairs of orthogonal surface patches
(.23 i2 ) are isolated from the rest of the balloon skin and define the balloon coordinate
axes, Each patch is electrically connected to
the electronics payload inserted inside the balloon at its base. Charge amplifiers measure the
amount of surface charge on each patch.
Given
the surface charge distribution induced by the
thunderstorm electric field, assumed to be uniform, the solution for the undistorted vector
electric field components in the balloon reference frame is well known for such a geometry.
Onboard inclinometers and magnetometers
determine the orientation of the balloon in
space giving the elements of the matrix which
provides the transformation from the balloon
coordinates to a stationary earth frame.
The
values of the electric field components calculated in this manner are then averaged over one
period of the balloon rotation about its vertical axis; the rotation forced by spin paddles
mounted on the balloon's equator.
The instrument is capable of resolving
vector electric field changes on the order of
100 V/m. The time resolution of each component
is either 2 or 4 me, and is limited by the rate
at which each charge sensor is sampled and is a
function of the sampling sequence.
Altitude and atmospheric temperature are
determined by an oaboard pressure transducer and
a thermistor.
The data from each sensor is
digitally encoded, multiplexed and telemetered
to a ground receiving station,
STRUEA

MODILIHG

From a REFS flight on August 12, 1976 over
Laugmuir Laboratory, Weber et al. (2) were suciuabers in parentheses designate References
and of paper.

at

Figure 2 illustrates the model.
The orientation and extent of the lightning
channel Is estimated from acoustic reconstructions of thunder sources (4). The streamer path
is then approximated as the straight line that
minimize* the sum of the perpendicular distances
from the line to the thunder sources and that
connects
a source volume charge with the
streamer termination point.
The balloon coordinates are provided by a
directional receiving antenna (AN/Q(D-2) and the
atmospheric pressure measurement.
Usually, the streamer polarity and direction of propagation are clear from the basic
structure of the vector field changes.
To complate the streamer model, the line charge concentration and propagation velocity chosen are
those that yield the best fit of the calculated
vector field changes to those measured by the
balloon.
Figure 3a illustrates the lightning channel
reconstruction, model streamer path and the vector electric field changes for the lightning
flash at 11:54:15 MST.
A positive streamer,
estimated to be 3.8 km in length, propagated in
the direction indicated with an estimated vlecity of 2.3 x 104 ms " 1 and line charge concentration of 4.9 x 10- 3 Cm- 1 . Using these model
parameters, the streamer current was 110 Amperes
and total charge transferred was 18 Coulombs.
Figure 3b shows the streamer model of the
flash at 11:52:33 MST. In this case streamers
of either polarity could reasonably fit the
observed field
changes;
a 4. 1 km positive
streamer of 14.4 x 10-3 Cm- 1 (580 Amperes) moving at 4 x 104 mv- 1 in Model 1 or a negative
streamer of -5.7 x 10- 3 Ca-i (230 Amperes) movins at 4 x 10" ms' 1 in Model 2.
Cf the seven streamers modeled from this
flight, the average propagation velocity was
"
5.3 x 104 mse
and average length was 4.7 km.
Streamers of both polarity were found with an
average absolute line charge concentration of
6.7 x 1(r Cm - . and average current and net
charge transferred of 390 Amperes and 30 Coulombs, respectively.
TRIP 81 RESULTS
In 1981, a BIPS was launched into a thunderstorm on August 14 at 13:35 MST.
The launch
site is at 3.2 km altitude. light minutes after
launch (13:43:13 MST), the balloon was struck by
a lightning flash artificially triggered as a
rocket was fired from the ground toward the
thunderstorm base.
A rapidly unspooliug conducting wire connected the rocket to ground.
Triggered lightning Is discussed by Newan et
al. (5). Vieux et al. (6), and Hwbert and Nouget
(7).
In triggered lightning, a streamer starts
at the rocket wire tip when tbh
local field
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enhancement reaches the threshold for streamer
initiation (rocket height of 100-300 a).
The
streamer "slowly" propagates upward toward a
cloud charge region which is subsequently diecharged by the ensuing very fast return stroke.
Ground measurements by Laroche et al. (8)
indicate the flash at (13:43:13) was initiated
by' an upward propagating positive' streamer.
Figure 4 illustrates this and the location of
the balloon relative to the rocket launch site.
The balloon was 1.6 km south southeast and
1.6 km above (4.8 km altitude; 0* C) the rocket
site and imediately below the cloud base. The
balloon measured the magnitude of the electric
field at this altitude prior to the flash to be
approximately 100 kV/m.
The direction of the
field vector indicated a negative charge center
was above and to the south.
Figure 5 shows the horizontal components of
the vector electric field changes associated
with the initial lightning streamer as measured
by the balloon. The vertical field change was
relatively small compared to those in the hortzontal.
The trends of the field changes are
consistent with a positive streamer propagating
mostly horizontally and southeast toward the
balloon,
A ground electric field record indicates
the streamer was initiated at the rocket at 13
hours, 43 minutes, 13 seconds and 307 me MST
(9).
The first resolved field change (100 V/m)
measured by the balloon occurred at 316 me. By
348 as, the absolute value of the north-south
component (H ) had increased by approximately
50 kV/m and by 349 s, the absolute value of the
east-vest component (E.) had incrsmed by 90 kV/m
We
before data telemetry was lost at 351 s.
assume the telemetry loss coincides with either
the time at which the streamer coupled with the
balloon or the time of the lightning return
stroke.
In either case, the maximum time
elapsed between the streamer initiation at the
rocket and the coupling to the balloon was
approximately 44 wa.
Unfortunately, the acoustic reconstruction of this flash necessary for modeling the
streamer path, is unavailable at the time of
this writing.
However, the case of streamer
propagation along a straight line from the
initiation point to the balloon gives the
minimum streamer
velocity
of approximately
5.0 x 104 ma- 1 .
SUMMARY
Seven intracloud lightning streamers have
boon modeled successfully from the 1976 BEFS
data. The estimated streamer velocities ranged
from 2.3 x 104 ms-I to 15.4 x 104 ms- 1 with the
mean velocity 5.3 x 104 m - 1 . These measuremnts are consistent with those determined by
Ishakawa
(10);
(5 x 10 ma-1 ). Taylor (11);
1.5 X 104 to I x105 e'1 ), and Proctor (12);
6 x 10 to 5 x 105 ms'). The absolute value of
the current in the modeled streamers ranged from
70 to 1530 Amperes (average 390 A) with an average line charge concentration of 6.7 x 10- 3 Cm- 1

compared'to Ogawa and Brook ,t20 A) and Proctor
(90 to 400 A).'
The Weber et al. modela suggest that intracloud streamers of both polarity occur and that
negative streamers may b fairly common (four
were positive, two negs#ive rind, one could be
modeled positive or negative).
This is in contreat to the conclusiors of Ogawa and Brook and
to the fact that since positive streamers can
propagate in substantially lower fields than
negative ones, they would seem to be such more
likely to initiate lightning (11).
The rocket triggered flash of 1981 was
determined to have an Initial positive streamer
velocity of at least 5 x 104 ms"1 . Triggered
lightning streamers have
been photographically determined to have velocities between
2 x 104 ms "1 and 105 ms" 1 (14).
We hope to
obtain an acoustic reconstruction of this flash
in the near future in order to proceed with
modeling the atreamer based on the balloon field
data.
This lightning struck balloon flight U47
afford a unique opportunity to model the influence of an airborne conductor on streamer propagation and the path of the ensuing lightning
stroke as well as the coupling mechanism between
the streamer and conductor.
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PROPAGATION OF DISCHARGE CHANNEL INSIDE THE CLOUD
P. P. Pathak, J. Ral and N.C. Varshneya
Physics Department
University of Roorkee
Roorkee -24767 (U.P.)
India

Amechanism for propagation of discharge channel inside the cloud is proposed.
ABSTRACT

The mechanism is based on the motion of charged streamers under the combined
influence of cloud-electric field and geomagnetic field. The mechanism gives a
theoretical explanation for various experimental observations that most intracloud
discharges and incloud portions of ground discharge are oriented roughly horizontally and are alignedalwayyin the sae direction.
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nM MOST COIIOtNLY OBSRVED DISCHARGES
are the intracloud (ICO)j type. They constitute from 607. at moderate latitudes

and, the secondary streamers will be
called as 'channe'l'. For the study of
channel properties and its orientation,

to 907. in tropics, of total lightning
(1,2). Attempts to determina their structure', though very few, gave widely
varying results. From the earlier attempts (3-il), no definite conclusion can
be drawn. Some of them had a better fit
of their data to a vertical dipole model
(4-6) while others getting vertical and
horizontal separation of charge centers
approximately equal (3). Anong those who
found considrable horizontal extent of
IC channel are Takouti (6), Workman et

the motion of streamers is need be considered in detail.
MOTION OF STREAMERS - Streamer is
a bunch of charges and it can be considere as a single body for propagation
study (15). The velocity of streamers
depends on strength of fields and the
gaseous pressure in the medium. Mhe two
types of streamers - positive and negative, have wide difference in their propagation characteristics. The positive
streamers are faster and more vigorous

al. (7), Ligda (8), Nakano (9), Stanford
(10) and Hughes (11). ?elatively recent
observations of Ter and Few (12) and
Brantley et al. (13), however, conclu-

than the negative ones. Also, the negative streamers are quinched after propagating small distances while positive
ones propagate large distances. The aver-

sively confirmed that most IC discharges
are horizontal and vertical cloud-toGround (GO) discharges become horizontal after entering the cloud. The direction of the alignment was observed to
be different from the direction of motion of thunderstorm, in contrary to the
observation of Ogawa and Brook (5). This
lead to an end of earlier speculation
that the direction of alignment is decided by the direction of motion of the
thunderstorm. Therefor, there is a
strong need for alignment mechanism, as
stressed by Tear and 2ew (12). Here, a
mechanism of propagation of discharge
channel inside a cloud is presented,
which also explains the alignment of the
channel,

age charge on both types of streamers is
known to be of order of tens of picocoulombs and their radii of order of tens
of microns.
In the case of lightning discharge,
the conditions in which the streamers
move, vary with time and space. For example, the negative streaers in the stepped leader start from high field and
more towards low field region (i.e. towards the ground). As they progress towards the ground, the potential gradient
between the tip of channel and the ground goes on increasing. The surrounding
atmospheric pressure also increases as
it propagates. to lower levels. Reverse
is true in the case of return stroke,
where the streamers start in a very high
field which goes on reducing as the cha-

MECHANISM OF DISCHARGE
Qualitatively, the mechanism of

nnel propagates upward. After entering
the cloud they reach in the region of

discharge has been explained in terms
of streamer-model (14). The discharge
begins with small local discharges at
high field electrode. Consequently the
luminous pulses of ionisation propagate

low and variable fields (16). Alongwith
these variable electrical fields, there
exists a geomagnetic field. The geomagnetic field, though weak, is likely to
influence the motion of streamers when

(15). The primary streamers propagate
in groups, to form a narrow luminous
channel termed as secondary streamer
(15). The secondary streamer carris
the potential of high field electrode
and therefore, it produces a very strong
field when reaches near the other else-

section, the combined influence of electrical and geomagnetic field is considered.
MOTION OF STREARS UNIER BLECTRI0
AND MAGNETIC FIELDS - In presence of magnetic field B, a streamer of mass m and
charge q experiences a Loventz force

the electrical fields are low and the
two forces are comparable. In the next

towards the low-field-electrode. These
pulses are named as piimary streamers

j

trode. As a result, a return stroke stLrts from there, rendering the discharge
channel highly conducting. The return

P - q[9 + ; x B]

(1)

stroke, which may be called as resultant
secondary streamer, also consists of pri-

where v is the streamer velocity and
is the electric field. Due to this force

having speeds orders of magnitude higher

in a helical path, around the magnetic

mary streamers of opposite polarity and
than the primary streamers of previous

the streamer starts gyrating and moves
field line, with redius

secondary streamer.

In general, the above terminology
is not used in lightning research. 1hurefore, for onvinienoe, in the following

text, the word streamer will be reserved

for above mentioned primary streamers

myi
-"---R9 W q (X"+I

(2)

vj and R L being the components of v and
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Siespeetively,

in

the direction normal

toB. Equation (2) shows that the streamera'with different mass, charge and
velocity components, have differeDt
radius of gyration. All of them, however
gyrate around identical axis of helix,
The channel therefore, propagates along
the magnetic field line. Apparent radius
of the channel is approximately the maximum value of R (Fig. 1) i.e. the radius
of gyration of-heaviest streamers with
smallest q. Th combination however, is
not true. The streamers consist of charged particles and ions, the heavier
streaers ought to have more charge.
Thus the values are to be optimised somewhere.

I

I-

S

horizontal intracloud channel to be im

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
It is difficult to evaluate the
radius R9, with accuracy as the streamer
parameters m, q, v are not precisely
known. A rough estimate may however be
made from the values of ion density.Loeb
(15) has given some representative values of ion density (see Table 3.3 of his
book)
3.5xlO ions consisting of few
protons an4 neutrons have a mass of orderrf
i-17 kg and charge of order of
" u coulomb
(if singly ionised). Mhe
10
velocity component vL is expected to be
a fraction of tip velocity 6x10 5 ms.
If e,_the angle between 1 and M is large
V 5 sine is of the same or er as
v
i10 ms-i). With B = 3xl0"D weber
m- and E very small (say,,-- 100 V/m in
some parts of cloud) Ra comes out to be
about 300 m, similar the
oisered
value

the direction of storm motion, and the
storm motion was in nearly north-south
direction. More recent and detailed analysis (19,20) shows maximum spreading
of accoustically reconstructed channels
in north-south direction. lbeSe observations clearly show the maximum 3peading
in north-south direction. Hence it shcuid be noted that the direction of the
channel alignment is not related to the
direction of movement of the storm ,aa
has been often apeculated. The hort'Ontal stretching of the storm,making the.
electric field 2 more inclined to vertical may affect the dimensions of the
channel by reducing Ri. But it is not
expected to affect the direction of
alignment of the channel.
The length of horizontal channel
depends upon the charge distribution
inside the cloud while the hieght, at
which it becomes horizontal, depends
upon cloud hieght and on the structure
of vertical field. The horizontal branching frcm the vertical channel starts
only where the vertical electrical field
reduces to the value low enough to make
the magnetic and electrical force on the
streamer, comparable. The horizontal
branching from the vertical channel can
not be seen outside the cloud because
of the following reasons: (i) The strong
circular magnetic field of the ohwnnel
current does not alow any horizontal
motion of charges (see Pinch effect in
ref. 21), (ii) Vertical electrical field
ouiside the oloud is very large. So the

as taken above, are quite arbitrary and
variable. For example some measurements
(17,18) show that the charge on streamere cannot exceed more than few tens
of picocoulombe. Dhe tip velocity in the
case of return stroke is very high(14).

magnitudes higher than the geomagnetic
force, (iii) Due to the lack of sufficlent charges in the air, outside the
leader channel, the streamer cannot
propagate large distances horizontally.
However, inside the cloud where

(13).

The values of parameters,

Also, the angle 0 in higher latitudes
is small which reduces the component v
of velocity. Taking all these factors
into account one can see that Bg can
exceed even more than few kilometers.
The orientation of the channel is

along the geomagnetic field line. In
low latitudes the geomagnetic field in
nearly horizontal in north-south direction. Observations of intracloud lightnings listed in first para above, have
not recorded the actual direction of
horizontal channels. Although from the
report of Teer and Few (12) it is eviden- that the channels were aligned in
north-south diraction. TIhey have stated,
'fte horizontal portions of all channels
are aligned perpendicular t storm motion" and the storm motion was reported
to be from east to west. Similarly Ogawa
and Brook (5)reported the direction of

j

electrical force is a many orders of

electrical fields are small (16), whole
chamel starte gyrating with 0-component
of velocity as drift velocity. The magnetic field due to this circular current
ir added to the geomagnetic field. Mhis
gives an additional magnetic force in

perpendicultr plane to reduce
. Tus
the vertical channel becomes hohizontal
after entering the aloud.
The experimental determination of
the length in horizontal direction by
optical methods cannot be expected to
give actual valuez unless the location
of the observation point is properly
chosen. As ve see that the orientation
of the channel 'is in north-south direction, feull length of the channel can be
photographed only if it is perpendicular
to the viewing direction. Wor this purpose the observation point should be
located in the east or west from the
44-3
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storm. If the storm is in far north or
south from the observation point, the

horizontal extent photographed would be
only the diameter of the channel i.e.
, which would not exceed more than
2
seem
a kilometer and its alignment would
to be in east-west direction. Also, the
horizontal extent and the vertical extent would be nearly same, as observed by
Renolds and Neil (3). It isanytherefore,
optical
strongly anticipated that
aboconclusions
for
proper
observations
ut the horizontal extent of the channels
should be done from the enst or west
direction from the thundercloud.

The acoustic observations, however,
do not involve such type of difficulty.
Such observations (9,12,13,19,20) give
more realistic situation and they are
in accordance with this theory.
The orientation of channel inside
the cloud is along the geomagnetio fiel.
Therefore, its inclination to horizontal varies with the lptitule of the
place of observation. In low latitudes,
where magnetic field is horizontal, the
channel would be horizontal. In higher
latitudes it would be inclined to the
horizontal by an angle A - the dip an&-.
i /2) the int%
At the magnetic poles (
vertical
also bewould
lightning
racoudto
and cloud-to-ground lightning would re
Ud vertical even after enterin
main
cloud.
However, there might be some cases
of a general orientation of incloud pernen the
tions of the vertical channel.
streamer parameters are such (e.g. larger m and smaller q), that the value of
oT. is extremely large, say, of the order
O few kilometers, one single helix of
gyration is not completed. This makes
the channel to appear as curved in Ver-

tiol
plane and in east-west direclion
(i.e. in a plane perpendicular to B ).
To say anything conclusively about this
possibility, more accurate values of
streamer parameters are needed.
0ONOCLIJSION
From the above discussion it can
be concluded that all intracloud disoharge channels and the incloud portions
of the vertical cloud-to-ground chanl
fie .d
geomagnetic
aleng the they
are aligned -Zaerefore
are horizontal
direction.
in low latitudes, inclined in high latitudes and vertical at poles but in all
the oases, in meridinal plane. Some possibilitias of general orientation in the
plane perpendicular to meridinal plane
are also
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ELECTROMAGNETIC

MEASUREMENTS

OF LIGHTNING

ATTACHMENT:TO AIRCRAFT
P.L. Rustan, B. Kuhiman, J. Shov alter
Air Force Wrighit Aeronautical Laboratory IAFWAL/FIESL)
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433
and
J. Reazer
Technology/Sclentific Services
Dayton, Ohio 45431
ABSTRACT
--- '-A NOAA WC-130 aircraft instrumented with
electromagnetic field sensors was flown in
South Florida in close proximity to thunderstorms in the summer of 1981. Electromagnetic
field measurements of two direct lightning
attachments to the aircraft Were recorded in a
continuous analog recorder with a frequency
response of 2 MHz on 17 July and 26 Aug. The
17 July flash lasted 295 msec and was characterized by about 200 individual pulss with a

.

Several experimental programs (1)-(8) have
been performed to determine the characteristics
of lightning attachment to aircraft. Some of
the electromagnetic characteristics of over 300
direct lightning strikes have been measured in
various aircraft. The electromagnetic field
data recorded on the aircraft during direct
attachments have different characteristics than
those recoirded on the ground during natural
cloud-to-ground and intracloud flashes. However,.

far-field data recorded in an aircraft at 3 to
maximum pulse repetition rate of aY pulaesfQL/)
35 km from a natural lightning flash have aimsec. The maximum uniform current of any of'
ilar characteristics to those recorded on the
the isolated pulses was 650 Amperes. The risetimes of these pulses ranged from loss than_35Q___ ground (9). These experimental results indi-

nsec to about 144a. -This flaoh'1ad a-

cate that in most cases the physical process that
_7c
rds_*c

tinuing current of 50 A, caujed eleven small
burn marks .along the fuso2 e and burned through

produces lightning attachment to aircraft is
different than the process which causes natural

one of two external 4at6nna wires on top of the
aircraft.' The 26--Atig flash lasted 460 msec
and was characterized by about 300 individual
pulseqs 'th a maximum pulse repetition rate of
c60.pulses/sec. The maximum uniform current of
these pulses was 3 kA. The risetime of these

intracloud or cloud-to-ground discharges.
Here we analyze the characteristics of the
electromagnetic field measured during the two
direct lightning attachments to the WC-130.
Thent by comparing these results with other experimental data (1)-(7) and theoretical analy-

pulses ranged from less than 350 noec to about

sis (10)-(15)1 we present a description of a
possible mechanism of cloud-to-aircraft light-

10 jisec.

There was no evidence of a continuing

current component in this flash. Two of the
navigation computers experienced emory upsets
during the attachment and 'were dis bled for the

ning. On the basis of the conditions surrounding the aircraft during reported lightning
attachment (16)-(19), it appears that over 95%

rest of the flight. During both of he direct
attachments, the aircraft was flyi 0inside
clouds at an altitude of about 16,00 ft and no
peevious lightning flashes had been ob rved
closer than about 5 km from the aircraft. These

of all lightning attachments to aii'craft are
produced by some type of cloud-to-aircraft discharge, usually referred to in the literature
as a triggered flash (10)-(12).

aircraft lightning strikes and many others pre-

INSTRUMENTATION

mented in the literature indicate that the physical mechanisms of most lightning attachments
to aircraft are different than those of cloud-

A WC-130 aircraft provided by the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) was lncated at the Miami airport and flown

to-ground and intracloud lightning. This .paper

over South Florida during the summer of 1981.

presents an analysis of the WC-130 direct
strikea and a description of a possible machattachment to aircraft.
anism for lihtni

The aircraft was instrumented with 11 sensors to
measure the electromagnetic fields on the surface
of the aircraft. The sensors were mounted on
the aircraft as shown in Figure 1. These types

of sensors are designed to operate away from the
main lightning channel where there is no effect

45-1

to by locations; right upper wing (RUW), right
lower wing (RLW), left upper wing (LUW), and
There was ales a J-Dot
left lower wing (LLW).
sensor located on the fuselage which was sensitive to current flow nose-to-tail; this was
referred to as the J-Dot aft upper fuselage
(AUF) sensor. A detailed description of the

design and equivalent circuits for all these

,. k
.
=. ,-.,*,

sensors can be found in the references (9), (20),
and (22).
Fiber optic cables were used to transmit the
detected output of the sensors to the recording
equipment. A 28 channel Honeywell 101 analog
recorder with a frequency response of DC to 500
kHZ on the FM channels and 400 Hz to 2 MHz on
the direct channels was used to monitor the data

Tp
. ,.
,,

continuously. The derivative outputs from the
field sensors were hardware integrated to about

h...

Fig 1.

-'second

Sensor Locations

due to arc and corona (20).

1 KHz before storage on the analog recorder
channels. After the first attachment the output
frym the D-Dot FUF sensor was integrated down to
.5 Hz to provide a low frequency electric field
record of the lightning activity. Outputs from
the J-Dot tosors were recorded as derivatives.
In addition to the analog recorder, an eight bit
resolution ten channel digital transient recorder capable of recording 8192 sample points
at 20 nsec intervals was used to record chosen
data windows above a pro-selected threshold level.
Two or three data windows could be recorded per
with the digital system. The frequency
response was about 25 MHz. For both of the
direct attachments the digital system triggered

hundred of milliseconds prior to the strike and
remained disabled during the attachment. ThereDuring a direct

lightning attachment the conductivity of the
air surrounding the sensor is likely to change
and distort the electric field on the aircraft
surface particularly at high frequencies.
However, changes in the air conductivity do not
have a significant effect on the measurements
of the magnetic field (21).
Since comparable
magnitude electric and magnetic field pulses
were recorded simultaneously on different locations of the aircraft surface and the data
are well correlated, it appears that these
sensors operate properly over our frequency
range of near DC to 2 MHz.
Flush plate dipole (FPD) D-Dot sensors were
mounted on the front upper fuselage (FUF), left
wing tip (LWT), and aft lower fuselage (ALF). A

hollow spherical dipole (HSD) 0-Dot sensor was

located on the aft upper fuselage (AUF).
Both
the D-Dot and 0-Dot sensors were used to measure
the time rate of change of the electric flux
density. The HSD is easier to adapt to the aircraft curvature at the AUF but it produces an
enhancement of about three times that of the
FPD.
The B-Dot sensors were oriented to be
sensitive to either current flow nose-t-o-tail
(NT) or current flow wing-to-wing (WW).
The
J-Dot sensors located on the wings were sensitive
to current flowing on the winp,and were referred

fore, the only data recorded was on the continuous analog recorder which was limited to 2 MHz.

Most of the electric and magnetic field data

channels of the analog recorder were calibrated
to be within their dynamic range for distances
up to about 35 km from the lightning discharge.
Consequently, some of these channels saturated
when the electric field exceeded a few hundred
volts/meter. We measured the magnitude of all
the small pulses and some of the large pulses
in the discharge and determined the total amount
of pulse activity during both attachments.
The aircraft was equipped with a weather
radar from which a digital printout of precipitation echoes could be obtained.
A Stormscope
was also installed on the aircraft to provide
information on thunderstorm location.
RESULTS

THE 17 JULY FLAS.

On 17 July at 17:21:4&=T,

we received a direct lightning strike to the
aircraft which was characterized by a bright,
noisy arc which was visible from the cockpit and
temporarily blinded the copilot. The aircraft
was flying inside the cloud in an area of light
precipitation at 405 ki/hour at an altitude of
17,000 ft with an outside air temperature of
-0.7 0 C. There was no anvil above the aircraft
and the cloud tops were estimated at 22,000 ft.
Figures 2(a) and (b) show the ground weather
radar data obtained from the National Weather
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uniform current value corresponding to any of
the pulses was 650 Amps, which was obtained from

one of the pulses c.i the J-Dot AUF. The magnetic field sensor sensitive to current flow in
the NT direction recorded the lrrgest amount
of pulses and they corresponded to thi largest
magnitude pulses from the J-Dot AUF.
These
results strongly suggest that attachment occurred
across the fuselage,
The J-Dot sensors were calibrated for a
range between 200 A and 30 kA.
By correlating
the pulses from the four J-Dot outputs in
Figure 3, the time and relative location of the
largest current flow on the aircraft was determined. There were only five current pulses
above 300 Amps.
Four of these occurred toward
the end of the active portion of the flash and
during the isolated pulses in the second phase
of the flash. All of these pulses propagated
along the wing, as shown by the correlated H WW
records in Figure 3.
By observing smaller data windows we noted
that the train of pulses during the initial
active phase of the flash starts to decrease in
magnitude for several milliseconds after the
first 10 to 15 mac, then increases again for
10 to 15 msec. The pulse repetition rate is
maximum during he first 43 msec of the flash
and is near 10' pulses/sec. Defining a pulse
as any spike with a magitude of at least twice
the noise level, there were about 200 pulses
in this flash,
Figure 4 shows the first 4 msec window from
the time Just prior to the start of the flash,
A slow field change of about -1800 volts/meter
occurred on the FUF electric field sensor during

Krur

(v/)

goo
o

,

-Waoo.

AUFV

'craft

a period of about 42 Usec. Also, during this
period, the AUF electric field sensor reading

increased to about 200 volts/meter. These low
frequency pulses suggest a leader propagation.
There is some activity in the H NT sensor during
this period which indicates a small current flow

I

along the fuselage. That leader current may
have propagated from the aircraft to a nearby
cloud charge center. It appears that the field
enhancement near the surface of the aircraft is
sufficiently large to produce leader propagation.
The apparent leader propagation lasts less than
200 Usec which corresponds to a distance of less
than 200 meters from the aircraft to the surrounding charge center. It should be noted that
the frequency response of the sensors only goes
down to a few kilohertz and a steady field change
could not be detected with this frequency resolution. The first fast field change is shown as
"I" in Figure 4 and it probably corresponds to
the first time that any charge is neutralized
in the discharge. Pulse "2" corresponds to the
first time current flow is neutralized with a
significant contribution in the WW direction.
PulseA "3" to "6" have current flow along the
fuselage and in the wing direction. Figure 4
also shows the structure of the type of pulses
recorded during the first few milliseconds
on the flash. The pulses in the J-Dot reading
correspond to the largest magnitudes of the
saturated pulses in the electric and magnetic
field readings.
Figure 5 shows a 164 sec data window
around the time of pulse 6 in Figure 4. These
four pulses are obtained from the J-Dot outputs
by using a software computer integration routine.
A calculation of the charge transfer from this
pulse using the corresponding uniform current of
815 Amps and its risetime of 10 Usec is 8.15
millicoulombs. This value is somewhat larger
than the maximum charge estimated for the air-

I

(11).
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Since most of the

pulses were saturated in the electric and magnetic field sensors and the data were band-
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Fig 4.

Electric and magnetic fields and current
density for the first 4 msec of the
flesh on 17 July 1981.

Fig 5.
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Integrated J-Dot outputs for pulse 6
in Figure 4.
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Fig 2. Weather Radar and Stonrscope data (a)5 minutes before and (b)I minute after the lightnin
attachment on 17 July 1981. The continuous lines indicate rain or clutter contours as
determined by a ground weather radar at Miami.

The crosses represent the regions of' highest

precipitation from airborne radar. The dashed lines encircle the locations of the return
stroke locations obtained by the Stormscope.

Service (NWS) Office at Miami, Florida superimposed with the airborne radar and Stormscope

data from five minutes before and one minute
after the direct strike. The locations of the
aircraft and a ground site are shown on both

measurements of the magnetic field and current
Aensors were converted to uniform current flow

,iting an aircraft model (23).
Fur

maps. The wideband electric field (DC to 2

10
.0

E

corded at the ground &ite. At the time of the
attachment the aircraft was near the edge of
the cloud in an area of weak precipitation.
The Stormscope showed no lightning activity
within 5 km of the aircraft.

0

7uF

MHz) and VHF radiation (60 to 66 MHz) were re-

The maximum
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Figure 3 shows the data collected on all
the sensors for the entire flash, which lasted
about 300 msec. The sensors presented here are

6

HWW

o

(A/H

the integrated output of the D-Dot FUF, the
integrated output from the 0-Dot ALY, the in-

A

62W

tegrated output from the B-Dot NT and WW, and
the derivative outputs from the current sensors

j LUW

on LUW, LLW and RUW. The first phase of the
flash was very active, lasted about 76 msec aid

ILJ)V3

a"a

consisted of a train of pulses tens of micro-

imist n

seconds apart, each with a duration of few micro
seconds. After this fairly continuous pulse
train there were a few isolated pulses spread
out over 224 maec. The electric field from the
FUF and AUF sensors saturated at + 2500 volts/
meter and + 500 volts/meter, respectively. The
Magnetic fteld in the NT direction saturated at
about + 1.6 Amps/meter but the magnetic field
in the-WW direction did not saturate. The

'6

(A/N/)

1

.

J

.

-a"
-

"NQ

200

.'

Fig 3.

Electric and magnetic fields and current
density for the entire flash om 17 Jul 81.
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limited, no significant conclusions could be
derived from rate of rise calculations.
Damage to the aircraft was caused by a
continuing curront as it swept across nine fastoning screws spread along the upper fuselage
from a spot outside the copilot's window to a
spot near the wing. Also, one of two antenna

wires

2000

IIvM) .20W0
9 ALF
0
(V/.K)000
4
9 u,

mounted between the upper fuselage and the

top of the vertical tail was burned through.

Since the instrum entation package at the

(V/N)

time of this flash was not calibrated to measure
low frequencies, a laboratory test was performed
to estimate the continuing current necessary to
produce the same amount of damage as seen on the
aircraft. The distance between the burned
rivets ranged from 33 cm to 158 cm for a total
length of 5.4 meters. Since the aircraft speed

,

.

-40

80,000
CLWT

0

ItNT
tw

000:
0.8

1).0

-0..

o

L

.0..

was 405 k/hour, the duration of the continuing

(A/N

current was 48 msec and the average dwell time
was about 6 mac.
The charge transfer required
to produce the same burn in the rivets was *stimated as .315 coul and the continuing current
an .315/.006 a 52,5 Amps.
It Is likely that

5 AuV 0
(A/H/S) .I
a

i

17-

continuing current existed over the entire
initial phase of 76 msec
but that
able
to estimate only 48 maec based on we
thewere
noticeable
burns on the rivets.

.

I

r

LLW

(A//S);

a

.
,
.8
current
and
felds
madetc
Electric and
densic and the entir fls an curent
density for the entire flash on 26 Jul 81.

Fig 6.

THE 26 AUG FLASH. On 26 Aug at 17:09:45
EDT, we received a second direct strike to the
/
aircraft. The aircraft was flying at 333
hour at an altitude of 16,000 ft with an outside air temperature of -50 C. The aircraft was
inside the cloud in an area of slushy precipitation in a rapidly building part of the cloud
formation.
There was no anvil above the aircraft and the cloud tops were estimated as
30,000 ft. The Stormscope had not shown any
cloud-to-ground lightning flashes closer than
about 5 km from the aircraft.
All the electric and magnetic field
sensors except the E LWT were kept at the &ame
magnitude saturation levels as in the previous
flash. The E LWT sensor saturation level was
changed to 320,000 volts/meter. This sensor
recorded a maximum electric field of about
160,000 volts/meter but this reading might
not be quire accurate because, as explained
previously, this sensor is not designed for
recording a direct strike.
Figure 6 shows the overall structure of
the flush. The E FUF sensor was calibrated
before this flash for a low frequency response
less than 1 Hz. The sensor drifted and aturated a few seconds prior to 'the attachmebt.
During the attachment the E FUF output oscillated between maximum positive and negative
saturation levels and zero.
The flash Lasted 460 mac and consisted
of an initial active phase of about 220 mac
and a few isolated pulses during the remaining
350 maec. Te pulse repetition rate raached a
maximum of 1 pulses/sec during the first 30
maec. Most of the electric field pulses were
correlated with magnetic field pulses sensitive
to current flow in the NT direction, which
tended to indicate a direct attachment across

the fuselage. There were about 300 pulses in
the entire flash.
Figure 7 shows the first 4 msec of the
flash. The first indication of the flash can
be observed on the slow electric field records
obtained for all four sensors. The first fast
field change occurred about 350 Vsec after the
initial field change. As in the previous flash,
this pattern suggests a leader propagation. The
leader's short duration of about 350 Vsec might
indicate that pockets of charges were neutralized just a few hundred meters away from the
aircraft. Since no activity is seen in the
magnetic field sensov, during the slow electric
field change, it can be assumed that the leader
propagated from the cloud to the aircraft. As
in the previous flash, the apparent leader propagation is from a charge centor 100 tO 200
meters away to the aircraft. Pulses I through 5
in Figure 7 show the first few correlated pulses
during the flash. Pulse 5 is the largest in the
J-Dot AUF and corresponds to a uniform current
flow of about 3 UA.
Figure 8 shows a 164 Usec pulse window of
pulse 5 in Figure 7. This pulse was integrated
to determine a uniform current of 3 kA and a
charge transfer of 30 mC. This charge is about
five times larger than the expected charge on
the aircraft (11).
The only damage produced by the strike was
to two of the computer systems on board the aircraft. Memory upsets occurred to these two
computers, which were located in the forward
upper fuselage behind the cockpit area. This
strike did not produce any distinguishable burn
marks on the skin of the aircraft. This implies
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The direct strike reported by Nanevicz (5)

lasted 700 useo with a pulse repetition rate of
0.2 x lO3 pulses/sec.

Troat and Pitt "(7) reported a strike to the NASA F-106 that lasted
over 760 msec and had more than 100 pulses.
Our maximum pulse repetition rate of 104 pulses/
sec is one order of magnitude larger than any
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Fig 8. Integrated J-Dot outputs for one
the pulses in figure 7.
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reported data and is probably due to

Iprevious

the high sensitivity of our instrumentation. The
magnitude of the maximum uniform current flow of
800 A and 3 kA for any pulse in these two flashes

-icy
go

0
"VO~

is of lower intensity than the average reported
data (2), (3), (5)-(7).
The maximum reported

~
30

current in a direct attachment to an aircraft is
70 kA (5) and the average is probably about 6 MA.
It should be noted that lightning triggered by
rockets launched from the ground has a much
larger number of return strokes than natural
This large number of fast rise pulses
resembles the cloud-to-aircraft lightning since
they are both triggered by the presence of a
charged object in a high electric field.
Table I shows a summary of the character.
istics of our two direct strikes.
Statistical data for lightning attachments
to aircraft
in this country (16) indicate that,
for 80% of all reported direct strikes, the air-

4..-.

Fig 7.

Electric and magnetic fields &uid
4 msc
etgg
curcanYengiK
or the
ash
ylightning.
that the flesh had low or nonexistent continuing current flow.
DXSCUSSXON
During both lightning attachments reported
here the aircraft was flying in clouds in areas
of
slight
slushy
precipitation
but at last
5 ko away or
fros
the closest
thunderstorm.
The
characteristics of the electric and manetic

ments are not known for much of the reported

craft was in a nonthunderous cloud and at least
10 km from the closest thundercloud. In the remaiming 20% the aircraft was either below or
above the clouds. Reports from Autralia (19)
indicate that over 50% of all lightning attachments to aircraft occur in lightning-free
clouds. Other types of clouds such as nimbostratus and altostratus probably have sufficient
charge to produce an internal discharge to a
moving charged object (19). The analysis of
the data reported here provides additional
evidence for the occurrence of cloud-to-aircraft
discharges. Even though the triggering machansm that caused these types of discharges is not
fully identified, our data and analysis provide
some insight into this process. During the few
seconds prior to the 26 Aug flash we experienced
a build-up of static charge which could be heard
on the radio. Simultaneously with this build-up
of the static charge, the E FUF which had a
frequency response less than 1 Hz became saturated in the positive directionp which indicates a
negative charge on the surface of the aircraft.
Note that this aennor was saturted prior to the

lightning attachment data (2), (5)-(6).

beginning of the discharge, as shown in Figure 7.

field and current distribution on the aircraft
rule out the possibility of a cloud-to.ground
discharge. Since the aircraft was not in close
proximity to any thundercloud, it in highly unlikely that, the aircraft was part of an intracloud discharge. The initial slow electric
field variations that resemble leader ppagation suggest that a cloud-to-aircraft direct
attachment occurred. From the duration of the
leader propagation, it appears that the charge
region neutralized by this discharge was within
two hundred meters of the aircraft. The total
duration and overall structure of the train of
pulses obtained in these flashes are consistent
with other reported aircraft lightning strikes
(4), (7). If analog data had been recorded
continuously in all airborne lightning characterization programs we suspect that the irtdividual attachment pulses reported would prove
to be part of a more complex process which
probably involved hundreds of pulses,
The pulse repetition rate and relative
amplitude of the pulses during direct attach-

For

-example, Fitzgerald (2) does not show the total
duration of his 55 direct lightning ptrke Wit
claims a pulse repetition rate of 10 pulses/sac.

4"

It appears that the aircraft was charged to a
level which would cause corona and the discharge
of streamers. The 28 identifiable short pulses

-

*Two

Table 1
Comparison of the Characteristics of the
Direct Lightning Attachments to the WC-130 Aircraft

26 August

17 July
Flash Duration

295 msec

Maximum Pulse
Repetition Rate

104 pulses/sec

Total Number
of Pulses

150 - 200

200 - 300

Maximum Uniform
Current Plow in
a Single Pulse

800 A

3 kA

Maximum Electric
Field Change in
a Pulse

2000 Vim
(Saturation Level)

200,000 V/m

Maximum Magnetic
Field Change in a
Pulse

1.8 A/m
(Saturation Level)

1.8 A/m
(Saturation
Level)

Risetime

Max:

Max:

460 maec
104

12 Usec

Min: about 20% below
BW limit of 350 nsec
Continuing Current

pulses/sec

10

inc

.

Hin: about 25%
below BW limit
of 350 nsec

50 A

during the first millisecond of the E PUP
record might be an izdication of these streamera. The sircraft continued to accumulate
negative charge throughout the strike. Since
0
the aircraft was flying at about -5 c the aira
involves
probably
mechanism
charging
craft
combination of triboelectric charging and other
types of charging process which continues to
build up the aircraft charge.
The duration of the entire cloud-toaircraft discharge is coparable to a natural
lightning discharge and may be interpreted in
a manner similar to an intracloud discharge
(25).
In most cases the aircraft has entered
an area of high electric field which is furither
enhanced due to the presence of the aircraft.
Since the aircraft cannot sustain additional
build-up oi cmuages steaer
propagation

to-aircraft strike. The distance of the cloud
charge center from the aircraft might be anywhere from a few aircraft lengths to a few
hundred meters. The initial phase of the cloudto-aircraft discharge has a duration coaparable
to the active phase of an intracloud disL.harge
whereas the isolated pulses which spread out
over a few hundred milliseconds after the initial
phase resemble the junction phase of the intracloud discharge (26).
CONCLUSION
We hav pr
We have provided electr agnetic measurementa of two direct lthonin attashments to
an aircraft, compared these results with oth
experiments and provided an explanation for the
results. The dats reported here agree with
Schaeffer (11), who postulated that the aircraft
must be adjacent to or in close proximity to a

a leader develops and crosses the gap between
the aircraft and a reion of opposite char
near the aircraft. A mini-retu rh stroke th an
occurs similar to those that probably occur in
an intracloud discharge. As the aircraft continues to be recharged negatively (in this caae)
new mini-return strokes occur which keep extending the charge region of the first stroke. This
process may occur hundreds of times in a cloud-

source of charge before leaders can propagate.
The aircraft should not be able to divert to
itself a natural discharge occurring more than
a f w h n r d m t rs f o
h
i c a t
e e a
a rew hundred meters fr) m the aircraft. Several
article
att
c
ssth
phsicaltprocess
of lightning attachent to an aircraft in fliaht
as if the type of lightnin were the same as that
seen on the ground. Based on the U.S. Air Force
lightning incident reports (16), we will spec-

occurs.

Siuitaneously with theae streamers,
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uiate that well over 95% of all aircraft lightning attachments are triggered by the presence
.'of th* aircraft. However, we must not believe
that there is no real threat to aircraft because the individual pulses in these flashes
are of smaller magnitude than the return stroke
pulses in a cloud-to-ground flash. The USAF
C-130E which crashed in Charleston, S.C. in

FAA-RD-80-30, Hampton, VA., April 1980.
14. W.E. Cobb and F.H. Holitza, "A Note on
Lightning Strikes to Aircraft," Monthly Weather
Review, Vol. 96, No. 11, Nov 1968.
15. H.W. Kasemir, "Basic Theory and Pilot
Experiments to the Problem of Triggering
Lightning Discharge by Rockets," NOAA Tech Memo
ERL APCL 12, 1971.

NoveMber 1978 in a lightning confirmed accident

16.

(29), was flying at the freezing level in a
precipitating, nonthunderous cloud at the time
of the strike. It is highly likely that this

USAF Aircraft," 1983 Int. Conference on Lightning and Static Llectricity, Fort Worth, Texas,
June 1983.

was a triggered discharge. Additional data of

17.

the electromagWtic characteristics of direct
lightning attachments must be obtained to in.
crease our understanding of the cloud-to-aircraft

on Air Transports and Certain General Lightning
Protection Requirements," 1975 Lightning and
Static Electricity Conference, Culham Lab,

lightning discharge.

England, April 1975.
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AIRBORNE MEASUREMENTS OF THE RISETIMES IN

LIGHTNING RETURN STROKE FIELDS
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Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433
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ABSTRACT

risetime calculations for first and subsequent

A WC-130 aircraft instrumented with eleotromagnetic field sensors was flown in South
Florida in close proximity to thunderstorms.
Electric and magnetic fields were measured over
one thousand lightning return strokes at distances between 4 and 35 km from the aircraft.
These field waveforms were recorded with a
Digital Transient Recorder with a 25 MHz bandwidth which consists of 8192 samples in 20 nsec
intervals,
The risetimes for over two hundred return
stroke magnetic fields have been calculated.
The average risetime (10 to 90%) of the entire
waveform for the first return stroU6 was 1. 7i. +..
p.oce with a standard deviation of .87('Us.a""'/The average risetime for the fut portion of the
first return stroke was 356 nsec with a standard
deviation of 141 nsec. The average risatime
for subsequent return strokes was 405 nsac with
a standard deviation of 148 naec.
From the far-rield data, the average rate
of rise of the current in the return stroke
tti
..td as
ia- ae channel It + str
4.39 xtOlYNec with a standard deviation

return strokes.

o2

In1981 "the Air Force Wright Aeronautical
Laboratories (AFWAL) conducted a lightning
characterization program in a WC-130 aircraft
provided by the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The aircraft
was instrumented with wideband electromagnetic
field sensors as described by Rustan at al. (1)
in a different paper of this proceeding. The
aircraft flew twelve missions in South Florida
and accumulated about 50 flying hours. Most of
the data was collected at an altitude be-..,
tween 4 and 35 km from the lightning discharge.
In this paper we briefly describe the procedure
used to obtain the data, discuss the structure
of the electric and magnetic field waveforms
recorded in the aircraft, and sumarize the

AIRCRAFT MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Eleven sensors were used on the WC-130
in 1981 (1)-(2). The measurements discussed
here are the horizontal components of the magnetic field on the forward upper fuselage (FUF),
and the electric field component on the FUF and
on the kft upper fuselage (AUF). These waveforms
were continuously recorded on an analog tape
with an upper frequency response of about 2 M4z.
The analog recorder step response was 350 nsec.
In audition, an eight bit resolution digital
recorder was used to obtain 8192 sample points
at 20 nsec intervals of the derivatives of the
measured quantities. Two or three data windows
could be recorded per second with this system
which has a frequency response of 25 MHz. The
data blocks are initiated in a pre-trigger mode
be any incoming signal exceeding a preset derivative threshold level.
The selected signal at the sensor outputs
were transmitted using fiber optic cables, and
recorded in two different forms as shown in

figure 1. The derivatives of the desired wea-

Fig

. Aircraft Instrumentation
Block Diagram

sured quantities detected by setting the threshold level were logged and stored in the digital
recorder. The continuous output was hardware
integrated and recorded in the analog tape. The
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slow front which rises in 2 to 8 Usec to about
half of the peak amplitude (3)-(9) and is
followed by a faster transition to peak with a
10 to 90 percent risetime that ranges from less
than 100 psec (8) to several microseconds (8),
(9). There is a diagonal dash line during the
return stroke in figure 2 to indicate the transition between the slower and faster portion of
the waveform. Our calculated 10 to 90 percent
risetimes for first return strokes were measured
for both the entire waveform and the fast portion
of the waveform. The transition point between
the slow and the fast part of the waveform was
determined using a technique similar to that of

low frequency response of the analog tape for
the rmgnetic field on the FUF and the electric
field on the AUF was 3 kHz. This low frequency
response was limited by the noise level at the
fiber optic receiver. Since a low frequency
response of near 1 Hz is required to fully
identify the different return strokes in a
cloud-to-ground flash, the electric field at
the FUF was hardware integrated at the sensor
output, transmitted in the fiber optic cables,
and recorded directly in different gain settings
of the analog recorder. This channel was used
to ensure that the waveforms being analyzed
were indeed first or subsequent return strokes.

Weidman and Krider (8)and illustrated in figure
3. The zero amplitude level in figure 3 corres1.0 .........
0.9 .........

RESULTS
One of the horizontal components of the
magnetic field recorded on the digital system
was analyzed for 173 first return strokes and 71
subsequent return strokes. These data consisted
of all the return strokes recorded in the digital system in three of the flights when the aircraft was located between about 10 km and 35 km
from a cloud-to-ground flash. Figure 2 shows a
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Typical 10-90% risetimes measurements.

ponds to the beginning of the faster portion of
the waveform.
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"Measrements

.sec
Fig 2. Typical first return stroke Magetlc
field"(top) and electric field (bottom)
waveorms about 20 km away.
the electric and magnejimultaneous record of recordof
tic surface fields for a first return stroke
recorded on the aircraft about 20 km away from
the discharge. The return stroke occurred 43.8

4(b).

return stroke waveforms usually consist of a

1

N =173
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Fig 4.

After obtaining thee data, it was argued

N
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356 nsec
.87 psec

I

s

obtained from the digital

data over the entire waveform for 173 first return strokes show an average of 1.79 psec and a
standard deviation of .87 usec as shown in
figure 4(a). For 128 of these 173 events the
transition point frem the slow to the fast front
the return stroke was easily identified. For
those first return strokes the 10 to 90% risevrge of 35 ne and aiswen
tines
times showed an avera e of 356 nsec and a standard deviation of 141 nsec as shown in figure

psec after the beginning of the record. First
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Histograms of the risetimes of the digital data for first return strokes (a)10-90% overall
(b)10-90% fast portion.
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that the preset derivative threshold level might
have biascd the data by selecting only the
faster pulses. To investigate this possibility

shows a simultaneous record of the electric
and magnetic surface field for a subsequent
return stroke recorded on the aircraft about

w reviewed the records of the simultaneously
recorded analog data during one of the three

10 km away from the discharge. The return
stroke occurs at the same relative location as

chosen flights for the first 48 cloud-to-ground
flashes. The 10 to 90% risetime over the entire
waveform for these 48 first return strokes from
the analog data was 2.62 psec and the standard
deviation was 1.09 Usec as shown In figure 5a.
For 34 of these events the transition point in
the waveform was clearly identified and the 10
to 90% risetime of the fast portion was 552 nsec
with a standard deviation of 241 naec as shown

in figure 2 because he pre-trigger mode was to
2192 samples out of the possible 8192 data
points which at 20 nsec becomes 43.8 Usec. The
10 to 90 percent risetime for 71 subsequent return strokes showed an average of 405 nsec and
a standard deviation of 148 nsec as shown in
figure 7. When 40 subsequent return strokes
were analyzed over a portion of the continuous
analog data, the 10 to 90 percent risetime Was

in figure 5b. The digital recorder did not
have all the first return strokes observed in
the continuous analog data, but for each simul-

436 nsec with a standard deviation of 165 nsec
as shown in figure 8.
We have also calculated the rate of rise of:

taneous record the waveform was exactly the same.
Since the results of taking all the return
strokes over a time period were comparable to
the digital data, we concluded that the averages
of the digital data blocks were a fairly good

the electric and magnetic field for 38 return
stroes for which the horizontal distance from
thesaircraft to the discharge could be masured.
The aicat
o
the g
cld b
as
located between 20 and 38 km from the discharge

representation of all the recorded data.

For these records, there was only one small

AVE=48
= 2.62 Usec
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Fig 5. Histograms of the risetimes of the analog data for first return strokes (a) 10-90% overall
(b) 10-90% fast portion.

Similar measurements were obtained in the
digital and the analog data of subsequent return strokes for the same time period. Figure 6

N = 71

AVE = 405 nsec
.0,
0.0

*Fig
•(top)
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6. Typica

subsequent stroke magnetic field

and electric field (bottom) wavefors about 10
away.
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148 nsec

nsecofterse~s(0-0)o
s
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ristturn-9%)o

times (10 to 90%) for the entire first return
stroke are comparable to those used for ptandard test waveforms, but the risetme of the
portion of the first return stroke can
produce rate of rise faster than those of the

..
UL_
Ffast

§S11

--

X = 40

overall waveform. In addition, the subsequent

AVE = 436 nsec
165 naec
DEV

return strokes analyzed here have an average
risetime of 405 nsec and can produce a rate of

rise larger than those of the standard 2/50
waveform.

5test

4

The average rate of rise of the current i
channel for 38 return strokes of 4.311x 10
A/sec
A/sec is lower than the average 1.5 x 10
estimated by Weidman and Krider (7), but considerable larger than the average measured rate of.
of the current on top of towers (9).
Two factors have not bean accounted for on
our measurements.
First of all, ovae these
distances of 10 to 35 km, the measured fields
suffer attenuation of their high frequency
components due to propagation alona the earth.
F r a distance of about 30 km, the 1 WAz component might be attenuated by a factor of 2 with
respect to the signal propagating on a perfectly
conducting surface (3).
Taking this problem
consideration, the average true risatize
of the currnt in the channel might be about
half
of the calculated value. Furthermore,
we have
not considered the effect of the aircraft on the measurements. The lower

3the
2

.

-''rise
6

190 2N 3N 4W6 5

"6

06. M
o t atl"m2

nsec
Histogram of the risetimes (10-90%) of
the analog data for subsequent return
strokes.
isolated thunder3torm cell and the dirtance
from the aircraft to the cell could be measured
accurately by using the display of the airborne
radar.*
The calculated
for the rate of
ofdar.
The
cield
wre valuess
onvrd
the rateointo
rise of the fields were convtrted to the rate
of rise cV the currents in the channel by using
the results derived by than et a3.. (11) which

Fig 8.

exs~ues a fixed current waveshape propagating
up a straignt vertical channel. If D is the

rsont

re

aircraft
. Tnd 4.5er and

resonant frequencies are 3.70 and 4.95 MHz and
any measurements of the surface fields at these
frequencies or higher will be affected by the
presence of the aircraft. However, the frequency response of the major component of'
most of the return strokes analyzed here were
below 3.7 MHz and the effect of the aircraft
resonance for these far-field waveforms is

horizon't1 distance to the channel in
meters and the dE/dt and dH/dt are determined
in Volts/m.se: and A/m.sec, respectively, the
rate of rise of the current can be calculated by
the following equations:
di/dt -((dE/dit)D)/20

or

eu

di/dt a 6uD(dH/dt)

considered negligible.

We calculated the rate of rise of the
current in the channel for the electric and
magnetic field data. Since these data were
collected in the far-field, the E and H were
closely related by the impedance of free space.
For first return strokes, the rate of rise w
deter-mined for both, the 10 to 90% of the
entire waveform otd the 10 to 90% of the fast
portion of thetwo
waveform.
fa.test
of these
th
on
ate use
wa The
incu
avragng.Reazer,
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ABSTRACT

'

A WC-130 aircraft was used as an airborne platform for b.- oadband

electric and magnetic field sensors to measure the surface fields on
the airframe frca lightning strikes in the 7 - 35 km range. The waveforms were recorded digitally, with a sample interval of 20 nec ani a
time window of 164 microseconds. Since the aircraft was above 15,000
feet, and the lightning source was-relatively nearby, the effects of
ground propagation were minimized. Spectra have been obtained for
the stepped leader, first return stroke, and subsequent return stroke
over the frequency range 100 kHz to 20 MHz. These spectra are
compared to published data of lightning field spectra obtained from

ground-based measurements. With airframe resonances and field enhancement effects removed, the data have two primary applications:
1r
) To add to the data base for the nearby lightning strike

To infer characteristics of the stepped leader, first
return stroke, and subsequent return stroke processes.
Rco-m ndations for these applications are presented.

*1
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ATTENTION HAS BEEN GIVEN in recent years to characterization of unwanted sources of electromag.ietic interference, such as lightning or nuclear
EMP, that may interact with aircruft and impair

per fuselage of the WC-130 approximately seven
meters from the nose of the aircraft (B1 in Figure 1).
The sensor was an EG&G model CML-7 cylindrical Moebius loop B-Dot sensor (5,6) that

mission capability. The use of non-metallic airframe materials and solid-state avionics aggraYates the problem by reducing electromagnetic
shielding and lowering damage or upset thresholds
on new generation aircraft. Measurements of
lightning fields anti currents, indicating the
level of the hazards, have been made on the
ground for several years. Recently, wide bandwidth measurements of lightning fields and currents have been recorded on aircraft in flight to
obtain a more pertinent threat characterization.
As a part of this characterization, it is necessary to consider the electromagnetic effect of
the aircraft on the measurements so that a generic threat definition may be derived,
In 1979 the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, in conjunction with the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), initiated
a three-year program to measure the properties of
lightning encountered in flight (1). A NOAA WC130 "Hurricane Hunter" aircraft was fitted with
sensors for measuring nearby and direct lightning
strikes. A sophisticated data acquisition system
designed for repetitive wide bandwidth transient
measurements was developed by the Micro Pro Company and installed in the WC-130. More than one
hundred flight hours were logged over the threeyear period and several hundred wide bandwidth

produces an output voltage proportional to the
derivative of the magnetic field over a 38 MHz
bandwidth. A second B-Dot sensor (B2 ) was positioned adjacent to the first and oriented to respond to magnetic flux parallel to the wing axis
as shown in Figure 1. This sensor was used in
conjunction with Ll and an electric field sensor
to assist in locating the lightning strikes. The
arrows in Figure 1 indicate the direction of increasing field for a positive sensor output voltage.
B-Dot sensor outputs u
:ransmitted
through Merit fiber optic d
inks to instrumentation inside the aircraft. The signals were
logarithmically compressed, digitized, and encoded on magnetic tape. A partial block diagram of
the instrumentation is shown in Figure 2. The
digitizing was performed with a Micro Pro model
PR7901 digital transient recorder with a 20 ns
sample period, 8 bit amplitude resolution and 164
ps sample window. Forty microseconds of pretrigger sampling was programmed into the Igitizer so
that leader pulses preceeding return strokes
could be recorded.
An electric field sensor was mounted directly ahead of the B-Dot sensors on the upper fuselage of the aircraft. The sensor output was
integrated electronically and recorded on two

lightning measurements were recorded. Progress
and results of this research are documented in
references (1) through (4).

wideband PM channels of a Honeywell model 101
analog tape recorder. Recorded bandwidth of the
electric field was 0.1 Ha to 500 kHg. The analog

In this paper, we have analyzed the frequency characteristics of three lightning transients
-- stepped leader pulses, first return strokes,
and subsequent return strokes, recorded on the
WC-130. Wide bandwidth magnetic field measurements were Fourier transformed, averaged, and
normalized for range. The results are compared
with published frequency spectra from similar

recorder also recorded a logic pulse indicating
the time of digital transient recorder triggering.
Trigger pulse location within the overall electric field waveform was the first criteria used
to categorize the digitized data (Figure 3). Refinement of the categorization was obtained
through examination of the fine structure of the
digitized waveform.

field measurements obtained on the ground.

AIRCRAFT EFFECTS - We have simplified the
interpretation of the magnetic field measurements
to a certain degree by careful positioning of the
B-Dot sensor. By positioning the sensor in the

INSTRUMENTATION

The sensors and instrumentation used on the
WC-130 have been described in detail in reference
(4). The specific equipment used to obtain the
data for this-study are reviewed next. Magnetic
field waveforms were obtained from a single wideband sensor mounted on the centerline of the up-

plane defined by the wingo and upper fuselage
surface, and orienting it to respond to magnetic
flux parallel to the fuselage axis and perpendicular to the wing structure, we have made it in-
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sensitive to magnetic fields and resonances associated with axial wing and fuselage current flow.
Some coupling of resonant responses is evidenced
in the time domain waveforms due to non-ideal
symmetry (8).
Field enhancement due to the aircraft struc--

quent stroke and stepped leader waveforms are
shown In Figures 6 and 7, respectively.
A fast Fourier transform of the data was
calculated using a rectangular window according
to the following equation:
-J(2mn/N)

ture can be determined in the manner described by
Taylor (9,10). The aircraft fuselage is modeled
as a cylinder with the axial component of the
magnetic field at the surface given by

X(mF) - T-Fxm
x(nT)e
nI
where T is the sample interval, N is the number
of samples, F - 1/NT, m - 0,1,.., N/2, x(nT)
is the sampled magnetic field data, and X(mF) is
the complex spectra value (7). With 512 samples
and
a 20 ns atsample
period,
spectraincrements
values areof
calculated
discrete
frequency
approximately 97 kflz. Since field derivatives
were recorded, the time waveform was near zero at
the beginning and end of the 10.24 us interval,
minimizing errors introduced by abrupt transitions at the boundaries of the window. Magnitudes of the frequency spectra were normalized to
a distance of 50 km assuming a 1/r relationship,
where r is the distance from the thunderstorm to
the aircraft, and corrected for angle of incidence to the sensor by dividing by the sine of
the angle from the aircraft nose to thunderstorm
location. Spectra magnitudes were then averaged
at each frequency and standard deviations calculated. The derivative response of the sensor was
accounted for by dividing the spectra magnitudes
by radian frequency w. The resulting values were
expressed in decibels uaing

HI f Hlinc (l-j2kacos6)
where HIinc is the incident magnetic field,
is
the fuselage radius, k-2w/k and 6 is measureda upward from the direction of incidence along the
fuselage circumference. This equation
is valid
for broadside incidence where (ka)2<<l. For most
of our data, the aircraft is positioned so that
the cosine function in the second term goes to
zero. In the worst case, 0 would be 450 and the
second term would result in an enhancement of
high frequencies. This enhancement would be below 3 dB at 20 Mlz, however, and less at lower
frequencies. Therefore, the resultant magnetic
field parallel to the fuselage axis at the BI
sensor location is approximately equal to the incident magnetic field at thi, point.
RANGE DETERMINATION - Distances to thunderstorms were determined from radar patterns obtained during flight. The radar data were recorded on digital tape and processed later by
computer for analysis. Lightning data were selected from storm cells that could be clearly
identified. When several storm, cells were active
around the aircraft, ambiguities in locations
were resolved by examining the polarities and relative amplitudes of the B-Dot signals. Since
the precise location of the return stroke within
storm cells was unknown, lightning location accuracy deteriorated with decreasing thunderstorm

f

(w)(B)- 20 Loge
0

|

H'J ''

|

i

where the horizontal bar
denotes mean and
the vertical bars I I denote magnitude. Standard deviations (o(w)) were referenced to average
values and expressed in decibels using

DATA PROCESSING

RESULTS

The digitized lightning data was scaled,
anti-logged and numerically integrated to display
the field waveshape. A typical overall data window and the integration are shown in Figure 3. A
10.24 Us (512 sample points) time interval contaning the data of interest was selected from
the overall waveform for processing. For first
return strokes, the interval was chosen to inelude the slow front of the field waveform but to
exclude stepped
leader
pulses. Consequently, the
derivative
impulse
corresponding
to the fast
front of the return stroke was placed about 2 to
4 us after the beginning of the interval. Figure
5-shows a first return stroke derivative waveform
and the numerical integration recorded at 9 kilometers. Subsequent return stroke waveforms were

The data were recorded during several storms
occurring on 25 August and 26 August 1981 at an
altitude of 5.2 km. Tan first return strokes at
a range of 11 km to 35 km and nine subsequent return strokes at a range of 7 km to 28 km were selected for processing. The last stepped leader
pulse preceeding the teturn stroke was processed
from nine of the first stroke waveforms. Subsequent strokes showing dart-stepped leaders were
excluded from the data set.
Average spectra values for first return
strokes, subsequent strokes and leader pulses are
plotted iU&Figures 8 through 10, respectively. A
linear interpolation between data points is also
plotted. Spectra magnitu.s at selected frequenciss are tabulated in TablL 1 along with standard

positioned approximately 1 to 2 Ue after the be-

deviations,

ginning of the 10.24 us interval. For stepped
leader pulses, 4 Us of data containing the pulse
was positioned at the beginning of the interval
and the remaining 6.24 Us set to zero. Subse-

TRE1DS IN SPHCTBA WITH FUEQUEVCY - Average
spectra values at 100 kIlt are -142 d9 for both
first and subsequent return strokes Ind 20 dB
lwer for leader pulses. All three sets of data
47-3
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decrease approximately inversely with frequency
(f) to about I MHz and decrease more rapidly at
higher frequencies. Approximate trends in average spectra amplitude with frequency are summarized in Table 2.
First stroke spectra show a decrease proportional to 1/f2 from 800 kllz to 5 MHz. Beyond 5
MHz there it; a slight dip in the spectra and then
the amplitudes tend toward 1/f dependence.
Subsequent stroke spectra maintain the initial 1/f slope from 100 kliz out to 1.2 MiHz and
then decrease rapidly until 3.5 MHz. This spec-,
tra also regains a 1/f slope by 20 MHz.
Leader pulses show less relative energy at
low frequencies with a decrease of 16 dB from
100 kliz to 1 MHz rather than 20 dB as in the case
of the return strokes. Beyond 1 MHz the spectra
decreases proportional to 1/f.
Evidence of aircraft resonances is visible
in the graphs in the 3 to 5 MHz region,
STANDARD DEVIATIONS - Standard deviations
are greatest for leader pulse spectra and ssallest for subsequent stroke spectra as indicated
in Table 1. The larger leader pulse standard
deviations are indicative of the more random
structure of the leader waveshapes as well as a
lower signal to noise ratio. Since leader pulse
data were extracted from the return stroke waveforms, the signal to noise ratio would be a factor of two to five lower for leader pulses than
for first return strokes (for derivative magnetic
field data). Subsequent stroke standard deviations are low, particularly at lower frequencies,
suggesting uniformity in different return stroke
waveshapes.
COMPARISON TO PUBLISHED SPECTRA - Frequency
spectra derived from broadband ground-based electric field masuramota have been obtained by
Serhan (11) and more recently by Weidman (12).
Serhan calculated spectra from 2 kHz to 700 kHz
for measurements recorded from 1.5 km to 200 km.
Wuidman obtained spectra of electric fields from
lOG klz to 20 Mliz for measurements at 30 to 50 km
where propagation wes over saltwater so that the
effects of ground wave attenuation were minimized.
Weidman's data for first return strokes show

spectra on the ground versus magnetic field on
the aircraft over a 500 kHz to 5 MHz frequency
range. 'This bounds the impedance of free space
(377) -that would be expected for' simultaneous,
distant, ground-based electric and magnetic field
data (13).
SUMMARY
We have calculated the frequency spectra of
broadband lightning magnetic field measurements
recorded on a WC-130 aircraft in flight. The
data were recorded at a range of 7 to 35 km.
Spectra values were calculated from 100 kHz to
20 MHz for stepped leader pulses, first return
strokes and subsequent return strokes. Spectra
amplitude trends with frequency were extracted
and compared with trends of published ground
based spectra. From the data we can infer the
following lightning characteristics:
1. First and subsequent return strokes
have similar energy levels in the 100 kz to 20
MHz frequency range.
2. The initial transition point from
slopes of 1/f to steeper slopes, occurring at 800
kHz for first strokes and 1.2 MHz for subsequent
strokes, is probably indicative of faster subsequent stroke risetimes.
3.. Leader spectra lie 14 to 20 dB below first stroke spectra at low frequencies suggesting a factor of 5 to 10 difference in magnetic field amplitude.
4. Subsequent stroke spectra show a
relatively small standard deviation suggesting a
uniformity of waveshape among independent return
strokes. Although some of these characteristics
could be observed from time domain waveforms, one
significant feature that is extracted by Fourier
analysis is the presence of high frequency energy
beyond 10 MtHz that is not observed with groundbased measurements. From our analysis, this does
not appear to be characteristic of the recording
system or airframe enhancement but rather an inherent feature of the lightning fields.
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Table 1 - Average Spectra Values and Standard Deviations In Dectbels
Frequency

First Strokes

Subsequent Strokes
Mean
SD

Leaders
Mean
8D

Mean

SD

100 kHz
200 kHz

-142
-152

2.4
4.5

-142
-146

2.1
2.2

-162
-166

4,2
3.5

500 Mlz
1MHz
2MHz
5 MHz
10OMHz
15 MHz

-158
-170
-177
-196
-210
-213

3.7
3.1
3.4
4.2
3.5
2.9

-156
-164
-177
-196
-209
-215

2.8
2.5
3.0
4.0
3.3
5.2

-172
-179
-191
-205
-216
-220

3.1
4.o
4.3
4.2
3.9
3.6

20 Milz

-218

4.6

-221

4.6

-225

4.7

Table 2

-Variations

First Return Stroke
Frequency Rangg
0.1 - 0.8 MHz

0.8 - 5.0 M z
5.0 - 20 MHz

.

of Spectra Amplitude with Frequency

Subsequent Return Strokes
d

1/f
1/f2
1/f

_rpuncy RIa,..
Trend
0.1 - 1.2 MHz

1.2 - 3.5 MHz
10 - 20 4Hz

1/f
1/03
1/f

Leadar Pulses
Freauency Range

Trend

O.1-1.OMHz -16dB/decade
1.0 -20 Mgt
1/f
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GROUND EVALUATION OF AN AIRBORNE LIGHTNING LOCATOR SYST4

William Lewis, Anthony J. Barile, Nickolus 0. Reach
FMA Technical Center, Atlantic City Airport, New Jersey

wA.

ABSTRACT
In a ground evaluation of mn airborne lightning locator system, lightning
stroke rates per 4 minutes were compared with aircraft turbulence during
thunderstorm penetrations. Data were taken on 3 thunderstorm days and
su aried mostly into 15-minute periods consisting of three to four aircraft
penetrations. Stroke rates varied considerably and did not show a linear
relationship to aircraft turbulence. However, whn average stroke rates
for the 15-minute periods increased, aircraft turbulence increased and
vice versa. It is concluded that the lightning locator system Is a
potentially useful thunderstom turbuluce warning device, but tequ res
further ground/air testing.
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THE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION (FAA) has
developed a test bed at the FAA Technical Center,
Atlantic City Airport, N.J., to make concurrent
Doppler radar and aircraft measurements of
Ahunderstorm turbulence. Some data have been
analyzed (reference 1) and results Indicate
,.that Doppler radar has the potential to provide
C useful turbulence advisories for aircraft.
In the summer of 1982, a lightning locator,
I.e., storm receiver, was Installed at the radar
site to Investigate the relationship between
thunderstorm lightning activity end turbulence.
Thu investigation was carried out through an
agreement with the Naval Air Development Center
(NADC), Warminster, Pm., because of their
Interest In developing the storm receiver (see
paper by E. Coleman, elsewhere In these proca dings)
The FAA, as a party to this agreement, was the vehicle whereby the testing
could be accomplished with existing facilities,
and In conjunction with on-going work to provide
useful and meaningful Information to both
parties.
Three concurrent data collections of
lightning, aircraft turbulence, and Doppler
radar data were made on separate thunderstorm
days. This pauer reports on the relationship
between lightning activity and thunderstorm
turbulence shown by an analysis of these data
collections.
STORM RECEIVER
The storm receiver was developed by the
Naval Air Development Center, Wurminstar. Pa.,
It Is primarily an airborne system but can be
used on the ground (se% the Colemen paper, thes,
proceedings for a completo description). The
storm receiver ha6 two orthogonal loop antennas
resposive to the N-S and E-W rate Of change In
magnetic field, and an electrically Isolated
capacitive plat antentna to iteaure the rate
chdngo iiithe electric field. Azimuth
of
beiIng to each thundur~tortielectrical/mrignetic
discharge (stroke) Is determined by sampling
the three electromagnetic field time-dtorlvative
wave forms and comparing them with other submicrosecond pulses as3oclited w~th each lightning
stroke. Range to the discharge Is computed from
the ratio of the total magnetic field to the
electrical field, These measurements are made
on all electromagnetic discharges - ground to
cloud, cloud to nloud, or within cloud. Usually
three or four (btit sometimes many more) stroke&
are requirid to dissipate a potential. These
comprise the complete lightning event referred
to as a "flash." The ind.vidual diccharges
(strokes) 4ire measured In hundreds of microseconds, scoarated In time by 10's of millisecondu. Sometimes lightning appears to
flicker as observed through the human eye.
This Is caused by the eye discerning the
Individual strokes that make up the flash.
The stom receiver mewsures the vertical
component of the Individual discharges whether
ground to cloud, cloud to cloud, or within
cloud. The system operates in the 1.5 kH2 to

15 MHz frequency region up to a 200-nmi radius.
Received signals are displayed on a PPI-type
CRT with compass bearings and range rings.
The display range is adjustable to 200 nmi, but
was set to 50 nmi for these tests. Strokes
more than 4 minutes old are automatically
removed from the display, which can also be
cleared manually. All data are recorded on
special cassette tape for later analysis.
RADAR TEST BED
The instrumentation radar Is one channel
of a standard duol-channel Airport Surveillance
Radar (ASR)-8 Interconnected to a 15-foot
parabolic antenna. Peak power is 1 MW, transmitter frequency 2790 MHz, PRF 1030 pps, pulse
length 0.6 ps, and antenna two-way beamwidth
1.20. The system maximum range Is 60 nmi, but
data are taken only to 40 nml to keep pulse
volumes small. Data are taken on a grid of
range-azimuth cells in a window controllable
In range and azimuth dimensions, but generally
set for about 10 nml x 10 nmi. As the antenna
sweeps the window, a 262K buffer memory is
filled with 21-LIt digital words of I~q information from each pulse-volume. The data
are read out on tape through a NOVA computer,
which also computes fields of radar reflectivIty
factor, Doppler mean velocity, and Doppler
spectrum width in terms of the cube root of
LA(turbulence dissipation rate) for display
In the window. During these operations, the
antenna 1: returned to the starting azimuth
to await another sweep comiand. Time between
scans Is approximately 80 seconds. The stationkeeping radar Is an ASR-7 (S-band, 60-nml range).
Associated with it Is a beacon Interrogator and
a precipitation contouring system to monitor
stormt of Interest. The instrumentation radar
window, aircraft beacon track, and ASR-7
precipitation contours are shown on a conmn
display.
c
AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT
A Convalr-580 turboprop aircraft was
used to penetrate thunderstorms. The aircraft
Is equipped with a center-of-gravity (CG)
accelerometer (20 samples/sec), o differential
Pltot pressure transducer (100 samples/sec),
an altitude transducer, Rosemount temperature
probe, crystal-controlled clock, and Litton INS,
all sampling at 1/sec. Data are digitized
and recorded on magnetic tape.
DATA COLLECTION
The aircraft was launched when thunderstorms were occurring within 40 nmi of the
radar. Nationel Weather Service WSR-57 radar
Video Integrator and Procoesor (VIP) level
thrne and four storms (41-45 dBZ-heovy and
46-50 dBZ-very heavy, respectively) were
preferred. VIP level five and six storms were
avoided because of the high probability of
damiaging hall. The aireraft was flown in an
altitude block of 3,000 to 5,000 feet to avoid
encroaching on the New York Air Aoute Traffic
Control Center airspace.
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RADAR MEASUREMENTS - The I & Q components
(196 pulses) for each pulse volume (90 m by 1.20)
are recorded range sequentially. They are then
reordered in azimuth and the first three auto- correlation-lags determined. The lags are used
to compute the corresponding Doppler moments
(radar reflectivity factor, mean velocity,
and spectrum width) through specific pulse1/3
pair algorithms (reference 2).
e - by
The spectrum width is converted to
the following equation

1/3

(c/aec1)

(1)

1.352 a
is the spectrum width (cm sec-1 ),

where au

z
C Is the turbulence dissipation rate (cm
sc - 3,0 "a" is the Gaussian half-power beamwidth (cm), and 1,352 Is composed of known
constants, assuming Isotropic and homogeneous
turbulence. Since "a" Is a function of range,
the cube root of e is essentially a rangeweighted spectrum width and, as such, should
superior to spectrum width as a turbulence
be
measure
The turbulence dissipation rate (reference

(c2/30ec-1)
CLrSC

,

..-.
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e/73 was computed each second by continuously
averaging over a 7.5-second interval ysing
a cosine squared weighting.
The value derived from the airspeed
fluctuations is (reference 2):
-

1/3

(cm2/3sec-1 )

E
p

3
P

1/3

-3/3J '3/4
a

..-.

(3)

1/2 1/3
C
r

was computed each second by
continuously averaging,over a 7.5 second
Interval using 1/josine squared weighting.
The two e ' values were combined
Into one by the following equation:

3) represents the kinetic energy converted to
heat per unit mass per unit time as the larger
eddies decay Into progressively smaller eddies.
The system is steady-state In the Inertial
subrange where atmospheric motions are isotropic.
The beacon track of the aircraft Is
smoothed and Interpolated to produce positions
points at one-second Intervals, The radar data
fields for each scan are also smoothed and
Interpolated. The radar moments at the locations
of the 1-second aircraft position points are
then extracted, allowing each radar scan to
cover the period from approximately 40 seconds
before to 40 seconds after scan time. This
provides continuous radar data along the aircraft track during thunderstorm penetrations,
(Note: Radar processing programs were not
available to produce these data for the missions
discussed In this report.)
AIRCRAFT MEASUREMENTS - The aircraft
1
turbulence parameter Is a combination of
derived both from the CG acceleromater and Pitot
pressure (airspeed) fluctuations.
The value derived from the accelerometer
Is(reference 2):

3

..

where D Is the acceleration structure function
assuming Isotropic, homogeneous turbulence,
r is the distance between successive airspeed
measurements, and C the universal constant
(1.77). 1/3

o_
/

..

(2)

1/2

where D Is the accelerftion structure function
assumin 1Isotropic, homogeneous turbulence, C
is the universal constant (1.77), V is true
airspeed, p Is air density,.M Is aircraft mass,
CL the wing lift curve slope, and S the wing area.

The factor
the mean
by:
by-

ly

-

E2/ 3 + (E/3)2
2

was determined by m
are error between

mean square error -

(4)

izin
and

1/3
1/32
2
-1/
(/3
A
•
N

1/3
P

(5)

where N - number of data pairs. The minimum
was determined by taking the partial derivative
with respect to Aand setting it equal to zero.
The factor k was found to be 1.04 based on five
1982 thunderstorm flights with the Convair-580
aircraft, This was used in equation (4)to
compute the combined aircraft turbulence
1/3
parameter.
An aircraft turbulence scale based on eap
has been established from 1980, 1981, and 19U2
data'which agrees closely with recorded pilot
reports of turbulence severity. This scale is
shown in table 1.
STORM RECEIVER - The vertical components
of ground to cloud, cloud to cloud, and intracloud discharges were detected and converted
to stroke rates per 4-minutes for pie shaped
wedges extending from the radar site to
approximately 50 nmi. The azimuth dimensions
were chosen to cover the aircraft track during
thunderstorm penetrations. (See Colemen paper,
these proceedings, for system procedure for
diagnosing discharges (strokes.)
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DATA ANALYSIS
Concurrent storm receiver data, aircraft
turbulence data, and ASR-8 radar data were
obtained on.7/28/82, 8/17/82, and 8/23/82.
A summary of these data is shown in tables 2,
-3, and'4, respectively, for periods of approximately 15 minutes consisting of three to four
aircraft penetrations. The aircraft turbulence
Is in terms of the maximum experienced during
the period, either in the moderate category
or the severe category (see table 1). The
lightning data are the average of the 4-minute
stroke rates through the period and the maximum
4-minute stroke rate. The NWS WSR-57 radar
Video Integrator and Processor (VIP) thunderstorm precipitation intensity levels and cell
heights In thousands of feet are also shown.
These were obtained from hourly PPI plots
prepared by the local NWS station. VIP levels
of interest are level (L) 3: 41-45 dBZ, heavy;
L4: 46-50 dBZ, very heavy; L5: 51-56 dBZ,
intense; L6: 5 57 dBZ, very intense. The
ASR-8 maximum VIP levels and thunderstorm
turbulence indications for approximately the
5,000-foot level are shown. These en~es were
values
obtained from the array of dBZ and e
displayed in the ASR-8 data window during the
periods. The ASR-8 VIP is less than the NWS
VIP because the NWS radar probes higher altitudes
where radar reflectivity is normally greater.
The ASR-8 turbulence Indication is approximate,
pending further studies on the relatioi ilp
between aircraft and radar-measured e
.
The aircraft pilot reported lightning on
most of the thunderstorm penetrations. The
lightning tended to be associated with turbulence
peaks, although there were more peaks than
reports. Since reports were not given in
quantitative terms and may be incomplete, they
are not summarized in the tables.
MISSION OF 7/28/82 - On this day an
intensifying cyclone moved eastward, well north
of the area, trailing a culd front southwestward from the low center. Severe thunderstorms
formed into squall lines In advance of the
front and moved from the west at 30K through
the Atlantic City area during the day. The
aircraft made penetrations of three of these
thunderstorms at an altitude of approximately
4,500 feet from 1018 to 1225 EDr. Table 2 is
a data summary for this mission,
During period 1 the aircraft made three
penetrations of a NWS VIP L5 (trending to L6)
thunderstorm located about 25'nmi NNE of the
radar site. The NWS radar plots showed that
this storm was the second In a line extending
from the radar site for 125 nmi to the NE.
The southern part of the line formed between
0930 and 1000. Stroke rates were very high
at the beginning of the period with a steady
decline thereafter. The severe aircraft
turbulence occurred early in the period at 1021,
during the maximum stroke rate interval
(1018-22). The ASR-8 Indicated severe turbulence
at the beginning of the period decreasing to
moderate toward the end.

4-4

During period 2 the aircraft made three
more penetrations of the some storm which was
now shown by NWS to be VIP L6. However, the
ASR-8 5,000-foot VIP level remained at 4.
Stroke rates decreased to moderate levels
through the period and only moderate turbulence
was encountered by the aircraft. The ASR-8
turbulence indication was moderate.
Four penetrations of thunderstorm 1 were
made during period 3. Stroke rates increased
appreciably and aircraft turbulence increased
to severe. This occurred at 1058 somewhat
before the maximum stroke rate (79), observed
in the 1101-05 interval. The ASR-8 turbulence
indication increased to severe.
After period 3, storm 1 moved out oi range
and the aircraft was vectored to thunderstorm
2. This was a NWS L5 cell located about 15
nmi NE of the radar site. Stroke rates were
quite high during the period. Howevwr, the
aircraft only experienced moderate turbulence.
This may be due to the fact that tho aircraft
flew mostly in the peripheral areau of the
storm because of difficulty In obtaining the
desired air traffic clearance. The ASR-8
turbulence indication was severe.
During period 5, three more penetrations
were made Into thunderstorm 2. Stroke rates
averaged quite high and severe turbulencu was
experienced. The stroke rate was not recorded
for the 4-minute Interval (1139-43) covering
this encounter due to a tape change. The ASK-8
Indicated severe tubulence In the storm. The
storm height was probably above 38,000 feet
by the end of thu period since NWS showed It to
be L6 and 47,000 feet at 1230.
Meanwhile strong lightning activity was
noted on th PPI display coming from a large
thunderstorm located about 25 nmi to the WSW
of the radar site. The aircraft was vectored
to this storm and made penetrations during
periods 6 and 7 as It moved toward the radar.
Increasing In Intensity and height. Stroke
rates ware moderate for the first three 4minute Intervals of period 6, then Increased
sharply (as seen on the PPI). Unfortunately,
this Indication was interpreted by the operator
of the lightning locator system as strong
radar interference prompting him to turn the
system off as a safety measure. Subsequently,
It was determined that the "interference" was
indeed strong lightning activity and the
processor was turned on again at 1225. The
stroke rate for the following period (122529) was 290, which Is near the maximum
detectable with the system. The extreme
turbulence experienced in period 7 was Just
before this interval, at 1222. The severe
turbulence encountered in period 6 was Just
before the break at 1203. It Is likely that
very high stro'e rateg were also occurring from
1205-1225 when the storm was Intensifying.
After the extreme turbulence experience, the
storm was considered too dangerous for further
penetration and the aircraft returned to base.

I

MISSIUN OF 8/17/82 - On this day thunderstorms formed along a cola front which passed
through the Atlantic City area in the early
evening. Storms moved eastward at about 20K.
The NUS radar' was out of service and no PPI
plots were available. However, the tropopause
height WAS about 50,000 feet and it is probable
the storms reached this level. The ASR-8 5,000foot VIP levels for the cells penetrated were all
4. Table 3 is a data summary for this mission,
During period 1 the aircraft made three
penetrations of a thunderstorm located about
20 nmi NE of the radar site. The stroke rate
w~u 7 at the beginning of the period, increasing
to the maximum of 23 at the end. Severe
turbulence occurled during the second penetration
when the stroke rate per 4 minutes was 19. The
ASR-8 turbulence indication was not recorded
for this period.
During period 2 stroke rates increased
appreciably. The maximum of 102 occurred from
1457-1501 and the aircraft experienced severe
turbulence at 1500. The ASR-8 indication was
moderate. After the second penetration, an
overhead thunderstorm at the radar site caused
a power failure and the aircraft was held outside tihe storm from, 1504-1513.
Three more penetrations of storm 1 were
made during period 3. Stroke rates decreased
considerably and only moderate turbulence was
experienced by the aircraft. The ASR-8
turbulence indication was not recorded for this
period.
During period 4 tne aircraft made 4
penetrations of a second thunderstorm located
about 12 nmi east to southeast of the radar
site. Stroke rates were very high, although
only moderate turbulence was experienced by
the aircraft. The ASR-8 turbulence indication
was also moderate,
The aircraft made only one penetration of
storm 2 during the last abbreviated period,

of 13 occurred in the 1420-24 interval, just
proceeding a severe turbulence encounter at 1425.
The stroke rate abruptly dropped to zero for
the 1424-28 interval. The ASR-8 indicated
severe turbulence in the cell.
Thunderstorm I was beginning to enter
ground clutter and appeared to be weakening
so the aircraft was vectored to thunderstorm 2.
This was located about 20 nmi north of the
radar site. Stroke rates were low through
period 3 and only moderate turbulence was
experienced. The ASR-8 turbulence Indication
was severe.
Three more penetrations of storm 2 were
made in period 4 with stroke
rates increasing
slightly. Severe turbulence was experienced
at 1443 and was associated with a stroke rate
of 3 for the 1442-46 interval. The ASR-8
turbulence indication was again severe.
During period 5 the aircraft made three
penetrations of a third NWS VIP L6 storm
located about 20 nmi to the NW of the radar
site. The ASR-8 5,000-foot VIP level for this
thunderstorm was only 3. No lightnin.; trokes
were detected and only moderate turbulence was
encountered. The ASR-8 turbulence indication
was also moderate.
The low stroke rates for the 8/23/82
storms are thought to be due primarily to the
low heights of the storms.

countered severe turbulence. The ASR-8
turbulonce indication was also severe,
MISSION OF 8/23/82 - On this day semi-

with the maximum stroke rate for a period, but
was mostly within one 4-minute Interval of It.
It was also noted that qualitative pilot reports

isolated (rather than line-type) thunderstorms
formed along a cold front which passed through
the area in late afternoon. Thu ind vidual
storms move.d from the west at 30K. OWS showed
the storms to be L6 with tops 34,000 - 38,000
feet. The ASR-8 5,000-foot VIP levels were
mostly 4. In view of the low tops and ASR-8
VIP measurements, the L6 classification is
considered doubtful.
During period 1 the aircraft made three
penetrations of an isolated NWS VIP L6 (ASR-8
VIP L4) thunderstorm located about 15 nmi WSW
of the radar site. Only one lightning stroke
was recorded - that in the 1401-1405 period.
The highest aircraft turbulence (just in the
severe category) was encountered during this
interval at 1402. The ASR-8 turbulence indicatlon was also severe.
In the second period, three more penetrations of the storm were made with stroke rates
and turbulence both Increasing. The peak rate

of lightning, when given tended to be associated
with turbulence peaks.
There was generally qood agreement between
turbulence indicated by Doppler radar and that
experienced by the aircraft. However, this
must be considered preliminary, pending a more
detailed analysis of the data.
It is concluded that the storm receiver
is a potent;ally useful thunderstorm turbulence
warning device for airborne or ground use.
However, further ground/air testing Is needed
to clarify the relationship between thunderstorm
lightning stroke rates and turbulence, considering such factors as storm height and size.
Testing of the ranging precision of the storm
receiver and the use of radar-measured turbulene fields will help in data analysis.

Stroke rates increased and the aircraft en-

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The d 'a of tables 2, 3, and 4 do not
show any linear relationship between stroke
rate and turbulence for these diverse storms.
It can only be said that the strongest turbulence observed was associated with a storm
producing the highest stroke rate (290 with
thunderstorm 3 on 7/28/82), However, all
tables show that, in general, the maximum
turbulence encountered increased when the
average stroke rate increased, and vice versa.

The maximum turbulence was not usually associated
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Table 1. Aircraft Turbulence Scale
Aircraft e1 /3

&P

2/3
cm

-1
sec

Turbulence
Negligible

0 - 2

>2 - 4

Light

54 - 7

Moderate

57 - 12.5

Severe

512.5

Extreme

Table 2 - Data Summary for 7/28/82
No.

Max A/C Turb.

Strokes/4 Hin.

Time (EDT)

TSTM

Pen.

Mod

Sev

Aver.

Max.

VIP

Ht.

VIP

Turb.

1

1018-IC33

1

3

-

7.2

137

23i

5/6

46

4

S/M

2

1033-1049

1

3

5.7

-

26

45

6

46

4

M

3

1049-1105

1

4

-

8.6

54

79

6

46

4

S

4

1117-1131

2

4

5.0

-

91

139

5

38

4

S

5

1131-1147

2

3

-

7.9

118*

127*

5

38**

4

S

6

1153-1209

3

3

"

9.3

551

881

5/6

50

4

S

7

1209-1225

3

3,

-

#

#

6

55

5

S

Period

13.2#j

No data for 1149-43
** Storm Increased to L6 and 47,000' at 1230

i No data from 1205-25.

Stroke rate 1225-29 was 290

## In extreme category
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NWS Data

ASR-8 Data

Table 3

Time (EDT)

TSTM

No.
Pen.

1

1437-1453

1

3

2

1453-1504**

1

2

3

1513-1529

1

4

1537-1553

5

1553-1559

Period

-

Data Summary for 8/17/82

Max. A/C Turb,
Sev
Mod

Strokes/4 Min.
Max.
Aver.

NWS Data
Ht.
VIP

ASR-6 Data
Turb.
VIP

7.5

18

23

*

-

7.1

84

102

*

3

6.2

-

23

46

*

*

4

2

4

6.3

-

166

259

*

*

4

2

1

-

8.1

194

195

*

*

*

4

-

4

M

M
S

No NWS data. storm heights est. 50,000' based on Tropopause height.

*

Radar power failure. A/C held outside storm 1504-13.

*

Table 4 - Data Summary for 8/23/82
N4o.

Strokes/4 Min.

Max.

NWS Data

VIP

ASR-8 Data

Ht.

VIP

Turb.

Pen.

Mod

Sev

Aver.

1

3

-

7.0

0

1

6*

34

4

S

1412-1A27

1

3

-

7.7

7

13

6*

35

4

S

3

1427-1A42

2

3

6.8

-

2

6*
6

35

4

S

4

1442-1458

2

3

8.3

3

7

6*

35

4

S

5

1503-1519

3

3

-

0

0

6*

38

3

H

Period

Time (EDT)

1

1349-1403

2

*

Max. A/C Turb.

TSTM

5.7

L6 classification considered doubtful due low heights and ASR-8 VIP levels
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A WIDEDAND AIRsORNS/GEOUND
LIGHTNING FLASH LOCATION S'YSTSI

Ernest Coleman
Naval Air Development Center (Code 3021)
Warminstar, Pennsylvania 18974

ABSTRACT
Thi ,paper presents the design and summary of test results of a now wideband
lightning location systei. Although this paper emphasizes airborne application,
the design and performance of the subject system is identical for both airborne
and ground applications. The unique method used for identifying, direction-finding
and ranging to a lightning stroke is discussed. The lightning location system is
designed to detect severe storms and to identify potentially turbulent weather.
A
standard video display output shoes the location of thunderstorms by displaying the
rate of lightning stroke activity. As new lightning strokes are received, the
display intensifies on the CRT to show the center of the electrical activity. This
provides a display of severe electrical storms siviliar to the standard radar
reflectivity displays. The lightning stroke data is integrated for four minutes.
As the number of lightning strokes diminishes, the display decreases in brightness.
A standard serial interface provides remote control and monitor capability. For
the ground and airborne test programs, the serial channel is used to record all
lightning data on a magnetic tape for later retrieval and display. Accurate direction findings is determined by utilizing only the peak pulses of the wideband
return stroke waveform. The range estimation from a single station to each lightning stroke uses the differences between the decay of electric and magnetic fields.
A single antenna unit consisting of two orthogonal wideband magnetic cross-loops
and a short vertical monopole antenna. The system has adequate bandwidth (3 Huz)
to detect return stroke pulses for accurate direction finding and ranging. The
system has a maximum range of 120 am radius. Tests on a number of lightning storms

/

...

at distance* to 75 a indicate the angular resolution is better than0,oand may
be in the range of lees then 3 1ith little or no systemmatic depend " e on the-number of active thunderstor
:ells which are at different angles 0 The lightning
location system is a modular/4gital design and may easily be Inteated into
other digital weather systeams. Test results are presented which sho the accuracy
of the system in locating severe weather.
Future plans for advance dvelopmsnt
of the, lightning location syetem by the Navy are discussed.
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NAVY AIRCRAFT are often required to fly
..-

!'

*

-'

missions in/around adverse weather. The
ability of radar to locate severe thunderstorm

turbulence is inadequate (l)*. In addition
to airborne radar, there are airborne systems
specifically designed to detect lightning.
However the range accuracy of these lightning
detection systems is poor. The range informstion is based on a so-called ideal lightning
stroke amplitide and is determined by assuming
a known propagation loss. Furthermore, the
lightning data is presented to the pilot
serially without adequate correlation with
old data already on the CRT. The rate at
which lightning data is produced is important
to the pilot as a weather hazard prediction.
The program reported here was established to
provide an alternate and improvement over
conventional storm detection systems.
Broadband measurements of the radiation
fields (high time resolution) produced by
lightning discharges within 120 and as close
as 1 show that most lightning waveforms have
zero-to-peak rise times of lees than five
microseconds. Most first and subsequent
return stroke fields have several sall
second peaks or shoulders immediately following
the first peak. The large subsidiary peaks

Fig. 1 - Storm Warning., System
AAATUS
The storm warning system (fig. 2) consists of three units; antenna, display and
receiver. The antenna assembly is mounted on
either the top or bottom of the aircraft. A
low aerodynamic drag shape contains the basic
electric and magnetic detectors. The display
assembly is a standard raster display. Two
size units are available (3 inch and 5 inch)
but any video monitor with composite video
input and 525 line display may be used. The
receiver has been designed for an operation
environment defined by MIL-E-5400, CLASS 2.
The total weight of the receiver is 14 pounds
and head dissipation is 52 watts maximum.
The receiver maximum dimensions are 3.25 X
12.37 X 10.25 inches.

(spaced 10-30 microseconds) In first strokes

are produced by the effects of branches.
Since the propagation speed of a return
stroke up a previous leader channel is approximately 200 meters/microsecond, these peak
fields are separated by 2 to 6 km. There are
many reports in the literature on the electro-

magnetic characteristics of thunderstobm,
radiation for example Uman (2-6), Krider (46). Taylor (7), Ruhnke (8), Fisher (9),
Brantley (10), Herrma (11), and Li lngston,
(12).
Here, we present a new version of a
lightning direction and range finder** (fig.
1), which utilizes the peak of the magnetic
radiation fields to provide accurate diractions to the chainel of individual return
strokes. Range to the stroke is estimated by
measuring the ratio of the low-frequency
magnetic field to the electric field. The
performance of the storm warning system
during initial test by FAA is presented in a
companion paper by W. Lewis in these proceedings.

Fig. 2

ANTENNA - The antenna separately receives
the electric (E) and magnetic (H)radiation
fields produced by lightning. Basically, the
magnetic sensors are shielded orthogonal
loops with a gap in each shield. The shield
around the loop improves the amplitude balance
of each loop and minimizes the aircraft
structure effects. The magaetic sensor
output is proportional to the lightning
signal multiplied by the cosine of the angle
between the plane of each loop and the discharge. The electric field is sensed'by a

The system operated effectively

short vertical monopole.

for discharges as close as a few kilometers
and as far away as 200 km. The signals
are
stroke
received by a stroes
he ateoutputs
ageorapica
ithncompared
ara.to other
strokes within a geographical area. The rate
of stroke occurrences are calculated and used
to show the intensity of the thunderstorm.

U

Storm WarninZ System Intllation

The antenna includes

three low pass filters which reject high
frequency signals and convert the ensor
tesno
fu
cns
to 50 ohmas.ao cv
RECEIVER - The antenna signals (figure
3) go directly to the receiver which has
three separate wideband, high gain amplifiers,
which provide a system noise figure of 7.5dB.

*Numbers in parenthese designate references at

The amplifier gain of 26.5dB was choosen to

end of paper.
**A U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 235,
168 filed February 17, 1981 entitled "Storm
Warning Method and Apparatus" is pending,

allow the linear detection of lightning
signalshbetween4dand 200 km. The bandwidth
of each ampifer is 1.5 K.z to 3 MHz. The
three amplifiers provide signals which are
proportional to the time rate of change in
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the radiation fields to separate integrators.
The output of each integrator (decay constant
of 45 microseconds) is proportional to the
radiation field waveforms.

yses the sampled peak pulses to determine the
general direction to each lightning stroke.
First, the low frequency data is used to

Those signals go

calculate the absolute ratio of H/E.

directly to separate track and hold circuitry
wkich holds the peak of each pulse in response
to'a ,sempling control signal. The control
signal' is provided each time the electric
field value peaks after a rise time lees than
five microseconds. The resulting voltages (E
and orthogonal H fields) are digitized and
stored in a first-in-first out (FIFO) memory.
"

The

magnitude of the magnetic field decreases
with the square of the distance from the
source while the electrostatic field decreases
with the cube of the distance from the source
(8). The effects of this relation are clearly
shown in figure 4. The amplitudes of the E
to H ratio (E/H) at 1.5 KHg frequency are
plotted as a function of distance. Although
the assumptions of a flat, good conducting
and a vertical lightning channel are

-ground

.__ ..
i.......considerable over simplifications, the digital

processor algorithm corrects for many of the
errors. The test results to date are encouraging as to the value of the H/E ratio to
determine range.

After the digital processor

estimates the range to the stroke the new
-

L_

data is analyzed to determine the lightning

___

-_

stroke rate for the corresponding geographical
area. The display is updated to reflect an

Fig. 3 - Functional Block Diasram

~Recognit!

R

T
tincrease
oC
t
.on Circuitry - The output of

the electric field amplifier is

in the lightning flash rate.

also connected

to recognition circuitry. The recognition
circuitry descriminatas against interfarring
signals which are not caused by the lightning
return stroke. The recognition circuitry
measures two parameters-pulse width and rate
of voltage change. The lightning step leader
is a narrow-pulse usually on the order of
several 100 nanoseconds duration and is
ignored by the recognition circuitry. The
time rate of change of the electric field is
monitored and used to identify a return
stroke signal. When the electric field has
reached its peak voltage, the sample control
signal is generated. After the recognition
of the first lightning pulse, an integration
control signal which has a duration of one
lightning stroke event (approximately one ail,lsecond)is used to interrupt the digital

2

T
Fis. 4

-

1

RAtio of T/E Versus Distance

processor.

Low Frequency Detection - The outputs of
the integrators are also provided to 1.5 KHz
band pass filters which have a narrow bandwidth of 200 Hz, The narrow band signals are
separately converted to a signal proportional
to true RMS volt,%ge levels. These signals
are a measure of the intensity of the electric
and magnetic fields. Outputs of the true RMS
detector are directly connected to sample and
hold circuitry. In response to the intogration control signal which is generated at the
end of a lightning stroke event, all three
outputs are sampled by the digital processor.
Digital Processor - The digital processor
digitizes the low frequency data and moves
all the wample peak pulse data from the FIFO
memory into random access memory (RAM).

TEST RESULTS
During the 1982 storm season, a total of
24 hours of lightning data was collected
using the storm warning system which included
6 hours of aircraft turbulence data. National Weather Service (NWS) radar swmmary'data
was obtained for the majority of the lightning
data. One storm on 28 July 1982 showed
extreme turbulence along with a high lightning
stroke race. The lightning stroke rate in
general indicated the severity of the storm.
The lightning stroke rate appears to go from
a low te a high rate in a relatively short
time during storm development. The storm of
23 August 1982 represents the typical storm
cell which has low lightning stroke rate and
likewise, a less severe turbulence than the

Alter the new data is

general storm

saved,

the recognition

measured during the 1982

season. The following discussion sumarizes
test results and shows typical storm warning

circuitry is once again allowed to detect new
lightning data. The digital processor anal-
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display data (see Lewis paper, these proceadings, for comparing lightning activity
"and turbulence). A detail report of test
results may be found in reference 14.
PREFRONTAL SQUALL LINE ON 28 JULY 1982

,.....

The dark areas indicate lightning activity
occurring at a rate of more than four strokes
per four minutes. Storm cell one to the West
of TFAST showed only two dots but the cell to
the North was showing extreme lightning

-

A prefrontal.squall line of severe thunderstorm

activity.

cells formed in Pennsylvania and Delaware to

doppler radar.

the north and west of Atlantic City, New
Jersey at 0830 EDT.
The storms formed a

was not flown to the cell. Note the dark
lightning calls to be leading the contour

This cell was out of range for the
Consequently, the aircraft

line about 125 nautical miles long (25 rm

plots for the radar data (the cell was moving

wide) moving from 260 deg. at 30 nm/hr.
Additional squall lines of thunderstorms
formed 50 nm west of the first line.
The NWS Video Integrator and Processor
(VIP) contours for 0935 EDT are shown in
figure 5 along with an overlay of the storm
warning system display. A computer program
was used to combine the storm warning data
and the NWS VIP contour data. The lightning
stroke data (fig. 5) is plotted an a dot for
lightning stroke rates loss than four strokes
per four minutes and circles for lightning

from West to East). There were moderated
levels of lightning activity behind the storm
cell. As storm cell one moved North of
TFAST, the display indicated extreme lightning
activity. This cell was within range of the
doppler radar and the aircraft was directed
into the storms center.
A new thunderstorm cell formed (cell
number two) west of cell one and moved into
range of aircraft at 1117 EST. The NWS data
indicated a maximum VIP contour level five
(LS) and cell height of 38,000 feet. The

strokes greater than four strokes per four
minutes. Note storm cell one for the test

lightning stroke rate of 139 occurred at the
end of test period four. The aircraft did

had a VIP contour level two (L2) approximately
25 nautical miles west of the test site.

not have clearance to fly into the storm cell
and consequently, flew mostly in the periph-

This cell moved from 270 degrees and, at 1008

oral areas.

EDT, was measured by the doppler radar to be
a level four (48-50 dBZ). The doppler data
showed possible severe turbulence at approximately 1019 EDT. Later at the end of test
period one, the doppler data showes uell I to
be moderate and the VIP contour level was
decreasing.

turbulence level of 7.9 (see Lewis, these
proceedings, for turbulence scale) during
test period five and the pilot reported light
hail. The lightning rate continued at a high
level during test period five.
Meanwhile, a third storm cell formed due
West of the TOAST mita at 1135 EDT. The
display indicated the now cell to have extreme
lightning activity, (fig. 6). The aircraft
was vectored to cell three. At approximately
11.56 EDT, the doppler radar measured a VIP
level of two (39 dBZ) for cell three. Six
minutes later, the doppler radar measured a
VIP level five (51 dBZ) and the NWS was
The The
storm
cellwarning
height
was now aat level
50,000six.
feet.
storm

VIP contours

a
.(,,~MVwea
,

P
VIP
%our-i

.showing
**

lightni

u

CCell

I +

i

system recorded a maximum stroke rate of 88

i

about five minutes before the aircraft meanured a turbulence level of 9.3. The storm
warning system was not operated between 1205
nto
1227 EDT. At 1227 EDT the lightning
stroke rate was 290. The aircraft measured

I

=

..

.an

I

,

WE MAv

------

The aircraft did experience a

extrame turbulence level of 13.2 about
four minute& earlier. The storm height was

now at 55,000 feet. Storm cell three was too
severe to continue the test program. The
pilot confirmed the lightning activity and
measured extreme turbulence at the leading
edge of the storm cell.

,s0

j/,
>0
,. yy

Fig. 5 - Lightning Location vs Radar
Reflectivity Contours for 0935 EDT 7/23/82
The storm warning system (SWS) display
showed lightning activity to be North East of

the FAA Atlantic City, Now
Terminal
Facility of Automation and Jersey,
Surveillance
Testing (TOAST) site between 25 nm and 50 mm.
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The calibration of the range accuracy of
the storm warning systems will significantly

W

enhance the data obtained on individual storm
cells. For
thewill
1983bestorm
daeson,In the
stormAwarning
system
installed
a Navy

,(u, '

,
A

A

c ll
cell

, .. $

,4

7waand
n na FAA
y tConvair-560
m wi l b aircraft.
n t l ed i Aftera y A

calibrating the range capability of the storm

~

warning system airborne aeasurement of thunhtninp7

l

methods reported in reference 14. The testing
of thunderstorms will no longer be limited to

+

'i.htning
c

3

c

the Atlantic City, New Jersey area. Move
data
be collected
from
storm cells
threewill
geographical
areas
(Oklahoma,
Now in
Jersey and Florida). Of particular interest,

AC

/
;

NAY

N
I

derstorms will be recorded using the test

will be the amount and time of occurrence of

/

hail activity during the convective storm

life cycle. In addition, the turbulence
factor of each storm cell will be compared
with the lightning stroke rate. The final
report will be available by 1984.
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Fig.

6 - Lightning Location vs Radar
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WIDEBAND MAGNETIC DIRECTION FINDER NETWORKS FOR
LOCATING CLOUD-TO-GROUND LIGHTNING
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ABSTRACT

i

Extensive networko of lightning direction finding stations are
now operating in the United States, Canada, Mexico, Norway, Sweden,
South Africa, Australia, Japan. and the People's Republic of China.
These 4ystems are being used to determine the location, movement, and
Intensity of thunderstorms; to facilitate the early detection of
lightning-caused fire*; to determine whether electric power outages
ara lightning-cauased; to warn of impending lightning hazards; and
for a number of other.applications and basic research. Hfre)we
deecribe the principles of operation of these lightning locating
.systems, system capabilities, typical system configurations, and
system ,erformance factors.
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To begin, it would be helpful to review the
terminology for the physical processes which
occur during a typical cloud-to-ground lightning discharge. A lightning discharge to
ground, or flash, contains several large current surges of strokes (1)****. A flash begins with a faint leader, which proceeds

antenna. The bandwidtha of the antenna system
are wide (approximately 1 kHz to 1 MHz) so
that the shapes and polarities of the lightning field waveforms are preserved. The voltage produced by the electronics associated
with each magnetic loop is proportionel to the
lightning magnetic field multiplied by the

rather slowly from cloud to ground in a series
of short luminous steps. When this stepped

cosine of the angle between the plane of the

leader contacts the ground, a vary energetic
and bright return stroke propagates rapidly
back up the ionized path established by the
leader. After a pause of 30-50 milliseconds,
a 'dart leader often forms and is followed by
another bright return stroke propagating upward. A typical flash to ground contains
three or four leader-return stroke combinations, which almost always transfer negative
charge to ground. The currents in return
strokes typically rise to peak values of 10-

loop and the direction of the incoming field.
Therefore, the direction of a lightuing flash
can be daterminud from the ratio of the signals on the two orthogonal loops, a standard
technique for radio direction finding.
In order to optimize accuracy and to
reduce background noise, the DF electronics
are designed to respond to only those field
waveehapes that are characteristic of return
strokes in cloud-to-ground flashes. The DV
electronics require the incident lightning
field to have risetime, width, and subsidiary

40 kA in 1-10 psec or lama.

peak structure that is characteristic of a

Figure 2 shows a block schematic diagram
of the basic LLP lightning locating system.
Two, three or four diraction-finding (DY)
stations tUansmit lightning direction and
signal strength data to a central poLitionanalyzing (PA) station via dedicated, asynchronous communications links. For larger
inutallations, LIP offers a VA system which

return stroke. ile electric field must have
a positive initial polarity (the polarity
produced when negative charge is lowered to
groand), and the field overshoot following
the initial peak must not be too large relaLive to the first peak. The riestiuw and
bipolar shape requirements also serve to
eliminate very distant (> 400 kim) lightning

can accept data from up to 20 We via a synchruonou communications network. The position

signals because the effects of propagation
increase the field riestimee (2), and distant

analyzer (VA) receives data from the remote
direction finders, calculates the lightning
positions, and outputs the results in reel-

ionospheric reflections are often large and
inverted with rvspect to the initial ground
wave (3). A modification to the DF electronics

time to a digital x-y plotter, a magatic tape

that permits the detection of positive return

recorder, and/or a local data terminal. Ti
system provides the time and location of mach
discharge, thu numuber of return strokes in
each flash, and the peak amplitude of the
return stroke magnetic field. Remote display
processors are also available for plotting
color TV and/or hard-copy maps of lightning

strokes, as well as the negative, is also
being tested.
In order to provide an optimum detection
efficiency over a wide dynamic range, the DF
contains both high- and low-gain analog circuits that operate in parallel. The field
shape criteria can be different in the high-

locations at any number of remote mites.
DIRECTION ,INDER - Each direction finder
(D') senses the alectromagntic fields radiated by lightning on two orthogonal magneticloop antennas and on a flat-plaLte electric

and low-gain sections because tits shapes of
near and distant lightning signals are usually
different (2)(4).
Since the shapes of first

•Also, Department of Atmospheric Physics,
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona
**Also, Department of Physics, University
of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona
***Also, Department of Electrical Engineering,
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida
****Numbers in parentheses designate References
at and of paper,
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and subsequent stroke fields are also different,
the shape criteria are automatically switched
to values appropriate for subsequent strokes
aftAr the first stroke in a flash is detected,
When a return-stroke field is detected,
the magnetic direction is determined at just
the time that the radiation field reachou its
initial peak. At this time, the stroke current
is still within about 100 m of the ground, so
that any errors in mausetic direction due to
horizontal channel sations and branch currents

are minimized (5)(6), and errors due to iono-

the appropriate outputs for both local and
remote display devices. Normally, the position
analyzer is configured to accept data from up
to four LLP direction finders. The direction
finders transmit lightning data to the position
analyzer via voice-grade dedicated data circuits, either land line or VHF/UHF radio. Each
direction finder sends a brief message at the
end of each lightning flash which contains the
lightning azimuth, first stroke signal amplitude, flash polarity, number of return strokes,

spheric reflections (7) are eliminated. Also.

and the time interval from the first stroke to
the time the message was transmitted. When the

by sampling at this time, the magnetic direction Indicates the location of the ground contact point rather than some elevated portion
of the channel. As we shell sea,. the angular
accuracy of a DY system is typically 1-2 degrees
or bettev (5). a value which is usually more
than adequate to resolve individual calls of

massages are received at the position analyzer,
the absolute time which the flash occurred is
calculated by subtracting the direction finder
processing tima frow the message receipt time
at the position analyzer. When the position
analyzer receives two or more direction finder
inputs which are time coincident it calculates

electrical activity within larger cloud systems.
A photograph of the DY electronics is
shown in Figure 3. The system is designed to
operate either in a stand-alone mode, often in
conjunctionL with a weather radar, or as part
of a larger network with an automatic PA. In
the former case, the lightning directions are
plotted on an analog x-y recorder on a compass
grid with the length of each vector being proportional to the peak amplitude of the first
stroke field. Clusters of vectors show the

the lightning location by a triangulation of
the direction finder azimuth angles. When only
two direction finders detact a flash and the
azimuth angles are parallel or very nearly
parallel, the position analyzer uses the ratio
of the first stroke signal amplitudes to calculate the flash position. In all other cases
the position calculation algorithm determines
which combination of direction finder angles
give the beet solution. Prior to calculating
the lightning location the position analyzer

diractionu and angular extent of individual

searches a table of correction factors which

storm cells, and if weather radar data are
available, then the lightning clusters can be
used to identify which echoes are producing

may be applied to the raw direction finder data.
Correction factors for direction finder signal
amplitude, constant angle correction, or azi-

lightning and which echoes are not.

math dependent angle correction are provided

With some

exprience, the operator of a single DF system
can often estimate an approximate range of a
storm using just the average lightning mignal
strength within a given cell.
A microcomputer subsystem built into each
DV digitizes and stores the signals for up to
14 return strokes in each flash to ground, computes the angles to each stroke, and stores the
reults in a buffer memory for subsequent output. The time, angle, signal amplitude, and
the number of return strokes for the most
recent flash are shown on a front panel LED
display and can be typed on a local data terminal, if desired. Under most conditions, the
amplitude of the field at a given range and the
multiplicity of return strokes are good indicatore of the severity of the discharge, The
total number of flashes that are detected each
hour, or for an operator-determined time inter-

to minimize the effects of incorrect direction
finder gains, loop antenna alignment errors,
and site errors respectively. All position
calculations are done with 24-bit precision on
an episoidal earth.
The lightning locations calculated by the
position analyzer are output in a number of
formats:
Front Panel Display - The time, azimuth
angle, range and number of return strokes for
the most recent discharge is displayed continuously by a series of LEDs on the front panel
of the position analyzer. The origin for the
azimuth and range shown on the front panel display is user definable but is usually assigned
to be the position analyzer coordinates. The
range units are also user definable.
Local Data Terminal - The lightning location data may also be printed in real-time on

val, are available for dioplay on the front

a local data terminal.

panel or for typing on command. The DF microcomputer can also transmit the angle and signal
strength data for each discharge to the position analyzer where individual lightning locations are computed automatically in real-time.
POSITXON ANALYZER - Tha position analyzar
(PA) is a preprogrmzed microcomputer system
which automatically accepts lightning angle
data from a network of direction finders, cal-

terminal normally prints the tim, coordinates,
polarity, mean range normalized signal amplitude (a quantity which is related to the peak
stroke current), number of return strokes, and
the identification numbers of the direction
finder sites which detected the flash and those
which were used to calculate the flash location.
Additional data terminal outputs may be selected
which print all the direction finder azimuth

culates the lightning locations and generates

angle, signal amplitude, and polarity data as
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For each flash the data

wall as the intersection points of all pairs
of diriction finder azimuth angles. An example
of an extended data terminal output for a positive flash detected by five direction finders
in a large netwotk is shown in Figure 4. The
lightning location can be printed in latitude/
longitude, angle/range, or cartesian (x-y)
coordinates. The origin and units for the
angle/range or cartesian outputs are user
specified. The user may also control the size
and location of the region for which data will
be printed on the data terminal,
High-Resolution Hardcopy Graphics - The
lightning locations may also be plotted in
real-time in map form using a high-resolution
pen plotter interfaced directly to the position analyzer. The pen plotter marks the location of each flash using different symbols or
different color pens which can be set to denote
flashes with different polarities or flashes
which occur within different time periods. The
user can select any plot region by specifying
the latitude and longitude of the southwest and
northeast corners of the map region. Both
front panel and data terminal commands are
provided to begin and end plots. The position
analyzer buffers the lightning data between
plots so data are not lost when maps are
exchanged. The position analyzer uses a
Lambert biconical map projection to convert
lightning locations to plotter (map) coordinates. The biconical map parameters are input
by the user to permit accurate alignment between the plotter and a user supplied, preprinted map base.
Local Video Displays - The position analyzer provides the necessary outputs to operate
a remote display processor (described below)
as a local video display at the position analyzer site. The remote display processor provides medium resolution color map displays
which may be operated independently of the
position analyzer. This allows the RDP operator to change map displays and replot older
data without interrupting the collection of
real-time data.
Remote Displays - The position analyzer
provides outputs to drive any number of remote
display processors. The position analyzer buffers the last 5700 flashes in nonvolatile memary. These data may be accessed by remote
display processors via the switched (dial-up)
telephone network when an auto-answer modes

that the system operators can take the corrective action. If direction finder confidence
messages fail to be received-at the regular
interval, the position analyzer automatically
prints another status message. The absence of
periodic confidence messages usually signals
-e loss of the data comunications circuit
k-ween the direction finder and position analyzer. The position analyzer also generates
system summary messages on an hourly basis,
daily basis, or at user request. The sumary
messages give the number of flashes detected
by all direction finders, the number of flashes
received from each direction finder that were
not time coincident with a flash from at least
one other site, the number of flashes which
were time coincident but did not intersect,
the number of overrange events, and the number
of flaahes which could not be printed because
the printer buffer reached capacity. An example
of an actual summary message for a three direction finder network is shown in Figure 5.
Operators can readily diagnose system problems
based upon the summary message. For example,
the summary message in Figure 5 shows that
direction finder number 2 was only responding
to about 20% of the flashes seen by the other
two sites. This message led to the discovery
and repair of a sensitivity problem in direction finder 2.
The position analyzer can also be interfaced with a cartridge magnetic tape recorder
to archive the lightning data. During periods
when the position analyzer is not being used
to process lightning data from the direction
finders in real-time, the archived tape data
may be reprocessed. The user specifies a time
interval of interest and the position analyzer
searches the tape for the data within that
interval. The data may be printed on the data
terminal or new lightning location maps may be
plotted on the hardcopy pen plotter or the
color video displays. Since the raw direction
finder azimuth angle and signal strength are
preserved on the tape records the position
analyzer can also apply any angle or signal
amplitude corrections during playback. The
cartridge tape recorder can be easily interfaced to larger user-owned computer systems to
transfer the lightning data to bulk tape or
disk files for further post processing.
REMOTE DISPLAY PROCESSOR - In order to
display the location, intensity, motion, and

and phone line are connected to the remote
interrogation port on the position analyzer.
Remote display processors may also be connected
to the position analyzer via dedicated data
circuits when continuous monitoring is required.
The position analyzer also incorporates a
number of test programs and diagnostic aids.
For examle, the direction finders are pregrammad to periodically transmit a confidence message which contains information on the status
of the DF poier supplies and clock. when
either the power supply voltage or time falls
out of tolerances the position analyzer prints
a status message on the local data terminal so

evolution of lightning storms in both space
and time, LLP has developed a remote display
processor (RDP) system specifically for lightning data. Basically, the RDP is a pre-programmad microcomputer with substantial memory
that generates a high-resolution (640 x 480
pixel) color video display of the lightning
locations together with geographic map detail.
Lightning data are transmitted from the PA to
the RDP via a dedicated or dial-up telephone
circuit or via the network communications loop.

The data are plotted in real-time and the last
6,000 or 12,000 flashes are also stored in a
local random-access memoty for subsequent play

1
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back onto any of up to 100 different maps.
The display itself can be in any of up to six
operating modes, two for real-time applications
and four for stored data. For example, the
real-time display can be set to periodically

Normally these so-called "site errors" are themselves a function of angle; and,
4) the location of the lightning with
respect to the locations of the DF stations.
Antenna Alignment - The crossed-loop mag-

delete lightning locations that are older than
a preset time interval, and locations can also
be color coded according to their absolute or
relative age so an operator can easily discern
old and new cells and storm motion. During
playback, the operator can replot maps in an
accelerated real-time mode according to a

netic antenna must be precisely aligned NorthSouth and East-West to obtain optimum DF
accuracy. Normally, this alignment can be kept
to an accuracy of ± 0.5 degrees;
but in cases
where a larger error occurs, the PA is programmed to automatically apply an appropriate correction. The alignment should be checked

preset time factor; and, again, there can be
color coding according to absolute or relative
time. Black-and-white examples of the RDP
hardcopy maps that were produced by an optional
color dot-matrix printer are shown in Figures
6 and 7.

As we indicated in the position analyzer
section, the basic LLP position analyzer
accepts data from two, three or four DF stations via dedicated point-to-point conmunications links. For larger networks, the recurring communications and operator costs can
often be substantially reduced by using a
multidrop communications network that is controlled by a central PA. Here, the lightning
data are stored at the DF sites until they are

periodically, particularly if the antennas are
mounted on wooden platforms or poles which
might change shape or twist when there are
changes in the weather environment.
Random Errors - Small random errors are
usually present in the lightning directions due
to background electromagnetic fields, noise in
the analog circuits, digitizing errors, and
polarization errors in the lightning field itself. The LLP system has been designed to
keep all these errors to a minimum. For
example, there are passive and active filters
to eliminate background fields; the analog
section is kept inside an RF-shielded enclosure
and low-noise circuits are used throughout;
the analog signals are digitized with 15-bit
accuracy; and the magnetic direction is
determined just at the time of the initial
radiation field peak to minimize polarization

requested by the PA, and up to 20 DFs can be

errors.

operated simultaneously on up to three independent communications loops. Normally, the
DF sites are interrogated by the PA at a rate
of 10 sites per second. The network PA can
serve as a central station for data archiving
and also can act as a front-end processor for
a larger host computer or to an existing data
processing system.
A large network of DFs usually provides
more accurate lightning locations because of
the extra angle intersections and more extensive DF overlap area, If one DF should go
down, a large network will usually have enough
redundancy to prevent a significant loss of
data.

errors in the system can be determined experimentally by comparing the directions to different return strokes within the same flash mince
these usually follow the same path to ground.
Figure 8, for example, shows the anglos to
each of 14 return strokes within the same discharge. By analyzing several hundred such
events, we have determined that the random
angle errors in the DF system are distributed
with a mean of zero degrees and a standard
deviation of 0.9 degrees.
Site Errors - Non-uniform terrain and
various conducting objects near the DF antennas
can, in many cases, introduce magnetic direction errors which are a function of angle. For
example, a nearby overhead electric power line
can act as a large antenna loop and can reradiate a small portion of the lightning mgnetic field and cause an angle error. It is
best to minimize the effects of site errors by
installing the DF antennas properly at good
site locations. In cases where a poor site is
unavoidable, the PA is programmed to correct
these errors using an array of correction
factors that are derived from either an objective analysis of the lightning data on a
larger computer or from other independent
observations. The objective analysis is an
iterative procedure that utilizes the light-

NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
The performance of any lightning detection
system is best judged by its demonstrated ability to provide accurate and reliable data under
a wide variety of operating conditions. Here,
we will present some quantitative results on
the lightning location accuracy, the detection
efficiency, and other factors which are important in most applications,
LOCATION ACCURACY - The accuracy of lightning locations depends on at least four fectore:
1)

the accuracy of the DF antenna align-

meet;
2)
random errors in
ground strike points;

the angles to the

3) systematic angle errors that are associated with the quality of the DF sites.

ning signal amplitudes at all DF sites (as
well as all DF angles) to determine a locatl~on,
and then the computer minimizes the systematic
angle differences on thousands of lightning

events.
Figure 9 shows a plot of the angle
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the lightning rate if there is dead time in the
electronics or if there is extensive computer
processing. These effects are now negligible
in the LLP system, and, in fact, the LLP DY
can process up to four lightning flashes which
overlap in time, as long as they occur in different directions.
Figure 11 shows typical detection efficiency versus range curves for two DF stations
in Oklahoma. The drops in efficiency at close
distances were caused by over-range events,
and the decrease at large distances is due to
both the decreasing signal amplitudes and to a
change in the lightning signal shape with distance. A peak efficiency of 80 to 909 occurs
in the 20 to 120 km interval with a medium
gain DF system, and less than half the flashes
are detected beyond 350 km.
OTHER PERFORILMNCE FACTORS - The long-term
reproducibility and reliability of a lightning
locating system depends on a Lumber of factors.
First, the electronics must be reliable and
easy to maintain. Each LLP DF system contains
a built-in lightning waveform simulator that
can be used to check and align all system components. Thus far, the mean time between
failures of the LLP DF system is at least 6,000
to 10,000 hours, and the position analyzer is
approximately 18,000 hours.
As we previously mentioned in the section
regarding the position analyzer, each DF automatically transmits a periodic status message
to the PA to verify that the DF is functioning
and that the data communications lines and
modems are working properly. The PA in turn
automatically types a message to the system
operator if the status of a DF or the data
link changes.

corrections that were derived for a DF station
in Oklahoma in 1980. Thus far, there is no
indication that these corrections change with
time or range; and, in fact, these same correction factors have been applied successfully
to data obtained in 1979.
Position Accuracj - In general, the final
accuracy of a lightning location will depend
on the number of DF stations that respond to
the event, their separation distancep and
geometric placement, and the location of the
lightning with resper t to the stations. For
exomple, if a flaih occurs close to the baseline separating to DF sites, the associated
direction vectors will be nearly parallel and
the intersection accuracy will be poor. The
PA is programmed to provide an optimum intersection for any combination of DFs that respond to a flash; and, in the case mentioned
above, it even uses the ratio of sigal.
amplitudes as well as the angles to provide
an optimum result.
Because of the difficulty in obtaining
accurate ground-truth observations of the
cloud-to-ground lightning strike point,
definitive data on the position accuracy of
the LLP Lightning Locating System are not
abundant. Piotrowicz and Maier (8) have
reported accuracy data for ten flashes which
occurred approximately 60 km equidistant from
two direction finders in Oklahoma. Their
results are reproduced in Figure 10. Two
locations are shown for each flash; the
ground-truth positions (based on all-sky
video camera records for azimuth and thunder
uelay for range) are shown with the open boxes
while the direction finder intersections are
shown with the shaded boxes, common events are
connected. The mean horizontal distance error
is 1.0 km with a range of 0.4 1o 2.7 km.
These accuracy figures are ct ;itant with a
1 random direction finder e,:
for two
direction finders at a distance of approximately 60 km (9). Most users of lkrge lightning locating systems with well sited direction finders report location accuracies in
the range of 1 to 2 km near the center of
the network and 6 to 8 km it the otter edges.
A comparison of radar echo and lightning
location data by Holle, et. a]. (10) found
that only 15% of the lightning locations
occurred outside of the radar echoes while
over 60% occurred in or near the radar echo
core.
DETECTION EFFICIENCY - A significant but
often overlooked performance factor is the
lightning detection efficiency. This efficienc3 is defined to be simply the ratio of
the number of cloud-to-ground flashes which
were detected to the number which actually
occurred. Since lightning is highly variable
3 a source, the detection efficienc7- will in
general be a function of raige. This is be-
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AIRBORNE AND GROUND-BASED LIGHTNING
ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS AND VHF SOURCE
LOCATIONS FOR A TWO-STROKE GROUND FLASH

M. A. Uman and E. P. Krider
Lightning Location and Protection, Incorporated, Tucson, Arizona
P. L. Rustan, Jr., B. P. Kuhlman, and J. P. Moreau

AFWAL/FIESL, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio
E. M. Thomson, J. W. Stone, Jr., and W. H. Beasley
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida

ABSTRACT

We have reduced and analyzed the data from a two-stroke lightning
flash to ground which occurred in South Florida on July 16, 1981, within
a network of four ground stations instrumented for VHF measurements,
about 15 km from a ground stati i instrumented for wide-band electric
field measurements, and within 10 km of a WC-130 aircraft operating
at 5.2 km and instrumented for wide-band electricand maSjnic field
measurements. The four-station ground-based VHF measurements allow
a reconstructi c of the geometry of the flash, which was composed of
two separate channels to ground. Electric field system bandwidth for
the ground measurement was from 0.02 Hz to about 2 MHz; electric and
magnetic field system bandwidths on the aircraft extended to 20 MHz.
Ground-based and airborne measurements of fields art presented and

A

shown to be conuistent with one another.
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DURING 1979, 1980, AND 1981 THE AIR FORCE
Wright Aeronautical Laboratories directed a
program designed to characterize airborne
lightning electric and magnatic fields.
A WC-130 aircraft instrumented for electric
and magnetic field measurements was flown in
South Florida in the vicinity of a network
of ground-based stations which provided
electric field at ground level and data from
which the location of lightning VHF sources
could be determined. Extensive data were
obtained. These will take many years to
analyze fully. In this paper we briefly
describe the instrumentation used during the
1,981 measurement season and illustrate the
potential of the data base by presenting an
analysis of data from one two-stroke lightning flash to ground which occurred at
17:09:40 EDT on July 16, 1981.

1---------

,

tives of the measured quantities were sampled
at 20 no intervals for time blocks of 160 Us.
Such blocks of data, with an effective upper
frequency response limit of about 20 MHz, were
acquired at a rate of twice a second, the data
block being initiated in a prm-trigger mode by
an incoming signal exceeding a pra-set threshhold.
GROUND-BASED MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
Ground-based electric field measurements are
essential to proper interpretation of the airborne data since considerable information exists
on the characteristics of the fields observed
at ground level and the relation of those
fields to their sources, whereas such information is not available for airborne fields. The
ground-based electric field system was similar
to that described in Beasley et al. (2). The
fields were recorded on eight channels of an
instrumentation tape recorder with a bandwidth
in the FM mode of 0.02 Hz to 500 kHz and in the
direct mode of 400 Hz to 2 MHz. A variety of
gains allowed the measurement of fields between
4 V/m and 40,000 V/m. Fig. 1 shows the overall
experimental setup including the location of
the trailer that housed the electri field
system.
The VHF source location system comprised
four VHF stations located about 20 km apart as
shown in Fig. 1. The VHF radiation at each
station was (a)detected with an omnidirectional
antenna, (b) passed through a filter with a
center frequency of 63 NHz and a bandwidth of
6 MHz, (c) log amplified, (d) envelope detected,
and (a)recorded on a modified version of the
RCA VCT 201 Video Cassette Recorder. The eyetem allows VHF locations from the measurement
of the difference in the time of arrival of a
given pulse at the four stations as explained
in Rustan et al. (3)and Proctor (4). The time
correlation necessary for this measurement, about
0.1 Us, was accomplished by using WWV for crude
time correlation and the vertical and horizontal
sync pulses from WINK-TV in Fort Myers (shown
in Fig. 1) for fine time correlation. The horizontal sync pulses have a rate of one each 63
Us.

AIRBORNE MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
The WC-130 aircraft is about 30 mifrom
nose to tail and about 41 m in wingspan.
Aircraft resonances arc expected at half and
integer multiples of 9.9 and 7.4 MHz. The
airborne instrumentation had an upper frequency response limit of about 20 MHz so that
some of these resonance effects could be
observed. Three basic types of sensors,
described in Baurt et al. (1)*,were used:
(a)plates to measure the component of the
electric field intensity perpendicular to
aircraft surfaces, (b) loops to measure the
magnetic field intensity parallel to aircraft
surfaces, and (c) loops to measure current
densities flowing in aircraft surfaces by
sensing the magnetic field associated with
those current densities. The latter
two sensors have essentially similar principles
of operation. A total of eleven sensors were
used on the WC-130 in 1981. Electric field was
measured on the forward upper fuselage, aft
upper fuselage, aft lower fuselage, and left
wing tip. Both horizontal componeuts of the
magnetic field were measured on the forward
upper fuselage. Skin current density was measured on the top and bottom of each wing and
on the aft upper fuselage. All measured quantities were continuously recorded on instrumentation tape with an upper frequency response
limit of about 2 MHz. In addition, the deriva-

*Numbers in parentheses designate References
at end of paper.
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A conceptual sketch of the lightning
channels of a two-stroke flash occurring on
July 16, 1981 at 17:09:40 EDT is shown in Fig.
1. The sketch is based on the VHF time of
occurrence and location of the VHF radiation
sources shown'in plan view in Fig. 2a and looking north in Fig. 2b. The location and orientation of the WC-130, which was flying at 5.2
km, is also shown in both figures.
Both strokes appeared to originate from
about the same region, but the second went to
a different ground strike point, about 5 km
north-west about 250 ms after the first stroke,
The first VHF radiation sources start
about 50 me before the first return stroke, at
an altitude of about 7 km, that is, 2 km above
the level of the WC-130, and about 7 km east
and 3 km mouth of it. The source locations then
spread up and down about 1 km and east to about
8 km in about 5 ms. During the last 5 ma before
the return stroke, the source locations are at
an altitude between 4 km and 1 km, from 7 to
10 km east and from 2 to 6 km south of the
WC-130. The ground strike point of the first
stroke appears to be between 7 and 8 km east
and 2 to 3 km south of the WC-130. For about
0.5 ms after the return stroke, VHF sources
appear between 3 and 8 km altitude, 7 to 10 km
east and 1.5 to 8 km south of the WC-130.
About 200 ms later, VHF sources become
active for 0.5 ms between 6 and 3 km altitudes,
5 to 9 km east and 2 to 3 km south of the
WC-130. Then, 30 ms laker, for about 1 ms, VHF
sources appear from 5 km down to 1.5 km altitudes, 4 to 5 km east and 2 to 5 km south of
the WC-130. The strike point appears to be
about 5 km east of the WC-130.
Figs. 3, 4, and 5 show the vertical electric field at the ground station, the airborne
vertical electric field on the aft upper fuselage (AUF in Fig. 1), and the magnetic field in
the direction of the fuselage as measured on the
forward upper fuselage (FUF on Fig. 1), respectively, for the first stroke in the flash,
The stroke which produced the electric
field in Fig. 3 was at a range of 16 km from
the ground station and 8 km from the aircraft.
The airborne field magnitudes in Figs. 4 and 5
are not corrected for field distortion by the
aircraft. The stepped leader pulses which precede the return-stroke transition and the first
ten microseconds or so of the return-stroke
field are essentially radiation field at these
ranges; and the fields on and above the ground
are expected to have essentially the same shape
(5), as the results in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 confirm. After about 10 Us, the return-stroke
electric fields show an electrostatic component
which the magnetic field does not possess (5)
(6). Additionally, the low-frequency cut off
the system used to obtain the magnetic field
shown in the figure decays slightly faster than
the actual field.
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The first-stroke electric-field intensity
measured at the ground station has an initial
peak value of 50 V/m, or 8.0 V/m normalized to
100 km, a peak field typical of Florida lightning (7). The comparable field values at the
WC-130 are 110 V/m, or a normalized 8.8 V/m,
on the forward upper fuselage, and 32 V/w, or
a normalized 2.6 V/m, on the aft upper fuselage.
The second stroke peak field measured on the
ground was 14 V/m, and the stroke was at a
range of 14 km, resulting in a normalized field
of 2.0 V/m, a relatively small value for Florida
return strokes (7). The airborne second stroke
fields were comparably small and difficult to
make any measurements on other than amplitude.
In the first stroke field records the ratios of
the stepped-leader pulse heights to the return
stroke peak are essentially the same, on average
about 0.1, and, as expected, the stepped-leader
pulses occur at the same times before the return stroke on all three records, as can be
seen in Vigs. 3, 4, and 5. The zero-to-peak
rise-time of the first return stroke measured
at the ground is about 3.0 us, also consistent
with typical values measured in Florida (7),
with airborne values of 2.9 Us at the forward
upper fuselage and 2.6 Us at the aft upper
fuselage. Stepped leader pulses have zero-topeak rise-times on the ground of about 1 us
and full-widths at the pulse base of about 2 s.
Comparable airborne values are 0.8 us and 1.2
Us at the forward upper fuselage and 0.3 us and
1.0 Us at the aft upper fuselage. All measured
rise-times are well within system limits. The
rise-times on the ground are expected to be
longer than in the air because of the effects
of groundwave propagation involving a nonperfectly-conducting earth, as discussed in
Lin et al. (7), Uman et al. (8), and Weidman
and Krider (9). The reason that the rise-times
at the aft upper fuselage are faster than those
at the forward upper fuselage is not known, but
aircraft resonances may contribute to this
effect. Wing and fuselage resonances are
excited by the airborne horizontal electric
field which is the dominant field within about
1 km of a return stroke and is comparable to
the vertical field near 10 km (5). The leader
pulse rise-times are somewhat slower than the
typical values for 10 to 90 percent of 0.1 Us
reported in Weidman and Krider (10) for lightning over salt water.
Maximum rates-of change of airborne electric field for both leaders pulses and return
strokes were the same, about 40 V/m us, or
3.2 V/m us normalized to 100 km. These are to
be compared with the normalized mean of 30 V/m
ps for return strokes and 21 V/m ps for leader
pulses reported in Weidman and Krider (9) (10)
for lightning over salt water.
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LIGHTNING FLASH DENSITY VERSUS ALTITUDE AND OTORM STRUCTURE
FROM OBSERVATIONS WITH UHF- AND S-BAND RADARS
Vladislav Mazur
University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma
Mesoccale,
Cooperative Institute for
John C. Gerlach
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Wallops Island, Virginia
W. David Rust
Laboratory, Norman, Oklahoma
Storms
Severe
Natic al

ABSTRACT
The UHF- (70.5 cm wavelength) and S-band (10 cm wavelength) radar at
NASA/Wallopa Island Research Facility in Virginia U.S.A. have been used to
relate lig':ning activity with altitude and with reflectivity structure of
thunderstorms. Two cetnters of lightning flash density were found; one
observabetween 6 and 8 km altitude and another between 11 and 15 km. Our
two
of
_(
al.
et
Taylor
by
observations
to
tions appear to correspond
classes of discharges separated in altitude.

radar 'SPANDAR) to record precipitation
reflectivity while the UHF radar was used
to locate lightning flashes. Table 1 shows
the important specifications for these
radars. Both radars were operated in an
RHI (range-height indicator) mode. The UHF
radar was held at a constant azimuth whll
in 2.5
was stepped
elevation
its
increments, with a 30 s holding period at
each elevation angle. A complete vertical
scan of nearby storms at a single azimuth
usually took about 5 min. The SPANDAR waA
scanned continuously within the 2.5
azimuth sector of the UHF radar.

THE LOCATION OF lightning flashes has
been examined by several investigators,
The methods of such studies have utilized:
1) a network of electric field change
sensors for location of charges neutralized
during a flash (1); 2) three-dimensional
mapping of VHF radiation sources associated
with flashes (2,3); 3) mapping of strike
points of cloud-to-ground flashes using two
or more cross-loop magnetic direction
of
finders (4); 4) radar indications
lightning channels in two dimensions (5,6);
and 5) acoustic techniques to reconstruct
of
structure
three-dimensional
the
lightning from thunder (7). We have found
the use of radar to be most effective for
determining lightning distributions in
an instrumented
for guiding
time, soandthat
real
it will be struck by
aircraft

- The Operating Characteristics
Table 1
aars
of
1 - T-ban
of UHF- and S-band Radars
S-band

that

-band

lightning (8).
The antenna pattern and wavelength are
critical factors for effective lightning
location by radar. With longer wavelength.
precipitation
from
reflectivity
the
from
backscattering
while
decreases
combined
The
lightning channels increases.
of a long wavelength radar (tens
necessity
of centimeters) for better separation of
ecRoeier
lightning echoes from precipitation < 3 )
(e.g.
antenna
beamwidth
narrow
a
and
for greater accuracy in mapping leads to
Radars
antennas of considerable sizes.
uncomnon.
with such characteristics are
One such radar is the UHF-band radar (70.5
cm wavelength) at NASA/Wallops Island
Research Facility in Virginia. The results
of our study of lightning structure of
frontal storms with that unique radar are
presented here.

V

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Peak power, MW
Pulse width, is
rtition
rate, 1/s
Beam width, degrees
Receiver
sensitivity, dBm
RRESULTS

________

1
1

1

320,640
0.4

320,640
2.6

-119

-112

lightning
the
characterized
We
activity by the flash density: i.e., the
number of flashes per minute observed in
each kilometer interval along the radar
beam. Our UHF radar measurements show that
returns from lightning echoes are at least
from
those
than
higher
dBz
25
section
The radar cross
precipitation.
from
varies
(RCS) of3 lghtninu channels
about 10

Prior to and during periods between
storm penetrations by a F106 research
aircraft, we used the 10-cm wavelength

UHF-band

(SPANDAR)

received from regions without

m
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any precipitation echo in UHF-bajid, to the
maximum value of about 100 m- received

REFLECTIVITY (dBZ)
FLASH DENSITY (I/min/km)
r>e
=>12
-->2

elsewhere.
Most lightning echoes with
small amplitudes ( < 0.1 m ) occurred at
high elevation angles near the top of the
storm. The number of such echoes decreased
considerably at lower elevation angles,
possibly due to the absence there of short,
only
present
low current discharges
in the upper part of the storm, or due to
echoes from small lightning discharges
being indiscernible within the more intense
precipitation at lower heights. Because of
this uncertainty, we limited our analysi
to lightning echoes with the RCS Z 0.1 m
which is about the minimum value detected
On 11 August
in precipitation regions.
1982, a storm was south of Wallops Island
and in the front part of a northeastward
moving squall line. The RHI scans were

mad 8 when

t0e

storm ce8ter was

10

-

..
40

2

0

/ ,

0>I4

W>16

ocores.

to

20

30
40
RANGE (km)

30

60

70

2 - Storm structure and contoured
lightning flash density on 11 August 1982,
1917.40-1923.00 UT.
The upper level lightning maximum almost
dissipates and its lower counterpart
spreads into both lower precipitation
Azimuth is 187 from the radar.

0

In the period 1903-1908 UT two "cores"
of lightning density that are vertically
separated
present in
thethestorm.
The
lower one isareassociated
with
front part
(relative to the storm movement) of a 50

I

20

,,o

'

dBZ precipitation core, while the upper
is near the top of the 40 dBZ
reflectivity contour.
During the period
1917-1923 UT, the upper lighLning density
maximum is decreased considerably and the

'I,

,,maximum
-50

top of the 40 dBZ reflectivity has lowered
from
13.5 km
to less
than 12iskm. The lower
lightning
density
maximum
now found in
parts of the 50
dBZ reflectivity.
The

....
0

2

20

40
30
RANGE (km)

1VA

50

3both
60

front

70

of

the

50

dBZ

region

has

and
new 60
dBZ core
inside
the arear
portion
of has
the developed
storm.
In the
third period, 1951-1956 UT, the upper
lightning density maximum is again present,
The lower maximum has decreased about 0.5
km in altitude and now is associated with
the heavy precipitation region (60 dBZ)
which is elongated downward.
In each of
the three series of observations the
highest region where lightning echoes were
observed is above the upper contour of 10
dBZ reflectivity level.

Notice
two 'cores' of lightning activity.
Also notice
that 50 d8Z precipitation core
in rear (N 44 km range) is Jevoid of
lighLning while front part of the same
reflectivity core is w;thin the lower
lightning makimum. Azimuth is 2150 from
the radar.

5 -2

--

part

increased in altitude from 8 km to 9.5 km,

Fig. 1 - Storm structure and contoured
1August 1982,
1903.41-1908.07 UT.
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small echoes, the lightning density
the upper part of the storm would have
been even greater, while that in the lower
would remain essentially the se'ie.
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CONCLUSIONS
The results shown here indicate
clearly the presence of two centers of
lightning activity
located
in lower
(between 6 and 8 kin) and upper portions
(above 11 kin) of the severe storm.
I.ightning density was greater inone center
or another at different times; however, the
lower maximum varied only little with time
while the upper one changed significantly.
Our finding of two cores of lightning
density that are vertically displaced is
similar to a finding of Taylor et al. (9)
in non-severe and marginally severe
Oklahoma thunderstorms using a dual VHFmapping system (6) for lightning location.
Taylor et al. identified a class of small
intercloud flashes called minor flashes in
a region centered at about 11-13 kin
altitude.
These flashes produce only a
small number of VHF radiation sources in
each flash, but they occur at higher rates
than the larger ones. It seems reasonable
that their small size associated with small
RCS. Therefore the group of echoes with
the RCS less than 0.1 m2 situated mostly at
upper part of the storm, which we did not
include in the analysis, could be echoes
If we had counted
from minor flashes.
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LIGHTNING SHOCKWAVE EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT FUEL VENT LINES
T. S. Lee* and J. D. Robb**
ABSTRACT
high
unusually
shown
have
researches
Earlier
pressures from lightning strikes into aircraft fuel vents
which are effluxing flammable fuel mixtures. A combination
detonation wave and shockwave has been suggested as the
Recent investigations of
explanation for this damage.
oil tanker
vents has
lightning effects on
possible
suggested that lightning strikes close to the vent could,
in fact, produce this combination shockwave and detonation
wave which could, because of the high pressures involved,
used
for
flame
arresters
conventional
defeat
the
protection.
Investigations and calculations have disclosed that
into a vent, even weak finite-amplitude acoustic waves will
evolve during propagation into a full detonation wave as
the pressure progressively builds tip, if the vent line is
This distance is called the "run-up
sufficiently long.
distance" and studies of conventional shockwave run-up
parameters.
the
general
have
indicated
distances
Calculations of the run-up distances when triggered by a
lighting discharge indicate that these can be fairly short
if a full lightning shock pressure is present at the vent
inlet. This suggests that jettison tubes or vents should
be located well away from probable lightning strike points
on aircraft.

*
**

University of Minnesota, Lightning &
Institute

Transients Research

Lightning & Transients Research Institute

Thi. paper was not available gor incorporation into thi3 book.
be published at a future date.
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THE EFFECTS OF NEW TECHNOLOGY TRENDS ON AIRCRAFT LIGHTNING VULN~ERABILITY
AND THE CAPABILITY TO IDENTIFY TECHNOLOGY DEFICIENCIES

T~.i
D,

Auckland and R. F. Wallenberg

Yr

ABSTRACT
i~perational aircraft representing the 1960 and 1970 technology
tim framas were tested in the Full-Level Lightning Aircraft System
Hardening (FLLASH) program at Albuquerque, Now Mexico, during the spring
and summer of 1982. The direct-strike lightning threat was simulated
and peak injection currents of 180 kA were achieved. A methodology

was developed during this program which euables the aircraft designer
to perfcrm trade-off studies at very zarly des~ign stages involving
avionics pack,.ges, airframe configurations, and various threat
scenarios.

+

-

--.

-

-

--.

--

DISCUSSION
NEW MATERIALS, AIRCRAFT designs, and highlevel threats are rapidly emerging which
necessitate that future aircraft satisfy
mission requirements from the onset of
design. Mission requirements now include
surviving extreme electromagnetic threat
levels using low-level solid-state equipment
which comprise fly-by-wire control systems,
and composite materials which can compromise
electromagnetic shielding. A new methodology has been developed which can aid in
making a first-cut evaluation of the
electromagnetic vulnerability of a new
platform at a very early design stage. This
methodology has been applied to low frequency threats such as lightning and the nuclear
electromagnetic pulse, and is currently
being extended to microwave frequencies.
This ability to evaluate performance and
cost impact of new technologies and modern
threats has extremely high value,
To
synthesize
the
electromagnetic
protection required by new technologies such
as fly-by-wire and composite material
aircraft, it is necessary to generate the
Fig. 1 transfer functions D(f) and T1 (f)
for different airframes and
through T(f)
5
avionic systems.
Knowledge of the transfer functions
allows evaluation of voltages and currents
which will result from the different
throats. Transfer functions are most easily
obtained from frequency domain measurements
or theoretical calculations. They may then
bu tabulated in several data files, which
are used by a simulation program package.
Fig. 2 illustrates the difference between
the threat spectra, D(f), for lightning and
nuclear
electromagnetic
pulse
(NEMP).
Typical point-of-entry transfer functions
are illustrated In Figs. 3 and 4 for
composite panels (transfer impedance) and
joints (transfer admittance), respectively.
More detail concerning the transfer function
approach and methodology description may be
found in References [I]* and 12].

for hardening a proposed platform against
various
threats,
including
external
electromagnetic and environmental, has been
developed. Each step toward the ultimate
design goal may be taken by a combination
of simulation techniques or test results.
A feedback
loop
is included
which
incorporates
the
important
trade-off
considerations that must be made.
Measured results show that conductive
coatings applied to composite material
laminates provide significant protection
against structural degradation during a
direct lightning strike attachment as well
as providing improved shielding. A feeling
for the circuit-level protection afforded
by various types of coating materials can
be seen in Fig. 5. Here a 3m length of
100-ohm line
is terminated
in
its
characteristic impedance and a fusla~gs
longitudinal current density of 64 kA/m is
assumed to flow on the panel material
exterior. This corresponds approximately
to a 200 kA direct strike on a 1/2m radius
fuselage.
Various maximum open-circuit
voltages are given from 1 to 500V for
different conductive coating thicknesses
using uncoated 8-ply graphite/epoxy as a
baseline. Wunsch constants are given in
parenthesis and represent the minimum
Wunsch constant that
a semiconductor
junction must have if it is to survive
being connected directly in the circuit.
For example, 50V ol open-circuit voltage
protection is provided with a
45-mil
coating of aluminum on 8-ply graphite/
epoxy.
If uncoated, the graphite/epoxy
panel would have to be 30 cm thick to
provide 50V protection against 64 kA of
external surface current density.
Protection by coatings, however, is
gained at the expense of a weight penalty.
Various protection techniques are also
availabla to the aircraft manufacturer at
the wire harness or circuit level. These
include mismatches between source and load
impedances and use of voltage limiters. A
trade-off between the protection provided

*Numbers in brackets designate References at
end of paper.
The ever increasing complexity of
present and future platform designs also

7

--

by these methods and that provided by
conductive panel coatings is performed in
Reference [3].
The mechanisms by which direct-strike

pushes the designer into consideration of
These
several cross-discipline issues.
include environmental effects on new
airframe materials, aerodynamic effects due
to
shielding
improvements,
and many
synergistic effscts which relato to overall
mission performance.
A general algorithm

lightning couples to the interior of a
platform is extremely dependent on platform
design (i.e., TI, T2 , and T3 ). The material
distribution of a fly-by-wire mixed metal/
composite
aircraft is illustrated
in

5I4
5. 2

..
°

new
threats,
and
technologies,
modifications imposed on its platform.
Methodology can aid in ranking IR&D

Fig. 6. Experiments were conducted during
the FLLASH tests to provide operational
airframe data to refine/corroborate assump-

Further
tions made in the methodology.
experiments will provide additional detail.
This methodology is

*

programs.
Such an integrated overview

forms the

basis for proposing and justifying new

being applied to

programs needed
deficiencies.

the analysis of the impact of advancedconcept avionics packages on new airborne

to overcome technical

Examples of this are the
weapon systems.
impact of airframe configuration on the
all-new JVX aircraft depicted in Fig. 7 and
the implementation of the Advanced Digitial
Optical Control System (ADOCS) being considered for the US Army Black Hawk helicopter shown in Fis. 8. The Navy Seahawk,
which is very similar, is shown for comparison of airframe material distribution.
The helicopter is a substantially
poorer "Faraday shield" than the fixed-wing
fighter and, consequently, interior field
levels due to aperture coupling are of great
concern. It can be shown that for a unit
H-field incident plane wave at 1 MHz,
electric field strengths inside the cockpit
can be as high as 2000 V/m using the
methodology. Also, for cable bundles lying
outside the Faraday shield, as is the case
for harnesses on the roof of the helicopter,
induced voltages as high as 4000V have been
predicted for 100 kA/Vs rates of directstrike rotor-to-tail current rise. Voltages

shown
that
tests
have
In
addition,
adequately hardened subsystem boxes can
significantly harden device susceptibility.
Consequently, total subsystems rather than
devices must be illuminated in testa.
Analysis to date has identified a
number of technology voids when considering
the high-level lightning threat as siarized in Fig 10. It indicates some of the
areas in which technology gaps must be
filled.
As work continues, other voids
detailed
analysis
and
requiring
experimentation will be identified.

can be much higher if the circuit is near a

gular

concentrated current path such as the rotor
shaft or if the particular circuit had a
relatively large loop area. The wire bundle
used in this example is shown in Fig. 9 and
is located on the roof of a mixed Kevlar/
These predicted levels
metal helicopter.
are comparable to reported test results.
Table 1 summarizes estimates of peak induced
voltage for a cable on top of the helicopter

Symposium on EMC, Santa Clara, September
1982.
3. D.T. Auckland, et al, "InterStudies
on
the
Structural/
displine
Electromagntic Optimization of Advanced
report
interim
Composite
Aircraft",
prepared
by
the
Syracuse
Research
Corporation for the Naval Air Systems
Command under Contract N00019-82-C-0088,

when struck by a lightning waveform on the

SRC TR 82-1596, December 1982.

rotor blades. Waveforms of various rates of
rise are considered.

(Full-Level
Lightning
4.
FLLASH
Aircraft System Hardening) tests performed
at
aircraft
F-18
and
F-14
the
on
under
the
Mexico,
New
Albuquerque,
direction of J.A. Birken, Naval Air Systems
Command, spring-summer 1982.
5. R.A. Perala, "Full-Level Lightning
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CONCLUSION
The importance of the capability to
identify technology impacts in new platforms
is underscored by recent lightning test

results [3, 4, 5, and 6]. In particular, it
* Graphite/epoxy materials may be used in
place of metal if adequate protection
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Back Hawk and Seshawk surface material descriptioni
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POINT

wodsl of Kavlwr/matal balicopter

induced voltage on 2m cable 3 in.
above Kavlarlmetal helicopter roof area
caused by direct strike to rotor

Table 1

-Peak

Peak Open-Circuit
voltage MV

Nominal RLite
of Rise (kA/Us)

Direct-Strike (Injection)
Current Description

1.5

LTRI Teut Waveform.
(Reference 5)

0.04

Full-Level Threat
(Recomuended SAE Waveform)

100

4000

AFFDL 1 kA FLUSH Waveform
(References 3 and 4)

2.5

100

35

1300

SAN~DIA 80 kA FLASH Waveform
(References 3 and 4)
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UNPRDTECTFO ILA-OVM LIGHTNING~ TESTS AND N)PLICATIONS
TO KE'JLAR AIRPhME DESIGNS

D. T. Auckland
Syracuse Research Corporation
Syracuse, NY .13210

J. A. Birken
Naval Air Systems Com~and
Washigtoa, DC 20361

AJsTRAPT
-A fiberglass radose, mounted on oa~a
operational aircraft, was subjected to a
dl ract lightning strike attachment experiment.
It wAs found that lightning
dJ. 'rter strips could be effectively used to prevent damage from occurring to ths
ri'Aome. Omission of any protective scherA, howwver, resulted ft burathrough of the
radome surf ace and arcing to the edge oZ the phased array radar anten~na. These
tect results are discussed1 in context %ith the application of nonconuting
composite materials, such as Kavlar, to airframe component design.
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-
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-

DISCUSSION
DURING THE SPRING and sumer of 1982, Full
Levef' Lightning Aircraft System Hardening
(FLLASH) tests were performed on two
operational aircraft at Sandia National

simulator is the use of a crowbar switch
across the Mar= generator used to supply
the high voltage required to produce the
high current levels in an externtl load.

Laboratory

The

in Albuquerque,

NM.

During the

use of a crowbar

switch pro~eces

an

end of these tests, it was attempted to get
the Sandia lightning simulator to arc to the
radome of one of the aircraft. The radome
consists of layers of fiberglass and is
nonconducting except for a metal wear tip.
The test bed configuration is shown in Fig.
I. Further details concerning the test
fixture and Sandia lightning facility are
given in [i]* and [2].
A combination of basl
and derived
parameters may be used
to represent
lightning flashes.
Those used for the
Sandia simulator are: the stroke rise time,

essentially nonlinear circuit In which,
before closure of the crowbar switch, the
circuit is a lightly damped L-C circuit,
while after closure the circuit becomes an
L-R circuit. The circuit is shown in Fig.
2.
With thic design, the lightning
current rise time is dependent upon the
product of the Marx capacitance and the
total circuit inductance, which is a series
combination of the external load inductance
(equipmeut under test), the intrins~i Marx
inductance, the intwrconnection inductence,

number of strokes per xlash, peak current in

and the deliberately added inductance

a single stroke, action integral (the
integral of the square of the current with
respect
to
time),
and
total charge
transferred
Some simple analyses show that this set
of parameters is reasonabl? for describing
the severity of lightning effects. The rise
time is important because the coupling
through apertures icreases 4ith decreasing
rise time and corruspond'ungly greater high

provide the desired current rise time. The
decay time of the current is then
determined by the ratio of the total
circuit inductance to the total circuit
resistance.
With
a
total
circuit
inductance on the order of 9 microhenries,
a total circuit revistance on the order of
0.1 ohms is required to give a decay time
on the order of the desired value of 75
microseconds. This low a value turns out

frequency content.

to be well within achievable ranges.

The number of staokes is

to

important bwcause of the synergistic offg~tz
which may occur because thE first of a
series of strokes produces initial effects
which allow significant damage t. occur on
later strokes.
The
peak current is

The naturo of the circuit used in the
Sandia lightning simultfor obviates the
requirement for a large damping resistor,
and the resulting energy efficiency is
approximately two ordurs of magnitude

important because it determines the maximum

better

magnj0.e forc.ts which a structure may
experiace.
The
ac ion
integral
is
inpoetatr
becauce whan reeistive heating

essentially
the
same
output
characcerlstic6.
The crowbar
circuit
requires a low inductance voltage source to

damage eff ct
tre
integral time& the

than

an

overdamped

circuit

with

expected, the action
resistance gives the

drive the peak current through the external
load inductance,
.ince the peak currcnt

deposited ouargy. finally, the total chkrge
transferrod is important in rucii phenomena
so butnthrough when a plasma is formed at
the aurface, since in thig caie the energy
deposited iN proportional to the total

obtainable is the initial voltage times the
square root of the C/L ratio of source
capacitance to total circuit inductance,
A Ns'.x generator is a high voltage
generatcr consisting of a number of

charge timas the plasma voltage drop.

capacitors which are charged in parallel
and connected in series by spark gaps.

Initially the spark gAps are ipen circuits,
and an external poevr supply is used to

*Numbers in brcckets designate references at
end of paper.

charge the capacitors to a common voltage.

The capability to produce the levels
required

is

made

possible

by

When the Marx gentrator is fired (erected)

a circuit

one or more spark gaps are triggered,

concept which has not previously been used
for

lightning

simulation,

although

the

the

untriggered

fired

general
concept
has
been
studied
extensively for other purposes. The key to
the circuit used in the Sandia lightning

by

spark gaps

overvoltage.

are

The

and

rapidly

resultant

configuration is a series configuration In
whicf the capacitance to the seribe
combination of the capa~itors, and the
voltage is the original cha2Lgng voltage
times the number of capacitors conneoted in

58-2

.

series. A voltage multiplication is thus
realitad, allowing high voltage output with

with
negligible
conductivity.
These
results should be directly applicable,

relatively low voltage input,
During testing of the radome, one Marx
generator was erected which yielded & peak
current of 60 kA when the circuit was
completed through the antire aircraft. No

then, to Kevlar, which has very similar
electrical prop~rties. Under more humid
conditions, as would probably be present
during
an
actual
lightning
strike
situation, arcing would occur much more

damage was incurred by
when lightning diverter
shown in Fig. 3.
When
was removed, however,
initiated to the radome

the radome surface
strips were used as
the diverter strip
no arc could be
surface. In order

readily along the radome surface but
burnthough might be avoided altogether
depending
on
the
local
atmospheric
conditions at the radome surface.

to initiate breakdown at the radome
surface, a short length of copper tape was

The use of diverter strips has been
shown to offer a significant degree of

used as shown in Fig. 4. The arcs which
were then initiated on the radome surface
propagated fvom the corners of the copper

protection to non-conducting radomes.
It
has been shown that without them the
potential for damage to a non-couducting

tape strip back along the surface

radome

to the

position of the phased array dish, located

as

shown

in Fig.

5.

Burnthrough

6 and 7

are reproductions of pictures taken at the
test site showing the phase array mounted on
the

aircraft

and the

radome

damage

direct

lightning

strike
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1AN
OVERVIEW OF THE F-14A AND F/A-18A LIGHTNING TESTS

R. A. Perala and C. C. Easterbrook
Electro Magnetic Applications, Incorporated, Denver, Colorado

ABSTRACT
During the spring and suimmr months of 1982, vari me lw
and high level current injection tests were accompliuhed on the
F-14A and F/A-18A aircraft. The intent of this paper is to present
an overview of the tests and a summary of some of the more significant results. The low level tests included swept CW, a fast (-300 ns)
risetime test, and a nuclear EMP related test referred to as the
Surface Current Injection Technique (SCIT). High level pulses up
to 173 kA with a 10-90Z risetime of 1.7 osec were injected into a
powered up active aircraft. Shock excitation tests were also
performed with voltages on the aircraft on the order of 1 MV.
Comparisons between low and high level, fast and slw risetime,
and CW and pulse responses are summarized. Iu addition, because
the two aircraft afford an opportunity to compare metal and carbon
fiber composite (CFC) construction, comparisons between the two
aircraft are given.
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ERRORS IN LIGHTNING DIRECTION FINDING BY AIRBORNE CROSSED LOOPS

Lee W. Parker
Lee W. Parker, Incorporated, Concord, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT
Analytical and cc-, uter approaches are presented for predicting the site
errors of airborne crossed loops used for lightning direction-finding. This
type of azimuth error I.scaused by distortion of the incident field due to
induced skin currents. Conputer code results are presented for a T-39 and a
C-130 aircraft used in flight-testing a comercial clpsed-loop system. Another
type of bearing error, caused by non-vertical lightning channels, is analyzed
for the case where both detector and lightning source are above a conducting
Also discussed is the 180-degree ambiguity and its resolution
ground plane.
by an electric field antenna.
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AIRBORNE CROSSED LOOPS may be used to sense the
azimuth of lightning discharges as an on-board
aid-in the avoidance of thunderstorm regions.
However, the loops can be susceptible to serious
site errors in lightning direction-finding,
depending on the geometry of the aircraft and
the. loop location on it (1, 2, 3)*. These site
errors are caused by scattering (re-radiation
due to induced eddy currents) of the incident
magnetic wave field by nearby conducting surfaces (the skin of the aircraft). These eddy
currents produce a secondary magnetic field that
results in a total magnetic vector of generally
different (distorted) orientation from the incident orientation. The crossed-loop detector is
"misdirected" when it senses the distorted
orientation and indicates an erroneous bearing,
(The term "misdirection" was used earlier in
this sense, and may have been coined by A. Sommerfeld (13).) Aother consequence of the site
error is that it disturbs also lightning ranging
systems that use relations between magnetic
amplitude and distance, since the amplitude as
well as the direction is distorted by the scattcring effect.
Two approaches, analytical and numerical,
are presented for analyzing and predicting the
site errors of airborne crossed loops. In both
approaches we assume that the aircraft is small
compared with the radiation wavelength (magnetostatic limit), and solve Laplace's equation to
obtain the scattered magnetic field vector, for
arbitrary azimuth angles of incidence of the
wave from the lightning radiation source. The
site error arises from the fact that the individual orthogonal magnetic field components are
changed by different factors. The error analyses presented here and in Refs. (1) and (2) do
not appear to have been published previously,
In the analytic approach, fuselages, wings
and tails are modeled by ellipsoids. An important analytical result is that large errors in
lightning direction-finding can occur (e.g., of
the order of 200) even in the case where the
instrument is symmetrically located, e.g., centered on a long fuselage. The error can be
still larger if the instrument is mounted near
the nose or tail, or near edges. (See Ref. 3.)
In the numerical approach, the aircraft
geometry is modeled realistically, and numerical solutions are obtained using a 3-D computer
code. Computational results are presented for
two actual aircraft, a T-39 Sabreliner and a
C-130 Hercules. These aircraft have been used
in flight tests to evaluate a commerciallyavailable crossed-loop system for severe
weather avoidance (4, 5, 6). The predicted
errors (of the order of 100 for the T-39 and
200 for the C-130) are consistent with flighttest results for the particular mounting locations chosen. The calculations indicate that
other locations would reduce the error,
By a combination of theory and experiment,

errors affecting crossed loops, for any given
airplane geometry. The results of this determination would suggest optimum locations for
the placement of the loops on the aircraft.
The correction factors need be determined only
once. If this is done, the site errors can be
completely eliminated by suitable adjustment of
the electronic amplification.
Also discussed are azimuth errors due to
non-vertically-polarized lightning channels,
and the 180-degree ambiguity inherent in
crossed loops. A non-vertical (or "slant")
lightning channel will cause a crossed loop to
determine an erroneous direction, if the loop
and lightning channel are at different altitudes. The effects of loop altitude above a
conducting ground plane (as opposed to lightning altitude) on azimuth (or bearing) errors
do not appear to have been considered in the
literature. An analytical formula is derived,
generalizing results obtained for zero loop
altitude (9, 10) to the case of finite altitude.
The use of an electric antenna in conjunction with the loop to resolve the 180-degree
ambiguity by correlating the phases of the electric and magnetic vectors is an important problem, and is considered in the Appendix. It is
clear that low signal-to-noise ratios or unintentional phase shifts in the electronic amplifiers can produce 180-degree errors.

one may determine correction factors for site
Nne(constant
Numbers in parentheses designate references at
the end of paper.

and asymptotically approaches a linear form
gradient) at infinity.
For analytical purposes (as opposed to the
numerical approach discussed later for realistic

ANALYTICAL APPROACH
Evaluation of the scattering of incident
electromagnetic waves is generally a difficult
problem, even for perfectly conducting bodies
If we
of simple shape, e.g., spheres (7).
assume that the radiation wavelength is larger
than the dimension of the airplane, the problem
is simplified because Maxwell's equations are
replaced by the Laplace equation of magnetostatics. This approximation is valid for frequencies below the first aircraft resonance,
i.e., for frequencies below about one MHz (8).
In the magnetostatic limit, the boundary condition at the aircraft surface is that the magnetic field be tangent to the surface (zero
normal gradient, a Neumann boundary condition).
That is, the magnetic field is excluded from
the interior of the aircraft by the induced
skin currents. This boundary condition is justifiable based on the fact that the skin depth
(given by 66/v in mm for copper, where v is
the frequency in Hz (7)) is only 0.3 mm at the
frequency 50 kHz of interest here, and is therefore less than typical aircraft skin thicknesses
(at least one mm).
In magnetostatics the magnetic field vector at any point may be expressed as the
gradient of a scalar potential function
satisfies the Laplace equation in the
where
region exterior tc the airplane, has a vanishing normal derivative on the airplane surface,

*

*,
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geometries) it is convenient to model the aircraft by a single geometric form.

CIRCULAR CYLINDER (cia)

Since the

Laplace equation is separable in ellipsoidal
coordinates, a versatile 3-D form that can be
defined by one coordinate of a 3-parameter
ellipsoidAl coordinate system is the tri-axial
ellipsoid. Here solutions are expressed in
elliptic integrals, that need special tables or
computer programs for numerical evaluation,
However, if we specialize the ellipsoid to a biaxial (rotationally symmetric) prolate spheroid
or to an elliptical cylinder, simpler solutions
expressed in terms of trigonometric functions
(arc tangent) are obtained. In many cases these
simplified mathematical models are sufficient to
study conditions on the edges of the wings and
on the tail (using the elliptic cylinder) and
conditions on the fuselage (using the prolate
spheroid). When we specialize to a circular
cylinder the difference in the induced surface
fields due to the separate orthogonal components
of an incident field vector (the cause of the
site error) is still significant, as will be
shown. However, if we specialize further to a
sphere this difference vanishes because of the
extreme symmetry of the sphere (see e.g. Table
1). Therefore, the sphere has no site error and
cannot be used to model the misdirection effect
of an airplane body.
Consider an ellipsoid representing an airplane or a part thereof. Figure 1 shows the
ellipsoid projected onto the x-y plane of a
cartesian coordinate system. It is aligned with
the 3 axes, and has semi-axis lengths a, b, and
c along the x, y and z axes, respectively. (The
z axis is not shown.) We assume that the top of
the airplane body points in the +z direction,
and that the incident magnetic field is parallel
to the x-y plane. The incident wave propagates
with angle of attack 0 with respect to the
y-axis as shown, and with the magnetic field
lines perpendicular to this direction. One can
consider the magnetic field distortions at several points, such as A, B, C, and D in the figure. These can represent for example positions
along the centerline on top of a fuselage or
vertical stabilizer and rudder ("tail fin"), or
along a wing or horizontal stabilizer and ele-

-

-

(1)

Bo " (r + a2/r)cosP

where r denotes the cylindrical radial coordinate, a denotes the cylinder radius, Bo denotes
the magnetic field magnitude at infinity (large
r), and ' is the azimuthal angle about the cylinder axis (iO along the direction of Io ) . It
may be readily verified that the potential
defined by Eq. (1) satisfies Laplace's equation
in cylindrical coordinates:
2

2

(2)

1

r2
Dr

+

r ar

2
r

2

One boundary condition is that as r becomes
large,
approaches

*

r cos

-B

(3)

- -B x
0

0

representing the potential of the constant field
B along the x-direction. On the surface the
other boundary condition is that the normal component of the gradient vanishes, that is,

vator.

Later we will consider the axially symmetric case in which the y-axis is the axis of
rotational symetry. Thus we consider the
solution to be a superposition of the two primary solutions: One is the "transverse" case
where 60-00 , the incident field being in the xdirection, perpendicular to the axis of symmetry.
The other is the "axial" case where

1o=90
°

Here we treat the circular cylinder, where
c-a and b--, first in the axial case where
60-900. In this case the field is parallel to
the cylinder axis, and the solution becomes
trivial. The field is excluded from the interior
by a solenoidal sheet current in the surface, in
the azimuthal direction about the axis. This
current produces an internal field that cancels
out the incident field, but the current produces
no external field. Hence there is no distortion
in the axial case, o-90°.
Next we treat the circular cylinder in the
transverse case, where 60-00. Figure 3a shows
The
the field ("flow") lines in this case.
solution of Laplace's equation that satisfies
the boundary conditions at infinity and on the
surface is the potential function

Dr

2
(1 - _)
2

coso

vanishes for all * when r-a. Thus Eq.
satisfies both boundary conditions.

(4)

(1)

The radial and azimuthal field components,

, in which the incident field is in the

y-direction, parallel to the axis of symmetry.
Before considering the spheroid, let us
first consider the limit in which b becomes
infinite. The ellipsoid then elongates into a
long cylinder or wire parallel to the y-axis
and of constant elliptic cross-section, as
shown in Fig. 2.

+,

-

Br and B*, are given by the components of the
gradient,
r
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r

Bo.

-

a2
%),cos
r

(5)

-

2

B

1
ra

-

whose planes are parallel to the z-axis and the

-B0 (1 + A-)
r

sin

of attack (i.e., skewed with respect
direction
to the cylinder axis, as shown in Fig. 2).

(6)

The distorted field of interest is obtained by
considering the x-component B. at r-a, namely,
B cosp -B
r

(B
x a

sinj

B0 (2sin 2

-

B0+

-

B + (28in2

ELLIPTIC CYLINDER
in the more general elliptic cylinder case
(c'a), the two principal fields are again in the
x-direction (6o0 O, transverse), and the ydirection (80-900, axial). Again as in the cir-

M)a

22
/r

where in Figs. 3b and 3c the lines &re topologi-

(7)

- I)Bo

o

cylinder, the axial field gives rise to no

)perturbation. cular
In the transverse case, however,
as shown in Fig. 3,
the field lines are perturbed
cally similar to the circular caze, Fig, 3a.
Figure 3b (c<a) can represent a flat wing, with
the crossed loop (large dot ia the middle) sens-

Eq. (7) represents the undisturbed f
seld,
and
the second term represents the distortion
caused by the cylindert

ing relatively little field distortion. Figure
3c (c>a) can represent a tail fin, where the
crossed loop (large dot o-- !4e edge) sauses a

Thus, the perturbation field (addition to
the incident field) goes from-B o on te "side"
onte3
icdnfil)gsfrm1
~
the~
looking into the magnetic field,0 to +B, on the
"top" of the cylinder (where the dot in Fig. 3
represents the probable position of the crossed
loop), as * increases from 0 to rj/2. Assuming
the crossed loop to be normally positioned (at
the dot position) on "top", it senses a total

large distortion.
It can be shown that for all cases in Fig.
the misdirection is given 1,
- arc tan CR tan

o

e

(10)
o

where the "ratio-factor" R is defined by

field value 2Bo, that is, the incideut value
enhaced by a factor 2.
Now we are in a position to calculate the
miedirection at angle of attack e .

-

o

R-

On top of

a

(11)

a+c

the cylinder B, is enhanced by a factor 2,
while IL remains unaffected.

Thus, R reduces to 1/2 when c-a as in Fig. 3a,

Hence we have

and Eq. (10) reduces to Eq. (9)
cylinder.

11

for the circular

At the middle of a flat wing (Fig. 3b)

(8)

where c<<a, R reduces to approximately unity so
that the distortion is minimal. On the edge of
a tail
fin (Fig.
where
R becomesof small
and
6 becomes
zero3c)(due
to c>>a,
the dominance
Bx

as the definition of the apparent angle of incideane a, and therefore

which becomes large), independent of 60. Thus
the distortion is equal to -6 o and becomes large

B
B
x

tanG

-

Boy2B ox

an

tan0

at angles near 900 (except at 900).

1

2

PROLATE SPHEROID

00 - arc tan(y taned) -6

(9)

A prolate spheroid is a reasonable model
for a fuselage of finite length. In this case
is the amount of idirection or bearing ero(referring to Fig. 1, where y is now the axis of
6. arotation),
at angle of attack
the radii are related by a-c, as in
(9o
the circular cylinder, but b is now finite.
From Eq. (9)we deduce that the bearing
error is zero (i.e.,
e=0 o ) when eo-O and when
60-900.

The maximum error is -19.50 (or +19.50)

occurring when So is

125.30).

54.70 (or its

Hence the results depend on the aspect ratio
which is les
than unity for a prolate
spheroid (and greater than unity for an oblateO

supplemet-a/b,

This follows from the vanishing of the

spheroid). The incident direction angle 8o-O
the
Is parallel toinidence
if the direction of
cii
if the direction of
l900
long axis, and 6
dence is pesponacular to the long axis.
It cam be shown that the ratio-factor R in
Eqs. (10) and (11) is now replaced by GR (see
Eq. (15) below), whore G is define by
222
2 2(22
(12)
(b 2-y 2 + t y
G(y,t) - (b 2y

derivative of ND with respect to 60. The variation of bearing error with angle 0 given by
Eq. (9) is shown in the "needle limit" column of
Table 1. These results are consistent with ADF
calibrations shown in Ref. (3).
antenna
loop At
arbitrary angle of attack e., the axial
field component gives rise to skin currents
flowing azimuthally around the cylinder, while

the trhasverse field component gives rise to
longitudinal currents, in the ±y directions on
the two x-sides of the cylinder. Thus the

where t-a/b, and y is

result-mt skin current flow-lines are ellipses

the y-distance of the

574
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surface point from the mid-point; and R may be
defined by
R(t) - 0.5 (L -

2

t + N)/(I

N)

-

at infinity, and sero normal gradient at the
aircraft surface. The aircraft surface is
approximated by a large number of small quadrilateral "panels" or "patches", as illustrated in
Figs. 4 and 5. (Our code was adapted from a

(13)

fluid-flow code due 'to J. L. Hess.) It should
be notnd that the problems treated here are

equivalent to the problems of error compensation

with N defined by

encoun.ered in the calibration of low-frequency
2
2s in 1
i

2
and s - (1-t 2
given by

ADF antennas for aircraft (3).
191In the light of data obtained in 1977 and
1981 by the Air Force in flight tests of a
Stormscope crossed loop (4, 5, 6), we applied
our computer code to obtain a preliminary
assessment of the possible influenc, of site
errors. The 1977 tests (4, 5) involved a T-39
Sabreliner, with the instrument installed near

(1)
(14)

)

Thus the misdirection angle is

the leading edge of (and on the underside of)

D =O

-

Oo " arc tan (G tane0 )

-

8°

(15)

where G and R are given by Eqs. (12) and (13).
Note that G denotes the cosine of the tilt angle
a of the tangent-plane with respect to the horizontal plane. Note also that C-Il for y-O (the
crossed loop is centered on the fuselage).
As the aspect ratio varies from the "needle"
limit t-oO (an infinitely-long circular cylinder)
to the opposite limit tel (sphere), the factor B
varies from 0.5 to 1.0. Assuming the crossed
loop to be centered on the fuselage (G-1), the
misdirection angle MD'A0 is tabulated as a functios of 8o in Table 1, for values o -0, 0.1,
0.2, 0.5 and 1.0. (The corresponding values of
. are 0.5, 0.5207, 0.5591, 0.7100 and 1.0.)
all cases, and
Note
0o00 or
Notthathatt MD-0O if
aieo0
ifu
for 900
900 in
inoalleaes
aetn
has a maximum magnitude for 0 somewhere between
00 and 900.

The model portrayed in Fig. 4
the
showsright
the wingtip.
win& modeled
reasonably realistically,
while the fuselage, whose detailed structure
should be unimportant in this case, i, modeled
crudely. The 1981 tests (6) involved a C-130
Hercules, with the instrument located under the
fuselage near the tail and close to. the cargo
door. The detailed structure was uqdeled nrically as illustrated in Fig. 5. In this case
we require realistic modeling of the fuselage
and tail stru
fTturte.
We consider first the T-39 results, and than
those for the C-130.
T-39 MODEL - The panels in Figs. 4a and 4b
are labelled by letters A-H, denoting various
sections, with A and B on the fuselage, and C-G
on the wing and H on the wingtip. Each section
has 12 panels, with Nos. 1-6 on the upper surface and Nos. 7-12 denoting image positions on
the under surface (with 7 under 6, 8 under 5,

As the aspect ratio t increases the largest

"

.,

and 12 under 1).

0

The Stormacope instrument

position is on Panel G-11, as indicated.
MD magnitude decreases from its value of 19.50
Some selected preliminary results are a&
for an infinitely-long circular cylinder. Thus,
if the crossed loop is centered on an V-106
follows, indicatig panel location, maximum isdirection, and angle of incidence at which this
Delta Dart, which may be approximately modeled
occurs. For each section we give the optinuv
by a prolate spheroid with aspect ratio t-0.l,
location.
the largest MD magnitude is predicted to be
+110 at 1350 (bottom of fuselage
A-9:
18.40 by Table 1, and occurs at 0o-55o. If the
aircraft is a C-130, characterizable by t
at midwlng)
v
between 0.1 and 0.2° (but aSumsing t-0.2)° . the
B:
(no good ,ocation, vertical plane)
largest MD is 1
occurring
-55
As
C-3:
+160 at 300 (top of wing, behind
inrgese s
16.40, ocriga
-5'
Astleading
edge)
increases further (as the fuselage Secomes

C'

thicker compared with its length), the maximum
MD decreases toward zero, while the corresponding 0o moves slowly toward 45o . In all cases

C-lO:
D-2:

the errors increase if the loop position is

moved off center toward the nose or tail.
Reference (2) presents further tabulations of
Eq. (15) for off-center positions, such as A,
B, C, and Din Fig. 1.adaetolaigeg)

E-I:
E-2:

+180 at 5° (bottom of win, behind
+8 ate 15 (top gdJent
of wied,
to eat p
g,
e
to leaditntedo)
+
at
ad-:
50 (bottom of wing,
+5
ad acent .to leain edge)
atadjacent
150 (bottom
of wn,af*
to leading
+100 at 1600 (top of wing,
to leading edge)
+30 at i10 0 (top of wing, ahead
of trailina dg*)
+30 at 250 (bottom of win, behind
edge)
e

REALISTIC NUMERICAL MODELS

Fadjacent

For detailed realistic geometries, computer
mathodc must be employed. Our 3-D comuter
model iumerically solves the Laplace equation,

V-10:

F-5:

in integral form, by a meth-d of moments, sub-

ject to tbs boundary conditions of uniform field
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G-10:
G-3"'
G-11:

+4' at 800 (adjacent to wingtip,
bottom, behind leading edge)
+60 at ll50 (adjacent to wingtip,
top, behind leading edge)
-7° at 1700 (Stormscope location,
bottom, leading corner of

G-2:

wingtip)
+100 at 950 (mirror of Stormecope
location, top surface)

H:

(no good location, vertical plane)

The foregoing represent optimum locations
(where the misdirections are minimal). The misdirections are larger at other locations.
Tha following conclusions may be drawn,
The optimum fuselage location is underneath, at
midVing position. The optimum locations on the
wing (and in fact on the whole airplane) are
near the wingtip and away from the fuselage,
either on top and ahead of the trailing edge, or
underneath and behind the leading edge.

NONVERTICAL LIGHTNING CHANNELS
In this section we consider the error in

magnetic direction finding due to the effect of
nonvertical orientation of a radiating lightning
channel, modeled by a radiating dipole tilted
away from the vertical. This effect has been
analyzed previously (9, 10), but only with the
crossed loop detector at ground level. This
situation results in important simplifications.
The more general case, where the detector is not
on the ground but airborne, does not appear to
have been considered in the literature.

The

actual Stormscope location used was a reasonable
choice (in the absence of data on site errors)
but could have been improved.

in evident that more detailed information can be
obtained with the computer model calculations.
The analytical calculations are limited to simple
analytical shapes, whereas with the computer
model one can treat more realistic airplane
shapes.

The reported

We deal

here with the more general case, where both
source and observer are above a conducting
ground plane.

The magnetic crossed-loop detector

bearing discrepancies (5) are consistent with
the computed maximum misdirection near the wingtip, of the order of 100.
It should be mentioned that these figures
apply to an incident field lying entirely in the
horizontal plane. The presence of a vertical
field component would be associated with a
slanted lightning channel. In this way the
error due to slant would be coupled with site
error. It is straightforward to include the
vertical component in the calculations, i.e. to

is considered to be otherwise perfect (no perturbations due to the aircraft, etc.). The "misdirection" due to induced skin currents was
treated in the previous section.
Referring to Fig. 6, we consider the detector to be at altitude h above the ground plane
(mounted on an aircraft). The lightning radiation source Is represented by a dipole of vector
dipole moment f, located at altitude H above the
ground plane. Define a cartesian coordinate systern, wherein the ground plane is represented by

study the site errore associated with slanted
channels.

the x-y plane, and the dipole is centered on the
z-axis at a vertical height z-H above the ground

C-130 MODEL - The geometry of the C-130 was

plane. The detector is located in the x-z plane,

simulated as illustrated in Fig. 5. The loca-

at a height z-h above the ground plane, and at

tion of the StoLrmcope, just aft of the cargo
door, is indicated in Fig. 5 by a darkened
panel. Some detailed small structures such as

horizontal distance x-D from the z-axis (for
y-O). Thus, the coordinates of the source and
detector in this system are (0, 0, H) and
Let R1 denote the dis-

engine pods have been omitted in this prelimin-

(D, 0, h), respectively.

ary work on the assumption that such small
structures are sufficiently remote from the particular location of interest that their contri-

tance from the dipole to the detector, and let
R2 denote similarly the distance from the dipole
image (at depth A below the ground plans) to the
a

butions should be negligible.

detectr.

Then 41 and

2 are given by

At the Stormscope location the maximum
bearing error or misdirection (MD) is predicted
to be approximately 200. This error is experianced for incident lightning wave direction 550
(left or right) from the forward direction.
Although the instrument was located on a flattened area, which would be expected analytically
(ellipsoid model) to result in a smaller MD, the

RI-D2+(H-h) 2 and R-D2+(U4h) , Lt the dipole
be arbitrarily oriented, with components P , P
and Pz. We can then compute the magnetic iell
as the superposition of contributions flom the
3 sepalate vector 41poles of Moments Pxi, P 3,
and Pzk, where i, J, and k denote unit vectrs
in the x, y and a directions,
According to Hertz' solution of Maxwell's

nearby tail structure has a strong influence on

equations, the electric and Pagnstic fields due

to a radiating dipole may be expressed in term
of a dipole moment vector function (11, 12). 11
we 4note the Hartzian tima-dependent function
m be writby f(.t-R/c), the vector potential may
ten as

the MD., With the tail structure omitted, the
calculation predicts an MD value of about 120.
Restoring the tail strcture raises the MD to
200. Lover values of the HD are predicted at
other locations on the aircraft (e.g. of order
40 just ahead of the cargo door). The calculations are still in progress and futher results
will be reported.
The overall agreement between the analytical calculations (e.g. using cylinder and
ellipsoid models) and the numbers obtained from
the computer modal is satisfying.

Uowever,

-

P(-c)16

where the argument denotes the' retarded time at,
distance R from the dipole, 'and the dot denotes

it
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differentiation with respect to the time. Here,
the units adopted are Gaussian and 1 is expressed
in emu, i.e., abamp-cm, with R in cm. (In MKS
units; an additional factor Vo/

4

P2y - -Py
ly

w appears on the

(I/R) x (dA/dR)

since A is a function of R only.

x

2x

y

P(
2
y

z-

-

X

11

~ly = y
+

*

P2 z " +Plz

(2

+

*

+P2z

where we identify the unsubscripted variables
with the original dipole. it follows from Eqs.
(19) and (21) that, at the observer's position,
the magnetic field of the original dipolo is
given by

Now the magnetic field intensity B is given

-

-"P
-

"

-

,

.

by
curl X(R)

lX

2x

right side, where 0 _is the magnetic permeability
is
of free space, 4I0-7 henry/metor; then
expressed in Were-motors, with R in meters.)

I

-- -

-

(17)

+ [(H-h)x. + D H.]

Differentiation

(23)

A

yields
+ [-D Mly 3 k

we

-

(1)

-

while the magnetic field due to the image is
given by

where the second term results from the dependence
of the time-like areument on R, and we obtain

2

A

(24)

+ [-(H+h)Hx + D H2Z] J

(19)

A(R) x 1

[(+h)

-y+

with

L

H(R)

-

+
+

(20)+

ence,
a2) the sun of the t o fields is:

S+t

1R2
- [(M2y

2
3
so that a S 1/R and 0 5 i/cR
in terms of our cartesian coordinates, let

+ I- ( 22

4.+

My)l + (M27 + Mly)h ]
14

-MI)H
x

-

(x

+ 1N ) h

(25)

+ (I4z +-Mlz )D] j

+
M2- M2x' + l42yJ + M42 k

.(,2y + K ,),] ,

+

(21)

Di- (U-h)i

Tor a vertical dipole, all goponeats of

* Di + (H+h)k

and M vanish except for Mz and 4Z. Then
has only a y coqopnt, and there is no misdirecan x-copipoueat also. the ms
tion. When Iha.%
direction ngle is given by the arc tangent of
-a /By (Fig. 6b). Consider tbh ratio -5 /y

where i, j and k denote unit vectors in the x, y
eteip
and z directions; and H, a~d i
tilers to it.
the original dipole, and *(K)
In this case, the campoimage, repectively.

)of

neat. of
by:

2'

2

are related to those oftiWobandfmEq(2)
1
bandfo
..
y-r

i? -

q

TNi-Me)U

7

FE_______

'p

.-.

7

2)

-

CHx%

(241)

(26)

Usi.ng
Eq*. (20) *ud (22), we W
as:

rawrite Eq. (26)

,

+ 4

0114

-

8i)
-~

(02 + ca)p + (02 + 01)P
D

p
qHh
By JE po + %J,,+
p zD
+do

(31)
(

(27)

(1E3 -

where

E3) +4/22

(12 ++
*

(1/12

/

)i/c

.4

px.W (a2 + €Q)P x + (02 + 01)px

lu the c

0 1 )Py

+ (82

0Asharmonic radiation, of anguof

frequency W, we may replace P by JcP in Eq.

*.lar

Py =(%2 +

-/12) )/

8QPy
1

(31), so that Q is given by tlhe complex quantity,
with kaw/c:

(al + 1

or

+ (02 + 01 );d

)P

(28)
(z-)
(x
3(

-_)
x

q- (oi2 - al) P + (82
re

end wh

,Pe

XX

y

+ x ) +(xk+x
I + x+

.)

01)?

P,

z

y

3) + jk(x~2-

P

(32)

refer tothe

-a

+ Jb(

original dipole components.Vivide through
numerator end denomiPnator by p,
aD, and note that

where

we may write.
P

P

P.
x

X~
I

* P

y

-XP
P

*

y

!x--~
P P

3

a

(2+
(29)

X
5
so

3
+12
2

2

1I

2

]i:'-h'
2
2
xI_'2

3
3
Ix x2b-

a

P

P

1-

11

as +ibb'

P
P.,

.

P

x

1/R

x

~

,-

2
x+x
1

2
'2

that

P
-(a

' + bb)

2
+ (bl) 2
(&#)

P~,P are the original dipole moment
where
vector compoent.and worel
P are the
time derivatives of the vector magnitude P.

(ILI) z

1
(33)

Finally, the ratio -Bx/D

n
Xf~sy/P
z
X~/g
-1a PtP.
;X'(29):
using Eqe. (25) and

I

my be written:

gParca
P

P P

ps

Pa

Bx
P

-

(30)

m

1E t~

(ND)

(34)1

+

qX
psp

P avh*X&

10 Is the misdirectioa angle &%W where
G Is a geometrical factor:
P, +

574..

(35)

If the detector is on the ground plane

APPENDIX.

(h-0), the problem simplifies greatly, and we
have al-a 2 and 0l-2, so that Q-0. Then G
reduces simply to G-H/D, and we have

A simple way of seeing how correlation of
the phases of the elactric, and magnetic vectors
can be used to resolve the ambiguity is the following.
lopConsider one loop of a narrowband crossed-

._
S!

-

(36)

-

USE OF ELECTRIC ANTENNA TO RESOLVE

180-DEGREE AMBIGUITY

l

system aligned with two sources, one in

"front" and one in "back". In Fig. A-I, the plane
of the loop is perpendicular to the plane of the

i X

DP

paper and is aligned with the sources (upper dot

front, lower dot - back). The sources are
assumed to be electric dipoles in the same plane
-

,which

is identical to the result given by Uman

as the detector,,but oriented perpendicular'to

et al (Rsf. 10 - see plots), re-expressed in our
term, for a detector on the ground plane. An

the plane of the paper. Four sets of vectors
are shown, at (a), (b), (c) and (d), with E, H,

equivalent result was also given earlier for this

and P in each set denoting, respectively, the

case by Kalakowsky and Lewis (9).

electric vector, magnetic vector, and direction-

If the ground plane is completely nonconducting (no image), then the case of the detector
at altitude h above ground also simplifies
grently. In this case a2 and 82 vanish, and
Q--t, Then

of-propagation vector, respectively. Sets (a)
and (b) correspond to radiation from the front,
while sets (c)and (d) correspond to radiation
from the back. Let signs be associated with E
and H, such that 9 pointing upward and downward
denotes a positive and negative amplitude,
respectively. While H pointing right and left
and negative
a positiveconvertible
respectively
also (readily
intoamplitude,
loop voltdenotes

(H-h) P
+ -h

(37)

-

age
signs).
The four possibilities may be tabulated'as
follows:

D

That is, H is replaced in Eq. (36) by the "net
altitude," H-h.
A geometric interpretation of Eq. (36) (or

(37)) is obtained by rewriting Eq. (34) in the
form, assuming Q-O:

BX + H -X
P B

0

H

Source

a)

-

+

front

b)
c)
d)

+
-

-

+

+

front
back
back

It is evident from the table that I and H have
opposite signs if the source is in front, while
they have the same signs if the source is in
back. It is not difficult to apply the sam

PXP
(D + H -)
Pz

E

(38)

procedure
second loop.
Thus to
it the
is readily
seen why electrical noise
can produce 1800 errors. If the signal-to-noise
ratio is too low or the electronics is ineffec-

This expression implies that the "misdirection,"
in the plane of the observer and perpendicular

tive, electrical noise pulses of the wrong sign
can overwhelm ths electric field amplitude and

to t at the observer, passes through the point

make it appear, say, negative when it should be

whose x, y, x coordinates are -(P /P )H,
-(Py/Pz)H, and zero. This point -indicated by
the letter I in Fig. 6a) is also the intercept
of the extended line of the dipole with the Z-O
plane. This simple geometric interpretation for
a detector on a conducting ground plans was
pointed out by Kalakowsky And Lewis (9).
The correction factor for finite aircraft
altitude is given by the term Qh in Eq. (35).
Assuming a frequency of 50 k1Lz (Storuscope central frequency), a lightning distance 15 km

positive, and vice versa, Similar errors may be
caused by unLntantioual phase shifts in the signal amplifiers.
AMNOWLEDGMT
This work was supported by the Ar Force.

(-D), a lightning altitude 3 km (-H), and air-

craft altitude 3 km (-h), we obtain from Eq.
(33) the approximate value -1/3 for Rs Q. Thus,
for this case the geometrical factor G is
reduced to about 2/15 compared with its zeroaltitude (h-O) value of 3/15.
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Table 1

tO.1
R-O.5207

t-0.2
R-0.5591

t-0.5
R-0.7100

0.
- 2.50
- 4.96

0.
- 2.39
- 4.75

0.
- 2.20
- 4.37

0.
- 1.45
- 2.86

20

- 7.37
- 9.69

- 7.05
- 9.26

- 6.48
- 8.50

- 4.23
- 5.51

25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75

-11.88
-13.90
-15.70
-17.24
-18.43
-19.21
-19.47
-19.11
-18.00
-16.05
-13.19

-11.34
-13.26
-14.96
-16.39
-17.48
-18.16
-18.35
-17.94
-16.83
-14.94
-12.22

-10.39
-12.11
-13.62
-14.87
-15.79
-16.33
-16.40
-15.93
-14.83
-13.07
-10.61

- 6.68
- 7.71
- 8.57
- 9.22
- 9.63
- 9.76
- 9.60
- 9.12
- 8.30
- 7.14
- 5.68

80
85

- 9.43
- 4.92

- 8.70
- 4.53

- 7.51
- 3.90

- 3.95
- 2.02

90

0.

0.

0.

0.

0
5

10
15

I

0

Hisdirection (Bearing Error) of Crossed Loop on
Spheroidal Fuselage (MD so0 - 0o)*

Needle
(Cylinder)
Limit
twO.0
R-0.5

Incident Angle
8o (degrees)

-I

-

sensed angle; 00

majur axes; R

incident angle; t

-

aspect ratio

-

SpherQ
Limit
t-1.0
Ri.0
0.
0.
0.
0,
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

ratio of minor to

misdirection factor, Eq.(13).

.(Mgnetic
Fig. I - Ellipsoid model (large dot imdicateo
crossed-loop detector positions)
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Fig. 2 - Elliptic or circular cylinder (dahed
Lin". indicate current flow plane*)
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UHF Interferometric Imaging of Lightning*
By
P. Richanrd and G. Labaune
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales
B.P. 72 - 92322 Chatillon - France
Phone: (1) 657.11.60
ABSTRACT
ONERA has operated in Ivory Coast in 1981 and in the United States in 1982 a
lightning imaging system.
This system in a UHF interferometer which gives the

location of the emitting sources all along the various phases of the lightning
discharge. The corresponding set-up is described with emphasis on the means used
for increasing the accuracy. Examples of results obtained both with natural and
triggered lightning strokes, and -:orrelation of these results with spectral
analysis of the radiation and with E field measurements will also be presented.

I

i

* esearch supported in part by DRET (Direction des Recherches,
Techniques de la Delegation Generals pour 1' Armament).
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This paper was not available for incorporation into this book.
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Mechanical Force Damage Resulting from Lightning Strike

,

C C R Jones and G W Reid, Culham Laboratory, Abingdon,
Oxon, OX14 3DB, England
This paper will broadly review the mechanical force effects
arising from magnetic interaction, confined and semi confined arcs
producing rapid gas pressure rises, and shock waves associated
with lightning strikes. Experiments will be described using arcs
representing lightning channels for investigating the arc movement
resulting from magnetic fields around the arc and solid conducting
structures, and the subsequent damage to the solid conductors such
as radome diverter strips. The impulse equivalent continuous
force theory proposed by James and Phillpott will be examined and
agreement with experiment explored. Finally, the design of joints
and connectors, the choice of materials both conducting and nonconducting, their mechanical properties, and the effects of
geometrical considerations will be discussed.

I
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This paper was not available for incorporation into this book.

Therefore, it will

be published at a future date,
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ELECTROSTATIC THEORY APPLIED TO HELICOPTER DISCHARGING

Robert V. Anderson
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C.

ABSTRACT
An electrostatic analysis is made of a hovering vehicle out of
electrical contact with the ground. Charging of the vehicle is seen
to be accomplished by a variety of mechanisms. Engine exhausts are
strongly ionized; and, since they are physically localized at the
stack(s), can be modulated to produce vehicle charging. Strong
charging can result from the frictional contact of dust, ice, or

water particles with the vehicle skin; and the processes of conduction and diffusion will operate to remove net charge from any isolated
object.
The electrostatics of an isolated body above a ground plane are

reviewed and developed.> Expressions are presented for charge, potential difference, and current. Typical physical situations are
applied to, allow pres tation of meaningful examples. The theory
and practice of necharge control as applied to an isolated body
are briefly re
wed, and it is shown that discharge impulses upon
initial coi ct cannot be eliminated by any system contained solely
within n'isolated vehicle.
The dynamics of the discharge process are next addressed.) The

equivalent circuit of a discharge path is presented with reas~able
numerical values, and discharge waveforms are calculated. -By using
the equivalent circuit, the effects of variati#= -in-grounding technology are evaluated. It-is shown tha-t.heuse of an exceptionally
"good" low resistance grounding p
can easily exacerbate the
discharge problem.
It the process of summarizing the results presented, several
possible solutions to the grounding prob! - are suggested. All rely
on establishing initial ground contact through a controlled non-zero
resistive path in order to limit the magnitude and steepness of the
current discharge pulse. Upon accomlihment of this initial attachment, existing grounding techniques may be profitably employed. It
is suggested that existing specifications and procedures be assessed
to determine their usefulness in the light of this analysis.
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'ELECTROSTATIC CHARGES ON HELICOPTERS are known
to present a hazard both to ground personnel and

to on-board systems.

Electric shocks have been

reported by persons on the ground ranging from

precluds excessive recombination. The exit
velocity of the effluent stream and the vehicle
motion (and/or rotor downwash) effect the required transport away from the vehicle., The

mere tickles to physiologically dangerous Jolts.
Cases have been reported of damage to operational
systems, caused by the discharge at initial
grounding, which necessitated immediate termination of the operation. There have been extensive studies of grounding procedure and of
ac-board helicopter charge control, but a perusal
of extant literature indicates that these studies

actual effect of the exhaust stream is dependent
on the electric field existing at the exhaust
port. In the absence of any field, the ionized
stream will be effectively neutral in charge and
will not contribute to the charging process. A
field at the exit will attract ions of one
polarity and repel those of the other, producing
a not charge separation. It is well known that

do not, in general, address all of the relevant

charging currents of the order of 100 micro-

aspects of electrostatic theory and hence often
proceed in directions which are either unprofitable or even counter-productive.
Before addressing these issues, however, a
brief review is presented of the mechanisms
through which charge is deposited on a flying
vehicle, and the limits on charge imposed by
natural processes are discussed. Following the
discussion of charging mechanisms, there is an
analysis of the potential, charge, and capacitance of an isolated conducting body above a
conducting plane. A brief catalog of active
discharging techniques is given,-and their
ultimate inadequacy is demonstrated. The'
dynamics of the discharge process are studied
in detail, and the effect of grounding resistance is shown to be significant. The paper is
concluded with a list of possible techniques to
alleviate the problems associated with electrostatic discharging.

amperes are achievable with high fields at exhaust ports.
The most severe commonly encountered
charging mechanism is that of airborne particulates - dust, water droplets, and ice crystals.
Significant amounts of charge can be transferred
to the vehicle whether the particles in quiestion
are themselves initially charged.or not. The
primary charge separation mechanisms, are friction, Volta potential differences, and particle
shattering. It would ba difficult to overstate
the dramatic uature of this phenomnon, and it
is hard to picture without a personal experience
with a dust-charging situation. Measurements
have been made in such diverse environments as
high altitude ice crystals, helicopter downwash,
and Sahara sandstorm; and in every case the
olettrification of bodies exposed to the particle
flux has been extreme. Charging currents to
airborne vehicles in excess of I milliampere
have been frequently observed (1)*.
Although they are not charging sources
per so, brief mentionshould be made of corona
discharge, exhaust currents modulated by vehicle
charge, and ionic conduction, since they con-

CHARGING MECHANISMS
The charging of an isolated body requires
a process of charge separation and some means

sittute the sinks against which a chstging process must operate to effect the accumulation of

by which the separated charge is transported
away from teh body. An abundant source of ions

Corona discharge will form whenever

is found in the engine exhausts of powered

net charge.

vehicles. The exhaust gases have been ionized
by combustion temperatures, and the flow rate

*Numbers in parentheses designate Rferduces
at ead of paper.
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and wherever the local electrostatic field exceeds a threshold value. Am vehicle charge
increases, corona becoas a dominant limit on
attained total potential. As indicated above,
the exhaust stream is respondent to fields at
the exit- port. Consequently, the existence of
net charge an a vehicle leads to exit fields
which modulate the exhaust stream toward vehicle
discharge. Finally.,. ionic conduction to the
vehicle skin will also operate to effect a not
discharging. Turbulence in the vicinity will
insure that no electrical boundary layer can

A second simple model applicable to an
airborne helicopter is a section of an infinitely long circular cylinder parallel to the
ground plane. From the expression for an infinite line charge above a conducting plane (3)
it is possible, ignoring end effects and with
some algebra, to obtain an axpression for the
capacitance of a section of the cylinder of
length L as
C w 21roL/[n(&

exist which will somewhat facilitate the action
of the conduction process.
onrwith

ELECTROSTATIC ANALYSIS OF AN AISENE
A consideration of the
havior of a helicopter must
of the nearby ground plans.
most tractable) geometry to
an isolated sphere -above an
plane.-

ELICOPTER

electrostatic beinclude the effect
The simplest (and
consider is that of
infinite conducting

f the sphere is far removed from the

-

C2 -1)]

(5)

defined as in the previous equation.

Plots of these two functions are shown in
Figure 1. It should be noted that both curves

approach infinity as.the isolated object nears
contact with the ground plane. The sphere
capacitance is asymptotic to the proper constant
at large separations while the value for the
cylindrical section is seen to approach asro
as the spacing increases due to the neglect of

plane, the analysis degenerates Into the well
known case of.-an isolated sphere of radius a
for which the potential is
V

+

0

end effects. Consequences of .the behavior at
small heights are that the capacitance increases
at low altitudes, and that the variation with
height is strong at helicopter cargo handling

r >a

(1)

"4or0r

altitudes.
Another expression has been reported (4)

for the capacitance of an isolated cylindrical
section with diameter a and .length L at a
height of b in which and effects have apparently

0

and the capacitance to free space is consequently

been considered.

C -Q/V" -'4w a

C,

(2)

[2

L

a

solution is appreciably more complex for altitudes not large with respect to the radiuq end
is most easily addressed by consideration of the
sphere and its image in a bispherical coordinate
system. In this system, fcr which the Laplace
equation is separable, the charge on the sphere

can be expressed as a function of its potential
relative to the ground plane as (2)

21r
L:'

LL L + 16b2

1~
At large altitudes, any valid formulation must
approach this functional form as a limit. The

It gives

2

+

-Lj

(6)

1612

which is valid only when a<<L. Curves of this
function are shown in Figure 2 for several pairs
of a, L values. Although the plots extend only
as low as about 10 M, the marked increase proviously noted is apparent here also. Exanination of (6).indicates that the capacitance so

computed at large values of b, approaches a
constant value as is required.
A series of capacitance measurements has
been reported uuing 1/50 scale model helicopters

2 Vdo
-+0

[n"o
(b/a)
- .

where aeis

...

(5).
1

(3)

2n-1

(b/a) -l 2,-I-I

viously in conflict with theory since they have
the wrong curvature and, rather than approach a

the radius of the sphere and b the

distance from the sphere center to the plane,
From this the capacitance of the sphere to the
plane is easily derived from C - Q/V as
G

8ii
aM a
8

"

0o

1ing

F .IT'
imodel.

2u+1

is rationalized MKS units where t denotes the
ratio b/a.

Figure 3 shows the sam data as Figure I

in a full logarithmic plot along with some of
these model measurements. The latter are ob-

'(4)

constant value at high altitudes, they tend

strongly to zero at very modest heights. It
may be speculated in the absence of any report
of the measurement technique that there was an
over-compensation for the effect of the **a=instrumentation; but at least at lover
altitudes where such an error would be small,

the measured values are consistent with the

The possibility of controlling vehicle
charge to eliminate or reduce the discharge upon
ground contact has long been an obvious topic of

interest. The Army-Navy precipitation static
project in the 19401s (6) addressed this issue
with the development of the static discharger

of the actual cable.
Mn analysis of this
series circuit with reasonable values for the
circuit parameters can now be developed.

wicks so familiar to us all. The use of an
active system on helicopters was mentioned as
early aS 1958 with the statement that the concept had been under study 'for some time (5).
The use of modulated engine exhausts for charge
control was the subject of a successful patent
application (7) in 1962. Since that time
there have bean many efforts reported in this
direction utilizing either exhaust modulation
(8,9) or soas form of nozzle discharge (10,11).
Although it is obviously quite possible to
alter vehicle charge with some active controller,
it is absolutely impossible to determine the
earth potential without a physical ground contact
because of the inherent nature of a scalar
potential. This fact has been mentioned (3,8),

The inductance L is primarily that of the
grounding cable. For a long, straight wire it
is given as (13)

-but it does not seem to have achieved general

41
L - 2 X 10- 1 (ln - - .75)

(7)

where I is the vire length (inmeters), d the
diameter of its circular cross section, and the
inductance L is in Henrys. The inductance of a
10 mter length of AWG #2 wire is thus 17.5 UH;
while much thinner AWG #22 wire of the same
length has ascalculated inductance of 22.1 PH.
The capacitance of a large helicopter hovering
at 10 metcro, altitude can be taken -tobe about
1000 pF whether the model calculations or

,

appreciation. In a time of stormy weather it is
quite possible that the potential of a hovering
vehicle at 10 meters which is in perfect equilibrium (zero net charge on the vehicle) can
be many tens of kilovolts relative to ground,
Additionally, the equilibrium potential can be
significantly increased by the thick dust often
present in the downwash. Dust is often extremely
active electrically (1,12), and a turbulent cloud
between helicopter and ground can raise the
equilibrium potential dramatically. It is
therefore apparent that an effective charge control system would often maintain a potential
relative to ground which is sufficiently great
to be dangerous.

measurements are invoked. The resistance of a
togood ground" in broadcast antenna usage, with
100-200 buried radials of the order of 100
meters' length, is usually taken to be in the
range 2-5 ohms. The resistance of a casual
ground such as a dangling conductor contacting
the surface can vary from several thousand ohms
to many megohms, depending on the type of ouriace; while the grounding resistance of a large
metal ship in sea water is only a small fraction
of one ohm. For illustrative purposes, therefore, consider the circuit in Figure 4 with
C - 1000 pF, L - 20 PH, and 250, 2.5, and 0.025
ohms.
Current flow in the rircuit of Figure 4
is described by the-well-known RLC circuit
equation

DYNAMICS OF ELECTRICAL DISCHARGING
In order to assess correctly the mechanics
of the discharge process, the exact configuration present should be recalled. The cargo
helicopter can be thought of a a capacitor C
which is charged with'a charge Q to a potential
V - Q/C. It must be emphasized that use of this
model does not imply that zero charge on the
helicopter guarantees the vanishing of the
potential V. A vehicle aloft with zero net

d T
dl
1
.
dt2 L dt
LC
d.
Ld. .
which hasthe solution

I

L V

e

charge is in electrostatic equilibrium with its

(8)

__ t
2L -

R

7L tILC

4L(

immediate environs, and hence it is at a potential
with respect to ground equal to the integral of the ambient field from ground level to
vehicle height. When grounding of such a vehicle
is effected, a charge must flow into the vehicle

for 1
> R2 --I - 0 at t - 0.

to bring it from the elevated potential of its
environs to ground potential. Consequently the
equivalent circuit will apply 'whether the heli-

d

i
f

copter is charged or not aa long as V in the
in
equations is taken as the total chage
charge
potential and Q is the total amount of

2

_

d t
This is

initial
c
the equation for a

sco
(10)

1
2

/T

LC .

4L

2

(10)

transferred.
The grounding cableb whether it is part of
the cargo sling or no.t, can be modelled as a
conductor of zero resistance and length equal
to the altitude. FFinally, completing the circuit

with a damping time constant of T - 2L/R. For
R- 250 ohms
d- 250 ohms, the frequency is 526 Kz and the
damping time constant is 0.16 PS; so the current
oscillation
is well
damped
a fraction
a cycle. When
we pass'
on towithin
a "#good"
2.5 ohmof

is the resistance of the grounding connection,

a c

into which ca

"
ground, the frequency increaes to 1.125 Us

be added any mo-zero resistance

604
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and the damping t~me to 16 IiS; there are almost
18 complete cycles of oscillation before the
amplitude is reduced to 1/e of its initial magnitude. In the third case, the frequency of
oscillation is essentially the same as for the
2.5 ohm ground, but the current oscillations
persist for 1.6 mS. The peak currents for the
250 and 2.5 ohm cases are 70 and 26 amperes,
respectively, for an initial potential difference
of 10 KV.
Larger values qf grounding resistance for
which I/LC < R2/4La have no oscillatory behavior,
This may contribute to an explanation of the

CH53E tests in 1977 when there was no trouble
during over land trials but serious problems
occurred when the sane tests were repeated at
sea.

The solid, low-resistance ground connection

which intuition says will provide the safest
possible operation leads to circuit values which
produce current oscillations-of high frequency
and long duration. The existence df such oscillatory currents introduces the possibility of

ance. The requirements of safety and reliability
which have led to specification of low values
are in direct opposition to the problem of current pulse magnitude, oscillation, .and duration
which are a direct result of low resistance
ground technology. The solution obviously must
involve some form of ground resistance conttol.
Thete are several considerations which establish constraints on any operational discharge
system. A significant level' of human operation
and/or intervention cannot be required.
The
problems of logistics and operations militate
against the use of any Items which might be mis-

placed or lost. There must be no compromise of
safety or of operational 'effectiveness, and it
is probably unwise to require the possession of
any specialized apparatus by ground personnel.

The effect of these considerations is to demand
that the discharging system be simple, passive,
and permanently attached to the helicopter.
Ona sblution which suggests itself by its
elegant simplicity is the iustallation of a

damage to on-board systems through non-contacting.

length of semi-conducting cord (cotton and

inductive coupling mchanisms.

manila suggest themselves) to the helicopter

It is possible

to use grounding resistance values much in excoss of the 250 ohm value discussed to limit

with a weight at the bottom. If,the cord hangs
slightly below the lowest point of the cargo

further the peak current (14), but there then

sling, a high resistance grounding will

is a possibility of large potential drops across
the resistor if strong dust charging exists,
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Atmospheric particulates are seen to be the

be of-

fected prior to the (presumably) lower resistance
achieved upon payload contact. A short such cord
attached to the cargo sling might 'also be a
practical approach. If there are objections to
a non-metallic cord, an equivalent piece of steel

cable could be used if a suitable lumped resistor

most powerful electrification source encountered

be made a part of the installation.

in flight. Electrostatic modulation of engine
exhausts is also a generous source of charging
current, and it is one which is subject to control. The capacitance of an isolated conducting
body is seen to vary with height above the ground
plane in a strongly non-linear manner, and the
capacitance of a helicopter attains values significantly larger than in free space at typical.
cargo-handliag altitudes. It has been demonstrated that electrostatic equilibrium with its

Once the necessity of physical ground contact through a sufficiently high resistance is
established, it is apparent that any possible
discharge technique will necessarily contain many
of the characteristics of the weighted string
Just discussed. There can be grounding cords
which drop on the command of the pilot or which
(to be'somewhat extreme) are controlled by the
ratdio altimeter. It is possible to conceive a
system which senses the current flow and short

environment is not, in general, the correct

circuits the limiting resistor upon cessation

criterion for operational safety..'

of the current.

An equivalent circuit for the discharge
process was presented in which reasonable values
for the circuit parameters. were employed. It
was found on solution that a low resistance
grounding connection gave rise to large amplitude
oscillatory currents of long duration subsequent

operated by ground personnel would be effective,
but this would violate the constraint against
requiring specialized tools on the ground. In
every case, obviously, a good low resistance
ground =ust be established immediately after
discharge is achieved.

to the instant of initial grounding.

Conversely,

a "poor" grouvd connection of' seveial hundred
ohms value reduced the magnitude of the initial
current impulse and caused it to damp to negliv

A resistive ground want

Finally it must be observed that existing
regulations and procedures must be examined to
ascertain whether they are consistent with
physical reality. At present, a grounding con-

gible values within a small fraction of a micro-

nection of very low resistance is required by

second.
In the context of the above facts, what is

-regulation, and the utilization of higher resistances which damp both peak current and

an appropriate response to the dscharge problem? It must first be re-emphasized that a

harmonic oscillations would not be permitted.
Therefore, upon experimental verification of the

physical ground contact .is mandatory to any ef-

fective .solution since electric potentials are
only determinable to -Aithin an..unknown constant
by isolated measuremnts, however sophisticated
the instruments used. The second point which
uat be considered concerns the grounding resist-

iGO-

predictions enumerated herein, it is probable

that appreciable revision of pertinent documents
will be toquired. It is urged that the entire
subject of helicopter discharge be re-examined
to determine if there is not now a misdirection
of ophasis and effort.
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Thu Lightning and Electrostatic Control Effort
For the Apache/AH-64 Helicopter

.By
G. A. Booth and H. H. Hoffart
Hughes Helicopter# Inc.
Culver City, CA 90230
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ARSUhAC9
The primary flight pattern of the AH-64 Helicopter will subject the vehicle
primarily to cloud-to-ground lightning discharges as well as cloud-to-cloud. Other
considerations are the tribo-electric effects. To effect control, a concerted
review of the vehicles lightning and charging aspects was performed. Deleterious
effects were examined and corrective measures described in this paper will assure
greater personnel and vehicle safety while complying with the vehicles mission
requirements.
The A -64 Apache Helicopter uses a four blade main rotor and a four bladed
tail rotor driven by two gas turbine engines to met the required flight and performance characteristics. The main and tail rotors, in addition to sections of
the vehicles body, include composits materials in their design and construction.
Composite materials are also used for structural support as well as for aerodynamic
covers for some of the avionics equipment a well as for the gas turbine engines.
The extensive use of composite materials in the A-64 vehicle design impActed on
the control efforts for lightning attraction and discharging plus the problems
associated with possible lightning penetration into on-board avionics equipment.
Other areas associated with electrostatic discharging included electromagnetic
interference/slectromagnetic compatibility requirements and effective eletrical
bonding control for all electrical-electronic units used in the vehicle. To effectively implemnt the above areas, whatever control measures *er exercised,
the control effort impact was considered for each of the areas outlined above.
Wick static dischargers are used exteasively. Including blade tip static discharge
wicks, to dissipate vehicle electric potential charges to limit vehicle potential
levels to only a few thousand volts. Blade wicks also reduce pulse discharge
levels. The lower peak energy levels per pulse can effect a 20dU to as much as
100dM of quieting for the vehicles communications equipment. Thus, an improvement
in electromagnetic compatibility is realised, though the initial effort pertained
to the reduction of vehicle electrification potential levels. Streamer currents
are also reduced because of the use of multiple wick static diochargers.
luoectrical bonding designed into the structure and surfaces and effectively Implemented,
will reduce arcing that would otherwise be preoent due to high potential levelw and
high level streamer currents.
The paper will therefore delineate the controls and measures employed to
reduce the effects of lightning, static electrical charging and the Interaction of
electromagnetic interference control and electrical bonding.

This paper wae not available for incorporation into this book.
be published at a future date.

Therefore, it will
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ADVANCE TESTING 0OF LIGHTNINGZ PROTCTION~ SCHEM4S FOX
COPOSITE MAIN RODTOR DLAX&S

(HELICOPTER)

West1aid

M. J. eseltino
lslcopter.&, Ltd., Yaovil1 Soeret, United Kingdm
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Ah8TRACT
The choice of composites, with their structural and aerodynamic
advantages, for helicopter main rotor blades is briefly discussed along
with some of the difficulties associated with their design, manufacturing
and testing. This paper in concerned with the necessity for lightning and
erosion protection for the blade's leading edge and the desire for early
evaluation of projected design schemes. Attention is dran to the lengthy
lead time between the designing of a blade and the arrival of suitable,
expensive tooling required to examine an actual blade specimen.
A technique has been developed which satisfies both the designer
and the accountant.

3,

A blade is

Imagined to be cut,

spnivise,

from root

to tip through the trailing edga and spar rekdrvall. The blade is than
opened out like a book. If care is taken with the manufacture of the
flat test specimen various lightning protection schemes can be evaluated
well in advancme of prototype blade specimens. The bulk of this paper
examines a selection of protection schemes and the effect of varying
the engineering tolerances of erosion shield assembly and the extent
of damage so caused.
The information gained through this work enabled blade deaign to be
finalised well before actual blade specimens became available for test.,
Testing ehomed close correlation to the results of their flat counterparts.
Work has now progressed into the modelling and testing of flAt panels
representing camplex blade planform that do not imediately appear to
lend thesel',es to thin technique.

ir

-

UP TO NOW, helicopter rotor blades have been
manufaotured around an aluminium extrusion or
fabrioatd stainles steel spars. Being

conductor that would also act am a strike
plate was required.
The next step in the blad3 design was to

metallio, these presented no real problem for

proteot the compogite from rain and dust ero-

the passage of a lightning strike.

However,

sion.

Inspeotion of metal blades showed that

in the oass of a oomposite blade this problem

erosion is greatest within 1.5 inches (40 mm)

is particularly aoute as the fabrication
material is highly resistive.
Problems are

of the leading edge so our lightning conductor
was now bigger and of an erosion resisting

compounded as the matched metal tools (dies)
are not usually produced until the blade
deosign is well established, resulting in a

metal.
A further requirement placed upon our
blade is provision for tho fitment of a deicing

long period between initial design and the

mat should this be required in the future.

produotion of the first prototype blade. To
wait for a prototype to beoomo available to
assess a protection scheme and for this to be
acceptable first time is quite a gamble. It

protect thee elements from lightning strike
the shield was extended to 256 on both upper
and lower surfaces - this being the area of

and representative method for testing proposed
schemes and materials was required. The ideal
test specimen would be a flat panol.

protection was titanium, nickel and stainless
steel for their erosion and fatigue strain
propeJ.
Yor the blade being oonsidered

was therefore

To

heater coverage normally required.

obvious that a simple, cheap,

The choice of metals available for this

here the decision was for titanium - high

fatigue strength was of paramount importance.

1.* LIGMNG PBOTMION JOB OXPO5IM BUahM.

The blade, when fitted with an aluminium tip

Plight experienoe ha shown that the tip
of a rotor blade is the most likely lightning
attachment point. The strike enoery then has
to pass along the blade, through its mounting
ouff to the remainder of the aircraft.
A composite blade ipar consists of a

plate, was considered to be basically well
protected though there remained sovoral areas
which required evaluation through testwork.

large number of unidirectional fibres running
from the tip to the root. Constructional

For various reasons it was necessary to
form the erosion shield in four individual
sections. When positioned on the blade electioal oontinulty across the full span could
not be guaranteed due to adhesive flow into

fibres such as glass or &vmid (kevlar) and
the epoxy resin mabriz ra all insulators and

the Joints. These Joints were also required
to be covered by narrow titanium strips (butt

therefore do not transfer strike emerr. The
unidirectional oarbon fibres do however and,
in traversing the full length of the spar
would carry all of the ener . Unfortunately
these fibres are hold in an insulating matrix
so damage to the structure would occur should
a strike attach to this. A full-pan metallic

straps) to transfer flight loads from one
shield section to the next. Conductive adhesives, for this application, have inuuffioient
strength and would have been ineffectual for
lightniW transfer. To transfor strike energy
to the aircraft the erosion shield must
connect to the blade ouff. The transition area
of the spar is subject to changing sections
making manufacture difficult. The extent to
which the leading eodg balance bar might be
effected was also subject to speculation.
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TT KMT OD, COUPONS AND RELEVANCE TO
BLADE.

2.3 TESTING OF OUTBOARD DESIGN FUURES
Flat Panels - Those panels were arranged
to examins the butt straps and the extreme tip
plate (light alloy) and its attachment screws
which pass through the shield. Two particular
unknowns were the result of not having the
adjacent shield sections touching each other
and the effect of a clearance hole around
the tip plate attachment screws so that there
would be no direct tip plate - screw - shield
electrical path. Xor both these specimens
the shield was bent up and clamped by 2 cuff
bolts, which had been accurately located to
simulate the cuff. For all tests the electrode
was clamped to the tip pl -te with the cuff
connected to the return circuit. Of the four
components which comprise a lightning event,
Component A (1)* initial stroke was considered
to be *- most relevant as sufficient material
was present to reduce the damage due to heating and burning, caused by the remainder of
the stroke.
PANEL 1, On this panel the shields were nominally touching beneath the butt strap and
0.025" radial clearance between the tip screws
and shield. When given quite a severe strike
(207kA 1.76 x 1o6 A2t) most of the current
passed through the carbon as the only visual
damage arose from a tip plate to shield are
and a small amount of soot blown out from
under the butt strap suagesting a small
manufacturing void. This axc damage, being
very minor, was repaired and another severe
strike was applied (198 kU 1.93 x 106 A2 t).
The soot of the first strike encouraged the
second to pass through the shield resulting
in a partially debonded butt strap (less than
bond
b
area) and surface arc scorching around
the tip plate screws. Fig 3.

2.1 IDESTIPICATION OF PROBI( AREAS FOR
TEST - A Design decision was made, for manufacturing and repair requirement., to produce
the leading edge proteotion of several lengths
of titanium with their joints being covered
by 2" wide titanium strips. The effoot of
discontinuity in the shield and the lightning
conduction properties obviously required investigation. The blade requires to be thickex
at the inner end resulting in a considerable
profile change - this change would be very
costly to reproduce in the metal erosion
shield so otheor solutions needed to be
investigated. Another unknown area was the
tip plate and its fittings.
To enoompas& all these unknowns five flat
specimens were devised$ two fe outboard tip
and butt strap damage, two with schemes for
the transition area to the attachment cuff
and one specimen possessing a one-piece metal
shield from tip to cuff.
2.2 DESIGN AND I,1AEU JATURE OF 3LW 'SPAR'
- The blade spar in question possessed a
large proportion of unidirectional carbon and
with the tip plate and its attachment screws
passing through this conductor current sharing
with the shield would be inevitable. The spar
was therefore considered to be out through
the spa" rearwall and opened out like a book.
This out line was chonse as the least amount
of carbon was in this area and would conaequently be the least affected. The trailing
edge fairing was omitted from the model as it
was non-conductive.
The actual method of manufacture involved
accurate representation of the glass and carbon materials (fibre direction/number of plies/
dimensions) being laid into an aluminium
'picture frame, type tool with a pressure
plate to maintain constant consolidation and
flatness. These were cured in apress an a.
panel of 7/16" (11.2 mm) thickness would
have possessed a high void count and be poorly
compaoted if cured in an oven under vacuum
pressure. A suitable recess was formed in
the panel into which a flat titanium sheet
would be bonded to represent the erosion
shield.

Panel 'It 0.025"
Panel 2s

0.032"-

TIP 8CRWV CLEARANC1M
(4)

l

i62-

62,4th

Peak Ourront
Action Integral

200 UA
2 x .0 6 A2

PasoTimo
ais

<< 500
Va
25Yls

~Table
PABEL 2:

2:

1 mm gap between shields

This panel was identical to the

previous one except for a dsllbvratA lmm

resin filled gap between the shiolds and a
greater clearance (.032")

for the tip screws.

Fig. 3 and 4.
A severe strike (190kA 2.22 % 106 A2 t)

Daage

succeeded in arcing from the tip plate to

shield producing delamination.

7% of the

Panels

1 Severe

delamination

butt strap debonded and was bent back due

to the I mm spacing and areas of the shield

1 M

were vapourised here.

1Strike

Blades - When blades were eventually

Blades

*

Strike

delamination

produced to what was hoped to be the final
standard, two spoimens were despatched to

Oulham Lightning Studies Unit for testing.

BLADE 1:

2.4 TESTING OF nMOARD DESIGN YATURES -

A blade specimen 3 ft. in length

EARTHING SaCmS

with a central butt strap covering shields
sections that were nominally touching. This
specimen recieved 8 open arc strikes of

2.4.1 Schemes Tested - As mentioned
earlier, an easier and cheaper means for
connecting the parallel sections of shield

increasing severity grom 48 kA 4.5 x 10 6 A2 t
up to 158kA 0.6 x 10b A2 t.
The first 4

to the cuff had to be found. Two most
likely materials were selected and the flat

strikes did no damage to the joint other than
barely visible soot deposits. 'The 5th Was of
moderate severity (145kA 0.98 x 106 A2 t) and
produced a small amount of soot from one area
of butt strap. It must be remembered that-

panels on which to mount these were produced.
PANEL 1 - MDL TBORSTRAN: This material
is a woven glass fabric prepveg in which the
individual fibres are partially coated with
aluminium. The panel layout was as follows:

this damage was accumulative.

a 10 inch length of titanium sheet to rep-

BLADE 2: This was given a moderate strike
(173kA 0.6 x 106 A2 t) of approx. e ual
intensity to that on Blade 1, and I of the
butt strap dbonded and an area was melted,
This blade had a 1 mm gap between its shields.
Comparison Of Panels With Blade Tes,_e The four samples tested demonstrated that it
is possible to obtain very good correlation
between blade and accurate representative
panels. These tests also proved early in

resent the parallel portion of the blade
then 24 inches of Thorstrand (2 plies of
T.E.P. 7). The joint between these two could
best be described as nominally touching and
was covered by a butt strap. The inboard
end was earthed out via the close tolerance
cuff attachment bolts and the simulated cuff.
Incidentally, the face of the Thorstrand
shield was not in direct contact with the
cuff as a sheet of nylon antifret shim (appr-

the design days the degree of damage likely
to be caused by a gap between adjacent shield

oximately 0.012") was positioned in between
- any strike in the shield had to pass throu-

sections either deliberate or accidental.

h

end of the fibres and into the bolt

slaks.

Fig 6.

A seyere2 strike was administered (202kA

1.83 x 100 A t) with encouraging reslts.

Table I.

The butt strap debonded for 75 of its bond
area, slight arc damage to Thorstrand at
that point and very slight pitting of the
bolt shank.
PANEL 2: EWANDE ALUMINIUH MESHI This
panel was identical to the previous specimen
except for the replacement of T'hrstrand with
Fine mesh. A strike of slightly less power
(195 kA 1.75 x 106 A2 t) produced an identical

Shields Jominally Touching.

Damage

Severity
.

degree of damage.

Panels

Severe

fdlamination
Paesouts
srk

Fig 6.

PAXVL 3: 0 PIECE XWTAL SHIE.Ds This speoimen was to represent the ideal - if money

_

and ttme were no object.

Blades

let Modrate
Strike

Sootstrap
on cones
of

oo butt straps, no

alternative
materials,
d nopiece
antifrt
shim
to worry about
- just a one
titanium
shield bolted to the cuff.
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A heavy strike

o :202kA 1.77 x 106 A2 t produced no damage

to those produced on an actual blade and

other than the usual sLight superficial
arcing at the tip attachment scrpws. Fig 5.
2.4.2. Discusdion of Soheme Results These trials demonstrate the desirability
of a continuoux solid metal path for the whole
span but if necessaxy either of the two alternatives tested would give protection if the

that proper interpretation of the results

desgree of damage shown could be tolerated.

dr.lled holes and bushed. holes.

the first two tests on the outboard specimens
showed that the results from coupons can be
read across to an actual blade. Of the two
substitutes examined the Thorstrand would be

ophy of the bushes is that any arcing between
the carbon layers and the cuff details will
now pit the bushes which are rot so critical.
The strike will safely transfer irom bush to

preferred for2 its ease of handling,

bolt.

from flat specimens is capable of saving a

considerable amount of time, finance, etc.
on the re-design of the final blade.
To resolve the issue of the pitted cuff
bolt holes, flat specimens have been manufactured which contain a combination of plain

.4-.3. Testing of Iiboard Blade Specimens

*

The philos-

-

The results obtained by the 5 flat panels
were particularly interesting in the areas
of the tip screws and cuf. The tip scmrews

3- CONCLUSION

with the suair radial cledance to the shield

will be used with greater confidence by our

did not sustain any flanhovo damae and the
Thorstrand and Mesh showed that no untowarxd
dam-fe was produced by passing the conductor

designers who up to now only had their basic
intuition and C.L.S.U. experience to tide them
ov3r until manufacture of a blade was very

unds_ the cuff.

far advancel and design decisions had been

It is envisaged that this method can and

These two findings enabled a

flight standar-d design to be produced. To
recap, it would be very costly to produce an
erosion shield forsed to fit the changing spar

taken which could result in costly changes
if found to be incorrect.

.hape of the inboard end, but, if a standard
hield section ha its leading edge cut away

ACKNO

in this area the two stripa left would pass

(Westland Helicopters Limited) and Mr. C. C.R.

up the flat sides of the opar.

Jones (Culham Laboratory) for their technical

The author wishes to thank Mr. R. Ellis

The strips

could neatly pass under the cuff and with
oversize holes to prevent arcing to the cuff
bolts the lightning strike would arc over the
antifrot shim to the edge of the cuff.
A blde as ttomnufctued
U*s st~1.*
A blade was manfactured
this
and was passed to C.L.S.U. f r trials. A
strike of 188kA 2.76 x 106 A wan applied.
This wgs in excess

J. Phillpott, "Recommended Practice
for Lightning Simulation and Testing Techniques
for Aircraft" Culham Laboratory Report CIZ4 - R
163 dated 1977.

of the required level of

2 x 10 A2t but nevertheless damage waS very
minor. The only visual e
incurred was
slight debond~ig of the butt strap (1% est.)

This degree of damage would not present a
flight hazar,

indeed on the subsequent teor-

down examination the strap proved very difficult to remove.

However, further examination on the dis-

+

~~~to

mantled in-boad cuff areAL of the blade

specimen showed arcin~g from the carbon layers

'

the bolts had z'esultld .in pitting of'the

,

cuff bolts. This damage would be of no immediate flight safe).y concoen but could Lhmve

1:

long term ftatigue implications. Itwas felt
that further worikwas necessary to investigate

and resolve
this issue.
Following this discovery the flat
specimans were re-examinod in the pseudo-ouff

arsa and on closer inspection, similar arcing
be Wen the carbon and the bolts was found on
thope speqimens. This would appear to reaffi= our belief that the results obtained
from flat peimens can be d.irectly related

A

-
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OUTBOARD I
EROSION SHIELDS NOMINALLY TOUCHING UNDER
BU1T STRAP
TIP SCREWS OF 0.025" RADIAL CLEARANCE TO SHIELD

SIMULATED
TIP PLATE
AND BALANCE
ASSEMBLY
(L.ALLOY)

TITANIUM
OAGCUFF
ATTACHMENT

PLATE ATTACHMENT

• .-.
,lC'TIP
COMPOSITE
iCUFF

SCREWS
FG3

(L. ALLOY)
624
OUTBOARD 2

i

~A
t '

IDENTICAL TO OUTBOARD I ABOVE EXCEPT FOR-

GAP OF 0.040" (1lmm) BETWEEN
,ENDS
OF SHIELDS
~FIG

3.

TI

CRW OF 0.032"10.82mm)

'RADIALCLAACTOSID

4.

ilADVANCE

'i

TESTING OF LIGHTNING. PROTECTION

SCHEMES FOR COMPOSITE MAIN ROTOR 8I. ,ES
(HELICOPTERS)

62-9

4

1st STRIKE
INBOARD 1 (TRANSITION)

2dSTRIKE (OP.EN ARC)

FIVETED ON TITANIUM
'EARTHING' TAGS
PLATE ATTACHMENT
TIP
SCREWS
~~(HOLE SIZE 0.41")

FIG 5.
INBOARD 2 & 3 (TRANSITION)
HEXEL 'HORSTRAND'

.,,

"

SCREWS
PLATE ATTACHMENT
TIP
(HOLE SIZE 0.41")

FIG 6.

:'
....

ADVANCE TESTING OF LIGHTNING PROTECTION
SCHEMES FOR COMPOSITE MAIN ROTOR BLADES
42-9
.(HELICOPTERS)
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NNSECOND RESOLUTION OFEl AND

IIN AIRCRAFT LIGHTNING TEST RIGS

3 J C BURROWS, LULIHAM LABORATORY,

ABINGDON, OXON OX14 3DB, ENGLLND

-

-

ABSTRACT

certain types of wiring couprise bursts of

---- >Many designs of test rig have emerged in
recent years incorporating hardvired connections
(Culhan, LTA)*t, and design incorporating series
open arcs at each end of the aircraft (McDonnell)
Important characteristics of the test rise
etc.
are not specified, but the" characteristics
control the generation of large (and usually hf)
transieoqte through the fast coupling processes
(f
. Both lumped element and distributed
element representation of these test rigs and the
capacitor banks driving then will he given, and
the effects of parameter and geometry variations
will be highlighted. It will be shown that a
quantitative analysis of fast transients (Di)
requires much closer specification of the test
rig performance including switch closure time,
capacitor bank and connecting lina inductance,
and the transmission line impedance of the test
rig. The recent tests on the Fly-by-Wire Jaguar
at Warton near Preston in England showed the need
for developiug a quantitative relationship
between hf transients and the fast coupling
Processes.

decaying oscillations in the MUz range which
show no resamblance to the driving current
2%6
wavefors which is usally a unidirectional pulse
or damped sinusold in the range 30-300kH*. These
transients are due to the complex nature of real
I the I waveforms in practice and the presence of
It
large rates of change of electric field t,
has also been pointed out by AFWL that field
coupling to the aircraft must be considered as
for NEMP. This paper presents an improved model
for calculation of the aircraft test system
performance which enables the peak transient
values of all the relevant parameters (IJ;H, H;
B.I; E,i; and D,b) to he calculated. Several
important conclusions may be drawn from the
Improved model which affect the design of test
rigs and the validity of results. Predictions
from the new model are compared with results
using a computer circuit code (NAP2)(6) showing
that during zhe first 60n. very reliable
indiation of the initial transients of I (and
hence 1) and 6 are obtained. It will be shown
that 2 distinct time constants dominate the
performance of the system, determine the amplitude
of the transient fields, and the oscillation
frequencies; namely a source time constant s and
the aircraft/return conductor two-way transient
time tA" A further time constant, the switch
closure time t may influence results somewhat
but it is felt that this is less significant than
and will be considered in future work.

STUDIES OF LIGHTNING INDUCED VOLTAGES on
aircraft have frequently included
considerations of teat methods for assessing
an entire ntrcraft in a ground test in which
simulated lightning currents are passed
between representative attachment points,
Such tests are briefly discussed in the SAE
AE4L Comittee Report(l)* and Cullum Report
CL=163(2).
Many aircraft tests using somewhat
different techniques from one another have
been carried out in the US, UK and Europe, and
in these tests it has been reported that many
transients occur in the aircraft wiring which are
not proportional to peak current (t) or peak rate
of rise of current (dI/dt or 1) as described in
ref Iand 2.
In particular tests on the Jaguar Fly-byWire(3) in England recently, and the Viggen in
Sweden the previous year(4) showed that
scaling some of the largest amplitude
transients with dI/dt or I was not Justifiable
in teoru of transient wavefots and the
circuit types. This implies the lumped
element equivalent circuit model of the high
current circuit shown in figure I does not
produce an accurete indication of .the voltage
and current environment for the aircraft.
Also work in the US at McDonnell Aircraft
Company(5) has shown that transients in
*Numbers in parentheses designate References at
end of paper.

REVIEW OF LUMPED ELEMENT MDDEL
An elemetory model of the high current
circuit of a whole aircraft test rig for induced
voltages is shown in figure 1 for a system
similar to that used for most tests so far,
incorporating a capacitor bank, high voltage
switch(es); connecting lines, the aircraft; end
return conductors. These are shown
diagramatically in fgure 2 (taken from ref 1).
switch

V0

CL

Fig. I

R.

Lumped Element Model

LL, CL, RL are the lumped element circuit
values.

charged to VO, at switch closure the main
parameters are given by
Current Generator

KI VU~j
O
A/&

A

dlr
f

2

A()
(2)

24-3

HS (if R < P.Grit
2%VL CLCL

P crit, the pulse is unidirectional.
if k . R
X

Wheals an

CleKtrL

X"yato
R urn irescritically

Groud
Connec~tion

IMulated from

GounWd

riq. 2 .

is a complex function of CL. RL and

LL and equals 1 if R40, and <1 IIf 1)0. For a
damped pulse (IL - R crit) %I
1/2.718.
For the purposes of example In this
paper. a test rig geometry so In figure 3 Is
assumed where the aircraft fuselage is
represented by a Is radius cylinder. (An
arbitary value has been chosen in order to
illustrate values of surface H and I later in
the paper). The Inductance and capacitance
per unit length of the 'fuslesge' Lg, CO &To
R.2 w.
given by
(4)
0.133ihUlm
Lo - 0.2 losej Al

Typical setups for complete vehicle tets

Alternative but generally similar ,chewes are
the Cuiham quasi Co-axial rig and th now UP
type pulser described by R~obb and iTorola(7).
In figure 1 the effective baulk capacitance
is shown by CL, the total effective inductance
of the whole system including aiicraft returnK

conductors, capacitor bank and transmission lines

z -RK±A

p/n-8p/
l8P/
V 2OM-p/

-

is shown by LL, and RL is the tital series

log

damping resistance caused by losses in the
switch, the capacitors and inductance plus any
added waveshaping resistance.
Using this model, the IF circisit
performance can be calculated although it does
not predict any hf transients or any hf
oscillations. Assuming CL Is initiall~y

~1
Therefore the inductance of a 10an
aircraft/return conductor systema is w 1.33ipl.
A total (LL) of 3.8piU has been assumed for
the calculation below, that is 1.33 for the
aircraft and 2.47 Xl in the capacitor bank and
connection system.

Return
.0,-1

-

-

-

--

-

5

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

conductors

Fig. 3 Simplif 'led 'Aircraft' geometry assumed for this paper. The
aircraft fuselage' Is shown as a Cylinder im radius, 10m long,
with return conductors spaced at an equivalent radius of 1.95 m.
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Extensive measurements on the Hawker Hunter (see
for instance ref 8) show that the values of I,
di/dt and f are usable if the transients
occurring in the first few hundred nanoseconds
are ignored. An improved model is required to
compute these.
Using the values of LL above and
assusing CL - 0.125W and V0 - 380kV (for a
severe test), and putting K1 - 0.95;
%
10o .125
0 6[Such

from (1)

0

- 0.95 x 3.8

66k
66kk

3.8 x

10 b

A.

2 10 1 1 A/&
1
3.83 x 10- 6
from (3) f - 230kMz
NEW LUMPED/DISTRIUTED KODHL FOR INITIAL
TR.ANSIENTS
The model ts shown in figure 4(a) and
comprises two partsa * lumped source, and a
transmission line load as in 4(b). In figure
4(b) Re is not a physical element, it is thed
transmission line characteristic impedance of the
aircraft/return conductor system which is seen by
the source for times shorter then
~Fur
A- 100, t A 0 66nar.en
2A/(3 x 108).
froi

'

(2)

d

of the transmisign line. The capacitor bank anA
switch are shown in this model as a v6ltage
source turning on at a tie t0+. It Is
unnecessary to use the bank capacitance here
because in times a short as 60ns the
capacitor bank does not discharge appreciably and
behaves soan inductor in series with a voltage
source, and Ls is that inductance together with
the connecting bus-bar inductance to the load.
a source model requires that the bank is
physically small and close to the aircraft In
order that the use of a lumped inductance
representation is allowable. If it were
physically large compared to V4 at say frequency
of interest it would have to be represented by
another transmission line.]
For the source model
I "a1 "t/.
a
V0
" "

-t/T

a

1

VO

fit
and

Using this model the transaents occurring

(6)
ro

-Z'
I x

V0

on the system may be calculated by using the
source model at 4(b) which itself is a simple
lumped element circuit. The voltage across,
and current through, 1. determine exsctly the

i.ft

(7)

47
-

voltage and current impresNed on the end

s characteristic

impedance of
structure,

to

V
source rodel (lumped)
transmission
Le

Fig. 4

Proposed

'bothway'

Lumped I Distributed

i,3
\

i

travel

Model.

lint load

time

U

t4

U

5,0

(Equation (6) may be compared with equation (2)
which gives d/dt - V LL).
Thus both dl/dt and dV/dt are exponential
decays, time constant %a - Ls/1s and whose
peak values, occurring at tim to+ are solely
dependent on V0 ,L s and Z0 , ie depend upon the
lumped element source modal. Therefore dI/dt
must be largEr than the simple IF lumped element
model by an amount depending on the ratio of
In fact, dI/dt with a physically
LL/La.
close low inductance bank ight be many times the
LY value. dV/dt yields extremely large values,
eg using V 0 - 380kV as before, let Le - 2.5Pi
and Zg - 4009from equation (7)
dV/dt

-

- 6 x 1012 V/.

3
2.5 x 10-b

ror the geometry described for fig 3. (r,
r 2 - 1.950) and from the relation
-

V
.
rI loge r 2 /r

COPISON OF SIMPLE NODKL AND CIRCUIT
AHA/IISO CODE
PDICTION

I,

()
I

. 9 x 1012 V/m/s

1.1
logo 1.95

dt

2
and D - 'K - 80A/m

Thus, in summary, this tet rig design would
produce a pulse whose parameters aro- dI/dt
(mean) - 1011 A/e di/dt (peak) - 1.5 x l01 A/s
2
and b (peak) - 8OA/m ; all severe values.
To complete the summary of performance.
for the structure of fig 3, and for t - 66kA
(from this simple equivaleat circuit).

.xand
-.6-

05 x 10

A/a.

2x' 1
2x r 1

and I-

The model therefore predicts that a
waveform comprising peak values of I, H and D
will start at the tranesmission line and pass
This combined
down it towards the far end.
waveform produces the circuit excitation by
combination of electric and magnetic field
coupling processes depending on the wiring type
and orientation.
After a period of tA (a 66as in the above
example) the lumped/distributed model of figure
4(b) La no longer applicable because the
reflection from the far end of the transmission
line reaches the source, so changing the apparent
impedance of the line. In the following section,
the initial and subsequent behaviour of the
system is shown by the use of a circuit anlysis
code NAP2.

The NAP2 circuit analysis Is used to
demonstrate the performance of 2 different
circuit configurations, with 3 different
values of La, the source Inductance. A
short cLrculted transmission line a In figures 3
and 4, wos calculated with values of L. of 0.5,
2.5 and IOA; and with the same values of Lg
an open circuit line was calculated. Of
particular interest is the short circuit case
2.5 PH for comparison with the
with La
previous *.ction. YiZure 5 shows the system as
,with W2. Calculation was made of
cslculc
the three places a shown.
'Id in
1, t, V
Soms results of these calculations are shown
in figure 6. The time span of the calculation is
5008s, and the decaying exponential values of I
V derived in the previous section are also
sketched on these lines. The curve of I1has
been included to demonstrate the linear ramp of

30,000 T/s.

~.....

'

Node 13

Node 8

Node 3

.......

I

rw

s.or

I circuit

end

V3
source
I

transmiisslon line
(represents loin of 4Cl

-

line)

-

end.

Fig, 5

Representation of aircraft test system for
calculation.

NAP2
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current to be expected from simple theory on
which is Impressed an oscillation - frequently
called 'hash', but nov saen to be an inherent
part of such-& test system.
(If a capacitor has
been used for the source, the linear ramp of
current would be the initially linear part of a
mine wave.) The curve of dIL/dt confirms that
the peak value of dL/dt is higher than the linear
ramp rate; for smaller values of La this is
even more marked as in figure 7 for Ls - 0.5pU.
Both curves show dl /dt for the open circuit
line, again showig the good fit to the
exponential decay until approximately 6Ono.
However the open circuit line then relaxes into a
very low frequency oscillation (a 30sz) which is
essentially the limped element frequency of the
source inductance Ls resonating with the total
line capacitance to ground (approx 830pF).
This
frequency does not have any relationship to a
natural frequency of the transmission line. Yor
the short circuit line the main resonances are 9,
22.5 and 32141 which are much closer to the
natural frequencies of the line Itself (n x
7.5MHZ where n is 1.2,3 etc). Table 1 lists the
values calculated by AP2 of dX/dt ad dV/dL for
V 0 - 1 volt.
It is also important Lo note that the ratio
of the peak di/dt to mean becomes larger
progressively further along the line with a
maximau at the short circuit. In Table 2 these
ratios are listed for all 3 values of Ls for
both short circuit and open circuit line.
Table 3 lists the values of dI/dt and dV/4t
from the NAP2 calculation on the line together
with the predicted values from the lumped source
model above.
Thus the electric field (and hence U) and
the current (and hence H and 3) environment on
the surface of the structure is defined at the 3
locations on the structure. Using the NAP2 code
the values at any point along the line could be
calculated. Local variations in geometry from a
circular cross section can be calculated using 2D
analysis techniques using a local maximum and
minimum values of R and H. The oscillatory
transients die away slowly beyond the W0ans time
of the present WA2 calculations. Yor a
unidirectioual, or oscillatory current pulse no
further transient generation occurs except where
associated with non-linearties in the structure
and sparking,
COMMKNTS ON KESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The hf transient waveforms occurring on test
rigs for Induced voltage work are sean to be an
Inherent characteristic of the electrical design
and physical st
of the rig, and can not be
classed as 'hash'.
In fact they fore an
essential part of the electrical and magnetic

circuit code calculation using NAP2. In the next
phase of work, experimental measurements will be
performed to check the validity of this model.
Thus it can be stated provisionally that
tests reported in the Xi.arature in the past,
using the close spaced low inductance test system
preferred by Culhas (eg VBW Jaguar, the Hawker
Hunter, the Viggen in Sweden and the P16
composite fuselage in the US) all had severe
components of fast electric field as a result of
the initial transient phenomena discussed in this
paper, and the same would be true of tests
reported elsewhere.
Moreover, pending experiwantal confirmation,
it appears that the transient levels can bm
designed into the system by consideration of two
time constants %a and tA.
Other factors need to be considered in a
physical test are those arising from closeness of
the ground end the formation of another
transmission lit
between the aircraft, its
return conductors and ground. This could
Introduce additional hf resonances as a result of
excitation of the ground/airframe system. Tests
should of course be Ideally done over a very dry
insulating ground. However It is likely that the
major excitation processes occur from the initial
transient described in the previous section.
These results provide an insight into the
sequence of excitation using the two arc method,
Is the aircraft is situated in a test rig with
rc gaps at each end. When the generstor fires
it first sparks over the the entry gap, charges
the aircraft up, end then the far end grounding
gap breaks down.
The entry gap spark over Is similar to the
excitation described above with the transmission
line open circuit at its far end. A
comparatively low frequency will be excited
depending on the source Inductance and aircraft
capacitance to ground, together with frequencies
around N/2 frequency of the aircraft test object.
This will quickly be changed to a very different
type of excitation when the far end grounding gap
flashes over so becoming a short circuited
structure having the sort of excitation described
in an earlier section (it being of little
significance in terms of the transients as to
whether a voltage source Is suddetly applied to
the load or Is discharged to ground) with
different frequencies, and additionaly a steady
ramping current with its asociated oscillatory
rise. Vrom the NAP2 calculation it is apparent
that when the spurious low frequency lumped
element resonances around 1.7 to 51M are Ignored
that the i and b values are generally lower tian
those with a short circuited end; additionaly the
open circuit case does not include the main LY
current ramp (leading to the mean LU current

fieold environment and provide sovere values of

pulse) which is Important In testing Qg/gp

6

and h during testing. It hes been shown that a
staple lumped constant source model predicts the

structures; hence the more severe case is the
short circuit end case, where high i and b are

initial peak amplitude of the transients and

combined with a lightning type current.

compares vary favourably with results from a

does not infer that simulation is perfect, on the
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Table 1A

Results of NAP2 Calculations for Short Circuit and Open Circuit Transmission Line

-

Peak Values of dI/dt and dV/dt for L. - 0.5, 2.5 and 10pH.

Le

W

Bc

0.5

oc

sc

2.5

oc

BC

3.9xl0 5

5

10

oc

d1l/dt A/s

1.54x106

1.54Z10 6

3.76x10

d6/dt A/s

8.3 xl06

7.5 xl0 5

4.9xl0 5

dl G/dt A/s

1.54xi06

dV3 /dt V/S

3.7 x,0

7

3.7 x10

7

1.33x,0

7

2.2x10

7

4.3x106

1.1x1O 7

dVa/dt V/s

2.7 Xl0

7

3.2 x10

7

1.15xi07

2.1xl0

7

3.3XI06

l.l1xO

7

2.4x10

7

1.10

7

-

dV 1 3 /dt V/s

6.4xi0

-

5.5 xl0

-

3x101

s

9.8x104

9.7xl04
1.7x10

5

9x 1

2x10 5

-

-

-

Table lB - Results of NAP2 Calculation for Bc and oc Transmission Line Value of dI/dt and dV/dt of
the most Predominant RF Component (but ignoring the spurious resonance for the oc case (see text)

0.5
LsPH

Table 2

-

oc

Frequency MHz

11.4

dl 1 /dt A/a

5 x10 5
3.7x1o

dt G/dt A/s

7.5x10

5

dV3/dt V/s

1.5x10

dVa/dt V/s

oc

1 .9xi0 b

sc

15

9,2

8 XO4

dX 6/dt A/s

10

Bc

17

5

dVia/dt V/s

2.5

Bc

8x104
1.7 x10

8.3

very small
5

oc

1 .3x10

5

14.6

7x10

3

6x104 3.2x,04

-

2.5 x1O 5

7

6.7x106

1.25x10'

3x10 6

4. 1O6

2.5x10 7

5x106

1x10 7

1x106

3xi 6

9x10

-

3106

-

-lxl0

very small

-

-

jxl0

6

<5x10 5
-1X0 1

Ratio of Peak dI/dt to mean dI/dt for Short Circuited line; obtained from NAP2 code.

La i

0.5

2.5

Ii

2.82

1.45

1.12

16

1.7

1.88

1.9

IG1

2.82

2.46

2.27

10
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Table 3
dI/dt

Le

-

Comparison of Lumped Source Model and NAP2 Calculation of Initial Peak Values of dV/dt and

LS Model

NAP2 sc

dV 3 /dt

6.3 xl0

7

3.7 xl0 7

d1j/dt

1.58X106

1.54xi06

10

2.5

0.5

9i

LS Model

NAP2 oc
3.7 xl0

7

(1.54x106)

NAP2 sc

NAP2 oc

LS Model

NAP2 sc

NAP2 oc

1.5xi0

7

1.25xi0 7

1.2 Yj0

7

3.91x06

3.6xi06

3.3x106

3.8xi0

5

3.76x10 5

3.76xi0

5

9.9xl04

9.75x104

9.9zi&

LS model - Lumped source model
NAP2 sc - NAP2 calculation short circuit end
NAP2 oc - NAP2 calculation open circuit end.

5

contrary, the successive phase& of natural
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Simulation Test Techniques'.
lightning contact to an aircraft probably give
Proceedings of the International Conference on
high b components (and possibly high B
Lightning and Static Electricity, Oxford, March
components at different times from the low
1982. Published by Culham Laboratory.
frequency I and the main current pulse. For
6 T Rilbner-Peterson, 'NAP2 - A Nonlinear
example b is probably at its highest at leader
contact with the aircraft when currents, I and BmAnalysis Program for Electronic Circuits' Users
Manual 16/5-73. Institution of Circuit Theory
may be comparatively small, or at least be of
Telecommunications Technical University of
very short duration. It is vital for specify
Denmark.
a ground test adequately that the values of D,
7 R A Perala, F J Erikson, P H Rudolph,
the frequency content and duration need to be
'Vol II Electromagnetic Coupling Modelling of the
obtained for inflight strikes. It is to be hoped
Lightning/Aircraft Interaction Event' EMA Report
that the NASA, US. Air Force and French work on
81-R-21 Vol III.
inflight measurements will yield sufficient data
8 B J C Burrows, C A Luther, P Pownall,
for the purpose of specifying test design in due
course.
'Induced Voltages in Full Sized Aircraft at 1011
A/s' Proceedings of IEEE Symposium on EMC Seattle
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The Sandia Lightning Simulator
By
James C. Bushnell and J. G. Kostas
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185
ABSTUACT
Sandia has developed a lightning simulator to produce currents equiv&lent to
those of severe natural lightning, (99 percentile), on external loads on the order
of 8 microhenriea.
The simalator can produce from I to 4 pulses, with the first
pulse having peak current of 200 kiloampere, rising to this value in 2 microseconds,
with an e-folding decay time on the order of 75 microseronds.
The interpulse
zpacing may be variad over a wide range. A continuing current on the order of 300
amperas for I seccnd may also be included. The total action integral is as high
3 x 106 ampere 2 - second, and total charge transfer 300 coulombs, The design and
implementation of this facility and associated instrumentation will be discussed.
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This paper was not available for incorporation into this book.
be published at a future date.
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FULL-SYSTEM TESTS USING THE SANDIA LIGHTNING SIMULATOR

Robert A. White
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque. New Mexico

~~ABSTRACT
TA
Xapply
.

irect-stroke, very high-level natural lightning Is simulated

with afast-rising,
developmentalhigh-current,
lightning simulator,
which has bean used to
high-energy
outputs to full-scale
operational system.

Samples of the wide range in output capabili-

ties of this high-voltage, multiple-pulse simulator arc described.
Circuit considerations related to its use for testing physically
large test items are discussed.

The simulator is

primarily used

for conducting internal Sandia National Laboratories test programs,
but exanple waveforms from direct-strike lightning simulation tests
made for the .Navy with functional F-14 and F/A-18 aircraft are also.
presented.
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LIGHTNING SIMULATION TESTING of f14l-scale,
fully operational systems st,'Ipulse levels

developmental simulator is made more apparent
by describing some of the large-item high-level

corresponding to low-probabil2ty, maximumthreat conditions is
a subject of relatively
widespread interest.
Severe-threat current
levels as high as 200 kA peak are being speci-

tests that have been made.

fied for an increasing number of systems.

....

.....

LIGHTNING SIMULATION

CROWBARRED MARX LIGHTNING SIMULATOR

High

-

rates of rise in current are more frequently
being associated with hazards to equipment from
natural lightning.
Simulation test current
rate of rise (di/dt) as high as 2 x 1011 A/s is
also being specified more frequently.
The need for high-current lightning sinulators has been described in numerous previous
publications and conferences, and much has been
written concerning natural lightning and subjects related to it.
The 1982 IEEE Transactions on Electromagnetic Compatibility(l)*
contains many papers and their references which,
describe and summarize much of what is known
about lightning and its
interaction with aircraft.
It
includes a paper by Uman and
Krider(2) that provides a good review of lightning subjects and also a comprehensive bibliography of literature related to lightning
measurements and models.
This paper discusses some aspects of
lightning simulation testing of items ranging
in size up to that of full-scale operational
military aircraft. A partial discussion of the
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque
(SNLA)
lightning simulator itself and some of
its
capabilities are included.
Bushnell and
Kostas(3) provide a more detailed description
of the simulator elsewhere in this conference.
Several different output pulse voltage and
current waveforms related to use of the sinlator for lightning simulation testing are
discuised below.
No attempt is made in this
paper to discuss instrumentation or test item
responses

Underdamped RLC capacitor discharge circuits
using the crowbar technique to clamp or short
out the capacitor when peak current is reached
have been used for pulse stretching here for
more than 25 years and also at several of the
other national laboratories.
This method can
provide fast-rising, long-duration, unidirectional pulses.
Use of crowbarred Marx surge
generators was strongly supported by F. W.
Neilson(4) in 1977 for simulation of very
high-level lightning currents.
How to crowbar
megavolt or higher voltage circuits was an
important Zactor related to the success of such
a simulator.
Testing described by Parker(S)
confirmed and denoustrated the feasibility of
using a gas-dieltctric, triggered-spark gap as
a 1-MV crowbar switch.
Utilization and developmental operation of
this new lightning simulator facility during
the past year or so has confirmed the performance characteristics and capabilities prodicted and described by Neilson.
Once the
capability of using the simulator for lightning
studies was demonstrated, the request for tests
became so great that continued development
efforts had to be areatly curtailed.
Since
then, nearly constant test operation of the
simulator has displaced its continued developsent to brief intervals between test programs.
The advantages of a crowbar-switched Marx
circuit over other approaches for a simulator
were described by Neilson(4) along with the
important transient circuit parametric relationships for several approaches.
The under-

Natural lightning encompasses such a wide
distribution of high-voltage, high-current
characteristics that the task of simulating it
is made easier by using some of the highvoltage, pulsed-power technology that has
developed over the years in several of the
national laboratories. A little of that technology, as related to the Marx generators and
megavolt switches used in this simulator, is
also mentioned.
Some of the discussion in subsequent
sections is intended to support the concept
that severe (high-level) lightning can be more
easily simulated with physically smll objects
or systems having low-iLpedance than with
large, high-impedance test items.
The great
majority of lightning simulation testing with
this simulator is done with test systems
smaller than full-scale fighter aircraft, so it
is easier to do. The versatile nature of this

damped crowbar switched RLC circuit approach to
generating a severe threat current pulse is
many times more efficient than using an overdamped bank.
APPLICABLE TEST CRITERIA - The type of
test and the test levels to be. used need to be
carefully considered relative to the nature of
the item being tested.
Simulation of lowoccurrence-probability,
severe-threat, very
high-level lightning places stringent demands
on lightning simulator performance and on the
item being tested.
The need for a high-level
simulator may be very important if critical
systems sut be tested with severe simulated
lightning environments.
Very high-level testing may then be the only way of obtaining the
required information.
Operational survivability or safety needed
for other test items, on the other haud, may be
such less critical, and/or exposure probabilities may be low.
It may be important not to
overdesign

Umbers in parenthesis designate references'st
theand of the paper
d

or

overtest,

especially

when

the

relative consequences of lightning damage or
service disruption are minimal.
Very large,
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Unjustified costs and large design and parlor-
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Double-pulse lightning simulation with

mance penalties for normal nonlightning enviroanits may result from providing unnecessary
overprotection.
Simulation of all of the more important
characteristics of natural lightning requires a
versatile system with a broad range of capabilities.
Simulation of simplified versions of
the extreme-level high-current pulses is a
smaller task but still not easy. A number of
sources such as Cianos and Pierce(6), the SAE
committee A94L report(7) or MIL-STD-1757(8)
propose or establish simplified pulse criteria
for lightning simulation.
Natural lightning
characteristics and summaries of proposed or
established simulation specifications are
provided in many references. The papers in the
proceedings of the Culhm Laboratory, England
1975 Conference on Lightning and Static Electricity, including those of Pierce(9) and of
Phillpott(10) give good summaries and discussien of lightning test criteria,
Even after simplification to bare essentials, a single, severe-level, return-stroke,
siaulated pulse in not easy to show in its
entirety in a simple plot. A simulation pulse
shown in Fig. 1 has an amplitude that ranges
over three orders of magnitude and a time
duration that ranges over seven orders uf
magnitude.
Simulation of just one pulse may not be
eunough to satisfy some tast requirements. Over
a decace ago, Cianos and Pierce proposed a
three-pulse "Applied Model" for simulation of
severe lightning.
Siuce natural lightning
often has many return strikes, several pulses
are a better simulation than just one.
Their
severe lightning applied model has three. The
first has a 200-kA peak and the two subsequent
strokes each have 100 kA. More recent proposala and criteria have been in general agreement
and propose two pulses with the same 200-kA and
100-kA levels. MIL-STD-1757, entitled "Lightning Test Waveforms and Techniques for Aerospace Vehicles and Hardware," specifies a 250mv to I-second interval between pulses.
DOUBLE PULSE WITH FULL-SCALE AIRCRAFT The majority of items tested at this facility
require double-pulse simulation with contiuuing
current at some point during the test process.
Fig. 2 shows the current waveform record from
one such test with the Navy F/A-18 Hornet jet
airplane made during August 1982. This record
was obtained using one of the lightning facility Tektronix 7612 digitizers, which provides a
split time base capability.
The horixontal
timebese shown is divided into five separate

continuing current was applied several times to
the F/A-18 and was also used in June 1982 for
lightning testing of the Navy F-14 Tomcat jet
airplane. Additional description of the use of
the lightning simulator for the Navy airplane
tests has been treated by Ewing(11) and by
Perals and Easterbrook(12).
MULTIPLE PULSE SIMULATOR ARRANGEMENT Several different combinations of impulse
generators have been used in the two main tanks
of this simulator system.
Using multiple
sources allows multiple-stroke lightning siaulation. Output pulse characteristics can also
be more easily adapted to different specific
test requirements using multiple sources with
different inductive circuit elements to suit
the test requirements.
Fig. 3 shows multiple
isolation spark Saps arranged to allow multiple
sequential pulses during a single test. Use of
the isolation gaps allows time separation
between pulses to be set to any interval from
microseconds to 1 second.
Most of the testing with the simulator las
been done using only one crowbar spark-gap
switch (GCB) and one isolation spark gap in
each of the two simulator tanks. Sometimes one
crowbar switch is used with a single-impulse
generator, and at other times, two generators
are crowbarred simultaneously with a single
Make-up inductors (L ) are used
switch.
between a crowbarred Marx generator and 'its
test load to provide the desired wave shape.
Different inductance values are built into
these coils for different generators or different combinations of generators. The product
of total loop inductance and source capacitance
are adjusted to make (%/2)C equal to the deaired time to peak. Most of the tests have had
a nominal 2-ps time to peak (t).
The very simplified diagram of Fig. 3 is
not intended to be comprehensive. Many things
are not shown in the diagram, including the
continuing-current generator system.
It is
used to provide sustained current flow for
durations out to about 1 a. The continuingcurrent system Is also connected to the output
for those tests requiring it.
Since it is L
lower voltage system, it is located outside of
the simulator tanks.
Low-level current from
the continuing-current system is started with
the first high-amplitude, return-stroke, current pulse a0 continues until the arc extinThe continuingguishes betweui 0.5 and 1 s.
current component starts around 1 kA and slowly
decays to about 300 A.
The oil-insulated, coaxial intercomection

time intervals.
Approximately 16 am was the
time interval between pulses. Time separations
between pulses havebeen selected between 10 am
and r800 Y" for other tests.
This test also included Goutinuing current
in the several hundred ampere range between
pulses And continuing well past the second
pulse. Tine of rise for each of the two pulses
was 2 As.

between saulator tanks provides a connection
path to the load but also acts as a short
transmission line that affects the detailed
fe aturs of the output pulse.
During tests
with series spark gaps in the test-load citcuit,
the capacitance of the oil line acts
somevhat like a peaking capacitor *ad briefly
increases the initial rate of rise in current.
Differeat kindu of terminal arrangements and
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return-circuit arrangements are used to connect
to the test item.
The aximum stored energy of 650 kJ frou
all four impulse generators combined could
deliver at most 2 x 106 A2.& action integral to
a total load circuit resistance not exceeding
MIL-STD-1757 specifies a single0.3 ohms.
pulse action integral of 2 x 106 A2.. for the
initial 200-kA high-peak current component A of
qualification tests for full-size hardware
subject
direct-atroke
TESTto SETUP
PUISICALattachment.
LAYOUT - Since the
SNLA lightning simulator was originally developed to test relatively small systems, physical
layouts of the facility ware not oriented
toward testing full-size, operational aircraft.
Smaller test items are generally located indoors between the two main simulator tanks.
They may. be vertically supported above a
vertical-axis, high-voltage terminal or may be
located near it but displaced to one side. A
horizontal-axis high-voltage bushing can be
used as an alternate terminal arrangement. It
mounts on the side of an oil-filled, cross
transition that allows switching to an oilinsulated dummy-load coil mounted in a horizontal cylindrical container on the opposite side.
The arrangement of the simulator tanks is
shown in Fig. 4 with the cross, horizontal
The
bushing and oil-insulated load coil.
dummy-load coil allows the simulator to be
fully checked out with a representative load
Just prior to a subsequent shot into the real
load.
An Air-Launched Cruise M...sile, ALCH,
with its return circuit, is shown connected to

the

simulator output.

Lightning

simulation

tests with the ALCM are scheduled during 1983.
The relative locations of the four separate Marx surge generators used in the simulator are also shown in the diagram.
Other
components used in the oil-filled simulator
tanks to trigger, crowbar, waveshape, etc., are
not shown in this figure.
When the full-size aircraft were tested,
there was not room within the building for
them.
An oil-insulated, coaxial transmission
line was constructed so that the horizontal
high-voltage bushing shown in Fig. 4 could be
located outside of the building.
The ALCM
tests require that portions of the missile and
its retura circuit be outside in an adjoining
temporary addition.
RETURN CIRCUITS - Current returning to the
simulator from the test object .i
usually
routed back to the output terminal ground
through multiple conductors.
The conductors
are positioned to provide the minimum practical
value of total-load-cirpuit inductance and
still not greatly disturb the surface currents
in the test item.
The return circuits are
often made coaxial unless it is either imp.zactical or no particular need to do so exists,
The return circuit needs to be adequately
spaced from the test item so that unintended
flashovers between them do not occur. A series
spark gap is shown in the previous figure near

the tail of the missile. The test circuit is
completei by breakdown of this gap between the
ALCK and its return circuit. At least a small
air gap is always used in any test requiring
continuing current. However, it can be located
at either end of the test item.
Instead of
using a short free-air spark gap to complete
the test circuit, some setups employ a longspark in conjunction with high-peak current
tests.
The return circuit for the P/A-18 is
sketched in Fig. 5, which shows the aircraft
surrounded by cables. The wheels were down for
both airplane tests and supported on highvoltage insulators.
Twenty cables were arranged around the plane in a nearly coaxial
array for both aircraft tests. The cables were
supported by wooden stands and routed both to
the tail and, with a branching array, to the
left wing. Both the F-14 and the F/A-18 lightning tests were conducted for the Naval Air
The overall return circuit
System Command.
structures and systems for both airplanes were
of similar design.
The return circuits were
furnished and fabricated on site by Electro
Magnetic Applications, Inc.(12) An overview of
the tests is provided by Perala(12) in another
paper in this conference.
The inductance value of the test item and
its return circuit becomes relatively high when
something as large as an airplane is being
tested. The simulator must have high voltage
to drive high-peak currents with high-rising
di/dt through the load.
This is discussed
further in later sections.

IMPULSE GENERATORS - The design of the
four Marx generators used in this lightning
simulator was adapted from a 3.2-MV design used
in a number of nonlightning SNL& pulsed power
applications.(13) The basic 3.2-MV arrangement
was designed over a decade ago, and a number of
working variations have evolved from It since
then.
The physical arrangement of this multiply
folded Impulse generator design is shown in
Fig. 6. Each generator has 32 separate energystorage capacitors arranged in a dual- polarity
Marx circuit.
Sixteen field- distortion,
midplane, triggered spark gaps are used to
switch the capacitors in series after the
bipolar charging is complete.
Each of the
capacitors is charged to a maximum of 100 kA.
Host of the lightning simulator tests have been
made with less than full-charge voltage.
At
full-charge voltage, each sulphur hexafluoride
(SF6) insulated spark gap holds off 200 kV.
Each of the four impulse generators used in the
lightning simulator are of the sase design and
physical size.
Each has 32 of the, 100-kV
capacitors, but two different values of capacitance are used.
The capacitors in the lower
capacity generators are a little
over 0.7 1F,
and the higher capacitance units in the same
size container are each nearly 1.35 01.
This
provides the higher capacitance Marx generators
with nearly twice the energy of the lower

capacitance units.
The Marx circuit was devised by E. Marx in

output as two of the original generators.
Low-level tests can still be furnished by using

Germany in 1924, and many variations have been
adpated from it Iu the nearly 6 decades that
have passed. The dual polarity charged Marx is
one of several that has been used extensively
at SUM. This bipolar design has dmonstrated
high reliability in RYlA-I(14) where 36 sap&rate 116-kJ units are simultaneously erected to
a circuit-driving voltage near their design
rating of 3.2 KV.(15)
The resultant 4-.Hjparallel output pulse of the PBIA-I accelerator
is used for research in the Particle Beau
Fusion progra m at SWA.
A somewhat larger
6-MV, 400-kJ generator has been designed and
tested for the 14-NJ PAA-II accelerator where
36 of thmm will again be used in parallel,
The impulse generators in the lightning
simulator and all of the others mentioned are
oil-insulated. Multiply folded, oil-insulated,
bipolar generators have a desirably low eoutce
circuit inductance and furnish much higher
voltage to inductance ratios than are generally
possible with air-insulated impulse generators.
The bipolar Marx circuit has a number of
advantages in high-energy pulsed-power applications, even though it requires both positive
and negative equal-charging voltages.
A aimplified schematic is shown in Fig. 7 for a
four-capacitor, two-spark gap circuit. Because
only one-half as many spark gsps are required,
waintenaunce is reduced and reliability improved.
It is relatively easy to fold into
compact, low-inductance configurations.
it
doss not need an isolation gap between its
output and the test load (for single pulses)
although one may be used. The output polarity
of this type generetor can usually be reversed
quite easily.
The basic 3.2-MV PB1k Marx generator has
more voltage than was needed for lightning
simulation testiug with low-inductance loads,
Therefore, when this 3.2-MV design was adapted
for use with the lightning simulator, it was
split in two.
The two resultant, normally
series-connected halves wwre then joined in
parallel to make a unit with four times the
capacitance and twice the current capability
but with only a 1.6-MV output, i.e., one-half
of the original design voltage. Fig. 8 shows
the discharge circuit for this lower voltage
Marx generator,
A1 four of th, simulator generators had
the sam electrical design parameters for the
first year of operation, which included the
periods during which both of the Navy airplanes
were tested.
Erected, series, output capacitance for each of the generators was 88 uF.
The highest level peak currents ware applied to
tha aircraft by combining the outputs from
parallel impulse generators into a single
pulse.
Two of khe Marx generators have since
been rebuilt to furnish 'ore energy from the
asm six* units. Replacement of the capacitors
provided an output capacitance of about 165 uP.
Oise high-C Marx can now supply about the sa

the two generators that retained their original
capacitors.
CROWBAR SWITCH AND ITS TRIGGER - The
performance of the simulator is very dependent
upon the crowbar switch mud its operating
characteristics. It must reliably hold off the
full-output voltage of the erected Marx, but
almost immediately thereafter, it must be capable of being triggered near the time that the
voltage across it passes through zero. It must
pes very high currents that are even higher
than that through the load.
Crowbar switch
current, as shown later, is the composite of
load current and any Marx generator current
oscillation that occurs. The switch electrodes
must survive the high current and charge
through it for some reasonable number of discharges.
The switch used with the lightning simulator facility was also adapted from PBYA-I and
related pulsed-power technology. The PBFA
switch is a 3-MV, gas-dielectric, triggeredspark-gap trigatron used for pulse forming,
Electrical triggering with the switch dielectric gas composed entirely of sulphur hexafluoride is used in P1YA and most of the other
pulsed-power applications of the switch. It is
a larger version of an earlier (1972) 3-MV,
SNLA-devoloped trigatron described by Tucker.
(16) Thirty-six separate switches, each holding off 2.5 MV, are wimultaneously triggered
within about 10 us in the PB accelerator to
dump 36 separate water-dielectric capacitors.
These same switches do not have stringent
timing requirements, as used in the lightning
simulator, but they must be capable of being
triggered at low voltage.
Crowbar switching right at peak current is
difficult because switch voltage at that time
is very near zero. Crowbar switching within
±30* (or within (n/6)(iC) of peak current Ip,
still provides 0.866 Ip.
Yor an undamped LC
oscillation, voltage at 600 or 120' is 0.5 of
the initial voltage. The problem then becomes
one of triggeriug the crowbar switch at instantaneous main-electrode voltages that do not
exceed 50% of the initial peak voltage. The
minimum main-gap voltage at which a specified
trigger mechanism will ensure reliable operation has for many years been called cutoff
voltage. Cutoff voltage differs for different
trigger machatntss and also is dependent upon
other dynamic conditions related to use of the
gap. Low ratios of cutoff voltage to holdoff
voltage (or to operating voltage) allow generation of better pulses from the simulator. Good
pulses can be provided when crowbar switching
occurs either before or after peak current.
Switching af tot peak has been used for much of
the development testing. Switching before peak
has been investigated more recently, &nd it
bettor satisfies soam requirements.
Electrical triggering and ,S6 gas were
used with the unmodified trigatron during early
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good output pulse results were obtained.
It
switched near peak current and permitted full
100-kV charging of the capacitors and opencircuit erection voltqes near 1.6 XV.
When
problems were encountered with the electricaltrigger pulse generator, other crowbar triggering approaches of interest were explored,
Infrared (IR) laser triggering has been
used for much of the development testing during
the past year. The trigatron confiLvration was
modified by removing the trigger pin and shaping the hole though the main electrode to allow
focus of the laser beam within the main gap.
The modified laser triggered switch has been
used with lower dielectric strength gas compositions containing 50% nitrogen, 40% argon, and
10% SY6 . Many tests have been made with the I:
laser triggering, and it has been moderately
successful. Good triggering is obtained using
the mixed &as, but the gas dielectric strength
is much lower than it is for pure SP6. Even
with increased gas pressure, axi Au holdoff
voltage is reduced.
Marx output and charging
voltages have been limited to about 80X to
avoid exceeding pressure limitations of the
spark-gap housing. The lovered voltage reduces
maximum stored energy in the impulse generators
to about 64% of rated energy.
Work with ultraviolet (UV) laser '.riggering is in progress.
This will permit use of
100% SP6 in the crowbar switch so that fullrated, 100-kV charge voltage can be used. The
UV laser trigger is expected to provide very
good performance and will probably be used with
both simulator tanks.
As time permits, any
other triggering methods, such as electrical
triggering, that appear to offer lower operating complexity, lower cost, or improved reliability may also be investigated.
A new oil tank for developmental testing
with an additional Marx generator is located
near the two main simulator tanks.
It is
expected to be operational soon, which will
then allow crowbar and triggering studies and
other development activities to proceed in
parallel with scheduled simulation tests.
Crowbar switch and triggering development that
leads to an improved cutoff-to-holdoff ratio
should have a good payoff in terms of increased
system versatility and reliability. Since the
Marx generators are connected to provide only
one-half of their normal design voltage, crowbar switch operational characteristtcs remain
as one of the main temporary constraints to
operating the simulator at higher voltages,
FAST-RISING, HIGH-CUUBNT, WIDE PULSE The simulator has the capability of providing
very fast-rising, very high-amplitude, longduration current waveforms.
Waveforas of
current and action (fi2 dt) are shown in Fig. 9
for a 1- by 380-ps very high-amplitude pulse
delivered into a low-impedance load during
development test series conducted with the
sislator in the spring of 1982.
Crowbar was
above 200 kA and the 200-kA pulse level was

J"

sustained for over 20 Is with a slow decay to

half value of nearly 400 4a.
This pulse
achieved an action integral of 1.1 x 107 (A2 "4)
and delivered a unidirectional charge of
greater than 300 C. This pulse would be too
severe for most test items, but it illustrates
possible capabilities of the simulator. Since
this test series was made, two of the impulse
generators are being converted to even higher
energy units.
Both inductance and resistance are added
to the test circuit for most tests. Inductance
is usually added to slow down the current rise
and provide a time-to-current peak of about
2 4s. Added resistance can be used to speed up
the decay and shorten the tail of the waveform
to about 50 As at half amplitude. Usually any
special pulse-shaping components that need to
be added to the circuit are located within the
simulator tanks below the oil fill level. This
provides them with adequate high-voltage oil
insulation and prevent& voltage flashovers that
might otherwise occur in air.
LOW-CURRINT TESTS - A broad range of
output current waveforms is made possible by
the arrangement of the simulator. Lower current pulses are provided by selecting only one
impulse generator and lowering its charge
voltage to about half of rated value. Currents
down to about 50 kA peak can be provided without significant changes in circuit components.
Even lower peak current was desired for the
early portion of both airplane test series.
Current waveforms with peaks of 10 to 15 kA
were provided by shunting the inductance of the
test load with an even lower inductance added
to the circuit and located within the simulator
tank. A schematIc of this arrangement with the
V-14 Tomcat is shown In Fig. 10.
A bypass
inductor (L ) with an inductance value about
one-fourth tat of the downstream load shunted
about three-fourths of the simulator current to
ground. The remaining fourth of the output
current provided the desired low-current pulse.
WIDSi RANE OF CURRENT PULSES - As a part
of the tests with the F-14A and the Y/A-18 Navy
aircraft, different current levels were doaired. Initial tests were comenced at relatively low currents of 10 to 15 kA peak.
The
teat levels were increased as confidence in the
instrumentation and recorded results was
acquired. This is a fairly common sequence of
0vents for most test items.
The relatively
high inductances of the airplanes and their
return circuits constituted higher than normal
load impedances for the slnulator. Even so,
the tests went quite well.(ll)
The two example simulator pulses shown in
Fig. 11 were recorded during the F/A-18 test
series.
Tha simulated lightning pulse was
injected nose-to-wiug in both of these tests.
These particular tests did not use long-spark
gaps to complete the test circuit to the aircraft. ose-to-tail injection was also used in
many of the tests.
Long-spark air gaps ver
used to complete the teat connections for a

i

portion of both the nose-tail and nose-ving
tests.
These were called i-field tests, and
they allowed the field on the surface of the
aircraft to build up until breakdown of the
Charging of the
long-spark gap occurred.
oil-tranamissiou' line plus the aircraft itself
acted somewhat as a peaking capacitor. Start
of initial current was delayed until sparkchannel breakdown, and then current rose very
rapidly during the discharge of the locally
During i-field
stored dielectric energy.
tests, local currents generated at the aircraft
would not pass through the simulator tnjected
current monitors and would not be recorded.
Since the two waveforms in Fig. 11 are not
i-field-type tests, the early portions of the
These sample wavecurrent rise are smoother.
forms into the Y/l8A show that a lO-to-I range
in peak current is available for a given test
load circuit configuration.
HlGH-CWRRNT TXSTING - When
LNc-SPAR,
lon:-epark gape in free air are used to establish connections to the test load, such as in
the previously described airplane tests, portions of the circuit are subjected to very high
Production of open-load-circuit
voltages.
voltages sufficient to break down the gaps
requires that comparable high voltages also be
Some simulators,
present in the simulator.
particularly those used primarily for generating controlled specified voltage waveforms,
have sufficient voltage but are not designed to
Partly for this
also deliver high current.
reason, combination of long sparks and high
current into a single test has not been considered practical at some other facilities,
This simulator emphasiss the value of
using high voltage and low inductance, but the
greater emphasis is put on high voltage. This
sakes it quite practical to combine long sparks
and high current into the same test.
One of the reasons stated for long-spark
tests is to furnish high-voltage shockexcitation or fast E-field changes at the test
system. Long 150- to 300.1m air gaps wore used
for some of the tests with both Navy airplanes.
This was intended to allow charging of the
aircraft and then to furnish a subsequent high
This
dV/dt when the detach arc commenced.
quite likely did occur at least for portions of
However, for aircraft surfaces
the airplane.
near the simulator terminal, the average rateof-change in voltage was greater both in duration and in value during voltage rise than
during voltage fall.
Rapid, large drops in test-item voltage
occur with the long spark if subsequent L di/dt
voltages are low either from low L, or from low
di/dt. When breakdown current begins and the L
di/dt voltage has a high value, it may approach
the voltage that was required to break down the
the voltage
In point
that case,
path. the
long sparkbetween
'of current
iUjerappearing

downstream circuit.. When the long-spark brekdown occurs, terminal voltage cannot fall very
far before it equals the high L di/dt voltage
of the load circuit.
Vor fast pulses and high-inductance loads,
the rising voltage at the start of the pulse
reaches a very high peak value with or without
either long or short series spark gaps. With
spark gaps, all or a portion of the voltage is
applied to the gap until it breaks down.
However, that may or may not exceed the subsequeut L di/dt voltage, depending on gap length.
For predominately inductive loads, simulator tests in the 100-kA peak current range can
produce voltage rises to 1 MV in 100 to 200 us
This corresponds to d V/dt rates-Qf-rise in
to 1.0 x 10 * Local
voltage of 0.5 x 101
maximum values of available instantaneous
current, together with local distributed capacitance, control the maximum possible value
since dV/dt w i/C. Sometimes this also can be
treated as a case of pulse reflection at the
Junction of mismatched transmission lines.
COMBINHIO HIGH-VOLTAGI AND HIGH-CU IM NT
TKSTS - Discussion in previous sections makes
it apparent that fast-rising, high-current
tests have much high voltage associated with
them. Combined high voltage and high current
have been provided in some tests, and for most
test items up to several alcroheurys such
combinations are not greatly constrained by
simulator limits.
Thu voltage waveform shown in Fig. 12 is
oni example of the termioil voltage developed
during a 100-kA peak current nose-to-vin'
The voltage spike
injection into the Y/A-18.
at the front results from the oil-filled transmission line being terminated in a predomiMost of the oil-line
ntely inductive load.
extension from the simulator to the airplane
has a characteristic impedance of about 40
ohu.
The pulse applied to the transmission
line reflects and increases when it arrives at
This explanation is
the output terminal.
somewhat oversimplified because there are other
distributed circuit parameters also involved in
The waveform shown consists
the process.
The
basically of L di/dt voltage components.
sharp change that occurs a little more than 3
V4 into the pulse is related to crowbar switchin&.
The voltage waveforas appearing at the
input to the airplane during high-current
i-field, long-spark tests are not such differant from the voltage shown in Fig. 12 for a
test without the long-spark gap. Depending on
the spark path length, the voltage in a longspark test may go somewhat higher and last a
little longer before the drop due to breakdown
occurs, but the fast decrease only goes down to
the appropriate L di/dt voltage level related
resultssuaionis
were obtained
test. Consistent
to thecomputer
with
circuit analysis
of[

tion and the nearest point of the return circuit ay not be greatly different whether or
not a long series spark path was used in the

When a long-spark test is comthe circuit.
bined with a low-current (and/or low-di/dt)
test, then the sharp voltage change related to
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gap breakdown can be large.
The voltage waveform shown in Fig. 12, is
codposed of the sum of incremental series
voltage drops along the surface of the airplane
and of those developed along the return conductore.
For a. true cylindrical coaxial return,
almost all of the voltage drop would be associated with the length and the per-unit-length
inductance only of the central conductor.
Whatever the diameter of an objoct struck
by natural lightning, its diameter is likely to
be small compared to the effective diameter of
the natural system return path.
Inductive
voltage drop along the length of a solid netal
conductor or vehicle surface subjected to a
di/dt of 2 x I011 can be on the order of 200 to
300 kV/m.
Several tests were made with the F-18 in
which a primary objective was to develop voltages sufficient to cause sparkover across an
insulating surface.
The simulator was set up
to furnish a noucrowbarred damped oscillatory
pulse with about one-half of critical damping
resistance.
The first test developed the voltage
waveform shown in the upper part of Fig. 13.
This waveform resulted when a 0.7-m-long flashover occurred between the output terminal and a
return circuit cable. The local return circuit
spacing was increased and the simulator voltage
was lowered to produce the intended test load
breakdown in the next shot.
The voltage waveform in the lower half of the figure was recorded on that toot. Also, some adjustment may
have been made to the sparkover length of test
item surface.
Peak currents for these tests are shown in
Fig. 14 for the first and second tests, reapectively.
Nearly 90 kA was delivered in the
first test with most if not al" of it into the
return circuit flashover. The subsequent 55-kA
pulse was all delivered to the test aircraft.
The difference in circuit inductance between
the two tests is evidenced by the nearly I- e
difference in pulse periods,
The simulator system described hers tes
been used primarily to simulate current waveforms.
The majority of the tests have been
with low-impedance loads, or at least they
become low once current through an isolation
gap is established. Load inductances are often
only a few microhenrys. MIL-STD-1757 and other
test criteria specifications describe both
current waveforms and voltage waveforms.
Very
little
voltage testing has been done with tile
simulator. Major circuit components needed for
voltage simulation may be similar to that
needed for current simulation.
There appears
to be no major reason why this simulator system
cannot be also used for some types of voltage
simulation if
the need for it becoms
more
important in the future.
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF CIRCUIT RESPONSE Understanding and predicting what is going on
in a simulator circuit is &ided by simplified
diagrams of the setup. Good romuh estmates of
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performance can be obtained by paper-and-pencil
application of basic -relationships. However,
the task of analysing and predicting circuit
performance becomes large when there are many
variations of interest or the actual circuit
becomes complex.
Actual circuits may have a number of stray
or second-order elements that modify or affect
performance.
Stray capacities, stray-inductances, sections of changing characteristic
impedance transmission lines, and other such
factors that can contribute to superimposed
oscillations may be present,
Deliberately
added shunt or damping resistors may have been
added to various portions of the circuit to
eliminate or minimize such oscillations.
The
number of circuit parameter coAmbinations can
become very large when test loads and test
levels or conditions are varied.
Computer
simulation and analysis becomes valuable when
simple methods become unwieldy or ineffective
in treating a complete representation of the
circuit.
The Air Force SCKPTRK(17)(18) program is
one of several transient circuit analysis aide
It has
that has been used frequently at SNLA.
been quite valuable for simulating many circuit
variations related to use of the lightning
simulator.
SCEPTRE is a general transient
analysis program that was developed about 15
years ago by IBM on contract to the Air Force
Weapons Laboratory (AVWL).
An example current waveform computed by
SCEPTMM for selected values of simulator paramstars is shown in Fig. 15. Crowbar occurs 3.4
ls after peak current in this waveform.
All
other waveforms in the circuit being analyzed
can be examined with plots available from
SCEPTRE. Such examination and study can yield
valuable insight and Information concerning
simulator operation.
The computed voltage wavefcrm in the lower
portion of Fig. 15 is that appearing across a
3-11K load inductance as a result of the upper
current waveform.
The synthesized simulator
circuit for these two wavefrrms included dietributed parameter elements representing the
oil lines between tanks and the load terminal
stray capacitance in addition to other physical
elements that have been included in the simulsator tanks.
The initial spike on the voltage
waveform is due to the peaking capacitor ,effect
of the unmatched oil transmission line and
terminal capacitance.
The sharp change in
voltage at crowbar switch time occurring at
3.4 iLs is like that of measured eimal.ator
records,
Undamped ringing similar to that
appearing on the voltage waveform also appeared
on the current waveforms prior to the addition
of minor circuit elements.
Such parasitic
element oscillations have been reduced on
output current waveforms by adding damping
elements at various locations in the circuit.
Some ringing still
shove up on some of the more
sensitive L di/dt waveforme.
Even though
natural lightnU4 current has much unprodict-
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able noise on it, clean current pulses are
often preferred for siLulation purposes because
the responses of the systeas-under-test can be
more easily interpreted,
A composite of three computed simulator
current waveforms is shown in Fig. 16.
The
upper solid trace, "LL is load current.
The
middle trace, I , is Marx current, which continues to oscillate from energy trapped in
inductance and capacitance of the Marx/crowbar
shorted loop. Crowbar current, I , is then the
combination of load current and te oscillating
Marx current. Load current and Marx current do
not exactly coincide before crowbar time because a physical resistor has been placed in
the real circuit across the crowbar switch to
help damp-out noise appearing on the Marx
terminal voltage that is applied to the crowbar
switch,
The large oscillation of Marx current
after crowbar can also be damped out with
minimal reduction of initial peak current by
additional series resistance placed in the Marx
portion of the crowbar loop. This is shown in
the lower portion of Fig. 16 for the same
circuit parameters and the same voltage with
only two changes. Crowbar timing was moved to
an earlier time at 1.5 4s so that it occurred.
on the front side of pokak current.
Also, an
additional series resistance was added on the
Marx generator side of the crowbar switch. The
added resistance rapidly dampw out the oscillation in the low surge Impedance, (1C-/), Marx/
crowbar loop because it is a large fraction of
critical damping resistance in that loop.
The
added 1 ohm has little affect on load peak current because in the load circuit loop, it is a
small fraction of c'itical damping resistance,
Rc 24C.
SIMULATION CIRCUIT CONSIDERATION
This ection discusses some elementary
considerations related to simulation and natural lightning circuit parameters such as resistance, inductance, action, energy, etc.
It is
not intended to be comprehensive.
Clifford,
Crouch, &nd Schulte(19) review much additional
information on lightning simulation and
teting .
HIGH RATE OF RISE IN CURRENT - Many natural lightning events have very fast-rising
currents even though inductance of an eatablished channel can be very high.
Current
pulses with di/dt values of 1 or 2 x 1011 A/s
have been specified for some simulation testing.
Clifford, Krider, and Uman(20) propose
that oven faster rising simulator pulses be
considered for some studies.
Athieving high rates of rise in current
from a lightning simulator can become a difficult development task unless the means for
providing a high V/L ratio is available,
Obviously, two ways are possible:
the inductance must be kept low or the voltage made very
bigh.
Making inductance as low as practical

appears desirable, but with a crowbarred Marx
generator simulator, increasing the driving
voltage (or maximum erection voltage of impulse
generator) is a better way of achieving the
requisite high VL ratios, providing that a
suitable crowbar switch is available.
Load/
source interaction is reduced and the simulator
becomes more versatile because it can furnish
the required pulses for a greater variety of
test item characteristics.
If total loop
inductance is made too low, the maximum permassible load circuit resistance must also be low
if a long L/R decay time on the tail of the
waveform is needed.
If the inductance of the impulse generator
is permitted to constitute a significant fraction of the total inductance then a proportional fraction of Li2 /2 magnetic energy is
trapped in the Marx/crowbar circuit loop. The
trapped energy is unavailable to the load and
oscillates back and forth between inductance
and capacitance of the Marx/crowbar loop. The
SNLA pulsed-power Marx, as modified for this
simulator, has a very low value of source
inductance, so this is not generally a problem.
Each 1.6-WV impulse generator has a source
inductance of about 1 pI.
The underdamped KLC circuit clamped or
crowbarred near peak furnishes an energyefficient way to furnish the needed high V/L
ratio.
With a 1.6-MV full erection voltagn,
di/dt of 2 x 1011 is attainable with a total
loop inductance up to 8 pH.
HIGHER RESISTANCE LOADS - The probability
of whether or not any particular natural lightnig event will be high current or low current
is relatively independent of the electrical
impedance of any swall-dimension object (airplane, building, treo, etc.) that may be
encountered in the path. A given high-current
natural lightning event (with its low probability of occurring at all) could well encounter
either a low-impedance or a high-impedance
object in its path.
Tremendous local energy deposition and
damage might occur with a high-resistance
objuct sucb as a tree; whereas, an event with
similar electrical characteristics may have
only slight effect on a heavy, low-resistane,
copper grounding conductor.
The tree or a
moderate resistance object may shatter or
disesemble with explosive violence as a result
of the natural lightning stroke.
Thermal
damage in a good conductor would result if the
stroke action integral exceeded the melting
action value or the vaporization action value
related to its cross section.
The greater energy deposition in highresistance materials as compared to metals was
described by Plumer and gobb(21).
They indicate an energy deposition in graphite composite
2,000 times greater than in alminum in accordance with their relative resistance values.
Fortunately, test loads of interest for
this simulator have had a low resistance. They
generally have been all metal. Even with the

airplanes and series spark gap*, the total load

Greater
circuit resistance has been low.
stpred energy and higher load circuit inductance.would be required if it became necessary
for a simulator to deliver 200 kA with a halfamplitude pulse width of 50 ps into a significantly greater load circuit resistance.
Load circuit loop inductance must be made
higher for high values of load resistance if
pulse width Is to be maintained. Over 70 IH of
inductance would be required for a total load
circuit loop inductance of only 1 ohm. Hagnetic energy stored in 70 4H of circuit inductance at 200 kA would be 1.4 NJ. This energy
would have to be initially supplied from energy
stored in the impulse generators. Kven with
the high-efficiency crowbarred Marx system,
this requires more stored energy than is presently available with this simulator.

This may he an appropriate place to note
the obvious.
When 1.4 MJ of magnetic energy
stored in load circuit inductsunce is released
to a total load circuit resistance of I ohm,
If
the resultant action is 1.4 x 106 A2.s.
both the desired pulse action integral and
effective load resistance are known, their
product yields a quick estimate of the minimum
Li2 /2 magnetic stored energy required of a
simulator.
LOAD SCALING AND SIMULATOR TYPES - Hanmade objects or systems that may ekicounter
lightning are generally dimensionally small
compared to the dimensions of a system producing natural lightning. The small relative site
of the syste struck prevents its resistance or
inductance from having any significant effect

on the action integral or other pulse param
stere of the natural stroke main current path.
The dimensions of a natural lightning
system can be extremely large. As a part of
lightning studies being made in connection with
the NASA Shuttle program, I. Vounegut(22), with
the State University of New York, has obtained
,photographic records of lightning with horisontal dimensions of 60 km or more. This was from
a not particularly large winter storm over
Brail in June or July of 1982.
NASA metronauts have visually observed single lightning
events apparently spreading over several hundred kilometers.
Natural lightning is a "stiff" highcurrent source that is little affected by the
impedance of sone local object intercepted by
it. This Js a result of natural lightning
having extremely high driving voltages and very
high circuit inductances. Inductances of the
cloud-to-ground portion of the current path may
Capacitances
range from about 0.5 to 5 PH.
related to a single return stroke portion of
the wave may be on the order of 10,000 0Y.
Very large quantities of energy are stored
in a natural lightning stroke, at peak current,
One
in the form of L12 /2 magnetic energy.
hundred NJ of magnetic energy would be stored
in a 5-0H channel (on the order of I km long)

of a severe stroke having a peak current of 200
kA.
Total circuit electrical parameters of a
lightning simulator may be significantly
changed by a high-impedance load or test item.
For a lightning simulator to be quite insenaitive to load or test item impedance or resistance requires a "stiff" source having high
voltage and the capability of driving high
current through a high total circuit inductance.
Such a system would provide good current wavefor regulation and have charge and
action integrals that were relatively Independent of successively varied test item
parameters.
A simulator circuit with a stiff source or
a high (V)(L) product becomes increasingly
important when high values of test object
However, practical
impedance are considered.
laboratory physical constraints preclude simulating more than a tiny fraction of the high
That is
(V)(L) product of natural lightning.
partly why different kinds of simulators have
been used to simulate different aspects of
natural lightning.
Low-voltage, low-impedance simulators can
be used to produce high current into metal or
Even at high
near-short-circuit test items.
current, little energy is deposited in the test
item so the high current can be produced
through it with modest or low driving voltages.
Malting and vaporisation can not be adequately
studied, however, because of the rapid iacreases in resistance that occur.
High-voltage, low-current (low-energy)
simulators can be used to

evaluate breakdown

characteristics of insulators or highresistance test items if energy dissipation
occurring during the transition period that
If the
occurs at breakdown can be ignored.
breakdown is likely to occur around the item
through a medium such as air, this may still be
Combinations such am these may
a fair test.
allow many kinds of things to be tested without
the need for high-energy simulators.
The requirements on P simulator are much
more demanding if it is to be used for producIng high currents through high-resistance
and/or high-inductance test items. If the test
item can be either low impedance, high impsdance, or anything in between, thou the simulater system must be much more versatile.
Circuit-driviug voltage usually must then
exceed the maximum voltage drop to be developed
across the load and high energy must be *vailable to the load.
Total circuit inductance is often the most
important controlling consideration in simulator selection if a very high rate of rise of
current and a hiSh-peak current value are both
required. Once it is established, almost all
other circuit parameters are constrained.
Impulse generators using the voltagemultiplying Marx circuit furnish a good way of
impedance, watching the generator to the load.
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Clamping the capacitor near peak current
changes, the circuit into a magnetic energy
source that is similar to the natural lightning
circuit.
Large values of charge and action
are available from the slow L/
decay of the
current*
There are more than enough potential test
items having relatively low inductance and
resistance to keep this facility busy for some
time.
However, if it became particularly
important to test some higher impedance loads,
it appears that interesting levels of simulation could be obtained.
The 210-kJ generators
might be reconnected in their normal 3.2-MV
configuration and then both placed in parallel
to provide a 3.2-MV, 83-uY source. The resulting 420 kJ arrangement could produce a singlepulse peak current near 200 kA with current
rate of rise of 2 x 101
into a total circuit
load of 16 pH. This would be practical only if
output-puls-related voltage insulation and
crowbar holdoff voltage were adequately high.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

R.W. Ewing, B. Stiefeld, 0. Milton, W. Vandermolen, and personnel from RG&G Kirtland Operations group.
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LIGTNING INTERACTION WITH USAF AIRCRAFT

John C. Corbin, PhD

Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright-Patterson AFB,

Ohio

ABlSTRACT
This paper categorizes and analyzes data frum 877 USAF aircraft lightningrelated mishap reports involving 56 aircraft types over a 13-year period
(1970-1982). Aircraft are grouped into six general classes: Attack, bonber,
cargo, fighter, trainer, and helicopter. Data are tabulated under two major
headings
Operational conditions at the time of the lightning strike, and
the effects of the strike. Operational conditions include aircraft attitude,
aircraft altitude, outside air temperature, aircraft location (with respect
to clouds), precipitatica/turbulance, and electrical activity prior to the
strike. Effects of the strike inclade attachment point, interference/outage.
effect on mission, effect on personnel. structural damage, electrical/electronic
damage,

and repair/replacement costs.

Interference/outage in the form of an

abnormal condition observed following a strike was experienced in 20 percent
of the reported lightning incidents. Aircraft mission was affected in 37 percent of the reported incidents, but in most cases where lightning caused a
precautionary abort subsequent ground inspection of the aircraft revealed
only minor structural damage. Structural damage was experienced in 78 percant of the reported incidents.

Electrical/electronic damage was sustained

in 8 percent of the reported incidents

68

A TEN-YEAR HISTORY of USAF lightning mishaps was
published several years ago in a table that documented ]62 separate incidents involving aircraft
'damage (1) . The table listed four damage cat*.gories:
structure, electrical/instruments, fuel,

and other. Three mishap categories were lited:
kinor, major, and catastropic.

strike incident report form which has been used
by U.S. comercial airlines was used as a guide
(3). Two major categories were established under
which data could be recorded: operational conditions at the time of the strike, and the effects

of the strike.

Unfortunately,

OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS - This category was

the ten-year period over which the incidents

divided into six subcategories:

occurred was not stated.
This paper categorizes and analyzes data
from 877 USAF aircraft lightning-related mishap
reports over a thirteen-year period (1970-1982).
The reports are on computer file at the Air
Force Inspection and Safety Center, Norto A4?N,
California. The reports stem from AF Ru ... 'ion
127-4 which establishes the requirement. Zir reporting USAF mishaps (2). However, the regulation does not explicitly state what must be in-

tude, aircraft altitude, outside air temperature, aircraft location (with respect to clouds),
precipitation/turbulence, and electrical activity prior to the strike.
Attitude - The attitude was divided into
four conditions: climb, level flight, descent,
and approach. Over ninety-six percent of the
reports stated the attitude.
Altitude - The aircraft altitude was divided into four ranges: less than 5,000 feet,

cluded in a lightning mishap report. As a result, the reports vary widely in content and are
often remiss in reporting useful lightning-related information.

Fifty-six different aircraft types (including helicopters) were involved in the 877 reported USAF lightning-related mishaps over the
thirteen-year period (1970-1982). in some instances, only a single aircraft of a articular
type was involved in a lightning iocident over
this period. To preclude disclosure of information relating to a particular aircraft, the
fifty-six separate aircraft types have been
grouped into six general classes: attack, bornber, cargo, fighter, trainer, and helicopter.
In the grouping, the FB-111 aircraft is classed

5,000 to 9,999 feet, 10,000 to 15,000 feet, and
greater than 15,000 feet. Seventy-five percent
of the reports stated the altitude.
Outside Air Temperature - The outside air
temperature wgs dividp d into three ranges: less
than -5'C, -5'C to +5 C, and greater than +50 C.
Only fifteen percent of the reports stated the
outside air temperature.
Location - The aircraft location with respact to clouds was divided into four categories:
above clouds, withiti clouds, below ceiling, and
between clouds. Only forty-nine percent of the
reports explicitly stated the location with respect to clouds.
Precipitation/Turbulence - Weather that the
aircraft was experiencing was divided into:
rain, hail/snow, turbulence, and clear. Only
thirty-seven percent of the reports earl 4 citly
stated the immediate weather at the time of

as a fighter and the E-4 as a cargo aircraft.

strike.

Table 1 lists reported USAF lightning mishap& by aircraft class over the 1970-1982 period. Mishap data for 1982 are incomplete since
not all reports are yet on file as of thiR writing. Each aircraft loss is denoted by an asterisk. Cargo aircraft comprise almost half of the
total number of mishaps, fighters about thirty
percent, and bombers and trainers about ten percent each. Attack aircraft and helicopters
total about two percent.
Table 2 lists reported USAF lightning mishaps by year. More mishaps occurred in the
early 1973's than in later years because the increased cost of fuel resulted in fewer flights
and flight hours. Table 3 lists reported USAF
mishaps by month. The most mishaps occurred
from March through October; the least occurred

Electrical Activity - Electrical actvity
appears in such forms as static buildup on -adio
receivers and interphones, interference on acope
displays, or visible St. Elmo's fire. Only
seven and one-half percent of the reports explicitly referenced electrical activity prior to
the strike.
EFFECTS OF THE STiIIKE - This category was
divided into seven subcategories, attachment
point, interference/outage, effect on mission,
effect on personnel, structural damage, electrical/electronic damage, and repair/replacement
costs.
Attachment Point - Lightning attachment to
the aircraft was divided into seven locations:
nose, wing, fuselage, tail, antenna, external
tank/stores, and other. Attachment points are

from November through 7ebruary.

normally determined by ground inspection after

LIGHTNING MISHAP REPORTS

Again, an ast-

erisk denotes one aircraft loss.

aircraft atti-

landing. Eighty-one percent of the reports explicitly stated at least one attachment point
location.
Interference/Outage - Lightning strikes to
aircraft can cause a variety of effects on aircraft systems. In many cases, the effects are
temporary and can be remedied in-flight by the
crew. These effects are divided into seven categories: comunications, navigation, flight

DATA CATEGORIES
In analyzing the information contained in
each lightning mishap report,' the lightning
i Numbers in parentheses designate References
at the and of the paper.

ustruentatton, engine, electrtcal, fuel, and
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other.
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Comunications includes VLF, HF, VHF,

..

...

"

to damage incurred, the reports indicate that in-

and UHF radio transuitters/receivers. Naviiation includes OMEGA, LORAN, ADP, VOR, LS localizer/marker beacon. ILS glidelops, TACAN, DME,
weather radar, navigation computer, and compass.
Flight instrumentation includes various flight

fletion has escalated damage repair costs in racant years. Nevertheless, seventy-eight percent
of reported repair costs were less than $5K per
aircraft. Ninety-three percent of the reports
explicitly stated the estimated costs.

indicators (altimeter, angle-of-attack, air-

speed), CADC, and autopilot. Engine includes
flameout, rollback, compressor surge or stall,
rpm gauge, and engine warning light. El -trical
includes generator, circuit breaker, fuse, warning/caution light, EED, transformer, aircraft
power, pitot and windshield heater, and internal
lights. Fuel includes explosion/fire, flow/
quantity gauges, and venting. "Other" includes
EW Jammers, radar warning receivers, IFF, and

DATA ANALYSES

environmental controls/instrumentation.

all six classes.

Inter-

OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS - Aircraft operational conditions at the time of the strike were tabulated under the headings: attitude, altitude,
outside air temperature, location, weather, and
electrical activity.
Attitude - Over half of the aircraft were in
level flight when struck. This is borne out in
About one-sixth of the aircraft

ference/outage was experienced in twenty percent
of the reported lightning incidents,
Effect on Mission - The effects of lightning on the aircraft mission were divided into
four categories: none, precautionary abort,
emergency landing, and loss of aircraft. Aircraft mission was affected in thirty-seven percent of the reported incidents. In most cases
where the mission was aborted, subsequent ground
inspection of the aircraft revealed only minor

were climbing, about one-sixth were descending,
and about one-tenth were on landing approach when
struck.
Altitude - Aircraft altitude was tabulated
in feet above mean sea level (MSL) rather than
above ground level since this was The
the number
givdata indien in almost all mishap reports.
cats that over half of the aircraft were struck
at altitudes above 10,000 feet and over onefourth above 15,000 feet. The data would be re-

structural damage.

presentative for aircraft flying over oceans and

Effect on Personnel - The effects of lightning on personnel were divided into five catsgories: not stated/none, flash blindness (mom-

low-lying regions of the world, but would not be
representative over mountainous or high plateau
regions. Therefore, it is difficult if not Im-

fatality. Only six percent of the reports explicitly stated that lightning had an immediate
affect on personnel,
Structural Daae - Damage to Structure/external components caused by lightning was divided into nineteen categories: nose (pitot,
radomn, other), wing (skin and tip, control aur-

from these data.
Outside Air Temperature - Pilots are generally warned not to fly in precipitous weather at
or near the freezing level since these condir
tions increase the probability of a lightning
mishap. Thus, outside air temperature (OAT) was
a parameter of interest in evaluating the above

faces, other), fuselage (skin, canopy/wind-

statement.

entary), electrical shock, crew ejection, and

I
V
,

possible to draw any hard-and-fast conclusions

Unfortunately, the OAT was only

shield, other), tail (horizontal fin/stabilizer,

stated in about fifteen percent of the reports.

stabilator/control surface, vertical fin/stabilieer, rudder, other), antenna, engine/propellr/blade, exturnal tank/stores, loss of structure/storas, and loss of aircraft. "Other," depending upon location, includes external lights,

Of the fiSteen percent, about two-thirds were
within +5 C of the freezing point, one-sixth
were lose than -50 C, and one-sixth were greater
than +5 C. '
Location - Of the reports that stated the

static dischargers, diverter strips, lightning
arrestor/coupler, and antenna covers. Struct-

aircraft location with respect to clouds, over
eighty percent of the aircraft were within clouds

ural damage was experienced in seventy-eight
percent of the reported incidents,
Electrical/Electronic Daymag - Damage to
electrical/electronic equipment or components

when struck. About one-tenth were below a cloud
ceiling, one-tenth were between clouds, and one
percent were above clouds when struck. Again,
these data reflect only explicit statements in

caused by lightning was divided into six cate-

the reports of aircraft location.

gore.: communications, navltation, flight instrumentation, engine, electrical, and other.

noted that pilots went to great lengths in most
of the reports to explicitly state that they

The categories are those discussed under "interforence/outage."
Electrical/electronic damage

were many miles away from any heavy thunder,storm areas being painted on their weather radar

was sustained in eight percent of the reported

screens at the time of lightning strike.

It should be

Weather - Of the peports that stated wec-

incidents.

Rapair/Replacement Costs - The estimated
costs to repair/replace aircraft damage were
divided into six categories: less than $5K,
$5K to $20K, $20K to $100K, $100K to $300K,
$300K to $1M, and greater than $114 (loss of air-

thr, about two-thirds of the ai'craft were experiencing rain when struck. Only twenty percent vwe experiencing turbulence. About five
percent were experiencing hail or snow. And for
the remaining ten percent of the aircraft that

craft). Although there appears to be a fairly
good correlation of estimated repair costs to

were in clear weather, a lightning strike must
have come as quite a surprise to the crew.
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Electrical Activity - Only a very small percentage of reports mentioned the buildup of alectrical activity prior to the strike. However,
several reports indicated that electrical activity in the form of static on radios, interference on scopes, etc. persisted for up to several
minutes after a strike had caused some form of
interference or outage. More explicit informstion in this area is needed to aid the analyst
in his attempt to understand and explain the
lightning-aircraft interaction processes.
EFFECTS OF THE STRIKE - The effects of a
lightning strike wera tabulated under the headings
attachment point, interference/outage,
effect on mission, effect on personnel, structural damage, electrical/electronic damage, and
repair/replacement costs,
Attachment Point - From 707 reports that
explicitly stated one or more attachment poitts,
a total of 979 attachment locations were tabulated. Half of all the reported attachment
points could be identified with the nose area,
fourteen percent the wing, fourteen percent the
tail, ten percent an antenna, seven percent the
fuselage, three and one-half percent the external tank/stores, and less than two percent
"other." Cargo aircraft reported sixty percent
of all attachments to the nose area whereas
trainers reported less than fifteen percent.
Trainers reported a third of all attachments to
the tail. Fighter and bomber aircraft each reported between seven and eight percent of all
attachments to external tanks/stores.
Interference/Outae - From 180 reports that
explicitly stated at least one happening or
event that could not be considered normal operation following a lightning strike, a total of
236 events were tabulated and summarized in narrative form for reference. Thirty percent of
all events affected navigation, twenty-five percent flight instrumentation, twelve percent engines, ten percent communications, eight percent
electrical, three percent fuel, and 'eleven percent "other." Fighters and trainers appeared to
be more susceptible to temporary disruptions
than cargo or bomber aircraft. Abnormal events
were reported in thirty-five percent of fighter
mishaps, twenty-six percent of trainer mishaps,
thirteen percent of bomber mishaps, and twelve
percent of cargo mishaps. Flight instrumentstion and navigatinn were most affected in fighters (thirty-eight percent and twenty-two percent,
respectively) while navigation was predominantly
affected in cargo aircraft (fifty-six percent).
These percentage differences can in part be explained in terms of lightning attachments to the
pitot system and air data sensors on fighter
aircraft (which impacts flight instrumentation
indicators) and a high percentage of attachments
to the nose radome on cargo aircraft (which impacts weather/navigation radar). Engines were
affected in fighters (thirteen percent) and
trainers (thirty-eight percent), but were not a
factor in cargo aircraft.
Effect on Mission - The effect of a lightning strike on mission was not stated or had no
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effect in sixty-three percent of tho reports,
caused a precautionary abort in thirty-five percent, an emergency landing in less than one percent, and loss of aircraft in less than one percent. A considerably higher percentage of fighter aircraft missions were affected (fifty-six
percent) than cargo aircraft (twenty-three percent). As previously stated, mission abort was
taken as a precautionary measure. In most cases,
subsequent ground inspection revealed only minor
structural damage to the airframe.
Effect on Personnel - Of the 52 reports that
explicitly stated an effect of lightning on personnel, thirty percent listed momentary flash
blindness, fifty-five percent electrical shock,
six pertent crew ejection, and nine percent
fatalities (accompanied by loss of aircraft),
A much higher percentage of fighter and trainer
aircraft reported effects on personnel (12.4 and
12.3 percent, respectively) than any other class.
Only 2.4 percent were reported by bombers, 3.7
percent by cargo, and none by attack or helicopter aircraft.
Structural Daae - From 687 reports that
explicitly listed structural damage, 1003 tabulations were made under nineteen categories.
Damage areas correlated very closely with attachment point areas. In almost all cases, some
repair was required to return the aircraft to
its previous pre-lightning strike condition.
The severity of the damage usually correlated
closely with the estimated repair/replacement
costs.
Electrical/Electronic Damage - From 68 reports that explicitly listed damage to electrical/electronic equipment or components, 81 listingu were tabulated and summarized in narrative
form for reference. Forty percent of the listings involved navigation, nilnateenLpeciaft"Iiht
instrumentation, fourteen percent electrical,
ten percent communications, less than three percent engines, and sixteen percent "other." Damage was reported in twelve percent of fighter
mishaps, 4.8 percent of bomber mishaps, and 6.8
percent of cargo mishaps. Most of the equipment/component damage appeared to be the result
of the lightning energy directly impacting affected items rather than indirect coupling of
lightning energy.
Repair/Re lacament Costs - Of the 818 reports that explicitly stated estimated repair/
replacement costs, seventy-eight percent were
less than $5K, seventeen percent were between
$5K and $20K, three and one-half percent were
between $20K and $100K, and 1.4 percent were
above $100K (which included the loss of seven
aircraft). Repair/replacement costs above $5K
involved 20.4 percent of cargo mishaps, 28.7
percent of fighter mishaps, and 28 percent of
bomber mishaps.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Aircraft, when struck by lightning, will
generally sustain soma minor structural damage,
may have temporary interference or outage of a

normal operational function, and in less than
ten percent of all strikes will sustain damage
to' electrical/electronic equipment or components. This damage will not be critical to flight
safety 'due to backup instrumentation and equipment, but may requiire mission abort if primary
flight indicators, navigation or communications
are lost. In the few instances where aircraft
have been lost due to lightning, four were related to fuel vapor explosions and three to
flight control or instrumentation malfunctions.

Fighter and trainer aircraft are probably more
susceptible to lightning effects than bomber or
cargo aircraft because of their smaller size
(thus higher lightning current densities), entry
points (pitot system, open canopy areas), engine
locations (subject to overpressure effects), and
external tanks/stores (additional attachment locations). Newer aircraft are designed to be and
are less susceptible to lightning-related effects
because of increased awareness and application
of good lightning protection practices, application of more stringent lightning qualification
tests and test procedures, and a better understanding of lightning-aircraft interactional
processes.
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Table 1

-

USAF Lightning Mishap Reports

by Aircraft Class (1970-1982)
Aircraft
Mishap
Class

13

Bomber

83

Fighter
Trainer
Helicopter

429*m*
274****
73
5

Total
877
Note: Asterisk denotes loss
of one aircraft

Table 2

-

USAF Lightning Mishap Reports
by Year (1970-1982)

Year

USAF Lightning Mishap Reports

by Month (1970-1982)
Month
Mishap

Reports
Jan

28

Feb

40

Apr
May
Jun

87**
102
130*
95*

Jul
Aug
Sep

86*
97
71

Oct

66.

Nov

44*

Dec

31

Total
Yaroirha
Mishap
Reports

1970
1971

67*
87*

1972
1973
1974
1975

78
103*
83
83*

1976

64

1977
1978
1979
1980

53
51
54
65

1981

53

1982

36

Total

-

Reports

Attack
Cargo

Table 3

Note:

877

Asterisk denotes loss
of one aircraft

877

Note: Asterisk denotes loss
of one aircraft

Table contains only
partial
listing of
1982 reports

i
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COMPONENT LIGHTNING TiST FOR THU AFTI/F-16
1DIGITAL FLY-BY-WIRE SYSTPX
K. G. Wiles and R. T. Zeitler

General Dynamics
P. 0. Box 748
Vt. Worth, TX 76101
ABSTRACT

Sments

The Advanced Fighter Technology Integration/F-16 aircraft (or AFTI/F-16)
utilizes a digital fly-by-wire flight control system with triple-redundant
computer implementation. Since flight safety is contingent on a complez array
of electronic circuitry, comprehensive lightning susceptibility testing was
performed on flight control interface circuits to design-in protection against
lightning induced transiento. Criteria designation for this program was
patterned after circuit-level testing completed on the F-16 aircraft (analog
system) but was expanded in scope and depth to include the functional requireof a digital system. The fundamental principle underlying the criteria
was therefore protection against damage, permanent upset and temporary upset
beyond safe recovery.
In order to determine circuit susceptibility and achieve the desired pro-

tection, the criteria and test procedure were designed to measure damage threshold levels and response characteristics and to assure proper protection. A
brief summary of the component lightning susceptibility test and criteria is
given as follows:

o All interface circuits in the Flight Control System were reduced
to a worst-case generic form.
o Damage threshold levels were measured by subjecting tet circuits
(power-on) to four 500-volt/5 microsecond rectangular pulses in all
directions. Hardening techniques were evaluated ail proven on susceptible circuits.
o

Response characteristics were measured by subjecting test circuits
(power-on) to 500-volt/5 microsecond dumped sinusoidal pulses.

Reasponse waveforms were than analyned relative to the function
requirements of the interfacing system.
The objective of this paper is to present an overall summary of the component lightning susceptibility test program performed for the AFTI/F-16 Digital
Flight Control System. The summary will include a description of the teot criteria
and procedure, an overview of test results and a discussion of our conclusions and
recommendations for future testing. In this manner, we hope to provide an insight
into lightning susceptibility testing and hardening techniques for sensitive
aircraft equipment.

This paper was not available for incorporation into this book.
be published at a future date.
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USAGE OF THE SYSCAP 11 CIRCUIT ANALYSIS PROGRAM TO DETERMINE SEMICONDUCTOR
FAILURE THRESHOLD LEVELS CAUSED BY LICHTNING/EMP TRANSIENTS

D. L. Rusher and C. T. Klelner

Rockwell International Corporation
Autonatics Strategic Systems Division

Af

P0 2 1

3370 Miraloma Avenue
Anaheim, CA 92803

ABSTRACT
rhis paper describes an improved technique
for calculating semiconductor junction heating
resulting from arbitrary time-varying source
terms. A FORTRAN subroutine is developed which
permits solution of the convolution integral in

decades of equivalent pulse width or frequency.
These data are plotted and a "damage equation" is
developed [2], [3]. When the test is performed
with sufficient care and with a known semiconductor family (including supplier and lot number)
as described in [4], the results generally
validate the theory described in 121. However,

the SYSCAP*"circuit analysis program which will

thermal failure is not the only possible failure

simulate the thermal transient for each semiconductor of interest in a circuit subject to
lightning/EMP disturbances. An example circuit
is used to demonstrate the techniques; the
results compare favorably with laboratory test
data.
INTRODUCTION
Lightning-induced cable currents can cause
semiconductors located within interface circuits
to fail because of severe thermal transients.
These cable currents are generated when
lightning/EMP interact with the structure and
couple to the cables. Predicting the exact

nature and path of this coupling is difficult,

mode. Anomalies occur, as was indicated in 14],
which are usually caused by dielectric breakdown
and not thermal failure. This paper only
addressae thermal failure.
Givin, then, that the thermal failure model
is the one that is of prime concern, it is still
important to resolve the rectangular pulse test
data versus actual damped sinusoidal disturbance.
A means for converting the damped sinusoids to a
series of equivalent pulses is needed that
includes the generation of Junction temperature.
A method for accomplishing this procedure
was described in an earlier paper 15] by one of
the authors; however, this method involved building a thermal ladder network for each p-n junc-

tion and proved impractical for large scale

and test validation is even more challenging.
For some time, predicting failure levels at the
semiconductor level has been performed using
rectangular (single pulse) waveforms in conjunction with simplified semiconductor damage
models. In many cases, a wide variation between
test results and predictions has been observed
and reported in actual system tests. Although
some of this variation can be attributed to
inadequate modal data or even the model itself, a
considerable error can occur if the analysis does
not properly sum the thermal heating caused by
the "real" stimulus to a system. Lightning/VMPinduced currents/voltages that appear as drivers
to interface circuits are complex damped sinusoids [1]. The component data base is obtained by
step-stressing a number of parts (eg, 25 total
sample size with a 5 sample per pulse width

implementation.
The technique reported by Williams [6]
basically solves the model size problem, and it
was possible to easily Implement this method via
the FORTRAN Function capability in SYSCAP.
The following discussions will describe (a)
the semiconductor failure modal, (b) linear
network failure models, (c) the convolution
integral method including the SYSCAP FORTRAN
function subroutine, and (d) application to an
actual circuit with comparison to test data.

selection ) to failure with an attempt to use

fitting the data, a plot of typical power PD fo,

constant amplitude and pulse widths over several

damage is found as a function of pule width •.

*The SYSCAP It program is available on the
Control Data Corporation CYBERNET system and is
licensed to CDC by Rocuwell International. (See
SYSCAP 11"System of Circuit Analysis" Program
user information manual, Publication No. 76070600
Data Services Publications, P.O. Box HQCO2G,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440).

From the work of Wunach, Bell, and Tasca [2,3],
the general form of these data has been well
established to be:
(1) A region for short pulses less than v
(10 to 100 n) where PD dlpendaon -I
and energy is constant. This is the
adiabatic region.
(2) A region for long duration pulses

-

4

SEMICONDUCTOR THERMAL FAILURE MODEL
Component tests to measure device damage
threshold consist primarily of step-stressing a
number of parts to failure with constant amplitude pulses of various widths. After curve

---------.-

|

greater than v 1 (10 us to I a) where
heat flow out of the device has stabilized. Here PD is no longer dependent
on ! .
(3) A transition region where PD depends on
-t12 .
In the transition region where r < T < I,
0
the classic Wunsch-Bell relation applies,
PD

1

D

1

where KD is the damage constant. Then for the
adiabatic region, ie, for v < Too
P .KD
D

1/2
0

(2)

-

+ IF

(6)

ED

F

(1)

t- 2

V

VF

(5) The part failure current and voltage
from equations (5) and (6) are then
converted to connector pin current and
voltage by linear circuit analysis.
This step is done by hand in simple
cases or a program such as HANAP2 (7]
may be used. The result is a prediction of the connector pin current and
voltage required for failure of the
part selected for analysis.
Several approximations which may seriously
affect accuracy are often required with frequency-domain failure analyses. For example,
with the HANAP2 program, there is a limitation of
one semiconductor per model. Consequently, each

junction of each part in an interface circuit
must be examined separately, with all others
ignored or roughly represented by a resistor and/

Since currents of sufficient duration to
cross into the equilibrium region are very uulikely in the lightning or EMP environments, the
thermal response for long duration pulses
(v > vi) were not modeled. Equations (1) and (2)
represent failures caused by excessive localized
temperature in the device. A case exists (4)
where an integrated circuit failed t a lower

or capacitor. The large currents present at
interface circuits often switch devices ON and
OFF, so that a linear model is a poor approximation to the actual circuit behavior. Circuits
with rectification may convert the frequency of

power level than prediced by equation (2). For
pulses shorter than 0.5 us, nearly constant power
caused failure because of voltage-sensitive
surface breakdown. However, for pulses of 0.5 go
to 20 us duration, power at failure was observed
to follow equation (1).

current at the interface connector to a lower
frequency. This cannot be handled with linear
analysis techniques. Use of the Wunsch model in
the adiabatic region (frequencies above about
5 MHz) produces an estimate of failure current
which is in error on the low side. Finally, it
is difficult to justify a standard value of n for
use in equation (5) which will represent all
circuits and cable current waveforms.
Linear analysis techniques provide a neans
of quickly estimating the failure levels for
interface parts. However, numerous assumptlons
have been noted which will degrade accuracy. A
general purpose, time-domain simulator such as
SYSCAP provides the means of eliminating many of
these assumptions.

LINEAR NETWORK FAILURE MODELS
An approximate analysis of the threshold
cable current for failure is frequently made in
the following manner [7].
(I) Reverse junction breakdown of the part
selected for analysis is modeled by a
surge resistor. R, in series with
measured breakdown voltage VBD.
(2) The Wunsch failure model is utilized
and,
P

D "F

B

VBD

CONVOLUTION INTEGRAL METHOD
A convolution integral was developed by
(3)

2

F

(3) An approximate conversion to the frequency domain is made,
- l/nf

(4)

where n is chosen to represent a
typical damped sinusoid. A standard
value of 2.2 to 3.0 is generally used
(4)

all circuits.
for
Substitution
of equation

Williams [6] which relates arbitrary device power

waveforms to pulse power for failure and gener-

ates
junction
temperature
versus time.
This the
technique
is based
on the rise
Wunsch-Bell
model
(2] for pulsed semiconductor failure, as modified
by Tasca [3] for the adiabatic region. Utilizing
classical Laplace transform theory, the normalized temperature rise (I) of a device is computed
in the following mannert

t

(4) into

1(t) -

equation (1) produces the following
estimate of failure current and voltage
when the resulting quadratic equation
is solved,
1/2
+ IVPD + 4
F

(5)

P()

d

d,

d

(7)

Since simulated part temperature is normalized to
that
that required for failure, a peak value of unity
typically represents failure. Pulse power for
failure (PD) need not be determined explicity.
Instead, the general expressions for PD from
equations (1) and (2) are substituted into
equation (7) to give,
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specific interface circuit.

FUNCTION FUNC1(T00,CD0,UAT10,AI,PT9,X)
REAL TETI)'E,PUR,DANP,T0,CD,UATT
COANO/FIXCO/JCONT( O0)FTE
DIMNSION DANP(BOO,4),PUR(00,4),TINE8OO)
DATA All/
KaPTS
IsAI
TOMTO0
CD*CDO
20
UATT-4TTTO
IF(TE
... NE.4 OO
TO 200
IM(E.LE.0...GE.100) TO00200
PUR(Nl)-UATT
IF(I.EO.)TINE(N)=TE
IF(M.EO.1) 60 TO 190
IF(TINE(N)LE.TIKE(N-)) 0 TO 200
STOSQRT(TO)
TN=TINEN)
DANP(N,I)}0.
DO 10 Jx2,K
TJ-TINE(J)

-

(8)

) 'f+

P(t')

0

r

provides 1(t) for all parts of interest in a

to
<_i

t
tD

dt'

It'

t-t-

2,/t

"o)

dt'

t>

f '0

Since instantaneous device power dissipation
P(t') is a standard feature of the SYSCAP 1I program for arbitrary driving functions, the implementation of equation (8) is not difficult. The
numerical method used by Williams to solve equation (8) has been tested on a number of circuits.
In general, a favorable comparison between the
damage threshold obtained by the convolution
integral and test data or other analytic methods
has resulted. However, it was observed that the
peak value of I(t) is quite dependent on the
solution time-step size. For example, an unprotected 1N4148 diode was driven by a 1.5 MHz
sinusoidal current with an initial peak of 200
mA, decaying to zero in 10 cycles. The average
value of the Wunsch-Bell damage constant is
0.0113 based on pulse tests. The normalized
temperature response was simulated using the
TRACAP transient analysis option of SYSCAP. With
a solution time-step of 0.3 ns (or 2222 per
cycle), 1(t) reaches 63 percent of typical failure temperature on the sacond cycle. With 667
solutions per cycle, this value increases
slightly to 63.7 percent. However, at 67 solutions per cycle (10 no time-step), the peak on
the second cycle increases further to 85 percent
of the failure level. For comparison, linear
analysis based on equation (5) infers that 255 mA
is typically required for failure (where n was
presumed to be 2.25).
Williams computes equation (8) by means of
trapezoidal itegration. Because two relations

PRJ-PTR(J,I)
?QRJIsPUR(J-I,I)
O'(PURJ-PURJ1)/TJ-TJ1)
IF(TK-TJ.LT.TO) GO TO 5
STJ.SORT(TA-TJ)
STJI-SQRT(TN-7J)
DANP(,I).DAP(,I)+(PURJI-Q*TJ1)*(STJI-STJ)/CD+
l1*((TJI,2.*TN)*STJI-(TJ,2.*Th)*STJ)/(3.*CD)
GO TO 10
5 IF(TN-TJ.LE.TO) GO TO 6
DANP(N,I).DANP(,I)+(PUR4IO*TJi)*(SIJi..STO)/CD+
iO*((TJI+2.*Th)*STJt-(3.*TK-TO) *STO)/(3.*CD)+
2(PURJl O*(T -10-TJI)PURJ)*(TJ-TH+0)/(2.CD8TO)
O TP
6 DAPNI)DAP(NI)4(PURJI+PURJ)*UJ-TJI)/(2.4CD*TO)
190 FUMC1-DAKP(K,I)
IFQ(I.K)hvN+!

for I(t) are used (depending on whether integration time exceeds T0 ) , an error in integration

X-FUNCI
RETURN

occurs unless solution happens to occur exactly
at elapsed time minus To. Since this situation
holds at each time step, errors are cumulative.
An alternate method of solving equation (8)
has been obtained by asnuming that the power,
P(t), is a.straight line between t and tn+,

200 FUNCIuX
RET URN
END
Fig. 1 - Listings of subroutine for convolution
integral solution

n

(9)

P(t) - P(t n ) + (t - tn)Q n
for

tn

<

t n+1

where

Qn [P(tn+)

-

"P(t)]/(tn

" tn)

has an exact explithe integral from t to t
n
tU+l
cit solution which can be used to replace the
approximate trapezoidal integration. This is
is contained in some tn to
also true if t tn+l interval. The mathematical steps required

The simulations previously described involving a 1N4148 diode were repeated using this
revised integration technique. For very small
time steps, the peak value of 1(t) is asymptotic
to 0.63 as with trapezoidal integration. However, as illustrated in Fig. 2, accuracy is
considerably improved for larger (and more economical)
values of ethe time-step.
example,
yl
3 n For
|aga)
with
22 solutions
per cycle (30 ns tluoe-tep),
wth revis
the revised integration technique computes a peak
value of 1(t), which is 9.1 percent in error,
while the numerical technique of Williams appears
(It is assumed that
to have a 140 percent error.
this has been improved.)

An estimate of unnorualized temperature

U~l

response can be obtained by assuming that failure

to carry out this method of solution are

straightforward.

The final form is presented in

Pig. 1. This figure is a listing of the FORTAN
subroutine which, in conjunction with SYSCAP,

,

occurs at the intrinsic temperature (550 to 650C
depending on the doping level). At this temperature, the junction properties revert to those of
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undoped silicon [8]. This results in localized
increased dis~ipation which may cause these areas
to reach the~ melting point of silicon (1410*C).

Alloying was noted at the e&!ge of the emitter and
beneath the emitter contact.
The SYSCAP coding used to model the example

-*i- "positive feedback" effe'- 43 rarely included in the semiconductor vw; ..
'a of the various
circuit analysis programs.

circuit is shown in Fig. 4. In addition to
standard device model parameters, the damage
constant K.D and the adiabatic transition pulse
width T are requiired for each part of interest.

AWILIAMS ALGORITHM

0

MCJAURRAY ALGORITW
EXANPLE CIRCUIT OUTPUT 3/0 MODEL

0P(1,C5E2)P
R25,,.5IOU,5.,,,I.5.P.9,6,51N3I2
.3?6N,OIOO

Q1,PNP(34,C5,E1)P,IC0
125,,.5,IOU,1.9O,.BG,7,1,0
I(+,O,

SOLUION
CYLE
PE

,.9P,.795G,65,2O.1,O,

OO.01P.?.5066IM3i9,7,5

E23(A3,O)P,
E2(+3,-0)6l.

in predicted maximum temperature
Fig. 2 -Error
-ersus solutions per cycle

E4(,7,-O)POINTS,O.O,O,-I7.43,.IU,-17.43,10OU,O.O,Q1U,0.,1
TCI0eFUNC1 (50N,.0424,QIOPT,l ,4,O.0)
T09.FUNCI 150W,.0424,09PT,4,4,O.O)
TD12-FUNCI (50M, .12,DI2PD,3,4,0.O)
TD13eFUNC1(5OM,.12,Di3PD,4,4,O.O)

APPLICATION TO A S12ECIFIC CIRCUIT

FINISA.OPT
IPUT
INCALC
TIHE=.SU,150U

The convolu'tion integral model was applied
to a PNP apitaxial. planar rilicon transistor
(2N3051) which had been tested in its circuit to
bjrnout. The circuit is shaown in Fig. 3. The
test pulse was of 100 I'sduration with a constant
awplitude over the interval. The pulses, separated by a tine interval to permit cooling, were
repeated with ,n increasing magnitude of negative
voltage until failure occurred.
The voltage at
the Ql1 transistor emitter was monitored as was
the he
urrnt
eittr
fom tothepulsr.
est
to burno-vt was performed five times, using the
bane circuit and replacing the transistor [5].
0V
+0V-10

R25

3.32Zk 4
?

4.75k

TDI3,91OIC
Fig. 4 - SYSCAP coding of example circuit

V

R3U3
20
212 k
R3

PLOT,HIGHRES,3sNODE7,09PT,Q1OPT,DI2PD,D13PD,TgIO,TQV,TDI2,

2.1ADthe

CR12 i--------------E
I CR.3

L

I

R42

PORTDFENTRY
F.RCOM.PUTR
CIRCUIT
ANA~LYSIS
__

I

RNI

The temperature rise for transistors Q9 and
QI0 and diodes CR12 and CR13 was simulated for
svrlapiu-so
0
sple
h
e
sponse at Q9, CR12, and CR13 was several orders
of magnitude below that of transistor Q10. Fig. 5
presents transistor QI0 power, current, and
normalized temperature for the -17.43 V input
amplitude which just causes normalized peak
temperature to reach unity. Taole 1 compares the
tested failure thieshold of the five samples with
moe.
Simulated poecurrent,
and input
power
voltage are within 4.3 to 5.1 percent of the test
aeae
aeae

IMR3
1.2 k

I

for Example Circuit

JC2ik

F'.g. 3 -- Test circuit schematic

Transistor Q10l
Power

l"Orisce
Vol...e

interface
Currcat

The negative pulse drives Q10 into the
i*Tverted mode with the base-emittor diode near
avalanche breakdown. However, moost of the test

2.
4:9, W
2 .8 W
6.4 W

:i-s V
-17 V
-I' V
-18 V

0.5 A
0.7 A
0.4 A
0.8 A

Test of Par~t035

Failure analysis revealed that a collectorcurrent
~~~~
frmcletrt
eitr
trvre
~.1
e mtter short was
present and that base-coll._.tor
L
existed.
and base-emitter diode action still

,
+.12 X

0.58 A
0.55 A

Test Avers5.
No&tof at00

432

0fee~
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.92 V
1
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~

-16.6 V

1764 V

-. 14
5

V

0.33

Dewcr1ption
Tost

of ?,art
029

Test ofpr06
Tet of Pert 030

Diffe

ec

i

temperature change of translistor Q10 on the
second cycle of about twice that needed typically
for failure. With a 5 A damped current source, a
peak temperature change of 65 percent of that
required for failure occurs.
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Fig. 5 - Simulated thermal response of example
circuit at failure threshold
V~O0.
i0

the ote'l.c0tte

TM

.

80

1.

C
C
n

cirui

6'0

2.0

Figures 6 and 7 shcwi simulation waveformsTIE",6
th
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reasonable conjecture about "unknowns" when
predicting component failure levels in hardware
subject to lightning/EP disturbances.. This does
not imply that it is "easy" to obtain such
accuracy, rather it points out that the inherent
accuracy is there if enough time and effort are
devoted to the prediction and the laboratory
tests. The significance of this paper is that
the technique described herein is readily available to the lightning/EMP community via the
SYSCAP program.
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ABSTRACT
khe EK fields radiated by the preliminary cloud breakdown,
leader steps, and the return strokes in cloud-to-ground lightning

all exhibit large submicrosecond variations, Values of the maximum
dE/dt during return strokes range from 7 to 76 V/m/g!" -,hfen range- ."/c7ros c
-/-c-'r- /'t{ V/ni
'_,,Ic

normalized to 100 kin, with a mean and standard deviation of 33
i, r
)_'14 'V-/m/4.
If this return stroke field is produced by a single - .urr- tp iiulse propagating upward at a speed of _OBm -- thft the ..70 o 44e
above valw _of dE/dt imply that the maximum dIjat-ranges from
..
... 35-to 355 kAeuipwith a mean of 154 ()70 kA/l*
Leader steps just
above the ground and the fast comp cients of large cloud pulses

)
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,

produce dE/dt signatures that are otten surprisingly similar to
those from return strokes.
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We have endeavored to measure the E and
dE/dt signatures produced by knc'wn discharge
processes under conditions whdre the results
would not be significantly affected either by
the response time of the measuring equipment

fields that have fast transitions very similar
to first strokes, but the fronts last only0.5
to I Us and rise to only about 20% of the peak
field amplitude.
A reproduction of the fast field transition
produced by a first return stroke, and a histogram of measured 10 to 90% fast transition risetimes are given in Fig. 1. Note that the mean
risetime is only 90 ns and that the standard
deviation is only 40 ns.
The width of the fast initial peak produced
by return strokes is surprisingly narrow. Fig.
2 summarizes the full width of this peak
measured halfway between the onset of the fast
transition or breakpoint and the peak (FWHM).
Note that the mean and standard deviation of
this width are only 360 ± 140 ns.
The maximum slopes of the fast field
transitions produced by return strokes are
sumarized in Fig. 3. Here, all data have
been range-normalized to 100 km assuming there
is a simple inverse distance dependence in the
amplitude of the fast transition, AE. The
values of AE/At in Fig. 3 range from 7 to 76
V/m/s, and the mean and standard deviation
are 33 ± 14 V/m/ps. These data are plotted
for different range intervals, and from these

or by ground wave propagation. Two experiment
sites were chosen where the lightning and the

results we infer that the range-normalized
values do not have a significant dependence on

field propagation were over salt water so that
the effects of propagation were minimal. One
site was near Tampa Bay, Florida, and the other
was at the NASA Kennedy Space Center, Florida.

distance.
Fig. 4 shows a plot of the range-normalized
values of the maximum field slope, AE/At, versus
the associated range-normalized AE. There is

A commercial lightning locating s-stem (6,7)
provided the locations of most cloid-to-ground
flashes within about 100 km of each site. The
field sensors and recording equipment were
placed within a few meters of the shore, again

a rather large scatter in the points, but the
best linear fit to these data has a slope of
9.1 Us-1 , and the correlation coefficient is
0.71. The implications of Figs. 3 and 4 for the
maximum current derivatIve in return strokes

so that the field propagation would be almost
entirely over salt water to the recording
equipment,
E signatures were recorded on both a
slow and a fast time scale so that the type of
lightning impulse which produced the dE/dt
signature, and the precise time within the E
signature that the dE/dt occurred, could be
determined. The E field measuring system had
a 10 to 90% risetime of about 40 no, and the
dE/dt system had a risetime of about 10 nsec.

RETURIN STROKES - In general, the shape of.
the electric fieldo radiated by a return stroke
depends on whether iL; is th-t first return
stroke in a flash, a subseq..-nt return stroke,
or a subsequent returu stroke that is preceeded
by a dart-stepped leader (2). First stroke
fields begin with a relatively slow "front"
which rises for 2 to 8 ps to about half of the
peak field amplitude. This front is followed
by a fast transition to peak, and it is this

will be given in the Discussion.
STEPPED-LMADER - The overall shapes of
the fields radiated by individual steps of the
stepped-leader have been discussed by Krider
and Radda (8), and Krider, et. al. (9). As
the leader nears the ground, the amplitude of
individual step impulses increases, and
occasionally such a step triggered our E or
dE/dt recording system just before there was
a return stroke. The maximum dE/dt occurs
during the initial rise of the step waveform,
and values of this quantity derived from the
initial slopes of E data have a mean and
standard deviation of 27 ± 9 V/m/ps for 18
steps. The shapes of the leader dE/dt signatures are very similar to those from return
strokes, and the maximum dE/dt values for 3
leader steps just before return strokes ranged
from 30 to 45 V/m/psec at 100 km. The submicrosecond structures of leader fields have
also been measured by C. E. Baum and associates (10,11).
CLOUD PULSES - The overall shapes of the
larger radiation field impulses produced by

fait transition which is of primary interest
In this report. Subsequent strokes produce
designate References
*Numbers in parentheses
desigby
at end of p parnth.ses
r

the intracloud discharge processes that
initiate cloud-to-ground lightning and also
by isolated cloud flaahau have been discussed
Krider (12)
Beasley,
et.
the and
shapes
of these
al.Weidman
(13). and
In general,

ALTHOUGH THE INTERACTIONS of lightning with
airdraft, space vehicles, power systems, ships,
and other structures are critically dependent
on the risetimes Apd the maximum rates of
change of the lightning fields and currents,
there are relatively few fast time-resolved
measurements of these quantities in the published literature (1)*. For the past several
years, the University of Arizona has lien
attempting to measure the E and dE/dt signatures produced by various lightning processes
with submicrosecond resolution. A description
of the apparatus used to make these measurements and examples of the data have been given
previously by Weidman and Krider (2,3,4) and
Weidman (5). Here, we will present some
inferences of the maximum rates of change of
the channel currents that have been derived
from the E and dE/dt fields,
I. EXPERIMENT

I.

RESULTS
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pulses tend to be bipolar with several fast,
unipolar impulses superimposed on the initial

computed for return strokes using the above
equation and the field derivatives plotted in

half-cycle. The unipolar structures have fast
risetimes, and the shapes of the dE/dt signatures during these transitions are very similar
to the shapes of the signatures radiated by
rettrn strokes.

Figs. 3 and 4. The values are plotted for a
velocity of 108 m/s. and the dashed lineg show
velocities of 0.6 X 108 m/s and 1.4 X 10 m/s.
Fig. 7 also shows the maximum current derive-

Values of the maximum dE/dt

tives measured dukingilighthing uttikesi to

produced by 11 cloud impulses have a mean and
standard deviation of 16 1 8 V/m/ps at 100 km.
FIELD AMPLITUDE SPECTRA - The dE/dt signatures radiated during the fast return stroke

instrumented towers by K. Berger in Switzerland, as reported by Anderson and Eriksson (16),
and by Garbagnati, et. al. (17) in Italy.
Fig. 8 shows estimates of the maximum dI/dt

transition have been Fourier analyzed to pro-

in leader steps that occur just prior ti a

vide field amplitude spectra over the frequency
interval from about i to 20 MHz. The results
for 24 first and 5 subsequent strokes are
shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, together
with previous spectra published by Serhan, at.
al. (14) and Weidman, at. al. (15). Here, the
mean spectral amplitudes are given in dB from
a reference level of 3 V/m/s, and all data
have been range-normalized to 50 km.
Fig. 5 shows three curves; Curve [1]
represents the mean spectrum of 24 first stroke
signatures that have not been corrected for any
truncation of the records at the end of the
finite recording interval. In Curve [2], any
truncations have been corrected by multiplying
the records by a cosine windowing function.
Curve [3] shows the mean spectrum of 6 strokes
that did not require any truncation correction.
Clearly, Curves [2] and [3] are probably the
best approximation to the true return stroke
source spectrum.
Fig. 6 shows the mean spectrum of 5 subsequent return strokes. Curve [1] is the
spectrum of data that have not been corrected
for truncation errors, and Curve [2] is the
spectrum of the same data after multiplication
by a cosine windowing function. Again, Curve

return stroke and in the fast structures on
cloud impulses.

It should be noted that the maximum current derivatives that are inferred from the E
and dE/dt data in Figs. 3 aid 4 tend to be
substantially higher than those in the tower
data. This might be because the towers, which
are located on mountains of rock. or the upward connective leaders which originate from
the towers, limit the maximum rate of rise
of current that can be measured. Another
reason might be that the E and dE/dt data
have been obtained with a triggered oscilloscope recording system that may not have
recorded all of the smaller signatures, and
this might have biased the statistics toward
larger values, Finally, if the fast field
transitions are produced by more than one
current pulse radiating simultaneously, then
our inferred dI/dt values will overestimate the
true value for one pulse. Since the dI/dt
values in Figs. 7 and 8 are larger than the
dI/dt used in most lightning test standards,
we think these problems clearly warrant
further study.
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Fig. 1 - A histogram of the 10 to 90% risetime
of the fast transition in return stroke E fields
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A solutbn Ispresented for the electromagnetic fields produced by
a current pulse propagating along a filamentary path apropos of lightnlng return strokes. This solution includes the effects of charge transfer
by the pulse. It is obtained following traditional procedures but modifyiag the electric scalar potential to insure conservation of charge at
the filament's ends,and employing a relativistically correct relationship
between charge and current. Conventional solutions can be obtained
from this solution by employing conservation of charge to rewrite it in
terms of current only; however, this form has computational advantages
over other formulations very close to the channel.

tions for obser

INTRODUCTION
Detemining the electromagnetic fields radiated from a current pulse
propagating along a linear filament is a classic problem In electromagnetic
theory with a long history of association with the analysis of linear antennas [1,2,3,4] *. It is also a problem relevant in contemporary atmospheric science to describe radiation from lightning return strokes [5,
6, 71. In the analysis of antenna performance the statics (d.c.) component of the solution is generally not of concern; however, in the
lightnrig discharge large quantities of charge are transferred by the propagating pulse and so to properly describe the fields it Isnecessary to
predict not only the transient behaviour of the fields but also to obtain
the net change in the electrostatic field when the transient is complete,
Properly including electrostatic effects in the solution to Maxwell's
equations involves some subtleties. In particular, to properly predict
electrostatic effects It is necessary to have a relationship between the
sources of the fields, charge and current, which reduces to the proper
statics value of the quantity when there is no time variation. Although
it may not be pcssible to explicitly obtain such a relationship in general,
the required relationship can be obtained in the special case of charge
and current which propagate at constant velocity along current filaments.
In this case a coordinate transformation (the Lorentz transformation)
exists which converts the problem to a purely statics situation where
only one source quantity, charge density, needi; to be specified (for example, an observer running beside the pulse -t exactly the velocity of
propagation sees only a static charge distribution along the filament, not
charges and currents). Hence, to obtain a consitent relationship
between charge and current, one postulates the charge distribution In
the frame of the running observer and then transforms back to the coordinate frame of the fixed observer.
In this paper, a solution will be obtained for the electromagnetic
fields close to a lightning return stroke by using the preceding procedure
to relate charge and current. The return stroke will be modelled as a
pulse propagating along a filament. The charge and current on the filament will be determined by specifying charge density in the frame in
which the pulse is at rest. Transforming back to the coordinate system
of the observer determines the actual charge and current on the filament.
The relationship for current density and chire density so obtained is
then used to obtain electric scalar and magnetic vector potentials and
the electromagnetic fields are obtained from dem in the usual manner.
It will be shown that the conventional forms for the fields radiated from
return strokes using the transmission ihie model can be obtained from
this formulation; however, the solution presented here has the advantagps of explicitly Identifying the contribution due to charge accumulation at the channelend points, an effect whch is dominant for observers

va , doa to tde
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RADIATION FROM A FUAMEXT
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medipole to be a point source. Suck a solutioi i
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predict modern wideband measuremets ofdo ut
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return stroke [71. Models developed to predict mm . dq-,
meats assurne that the dischue cosists of a curent puhe prapubtph
along the discharge channel (and for sake of sinplfcity, it is pmasy
assumed that the channel is a filaennt). This mod is somthes refasud
to usa"trmanission line" model [6] and was saaged by Do m d
Pierce [5] and developed formally by M. Unman and coiliagm 18,9. 101
who also demonstrated a first order agreement with data [8). bn this
section a solution will be presented for the electronapetic; fields radiated
by such a model discharge, and in subsequent sections this soluton will be
compared with other solutions which have appear in the literature.
Consider sources J and p of arblry shape propagating almg a
straight filament at constant velocity,V. Letting t be a unit vector along
the filament in the direction of propagation, the current denity'Y and
charge density p can be written in the form:
r-(,t) "

"(t

-

)

(h)

v
p
p(t

p (,t)

(lb)

v

A solution for the electromagnetic fields F and F radiated by these
sources can be obtained In terms of the magnetic vector potentials X and
the electric scalar potential 0 following standard procedures [11, 12,
13 ]. In the absence of boundaries one obtains:
-=

X X

(2a)

ax
LT

a

(2b)
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In Equation 3, the square brackets, [ ,denote "retarded" quantities:
time
repliced
t - Rc
where
R =
f- "'point,
I is7F.
theFor
distance
betweenis-the
sourceby
point
7' and
the observation
example,

or

the retarded current density is [T] I- P7(t - M--r'/v - R/c).
Equations 2 and 3 are not a complete solution for the fields becausef
the sources T and p and the potentiali X and 0 are not independent
quantities (ie., cannot be independently specified). T and p must
satisfy conservation of charge v • + apl at * 0 on the filament
and*
potentials A and 0 are related by the Lorentz gaugp condition
• A + I /c2
/at
0.
0 It is common practice to use conservation of
mge or the Lomutz gauge to remove the explicit dependence on p
from the solution [Il, 13]. However, the spproach in this paper will be
to determin the relationship between 7 and p explicitly and to keep
bon the solution.
in order for the solution to be correct for both time varying and it&dc rids, a adtmidp between'" and p Is required which satisfies
#.w mia
o charp and as reduces to the correct current and
toeW whim tmere Is no Um veiation. Althougb it may not
to abis |sx a redoesmh*p in igwav, the rquiiv reltionship can be
ohskhW fitm pttlew propepti& on linear filamIents. to this case a transfrma.in of
s (t0e isorntz t ndonntiom) exists which
caaw tv p n einto a putely alatica pb m where only one
k
quansty. chlg demity. aeds to be pecified. In particular, an
ot
~ stsm* besde t&& puie at exatly th velocity of propagtion
naly a at* 4aV dkblU om sig the filamnut, not charges and
m . IHomc, to obta a comaistnt relationship between ch
and
owe awed pogtite edy the damp distribution in the frame of

dW nming oboroa (slad") and " tradann back to the laboratory
coordja

fm
to obtain
is by mew of a

ap.

Q =dt

(7b)
to

where the integration in Equation 7b starts when the current pulse
reaches the end point and it has been assumed that there is no charge at
the end point before the pulse arrives. Q it a point charge at the end of
the filament and the electric scalar potential 0.4 associated with this
charge can be obtained from Equation 3b usinF a delta function distribution. One obtains:
Aoc 2
4R

d
he

e

Qe (t -

dptihbl

where N
d fom the end point to dhe observer and Qe(0 i
zero until the puls reaches the end point (at t - to).
A complete solution for the cae of pulses propagating along a current
filament can now be constructed. It consists of Equations 2 and 3 subject to the constraints between T and p given in Equation 5 and with
the addition of Equation 8 to the electric scalar potential to account for
the end points. Two terms of the form given in Equation 8 are required,
one at each and of the filament. The complete solution for f and B is:

The reokivistically correct way of
tranform
Uffdttion.
amatz On obtain :

B

(

Uc)2 -

l-

vi

(8)

Pv4.-

T,

(9a)
-

(9b)

where

T(r,t)

f'ismen

Sso

where po(T ) is the electrostatic charge distribution on the filament
which must be specified, It is easy to ce that this result uatifies conaervation of charge and clearly It reduces to the electrostatio result,
po(r), when v - 0.
If the filament is infinitely long then this is all that is required to
complete the solution. However, If the filament Is finite, additional
conditions are required to guarantee conservation of clarge at Its ends,
For this purpose auum that at the ends curent Is converted to charge
and for simplicity that the charge is located in a tingle point right at the
end of the filament. To find the appropriate relationship between
and p conservation of charge can be applied at these end points. To do
imagine a &mail&photocentered at the end point, Integrating over the
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volume of the sphere and using the divergence theorem, one obtains:
fffpdvand

-

sphere
st

T =
"''~

and letting Q

fff pdv
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wereab deote

one can write:
}

a~b
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(I<bd1ta

ar

iellb)
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t.,b

_
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(72)

where a, b denote the two ends of the filament aind ts b are the times
when current arrives at the end point. The sign in Equation I lb has been
choen so that the charge Ispositive if current flows into the end point
and negative if current flows away.
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Equations 9-11 satisfy Maxwell's equations, satisfy conservation of
charge, and reduce to electrostatics when v = 0. In addition, it will be
shown below that the more traditional forms of the solution can be derived from them. It is interesting to note that Equations 10 for X and
,satisfy
the Loren12 condition, but only with the correction term
0,h added to the scalar potential. In fact, itcan be shown that the
Lorentz gauge condition implies the end conditions deduced here to
satisfy conservation of charge (see Appendix A).
The electromagnetic fields E(r, t) and B(r,t) can be obtained from
Equations 9-11 by substituting the potentials X and 0 into Equation 9.
The electric field intensity, E(r,t) can be obtained in terms of J,(the
most common form) by substituting Equation 10 into Equation 9 ar,then using Equation 11 to eliminate p. One obtains:
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OTHER FORMS OF THE SOLUTION

R
V
R
(12g)

where It has beqn asumed that current starts at the "a"end of the filament and propagates to the "b"end and the sign from Equation I1b hu
been included explicitly by letting Qab both be positive. The magnetic
flux der-ty,l(r,t) can be obtained by substibting Equation 10s into
Equation 9a to obtain:

sl R

4v'

-

_.
'tc

1t

V

-

v

cj

Several different forms of th; solution for the electromagnetic fields
produced by the transmisslon line model for the lightning discharge have
appeared in the literature [7, 10, 1415, 16] These solutions diler in
the form given for the electric fled,] rt). Itwill be shown inthi wc
tion that Equation 12a for E(7,t) is equivalent to these other more traditional forms.
One alternate form for the electric field intensity, R(1,t), can be obtained by substituting Equations 3 into Equation 2b and then using
conservation of charge to eliminate the derivative of charge density
which appears. This is a procedure described by Panofaky and Phillips
[11] and permits explicit identiflcatton of the "radiation" terms in the
solution for tbo fields. In recent work, Loire and Taylor [16] adopted
tide form of the solution to study radiation from lightning return strokes.
Unfortunately with this solution, if one does not start with an electric
scalar potential modifled to ensure conservation of a charge at the ends of
the filament, the form obtained does not proprly
the electrostatic components of the fields. A correct form of predict
this solution will be
presented below by starting with the properly modified form of the
electric scalar potential (Equation IOb) and the errors that can occur
when end eff-'ls arc neglected will be pointed out. Another foin for
the electric field ntenaity E(Yi, t) can be obtained by using conservation
of charge to completely eliminate charge density, p, from the solution.
In this case an expression for AVA) is obtained in terms of current density,J, with no explicit dependence on end conditions. In the frequency
domain, this solution is the traditional form obtained from the magnetic
vector potential, A, by uing the Loreutz gauge conditian to eliminate
the electric scalar potential, 0,from the solution [13, 171; or equlvalently this is the solution obtained 'using the free space dyadic Green's
function to express P in temis ofT [18]. Ths Isthe form of the solution which has been used moat extensively in the study of radiation from
lightning
[6]. It correctly acceunts for electrosiatic effects because the
Lorentz pup condition,
whichi used to obtain this form of the solution, is equlvalont to the end conditions deduced in the preceding
section
(see Appendix A). However, the end conditions are not explicit in this
solution and It Isnot readily apparent that the underlying model to
which this solution pertains is that of a current pulse which propagates
up the channel And then deposit charge in apoint at the chael trminus. These two alternate forms of the solution will be discussed In detail
below.
The form for E(Y,t) obtained by Panofsky and Phillips [11] to expllcitly separate "radiation" tere can be derived by beginning with Equations 2 and 3 and tl
ken using conservation of charge to eliminate the
derivative of charge density p which appean when Equation 3b is substitoted into Equation 2b. A similar procedure will be followed here but
beginning with Equations 9 and 10 to insure that conwrvation of charge
is satisfied at the filament's end points. The required manipulations are
accomplished most conveniently in the frequncy domain. Thus, Fourier
transfonning Equations 9 and 10, one obtains:

c
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The solutions above apply to arbitrarily oriented filaments in the
absence of boundaries. In application to lightning, and in many other
engineering applications, the filament is above a ground plane. When the
ground plane is perfectly conducting (not unreasonable for the earth at
frequencies of interest in studies of lightning) the boundary can be
taken Into account by adding image sources v tle solulion. The solutioifor Images has the form given above with
--2
)I and
r + 2 z2 [14]. The examples to be presented later
reof the fields
radiated
filaments above a perfectly conducting ground plane and
have beenfrom
obtained
by including image sources in thi manner.
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c~c and it hasi been r..zumed that the pulse propatages from

where k

end (a) to end (b). Substituting Equations l3b-c into l3a yields
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None of the manipulations dont; so far depend on the specific form of
T or p or whether or not the sourcis propAgate on filaments. However,
by restricting the result to the specific case of filaments additional sim-

ification can be ootaine.

For currents propagating on filaments J

FJ &id so V - [ gR1 ]

Now using coc,servation of charge, which in the frequency domain isff
I ' - jkcp = 0 to elirninate the jkc pterm in Equation 14 in tenrs
of~ J one obtains

V -iIjgiR)d ' + Eer.d()

7

f

VR''(JgRi) and one can we write:
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dkRnd
where b = (lIR) exp (11R). Now consider the term ('V
) g VR. Using
the rots ionship I (gJf) = gV -j + T ' Vg and introducing the

notatic niR, =

"iR one obtains

(V' -j)gVR

;

xi 1'CJgR, - T V"(gR1 )]

Il/Ra~b ekab and where d.Q' is atdifferential length
along the filament. Consequently, in the case of filaments, the Last integral in Equation 18 becomes (poc/4ff) k[ Jgb, VR - .lga VR3 . This
term cancels one of the terms in Een-j( P' due to the charge build-up at
the flament ends, and one obtains
where 9- b
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~Inverting
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and transforming back to the time domain yields:
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ment to 'he other. In contrast the first three terms in Equation 21 go to
zero as t -- cbecause by t:en J =0. The relative importance of these
terms is illustrated in the numnerical results (Fig. 3) to be presenteuiin si'.
following sectio.
A second form for F(T,t) can be obttined by using conservatcrn .if
charge to eliminate the remaining dependence on charge density is'.Fiquation 21. The substitution is also most -asily done in the frequenc:, domain (Equation 20). Thus substituting p = VIJ/jkc into the second
term in Equation 20 one obtains:
17R
~

j0

±-~

-[

dt transferred by the current from one end of the Lla-

-Jg

IV)

L
On

Equatictn 10b as was done here (that is, end conditions to guarantee
conservation of charge ate not included). Also, in their derivation,
Panofsky and Phillips set the summation in Equation 18 equ&l to zero
using an argument (see reference 11 page 297) which is not true for filaments of fiite length. Both assumptions are valid in the case of
currents which are continuous and differentiable; however, for filaments
of finite length, end con~ditions and the summoation in Equation 18 must
be included.
The net effect of taking end conditions into account and
evaluating the summation in Equation 18 for filaments is the last term in
Equation 21. This term has the form of a statics electnic field due to a
point charge Qlocated at the ends of the filament. Clearly it willibe impotrtant t r obseivers close to th filament's end points and it will be important at times after current stops propagating along zie channel. In
fact, when t -*-~this term is just the static electric field due to a charge

1R

VRag]

Substituting tans into Equation 20 leads to the frequency domain form:

Several comments are in oider, First, Equations 21 as they stand do
not represent a complete Yolution for E(T,t)_because the relationship
between J and p has not been specified. If J pv is used, then the
solution is complete and isjust a rearrangement of Equation 12a. (The
equivalence of Equations 21 and 12a has been verified numerically and
examples willibe presented below.) Second, Equation 21 is almost, but
not quite, the form ob ained by Panoisky and Phillips [111]. The difference is the lalt term pc/47ri [Qb] VRb/Rb- [Pal VRfRa which is
not present in the Paiofsky and Phillips solution, In deriving their solution for E( ?,t) Panofsky and Phillips follow a orocedure identical to triat
outllned above except that they begin with Equation 3b for 0 aind not

to

jkc
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T1R drf

±2 (c1Qb1
47b
4irl

Q = fI-

R(4

3 VR VR] dt

-CDO

JR

-,(26)

where the square brackets (e~g., [JJ) mean the ietairded fivm. Equation
25' is a standard result found in marny textbjoke on electromugnetic
theory, and its Fourier transform, Equat;io; 26, is the form of the solution employed extinsively to study raiiiation frtnm :ightning ietum
strokes by Uman and colleagues [6,8,9, 19, 20]. Notic tinkt Equation
25 cnbe written in the fonji
P()

(22)

jwp
j

*G (iT ') i r

(27)

where G(rlr') is
the conventionvA form for the free space dyadic Green's

A

function [18]. Also notice that wuxiliary conditioms nekesamy, to guazm'tee conservation of chairi astdie filament ends no longer Pppear explicitly in the salition for E(~r,t). How.-ver, clearly th~ey nre included in
gFquations
25 and 26 because thew~ equations A,rt obitained Aartinl; with
1k - 3/R) f1 9 R) VR]
an elcicr scalar potential (Equation l ob) which incl-ided cont;ibutions
R
at the endr. Equation 25 can also be obtained in or, alteriat niee
k23)
direct manner without referen-ce to end condiiiune a all. One car be~in
with the definition E=-Vf
dA/dt and the~n usx: ilw Loreinrz gugn
ccndition ti A, + lfr 2 a1,/at =0 to) elitninate
Dig this in the freT.
quency domain yields

a'sd now using Equation J6 with g repiaced by gIR, noting that
2; Rio

R,)]

8
=1J/R

R

and using Equation 19, one obtains

-
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= -jkc [X + T2("7(V

(28)

A)

Substituting for A from Equation 9b yields Equation 25, and inverting
the Fourier transform leads to Equation 26. Special conditions to
guarantee conservation of charge at the filament end points are never
explicitly required in this approach. However, they are implicit in the
Lorentz gauge condition as is shown in Appendix J..
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In the preceding sections several different form s have been obtained
for the electric field radiated by a pulse propagating along a filanent,
These are Equation 12a which was obtained directly from the electromagnetic potentials after modification to include end conditions; the
Panofsky and Phillips form of the solution which is obtained by using
conservation of charFl to eliminate certain terms involving charge density
and which is given in its complete form by Equation 21 aW inthe form
appearing in the literature by the first three terms of Equ.tion 21 ; and
ttrtally re i
fonr
h e solution .Equation 26)v'hich is the
most comnimon form foe E(f,t) and which was obtained here by using
conservation of charge to eliminate all explicit dependence on charge
density. The classical solution can also be obtained from the magnetic
vector potential by using the Lorentz gauge condition to eliminate the
scalar potential from -he expression for the electric field (Equathsn 2b)
and can even be derived directly in the time doin-il following a :rocedure outlined by Umai, McLain and Krider [) 5]. Examnples of 7.(r ,t)
predicted by these solutions will be presented in this section.
Examples of E(T,t) have been obtained by computing the electric
field at a fixe I observation point for filaments representati e of lightning
return strokes. Air example filument is shown in Fig. 1. This tortuous
path was created by connecting short straight segments ene-to-end in a
random walk in a manner suggestive of the way the stepped leader fiMms
tie channel incloud-to-ground lightring discharges [14]. To obtsin
E(Y,t) for the tortuous path, the solution for electric field (Equations
12a, 21 or 26) is appliJe to each linear segment separately and the results
added, keeping track of phasp as the pulse advances up the filarsent. The
filament is assumed .. be above a perfectly conducting ground plane
-ith the lower end tnuching the plane. The effect of the ground plane is
handled by including appropriate image currents and charges [14]. The
pulse propagating up the channel was chosen so that tke current on the
fiiument is represcntative of the iurrent in lightning return strokes. In
particular, the exponential model suggested by lruce and Goide [21]
and subsequently modified to include additional terms [22,23] hus been
adopted for the cunent .(t) or. the filament in the following form:
J(t) = I(e -'<

t

- Cet)

4

ll(e"'t

-

e" t)

(29)

the channel an electrostatic term due to charge deposited at the channel
end point becomes evident. At I kin from the channel the radiation
terms are still noticeable but are only a small perturbation on
the total electric field seen by the observer, and at 500 m from the
channel the radiation terms are virtually unidentifiable. By the time the
observer is 50 m from the channel the character of E(T,t) has changed
form which was dominated by radiation
completely from its far fiel,
tems to a shape which can be explained quite well with purely electrostatic arguments. For example, one can obtain the waveform at 50 rrby
neglecting currents and imagining a pulse of charge which moves up the
channel. Isitially, as the chate emerges from the channel base, there is
a rapid increase in the electric field both because an increasing length of
channel is becoming charged (the pulse has finite width) and because the
vector from the location of the charge to the observer changes from
purely horizontal at the channel base to a vector having a vertical (zdirected) component. Then as the charge moves up the channel, the distance between observer and charge increases and as a result the electric
field decreases. This trend continues until eventually the charge reaches
the top of the channel. The fusal value is the electric field predicted by a
point charge at the tip of the channel. This behaviour is clearly evident
in Fig. 2 at 50 m frot the channel and is apparent even in the case of an
observer 500 m from the chamiel. For closer observers the amplitude
grows but the overall shape of E(Tht) is as seen in the example at 50 ni.
An important consequence of the electrostatic nature of E(T,t) when
the observer is close to the channel is th t the rate of change of the electric field early in the waveform (e.g., t ?20 pa) can be very large. This is
due to the increasing amount of charge on itefilament but also because
of the rapidly changing vertical component of the vector from the location of charge on the channel to iteobserver. The change in this vector
component is kpurely geometric phenomena and can be very large. As a
result, observers close to the channel can experience larger values of the
rate of change of electric field (dE/di) than appear in the radiation fields
or are implied by the carrent waveform propagating up the channel.
It was pointed out in the preceding sections that the version of the
Panofsky and Phillips form for (T.'t) that appears in the literature (first
3 terms in Equation 21) does not properly predict electrostatic cenchions at the filament ends. Thiis is illustrated in Fig. 3 which shows the
complete solution (Equations 12a, 21 or 26) and the uncorrected Panofsky and Phillips form at several distances from the tortuous channel (Fig.
1). The solid line is the complete solution and te dashed line is the
uncorrected Panofsky and Phillips form. Both forns are correct initially
(0 < t < 20 ps) because in this time period, the current has not yet
reached the top of die channel. However, once the current pulse reaches
the top of the channel charge builds up there, and the contribution of
this charge to E(T,t) is not included in the uncorre. -4 tin of solution.
This is clearly evident in Fig. 3 where it is seen that the uncorrected solution goes to zero after the current pulse reaches the top of the chaine.l
because current ceases to flow, but the complete form of the solution
(all terms in Equation 21) goes to a non-zero static value which is just
the contribution due to a pohit charge at the top of die channel.
It was shown in the preceding section that , complete forms of the
solution (Equations lBa, 21, and 26) are mathematically equivalent.

The prnameters
were chosen to be :epreentative1 of=first return strokes
=
-1

[5) :I, 3n kA; I1 = 2.5 kA; a = 4 x 104 sec- ;0 8 x 105 sec ;
-( = 109 sec-I - 6 = 2 x 104 sec- 1 . The :urrent pulse is assumed to propagare up the 'hannel at constant velocity, v, and in the case of the tortuous cLar lshown in Fig. 1,the value v = c/3 = 108 i/s was used.
Fig, 2 s~hows the electric field seen by an observer on the ground at

That is, the), predict the same E(T,t). In particular, tire curves shown in
Fig. 2 can be obtained with any of them. However, the solutions aren't
equally convenient to use in computations of tie electic field. Inpartic.lar, fori observers very close to the channel, the common, "classical".
form of the solution (Equation 26) frequently predicts very misleading
results unless special attention is paid tu perfo-r. especially accurate;

channel shown in Fig. 1. Very far from the
several distances from tire
channel, the radi;ton term in the solution (first temi in Equations 21
and 26) is cdominant. In this case, one can show [7, 14] that each of the
larks in the tortuous path behaves like a radiating source and as a result,
the observer sees the irregular wavefonn evident in the lower panel in
Fig. 2 (500 km). When the current pulse reaches the top of the channel
(in about 20gms) an electric field
wavefoinn having the shape of the current
pulse is radiated, resulting in the smooth overshoot evident in the exa.mple.. Thew fat field characteristi:s of the radiated field can be eoablIthed independently using a fraunhofer approximation to obtain the
solution 17, 141 . &s one moves closer to the channel other terms i'.
the
sohtton bccome more apparent. Fo example, at 5km from the channel
the radiation terms are stl clearly apparent in the early portions of E(t)
while the pulse propagates up the channel, but after it reaches the top of

numerical integration. An example of the problems which car, be en countered is shown in Fig. 4 which shows the electric field at I m from a
long (I kin) straight vertical channel (Fig. 5). The solid curve was obtained from Equations 12a and 21 and the dashed cur'e- was obtained
using ti classical form of the solution (Equation 26. Three cases are
shown which differ only in the size of the increments used to computr
tire itegrals in te var."ous solutions. The increments were 0.67 m,
0.50 m, and 0.40 m, respectively (1.0 m = 1000 samples per l kn channel).
Clearly, the E(T,t) obtained from Equations t2a and 21 are relative insensitiw to the ir.creraents used. Changes inthe second or third significant figure for E (T,t) were observed. With sufficiendy accurate
numerical iniegration, the classical form of the solution also predicts the
same electric field wavefonn (top curve in Fig. 4). However, with
larger ircrements in the numerical integration, the classical solution can
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predict radically incorrect waveforms. Thle prolens with this form of
the solution is not just with errors in r(T,t) but in the fact that the en..
tire shape of the waveform can change dramnatically. This difficulty, with
the classica; formn of the solution appears when the observer is close to
the filaments and the last term in Equation 26 is important.

To demonstrate this, Lquations 10 arc substituted into the Lorentz
gauge condition: V -A +s 1'/c2 30,;Ot --.0. This is most conveniently done in the frequi.ncy domain in which case the potentials hiaje the
form:

Aj7, v)

(Al)

*CONCLUSIONSfR

~~~A
solution has been

'I

presented here for tse electromagnetic fields pro-{

duced by a current pulse propagating along a filamentary path. This
solution reduces to the proper statics solution if Use velocity of propagation goes to zero and includes the effects o I charge transfer by the
current pulse front one end of the filamient to the other. It was obtained
following traditional procedures but bymodifying the electric jealar4r
potential to insure conservation of charge at the filament's ends and by
epoiga relativistically correct relationship betwveen charge density,
pand current density, J.
It was shown that this solution is equivalent to more conventional
forms for tse electr-ic field. In electroinagnelic theory. one of two approaches is generally followed for detrriaining th, fielo; front given
sources J and p. One approach involves tic introduction of potentials
as an intermediate step to siiplify Use vector cc'mptexity of the problem.
This was Use procedure adopted here, It is also tse procedure adopted
by Panofsky and Philips to 'es-lye a reqn'angement of this basic solution
by usinr, conservation of charge to eliminate the derivative 'f charge
density which occurs when the electric scalar potential is substituted
into the expression for electric field intensity. In dife case of current
pulses on ffiaments, this rearran~gement Is equivalent tn the solution 'le-

)

~~rived
11,re ifnnoe properly account- for

k

poc
0(-F P)

af

ekR
Pfv)R

'

i '+
d'+j

-

g
9b

g
9,

(A 2)

where g, = ek R c/R, and where it has been assumed cthat the current
propagates from :he end e = "a" to the end e =~"b"; and Equation I l b
has been used to express the charge at the filanient's ends in terms of current. The Lorentz gauge condiition in Usc frequcn..v donsain is:
.

V *A

--

(A3)

=0

c
Now substituting Equations Al and A2 into Equation A3, one obtains

the disconsinuity at the fiua-f

irnent's ends. If nG,, this form of the solution wiL' not correctly predict
tse final electrostnitic Lelds whsen thz. current ' ulse reaches the end of
the filamnsit. The error which results manifests itself close to the chiannel. The second approacl. coasmon in electronsagnetic theory is to solve
for the fields directly by ifetroducsig dyad:-- Green's function '18] or
by using the Lorentz corldstion to eliniffate th lcrc clrptnil
from the expresion for electric lid. It was shovri tltet this 4-,equivalent to using conservativin of chs'rge to eliminate charge density p completely from Usle solution by potenstials. This fos-m of the sniution is the
one which has been used m~ost extensiv-iy int the study of radiation
from lightning. Hlowever, this particular form of die solution has draw
'-ar-ks. First, since the exphlicis depensience os. :,iarge density has beprn
eliminated from the roiulloni, Usc Jlectrostatic charac ter of the fields
coet.a charviel wreri't t,2ailiy apparent. This problem is exacerbated
ir the coiiw.ntsonai dmiNation of this foursi of die solution (e.g., by using
the Erirentz gaugc :condition toceliminzte tiit electric scalar potenidal
srorr the sclutinni) ',)ca tc
pitetfre
is reurdt the condiioY~
a te
iwpsw
eldIft L ~iie.
swai h,.- here these
coidtins
tb cnvrsonofcuret o hage a apoint ath
fiarriaeeljsan
nosd y heLrcit g~qeconitinisl.

b

pgt+
F7*TdY' -- jkc f
g-'+
fitamenst
filament

J

where g =eikRI'R. Note that V
g7
Then using V (s
Aoeotis

f

f

~[g~7

fllamiint

1b-g

= 0

(A4)

g and tisat Vg =-V 'g.

[gV'

--9_-fg

d'

filament

=

filres

g?-J

a)

weethe hast result follows fromiu Equation 19 in the text and applies for
curr ents on fiaments. The end condition in Equation A5 cancels the last
temon the right in Eqt'"tirsn A4. Hensce, usin- Eiquation A5, the I ore
odition (Equation A4) can be writtens in Use form:

whist

l the
sadsoluio sc
sEutn,ipis
specific endf
colklos tlecinnlTr-im vntoghJzeaenot generally
metoc x~ctyu.d-5aein :tenoe.Secondly. the
clasic1
lie-oltio
Frniof Asdifliclt o ealutenutrericail.v whets
Ieyco' IN bheri
otieflmn.Td is det b.itga
requredto
fr carg ccont
onthe hauel.Uribituaijy
henTile
[ti o~wvc
i ios t 'iechannel, this solution esri predict diamati:-,dly different formsfr9 T,t) dipcxsdiisg on the accusacy with whi-.,i
the integral is computed. The oter forms of the solution. for F (T,tj
derheC, herr tend to convergo to the r isrect answer in a mucs mare
manner with less cnissputer tine,

.4uniform

APPENDIX A: IMPL.ICATIONS OF THlE LORY'NTZ GAUGE
CONDITION

:1

f
[VJ
flmn

jkcp) gd'

=

0

A

tern in brackets in the integrand in Equrtion A6 is just a statemnt
of conservations of chs'rge ;,nd is zero on Use filament because I and 9
satisfy coniservation of charge there. Hence 0t arid A Lisgiven in Equations 10 satisfy the Lareiaz gauge condition. Clearly if the end cot.diJion ir. Equation l~b (or equivalently Equiation A2 in the frequency
domain) is osilted, tl,,- Lorentz gauge -ondition will no longer be satisfied because tso last teninn on Uie righst in Equation AS wil not be cesacelled. Heisce fur fiiasne-ts the end conditions arc inmplicit inl the
Los-entz condition in the sensew that tix- szajar potential obtained fromt
the Lorentz gauge condition (~-j(c'k) IV A) is equivalent to that

It is tlse purpose of this appendiL tc hiow that the potentials A and
Sas givei, in Eo uations 10 satisty the Uorentz gauge condition,. and in
particular tha~t A and 0 satisfy 0,e Lorent2 gauge condition owily if the

teins; 0,,,d (Equation 8) are added to the scalar potential te, account
for conservation of charge at 61sefilamnsis ends.
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Figure 1. Tortuous channel made up of straight filaments placed end-to-end
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the Panosky and Phi~ips form of the solution.
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Abctract:

In
1981,
the
National
Telecommunications
Research
Center
(C.N.E T.)
partiripated in the characterization of the
tropical lightnings in the IVORY COAST.

processes

In this Lommunication, we present all
the electromagnetic measurements results. Two
methods were used dtiring this campaign.i

the
characteristics
of
lightning.
,The
objectives
of
the
CNET
(Centre
National
d'ftudes dea Tl~commuaications), working in
association with the Office National d'Etudes

a time--domain analysie (already used
in temperaLe country, -more- particulary' in ST.
PRIVAT D'WLLIER), -*e44owed to-' characterize .'the
radiated signals by lightning
return-strokes
and these emitted by intra-cloud discharges,
s'o'.e
4ae
the most numerou
ones
in the

et de Recherches A~rospatiales (Frauce), the
Laboratoire
de
Physique
Atmosphfrique
(Unlversit6 de Toulcuse,
France),
and
the
Laboratoire de Physiqu
de l'Atmospnare de
1'Universit6 d'Abidjan (Ivory Coast), were to
characterize lightning diacharges on both a
phenomenalogical
level
(identily
and

'ics). From the results
_ 4ectively
define
the
discharges.

obtained, we
two
types

can
o

- an-harmonic analysis was us
-to-know'
the instantaneous spectrum evolution during the

different lightning phases. During this COPT
campaign, we perfected the measurement method
for future campaigns, as TRIP 82 (Thunderstorm
Research
International Program)the
first
results of which are
preiented. The data
obtained
allow< to
understand
better
the
physical lightning discharge process and to
define the VHF-UHF environment of electronidal
equipment.,

Introduction
In
-.measurements

CHARACTBRIZAtION

1981, a variety of experimental
were performed on the Ivory Coast

(Africa),
with
the
intent
of
studying
thunderstorm convection in a tropical region.
These experiments, collectively entitled COPT
grouped
(Convection
Profonde
Tropicale),
together several different organizations from
France and the Ivory Coast interested either in
and
thermodynamic
thunderstorm
dynamic

'.r their

elecrrcal

properties

and

distinguish
between
different
stages
in
discharges,
studies
of
dischaige
channel
propagation,
types
and
nature
of
leader
discharge processes, comparisons with lightning
properties observed in temperate regions) and a
quantitative level (cureent amplitude as a
function of time, estimates of charge transfer,
location and tracking of discharge sourceu, and
electromagnetic field measurements).
In this publication, we will discuss
the ensemble of wldeband (150 Hz - 20 MHz)
magnetic field measurements collected during
the COPT campaign. The measurement campaign has
permitted a character!zation
of
intracloud
discharges, the preponderant discharge process
in
tropical
countries. These
signals from
intracloud lightning are also compared with
those
produced
during
cloud-to-ground
discharges.
In addition. in view of the disparity
between measurements of RF radiation made by
different researchers in the VHF and the poor
understanding of the processes which produce
these emissions, the CNET has undertaken a
program of studies in this domain. The second
part of this publication presents some of the
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had allowed us to hope to be able to locate and
track all of the discharges observed during the
campaign. For our application this would have
given an accurate distance to each discharge,
as well as the orientation of the discharge
channel with respect to the magnetic field
antenna.
However,
the
enormous
task
of
processing the data collected by the different
organizations has allowed the localization of
only a few events. Knowing only rarely the
has
not
been
distance
to a discharge it
possible
to
determine
lightning
current

very first results of narrow band RF
TRIP
82
the
made
during
measurements
(Thunderstorm Research International Program)
Campaign.
Measurements
were
made
at
six
frequencies between 60 and 900 MHz using tuned
receivers with 350 kHz bandwidths.
-I-

15C

lIZ

-

20 MHZ ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD STUDIES

I.. - DATA COLLECTIOJN AND PROCESSING
Experimental means

amplitudes using field measurements. Also, for
the oscilloscope records of magnetic fields, a

Measurements of thunderstorm di9harge
electromagnetic fields were made using magnetic
field sensors with A 150 Hz - 20 MHzpassband.
These sensors were connected to two sets of
recording instrumentation. Each set consisted
of both a video tape recorder (VTR) (upper
frequency response 3 MHz) and an oscilloscope
equipped with a camera with continuously moving
film which permitted the recording of fast
field variations. The two chains of recording
equipment had the folloving characteristics

delay line ought to have allowed us to record
the beginning of the signal which was below
trigger threshold. For some of the slower
events, though, the delay timewast sufficient.
of
signal
In these cases, a readjustment
amplitudes was necessary.
- Processing and analysis of the data
limitations
described
Despite
the
above, lt is possible to give some general
results
concerning
the
parameters
which
characterize an electromagnetic field impulse.
The
video
tape
recordings
were
displayed on an oscilloscope and photographed,
and have been used to determine
the time
evolution
of
the
discharges,
notably
the
repetivity and duration of the events.

chain 1
oscillo. + camera
trigger evel : 45Y
(1 Y=10- Wblm 2 or T)
maximum signal : 80O
VTR : dynamic range : 40
chain 2
oscillo. 4- camera
trigger level
150Y
maximum signal :1600Y
VTR : dynamic range : 40Y

-

-

400Y
The film records best characterize the
rapid changes in the field, notably the slopes,
amplitudes, and pulse durations. Each waveform
was manually digitized and the data were stored
Tektronix 4081
graphics
in
the memory of
computer. Data were subsequently transferred to
a CII IRIS 9O computer for analysis.

10OO

The magnetic field sensors /I/ were
placed
horizontally
in
a
direction
perpendicular to the preferred direction of
movement of thunderstorm fronts.

1.2 - RESULTS OBTAINED
- Classification of intracloud
and cloud-to-ground discharges

The different sensitivities chosen for
the two chains of recording instrumentation
permitted simultaneous measurements of fields
from both near and distant discharges (knowing
that all of our measurements would have to be
made on natural lightning),
-

A field mill network, operated by the
ONERA
(Office
National
d'Etudes
et
de
Recherches Afrospatiales (ONERA) permitted the
simultaneous measurement, at 10 locations, of
electrostatic field variations at the ground.
These data allowed us to identify whether a
field
change
appeared
to
involve
charge

Limits on the interpretation of results

Some
of
the
equipment
operating
during these experiments, notably a field mill
network, VHF interferometry and Doppler radars,

neutralization of only one polarity, or both
positive
and negative
charge,
descriptions
which are often used to model cloud-to-ground
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and intracloud discharges, respectively. Also,
sequences of impulses of mixed polarities are

I) Because of the limitatious discussed
(I.1),
it is difficult to present
conclusion results regarding intracloud and
cloud-to-ground discharge
field
amplitudes.
Nonetheless
the
table
below
gives
peak
amplitudes and the number of events recorded
(N) (see reservations in section 1 1)
earlier

more
likely to be
produced
yv
intracloud
discharges, because the large ampliluide signals
radiated
by
return
strokes
diring
a
cloud-to-ground discharge are ordinarily all of
the same sign. (see photos I and 2).
- Characteristics of tropical
lightning intracloud discharges

- Intracloud : N - 109
mean peak amplitude : 96Y

;

: N - 33
mean peak amplitude : 1201

V

49Y

-Cloud-to-ground

We
parameters

have

studied

the

following

;0 -

64Y

For some of the
(N = 35), the location
zones in the storm clouds
estimate of distances (2

intracloud discharges
of high reflectivity
by radar has given an
< D 4 20 km) between
the
field
measurement
station
and
the
discharges. For these discharges, the mean peak
amplitude is 70
if we apply
theory
developped for return stroke discharges /3,4/

I. Maximum amplitude
2. Slope during fast field transitions
3. Pulse width (between t - o and the
half peak amplitude point following
the peak)
4. Sequences
of
impulses
within a
discharge
Intra-cloud
Cloud-to-ground

l~

Photos 1 and 2

Streak
camera
records
of
successive
oscilloscope
triggers
produced
by
magnetic
field

impulses
film transport speed 5 cm/s
trigger level : 45 Y
inhibition time between successive

triggers :5 ms

8!
4 h 56' 24''

<
4 h 55' 28''

22 June 1981
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Detailed study of one discharge

Photo 5 shows a sequtence of impulsions

during an tntracloud discharge

22 june 81 - 4 h 53' 08''
This
event
is
one
of
the
most
complicated to analyse because of the large
number of impulsions recorded. Figure 4 shows
the
time evolution of
this
discharge,
as
inferred from the video tape recording. A large
amplitude pulse is present near the center of
record which, in contrast with the other

.this

impulses

which

processes,

was

discharge

____This

were

produced

radiated
was

by

located

by

intracloud

a

return

(5km

away

stroke.
from the

measurement station) by the VHF interforemeter
being operated by the ONEJ.. The amplitude of
the magnetic field exceeded 1000 Y during one
80 Fs period (the VTR record was saturated),

-VMS

which, we note implies a peak current of about
60 kA, much larger than the mean peak return
stroke
C
ILWMBE OFEtT
60

intra-cloud
IBRE
Total number of
discharges
153
Mean pulse wi ith 1 ,6tis
Standard deviation
0,6

us

-sequences

OS

Fig. 2

1
F.

2
PULSE

regions

large numbers of isolated

impulses,

with

f

25
DURATION

Cloud-to-grouna
namber of
discharges : 33
I-ean pulse width
4,75 us
Standard deviation

CHT1% Total

NONBRE D
RuM6E

15

OEDE LIMPUL5-,

temperate

durationr which range from a few tens to a few
hundreds of microseconds, as well as sequences
very narrow impulses (pulse widths of a few
microseconds). The duration of these pulse
was typically 50-60 ms.

30--"of

0

in

For the- intracloud impulses produced
during this discharge, which were also located
by the VHF interferometer, we have observed

--

2r. t

observed

12 kA).

both
'

current

(Berger /2/ gives a mean peak current value of

OfEVEMY

4,5

Photo 6
8i

In photo 6, we can see some examples of

IJs

sequences of very narrow impulses, with pulse
widths and interval times of the same order, 1
or 2 microseconds. These sequences are one
characteristic
particular
to
intracloud

IS

discharges and have been observed
during different discharges.

impulses

0

1

2

3

4

occur

The peak amplitudes of the intracloud
during this discharge ranged from a

few tens of Y to 300Y

)0

DREICL'MPUqL5OM.PULNE DUUrIONs

to

7ig.1
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(

to these discharges, the value of the peak
current, taking into account the distance, is
between 2 and 20 kA.

25.

Tota! n-unber of
intra-cloud and
cloud-to-gro'nd

2r

discharges : 304
Mean peak amplitude
118 y

NMBRE

OtC',(MENTS

, u

Ent

The intracloud discharge pulses are
during
radiated
those
than
narrower
much
cloud-to-ground discharges.
4) With the video tape records we have
been able to observe that during an intracloud
dischargel impulses often occur very quickly in
sequence, that Ls with interval times ranging
from a few microseconds to a few tens of
microseconds (see, for e:'ample, photos 3 and
4).
Repetition frequencies of this order,
different
in
observed
been
have
which
intracloud discharges, are much higher than are
during a cloud-to-ground flash. Berger
/2/, for example, gives a mean interval time
between return strokes of 33 ms.

iw-

Yfound

50

100

ISO

200

250

CHAMP MAXIMAL

C0
-MAXIMUM

¥
FIELDntanl

Intra-cloud

Fig. 1

Figure 1 gives a histogram of peak
magnetic
field
amplitudes,
intracloud
and
cloud-to-ground discharges combined, observed
during the course of the COPT campaign.
2) The slope between 10 and 90 percent
of peak during rapid field transitions has been
calculated fo all digitized waveform data using
The
values
squares.
least
of
the
method
obtFined for intracloud and cloud-to-ground
discharges are comparable.

O

S

mlagnetic field
Photo 3
0 2s/divisionl
P2 juin 4 h 56' 24'
18 y/'Iivision

Intracloud : N = 153
a= 40 Y /ps
mean slope : 711 /s
- Cloud-to-ground : N = 33
mean slope :76 Y /ps
u- = 53 Y' /ps
-

3) The most notable difference between
the impulses radiated during intracloud and
cloud-to-ground discharges is in the pulse
widths, here, the time between t - 0 and the
half amplitude point following the peak. This
difference is obvious in photos I and 2.
Figures 2 and 3 present histograms of measured
pulse widths. Mean values are summarized below
-

ntra-c cud

7hoto

Intracloud : N = 153 ;

Mean pulse width 1,6 ps
=0,6 ps

$

;

- Cloud-to-ground : N = 33
Mean pulse width 4,75 ps
= 4,54 ps
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22 juin -
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1.3 - DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
-Form of the spectrum
Up

until

the

present

day,
most
experimental studies of thunderstorm discharges
have

been confined

Two

to cloud-to-gro-ind flash /2,

of

types

representation

radiation as a function of

of

tne

frequency are used.

5, 6, 7/. As a result, we have in hand a--considerable amount of data characterizing the
By
aspects
of
that
process.
different
comparison, when one considezs the intracloud

- The first consists of expressing the
spectral amplitude density of the radiation-beginning with continuous recordings of signals

discharge

from

shortage
also

process,
of

very

data.
complex

measurements,
compare

our

with
results

is

there
The

a

intracloud

/'8/.

very

Electromagnetic

which
from

it
the

is

real

discharge
field

possible
COPT

is

campaign,

of

battery

tuned

narrow-bandwidth

receivers. Integration of these data,
form

to

a

of

which

impulses
method

depends

recorded,
has

been

is

the

or.

then

employed

by

shape

the exact
of

necessary.
/13/.

The

the
This
mean

10/.
Those
Florida by /9,
have been maade in
large
observed
isolated
anthors
have
also
impulses,
during
intracloud
amplitude

f rom
several
amplitude
density
spectral
discharges and normalized to a distance, d - 1O0_h
to
-I
in
the
range
km,
is
proportional

discharges, with durations which range from 10
to about 200 Us, as well as trains of narrow

10 K0z to 100 M1z._

pulses (widths of 2-3 ps). They note also that
the risetime of the fast pulses is comparable
(ie, less than a microsecond) to that found in
return stroke fields.

- The other method adopted by /11/
gives directly the mean peak amplitude, an
average of observations from several flashes,
as a function of the receiver frequency and
bandwidth.
Disparate
normalized to a distance,

-II-NARROWv-BANI

flash and

RF MEASUREMENTS 60-900 MHZ

to a

measurements
are
d - 10 km from the

bandwidth

1 KHz.

of

If

for

frequencies from 10 kHz to 10 MHz there appears

to be concordance among the

11.. .-BIBLIOGRAPHIC ASPECT

results published

by different anthors, for a 1/f decrease in the
spectrum with increasing frequency, outside of

A considerable amount of work has been

that

done with thea intent of quantifying the energy

radiated by the electrical processes of a
lightnalg discharge. A review and synthesis of
results has been published by /co/ and more
recently by /121. Amung the outstanding points
considered were the following

interval

there is

a large

dispersion

in

the data, whic
is all the more difficult to
interpret because of its
imited number. One
can only remark that there is a tendency for
the
amplitude
to
vary
more
slowly
with
frequency. Results published by /14/ show an
increase
of
amplitudes
beginning
at
and
continuing above 300t
z and suggest that this
turning point in the spectrum appears to be due
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i

operating in the FM mode.

to the intervention of a different discharge
process. More recently /15/ have observed a
similar phenomenon beginning at 50 MHz, with
the RF emissions showing a maximum around 100
MHz.
-

a capacitive
electric
Signals from
field antenna (BW 400 Hz - 2 MHz) were recorded
simultaneously
to
permit
precise
temporal
location
of
the
different
phases
of
a
discharge, most notably the return stroke. To
achieve the maximum possible bandwidth, the
recorder was operated at peak tape transport
speed, which, with 14 inch tape reels, allowed
about 15 minutes of continuous recording.

Temporal structure
While strong RF emissions associated
with intracloud discharges and the stepped
leader, dart leader, and K change phases of a
cloud-to-ground discharge have been observed,
the time evolution of the radiation produced
during a return stroke is still a subject of
controversy. For example, /16/ as well as /17/,
have mentioned a delay of a few tens of
microseconds between the VHF radiation and the
abrupt fast electric field change associated
with the beginning of a return stroke. The
explanation given for this delay is that the
return stroke current which propagates from the
ground
towards
the
cloud
does
not
radiate at VHF frequencies, but that these
radiations

are

due

to

the

branches

of

The campaign COPT 81 at Korhogo, on the
Ivory
Coast,
permitted
us
to
test
the
functionment of the bank of receptors and to
put the system into an improved configuration
during the TRIP 82 campaign. These data are
presently in the process of being digitized.
The use of digitized data will permit an
investigation
more
detailed
than
the
preliminary approach to be presented here. For
these initial studies, the analog tape data
were played back using an optical (UV) chart

the

recorder,

permitting

a

reconstitution

of

the

return stroke channel and due to junction
processes once the current wave has entered the
cloud /16, 17/. This explanation, which leaves
the impression that VHF radiation does not
accompany the creation of the return stroke
current wave, seems to be contradicted by
observations made at 3 MHz by /18/. Here, in 90
% (54 of 61) of the records examined, a large
impulse (in 25 of the 54, the largest) was
observed at the beginning (time synchronization
accuracy I ps) of the first return stroke. A
large impulse (the peak in the RF emissions in
99 % of more
than 100 observations)
was
observed
to
occur
at
the
beginning
of
subsequent strokes also.

time evolution of the signals with a bandwidth
of 128 kHz. The fastest time scale achievable
was 156 ps/cm.

11.2 - EXPERIMENTAL MEANS

11.3 - TRIP 82 RESULTS

It
should
be
noted
that
time
displacements
between
channels
due
to
misaligned magnetic recorder heads as well as
time scale changes due to capstan jitter Lnd
stretching
of
the
tape,
allow
us
to
resynchronize the signals with an accuracy of
the order of 10 ps. After digitization, the use
of time synchronization signals which were
superposed on all data channels on a second
magnetic
tape
recorder,
will
permit
synchronization of better than 1 ps.

Six receivers with 350 kHz bandwiths
and central frequencies of 60, 1OO, 175, 300,
500 and 900 MHz have been used during the
experimental campaigns COPT 81 and TRIP 82.
Each receiver was equipped with a logarithmic
amplifier which gave an 80 dB dynamic range.

During the
course
of
the TRIP
82
Campaign, which was conducted at Socorro, New
Mexico, about ten triggered discharges and c
large number of natural flashes have been
studied
; a
total
of
about
I
hour
of
thunderstorm activity was recorded.

The front end of each receiver was
connected to a vertically polarized half wave
dipole antenna, the ensemble of which w're
mounted on a mast in a fashion that would
minimize mutual coupling between antennas.

of
this
the
remainder
During
publication we intend to describe in detail,
one
observations based on two discharges triggered and one natural discharge.

11.3.1

-

Shape of the spectrum

The signals thus obtained were recorded
Figure

wit' a 400 kHz bandwidth magnetic tape recorder
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levels observed during each of the two flashes
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Figures 6 and 7 reproduce, totally, the
signals recorded during the triggered event
04-05-33 and the natural discharge 05-03-55,
respectively. In these two figures one can see
clearly the simultaneous evolution of the VHF
radiations ac the six frequencies studied, and
the signal from the capacitive antenna.

'
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One can observe that in both cases, the
beginning of the discharge is indicated by
continuous VHF activity, which persists for a
few tens of milliseconds and ends with a brutal
increase of radiatioh associated with a change
on the capacitive antenna signal. This initial
radiation
corresponds
with
preliminary
breakdown processes within the cloud, as well

EvENT1--

as

the

development

of

a

stepped

leader

which

90OMHi

mV/n
I mV/m

I

MV
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initiates the first stroke in a cloud-to-ground
discharge.
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I

.
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qi
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•-01
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antea
200

300

Fig65igna-ripudes,
in 128KHZ bondwfh- LighIning

the

next

30

ms

by

perhaps

ten

intracloud events visible at the different
frequencies. It is only after a second stepped
leader of very short duration (1,7 ms) that the
return stroke is initia-ed. The short duration
of this leader can be explained perhaps by the
existence of a non-'.adjuting, continuously
moving upward discharge initiated by the wire
pulled upward from the ground by the rocket.

q,2
100

If for the natural discharge 05-03-55
phase has a very regular evolution,

corresponding to the creation of a stepped
leader w~hich continues to develop up until the
stroke, for the triggered discharge
the appearance is much more disturbed.
We see here an abrupt beginning of a stepped
leader which stops 20 ms later and is followed,

iootHi

o,,m'J'm

0

...-

,,v

11.3.2 - Radiation macrostructure

1,5mV/m

I0

hi I-...

curve.

Im

wJiOi

i mV/M.

1 kHz bandwidth and a distance of 10 km. We can
remark that there is reasonable accord between
the observed peak amplitudes and the Pierce

.0,

1100,

0,311
imv/'m

10Km

175MHZ

"
04 05 33
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The stepped leader doesn't intervene until
after the end of the triggering phase of the
discharge..

IFiguee 8 and figure 10 (a) show the
radiation associated with the propagati-sn of
the stepped leader and the initiation of the
first return stroke for the two discharges.

During the following phases of the two
discharges, the VHF radiation appears as abrupt
impulses with durations of less than 1 ms and
mean interval times on the order of 10 mns.

_________

I MVM

90OMHZ
SO>MIZ .

For the event 04-05-53, the capacitive
antenna record shows roughly a dozen large
amplitude
impulses
indicating
significant
currents flowing within the cloud or between
the cloud and ground. There are roughly 20
large impulses visible on the VHF records,A
however, which leads us to conclude that the
VHF radiation isn't associated exclusively with
the cloud- to-ground discharges.
nor with K
change processes within the cloud. 0405-33 an

02mv/rn

mf

SMV/rn

300MHZ'

o,5 MV,rM

_3MWfIn
0,3r1nwm.

75

HZ

These emission sequences last for about

500 ms in the case of discharge 04

,

*0,2V

(3)

Radiation microstructure

of discharge 04-05-33
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2

EVENT
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no radiation afterwards and for tije several
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fi00r
h~ue

150 (a) reprsnt

onl

leader asocatedwith-ohng

th
eve03nt

figure R showE all of the radiation from
leader of event (I). We note that the

II

beginning
ps.

of

of

burat

In

this

both

imDulses

J

cases

one

consists

of

with

than

is

pulse

the

can
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for

and

given

/16/

by

is produceA

that

the

stroke

interval

constant

and

/17/

bv the

channel

as

within the cloud

of

times

is

interesting

the

of

event

of

slowly
more
producing
Despite
this
effect,
the

receiver
Ietures.

a
200

number

large

time

by

-

about

observe

a

widths

3

indicated

lasts

which

~l

oil

lea6er

*adiation

radiation
less

Illl

is

well
To

in

and

a

as

this

radiation

Jurction

the

keeping

compact
with

of

minimum

processes

this hypotheis it

upport

to note

(B)

that

branches in the first return

an

micro

varying

branches

largest

associated with subsequent strokes.

appearrance
absence

of

discharges

impulses have man interval times of a few tens
of microseconds and could correspond with steps
of the leader process.

Xlr<T<Xi

N/

P

4T

10

end

The
conjunction
capacitive
by a
radiation
are

the

an

antenna

for

leader

abrupt
record

phase

occurs

transition
and

on

is

in
the

caracterized

increase
in
the
level
of
RF
These emissions
frequencies.
all

sharp
at

persist

of

with

a few hundreds

followed

by

a

of microseconds

quiet

period

of

05

and

a

few

ii

milliseconds duration.

0

Subsequent events
the fine
Figures 9 and 10 (b) show
structure of events (2) and (3) of disuharge
04-05-33 and
of
event
(B) of
discharge
05-03-55.
(b)

antenna record. They are not preceded by
where
MH z ,
60
rt
ex c e p t
e m i s s io n s ,
radiation

might

thie end
none

be due

to

corona

discharge

off

It

rhoul.d

be noted

that

of

flashes

VHF
th e

of the antenne.
the
is

subseq,ent:

preceded

events

by

VHF

in

these

radiatlov,

us that

0

PS

N
1o

R<X)P
I

-- - -

2

which

could be identified with a dart leader, thus it
seems to

240

Figure 11 gives the distribution of the
widths, T, of the envelopes of impulsions based
on about 40 events from the two flashes. The
mean width obtained, "T mean", is 132 ps.

Theae events occur smultaneously with
changes of level on the capacitive

abrupt

24062Oo

Q W 20D
o0

40

5-0,5

this process might not radiate

at the frequencies studied.

In the case of the evert

in fiure 9,

offsets visible at
60

and

175

might be
follow an

M11z

60 MHz

for

event

by
produced
abrupt field

for event
(3).

This

(2)

and

of

0

envelope of radiation seems to
the initial
provoke a persistant radiation indicated by the

10
Fg

10s
12

at

'

10

1

io,

X
104

Dis,,buhon of Ihe dvloy R between Iwo successive eryeope,
of impulses

radatlon

miro-discharges
change produced

which
by
an

intracloud discharge.
This phenomenon does
appear in the case of event (B) in figure
which seems to be a subsequent stroke.

not
(6)

figures

in
For each of the events presented
8, 9 and 10 we observe a second narrow

envelope
ot
impulsions
which appears
a few
hundreds of microseconds after the principal
packet of impulsions. For the event (B) this

.orpoced of a multitude of impulsions which
larger
and
have
frequently
more
occur
amplituJes than found during the leader phase.
between
distinguish
car
frequently
One
are
impulss
which
groups
of
successive
uch
separated by a few tens of microseconds

second burst of radiation Is itself accompanied
by an appreciable capacitive antenna change.
also
frequently been
hao
phenomenon
Thu
observed to occur without a capacitive antenna
change. Figure 12 presents the distribution of
separation times between to successive impulse
groups based on abou-: 40 measuvements. In 50 X
of the case- che separation time is less than

as

680

The envelopes of VHF radiation are

seen

in

figures

8,

9

and 10.

The

saggestion
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The second burst of radiation which we
have observed could be generated by tha current
flowing from a charge induced in the cloud
a K change
stroke or
following a return
process.

COMMENTARY
this
in
presented
results
The
communication treat two particular aspects of
thunderstorm electromagnetic emissions - the
radiation produced by intracloud discharges and
the radiation in the VHF-UHF band.

11.4 - CONCLUSION
the

Despite
Continued
data

from

reduction

the TRIP

82

and

campaign

analysis

will

permit

fact

that

these

data

can

of

have important consequences for the development

us

of

telecommunications

2yste=

.6hether

situnted

in a high risk area (tropical region) or
new
techniques
involve
they
because
(numerically encoded radio wave transmission
for example), very few studies of this kind are
found in the literature.

to verify and explore in more detail the
considerations given here which were based on
better
allow a
and will
discharges,
two
from
radiation
the
of
characterization
different phases of a discharge. With the
precise
sufficiently
data
and
digitized
synchronization between channels, we will be
able to reconstruct the temporal evolution of
the spectrum and the capacitive antenna record
on a microsecond time scale. Like /19/, we can
already say that the forms of the signals
not
are
frequencies
different
recorded at
the
evidence
into
This
puts
identical.
discharge
different
of
numerous
existence
processes diring a lightning flash.

From this initial work we can say
the
amplitudes
on
that,
based
measured at the ground and the frequency of
occurence, the influence of electromagnetic
intracloud
by
produced
impulses
field
on
a
region
tropical
in
a
discharges
a
partict,lrly
network,
telecommunication
digital system, cannot be neglected.
that
our
understanding
of
the
possible
and
the
processes
physical
consequences that lightning radiation in the
new radio wave
VHF-UHF band may have on
for
(digital systems,
transmission systems
example) is still too limited.

Additional narrow-band RF measurements
will be made 3 km from a discharge triggering
held
to
be
the
campaign
during
point
experimental
the
at
1983,
June-september,
station at St-Privat-d'Allier, 'rance. Based on
theqtt early studies, it appears necessary to
MHz
the
900
of
sensitivity
the
increase
receiver, which was insufficient for detailed
study except during very energetic phases of a
MHz
60
the
of
saturation
The
discharge.
receiver must be attributed to an incorrect
the
terminating resistance,
of
the
choice
any
modification.
require
receiver doesn't
During the course of the next campaign, to
remove any ambiguity concerning the type of
radiating process, a wideband magnetic field
sensor (150 Hz - 20 MHz), as well as an optical
sensor which will point a couple of hundred
meters above the rocket launching point, will
be recorded in addition to the signal from the
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AD P002218
THE EFFECT OF PROPAGATION ON ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
RADIATED BY LIGHTNING

Louis Baker and Robert L. Gardner
Mission Research Corporation, Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT
The model of Gardner (Radio Science 16, 377-384, 1981) is used to
study the attenuation of lightning fields with distance over a variety
of propagation paths. The lightning channel may consist of an arbitrary
arrangement of linear segments, each with a different propagation
velocity. The effects of an imperfectly conducting, anisotropic
ionosphere and a lower surface of earth or water (including sea state)
are studied.
'It is of great interest to deduce the properties of lightning,
such as the current profile as a function of time, from remote measurements of the radiated fields. For this reason, distortion of the
signal by propagation path effects must be understood quantitatively.
The study of the distortion of electromagnetic transient fields as they
propagate over the earth's surface has a long history; Sosmerfield
(1}* considered the propagation of radio waves over an imperfectly
conducting earth in 1909, and a number of recent texts (2,3,4) review
more recent developments.
in general, the signals are attenuated, the
attenuation increasing with frequency and decreasing as the surface
conductivity increases. This presupposes smooth surfaces; corrugated
surfaces (5,6,7) have also been studied in connection with propagation
over a sea surface covered by waves. When the ocean waves have lengths
small compared to the radio wavelength, a "trapping' of the surface
wave is possible (8)'which results in an increase in signal, while at
higher frequencies an increased attenuation results. The attenuation
dces not increase monotonically with frequency, as Barrick (7) notes,
but rather a saturation sets in, with the greates losses for frequencies in the range 10-15 MHz for typical ocean wave spectra.,
In this paper, we use the computer model developed by Gardner
(9,10), extended using the results of Barrick (6), to evaluate the
role of propagation effects on lightning signals.
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___________

_______________________
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THEORY
l'irst we will briefly review the theory; a
more complete discussion will be found in references 2-10. The lightning channel is treated as
a dipole source with specified current, with
triple exponential form:

is a reflection coefficient, expressed in terms
of the normalized surface impedance A which we
will define shortly. By use of the identity

1(t) = [A(exp(-at) - exp(-bt))
+ B exp(-ct)] U(t)

f

exp - ikr/r

~0

exp(-u(h-z)] Jo(Xp)dX

(5)

where
(p2 + (hz)2j

r

(1)

where U(t) is the Heaviside step function, A
2.5 KA, a = 2 x 104 sec-', b = 2 x
30 kA, B
-I
c = 1. x 101 sec- 1 . The term propor105 sec
tional to A has 3n inverse rise time of roughly
b, or about 10 microseconds, and a fall time of
roughly I/a or about 100 microseconds. The term

i
ei k r ' +

Jds
-

j

-

1
2
2

-ikr
r

(6)

with
(2

*tumbcrs in brackets designate References at end
of paper.
proportional to B represents the 'continuing
current" and constitutes a slow "tail" to the
current pulse, falling off over several milliseconds.
a form
for l(t)
it is
is often
not perbehavior
at t=O),
, its such
fect (e.g. While
used [12] and we will follow custom for ease of
comparison with other references.
We will work in frequency domain rather
than time domain, and assume the fields have
time dependence exp (iwt). This will both facilitate analysis and comparison with observation. We can in principle inverse Fourier
transform i:to time domain if desired. The
lightning channel is treated as a chain of
dipole sources, and the Hertz potential [13] may
then be used to rind the fields at any point.
The Hertz vectors have simpler expressions in
terms of the sources than the vector ano scalar
otentiams and therefore simplify calculations.
For example, the electric field due to a vertical electric dipole dipole may be written in
terms of the vertical component of the electric
Hertz vectur as:

E

t?

•.

+ k2i

[-u(z-h)]]
]l

o(,~d

3
(3
u

where c the speed of light, ds is the length of
the dipole carrying current I (resulting in a
dipole moment of Ids), u = (X2 - k 2 ) , and
u - ika
( iA
=

2 +
r, r =z))

ikA u
exp
u(h-z) u
u jo ,p)dX
0 +- ikA

p

(4)

(7)

We clearly have a direct wave of the form:
(8)

Ids/(4riew) exp(ikr)/r
7[d
with a reflected wave:
ar

=

Ids/(4niew)[exp(ikr')/r'

2P]

(9)

(where r' is the distance ti the image dipole
source), Note that for a perfectly conducting,
smooth ground P=U. The quantity A = z/n in the
above is the surface impedance normalized by the
free space value n = 120 ohms. The surface
impedance is the wave impedance, that is the
ratio of fields z = E/H, at the surface. For a
smooth homogeneous surface it is given by:

(2)

where T is the Hertz vector and k = ,/c is the
Expressions for general dipole
wavenumber.
source orientation will be found in Baios [2].
Cylindrical coordinates (p, ,z) will be used
[10], with the source centered above the origin,
as shown in Fig. 1. Wait [7,8] shows that the
Hertz vector due to a vertical dipole at any
point above the surface may be written as:
' [respectively,
exp[-ulz+h l + R(,)exp
= Ids
hi Io
_Tri R(ecomplex
o

+

r

A

uiI(a1 +

(10)

icjw)

where
2

U

= (k

- k21)
-

,

k1 k (2wu

--el i

k, as the wavenumber be] - the surface, w the
frequency, a, the conduc ivity, el and p, the
dielectric permittivity and the permeability,
with Refs. 6, 7 giving corrections
for corrugations. Note that it is in general a
number; the real part represents a
resistive component while the imaginary part
represents a reactance and gives rise to the
wave trapping discussed previously. The integral may be evaluated using the asymptotic
methods, yielding an expression containing the
complex error function. We found it simplest
and most accurate to include the results of
Ref. 6 by simply calculating the transmissioi
for a smooth surffce and then correcting this
result for the changed attenuation, interpo-
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iating from a table in frequency, range, and sea
state from the results of Barrick. His data
show little effect below frequencies of 3 MHz
for propagation ranges below 50 km. Enhancements in signal due to trapping are typically
only fractions'of a dB for such ranges and are
therefore much smaller than uther effects.
Finally, integrating along the length of the
finite channel segments, taking into account the
finite signal velocity, results in the factor ds
being replaced by terms of the form
Lsinc(kL/2 (v - vr)z

)

(12)

where L is the length of the segment, and V v/c is the normalized propagation velocity and
sinc(z) = sin(z)/z.
We will refer to the signal discussed above
as the "ground wave". In addition, there is a
"sky wave" due to reflection by the ionosphere,
Its treatment is analagous, the "single bounce"
approximation of Wait [11] being used to find
the reflection coefficient. References 9 and 10
give the details of the method used. The sky
wave is typically unimportant except at the
lowest frequencies. Finally, we note that at
frequencies below I kHz it is most appropriate
to treat the propagation as occurring in a waveguide formed by the ground and the ionosphere.
This is discussed in Ref. 9 and will not be discussed here.
RESULTS
Fig. 2 compares the results of Ref. 13 with
our calculations, for a pulse propagating at the
speed of light along a vertical channel with a
lenoth of 1500 m at a distance of 50 km. We
show results for propagation over moist ground
(the lowest curve), calm sea, and sea in 'sea
state 6", corresponding to a wind of 30 kr,ats.
Wp notp that agrpement with the propagation over
water is excellent for frequencies below 10
MHz. It would seem that the assumed form for
the current I(t) possesses too high a content of
high frequencies, possibly due to the "continuing current" term which is discontinuous near
t=G. Note that attenuation over the land is
somewhat higher than over the highly conductive
sea water, but that this is significant only for
the higher frequencies. Note also that sea
state has an almost indiscernable effect.
Figs. 3-4 presents results for similar calculations for a tortuous channel, both for
pulses propagating at the velocity of light and
1/3 that velocity. As the travel time of the
pulse down the channel increases, due either to
the lengthening of the channel or the slowing of
the propagation along the channel, the resonances shift downward in frequency and the
structure of nulls in the E(w) curve shifts
downward. The slower propagation velocity
reduces the high frequency component somewhat.
Hence the gross features of the curve, along
with the location of the resonances in frequency
space, tell us the gross properties of the
stroke--its length and propagation velocity.

Note that we do not include effects of branching, there being only one current-carrying channel, although it need not be a straight line.
Additional branches can be treated with a fairly
straightforward modification of the code, however.
Unfolding the pulse shape would be quite a
bit more difficult. The pulse shape may be
expected to change with propagation [9]. The
pulse shape and the precise geometry of the
channel would interact to give the fine structure of E(w) at higher frequencies. We could
hope to extract the current as a function of
space and time only with both optical measurements to supply channel geometry and an array of
electromagnetic observations to enable us to
separate signals from different portions of the
stroke. Note that even the rolloff of signal
with frequency is a function of both propagation
velocity and pulse shape, ana therefore it would
be useful if the optical observations would give
us the former. There is sone hope that in the
near future experiments in New Mexico may provide us with such correlated measurements.
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PERFORMANCE OF THE SANDIA LIGHTNING SIMULATOR
DURING F-14A AND F/A-18 AIRCRAFT LIGHTNING TESTS

'Ronald

I. Ewing
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, NM 87185

ABSTRACT

Two Navy Aircraft (F-14A and F/A-18) were subjected to high-level lightning
tests using the Sandia Lightning Simulator. The peak pulse currents applied were
varied from 9 to 170 kiloamperes. The nominal rise time to peak was 2 microseconds. Double-pulse and continuing currents were also applied. Several high
current, high voltge pulses were also obtained. Ninety-six test pulses were
applied to the F-14A and sixty-four pulses were applied to the F/A-18. Approximately eighty percent of these pulses met the test specifications and essentially
all pulses produced useful data.
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THE F-1hA and F/A-18 AIRCRAFT were
tested as part of Operation ELLASH
(Full Level Lightning Aircraft System
Hardening) sponsored by the Naval Air
Systems Command of the U. S. DepartThis paper will
ment of the Navy.
present a summary of the performance
of the Sandia Lightning Simulator
The results and
during these tests.
interpretation of the tests and
measurements made on the aircraft will

simulator parameters without applying
The high voltpulses to the aircraft.
age bushing used two atmospheres of SF6
gas for electrical insulation.
The aircraft test fixture arrangeThe output
ment is shown in Figure i.
of the high voltage bushing was hardThe
wired to the nose of the aircraft.
aircraft was insulated from ground by
resting the landing gear on individual
The current could be
insulating pads.

not be discussed here.

extracted from the tail, wing tip, or
fins of the aircraft, depending upon
The extraction
the particular test.
point could be hard-wired or an air
Air gaps up to eleven
gap provided.
inches were used to cause the aircraft
to charge up to several hundred thousand volts prior t' breakdown and curA system of cables
rent discharge.
around the fuselage and wing of the
aircraft was used as the ground return
system to provide an approximately
coaxial arrangement.

FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The purpose of the Sandia Lightning Simulator is to provide a facility
for studying the effects of lightninglike currents on components and
systems of interest to the weapons
Use of the Sandia Lightning
community.
Simulator is described in detail elsewhere in these proceedings (See:
White, R. A., Full Systems Tests Using
The
the Sandia Lightning Simulator.).
electrical currents are designed to
simulate an extremely severe (up to
99th percentile) lightning ground
In addition, a multireturn stroke.
stroke capability and a continuing
The
current component are prcvided.
simulator is in the development stage,
and all tests are considered to be
ex-perimental,
The current pulses ere provided
arx generators locaby oil-insulated M.
ted in two separate tanks, each containing about 16,000 gallons of oil.
Two Marx generators are located in
In most tests, the object
each tank.
to be tested is suspended in a coaxial
fashion over the output terminai,
The conlocated between the tanks.
tinuing current is produced by a motorgenerator set built from modified
diesel-electrical traction motors.
The operation of the simulator is controlled from an adjacent shielded control room that also
collection center.

serves

as

the

SIMULATOR OUTPUT
The peak current output of the
simulator was varied from 9 to 170
kiloamperes by controlling the charge
voltage applied to the Marx generators
and by connecting one, two or three
The lowest currents
Marxes in parallel.
were obtained by using a single Marx
generator and shunting part of tne
The
current away from the aircraft.
simulator current was measured using a
five milliohm current viewing resistor
in series with the ground current
Three current wavereturn circuit.
forms obtained during these tests are
The nega-shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4.
tive going currents are shown here as
they were displayed on the recording
digitizers.
Figure 2 shows a low current test
using a single Marx with a shunt locaThe current
ted in the oil tank.
reaches peak value, about 15 kiloamperes, in just under 2 microseconds.
A laser-triggered gas discharge switch
("crowbar") located at the output of
is triggered about one microthe Marx,
This crowsecond after peak current.
bar switch chanSes the circuit to produce an exponentially decaying current
that falls to half value in about 100
microseconds.
wave3 shows the
current
Figure
form obtained by using three Marx
The time to
generators in parallel.
peak is just under 3 microseconds, and
the crowbar switches were triggered at
about 3.3 microseconds.
Double pulses were also produced
in these tests, using two .arxes to

data

AIRCRAFT TEST COTIFIGURATIONS
The aircraft were located outdoors, on a concrete pad adjacent to
the builing housing the simulatcr,
An oil-filled coaxial line and high
voltage bushing were constructed to
connect the output terminal of the
simulator to the nose of the aircraft,
The
located over twenty feet apart.
outer conductor of this line served
as the ground return path for the
The coaxial line
injected current.
also contained a dummy load coil that
cculd be switched into the circuit
for the purpos-e of adjusting the
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produce the first pulse, and a single
Marx for the second.
Figure 4 shows
one such result on a variable time base
as it appeared on the digitizer display.
The time intervals between time scale
changes (vertical lines) are indicated.

in Table 1.
The high current tests are
subdivided into single pulse, double
pulse, double pulse and continuing current, and triple Marx with continuing
current.

The first pulse and crowbar are shown
in the initial 10 microsecond interval.
The time sweep was then slowed down to
show the exponential decay of the current.
A further reduction in sweep
speed shows the 16 millisecond 4nterval between pulses.
The sweep is then
switched to the original speed to show
The
the second pulse and crowbar.
final 448 microsecond interval shows

CONCLUSIONS
Essentially all of the test objectives for the Sandia Lightning Simulator
This
were achieved during these tests.
includes low, intermediate, and high
level pulses, double pulses and continuing current.
In addition, several
high current, high voltage (1.2 megavolt) tests were achieved, and two
pulses in excess of 140 kiloamperes

the

were

decay

of the

second pulse.

A continuing current that

aged about

300 amperes

aver-

for a duration

Fo-

one

series

simulator

an underdamped

of

the

160

aircraft,

percent) were

test

129

pulses

(about

successful,

where

success indicates that the desired
oeak current level was attained and

high voltage

the

was configured as

circuit without

Of

to the

eighty

of i second was added to both ringle
and double pulses for some tests.
tests the

applied,

applied

crowbar,

or

exponentially decaying

current, was obtained.

the

pulses that did not

Most of the

mcet the success

crowbar switch.
This produced the
current waveform shown in Figure 5,
with a peak current of about 54 kilo-

criteria still produced useful data.
A successful night operation with
extensive photographic coverage was

amperes.
A capacitive divider was
used to measure the voltage at the end
of the high voltage bushing, producing
The
the result shown in Figure 6.
peak voltage obtained was about 1.2
million volts.

carried

SIMULATOR PERFORMANCE SUMMARIES
The F-14A was tested over a two
week 3eriod in April 1982.
Tests
Two
were accomplished in 9 days.
night. operations with extensive
photographic coverage were completed.
The aircraft was passive for these
tests; that is, no on-board systems
The number of test
were functioning.

attempts and successes are

ig

on each aircraft.

F/A-L8

test

arrangement
TEST 18NWAL

0

-2

-

shown in

Table 1 for each of the three current
Only single pulses were used
levels.
in these tests, and continuing current
was provided on two tests.
A test
was considered a success if the desirand the
was attained
ed currunt level
level at which the crowbar switch
operated was at least 70 percent of
the peak level.M
The F/A-18 was tteted over a four

--

1

6

w

_

-

_
-12

-

week period in August 1982.
Tests
One
were accomplished in 18 days.
night operation was completed.
On
sixty percent of tie tests, the auxiliary power unit of the aircraft was
operating and the on-board aircraft
In addisystems were functioning.
tion, two motion picture cameras were
photographing the cockpit display area
Pho
during these active tests.
are tabulated
attempts and successt
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AN IMPULSE GENERATOR TO SIMULAfE LIGHTNING EFFECS ON AIRCRAF"r

----

E.

GOCKENBACH,

M, MODRUSAN,

H. SUTTER

Emile Haefely & Company LTD, Basel, Switzerland

ABSTRACT
Lightning flashes mainly differ in current amplitude, in the
transferred charge, and the impulse shares of the lightning current.
A mobile impulse generator has bean developed for the simulation of
the lightning flash characteristics. The main parameter of this
newly developed lightning current simulator is the possibility of
simulations the different waveforms of the indirect current effects
with one test equipment. It can produce unipolar currents up to
50 kA with a rate of riso of 35 kA/us for at least 1,0 us.- With
the same equipment oscillating current waves can be simulated with
peak values up to 120 kA or at frequencies of roughly 40 kHz or
few kA at frequencies up to 130 kHz. Furthermore, an optimal
combinatiin of test sets is presented to simulate the direct
current effects.

I
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GREAT DIFFICULTIES are encountered when
a complete natural lightning flash must he
simulated in the laboratory, because the
natural lightning is a very complex and vari-atle phenomenon.
Most of the voltage and current characteristic,
of lightning can be effectd -eparatly with
relatively simple impulse geneiators, but the
simulation of the complete lightning process
necessitates an extensive equipment. These
characteristics are of two broad categories
-- the voltages, produced during the lightning
flash and
- the currents that flow in the completed
lightning channel.
The simulation of the voltage waveforms,
described in (1)* can be effected very easily
with a standard impulse generator (2). This
generator produces high voltage by charging
a number of relatively low voltage capacitors
in parallel and then discharging them in series
through a spark gap switching arrangement,
The simulation of the current waveforms
has to consider two components
- the simulation of the direct current effects
and
- the simulation of the indirect current
effects.
The latest researches (3) and (4) have
shown that the effects of a lightning stroke
can be repre3ented through 4 parameters,

The ideal current waveform for direct
current effects is shown on fig. 1. The
current waveform is divided into 4 compoients.
Component A (initial stroke)
Peak amplitude -200 k +210%
Action integral - 2xl0 A - seconds ± 20%
Time duration - < 500 Os
Component B (intermediate current)
Maximum ch&rge transfer - 10 Coulombs
Average amplitude - 2 kA ± 10%
Component C (continuing current)
Charge transfer - 200 Coulombs ± 20%
Amplitue - 200-800 A
Component D (restrike)
Peak amplitude -. 100 kA 6103
Actio: integral - 0,25xi0 A - sec. - 20%
Tma
duration - <500 V's
'The components take into account the
statistic values taken from table I concerning
the current peak amplitude, the action
integral and the charge transfer. These 3
influences parameters are responsible for
the direct effects. For the indirect effects
the current slope is first of all decisive,
thus it determines the test currents of fig.2.
Waveform E - Peak amplitude 0 kA, rate of
rise 25 kA/Is for at least 0,5 ps
Waveform F - T1
2 ps ± 20%, T2 = 50 ps ± 50 %
Peak amplitude = 250 A
Waveform G - 2 kHz ±50%, minimum 20 kA peak
Waveform G2 - 100 kHz t 30%, min. 10 kA peak

name Iy:

Sgroups

- the current c:ak amplitude
- the max. current slope 2di/dt
the action integral fi dt and
- the charge transfei- fi dt.

TEST EQTJIPMENT
The impulse generator for simulating the
indirect current effects is housed in an
insulating cabin and placed on a trailer with

Each of these paramreters is responsible for
a certain effect cf the lightning impule
and therefore mast be taken into consideration when simulating the lightning current
in the laboratory.
CURRENT WAVEFORMS
As mentioned above the effects of the
lightning current are classified in two
g p

the dimensions of 10 m length, 2,5 m width
and 3,S m height. Figure 3 shows an outdoor
photograph. All accessories, which are
necessary for producing rhe different current
waveforms, and all measuring and control
devices can L-? stored in the cabin . Figure 4
shows the simplified constructcion of the test
equipment, It can be divided in three main
parts, the charging circuit, the high voltage
circuit and the intermediate circuit. Figure

- the direct current effects
- the indirect current effects
considering the level of the influence
parameter and the effects of the parameter
in practice. 1'able 1 shows the main parameters of the lightning currents. For both
groups idealized current waveforms have
been considered, ,'hich simulate in each
beenconiderd,
hichsimlatein achwith
case definitc parameters of the natural
lightingvoltage
lightning.

5 shows the simplified block diagram.
The charging circuit is composed of an
ac vol!age transformer with joo kV (rms), a
full-wave rectifier and a high-impedance
voltage divider. The control of the charging
voltage occurs with a solid state controller.
The high voltage circuit is composed of
two standard impulse gene.rators in parallel
3 stages. Each stage has a charging
ageha a c
i
io
stage
Eah
of 200 kV and an :nergy of 30 kJ.

* numbers in brackets designate references

at end of paper
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The connection between the charging
circuit apd the high voltage circuit, that
m~ans thr. impulse generator, is done with
a polye,hylene cable. The charging circuit
is eq'.ipped with one magnetically actuated
grounding switch, the high voltage circuit
with two grounding switches in the bottom
stage. In addition the high vcltage circuit
is provided with a flexible strip -- half
conducting, half insulating - which directly
grounds all impulse capacitors. The high
voltage output is en the top of the cabin,
Fig. 6 shows an inaoor photograph of the
high voltage circuit. The two control units
are plcced in a .mall ,ontrcl box with 0,3m
height, 0,5 m width and 0,5 m depth. The
impulse rate comes to one impulse ever-y two
minutes, whan the full impulse enurgy is
necessary. Standard
shunts together with
an impulse oscilloscope are used for
measuring the different currents,
The intermudiate circuit is necessairy
to proAuce the various current waveforms
with one high voltage circuit.It consists
of a resistor and capacitor (Waveform E),
resistnr and inductance (Waveform F), an
other inductance (Waveform Gl) and a
capacitor (Waveform G2).

T;Ie calculation does not consider the
influence of the spark gap. The inductance of
the high voltage circuit is about 7 pH, the
inductance ot the total test circuit about
20 pH. That means about 12 wH for the test
object. For example a plane of roughly 40 m
lengch, with a fuselage diameter of 3-5 m and
a medium height about the ground of 4-6 m has
an indunctance of about 12 pJH with a simple
bright return line on the ground. For usually
used coaxial return-lead arrangement a further
reduce of the test circuit inductance
can be
achieved.
Figure 9 shows the oscillogram of the
current waveform E. The result of this test
is a peak valut of about 50 kA and a rate of
rise of about 22 kA/is. According to equation
(1) the expected peak vpl e should be about
52 kA and the expected rate of rise about
28 kA/s. The reasons of the deviation is due
to neglecting the spark gap. With the above
mentioned intermediate circuit the rate of
rise can be increased. Figure 10 shows the
current wave with the intermediate circuit.
The interpretation of the oscillogram results
ir d peak value of 52 kA and a rate of rise
of 35 kA/Us.
WAVEFORM F - the main parameters of the
current waveform F are the peak tine T 1 of
2 ps ± 20%, the decay time to half amplitude
T2 of 50 |is ± 50% and the minimum amplitude
of 250 A. T.. oroduce this waveform only one
stage of the high voltage circuit is
necessary. Figure 11 shows the schematic
diagram.
Thu waveform can be calculated also with
eguation (1). The time to crest can be
estimated

TEST RESULTS
WAVEFORM E - the current waveform E
has the following main parameter:
peak value 50 kA, rate of rise 25kA/bis
for at least 0,5 ]-s. Figure 7 shows the
schematic diagram of the high voltage
circuit. The connection between the intermediate circvit a,,d the test object is a 1 m
rod-to-plane spark gap. According to F.g.8
the breakdown voltage of this spark gaj is
about 500 kV, so that the maximui voltage
of the high voltage circuit was

chosen to

with

10

Ta
Tb =

U
G/L
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Figure 12 shows the oscillogram i the
cuirent waveform F. The peak value is about
0,6 kA, the time T, = 1,8 ps and the time
T 2 = 65 ps.
With this test equipment a peak value
between 100 A and 1,5 kA can be obtained.
A comparison between calculation and measuring
results in a very good correspondence.

C
L

"'L " (x -4VX-1)
C

nx

t

600 kV. The shape of the current can be
calculated with the following equation
-t/Ta
-L/Th
i t) = i 0 (e
- e)
(i)

)

WAVEFORM G - the waveform G is divided
into two oscillating current waveforms with
different frequencies and peak values. The
current waveform Gl has a frequency of
2 kIiz ± 50% and a minimum peak value of 20 kA,
the current waveform G2 a frequency of
100 kHz ± 30% and a minimum peak value of lOkA.

R, , C are the parameters of the series
resonant
circuit. The maximum rate of
ise
is given by the equation Smax
0
L
with U
total chargin.3 voltage
L
circr'it inductance
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I
For the current waveform Gl Figurt 13 shows the
schematic diagram. The stages of the impulse
generator are all connected in parallel. The
expected peak value can be verified with the
equation
Y
U * /'
(3)
1

=

utilization factor

with U
C
L

WAVEFORMS A - D
The simulation of the direct current
effects necessitate extensive equipments.
The current waveform shown in fig. 1
can bj realized by means of an installation,
comnosed of several sectional installations,
ibeing controlled by a single control device.
Thereby, for economical reasons, it is important to generate the required unipolar
impulses using for example a crowbar system
as an intermediate circuit. The high voltage
circuit with the impulse generator remains
naturally.

(0.8. .0.95)

charging voltage
impulse capacitance
~- inductance c! the total test
circuit

Osciliograms, measured in a coupling
arrancement with crowbar system are given
in fig. 17. Therpi- it is roticed that in
this circuit an unipolar steep front pulse
with a long time on half-value can be

This impulce has a very high charge, which
can be eitpressed by equation
2

I-K

with

VK

first crre.it peak
ratio first current p:ak vo
the next opposite current peak

This waveform caused a strong stresi of the
capacitors, because of large voltage reversal.
In Figure 14 the measurad current waveform.
GI is snown. The frequency is about 2,L; kHz
and the peas value of the current about 20 kA
and the charge value about .40 As.
F)r the current waveform G2 Figure 15
shows the schematic diagram. There is only
required a half stage of the impulse genelatcr.
00 kVV aThe
cargig
of 200
vltag
Witha
With a charging
voltage
of
a
peak value of 12 kA can be reac.ied. The
frequency can be charged in a fow steps
between 80 and 130 kHz. Figure 16 shows 1b
oscillogram of the cerrent waveform G2. The
frequencv is 122 kHz -nd the peak value 10 kA.
ilso with the current waveform G the
agreement between thc. maasuied and calculated
parameters is very good.
good.0
is
With the above mentioned test equipment
the current waveforms E to (- can be simulated
with opm-. nigh voltage circuit. Only the
inter-medi'ate
circuit has
to
thin
erentecict
haveorms.
tor be~adapted
peacial to
toswitch.
the different waveforms. For practical
mentioned, that the test
purposes it has
equipment is available om site in less than
oftheis
om-ctios of
half an hour. halfan
Only thehur.onlythe
conv.ections
the
power supply and the control box are necessary.
The time to convert the test equipment from
one current waveform to another is in the
range between 15 and 30 minutes.
Table 2 shows together all the results
of thethe
simulating
effects
with
different indire,.t
waveformscurrent
e

generated. This connection corresponds to
the most economical sclution for component
A and D of the impulse. By shifting tJ;e
trigger instant of the crowbar switch, the
pulse length and consequently the charge as
well as the action integral can be varied.
For the present installation a 100 kV
crowbar switch was developped. Depending on
the instant of short-circuiting the crGwbar
switch features a triggering range of approx.
30% to 50%. The large triggering range of the
discussed growbar for 100 kV was realized by
means of a longitudinally
sakgp
ul
f5prils~rtriggered multiple
as
s
gni
of
The equilt ciru
equivalent circuit of an installation
ior 'Ia current compcnent B is given in fig.
18. A typical current waveform is -resented
in fig. 19. The duration of the square wave
current T n ),75 / ELEC and the amplitude oni
D
whe peak value of the current I = U/(R +Z),
whereby ZW/C, are adjustable by thc intermediate circuit elements. A practical execution of an installaton, suitable for currenraomptenrsB
hveryn
rent component B, is shown in fig. 20.
The partial comoonent C of the lightnig
current i7 generated most economically b a
battery, being connected through a thyristor
Fig. 21 shows an installationm carried
otfrLretcmnrt
rdC
hrb
aTery
ar
com
soredi
t chr
rep
be
l
i50 Cour , ioed '0 A cn
500 Coul, i.e. 100 A can be deli~c-red up to
max. I sec.
Fig. 22 qi's the circuit diagram oi
o
paole
c
e
instllt
e
c
complete installation, being cipaole to
yield a lightning currantaccordno to fig.
1 for the simulation of the direct effects.
The lightning current generator can La
optimized to a furthei eytent by choosing
the most adequate charging voltage. The level
of the charging voltage mainly depends on the
inductance of the test object and on the
required impulse waveform /6/. The smaller
the charging voltage can be chosen, the more
favorable are the expenses for the whole
instailation.
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Owing to the high current impulses, the
installation in question was built to a
chargLng voltage of 100 kV. If a lightning
impulse simulator is to be optimized with
regard to the direct current effects, a
lower charging voltage will be chosen.
Table 3 summarizes the characteristic
values of a lightning current imulator,
which ones c-n be achieved at a charging ',l-

I

U
C

taoe of 20 kV. For simulating the direct
effects, this proposed generator is considered
to be an optimal solution.

A

D

C
- 5t03sc

T I sec

Q25 sec

Time

not to scale)
Fig. 1

Idealized current tet waveform

-

components for evaluation of direct
effects

SUMMARY
1. The test eq.uipment for the simulation of
indirect current effects is placed on a
,-,G2

2. The current waveforms can be simulated
with one high voltage circuit
3. Only the intermediate circuit has to be
adapted to the requested waveform
4. With the wavesorm E a peak value of
more that 50 kA, a rate of rise of 35
kA/ps and a decay time to the half
value of about 10 vs was reached with
a 1 m spark gap
5. The time to convert the test equipment is
in the range of approx. ten minutes
6. For all current waveforms measuring and

N

,
T,

T2

T.-

Idealized current test waveforms
for evaluation of indirect effects

Fig. 2

calculations agree very well
7. The simulation of the direct current
effects needs extensive test equipments

8. An optimal solutioa for simulating direct
effects is proposed
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Table 1

ifluence parameters of lightning currents

-

neg. Polarity
Parameter

5 % value

i in kA

in

-)

dt
fi

fi

2dt

-

p

dt in

Table 2

-

Waveform
Type

50 % value

As

5 % value

50 % va .ue
35

80

30

250

120

40

32

0,055.106

0,55.106

A 2s

in

pos. Polarity

40

15

7,5

.

2,4
.

0,65

106

106-

80

350

Results of the simulating indirect current effects

Charging
voltage
kV

Energy

Current
Peak value
kA

kJ

di/dt
bei
0,5 is
kA/Is

T1

T2

T

PS

Ps

ls

E

600

180

F

40

15

G1

185

155

20

400

G2

200

30

10

8

52

35

2-

0,6

1,8

10
65

Table 3 - Characteristic values of a lightning impulse simulator
for direct current effects
Component
of current

2
T

U

E

kV

kJ

A

20

200

-

B

20

100
100

2

Sms

C

3,5

-

0,5

waveform
(fig.1)

I

max
kA

D

Ts
s
ls

T

r
1-Is

fi dt

As
rin

D

20

25

100

Is

15
-

-
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Designation of the elements see fIg. 7
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Designation of the elements see
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of the current waveform
with a crowbar system as intermediate
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Fig. 19
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.MEASUREMENTS AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF A FULL SCALE NEMP

I

.TYPE

LIGHTNING SIMULATOR FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES

J.D. Robb, Liqhtninq & Transients Research Institute
R. A. Perala, Electro Maqnetic Associates

paper, it
'In an earlier
capacitors
was suggested that Peaking
nuclear
in
used
are
as
such
simulators be
electromagnetic pulse
used to supply the fast current rise
times which have been indicated in
the field of
recent researches in
and
liqhtning
spherics
liqhtning
more
A
aircraft.
to
strikes
and
experimental
quantitative
study has been undertaken
analytical
to examine the feasilibilitv and the
such a
parameters for
significant
system. The results of the studies
have indicated that average lightning
currents of 20,000 to 40,000 amperes
with moderately fast rise times of 100
an order of
nanoseconds (which is
be
can
)
improvement
magnitude
achieved fairly economically, but that
rise times of the order of 30 to 50
nanoseconds would increase the cost
and design difficulties siqnificantly.
What remains to be determined is the
statistical distribution of currents
and risetimes in strikes to aircraft.
A number of flight research programs
are
underway which
currently
are
for establishment of
accumulating data
new rise time test standards.

achieve the fast risetimes end large
voltage levels is not a simple task
because inherent generator resistances
and inductances limit the magnitude and
risetime of generator oatput.

in the
WORK done
THE RECENT
characterization of lightning by the
NASA
and
Flight Dynamics Laboratory
has revealed that the risetimes of
lightning return stroke components are
on the order of 100 nanoseconds. This
is an ord'" of monnf i,, fazter -han
the previously accepted risetime of
one microsecond. The faster risetime
produces more energy at frequencies of
than previously
aircraft resonances
anticipated. Enerqv coupling to the
aircraft interior can be due to both
field
maqnetic
and
electric
the
apertures and
of
penetration
this
increase
risetimes
faster
At present, most impulse
couplinq.
lightning simulation
qenerators for
are designed to generate one to two
cannot
and
risetimes
microsecond
newly-revealed threat.
simulate the
to
qenerators
present
Modifyinq

A test cylinder 30' long ai)n6'
both an
used as
diameter is
in
experimental and numerical test bed
for investigating the basic simulator
Parameter studies of the
concepts.
cylinder response are accomplished for

ANALYSIS
desirable to
is therefore
It
simulator
of
new type
a
design
suitable for testing aircraft to this
new threat. Design of such a simulator
involves both analysis and test. The
objective of the analysis phase as
to
section is
in this
discussed
provide analytic (numerical) results
such a
the design of
to support
simulator.
The analytic results fall into
three areas:
o QUANTIFICATION of the results for
a test cylinder
o QUANTIFICATION of results for an
F-16 in a proposed simulator
o INVESTIGATION of pulse generator
shielding requirements.

variations

in

geometry,

pulser

termination
elements,
waveshaping
gap
spark
and
impedances,
configurations.
These cylinder results are then
into the
provide insight
used to
response of a full size aircraft (the
full scale
the proposed
in
F-16)
Parameter studies
simulator design.
case for
in this
also done
are
that in the
variations similar to
cylinder case. It was found that the
valves of injected current and its
derivative were greatly dependent upon
peaking capacitor
the size of the
The size of this
which was used.
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injected Current for Baseline Configuration
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K

capacitor
is
greatly determined by
econo i.c
factors
but
a
inodest
investment
in a 1000 of.
capacitance
can provide currents
on the order of

TABLE I
PARAMETER VARIATIONS
o Gap Locations: Front, Back, Both

35-40
5X10

KA with rise rates exceeding
A/m/s.
One
item of
concern is
the
potential need for shielding the Marx
generator, This is a great cost item,
and it is worthwhile to determine the
extent to which a shield is needed. It
was found that
construction of an
expensive quality overall shield is not
warranted,
although an
inexpensive
isolation
flat
screen
would
be
desirable.
Signal to rise ratios of
45 dB are expected,

o Charc.cteristic Impedance: No. of
Wires, Distance from Cylinder, Size
of Wires (6 Casea)
o Termination Load: Open, Short,
Matched, 10 Ohms
o Series Inductance Ls: 50 nH, and fot
30 ns and 300 ns P.Lsetimcs
0 Peaking Capacitance: 1 nf, e n", 5
nf
RESPONSE
OF
THE
BASIC
configuration
includes
the
Mark
generator
of Fig.
1.,
a
peaking
capacitance of 1 nf, a transmissiou
line characteristic impedance Zo of
71.4 n,
a gap
at the
front, a
termination impedance
equal to the
characteristic impedance, and a seriesinductance which gives a risetime of 30
ns.
The output spark gap fires when
the voltage on the peaking capacitor
reaches 300 kV.
THE INJECTED CURRENT is shown in
Fig. 2.
One may observe that for this
case, the response can be thought of
as the sum
of initial short fast
risetime
pulse
and a
long
slow
risetime pulse.
These two pulses are
relatively independent of each other
and can be closely calculated by simple
analytic formulas.
Each pulse can be
thought of as
coming from an RLC
circuit
made
up
of
the
series
combination of the pearing capacitor,

RESPONSE OF THE RIGHT CIRCUL!-R
CYLINDER
MODELLING APPROACH
A right circular cylinder test
bed
is
used
to
provide
basic
configurations.
The
basic cylindev
configuration is shown in Figure 1,
which includes
the Marx generator,
measurement point locations, geometry,
and spark gaps and terminations. This
geometry is solved by treating it as a
nonuniform transmission line.
The inodel combines the solutions
for the telegrapher's equations in the
test fixture itself with the solutions
for the circuit which reproseuts the
Marx
generator.
The solution
is
accomplished in the time domain using
finite difference techniques (1).
The geometrical inputs "or Lhe
model
ae
the
per
unit
length
capacitance and inluctance which are
to the hecharacteristic
simply related
ranmision
impeanc
impedance Zo
(2,3). Zo(2,).
The transmission
in that Zo is
line is nonuniform
different on the end cones from that on
the cylinder. It is not possible to
tap r the conic sections so that Zo is
preservd, because of the reguirement
to have feed points and terminations
which occupy finite amounts of space.
The cell size used wac .0762
and the time step was 100 ps.
RESULTS

iac
ealtnarctrs
impedance.
the characteristic
to pulse
equal
The
leng
comes from the
series
the Marx
made up of
RLC circuit
the Marx
sum of
capacitance, the
characteristic
the
ad
resistance
i se e
eth
It
iepedance
It .3 easily seen
impedance.
t Zo
R
-it

1L

A
considerablo
number
of
parameters were varied to quantify the
x sponse of the cylinder in tne test
fixture.
The
parameters considered
are listed in Table I.

Figure
Model
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3

Simple

RLC

Cizcuit

simple overdamped
for the
thet
circuit of Fig. 3, if one defines
Z0

J
1
I
1

0

S2--_

=

f

o-1), +

then the current I(t) is given by

-a t
I(t)=V/L( a.- a ))(e

-a t
-e
).(2)

Thus each of the pulses of Fig. 2
by
described
exponential
is double
equation 2.
VARIATION
IMPEDANCE

OF

CHARACTERISTIC

A parameter study of the of the
the
of
impedance
characteristic
in the wire cage was done.
cylinder
(i.e., distance from the
Wire spacing
wires, and
number of
the
cylinder),
was varied. The results
the wire size
are summarized
in Table 2. It can be
vary from 67 to
seen that the results
factor of
130 n, a span of a nominal
2.

TABLE 2
CYLINDER PARAMETERS
No. of
Wire
e
Wires
Space
Size
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.6

as large

a peaking capacitance

and as

small
a characteristic impedance
pos3ible is evident.

as

AIRCRAFT
DIMENSIONAL
THREE
RESPONSE iN A FULL SCALE SIMULATOR
- The three
Modelling Approach

R
2 Z0

a

carrent would be greater in this case.
are
A
4000
over
well
Currents
for a drive voltage of300
possible,
kilovolts and the
importance of having

5
5
5
10
15
5

16
8
32
16
16
16

difference
finite
dimensional
model
(1) is used to
techniques
the
response of
a full
size aircraft
The
simulator.
scale
full
in
a
in Fig. 6. The
configuration is shown
required
to
are
large
clearances
voltage stand off
provide
sufficient
aircraft to
of the
that arcing
such
occur.
tne
outer wire grid does not
Voltages exceeding 6 MV are expected
on the aircraft.
an
F-16, and
is
The aircraft
is shown
shape of the computer model
1 meter
7. The cell size is
in Fig.
and is
in the longitudinal direction,
1/2 meter in the other directions. The
Because
ns.
is
2
time
step
approximately 5 cells are required to
resolve
a
wavelength,
the
upper
of the computation is
frequency limit
60 MHz. The erected Marx voltage is MV.
the
include
points
Measurement
injected current and E and H fields
near the cockpit.

RESULTS
Peakinq
pf
for
1000
Results
capacitance, a '.avesh;ginq inductance
iS ohm temination
2 uH, and a
of
8.
Fiq.
illustrated in
resistor are
about 45
Tha peak initial
current of
with
various
unchanqed
kA
is
the late
resistances, but
termination
time responses are quite different, as
tircraft resonates with
-xpected. The
initially and
the peakinq capacitor
the
Marx qenerator in
then
with the
The same basic
time phases.
late
is
aqain
about
5 MHz
frequency of
as was
the case for 200 pf
excited,
late
peakinq
capacitance. Aqain, the
lower
the
for
time increase in currents
the
by
caused
are
resistances
discharqe of the
Marx qenerator. Other
evident
10 MHz are
at
oscillations
resistances.
termination
for
hiqher
wave
the
half
to
correspondinq
the
in
the
aircratt
of
resonance
fixture.
for
were done
studies
Parameter
peakinq
of
combinations
various

Surge
Imped
71.4
1U2.0
67.4
109.0
130.;
64.8

VARIATIONS IN INJECTED CURRENT
in injected current
The variation
Zo
and peaking
as
a
function of
4 and
in Fig.
is given
capacitance
noted that
Fig. 5 respectively. It is
in less
rear gap case results
the
the exit
injected current, although
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TARLE 3
SUMY OF PAPAMIETER
STUDY RELTS FOR FULL SCALE SIMULATOR
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for Cp

100pf, L s ID

? vH,

and
waveshapinq
capacitance
inductance.
The
results
are
summarized in Table 3, which shows the
rise
time
and
injected
current,
magnetic field, electric field, and
fields are
their
derivatives. The
measured at the test point shown in
Fiq. 7.
Several things are evident from
this data:
of
peak
injected
The level
current is greatly dependent upon the
value of the peakin capacitance. This
an economic decision,
is primarily
because large nigh voltage capacitors
Because Ls probablv
are expensive.
cannot be made much less than 8uH,
peak currents of about 35 kA are to be
expected from a 1000 pf capacitance.
VALUES OF I OVeR 5 X 10" A/m/sec
with
the
should
be
obtainable
simulator. This is in the range of
values presently inferred from recent
LEMP field measurements,
VALUES OF E
AND H on the same
order of that caused by nuclear EMP (>
10
V/m/sec
and
10"
A/m/sec
respectively) are possible to achieve,
AIRCRAFT RESONANCES are excited.
Their
amplitudes
are
of
course
dependent npon the risetime. If the
minimum achievable inductance of the
peaking caracitor output circuit is on
the order of
8-10uH, then minimum
risetimes on the order of 100 ns are
probably tie best one can expect.

of the
tests are
The result
presented in
Table 4 and
in the
oscilloqrams of Fiq.10a, and b for a
terminated line and a line with a far
end sparkqap output.
As shown in
Fiq.10a, the current waveform of the
experimental test arrangement showed a
100
approx.r,,ately
time.
of
:ise
nanoseconds on the linear portion of
the front of xa,e followed by the more
slowly rising pcuse
from the Marx
The time duration
qenerator drive.
was approximately
of
the impulse
three microseconds. The array soacinq
was 5 feet from the cylinders to the
wires and with 300,000 volts applied,
this resulteJ in a radial electric
volts per
field ot
about 150,000
meter.
With the 70 ohm termination,
peak wa& approximately
the current
With the far end
4,n00 amperes.
output qap, the current oscilloqram is
the entire
less
5mooth throughout
duration of the wave.
One of the
aim, in the design was to investi-gate
the feasibilit., of usinq a non-EMP
peakinq capacitors in order to reduce
the cost of the system and in the test
arrangement, standard energy storage
capacitors weze used. The addition of
inductance to the input of the vehicle
was suqqested on the basis of the
an-lysis
f-r
cleeninq
up
the
wavefront.
The solvticn
of usinq
additional inducta,,ce suqcests that if
inductance is added to the input to
the

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

~array.

vehicle,

then

there

is

no

reouir.meytt for crovidinq special low
inductance peaking capacitors, and this
was found to be the case, but only if
rise
time
is
100
nanosecond
a
If the faster risetirnes of
adecuate.
30 to S0 ranoseonds are reauired,
then the input
inductance must be
reduced and the capacitors must be the
hiqher cost low inductance capacitors,
at the expense also of a less clean
wavefront.

on
the
analytical
Based
investigations, a nomiial. sysen was
for
the
low
level
selected
expetimental
tests
with
voltaqe
scalinq of about ]0 percent and size
scaling of approximately full scale.
The tebt voltaqe
was 200
to 300
kilovolts
using
s
Marx aeneiator
drive.
The resultant data was to be
used
along with the analytical data
to design the full scale four meqavolt
system. The test arrangement is shown
in Fiq.9.
It consists of the Marx
generator, the peaking capacitors, the
feedpoint sparkqAp, all housed in a
weather shelter, the test object, in
this case
the 6-foot
diametk-r b"
and
the
cylinder,
30-foot
long
downstream
soa:kqap or
termination
resistor.
Plywood and 2 x 4 lumber
fabricatinq the test
were used in
arrangement.
The tests were carried
out with the variation besically in
the terminations at the far end of tie

FULL SCALE DE3IGN
The full scale test arrangement
i3 shown in Fig. 6 .
The vehicle
benq tested is set up on wood block
for insulation and the array qrid is
supported by fiberglass lamp posts. A
simple lumber structure is used for
support of the EMP peaking capacitors
and these in effect act as the high
to
ecualize
bushing
voltage
(linearize) the voltaqe eoually across
the entrance to the transmission line
High voltage input bushinq
array.
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Figure 9 Photograph of Test Arranqement Showing Cylinder and W1ood Support
Structure Along with Wood Weather Housing For Marx Generator.

Drive Current

400 A/div

I p~s/div

400 A/div

0.1 ps/div

60,000 V/div

0.1 ps/div

100 A/div

0.1 ps/div

F-Field

60,000 V/div

1 ps./div

H-kField

100 A/div

Fiqjure 10a.

0.2 ps/div

0Ocillcqrams for Terminated Array.
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flriv2 Current

800 A/div

0.4 Pis/div

800 A/div

0.1 ps/div

60.000 V/div

0.4 Ps/div

E-Field

60,000 V/div

2 P.1/div

H-Field

100 A/div

Fiqure lob.

1 jvs/dlv

100 A/div

0.2 P.s/div

Oscilloqrams for Array With Spark Gap Termination.

desiqn
is always a dlttlcuitproolem
for hiqh voltaqe systems. The peakinq
capacitors are in effect also used to
ecualize the voltaqe across the array
input to help, in solvinq this pro[-lem.

3. Rudolph, T. H., "User's Manual
for EXEC and PROP Tnternal Propaqation
Codes," EMA-81-R-22, April 1981.
4. Bdbcok, L. F. and R. L. Cloe,
Jr.,
"Measurement
of Rocket Enqine
Spark Gap Iqnition EMC, "Measurement
of Rocket Enqine Spark Gap Iqnition
EMC,"
IEEE
Transactions
on
Electromaqtnetic
Compatibility,
May
1971. 5. Fluanq,
G. C.,R. Goldman
and R.
B.
Schulz,
"Interterence

The output firlnq qap and the
downstream
qap
or
termination
resistor are fabricated of fiberqlass
qasoline storaqe tanks supported on a
wood
plumbinq
hardware structure.
is used forSimple
the sphere
qaps
in order to minimize the system cost.

Characteristics
of
Streamer
Discharqes,"
IEEE
Transactions
on
Electromaqnetic
Compatibility,
Vol.
EMC-12, No. 2, May 1970.
6. Klapas, D., R. H. Apperly, R.
Hackam
and
F.
A.
Benson,
"Electromaqnetic
Interference
From
Electric Arcs in the Freauency Ranqe
0.1-1000 MHz,"
IEEE Transactions on
Electromaqnetic
Compatibility,
Vol.
EMC-20, No. 1, February 1979.

CONCLUSIONS
The analytical and experimental
studies have verified that the NEMP
peakinq capacitor approach can be used
for liqhtninq simulators to provide an
order
of maqnitude
improvement in
current
rise times
over existinq
liqhtninq
simulators
and
with
relatively clean
wavefronts.
Also,
electric and maqnetic field rise times
and
maqnitudes
comparable to
the
maqnitudes measured in fliqht data can
be obtained. Risetimes of the order
of 100 nanoseconds can be obtained
relatively easily, but risetimes of
the order of 30 nanoseconds would be
more
expensive
and
difficult
to
obtain.
The remaininq ouestion will
be to decide what rise times should be
used.
Current
Fliqht
Dynamics
Laboratory and NASA fliqht proqrams
should help to provide data for this
purpose.
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ABSTRACT
5

The goal oi lightning simulation testing of aircraft is to

ensure flight safety. The realism of each simulation is limited
by the complexities of both the lightning environment and the
aircraft itself. As the natural threat becomes better understood
and improved test techniques are developed, the modern lightning laboratory must continually upgrade its equipment and
facilities to meet the need for more accurate test simulation.
This paper describes the major test improvements
incorporated in the McDonnell Aircraft Company (MCAIR)
lightning laboratory,

THE MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT COMPANY lightning
simulation laboratory was initially developed in 1968 to
provide the minimum test capability needed to qualify fighter
aircraft under then existing military specifications. Over the
years, the !dboratory has been gradually upgraded and
enlarged to include the simulation of all the important aspects
of the natural lightning environment, as well as other related
high-voltage and high-current phenomena. This paper
summarizes the major laboratory improvements which have
been implemented during the past five years to keep pace with
the expanding threat definition and advanced design trends.
REASONS FOR UPDATING
Several factors have influenced the continued updating of
the MCAIR lightning laboratory:
(1) Knowledge of the natural lightning characteristics
has improved.
(2) Lightning qualification test specifications have
changed. (References to lightning test components listed in
this paper refer to MIL-STD-1757).
(3) Advanced microelectronic systems pose new lightning
susceptibility problems which must be evaluated by test.

These submicrosecond current and field changes may present
a significant hazard to aircraft because they can efficiently
excite aircraft resonances which could be coupled into
sensitive interior electronic systems. Flight programs have
confirmed that aircraft resonances are excited by direct and
nearby lightning strikes. Lightning test techniques must
therefore be modified to both excite and measure the impact
of such resonances.
As a result of the better understanding of lightning and
its interaction with aircraft, lightning -esting specifications
have been revised in recent years. The major aircraft/
spacecraft specifications are now MIL-STD-1757 for military
aircraft [2], JSC-07636 Rev A for NASA spacecraft [31, and
AC 20-53 for civilian aircraft [4]. Athough these documents
impose new testing iequirements not previously required, they
do not stipulate all of the testing which may be necessary to
verify a specific protection system. A large number of tests
are for research or development purposes for which test
procedures and waveforms other than qualification specifications are used. Table I lists the vide variety of lightning
tests which are conducted in a comprehensive lightning
laboratory [5]. When test facilities and equipment are
updated, system versatility and flexibility must be stressed so
that the modified equipment can be used in a variety of tests
without major changes.
Modern aircraft are becoming much more
complex and
sophisticated electronically. New solid-state microelectronic
circuits are very sensitive to damage or upset by transients,
and they are used in almost all flight control and weapon
systems. In addition, the advanced composite materials used
in modern aircraft have higher electrical resistances and lower
electromagnetic shielding capability. The increased sensitivity
of ihe avionics and the reduced shielding protection afforded
by the aircraft structure complicate the design of lightning
protection schemes. Therefore, lightning tests are required to
evaluate proposed designs and to verify the protection of the
final design.
The newer aircraft are using composite materials in e',er

(4)New composite materials and construction techniques
must be tested to verify design concepts and safety margins.

increasing amounts for skins and other structural components.
Airframes are thus becoming mechanically simpler because
there are fewer components to bc bolted, riveted, and welded

(5) Better test realism is needed to ensure that all
important test parameters are simulated.

together. However, they are still very complicated to design
because there are now numerous selections of composite
materials and layups available, There are bonded (glued)
composite to composite joints, and there are bolted and
riveted composite to metal joints, These new construction
techniques pose new lightning protection problfnes not only at
the strike point but all along the lightning currsut path
through the composite and metal airframe. Although iightnin.
protection schemes can usu,aly be developed to protect the
various composite structures, they must be evaluated by test,
and the test must be closely controlled because of the different
damage mecbanisms of comrosites as compared to metals [6].

Natural lightning is a complex and variable phenomenon
which is not easily characterized. The advancements in
electronic instrumentation, fast transient recorders, radar, and
computing systems have enabled researchers to obtain better
information about the natural lightning environment.
Research flight programs and computer modeling are further
extending this knowledge to encompass the interaction of
lightning with aircraft in flight. One significant result of the
recent research is that very fast ( -90 ns) rise times have been
observed for the fast portions of some return strokes [1].
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Table 1 Lightning Simulation Test Issues
Type of Tesi

Diagnostics Required

Test Issues
Voltage Rate-of-Rise; Polarity; Gap Size;
Scaling
Voltage Waveform; Number of Shots; Gap Size

Voltage Waveform, Photography

Voltage Waveform; Film Sensitivity; Electrode
Geometry
Peak Current; Action Integral; Gap Size;
Electrode Geometry
Electrode Geometry; Spacing; Field Interaction;
Action Integral

Voltage Waveform, Photography

Swept-Stroke Test

Airstream Quality; Restrike Waveform;
Continuing Current Decay

Fuel Ignition/Sparking Test

Film Sensitivity; Current Waveform; Fuel/Air
Ratio
Peak Current; di/dt; Jrn; Scaling; Component
Installation; Noise-free Instrumentation; Load
Impedance
Vehicle Isolation; di/dt: dV/dt; Scaling;
Diagnostic Technique; Arc Channel Impedance;
Wire Access

Air Unformlty; Restrike/Ccntinuing
Current Waveforms; Still/
High-Speed Photography
Current Waveform, Photography;
Fuel/Air Mixture
Current Waveform, Induced
Voltage/Current

Mode Attach Point Test
Full-Scale Hardware
Puncture/Flashover Test
Corona/Streamering Test
High-Current Damage Test
Continuing Current Test

Indirect Effects/Components

Indirect Effects/
Full Vehicle

Voltage Waveform, Photography

Current Waveform
Current Waveform, High-Speed
Photography

Current, Voltage Waveforms,
Induced Voltage/Current
OP2i 0762-2

In lightning simulation testing, the desire is always to
make the test as realistic as possible. This has practical
limitations, but the test must at least simulate the natural
environment well enough to assure confidence in the test
conclusions. Several examples of improving test realism are:
(1) combining high current components A, B, C and D into
one test waveform (as opposed to applying them individually
to a test sample and allowing the sample to cool between
tests), (2) combining components A and E or D and E (to
evaluate non-linear effects such as arcing between adjacent
sections on a test sample resulting from the fast rate-of-rise of
the current waverorm), (3) tising unipolar test waveforms (as
opposed to oscilla'ory waveforms to evaluate damage), and
(4) using long arcs to the test sample (to eliminate probe
effects caused by the probe b-ing too close to the test sample).
The desire for realism has also led to the use of lirge
aircraft sections or complet,- aircraft for simulated lightning
tests. The use of the wl'ole a;rcralt is often necessary in order
to evaluate resonance effects. This has meant increasing the
size of test areas to accommodate larger ',st sections. It has
also resulted in the construction of 1,rtable generators so that
tests cculd be conducted at remote sites v'heii it was not
ross;ble to accommodate the aircraft in the laboratory,
A further desire Gt realism is to ccobine environments iin
a test. This has led to the construction and modification of
equipments to obtain thi- test realism. For example, a swept
stroke test combines the lightning arc and air blown over the
aircraft surface. The lightning current should encompass the
full-width current components, and the wind source should
provide iamitnar air flow along he aircraft surface. As
a)ther example, live fuel has been used 'o evaluate hot spot
and sparking of integral fuel tank kins struck with simulated
lightning.
The MCAIR lightning laboratory has met the changing
test specifications and the need for more realistic test
simulation by modifying existing genciators, developing and

procuring new generators, developing new teo:t mthbods, procuring new electronic and photograph'c instrumnentat on, and
enhancing the lightning test facilities [7]. A condensed listing
of generators and equipment is given in Tables 2 and 3. The
more prominent changes are described in the following

sections.
ONE-MEGAJOULE/THREE-MEGAWATT
SIMULATOR

LIGHTNING

High-curren! testing at MCAIR has undergone extensive
changes since it began in 1968 with only one 30-kJ, 12-kV
capacitor bank. The one-niegajoule/three-negawatt lightning
simulator in use today is the result of gradual improvements
in high-current simulation of both direct damage and induced
voltage effects. Some of the simulator modifications during
the past five years have included: (1)expanding individual
geneiators and improving their operation, (2) coupling several
capacitor systems together to produce the combined highcurrent threat waveform, (3) adding a fast current rise time to
the high-peak current pulse, and (4) adding a large, pulsed DC
power supply for continuing current simulation. The individual improvements are not historically described, but,
instead, the operation of the present system is detailed.
The I-MJ (actually 1.4-MJ)/3-MW lightning smulator
consists of four capacitor banks (660 kJ, 192 ki, 72 kJ, and
48G kJ) and a 3-MW pulsed DC power supply. The separate
generators ard the power supply are extremely versatile. They
may be operated individually or in many combinations. When
they arc all coupled together, they readily meet or exceed ihe
requirements of the complete MIL-STD-1757 direct-damage
waveform in a single test. Figure 1 is a schematic of the
combined operation. After all capacitor banks are charged
and the 3-MW supply turned on, the 660-kJ batik is triggered
and presents a high-voltage at its output spark gap. This spark
gap closes and applies time high-voltage to the output probe.
As the arc from the output probe propagates to the test
sample, the 72-kJ bank triggers, so that the output of these
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Table 2 - MCAIR Lightning Simulation Sources

Energy
(kJ)

-fVoltage

High Current Generatoritl

Current

(kV)

(kA)

240
96
480
12

300
150
200
10

660
192
72
480

Usage and Characturlstics
High Peak Current Damage Tests
2
High Peak Current/ Restrike *Tests: Portable
2
Fast-Risetirne, High-Current Tests: Portable
2
Intermediate and Continuing Current TeSts

High Volttage Generators
Voltage
(kV)

Current
(kA)

Energy
(kJ)

4,000
1.650
1.500
800
480
400

15
5
10
25
30
2

40
4
2.1
24
240
1

Usage and Choraclerlsticfi
Fuli-Scale Component and Large Model Tests: 20 ft Soark: Outdoor
Induced Voltage Studies: Portable
Si, ridulei Vo~lagg Tests: 1' lular Construction
Arc Attach Point Tests; AdJusltalr
ja Ramp
H-igher-Current tnduced Vroltage hus;s Portable
GnrlLai) Use

Swept Stroke Testing
" Outdoor. 250 !:not Swept Stroke Facility
Useo 240 KJCapacitor Bank and Portable High Current Geunerators
" Portable, 160 Knot Blower for Low Speed Testing
Used With Any High Current Get erators
3
DC Power Supplies

Vottage
(kV)

Currenv
(A)

Power Hating
(kW)

6

500

3 000

103

300

go

Principal Usage
Continuing Current Damage Tests (Htigh Coulomb) for Large
Compusit2 SL'ucturns
Continuing Current Darnaqv Tests for Conductive Test Articles

Static Electricity Equipment
French Inteco Devica
Blown Dust
NODkVDC Rectifier

Cofrrressed Air Charge 'pfay Gin, Up to 80, A Current
Nitrogen Drivern. Triboelectric Charging of Panels
-Corona
Spray for Flectro Static Charginar
-Dry

Notes
1) Snailler high cutrent generators are :'saiiabie lot general lab use

21 Generarass call be integrated togethrer io p.'ovide combined crrsi compornent A (3. C arid [D iuiiihreai waverorm with
2 pseic riselitne
3) Generator rirarglng power suppiens tion 0120 kV are alio available
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Tabla 3.- MCAIR lightning laboratory Instrumontatlon
and data processing equipment.

rIemn
Pulse7
e EG&G: MLSM1 I.
HSDA4, CFD*1, CPM-1.
u Pearson Current Transformers:
Il10A, 4111,
1025, 1049, 3025

Characteristics
Skinor
Ski Current, BD1Sensors
5 kA to 250 kA

* T&M Research Coaxial shunts:

F-5000-20, F10000.40
Fiber Optic Datai Links

* Six MCAI R Built Units

Transient Recordecrs
to Biomation 8100
" Biomnation 6500 (2 Each)
" Tektronix 76120 (2 Each)
" Tektronix 7812
Laboratory Computers
al Hewlett Packard (HP) 8825
with F~uplsy Disk Storage,
Plotter, aod Printer
*Hewlott Packard (HP) 9825
with Plotter, amid
Priistet
of North Star
Photographic Equipment
* Cardin Model 200
of Cordio Model 351/326
at linage Converter System
* Pliotec IV
*Four Still Cameras
Note.

0.001, 0.0005 ohm

j-

______

_________

Battery Powered I ransmilter; 25 Mt-z Bandwidth; Differential,
High Inmpedance Input; Variable Voltage Gain to 150 X;
Receiver Drives 503S2 Load

8 Bit Resolution, 2,0)48 itato
Bit Resilution, 1,U)24
Data
Channels, 8 Bit Resolution,
Sampling Interval
512 x 512 Point Motris, 200

I6

j2

Points, 10 its Mintimum Sampling Interval
Pints. 2 (is Minimnum Sampling Interval
4,098 N~ta Points, 5 os Minin'iin
MHz Bandwidtlh

64 K Bytes of Memory; lIttegrated with Fiber Optic and Transient
Recording Systems to Provide Computer Controlled Data Acquistrion;
to DEC POP 11/40 Compuser
Moderns
64K B~ytes 3f Memory; Integrated with Traniemit Recorders for
Automated Data Acquisition.
16K Bytes of Memory; Disk Storage
HigliSpeed Streak and Framinig; 1 jus Inturlraine I terval
Streak and Framing Camera; 25,000 Frames/sec
Electronic linage Itensifier rdinera Both Streak aiii Framinig Modles;
tint ,-ocurenent)
Movie Caniera, 10,000 Framnes/sp.
4-[
i. c5 iii. Framse
SimeNumerouis Lienses aiid Associated Eqimnt

Besides she above listed specializcri eqmipmenti, the lightning larortom
tins
on rpoe rest equipmtent such as oscilloscop~es, poilse generators. i.
toini i
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iare riuantii of gene. oi
el lec inilets, etc.

Gap

200 krA

Curre'4

660 kJ
t-G) Cap.
BankTrge
With

Fast

Shapingl
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F(240 kV)r

Trge

'!J

IFast

Rise

Wv-Probe

Ride

---ICap.
I

Bnk
46kV
ae

192 kJ

100 kA

Restrike

Ban

Intermediate
Current

Cap

Sh.pinrig'
Flosistor

7-o

_______

Shaping
i96kV)Resistor

Arc

Ca.Bank
Bank

C':ntinuinq
Current

i

pie

isolation
Cap.

Liiig
R istor

__

______L-

i12 kV)
390kW
cap.
Bank

solation
Liiigand
I
Eito

I
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Contiuing
3MW Supnpiy
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Cureit700% C700 VDC
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aehp erls eit.t ftets
itcl'
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Reco,,6ng

Syte

System

h

eliminates erroneous results which may be encountered
when the probe is located too close to the test sample.

-arc

480 kJ Capacitor 'W-

REMOTE LOCATION HIGH-CURRENT TESTS
High-current tests in locations other than the I-MJ/
3-MW test cell have been necessary for very large test articles
or when other specialized test environments have been
required. For many el these remote applications, the combi-

nation of two pot table generators (the 192- and 72-kJ banks)
has met the test needs. The combined system produces a
100-kA restrike pulse (Components D and E) with a 2-ps rise
time.
660 kJ Harx Generator
(inused

Figure 3 shows a portion of the ,igh-current test setup
in test of a full-scale mock-tp of the MX msil's postboost vehicle. (The 9-m-tall missile mock-up was housed in
GP

-.0471.

Fig. 2 - High current generators and test area

tihe large coaxia! virrent return structure partially shown at
the far right of the photo.) The purpose of the tests was to
measure the external currert distribution, the interior magnetic field distribution. and the induced voltage on the antennas when the missile was hit with a fast-rising, 100-kA strike.

192-kJ CAPACITOR BANK - The 192-kJ (96-kV)
capacitor bank is essentially a smaller portable version of tile
660-kJ bank and uses the same capacitor type, charge volzage,
and triggering methods. This capacitor bank is principally
used to provide the 100-kA restrike current pulse (Component
D) and is often combined with the 72-kJ generator when a
fast current rise time is needed. Each of the generator's four
stages is assembled on its own cart, so that the generator may
be transported to any test location.
72-kJ FAST RISE CAPACITOR BANK - The 72-kJ,
480-kV capacitor bank is a low inductance, portable Marx
generator. Each of its eigl.t stages contain three 15 ,uF 20-kV
capacitors connected in series. When operated independently,
the 72-kJ generator can delivc: a 200-kA pulse with a 2-pusec
rise time. However, this generator is normally operated in a
combined mode with either the 660- or the 192-kJ generator
to provide a fast rising high-energy pulse. This bank is also
useful for induced coupling tests at medium-curinut levels
where a moderately wide waveform is needed.
480-kJ CAPACITOR BANK - The 480-kJ capacitor
bank consist, of 160 high-energy capacitors connected in
parallel. Ihirty of the capacitors are normally used to provide
the intermediate current portion of a simulated lightning strike
(Component B) with the remainder being used to provide a
portion of the continuing current (Component C). As with the
other capacitor banks, not all the capacitors or the maximum
charge voltage need be utilized in all applications. The 4S0-kJ
bank may be used independently, but it is usually utilized in
:oijunction with the 660-kJ bank.
3-MW POWER SUPPLY - The 3-MW high-voltage/
high-current supply has a floating 6700 V DC output and is
capable of providing an output of 500 amps for one seccnd or
up to 1500 coalombs in five seconds. This supply is located
near the I-MJ facility and is normally used in coniunction
with it, but it can also be used independently,
The 3-MW supply requires large external resistors for
current li~nitng. This has the advantage of making the supply
appear as a constant current source to more closely approximatw the characteritics of a natural lightning strike. Because
of the high v'itage available from this supply, the test probe
can be locateJ several inches from the test sample. The long

The combination of the 1)2- and 72-k.I banks has also
been beneficial in remote swept sti'oke and live fuel tests.
Although the s ..ept stroke facility and the explosion-proof test
ceil are located in the same building which houses the I-MJ/
3-M4W simulator, safety considerations and the long cable
lengths prevent the effective utilization of the 660-kJ bank
with these facilities. Full-threat restrike tests (Components D,
B, and C) are conducted in these facilities using the portable
generators for the high-current pulse in combination with the
480-kJ bank and the 3-MW supply for the intermediate and
continuing current components.
HIGH-VOLTAGE/INDUCED-VOLTAGE

SIMULATCRS

Although numerous high-voltage generators have been
addect to the lightning laboratory through the years, only tile
1500-kV modular generator and the 800-kV Haefely generator
are recent additions The 1500-kV generator was developed to
conduct shock-excitation induced-voltage tests on full aircraft
at remote sites. The 800-kV generator was procured to
conduct variable waveshape attach point tests.
1500-kV MODULAR GENERATOR - The modular
Marx generator is used in induced-voltage tests and has
produceo 10-kA current pulses with 200 ns rise times on test
articles as large as the MX missile mock-up and the AV-8B
carbon epoxy wing The generator (Figure 4) is built in
100-kV modules with each shelf being an interchangeable
generator stage. Up to 15 stages can quickly be assembled
using only the shelves and nylon rods for mechanical support.
Each shelf contains a capacitor, three resistors, a spark gap
switch, a trigger electrode, and a grading ring. Interchangeable 40-kl .opper sulfate resistors interconnect the
capacitor terminals and trigger electrodes from one st.,ge to
the next. Each stage is triggered with an electrode biased at
approximately half the potential between the copper-sphere
spark gap electiodes. A grading ring is used on each shelf to
suppress corona and produce a smoother electric field
distribution. Control of the generator system is provided by a
pneu.taticafly-operated charge/dump switch which totally
isolates the generator from ground potential during firing.
This switch minirniizes ground loops and coupling to the
power supply and provides excellent operator safety.
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800-kV HAEFELY GENERATOR -- Lightning model
attach point studies continue to be a controversial area of'
lightiing testing. Many test parameters such as electrode
poiarlty and shape, model size, =rc distances, and voltigc
waveshape are cnown to affect the test resulis. The; Haefely
generator was iesigned to study arc propagation and the
statistical arc attachment distributions as a function of the
voltage rate-of-rise. The generator uses a capacitive
waveshaping/vol:age divider and various inductors to adjust
the voltage rate-of-rise over a wide range.
REMOTE LOCATION INDUCED-VOLTAGE TESTS
In the late 1970's, the MCAIR lightning laboratory
developed the shock-excitation test technique to rnore
realistically simulate the induced-voltage responses of interior
aircraft circuits to a lightning transient. The shock-excitation
test technique differs from other induced-voltage test methods
in that both high-voltage find high-current stimuli are applied.
In the test setup, an output spark gap is inserted betveen the
test article and the current return conductors. The test article
is first charged to a high potential by a high-voltage Maix
genetator. Once the test article is charged, streamers form and
then break down the output spark gap which quiLkly discharges the test article and allows the generator current to
flow through the test article. The charging/discharging sequence
better simulates the natural lightning strike process of the
stepped leader attachment followed by a current return stroke,

The early test developmen: centered on equipment needs,
such as high-voliage dielectric insulators to isolate the test
article from ground potential ahd fiber optic data links to
measure millivolt induced-voltage responses in a test article
charged to several hundred kilovolts. After this equipment
was built and the test technique demonstrated !n our
laboratory, N,',SA and the US Air Force wanted several
aircraft tested at remote locations. The need to conduct tests
outside our laboratory required th, development oi"the
1500-kV modulor Marx generator (to replace our large highvoltage generators) and a computer-controlled data acquisition
system (to simplify data taking and storage). fhe completely
portable induced-voltage test system has been used to test the
space shuttle orbiter [8], YF-16 [9), F-106B [10], and C-130
aircraft at remote locations ranging from Florida to
California. The system is readily assembled in a day and is
highly flexible to meet diverse test requirements.
FACILITIES AND INSTRUMENTATION
The MCAIR lightning simulation laboratory is separated
into two areas. The high-voltage facility is primarily housed in
a 17x26 meter high bay area of a large hangar building. With
the exception of the outdoor 4-MV generator, all the
generators used in this facility are movable so that facility
modifications have not been required to meet changing test
needs. The high-current test facility is located in a iearby
building and includes the I-MJ/3-MW test cell, a 250-knot
swept stroke facility, and an explosion-proof test cell.
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The high-current lightning test area is presently being

modified and enlarged to that shown in Figure 5. The facility
changes are necessary to accommodate additional capacitor
banks and power supplies and to increase the floor area
available for large test setups. The lab area is being increased
to 13x17 meters, and a 3.6 m wide door is being added to
permit direct access of large tesi articles,
Figure 5 also shows the location of the explosion-proof
test cell which is utilized when lightning tests require the use
of live fuel. For these tests the portable 192- and 72-kJ highcurrent generators are moved to the screened test area, and
the generator power supplies are moved into the test cell
control room. The output of the 480-kJ capacitor bank and
the 3-MW power supply are routed overhead to the screened
area to provide the continuing current component of the
waveform.
The 250-knot outdoor, swept stroke test facility with its
25- x 76-cm output nozzle area has not been changed,
However, a portablc blower system has been built for lowspeed swept stroke tests up to 160 knots. The new system is
powered by a 50-hp electric motor and has a large stilling
chamber with a 30- x 30-cm fiber glass output nozzle. This
portable system has recently been used in conjunction with the

I-MJ/3-MW lightning simulator to conduct full-energy
restrike swept sn .ke tests on composite and aluminum wing
skin panels.
The lightning laboratory has also continually updated its
test inst-umentation. A large variety of electromagnetic
sensors, high-frequency oscilloscopes, and digital transient
recorders are available. The test instrumentation is housed in
either permanent or portable RFI shielded enclosures and run
on isolated power lines. Still and high-speed movie cameras
with numerous lens systems are used for photographic data,
and computer-based acquisition systems are used for transient
data taking and storage.
SUMMARY
As the knowledge of the lightning threat improves and
more realistic test simulations are desired, the laboratory must
ch;:nge to meet these needs. The MCA1R lightning simulation
labormiory has continually been upgraded to meet these needs
both in the generation of the lightning test waveforms and in
the measurement of the responses of the test samples.
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VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT OF ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC SUBSYSTEMS
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ABSTRACT

resources by an assembly of Military/Civilian
agencies. This support is suggested on the
Logo for the ADP shown as Figure 1. The Flight
Dynamics Laboratory of the Air Force Wright
Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL/FI) provides
the ADP office for interagency coordination and
AEHP Program direction. Other Federal Military
Agencies contributing to the Program include
other Air Force Laboratories and the Aeronautical Systems Division, as well as the Army,
the Navy Air Systems Command and the Defense
Nuclear Agency.
Tn addition, the Federal
Aviation Administration and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration are
participating in the Program, while the Boeing
Military Airplane Company (BMAC) is the Prime
Contractor for the Program. The general
program overview is discussed in an earlier
paper of the conference. This paper will
highlight and concentrate on the experimental
equipment procedures used to assess
the aircraft system vulnerability to ultimately
develop the definition of balanced protection
concepts.

During Phase I of the Atmospheric
Electricity Hazards Protection (AEHP) Program,
the sensitivity of several generic classes of
electrical/electronic subsystems and equipment
will be assessed to electrical/electromagnetic
threats associated with atmospheric electricity; e.g., lightning and precipitation static
generated currents, fields, and potentials.
This will be accomplished through the utilization of appropriate atmospheric electricity
simulation and various test vehicles for
flight/mission critical subsystem/equipment
evaluation for operation in atmospheric electricity generated electrical/electromagnetic
environments.
This paper will discuss simulation techniques contemplated for use on this task as
well as specification of the environmental
parameters to be simulated. In addition, the
testbeds planned to be used, including advanced
composite skin modifications, for both Phase I
and Phase II of the IAEHP Program will be
Lleitified. These vehicles will be appropriate
:or aecsswent of the EM threat to electrical/
electronic subsystems and equipment for different classes of aircraft; e.g., fighters,
bombers/transports, helicopters, cruise missiles.

I

Aftaehasv E~fwtcai

This paper will outline vulnerability
assessment procedures to be used on the AEHP
Program and afford an opportunity for contributions from the technical community regarding
the adequacy of the proposed assessments.
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assessments planned for Phase I will be presented more completely than those for Phase I,
but the genre of the total AEHP Vulnerability
Assessment Program will be displayed. It is
anticipated that valuable contributions to
understanding of the AEHP Advanced Development
Program by the technical community will result
from this presentation. The continuing review
of and contributions to the planned AEHP
Program by appropriate members of the technical
community is desired so that the AEHP Program's
contribution to increased operational effectiveness for both military and commercial
scenerios may be maximized.

.
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FA,.%

'INTRODUCTION
The AEHP Advanced Development Program
enjoys the application of financial and program

Figure 1

-

AEHP ADP LOGO
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This will in turn provide confidence for allweather application of advanced avionic and
structural concepts in military and civilian
scenarios. These results of Phase I will then
be incorporated into interim design guides for
dissemirration to industry early in the program
activities.

mission critical electrical/electronic elements
aboard A/C is important for the AEHP Program.
The "initial" threat is based on three major
sources of lightning current measurement which
have an adequate statistical base; e.g., Berger
in Switzerland, Garbagnati in Italy, and Uman,
Weidman and Krider in the United States. From
these measurements there is sufficient evidence
to demand the increase of the prior accepted
lightning maximum rate of current rise by a
factor of two which has been included in the
initial characterization of the AEHP threat to
A/C.

Currently, Phase II is anticipated as
having a January 1984 start with the technical
investigations program being completed by
October 1986 (33 months). During that period,
it is planned to configuze mdified YUH-61
Helicopter anu F-14 testbeds with representative advanced electrical/electronic systems and
advanced structural concepts to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the balanced AEHP defined
during Phase 1. The testbed A/C, together with
protected electrical/electronic systems representative of A/C of the 1990's will be subjected
to interaction with simulated lightning flashes
which will be representative of the AE threat
determined during the ADP. The results of
these tests will be evaluated and appropriate
adjustments made to the protection schemes
employed. In addition to the demonstration of
balanced protection effectiveness, techniques
for qualification of protection and continued
assessment of the integrity of the AEHP provided will be identified and demonstrated,

The "initial" single stroke lightning
threat has been characterized by double
exponential current waveforms. The severe
threat for the AEHP Program has a maximum rate
of rise cf 200 kA/is with a peak current of
200kA, a falltime to half-peak vale2 of 500s,
and an action integral of 1.5 x 10 A -sec.
The moderate threat has a 20kA peak current
with a maximum rate of rise of 50kA/ps, a
fall-time to half-peak valu2 f 50ps and an
action integral of 1.5 x 10 A -sec.
Although the moderate and severe lightning
flashes consist of multiple strokes, this
feature is difficult to simulate, and therefore
the test generators are designed for single
stroke operation. In addition, the dounle
exponential nature is not obtainable at these
levels, but the crowbar-type generator has an
acceptable representation sine wave rise with
exponential tail as shown in Figure 2.

Atmospheric Electricity Threat Definition - The
characterization of the atmospheric electricity
threat environment imposed on flight and
200
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Electronic Susceptibility - The interest of
the AEHP ADP is in providing effective protection for flight/mission critical electrical/
electronic systems of the 1990's, anon. Many
of the devices/systems of interest will not be
available for direct investigation, but as a
first step in determining the protection which
must be afforded, the historical record has
been examined to identify damige mechanisms for
various types of semiconductors and other
components. The sansitivity to upset has been
assessed from manufacturer's data sheets and
the necessity oi testing to evaluate system
upset effects roted. Some device upset evaluation by lightning transient testing will also
be performed to assist in system upset consideration. Both bench tests and installation in
mock-up/testbed for moderate level impulse
tescing are being used for this purpose.

resonances appropriate for the fighter aircraft.
The entire testbed is supported above the
ground plane by non-conducting wood bracing. A
picture of the YG-16 testbed is shown in Figure
3.
The YG-16 test series is designed to: a.
Characterize the induced transients in aircraft
wiring due to lightning attachment to the aircraft. b. Determine upset and damage sensitivities of advanced technology subsystems when
exposed to moderate level lightning environments. c. Provide low level CW and moderate
level pulse test data for comparison with
analytical calculation.
Of the two test techniques employed, the
Swept Continuous Wave (Swept CW) technique
injects a low level current onto the aircraft
skin/structure and measures the output voltage/
current at wiring/equipment stations as a
function of frequency. This results in definition of the transfer functions the frequency
domain which may be used to determine coupling
effectiveness and as an analytical tool. The
other technique, pulse injection, applies a
unipolar curzent impulse to the aircraft with
response measurements taken in the time domain.
This test generates information concerning
suscept.bility levels and interaction mechanisms. The pulse waveform used is the moderate
level threat representation defined as a double
exponential current wavefoim with the following
parameters:

Vulnerability Assessment - This requires a substantial degree of experimental work. The main
purpose is to obtain generic data on the susceptibility of components/subsystems in various
generalized configurations when subject jected
to the defined lightning threat. This investigation is being accomplished via two different
testbeds (YG-16, ALCM) at two different facilities (BMAC, Sandia).
The YG-16 testbed consists of an advanced
composite forward fuselage section mated to a
mock-up representing the remainder of the F-16
aircraft. The forward fuselage is 78% GR/EP
with some aluminum support structure and two
Kevlar non-conducting panels. The mock-up is
sheet aluminum over a wood frame in the general
F-16 shape to preserve electrical lengths P,'

a.

1-. Peak Rate of Rise

I

II

Figure 3
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Peak Current - 20kA
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modification/removal and cable shield alteration
to yield generic data for the general missile
configurations. The pulse of tnis test series
is being conducted at The Sandia Lightning
Facility in Albuquerque N.M., shown in Figure 6.
This facility is capable of subjecting the ALCM
to current waveforms corresponding to the
defined severe lightning threat:

BMAC has designed and is fabricating an
impulse generator capable of subjecting the
YG-16 testbed to a current pulse with the above
parameters. A block diagram of the generator
configuration is shown in Figure 4.
Three levels of complexity are structured
into the YG-16 test series:
a. Simple, point to
point wiring configurations with no operating
subsystems. b. Generic installation of wiring
with dummy loads which are electrically
representative of advanced avionics (Figure 5).
c. An operati.ng subsystem with an airborne
computer, appropriate power, control, and
display equipment.

F

'CAOW-AR

Peak Current - 200kA

b.

Peak Rate of Rise - 2 x 10

A/S
(2
Action Integral - 2.5 x 10 A -S

This severe threat coupled to a vehicle as
small as the ALCM will result in a very strong
current density on the vehicle.
The objectives of the ALCM test series are
as follows: a. To characterize the EM coupling
paths from tho lightning attachment point to
mission critical equipment interfaces; b. To
determine stress levels at selected equipment
from various pulse levels; c. To determine upset
and damage effects of simulated full threat
lightning current pulses on operating avionics.
Testing will be accomplished in three parts as
follows:
Part 1 - Low level CW test will be used to
characterize EM coupling paths to mission
critical equipment interfaces. CW testing will
be accomplished with the missile in the pcwer
off mode. CW testing will be performed in the
EMI labnratory at Seattle, Washington.

The Air Launched Cruise Missile (ALCM)
testbed is a prototype version of the production
AGM-86B which has undergone skin panel(s)

1 GENERATOR
360 KV

a.

c.

The general procedure for testing first
involves modeling the YG-16 mock-up for the
WIRANT and TRAFFIC computer codes. Their
outputs are predictions of the expected 1.
threat levels in the testbed's equipment and
will be correlated with the experimental
results to determine validity and worth as an
analysis tool. These tests are scheduled
through the August 1.983 time period. The
information gained from these tests feeds into
protection ."oncept development and tradeoffs
for total system balanced protection which will
also be evaluated via testbed experimentation.
These tests should be completed by October
1983.
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Part 2 - During this part, missile power will be
on, and the missile will be operated in a simulated free flight mode. High level pulses will
be applied to determine sensitivity of AICM
miss~ion criti(;al equipment to simulated light-

interim Design Criteria - Near the conclusion
of Phase I, interim design criteria for Atmospheric Electricity Hazards Protection will be
provided to the Aerospace Community for review
and comment. it is important that the results

ning strikes. The testing will be accomplished
in the Sandia Laboratory at Albuquerque, New
Mexico.

of this ADP are effectively communicated to A/C
and Systems producers so the AEHP from the ADP
may have an early introduction to the Military/
Commercial A/C fleet&.

Part 3 - This part will also b,. a.-complished at
Sandia.
Missile power will be cff, a dummy
warhead will be installed in the missile, and
selected missile equipment will be replaced by
instl'umentation to measure voltage and current
transients at interfaces.
Various pulse levels
will be used with Sandia responsible for
testing of the dubtmy warhead. The warhead test
will be performed to evaluate lightning effects
on the warhead. However, this testing iL part
of Sandia mission and performed in conjunction
with the AE11P program.
These tests are
scheduled during July-.August 1983, and the
information gained will complement that from
the YG-16 test series for use during Task V
efforts,

PHASE TWO (II)
The AEHP ADP is configured as a two phase
effort with Phase I being directed toward the
development/design of effective AEHP for the
four classes of flight vehicles; i.e.,
fighters, transports/bombers, cruise missiles,
helicopters. In Phase II the effectiveness of
the AEHP Interim Design Criteria and initial
AEHP concepts will be demonstrated on fullscale A/C testbeds using ground-based, fullthreat Atmospheric Electricity Simulatols.
Presently, exiqting simulators are not capable
of subjecting a complete F-14 size A/C to
severe threat parameters. One of the proqrams
subcontractors, Lightning and Transients
Research Institute (LTRTI), is developing such a
simulator based on the Sandia.-type crcwbar
impulse generator for Phase II.
The generator/
test configuration presently envisioned is
shown in Figure 7.
At this time it is
contemplated that the teotbeds to be used will
be derived from a YUH -(,. Helicopter and an F-14
A/C.
Although the YUH-0l already ha!.
substantial composite structure, as shown in
Figure 8, the basic vehicles will likely be
extensively modified through application of
advanced composite and other poorly conducting
material as vehicle ourface cover, as well as
installation of eluctrical/l
ctronic systems
employing operational concepts representative
of those anticipated for the 1 9 90's.

Protection Evaluation/Tradeoffs - The objective
of this Task is to evluate and establish
practical effective protection concepts.
These
concepts will minimize cost, weight, power,
reliability/maintainability requirements.
The
Task V trade study is to develop a
specificaticn for balanced protection for
advance (]990-95) airfraiti,!; and associaLed
electronic/.3lectrical system.s.
The trade
studies will be primarily analytical, but whlen
required, concepts will be evaluate(d experimentally on the YG-16 te¢,tbed to determine
hardness eff.ccLi.veness.
At completion of Task
V, the protection concepts will have been
developed and pvaluated parametrically.
Thin
information will then be assembled and
correlated into the interim design criteria and
used as the ba.;is for the Phase IT plans for
full scale demonstration of these protection
Coicep t..
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It is believed that this procedure will permit
the evaluation of many electrical/electronic
system protection concepts, including struc-

urations which are representative of those
which will be encountered in future A/C of the
four classes being considered. Figure 9 shows

tural asp -cts and topological shielding as well
as AEH. tolerant electrical concepts, in config-

the F-14 and the amount of skin panels that
would be available for replacement with
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7cmpositu/nonmetallic samples. The details of
the Phase II Program to be conducted will be
docim nted as part of the Phase I activity on
th'AEHP contract, but one of the underlying
goals is to develop a standardized hardness
assurance test technique that can be easily and
inexpensively performed to routinely verify
incorporated AEHP as the system ages.
CONCLUSION
The AEHP program depends on threat level
experimental testing to develop and evaluate
hardening/protection concepts, correlate the
worth and reasonableness of analytical tools,
and proof demonstrate tie developed, balanced
AEHP for the total system. After these accomplishments, it is anticipated that the basis
for a reasonable hardness aisurance test
technique will be understood.
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interpreter running a general

'An upset is a deviation of
system performance based on aprior

applications program is used.

knowledge of

each case, a broad spectrum of fault

task.

the system application

conditions

There has heretofore been

is utilized for

little experimental work -reported in

injections.

the literature regarding

instrumentation complex has

characterizations of upsets in

developed

computer systems.

addressed in the research reported
this

in

paper with two series of fault

injection experiments

resulting

This data
It also

as a benchmark for the

representative microprocessor-based

serves

system.

performance of candidate upset

In

the first series,

the

system executes a small machine
language program;
series,

in the second

a much larger software

environment

is

characterize upsets in

computer-based systems.

on a

been

to record microevent data

from the injections.
used to

the fault

An extensive

associated with the upsets

This problem was

For

monitors in the sense that

coverage

and latency figures for such devices
can be deduced from this

data.

consisting of a Pascal

THE MONITORING

OF

COMPUTER-

BASED SYSTEMS by simple external

complexity of such monitoring

devices is a frequently suggested

devices.

solution to increasing system

experimental investigation of these

reliability

(1),

(2).

A

This paper reports on an

issues.

comprehensive overview of the primary
The monitoring devices

issues associated with this approach
has been provided by Avizienis (2).

considered in this paper are

Highly ranked among such issues are
characterizations of system

sensitized

performance deviations

to which

to the type of system

disturbance known as an upset (1).
An upset is a deviation of system

monitors can be sensitized, and

performance based on apriori

assessments of the effectiveness and

knowledge of the system application
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task.

An

overview

is described

of upset

in a companion

phenomena

upset

pape'

database

Il).

monitors.
that

Here,

the

characterizes

complete
tl:e

upset

is reduced; then a mt oltor is
considered that woald only be
There has heretofore been

sensitized

to the upset

to the extent

little experimental work reported in

that the reduced or compressed

the literat-.re regarding

database characterizes it.

charactarizations of upsets in

Interestingly, rather significant

coiputer systems.

compresaions yield upset monitors

This problem was

addressed with two series of fault

with coverage and latency fig ares

injection experiments on a

which aporoach those of a full,

representative microprocessor-based

rigorous implementation.

system.

In the first series,

the

system executes a small mazhlnn

FAULT INJFCTION-DAIA RECORDINC

language program; in

EXPERIMENTS

the second

series, a much larger software
environment

consisting ot

applications

Beyond

a Pascal

interpreter running a general

the three

general

features of system pevfnrmuuce

program is urei.

For

(prvgram flow, memory access, and

each case, a bruad spectrum of fault

instruction repertoire) described in

conditions is utilized

the companion paper, it is difficult

injections.

for the lault

tu apriori characterize the forms

An extensive

Yet, doing s,.

that

developed to record microevant data

is obviously the firat step toward

associated with the

the assessment

T',iecs resuxting

from the injections,

'his data is

used to characterlze upsets in
computet-based systems.
serves as

upsets

can take.

instrumentation complex has been

of monitors that

can

be used for their detection.
Hence,
there was motivation to develop an
experimental testbed for the purpose

It also

of injecting faults into a

a benchmark for the

performance of candidate upset

representative coaputer based system

monitors in the sense That coverage

and recording data so that such upset

and latency figures fnr such devices

charazterIzations can be made.

can be deduced from this data.

block diagram of our experimental.

A

testbed is shown in Figure 1.
in both experiment series, one
particular class of upsets is seen tc
be dominant.

However, full, rigorous

The testbed contains a
representative computer-based 3ysten

designs of monitoring devices

(Z80) running applications

sensitized to such upsets are in

programs

general prohibitively

the representative computer-based

memory intensive.

complex and/or

Hence, there

is

Faults

are injected into

system under a wide range of

motivation to consider more practical

conditions.

altervative upset monitoi

little is actually known aboit

This

is done

for

designs.

a particular

class

of upsets in the form of compresssed

details

of

Indeed, because so

faults,

a set

approximately 700 fault
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conditions
two

are used

experiment

conditiona,
include

for each

series.

outlined

variations

in

microprocessor line,
instruction,
type, and
can

of

reported experiments,

of

the
Both

permanent

are

faults

fault

for

correspond

of a machine

As
the

-

illustrated

from a known state.
(e.

g.

CPU

and macroevents

(e.

are

a

recorded at

from

the

occur

on

is

A gold

by starting testbed

same

states)

input/ouptut)

predetermined

test start.
the

g.

cycle

time

Faulted runs

testbed under

conditions

except

injected during

that

a

run

in

the

and

Computer events are

The

the

recorded as

in

gold run.

such

the duration

cycle, a single

The

fault

injection - data

collection scenario

tan be

summarized

instruction, or mLltiple

as

instructions,

precisely timed trigger, a transient
or permanent fault is generated on

Data

are

collected

separate gold and

from

faulted test

a

precise, reproducible manner.

transient
injected.

in Figure 2.

is initiated

fault

target

to

as

identical

or

transient fault durations are
that they

-

Microevents

faults are

control

--

tK
OO0D
50 KHz CLOCK

execution

timing.

data, address,

lines

1,

target

injected into

microprocessor.

the

target

the table,

4 BIOMATION L

run

in Table

fault duration,

from

.PERIPHERA

LOGIC

ANALYZER

Upset detibcton experiment configuration.

These

relative fault

be seen

.

follows.

the
runs

wide

target

Upon occurence oF

line and

monitored

a

with a

bandwidth waveform recorder.
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Table

1

FAULT INJECTION PARAMETERS

Microprocessor Line Types

Durations

Address (AoA5,Al0,Ai5)

Machine Cycle1 usec.

Data (DO,D4,D7)

Instruction

-

5 usec
Contro-l (M1,MREO,IORQ,RD,WR)

Multi-Instruction100 usec
Permanent

-

10 sec
Z80 Instructions

Fault Types

LD

A, (MEMADR)

Latch-up

ADD

A, L

La tch-down

RET
CALL

SUB

JR

START

JP

LOOP

Fault Relative Timing

EXX

At start

of specified

IN

A, IOADDR

mechine cycles within

PUSH

DE

target instruct ion

BIT

FLAGA,

A

START

Transient

GOLD RUN

single line fnults

are

I

injected primarily becau~se they may
cause mcre subtle perturbations of

A

computer oj~eratlon than permanent

SYSTEM

And

MICRO.

EVENTS

-RESTART

I

ER

RECOCODIDETIONT

j

LA

art upset
rIRST START

indicative

by

of upset

WSYSE~l
COMPRE/microprocessor
ANALYZE -. RSLSinput/output

IMICRO-

A

such a fault is
monitor

state responses and
responses.
A control

J

EVENTS

RECORD~
L_
Fig.?

causzd

Detection of

sensitivity.
Three logic analyzers,
sampling at different rates, record

RESTART*
FAOLT RUN
FAULTL

multiple line faults.

Experimentalprocedure series comparison of gold
and auled rns.data

mic rocompliter And support ing
peripherals collect and permanently

record the measured data.

Thus the

exper~meait configuration enables

the

detailed and voluminous collection of
necessary to effectively
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classify

upsets

and

performance of

series

Experiment
two software

representative

two

This

parts:

target

are

series,

of

consists

The

faults

location within

The

execution

operation)

data

recording.

the

of the

only
(in

during

For each

a

cycle by

data

When

primary

that

classification

of

upsets

and

assesbments

upset monitors

can be

fadlt-

highly observable

program

used

experiment

series,

experiment

series was

different

and

(while

essentially

the

pqrameters
The

as

ot

for

assembly

the first

run w

h a much

software

listed

a Pascal

fault

that

in Table

1).

ervironment
interpreter

classes

recorded

tend

to

upsets

cannot be classified
correspond to

they

differences

between
that

to Le

extent

is not

realictic

view of
for

the

that a classification
from the point

external monitoring.

some injections

microevent

which

difftrences,
differences

The interpreter requires

macreevent

perspective.

suc'

are
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gold ed

are un!que/complex

program.

area,

upset

cover a significant majority of the
upsets observed.
ronversely, some

perceivable

program

to

observation

general applications

3K bytes of

of

correspond

promising

running a

over

of

terms

as injection
are performed, it is seen

faulted runs

injection

this

of
those

in mind,

certain upset

because

still using

same

second software

consists

the

a second

larger

environment

of

not

and

in

features

potentially most

-

course,

these

since

experiments
is

to associate

that are

of

described

With

exist,

mo.e upset

that

criterion

faulted

are extracted,

made

the

the

the size

simplicity

functional
language

by

is

The classes

operation,

and

differences

interest are,

monitors.
veiify

gold

features

an attempt

classns.

the
to

for

of

of the

comparison

cycle

operation.
their

by means

characterized

are

upsets

series

experiment

most

the witdow of

In order

of

depending

instruction.

them with ore or

Although other

executed

unduly influenced

a

CLASSIFICATIONS

UPSET

and

states

co-resident,

free

of

injection

varies considerabley

recorded
are

fault is

instruction.

shell program is

The

located at

location for

relative

software is

fault

the

the target

a

the shell

various

target

on

instructions

injected during
to the

Finally,

the utilization

shell

instructions.

into this

of

for evaluating

injected

injection.

fault

upon

provides a

instruction area is

inserted

region

a

series and

different

to

program,

shell

4K bytes

software are active.

in contrast

of

throughout

target

variety of

program;

system

unchanged

environment

the effect

a fixed

Furthermore, another

a shell program and

the experiment

target

For the

language

program remains

storage.

2K bytes

the

area.

data

of

of

storage area, and

run with

small machine
program

8K bytes

intermediate code

system

instruction

constant

approximately

computer-based

executing a

program.

the

environments.

first experiment

is

analyze

upset monitors,

cases

thi

of

Indeed,

cause

there

are no

from a
Fortunately

exception.

For

both

our experiment

of

the

first

machine

the

running

On

the

classes
are

classes
2.

Table

listed

Figure

which

upsets

were

each

by

average

the

the

fault

related

detection

by

of

cl.'ssify

so

emergence

obviously

in

accumulation

to
of

Time

to

the
is

latency

associated

In

the

results

extent

are

relatively

covered

of

IJPSET

(invalid

program

IOA

(invalid

opcode

it

3,

both

of

upset

is

type

of

program

notable

differences

between

the

series

experiment

upset

that

seen

The

consistent.

invalid

Table

IPF

of

predominant

the

for

Also
time

Figure

From

These

injection

is

reported

the

class

series.

the

and

of

monitors.

explained

experiment

time

data

upset.

only

identified.

an

the average

time

monitorable

eight

and

the

is

sufficient

a

two

these

3 shows

upset

produced

Injection

unclassifiable,

of

basis
series,

experiment
upset

were

classifiable,

microseconds between

the

program),

runs

emergence

the

(involving

series

application

27% of

each

ment

interpreter

general

to

4

is

an upset

for

each

program) and

language

Pascal

the

(involving

series

exper

second

over 700 runs

of

consisting

that

Given

class.

for each

emergence

series,

observed

is

The most

flow.
in

coverage
are

series

experiment

for

2

CLASSES

-

flow)

fetch

address)

of

improper sequence
instructions
of

an
from

instruction

a

non-instruction
address
UNM

(unused

IRA

(invalid

memory)

read

address)

-

memory access to an
existent but unused
memory area

-

read access
data) to an

(for

instruction area,
unused or nonexistent memory
IOC

(invalid

-

opcode)

fetch of an illegal
instruction, or an
instruction not part

of the subset used
the specific task
software
fWA

(invalid write

-

address)

attempt to
memory not

as
NEM (non-existent

memory)

-

or

in

write into
designated

alterable

access
with

no

to a location
memory
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Fig. 3

the clagses

of unused

opcode, and

nonexistant

variations

in

memory

nonexistent

are

and

in

increase

series.

experiment

is

series

largely

techniques

checking

of

analysis

double

byte

series
the

generally

be

to

differences
style

of

the

functionally
language

the

program.

sequences

in

be

than

longer

language

the

program.

experiment
that

of

in

Thus,

the

invalid

as

conditions.

motivation

for

oractical

and

code

tend

to

assembly
data

(PF

it

flow

is

opeiand
sequence
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is

not

characterized
sequence

addresses.
is

a

of
An

described

of

processor
by

the

and

computer

code

by

specified

executes

the

In

sequence

ed

execu

an

program

moniturs).

flow ot

unambiguously

execution

o'

implementations

the

modifying

faulty

strong

flow monitors

of

This

emergence.

of

the

current

(assuming
used).
by

of

the

had

also

of

time

efficient

state

number

greatest

and

upsets

investigation

program

the

and

the

experiments,

(PF)

flow

program

provided

of

series

both

observee

is

and

interpreter

FLOW MONITORS

instructions

of

loops

FULL PROGRAM

general,

assembly

The

those

of

times

execution

the

interpre'ter
simpler

check

effect

result

upset

minimum

double

ex,,eriment

twice

This

between

full

allowed

fully

second

series.

first

appears

the

classifiable

characterized

Improved

The

to emerge

longer

take

In

second

the

and

not

opcodes.)

for

are

increased

to

often

the interpreter

large

The

in

in

operations

and

classes

memory

first

did

unused

second

that

(The

opcodes.

series

emergence

of

single

both

the

The

the

due

analysis

byte

by

coverage

opcode

invalid

in

used

the

memory

amount

the

and

present

me,,ory.
oL

coverage

explained

readily

invalid

memory,

Coverage by upset class.

self-

This

the

instruction
execution
with

source-

and

counter

fetch of

precede the

address may have

more

source address

pairs

correct

the

disable

points,

than

rather

large

inordinately

to

the

base.

information

(e.
a PF monitor consists

Hence,

a PF
of:

fault-free program

of

execution with actual
verify

to

is

source-destination

combinations

source-destination

monitor compares
address

number of

Thus

instruction).

a return

contribute an

he),

destinations

multiple

paired with

the

address may be

or a given source

g.

g.

(e.

instruction of a subrout

first

such

in such

ineffective, a

a PF monitor is
approach

an example

Since

situation.

monitor at

one

than

is

from interrupt

preferred

A

unspecifiable.

therfore

such a

cases

that

A given destination

instruction.

possible

of

can i-mmediately

that

value

space and
return

program

address is a

destination

the

where

pairs,

destination address

1.

to

execution

operation.

the

representaion of

all

valid

source-

destination address
pairs;
Clearly

i- crucial

it

construct a monitor
allow

false alarms;

valid

program

must

of

database

information

destination addresses.
of

this

information can

by extracting
address
there

not

if

For

indirect branch
next

sense the

to exist,

t

"full"

the
gereral

intends

and hence

determinable.

anywhere

in

the

realizations

monitor.

The

realizations

made

the databases

fix

complexity

valid

address

been

in an
The

address

monitor

in

the figure,

the

it

a number

the

is

number

specification

disable

excluded since

implemented
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and

to
the

requirements of

address pairs

those

address

7n

realizations.

1.

no

that

represented by v,

w.

is,

been

memory and

bits

Point

attempt has

number of

In

to

That

2. above.

signifcant

the

these

they are

because

straightforward relative
and Point

term

to describe

next

situations

exist where a next

4 depicts

is used

condense

an

valid

"unconstrained"

truly may be

be

have

always

full PF

of a

register

In a

number of

Figure

source-

is unconstrained,

a programmer

can also

addresses.

derend on

However,

contrast,

unspecifiable

obtained

address following

addresses are

to accomodate

be

instructions

branch

addressea

disable

Although most

example,

the computer.

a limited

function

source and

pairs can

indirect

for

a monitor

3.

includes

impossible,

that

addresses

state of

that

from assembly listings,

destinatin address

determine.

pairs;

Thus any PF

cases for which

difficult,

address

source-destination

pairs

are

of observed

be

utilize a

combination of

every valid

the validity

determine

other words,

in

invalid.

considered

a mechanism to

2.

does not

flow must not

as

interpreted
monitor

that

to

of
is

function has
can he

simply

of ways,

such

CONTENT ADDRESSABLE
(2Wx V SITS)

(a)

SOURCE

concatenated and

entered

memory that is content
addressable.
An observed

DESTINATION

Isource-destination

pair
"addresses"

24W

SOURCE

DESTINATION

determine

1valid.

~NO

JIVLIthe

CONTENT MATCH (VALID)/
MATCH (INVALID)

it

least
memory of
reali~atinns (v2w

poses

the

greatest

mechanism

complexity on the
that validates an

TABLE OF ADDRESS UNIVERSE
12 2w BITS)
F

to

the pair is

whether

requires the
depicted
bits),

(b)

the memory

Although this method

_____

V

into a

observed

pair.

Saddress

Address Universe PF Monitor
12W
{2 2W

Figure

IVALID/INVALID

memory

intensive

a

PF monitor.

full

wide memory

(c)
112

BITS)

bit memory)

represent

SOURCZ]DESTINATION]
=

w
VALID /INVALID

LG 2 V

W

a

realization of
A one

table

of

bit

all

is used

to

the valid address

pairs.

Valid combinations are

denoted

by O's

rcombinations
Csource

2W

displays

possible combinations of source
addresses ( 2 2w
and destination

INDEXED
og, V +VW

I

4(b)

and

by
and
addresses
form

an

and the

invzlid

l's.

Obser.-ed

destination
are concatenated

index

into

memory

to

the table,

output

directly

W
Fig. 4

as

tagging unspecifiable

with

indicates the
address pair.

Fall program flow monito7s.

addresses

Indexed

validity of

the

PF Minitor

an extra bit.
Figure
Content Addressable

PF Monitor

compromise
to

Figure

4(a)

illustrates

perhaps

the simplest

rdonitor

in

that
to

concept,

is difficult

implement.

in

one

practice

pairs

pcinter

to a set

An
are

a

indexing
pair

Here

a source

to find
of

a

associated

destination addresses.

observed address

tested by using
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IN

is used

valid

The valid

source-destination

address

is

uses

the valid

representation.

full PF
but

reduce

4(c)

that

pair

is

the source

address
set

of

to find

start

the

of a

destinations.

valid

DESTINATION

SOURCE

The

to

the

observed

determine

of

2v

pair's

Such a realization

a full PF

2log

destination to

the observed

validity.

W
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Table 3
Program Flow Compression Methods

Type

Function

valid start

-

check

source

valid destination

-

check

destination address

difference

-

check difference between
source and destination

address

concatenate

check concatenation of
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destination addresses

swap exclusive-or
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and destination
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LIGHTNING PROTECTION DEVICES
FOR HIGH FREQUENCIES EQUIPMENTS

JeaPirreSIMI
LES CABLES DF LYON
Division H.F.,
35, rue Jean-JaLires
95871 BEZONS

INTROOUCTION
F
Lightning protection of any equipment involves

Those two ways will be developpea in this paper.
They allowed to get a catalogue of "tees" and
"decoupling lines" of protection, now largely
used to protect H.F. equipments from lightning
effects coming from feeder.
Next slide shows a current family of tees, and
especially clockwise from top

* elimination of the undesirable surges, and
this at each connection of all external wires,
-onnection to a gooo ground. This point
supposes a good high frequency comportment of
the reference is not the matter of this paper.
Good elimination of undesirable surges is now
well known for low frequencies signals
(i.e. < I megahertz). For those it is often
realized with non linear volt/amp, characteristic
components, like spark gaps, zener diodes or
variable dependant resistor.
But those, or more generally assemblies of those,
always appear as a capacitance which is put
between the line to be protected and ground.
So, you cannot use such a protection on an high
frequency wire, for example an antenna feeder.
In order to realize a good protection in regard
of lightning and a quite "transparent" protection
for antenna frequencies, you can use square-waves
properties.
For example, you will be allowed to put first
(from antenna to ground) a parallel square-wave
short in the line, and so, get a "te" of
protection which will appear regarding lightning
frequencies as a short circuit between inner and
outer conductor of the coaxial.
You will then also put a serie-square wave open
circuit in your feeder and get, for lightning
frequencies, an open way towards ground.

the 25 + 125 MIz
the 80 + 640 MHz
the 400
900 MHz
the 100
500 MHz

(L
(L
(L
(L

3028),
3233),
3091),
3030).

and to rapid attaches for masts.
CHAPTER ONE
MECHANISM OF A LIGHTNING STROKE FROM ANTENNA
TO GROUND.'
Before introducing lightning protection devices
for such applications, you must take in account
some points
In the main cases, it is always the inner
conductor which is connected both to the
hot point of the antenna and to the electronic
components of the equipment.
Generally, the cuter conductor is connected to
the cold point of the antenna and to the box
of the equipment, itself connected to ground,
so, the box itself eliminates to ground a part
of the captured lightning stroke which is a
bad situation.
When lightning strikes an antenna, the current
which downs through the inner conductor is
largely dependant of two factors which are
first the type of antenna, and alsc the
quality of the coaxial outer condutctor,

?9-2

We shall rapidly developp those two points

Regardiutg figure 2, you can write

1. Influence ot the type of antenna :
For antenna you can chose either an opened
or a ciosed antenna. The first is equivalent
to a metallic piece following the inner
conducter.
The second is an accorded short circuit
between inner and outer conductor. Because
it is accorded for an higher frequency, it
looks like a strip regarding lightning.

1

it

So, you can think that the level of
lightning current will be greater on the
inner conductor if you use an opened antenna,
which ii shown on the following schemes
(figure 1). In other words, you can say that,c~oice of antenna is the beginning of your
lightning protection.

v
XT

.

.
I

,

I

FIGURE 2

where

, is the
length of the sample (meter)
v is the overvoltage (in volts)
for a I (Amps) of lightning downing outside
the outer conductor
Zt is given in
ohms/meter

FIGURE 1

N
7

For example, transfer impedance for low
,kfrequencies
can take a value of 10- ofmis/m
for a multi-wire shielded cable, and a value
of about 10 4 to 10 5 ohms/m for a full
shielded cable (i.e. cable where external is a

copper tube).
But when frequency increases, a mtlti-wired
cable is worst and worst (the wave length is
coming smaller and smaller and goes to the
distance of the size of the holes), but a
full shielded cabl becomes botter and better
(you benefit of skin effect and i becomes << .0.

2. Influence of the feeder itself
The level of current downing the inner
conductor is also largely dependant of the
characteristics of the outer shield.
s
oSo,

you can tell like the choice of
antenna
the choice of the feeder itself can minimize

Indeed, downing the outer conductor, the
lightning current induces more or less energy
toward the inner, that is dependant of its
transfer impedance characteric.

the level of lightning currant on the inner
conductor, and be considered as the beginning
of lightning protection

73
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CHAPTER TWO

CIAPTER THREE

PRINCIPLES OF PROTECTION DEVICES FOR FEEDERS

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF H.F. PROTECTION
DEVICES

From what has been just written, we caa tell
that lightning protection of a coaxial frder
consists in minimizing the current level irom
lightning on the inner conduccor.

In order to give a good protection regarding
lightning frequencies, such devices must have a
great value for the Z1 tn R3 elements shown on
figure 3, but only for those frequencies.
Indeed those impedances must be quite small
according to antenna frequencies.
In addition, the short circuit of the tee
(3B and 3C) must be a square wave of antenna
frequency.
In theory, that only allows one frequency for
thp device and we shall have to make it for a
larger wideband : both because of stock and
applications problems.

You can approach that through the 2hoicc of
antenna type and of coa- iai feeder. But that
generally does not involves to you and of
course it is not always sufficient.
You can complete that
• by increasing the feeder impedance between
the antenna and the equipment to be
protected,

Then, the device must be quite transparent on
the feeder and so it must ha-'e a correct
impedance adaptation with the feeder and a
small insertion loss.

* by short circuiting the inner conductor
with the ground,
by realizing a parallcl low impedance way
for the lightning surge to the ground.

REMARK : it is of course sapposed that the
parallel ground wire (is) is itself
a low impedance way to g-ound, and for
example that it is straight and build
with a good copper wire, the section
of which is greater if higher.
When we write (figure 3B) i4 # i5,
it is pessimist, in fact, it must be
i4 < i5.

Lightning protection devices we shall now
present have the two first characteristics
and allow to connect the parallel ground wire
of the third.
The figure 3 explains what you get without
ahd with more and more protection
3A
3B
3C

+
+
+

without protection,
with a tee,
with a tee and a decoupling iine

CHAPTER FOUR

X

ELEMENTS OF CALCUL. OF H.F.
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Figures 4 and 5 below show some parameters
we can choice when we intent to build such
a device.
fact, and considering the mechanical

.

-smallnest

when frequenci s are higher

L-.

" -ij
1 T,

and

higher, we don't make or sell tees with a

--------

.decoupling
inner conductor if frequency is higher
than I GHz (see next table).

ii

But for lower frequencies you can play with 4
different impedances for a te and 5 for
line.
And more, according to the classic I.F. video
transformers in superheterodyn receivr you
allowed not to chose a)X14 equal toX 2/4
and even equal to the X/4 of the real central

ii

I

I J,,I

PROTECTION DEVICES'

xare

" -,

frequency of your expected wideband.
This is a way to get a wideband device I

-Now,Ln
,t I
I

I

'

L

c

we can, on a H.P. calculator, enter only
three information which are

-

.,

li

.

.

I-

}

4'

~

maximum VSWR,

,r

It

•

r

line impedancc,

, wideband expected,

will give us all parameters

to ouild the

w,5
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In fact, we manufacture three classes of such
equipments
if K is smaller than 0,8, we get very
performant devices, the VSWR of which is
lower than 1,15 (below 1 GHz),

FIGUR

4

,

if K is between 0,8 and 1,3, we get goodl
with a VSWR lower than 1,30
1 (;Hz).

-.

FIGUR
________devices,
_________(below

23

-1*

1

-

~ ~
-

IFor

some wideband antennas, we had to developp
special devices with a K > 1,50. There the
VSWR can be greater that 1,50.

Z4
I

Nota

th'i end connector is also very important.

FIGURE 5

next table shows some examples cf our
catalogue for the 50 Q devices

FIVEThe
CHAPTE
CHATE FVEup-to-day

(tees and dccoupling)

,CATALOGUE DEVICES FOR HIGH FREQUENCIES
PROTECTION'
We have now been working in this way since ten
years. At the beginning, we only Loncepted narrowband devices, for example the fi~st which had an
up-to-day mechanical design was the 900 ±:40 MOiz.
I achin-calcul help allows us to-day to get very
large band devices.
This can be characterized through the ratio
F2 - F1 = K, where F2, F1, are thae lowest and
FO
highest frequency between 25 MHz aind 18 000 Mz

REMARK

We also have devices for 60 and
7.5 ohmz;/hine

we can make a device where K is greater than one.

RF NUERWIDEBAND
RFNUBR(Mliz)

L

Tee 3028
Tee 3029
Tee 3030
Tee 34j45
Tee 3233
Tee 3190
lee 3001
Toe 30.'7
Tee 2905
Tee 3039
Tee 4270
O.L. 3033
O.L. 11035

.1,. 3037

.

25 - 125
50 - 250
100 - 500
100 - 500
80 - 640
125 - 1000
400
900
400 -900
1000 -4000
2500 -1000
10000 -- 18000
25 -125
100 -500

470

-860

I

FOR VSWR
MA~x

1,25
1,25
1,25
1,15
1,50
1,50
1,15
1,18
1,35
1,40
1,50
1,30
1,30

1,15

VALUE
OFK
1,33
1,33
1,33
1,33
1,56
1,56
0,77
0,77
1,20
0,94
0,57
1,33
1,33
jo'b

79-.5

I

DECOUPLING
OF INN. COND.
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YZIS
NO
NO
NO
/40
/40
/1

AT

a(dB)
100 kH z
80
80
3O
80
80
S0
80
80
60
60
60

1

4

TYPE OF
CONNECTOR
N
N
N
EIA
N
N
N
ETA
N
N
N
N
E[A

ET1A

A

CHAPTER SIX
SOME MEASUREMENT RESULTS FOI

TEES'

We have a large choice to show measurement
results of those devices. We decided to show
results of a middle-range device, which is one
of the more used, because it

is

the number

L 3030 which is used, between 100 and 500 MHz
for civil VHF aviation (118 - 136 MHz),

I

for UHF military
aviation (220 - 400 MHz),
•for O.M. 144 MHz,
•for 150 and 450 MHz applications,

:for

T.V. (band II and

_5_

o

..

...

r
0

'c

,-

t,

III 175 - 220 MHz).

Ne;:t figures show both attenuation (lightning
and antenna frequencies) and VSWR (antenna
wideband), and slides show the device itself
and you can see on the family slide, on the
low-left side, the rapid-froggy pieces to hold
such a device on a mast.
REMARK

Note, for highest frequencies, outside
the antenna band, some secondaries
theantea bandou
se inaories
possibilities of using, in a more
narrow band, such a device. They
correspond to the other electrical
combinations of the
1/8, 12/8,
X1/16 and so on...

FIG. 7
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Tee L 3030 - Attenuation between
100 Hz to 1 000 MHz
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Tee L 3030

-

VSWR in

the antenna band

FIGURE 9
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L 3030

CHAPTER SEVEN
MEASUREMENT

PESULTS FOR DECOUPLING LINF DEVICES

We chose for example a largely used device in
TV --UHF band, largely used for the decoupling of
TV retransmiters and for powers lower than
2,5 kW in band IV 1,5 kW in band V (t.Ith EIk-END
connectors).

"N0-
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_FIGURE 12 - DECOUFLING LINE L 3037
CHAPTER EIGHT
INSTALLATION OF HIGH FREQUENCY DEVICES,.

Despite those devices don't give special
installation probleivs, we describe below

A - -77

three
typical cases which ,iill show for example
the
ad-aatage of the decoupling line or the
recommended situation of the tee.

REMARK

Never forget that those devices only

./
.'
"

__

protect the receiver or transmitter

--

and never the antenna itself

'.-.--

-F?

electronic

(i.e,
antenna preamp.)
srmetimis you
can hve an antenn-a
which wil_l remain exp
d, despite
this H.F protection.

first

examnie

-

anteaia over a small
shel ter

.

size

In this case, you wili. only put a tee,
outside the shelter and connected outsidt,
ground reference.

FICURE.13
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Second example

-

antenna over an high structure

In this case, you can see the great advantage
of the insertion of the decoupling line which
will make of the feeder the worst way to ground.

Lightning protection of an high frequency
equipment supposes in theory one own
reference for antenna, feeder and equipment.
But when we lotk at that more attentively,
we find more efficient solutions, some of them
showing the need of a decoupling part (outer
and inner conductor of feeder) between feeder
and , quipment
in this case, the way from antenna to ground
for lightning is no more the equipment
itself (hot entry or box).

I

i

IIboth

-

CONCLUSION

"

rv

.and

In order Vo realize such a:rangements, you need
very efficient tees o:1 protection, which
will allow to throw to ground inner and outer
conductor surges, and decoupling
:.-¢
in order to separate feeder potential from
equipment.
Such devices are now industrially developped
we can tell with very interesting characteristics, regarding lightning frequencies and
quitely no perturbance for the transmitter
or receiver equipment.

FIGURE 14
Third

example - antenna over

4

separatud mast

If equipment is in a nelter far from tie ma,t
you have to puL
* first a tee on, the lowest port of the mast,
near ground reference,
* eventually a tee outside the shelter,
and especially if the distance is great
enough nut to be allowed to consider ground
reference of the mas'. is the same of the
shelter's one,
if shelter is large, a decoupling line at the
bae' of equipment (Ii'ke for second example),
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LIGHTNING TFSS OF AN MECI NIC ENGINE Q)NrWL
WI H ASSOCIATED WIRING
J. Robb, D. Loncrini, H. Ogasian and P. Geren

ABSTRACT
Impulse and swept CW Lightning tests have been carried out

as part of a developmental program on a new Electronic Engine
Control (EEC) for the next generation of transport aircraft. The
tests were made using an experimental engine as a test bed, and
were carried out with the controller and with a variety of wiring
harnesses.
Digital electonic engine cotrols are generally used on
modern high bypass engines which have relatively poor shielding.

The controller is mounted on the fan case and because of the
requirements for easy maintnance and quick access, only a few
attachneut points, such as hinges and latches, can be used for
the fan cowl.

This lack of bonding points greatly reduces

shielding effectiveness.

its

The testa on the Electonic Engine Control (EEC) included
(a) both impulse and swept CW tests with open and short circuit
measurements of the induced voltages and currents at the
controller to determine the basic coupling parameters, (b) low
level tests with dummy loads at the controller to provide
estiwates of the voltages which would actually be seen at the
pins of the EEC as a function of lightning curent amplitude and
rate of raise and (c) upset and damage tests of an operating EEC.
Bulk cable currents and magnetic fields about the engine were
also measured for correlation with the cable conductor
measurements.
Single and double shielded cables and cables with both
pigtail and 360 degree backshell to shield connections were
studied. The impulse tests were performed with an impulse
generator connected both as a simple capacitor bank aid as a high

voltage Marx impulee generator, The drive current was a 230-kHz
damped sinusoid with currents ranging from 200 to 23,000 amperes
crest current.

The basic problen and the solution may be summarized
as follows. With the fan cowls which have only a few
attaclment points, the EEC and the wiring are in effect on the
electromagnetic exterior of the aircraft and therefore the extra
25 to 45 db of shielding, which would be provided by the aircraft
skin if the wiring were inside the aircraft or were under a
peripherally bonded metal engine cowl, must be obtained for the
exposed wiring on the engine. This can be done by either using
double shielding or by adding peripheral bonding and improved
shielding to a composite fan cowl.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A HUMAN ELECTROSTATIC DTSCHARCE MODEL
IN RELATION TO ELECTRONIC SYSTFIS

William W. Byrne, Senior Research Scientist
Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, Texas

ABSTRACT
Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) in this paper pertains to uiderstanding
the processes of electrical charge buildup on a human being or other conductive
shape, followed by a discharge into another conductor such as an elactronic
device. Several mcgawatts of pea- power may be involved.
In order to design and'test for ESD, it is necessary to establish the
electrical characteristics of the electrostatic buildup and discharge circuit.
Crude models of a human being/electronic equipment system for ESD 'e dnveloped
This paper further deve ops the
by the author in -referenceq (I)* and (2).
modeling process to include a large metallic ground plane, under the facility
floor covering, connected to earth. Also, the effects of hand-held sharp
radii metallic objects are examined. From the circuit Darameters, approximate wave shapes of the discharge are computed for various cases.
Much work has been done i,. actual laboratory measuralients of electrostatic
discharge phenomena, in order to properly design te:'t equipment to simulat.e an
actual discharge as accurately as possible. However, it is believed by the
author that mathematical modeling of the system ir es.3ential.
*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper.
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ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE (ESD) may be considered similar in cause and effects to lightning. The observed arc in the ESD process behaves like a lightning
arc. ESD, in this paper, is limited to the buildup and
flow, or redistribution, of charge between a human
being, an electronic system, a ground plane and earth,
Flow of the charges takes place slowly during the charging phase, and very rapidly during the charge redistribution phase. Charges are built up on the person usually as
a result of triboelectric action between the shoe soles and
the floor covering,
The sudden release of built-up electrostatic energy
from high to low potentials in the system causes potentially devastating voltages, currents and electromagnetic
fields to occur in vulnerable components in the electronic
system. Upon ionization and air dielectric breakdown
(arcing), the rapid redistribut.ion currents easily propagate down interconnecting cables and other units before
finally bleeding off through the higher RF impedance
(inductance) of the ground connection. A person has a
strong capabiiity to retain the built-up charge due to his
high degree of insulation from the floor coverin, and
earth,
Microcircuits may be destroyed or altered I either
low voltage, long duration pulses, as in the case of RF
interference, or with high voltage, short duration pulses.
Typically, in ESD, several thousand volts may be applied
to a system housing, resulting in short duration p'lses on
the order of 100 volts applied to the microcircuits, reference [2]. End item users of these sensitive circuits can be
damaged or destroyed, or electronic data may be altered
by the unwanted interference. The effect, upon a person
with various inplanted biomedical devices is as yet unknown.

In Figure 1, the person on the left is several feet
away from the machine. At this distance, the person/
machine capacitance is relatively small. Thre amount of
charge that can be accumulated on the body surface is
determined by the geometry of the person as related to
corona effects, and primarily by the person/ground
plane capacitance. The earth is relatively far removed.
The model for the case without a ground plane is shown
in reference [2].
For examination of the theoretical and actually
measured values of voltage that can be sustained on the
person's body, see reference [2], and Appendix A of this
paper.
The dotted body on the right of Figure 1 is the new
position of the person who has approached as near to the
machine as possible before arcing occurs and before
touching the machine. The person is also capacitively
couplcd to the grounded machinc in a configuration
equivalent to a person brushing by the machine with his
body. At this point, the person/machine insulation fails
by the air dielectric breakdown and arcing occurs, setting
up rapid redistribution transient currents in the person
and the machine, followed by slower current drain back
to earth through the safety ground wire.
The electrostatiz portion of the problem to be solved
involves determining the total amount of energy that can
be built up in the system before discharge. In a system of
conductors in space, a matrix (determinants) is used for
the number of conductors in the system. The charge on
the conductor is proportional to the voltage on the conductor. The proportionality factors are called coefficients of capacitance if the indices are alike, for example,
CIj , or coefficients of induction if unlike, such as C, 2 .
The equations for the four bodies (person, machine,
ground plane, and eartb) are as follows:

ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE MODEL
Person q, =C, 1 V1 + C1 ,2 V 2 + C1 .3 V3
Figure 1 demonstrates a typical setup for the charge
buildup on a person in a room with an electronic system.
The person is insulated from the ground plane while the
machine is connected to earth through a safety ground.
In this model, the earth is relatively far from the person
and the machine, while the ground plane is close to the
system. Both the person and the machine, for equal
shapes, in accordance with our model, have relatively
small equal capacitances to earth, but significantly
greater capacitance to the ground plane and to each
other. The earth is taken as reference potential (0 volt).
[or simplichiy, the cylinder is used for both the
model of the person and the machine. The person's arms
are assumed, for capacitance simplification, to be at his
sides.
The person is assumed to be fairly large, 113
kilograms (250 pounds), and 1.9 meters (6 ft, 3 in.) in
height. Considering that the mass for unit volume of a
person is roughly that of water, the resulting volume is
0.1 cubic meters (4 cubic feet). A cylinder of equal size is
chosen for the electronic machine. The radius, therefore,
of each cylinder is approximately 13.8 centimeters (5.4
in.). The two cylinders aic upright and parallel to each
other.

Machine q2 = C2.,V,

+

C 2 .2 V2

+

C2 ,3V 3

+ C 2 V2 4
+LJVl

Ground Plane q3 =

C 1 .4V1

+
+

C 2,4V4

1 f C4. 2 V2

+

C 4 .V

(2)

C 3 ,V j

+ C, 4 V 4

[.arth q 4 = C4.V

(1)

4- C 4 , 4 V 4

(3)
(4)

For example, C1 j is a constant which relates the
charg2 q, oii body i (person) to the voltage V, on body 1.
',2 relates the charge q, on body I to the voltage V2 on
body 2 (machine), etc. 'Tie q's are solved by employing
de'erminants. Since the machine, ground plane, and
earth arc all at zero potential before discharge, V2 = V 3 =
V4 =0. Therefore, the equations reduce to: q,
Cl.,V,
q 2 = C 2 V1 , q13 C I V1 , q 4 - C 4,1VI" ' he induced charge
on the machine is q2, q, is the inruced charge on the
ground plane, and q 4 is the induced charge on the earth
resulting froni the processi of givinig up charge to the person and to the machine. C,, is the coefficient of clpacitance of the person, V) is the potential of '.c person, C",I
is th. coefficient of induction between the person ad the
machine, C,., is the coefticieni of induction between the
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person and the earth, and C4,, is the coefficient of induction between the person and the ground plane. Simply
stated, the net charge on each of the bodies is proportional to the voltage of the person.
The potential on each body of an electrostatic system may be expressed in terms of the charge on each
body. The proportionality constants P,,,, P1.2, P1,3, P1,4,
etc., are called the coefficients of potential.
The equations are as follows:
Vn = P1 1 q + P 1,2 q 2 + P 3 q, + P 1.4 q4

(5)

P 2,2q 2 + P 2.3q3 + P 2.4 q4

(6)

V2 = P 2.jq

+

V3 = P3 ,1 q + P 3.2 q
V4 = P 4,jqj

+

+

P3 .3q 3 + P 3,4 q 4

P4.2q 2 + P 4 .3q3

+ P 4,4 q 4

amount of voltage that can be sustained on a human
body. The technique involves distorting a single charged
conductive sphere to two spheres oi unequal radii, connected together by a very thin wire. It is shown that corona discharge will occur from a sphere of 1 centimeter
radius when the voltage reaches 30,000 volts. The human
thumb tip is approximately 1 cm in radius and is fairly
well isolated from the rest of the hand so that the electric
field is enhanced at the tip. Hence, it is reasonable to expect that levels as high as 30,000 volts may occur, and
this level should be used in the worst case ESD modeling
process.
Under these condition ,, the electrostatic energy may
2
be calculated by applying the relationship E5 = 1/2 CV
where C is the capacitance of the cylindrical man in relation to the nearby ground plane at his feet.
Reference [4] shows the capacitance of an upright
cylinder above a horizontal ground plane to be:

(7)
(8)

Since V2 = V 3 = V4 = 0, V, = Pt,
1 ql + P 1 ,zq 2 +
This says that the potential on the person
is related to induced charges on the entire system, as well
as to his own charge; for example, P, 2 is the coefficient
of potential relating the voltage on body I (person) to
charge on body 2 (machine), etc. Circuit parameters are
devciopcd in later paragraphs.
P1, 3 q 3 4' P1 ,4 q4 .

For -L>> ,C=
r

2>,0
4h + e
412+ 3},

In

(9)

r
C = the capacitance in farads,

ESD PHASES
Three phases of the ESD process are examined: (1)
initial charge buildup, (2) induction and (3) discharge.
PHASE 1,INITIAL CHARGE BUILDUP - By
walking across a floor, a person can build up very high
potentials before corona ionization causes leakage of
charge to the atmosphere. For worst case analysis, the
user has taken no steps to control factors which lessen the
severity of ESD ionization. The carpet is a highly insulating material. Under these conditions, charges can accumulate on the human body to result in voltages in excess
of 25,000 volts. The average value of voltage generated is
typically 5,000 to 12,000 volts, reference [3]. The magnitude of the voltage depends primarily upon the material
of the shoc soles, the type of carpet fiber, type of carpet
backing, wear on the carpet, human walking characteristics, the sharpness of radii of various parts of the human
body, and the temperature and humidity of the room.
At thi., remote position, as shown in Figure 1, the
person shares the built-up charge ,vith all conductors in
contact with him, such as ionized atmospheric particles,
Should he stop walking, the voltage drops off at a rate
called the relaxation time.
Once a charge is built up on the human body and
sustained, all of the free charge on the body resides on its
surface. Since the charges are essetially at rest, the electric field for the static condition is perpendicular to the
body surface, and for irregularly shaped surfaces, the
surface charge density and the electric field intensity vary
with the geometry of the surface. For a given electrostatic
charge on a body, the charge density is greater for the
sharper surfaces. Appendix A (taken from reference [21)
shows why this is true, and how the corona discharge
voltage, approximately 3 x 106 volts per meter, limits the

r

= the radius of the cylinder in meters,

L

= the height of the cylinder in meters,

h

= the distance from the bottom of the cylinder,
to the ground plane in meters, and

Co = the permittivity of free space or air = 8.85 x
10-12 farads per meter.
Applying this formula for the person/ground plane
separation distances of I centimeter to 1000 meters results in the curve shown in Figure 2. The maximum capacitance for either the cylindrical model person or the
machine to the nearby ground plane at a 1-centimeter distance is approximately 51 picofarads. The capacitance reduces to 41 pf at a distance of 100 meters or at remote
earth.
The total capacitance of the person to the ground
plane and to earth is therefore 51 pf + 41 pf = 92 pf, neglecting the relatively large capacitance C3,4,between the
ground plane and earth. Reference [41 shows the capacitance of a horse above a ground plane to be 180 pf. Reference [51 shows the measured capacitance of a human,
1.75 meters tall, weighing 68 kg, to ground at 60 Hz as
100 pf, and higher values for vehicles such as automobiles, etc.
The maximum electrosi lie energy on the person, at
the remote distance from the machine, is therefore 1/2
CV 2 or 1/2 x 92 x 10-12 (30 x 103)2 = 41.4 millijoules. The
maximum charge that can be stored on the person in the
remote position is Q = CV = 92 x i0- 12 x 30 x 103 = 2.8
microcoulornbs.
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PHASE 2, INDUCTION PROCESS - A charged
body affects the potentials of all other bodies in its vicinity as shown in Equations (1)thru (4). It shows that the
charge on the machine is: q2 - C2,., V1 . The capacitance
(C2 .) (C,, 2) between the person and the machine varies as
a function of the geometry of the person and the machine, and the distance between them. As the person approaches the machine, the capacitance increases.
However, the capacitance C 1,3 , (51 P0 and C, 4, (41
P0 between the person and the machine to the ground
plane and earth, respectively, and the capacitances C1,4,
(51 pf) and C2,3, (41 pf) between the machine to the
ground plane and to earth, respectively, remain unchanged as the person moves toward the machine;. These
capacitances result in an additional effective capacitance
of 46 picofarads between the person and the machine
through the earth and ground plane for the very rapid
transient currents. Since the earth and the ground plane
are relatively large, their resistances and inductances are
ignored in this study for reasons of simplification. In addition, C3 ,4, the relatively large distributed capacitance
between the ground plane and earth, will have a tendency
to short circuit the very small inductance of the grouni
plane (see Figure 3 for the equivalent ESD circuit).
Reference [21 shows how the capacitance C,, 2 between the person and the machine is calculated by using
two identical cylinders whose axes are parallel to each
other. The results of the calculations are shown in Table
1 of reference [2]. We will use the maximum calculated
capacitance of 200 picofarads for C1 2. This resilts in a
total effective capacitance of 246 picofarads between the
person and the riachine. The machine for this model is
grounded to earth, hence q2 , the charge on the machine,
is constantly changing as the charged person approaches.
However, the potentials V 2 on the machine and V3 on the
ground plane remain zero. For our model, it is assumed
that triboelectric charging will continue until arc discharge takes place. In other words, the 30 kV is maintained on the person. This will cause the effective person/machine capacitance (246 pf) to be charged to its maximum of Q - CV - 7.4 microcoulombs, with an
electrostatic energy of 1/2 CV 2 - 111 millijoules. This
compares to 89.9 millijoules without the ground plane.
For this model, with about a l-.centimeter gap between the person's body or his fingertip and the machine,
discharge will take place for the 30 kV on the person. The
electric field of corona discharge, or when the air ionization process takes place, is 3 x 106 volts per meter. At this
point, the maximum surface charge density on the person
and the machine is p, = e E - 2.66 x 10-6 coulomb/meter 2, where co is the permittivity of free sprce (or
air), or 8.85 x 10-12 farads per meter, and E is the electric
field, or 3 x 106 volts per meter. A very large ground
plane under the system may completely shield the system
from the earth, hence the capacitances CIA and C2.4 may
vanish.
If a positive charge is assumed to accumulate on the
person at the remote position, the charge will tend to be
packed or concentrated in the region of the bottom of the
feet, especially if a ground plane is used. As the person
approaches the machine, the charge will have a tendency
to be stored predominantly on the surfaces of the person

and the machine which are mutually facing each other.
This means that some charges are going to travel much
farther than others when arcing occurs.
Reference [1] shows that if the person is positioned
at about 15.3 cm (6 in.) away from the machine with his
hands at his sides, the mutual capacitance C ,2 is reduced
to 48 picofarads. However, the effective capacitance between the two bodies, for determining the electrostatic
energy in the system, and the total discharge circuit impedance is 48 pf + 46 pf (the capacitance between the
person and the machine through the ground plane and
earth) = 94 pf. If a person is posi:ioned away from the
machine but reaches out with his hand to touch the machine, the capacitance between his arm, band, arid finger
to the machine would also be considered. We are now
ready to consider Phase 3, or electrostatic discharge of
the stored electrostatic energy.
PHASE 3, ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE
Evryone has -..perienced the very unpleasant sensation
of ESD shock. We would like to know just how severe
the energy density really is in order to design electronic
equipment to withstand the shock and ulso protect the
person from potential harm. The most usual discharge
into an electronic device is that of a hurnan being, h,,wever, other bodies may be much more severe from the
standpoint of discharged power, such as a charged metallic cart, chair or table pushed against an electronic device. Not only will the capacitatice be significant, but the
resistance of the discharge path will be lower than
through a human body.
The pulse shapes upon discharge have been characterized by W. Michael King and David Reynolds for various human and larA!,ware models in reference [6]. The
study includes measurements of the waveforms of discharges to simulated electronic systems through mohile
office furnishings and hand-held metallic objects. From
this paper, it is clear Ihat the waveform rise times and the
discharge current levels vary greatly, depending upon the
setup used in the testing. We now proceed to characterize
the discharge circuit parameters and wave shapes.
Figure 1 shows the pooition of the person with respect to the machine at the moment of arcing. The worst
case situation would be a person brushing against the machine. A very large electric field between the two bodies
causes the air in the gap to ionize, thus drastically reducing the insulation resistance between them at the poiat of
the arc. This essentially causes the virtual short circuit
through the arc. The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure
3. Electrons in the machine are drawn with a strong force
of attraction by the electric field toward the positive
charges on the person, hence, the large electrostatic energy stored in the person/machine capacitor is sudde-ily
dissipated in the circuit with the currcnt flow in the form
of an arc. It iq this initial rapid redistribution of charge
which is of the most interest because of the severity of the
conducted power between the two conductive objects.
The arc continues until the voltage across the person/machine capacitor reaches a sufficiently low level to quench
itself through the are. The current during this rapid
equalization phase is governed by the R, L, C of the conduction path. The resistance and inductance are derived
81-4
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For the discharge electrical impedance, we now determine the estimated resistance and inductance of the
parts of the body most likely to influence the discharge
current. These are the main frame, the arm and the finger, all modeled as cylinders.
In order to determine the impedance of the human
body we must determine the "skin depth," or limit of
depth within the body tissue through which current can
flow. Because of the fast rise times involved, so'.ne in the
order of a few nanoseconds, we must consider the frequency for the ESD cu:rents to be as high as 1 to 2 GHz.
Some rise times as fast as 500 ps have oeen observed. The
frequency is needed to determine the skin depth for the
currents in the body. Rutherford Peck [91 shows the skin
depth in meters for a conducting media to be S V"277" whereju is the permeability or 4w x 10-7 H/m, or
the same as free space; g is the conductivity in mhos per
meter, and w, the angular velocity = 2'f. For I ohmmeter
resistivity, this results in 1.12 x 10-2 meters at 2 GHz, and
1.59 x 10-2 meters at 1 GHz. We will use 1 cm since the
faster rise time of 500 ps has been observe, i.
The resistance and the inductance of the human
body main franie ,lepend upon the point of discharge as
suggested by Figure 4. The body is modeled as a hollow
cylinder with a shell thickness of 1 centimeter, as shown
in Figure 5 for the finger or arm discharge. The cylinder
is divided into two half shells because the current, in this
case, will have the tendency to take parallel paths around
each side of the body while traveling from the feet to the
shoulder, arm and fingertip. Refer to the speific discharge, Cases 1 through 6, for determining the discharge
path and resulting conditions, series or parallel
arrangerments, fcr resistance and inductance calculations.
In the case of a human midsection discharge, the
model is shown in Figure 6. Here, the current has generally four parallel current paths; from the head downward
to the midsection, from the feet upward to the midsection, and around each half perimeter of the body. Hence,
4 half shells, each 1 cm thick, are used.
For the model of the human arm, refer to Figure 7.
The resistance is determined by calculating the resistance
of a hollow cylinder where the thickness of the shell is 1
centimeter (the skin depth).
For the model of the human finger, refer to Figure
8. The resistance is determined by calculating the resistance of a solid cylinder, since doubling the skin depth
exceeds the diameter of the finger. The skin depth is 1
centimeter. The resitance of the components may be calculated by R = p(/A), where R is the resistance in ohms,
p is the volume resitivity (1 ohmmeter), t is the length of
the component in meters and A is the cross-sectional area
in (meters). [10]
The resistance of the finger was determined by considering the resistance of the finger bone in parallel with
the more conductive outer sheath of the finger, taken as
1/8 in. thick.
The outer skin layer, the epidermis, has a resistivity
Uf up to 106 ohm cm and may be taken as about I mm
thick. [7] For this reason, it will be considered a thin
layer of insulation carrying relatively little current.
An area of uncertainty lies in the effect of the relatively high resistive epidermis portion of the skin. Juzt

primarily from the high-frequency characteristics of the
person's body and the machine. During the initial charge
redistribution, the bulk of the current is flowing from the
person to the machine. Before arcing, all of the available
free charge resides on the person's skin. The general circuit parameters are shown in Figure 3.
The inductance of the green wire to earth impedes
the higher-frequency components of the current, hence,
these cu, rents flow in a common mode manner into the
low-impedance structure. A slower discharge to earth
through the safety wire takes place for the lower-frequency cnmponents of the spectrum. At arcing, the distribution current flows as a pulse having a very fast wave
front or rise time.

The discharge phase is seen as three subphases:
(1) the very fast charge redistribution between the person
and the machine through a relatively low-impedance
path, (2) a high-frequency coupling between the remaining person/machine capacitance to earth and the ground
plane, and (3) the much slower bleed-off of the built-up
net charge of the system to earth,
In order to create a circuit schematic for determining the wave shapes, we must determine the electrical
characteristics of the person and the machine. The following discussion of the humen body is taken generally
from reference [2].
The electrical impedance of the human body is very
complex, as man is composed of materials of varying resistivity, such as tissue, supporting structure, and outer
covering. Within the body, inside the outer covering, resistivities vary from approximately 100 ohm cm (1 ohmmeter), for most vascular tissue, up to 90 ohm cm for
bone, and as great as 5000 ohm cm for fatty tissue. The
live body, because of the effect of saline liquids, can be
viewed, for very low-frequency considerations, to be a
uniform mass with an approximate resistivity of 100 ohm
cm and a dielectric coihstant no greater than unity [7].
The dielectric constant changes greatly at higher
frequencies.
In vivo (living body) -xperiments performed upon
cats by Maria Stuchly, et.al. [8] show that the value of
approximately I ohmmeter lesistivity, taken on the average of organic tissue, is satisfactory at I to 2 GHz. From
the foregoing, we will use a value of resistivity of I ohmmeter. The dielectric constants at 1 GHz varied over the
range of 43 for kidney to as high as 59 for skeletal
muscle. [8]
The effect of the permittivity or dielectric constant
of the body upon the current is not considered in this
paper. It is a subject of further investigation.
The model of the main frame of the body for the
purpose of capacitance calculatien is shown under "Electrostatic Discharge Model." The capacitance was estimated under "Phase 1, Initial Charge Buildup" and is
summarized for various conditions in Table 1. Figure 4
shows the possible current flow routes in parts of the
human body for two conditions of discharge: (I) midsection body discharge, and (2) discharge through the finger. The shape of the body suggests the cylinder as a basic
building block for the parts of the body through which
current may flow.
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before discharge, the free charge resides on the surface
and the electric field is perpendicular to the skir At discharge, the current takes the path of least rc istance,
which is below the skin in the region of the saline structure. The skiii is only 1 mm thick, hence the charge would
be influenced by the skin for only a very short portion of
the rise time, considering the length of the discharge path
for each charge. If the skin resistance effect were continuous, the resistance of the skin over the body surface
would be R = p(f/A) =- 55.7 ohms, where p is the resistivity of the skin or 104 ohmmeter, f is the skin thickness
or 1 mm, and A is the surface area of the body or 1.8 x
10-1 m2 for a cylinder. It appears, therefore, that the skin
acts only as a delaying factor, and not as a continuous
circuit resistance during the discharge process.
The self inductance is determined by considering
each component as a cylindrical conductor. Terman [10]
shows the inductance of straight round wires for intermediate frequencies as L = 0.00508f (2.303 log,0 (4/id) - 1
5
+ lM
) microhenries, where f is the length in inches, d is
the diameter in inches, jA is the permeability, and 6 is a
skin depth factor, which, for higher frequencies, is inversely proportional to the square root of frequency, and for
very high frequencies approache3 zero. Hence, the term
IL6 will be taken as zero, since the frequency (2 GHz) is
very high. Terman states that "the changes of inductance
with frequency are comparatively small." [10] Therefore, the value of inductance used is:

Case 4. This is the same as Case 3, except the machine has a high resistance, chosen as 106 ohms (see Figure 13).
Case 5. In this case, a person standing 15.3 cm (6
in.) from a low-impedance machine is holding a sharp
object such as a key with a radius of I millimeter. His
body has only 3 kV on it. He then reaches out to touch
the machine with his finger (see Figure 14).
Case 6. 'fhis is a rerun of Case 4 in reference [2] for
thc conditi3n of no ground plane, but including the capicitance from the person to the machine through earth
(see Figure 15 for the wave forms).
The resistance of the machine was chosen as the relatively low value of I ohm for a metal chassis, or 106
ohms for an insulated chassis. The inductance of the
machine is taken to be the same as the human main
frame, both modeled as cylinders. For calculating the
predicted wave form, the simplified circuit is shown in
Figure 9. The charged capacitance serves as the voltage
source. With the current flowing upon arcing, RT and LT
are the total circuit resistance and inductance, respectively, and C is the capacitance.
In the simplified schematic for the series circuit, the
capacitor is the storage element for the initial voltage V0 .
When the circuit is completed by closing the switch (low
resistance arc), the Kirchhoff voltage law may be used to
set up the differential equation:
2
-d i

- 1

0.00508f (2.303 log,,

d

L

(10)

/

H.C. Barnes, et al. [7]
arrived
0.1 miofefer-i
[7ap
arree
Barnesinat values
vaue
eht of
crohenry for inductance and 1 ohmmeter resistivity for
the human body, modeled as a prolate spheroid, at 60
J.
values.
with our for
favorablycylinders
compare
These
Hz.
Spiegel
[11],
uses various
partsRonald
of the
human" body inhs wok relin to
rt
of to
mthe
body for high voltage power lines,
In this paper, there are 6 specific conditions taken
for discharge. (The case of a metallic intervening object,
e.g., a person seated in a metal chair or pushing a metal
of some configuration are not included in this
cart ~midsection
paper.) The values of resistance, inductance, and capacitance for each case are shown in Table 1. The cases are as
follows:

dt2

+-R-- di

+ Rt

1- i --0,
C

+

(21)

where i is the instantaneous current.
equation and discussion
of the
show
factorThe solution of thiswave
factors controlling the wave shape are shown in Refer
ence [2]. The voltage, current and time curves are shown
in Figures 10 through 15 for the six cases. These curves
were obtained by using an H? 21 MX Minicomputer and
an HP 9872A Plotter. Conditions described in the six
cases determine whether the curves are overdamped, or
underdamped. Case I is an example of an underdanped
case due primarily t, the low value of resistance R in the
system. The wave shiapes are shown in Figure 10. This
time of about 6 ns for the "brush by" or
shows a risedischarge
case. Case 2 is an example of an
overdamped case due to the higher resistance of the finger and the art.. as compared to the body.
Recorr.,nendations for designing and testing electronic equpment to meet the conditions of ESD are sho n
i efepen [2].
inreference [2].

Case 1.A charged person with 30 kV on his body
approaches a large, low-resistive machine such as in Figure 1, with his arms close by his body, and he brushes up
against the machine (see Figure 10 for the wave forms).
Case 2. This case is similar to Case 1, which is for a
person approaching within a very close distance from the
machine, e.g., 1 cm, (0.4 in.) allowing the full capacitance development between the person and the machine,
The difference is ger
that nstad
hebtouches
the machine
with his finit(seeFigre
f brshig
1).The

CONCLUSIONS
The iesults show that Case I for rhe midsetion discharge is far more severe than the others from the standpoint of eectrica power to be absorbed by the system.
T current
cnt
apoe
589 amps.
a
sre repres-ents
ts aaypeak
approaches
589
This
peak

ger instead of brushing by it (see Figure 11).

pwro

Case 3. This is the same as for Case 2, except the
person is about 15.3 cm (6 in.) away from the machine
when
he reaches out to touch it with his finger (see Figure
12

82x1.
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power of 589 x 11.3
e ohm = 3.9 megawatts. The peak
power released for, e.g., Case 3 is 272 x 1083 ohm - 0.79
megawatts.
The -se of the ground plane increases the peak current for Case 1 from 573 amps to 589 amps, as shown in
81-6

Figure 10. Hence, it appears that the insertion of the
ground plane does not appreciably increase the current
and power in the case of a human discharge into a large
marhine. This is because of the relatively higher capacitane between a person and the large machine, as compared to the capacitance between either the person or the
macline to the ground plane.
The current wave form shown in Figure 14 shows
that if a person is carrying a sharp object such as a key
and discharging with either the key or a finger, the worst
case peak power to be absorbed by the system is reduced
to (2,7)2 x 1083 = 7895 watts. Discharge through a sharp
object is also much less uncomfortable than through the
nerve sensitive finger tip. It is believed by the author that
an arc discharge from the body actually burns a small
hole through the skin due to the "ery great current
density.
It is apparent that ESD poses a threat to all sensitive
electroniic equipment, whether enclused in an electronic
machine or present in the human body in the form of biomedical implants. Fortunately, the threat may be
gready reduced through analysis, des'gn and test of systems.
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APPENDIX A - POTENTIAL AND CHARGE ON
A NONUNIFORMLY SHAPED BODY
The field strength at the surface of a char-ged conductor is geometry dependent. Figure 16 shows a charged
body on the left with a nonuniform surface such as would
be the case of a person with an appendage of relatively
sharper radius, such as a finger, or if he were holding a
metallic object such as a kev. Clarge is free tn migrate
from point to point on the surface. The surface is equipotential in the static case; however, the electric field and
surface charge density will be more intense at the sharoer
radii. It will be shown that the upper limit of voltage that
can be sustained on the human body is approximately 30
kV based upon the radius of, e.g., an iLolated fingertip
which forms a hemisphere with a radius of roughly I cm.
The body on the left may be simplified by compressing the neck of the appendage to a short, very small diarneter conductive wire connecting two conducting
spheres of unequal radii of a and b, respectively.
Since the wire length is held to a small length equal
to the approximate length of the neck, the potential of
the system will not be appreciably changed. In other
words, negligible work is expended in the charge redistribution process. The two spheres are at the same potential
V - V. = Vb. The potential on the surface of an isolated
sphere is

Q
V =
where Q is the charge t'n the sphere [9] and # is the permittivity of free space (or air). The total charge on the
w~re is held negligible since it is relatively small. Also, the
spheres are assumed to have a negligible effect on each
other since sphere radius a ismuch larger than sphere ra-

6. W. Michael King and David Reynolds, "Per-

a

tihs .Itfollows that:

sonnel Electrostatic Discharge: Impulse Waveforms Resuiting from ESD of Humans Through Metallic-Mobile
Furnishings Intervening in the Discharge Path." 1982
IEEE International Symposium on EMC, Septembe" 810, 1982, p. 2 12 .
7. H.C, Barnes, A. . Nf Elroy and J.H. Charkow,
"Rational Analysis of Electric Fields in Live Line Working." IEEE Transactions on Power Apparatus and Systents, Vol. PAS-86, No. 4, April 1967.
8. Maria Stuchly, T. Whit Athey, Stanislaw S.
Stuchly, George Ni. Samaras and Glen Taylor, "Dielectric Properties of Animal Tissues in Vivo at Frequencies
10 MHz-I GHz." Journal of the Bioelectromagnric; Society, Volume 2, Number 2, 1981, Alan R. Liss, Inc.,
Ne, York,

4z-exb

4rEa

Since radius a is much larger than radius b, Q. is much
greater than Qb. The electric field at the surface of the
sphere
-

E

4w 0 r

or
(0

is derived from the Gauss law of electrostatics. a is the
surface charge density. It follows that:
E.

4-a--

4r8a1
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From the foregoing, assuming a radius of a typical fairly
Eb
Since E

=

41rc°b 2

-:

uniform appendage such as a fingertip of approximately
1 cm, and cosisidering the Corona breakdown
of the electric field E - 3 x 106 V/m, V - Er = 30 kV.
If the body of
the cylindrical model had no sharp radi appendages,
a
much higher voltage could be maintained on the body.
This shows the importance of the natural body appendage or added conductor to the body such as, e.g., a handheld object. If the objct were, e.g., a key witb a radius
of I mm, the highest voltage that could be maintained
would be 3 kV. Hence, it appears reasonable that the
highest voltage to use for the model is approximately
30
kV.

fo

V/r for a sphere,
Va

ef

V
b

ab

fo

or
a

V

V _

V

=

=

b
%

Since a is much larger than b, ob, the surface charge density on the smaller sphere b, is much larger than that orn
the larger sphere a. From the rationship E = a/co, it follows that the electric field is much greater at the surface
of the smaller sphere than that at the larger sphere and is
irversely proportional to the radius.

Fable I
Dischaige Circuit Characteristics

Resistance--Ohms
(I Ohm Resistivity,-t 2 GHz)
Case

Voltage
kV

1

30

11.3

2
3

30
30

22.7
22.1

4
5
6*

30
3
30

Body

22.7
22.7
22.7

Arm
-

211.7
211.7
211.7
211.7
211.7

Inductance-Microhenries at 2 GHz

Total
Finger Machine Circuit
-

848
848
948
648
8,8

1
1
1
6

1
1

Body

Arm

12.3

0 16

-

1083
1083
1083
19L83
1083

0.89
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.89

0.27
0.7
0.27
0.27
0.27

Total Capacitance
Finger Machine Circuit Picofarads
-

0.054
0.054
0.054
0.054
0.054

O.i6

0.32

246

0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16

1.37
1.37
1.37
1.37
1.37

246
94
94
94
69

This is a r4.run of Case 4 in refelelice [2] for the conditior, of no ground plane, but
including the capacitance from

the person to i:he machine through earth.
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ABSTRACT
'Fast electric
and magnetic field changes
produced by positive ground strokes in Japan
were recorded with the output of a slow antenna,
High rate of positive ground flashes was recorded not only in winter but also in spring,
and the fraction of positive ground flashes in
a storm was known tc correlate with the radar
echo top instead of the vertical wind shear.
the wave shape of the
The characteristics of
fast field changes of a positive ground flash
and the difference from that of a negative
ground stroke is stated, and the possible causes
are discussed,

POSITIVE GROUND FLASHES .hat lower positive
charge
to the ground have drawn attention in
They are few in summe:, but it
recent years.
is known that about half of the ground flashes
ara positive for Japanese winter thunderstorms,
and
they are also not rare for thunderstorms in
cold regions even in summer (i)*. It is natural
that lightning parameters of those positive
flashes may be different from those of negative
flashes, and it is necessary to kncw about them
for lightning protection or warning in areas
where positive flashes frequently occur.
In Japan, lightning current is coserved at
in winter thunderstorm areas
tall structures
(2); however, almost all those ground flashes
that strike such tall structures in winter are
their lightning
believed upward flashes, and
from downward
parameters
must be diffe:ent
flashes.
The authors have observed fast elecchanges produced by
tric and magnetic field
with slow electric
lightning flashes tc-ethiui
changes.
The aim is to know parameters
field
of positive downward flishes, believed to be the
the postlve flashes, details of
majority of

*Numbers in parentheses
end of paper.

designate References at

The result
which have not yet been reported.
of the observation of positive flashes in all
seasons in Japan, comparing them with fast field
changes of negative flashes, is reported, and a
field
cause of the difference in
possible
changes between positive and negative flashes is
discussed.
MEASUREMENT
field was measured by a slow anElectric
tenna and a fast antenna having time constants
of 4.2 s and 5 ms respectively. Each antenna
was a hemisphere with the diameter of 27 cm and
They
was lifted about 1.5 in from the ground.
were calibrated using a VLF broadcasting signal
The highest frequency recoo:ded by the
(3).
Fast magnetic
fast antenna system was I MHz.
by a crossed-loop
field change was measured
antenna comprised by coaxial cable with an
active integrater (4) having the time constant
The step response of this system was
of I Ms.
measured by injecting rectangular current into
The
a nearby wire loop as seen in Fig. 1.
trace is the waveshape of the injected
above
the output ot the
current and the bottom is
time of 0.3 pas which
integrater showing rise
means that the measurable highest frequency was
about I MHz.
Fast
field change signals were digitied
every 0.2 yus with the resolution of 8 bits and
the length of 2 KW, and was recorded by a floppy
The system was triggered by the magnetic
disc.
field changes, so usually the field change
From
caused by a iirst stroke was recorded.
the end of 1982, the resolution was improved to
10 bits and up to 7 electric field changes of
subsequent strokes were made possible to record.
Slow electric field changes and the trigger
s ignal of the fast field system were recorded by
an analog data recorder with the frequency range
2 kHz.
The distance between the
from DC to
recording site and the lighLning flash was estiof field changes,
mated from the wave shape
direction and the radar echo.
there exist fast
It was reported that
rise times of less than 0,1 ps
components with
in the field changes produced by lightning (5),
and
5k ch
very
fast field changer could not be
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recorded in our measuring system.
Fig. 2(a) is
electric field change for a first negative re-

decaying stage of severe thunderstorms (8)(9).
The positive flashes observed by the authors in

turn stroke at the distance of about 15 km, and
is the one at about 50 kmn, both
Fig. 2(b)
Litrecorded at Tokyo propagating over land.
seen in the high frequency
tie difference is
component of these figures, and it is also clear
that the waveshapes were not affected by the
Thus it is
the recording system.
response of
known that in the waveshapes propagated more
15 km over land, high frequency
than about
component higher than 0.5 MHz is almost lost,
and lower frequency is hardly attenuated up to
about the distance of 50 km in Tokyo area.
This is the same tendency as the observation at
Florida (6).
From this result, the discussion
on the fine structure of field changes in this
to be based on the data of
paper was decided
ground flashes at the distance of about 15 to 60
In Niigata area, high frequency component
km.
was more attenuated for some field changes
propagated about 50 km over mountainous region,
which were eliminated from our statistics of
leader activity,

winter and spring are believed to belong to the
those observed in August are
type, and
first
believed second type, as the ratio of positive
total is 3.6% and they did not
flashes to the
occur randomely but in groups.
To check the hypothesis of the tilted
dipole, the correlation between the wind shear
and the rate of positive flashes was examined
for thunderstorms from May to July in Tokyo
area.
The wind shear was based on the data
available twice -% day from the meteorological
observatory, and was deflned here as the difference of the wind speed at the cloud base and the
altitude of the radar echo top normalized by the
distance between these two altitudes.
The
3 which shows poor
result is shown in Fig.
correlation with the correlation coefficient of
The dotted tine in Fig. 3 is the regres0.33.
sion line adopted from ref. (1).
It was common in the thunderstorms of the
first type that the temperature at the ground
was relatively low, resulting the altitudes of
the freezing level were also low.
For the
same thunderstorms of Fig. 3, correlation between the radar echo
top and
the rate of
positive flashes was examined and the result is
Strong negative correlation
shown in Fig. 4.
exists, and it is known that the rate of pobitive flashes reduced with increasing height of
the radar echo top.
The correlation coefficient
was -0.76. This suggests that the low altitude
of the positive charge center is significant for
the occurrence of the high rate of positive
flashes, which seems also true for the second
type thunder clouds.
In Table 2 are shown parameters for several
thunderstorms from May to July in Tokyo area.
Distinct
changes in the ratio of positive
flashes to the total are seen from storm to
storm.
The freezing level. itself does not show
correlation with this ratio.

RATIO OF POSITIVE GROUND FLASHES
Numbers of clearly recorded flashes in each
season at Niigata and Tokyo are shown in Table
1.
Few negative ground flashes were recorded
at Niigata in winter, and the majority was also
On the contrary,
positive
in spring at Tokyo.
almost all ground flashes in August were negative at Tokyo.
Among about 1000 clear records
of ground flashes from winter to summer, 25%
were positive.
Most
of the thunderstorms in
winter and spring were frontal,
The unusual high rate of positive ground
flashes was reported for Japanese winteL and
Swedish
summer thunderstorms
(7),
and it was
proposed that this was caused by strong vertical
wind shear making the dipole in the thundercloud
Lilt (1).
Another type, denoted 'second type'
here, of the source of positive flashes is the

Table I

Period

-

Ground Flashes
+

Numbers of Recorded Flashes

Cloud Flashes

Unidentified

Total

Dec.'81-Mar.'82

42

1

32

2

77

Dec.'82-Feb.'83

89

24

55

7

175

May '82

33

3

5

3

44

June '82

13

75

27

Li

132

July '82

58

196

42

8

304

Aug. '82

17

453

4

1

475
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Table 2 - Parameters of Thunderstorms
in Tokyo Area (1982)

Numbers of
Flash
+
30
2
0
34
5
19
13
2
2
88

Wind Shear
(m/s/km)

00 C
Isotherm
(km)

Maximum
Radar Echo
Top (km)

4.7
1.2
1.2
1.5
2.6

Table 3 - Averaged Rise Times of Field Change
for First Return Strokes

6.5
12.0
9.0
8.0
12.0

(a) 10-90% Rise Time
Polarity

3.4
3.5
4.0
4.4
4.4

Rise Time
(us)

+

Niigata
'82 Dec.-'83 Feb.
Tokyo

Number of
Data

-

8.7
3.9

32
8

+

7.2

42

3.6

60

'82 May -Jul.

FINE STRUCTURES
(b) Zero-peak Rise Tima
Marked difference in the field changes of
positive first return strokes from negative is
that many positive strokes showed no activities
Another
caused by the leader propagation.
characteristics is that the period of gradual
rise before the fast transition in the beginning
.)f positive' first return stroke, denoted 'slow
front' in ref.
(10), is rather long.
Fig.
5(a) is
the typical electric field produced by
a positire first xeturn stroke with no leader
activity.
The other typical waveshape is Fig.
5(b) showing leader activity similar to those of
negative
ground flashes reported earlier (11).
There also existed waveshapes in which no activity of leader pulse was seen except the leaderlike pulses superposing on the beginning of the
For the present, we do not regard
slow front.
theje superposing pulses as the leader activity.
la the discussion of fine structures of
field changes, waveform distortion caused by the

This
strokes was about twice of thq negative.
eharacteristic was further enhanced in the 'slow
front'.
Table 3(b) is the average of zero to
peak rise times in each polarity.
This value
for positive first return strokes is three times
as long as negative, resulting from the differAnother data for
ence in the slow front.
summer thunderstorms (12) shown in the table is
supposed to correspond to 10-90% rise time due

propagation

to the poor S/N ratio.

and

the

recording

system

Polarity

Niigata
'82 Dec.-'83 Feb.
Rust(12)

should

Rise Time
(us)

+
-

23.3
7.5

24
8

+

6.9

31

The long slow front is not observed in
laboratory long spark and the mechanism is not
clear, but the difference between positive and
negaitve return strokes must come from the difference of the leader polarity, downward or
upward.
Following the slow front, fast transition similar to negative strokes occurs as seen
Concerning the positive subsequent
in Fig. 5.
strokes, few data are available and will be
discussed in the next chapterTable 4 shows the percentages of the existence of the leader activity at first return
strokes.
The leader pulse is susceptible to

The fast transitions
always b,4 kept in mind.
of recorded negative return strokes within about
The actual
50 km were between 0.4 and 1.4 ps.
time of fast transition may be less than 0.2 )s
(10),
and the elongation of the recorded fast
transition is supposed due to the propagation
Thus for slower phenomena takes
over land.
more than 2 ps, the influence of the waveiorm
distortion becomes negligible,
In Table 3(a) is summarized the 10-90% rise
fields in each
times of first return stroke
polarity.
The data were consistent in all
seasons and the rise time of positive return

Table 4 - Existence of the Leader Pulses before First Return Strokes

Polarity
Niigata

+

'82 Dec.-'83 Feb.

-

Tokyo
'82 May

-

July

Number of
Data

Leader Pulse
Existed

No Leader
Pulses

Percentage
of the Existence
of Leader Pulses

7

16

19

0

100

+

9

25

26

-

7

C

100
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30 %

the waveform distortion by propagation and various noise.
Therefore, the field change records
used in Table 4 are limited to those suffering
from small distortion and iLoise, *nd the number
of data is reduced from Table 3.
In spite of
this selection, leader pulses having the amplitude of less than 1% of the associated return
stroke peak could no
longer be distinguished
from noise, which may result lower than real
percentage of the existence of leader pulses.
But in Table 4, distinct difference is seen
between the positive and negative strokes.
All
the negative first return strokes were associated with leader pulses, whereas they were
observed at only about 30% of the positive ones.
This means that
the majority of the positive
downward leaders prcpagate continuously.
Table 5 shows the averages of the largest
leader amplitude divided by the associated return stroke peak.
For pulses with small amplitudes, digitizing error becomes significant, and
pulses with the amplitudes within 3 digits were
eliminated from Table 5, which further reduced
the number of the data and made the averaged
amplitude of positive leader pulse larger.
The
difference between positive and negative is not
so remarkable as in Table 4, but the averaged
amplitude
of the positive leader pulse
is
smialler Than the negative.
The largest amplitude of pcsitive leader pulse was 22% of the
return stroke peak, about the same level as the
negative leader.
Fig. 6 is the time interval between positive leader pulses observed at Niigata in wigter.
Influence of various errors are small in
this data.
This result is similar to those of
negative leaders observed in Florida (11).
The most distinct difference in the field
changes of positive and negative first return
strokes is the activity of leader pulses.
At
laboratory long sparks, the positive leader may
propagate continuously or stepwise, depending on
the applied impulse voltage waveshape and the
absojute humidity
(13).
The negative leader
always propagates stepwise because of the mechanism of its extension (14).
These characteristics
seems qualitatively common in the propagation of lightning downward leaders.
For the
positive long gap discharge in the laboratory,
the applied impulse voltage controls the leader
tip potential, which decides the propagation of
the positive leader whether continuous or step-

Table 5 - Averaged Lar est Leader Pulse Amplitude
Divided by the AssociaLed Return Stroke Peak

Polarity

Niigata
'82 Dec.-'83 Feb.
Tokyo
'82 May -

Jul.

+

Amplitude

Number of
data

-

0.08
0.12

9
2

+

0.05

4

0.1i

wise.
In the lightning positive leader, the
mode of
the propagation is supposed also controlled by the leader tip potential, which tray
be influenced by the charge transportation,
leader conductivity and so on.
So it is qLite
natural
that the activity of field changes of
lightning leaders considerably differ according
to their polarities.
MLTIPLE FLASHES
Observed multiplicity of positive ground
flashes was low in all seasons as was reported
for summer thunderstorms
(15).
The maximum
multiplicity in winter observed at Niigata using
a magnetic dirctior finding system (16) was 3,
but only 2 field change records of positive
flashes with the multiplicity of 2 are available
for the present.
The electric field changes
shown in Fig. 7 is similar to negative multiple
flashes both in slow and fast field.
The first
stroke shows leader activity, and the rise time
of the subsequent stroke is faster than the
first stroke.
The amplitude of fast field
change for the subsequent stroke is 40% of the
first.
The flash shown
in Fig. 8 is
somewhat
different.
In the slow electric field, first
return stroke preceded by the leader is clearly
seen.
The second stroke is difficult to ideiLtify from the slow field only, and we knew it
from the data of the recording system of fast
field changes.
So it is aifficult to know the
multiplicity of positive flashes from the slow
field change only.
The second stroke in Fig.
8 also seems to be preceded by the leader, but
the direction of the leader field change is
opposite to the firsc stro'-.
If the stroke
channel of the first and secnd were same, the
first stroke was initiated by an upward leader.
But in the fast field changes, the rise times
were 7.9 and 7.2 ys for the first and the second
stroke respectively, and the amplitudes were
nbout the same.
The waveshapes after the main
peaks were somewhat different, which may indicate that these two strokes had different return
stroke channels.
So there exists the possibility that these two positive return strokes were
individual single strokes.
As stated above, the interpretation of Fig.
8 is not clear.
The number of ground flashes
recorded by the magnetic direction finding system with the nominal range of 200 km was 17 in
20 minutes around the time of the flash of Fig.
8.
The interval between these two strokes was
194.2 ms.
Considering such low flash rate and
the time interval
it is unlikely that these
strokes were
two individual single strokes.
The relatively long interval between the two
strokes or different channel might explain the
waveshape of the second stroke.
SUMiARY
1. The ratio of positive ground flashes to
total ground flashes in a storm varies according

14
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to the season in Japan.
In winter and spring,
high rate of positive flashes were observed and
in summer, most of
the ground flashes were
negative.
In spring, the ratio had strong
negative correlation with the altitudes of the
radar echo
top, whereas poor correlation with
the vertical wind shear was seen.
2, About 250 fast field changes of positive
return strokes were recorded with the frecoency
range of up to 1 MHz.
Typical waveshapes are
presented, and the rise time of the main pulse
was known
to be about twice of the negative
stroke.
The 'slow front' was about 3 times,
No seasonal variation was observed in the fast
field changes.
3. In the fast field records, only about
30% of positive first return strokes were preceded by the leader pulses.
This means that
the majority of the positive leader propagates
continuously to downward.
The average of the
amplitudes of positive leader pulses are small
compared with negative.
The intervals between
pulses were about
the same as the negative.
These are qualitatively explainei from the characteristics
of
leaders in long laboratory
sparks.
4. Both multiple flashes and multiplicity
in positive ground flashes were small in number
in all seasons.
One example comprised two
return strokes showed similar characteristics to
a negative multiple flash.
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Fig. 1 - The response of the magnetic field measurement system
(a) current waveform producing input magnetic
field
(b) output of the system
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Fig. 5 - Typical electric field waveforms of
positive first return strokes

Fig. 2 - Electric field waveforms for leader
steps and associated negative return strokes
at about 15 km (a) and 50 km(b)
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Fig. 6 - Histogram of the time intervals between
leader pulses before positive first return
strokes

Fig. 3 - Plot of the rate of positive flashes
versus wind shear in the cloud
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Fig. 8 - Electric field changes due to a positive multiple flash on Feb. 6, 1983
(a) output of a slow antenna
(b) electric field change of first return
stroke (Ri)
(c) field of subsequent stroke (R2 )
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ON THE OSCILLATING BIPOLAR RETURN STROKE CURRENT

Tosio Takeuti, Nobuyuki Takagi, and Minoru Nakano
The Research Institute of Atmospherics, Nagoya University, Toyokawa, Japan

ABSTRACT
Oscillating bipolar field changes due to nearby lightning return strokes
(up to 25 km distance) were sometimes recorded during winter thunderstorims in
Japan together with ordinary unipolar field changes as recorded in summer
thunderstorms. In order to understand the reason for the appearance of an
oscillating field change, we calculated the return stroke current along a
lightning chanvel with a transmission line model.
The calculation shows
that the return stroke current oscillates because of the relatively small
volume of the winter thundercloud.
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IT IS GENERALLY BELIEVED that the change
in sign of the electric field from a
distant return stroke, called a bipolar
field change in this paper, is due to
the predominant radiation component.
However, in winter thunderstorms oscillating bipolar field changes due to return strokes in very nearby region were
often recorded (l)*. Weidman and Krider
(2)* reported unipolar oscillating field
changes. They sugaested that the oscillating components were produced by a reflection current at channel branches. It
is difficult to understand how oscillating bipolar field changes could be
caused by reflections from branches. An
aperiodic bipolar current was measured by
Huse in the lighting to a high tower(3)*.
Accordingly we must discard the idea that
the lightning current is always unipolar,
i.e., direct current. In order to understand the oscillating bipolar field
change, we calculate the return stroke
current with a transmission line model
and also calculate the electric field
changes associated with the current.
OBSERVATION SITES AND INSTRUMENTATION
The electric field changes of
winter thunderstorms for the discussion
herein were recorded since 1979 in the
Hokuriku area with a fast antenna system.
The block diagram of the field
change recorder system is shown in Fig.l.
The upper part of the Figure is called a
slow antenna, frequency range from 0.016
Hz to 1 kHz, and the lower part a fast
antenna, 160 Hz to 1 MHz.
The field changes due to lightning
discharges are detected with 30 cm diameter disks which are placed at about 50
cm from the ground. The signals from the
disks are fed into the slow and the fast
antenna. For the details of the system,
see Takeuti et al. (4)*.
Time response of the fast antenna
system was checked by the following way.
A 1 kHz square wave with rise time of
about 50 ns. was fed into the antenna
input, a in Fig.l. The output signals
from the amplifier, b in Fig.l, and from
the modified VTR, video taperecorder, c
in Fig.l, were recorded by photographing
the displays on a oscilloscope. These
(i) Takeuti et al., 6th International
Conf. on Atmospheric Electr.,Manchester,
England,1980
(2) Weidman et al., J.G.R.,83, 62396247,1I97
(3) Huse, personal communication, 1978
(4) Takeuti et al.,J.G.R.,83,2385-2394
1978

results are shown in Fig.2. Response
times of both output signals shown in (b)
and (c) are less than 0.3 'iMs. It is
obvious from Fig.2 that the electronics
did not produce the oscillating waveform
in the frequency range 10 kHz to 100 kHz,
that is, the oscillation frequency range
of the field changes due to the return
strokes discussed here. We checked
further that an oscillating wave was not
produced, even if a surpassing input
signal were applied. Therefore the
instrument itself did not cause the
oscillating waveforms discussed here.
DATA
Examples of the electric field
change due to a negative ground flash and
a positive one are shown in Fig.3 and
Fig.4 respectively. In both figures (A)
shows the field changes recorded by the
slow antenna. L denotes the beginning of
the leader stroke and R the return stroke.
The waveforms from (B) to (D) were recorded by the fast antenna. Time expansions of (B) are given in (C) and (D).
(D) in Fig.4 shows the oscillating bipolar field change. Other examples of
oscillating bipolar field changes due to
return strokes are shown in Fig.5.
RETURN STROKE MODEL
Many models of the return stroke
channel have been proposed to calculate
the lightning return stroke current. In
the lumped circuit model composed of
inductance, resistance and capacitance
the current can be very easily calculated.
There are other models such as a lumped
parameter ladder network model (5)*, a
wave guide model (6)*, and a model that
the lightning current is composed of a
breakdown pulse current, a uniform
current, and corona current (7)*.
We use a model in which the main
discharge channel is represented by a
transmission line terminated in the
thundercloud with a capacitance. This
capacitance supplies charge to the
channel. The channel is terminated at the
ground with a resistance. We compute the
current using this model. On the transmission line model, refer the papers by
Oetzel (8)*and Price and Pierce (9)'.
(5) Little, J. Phys. D,1!,1893-1910,1970
(6) Volland, J.A.T.P.,43,191-204,1981
(7) Lin et al., J.G.R., 85,1571-1583,1980
(8) Otzel, J.G.R., 73, 1889-1896, 1968
(9) Price et al.,Radio Science,12-3,
381-388,197
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Fig.6 shows a model of the leader stroke
and charged region in the thunderclo,.
An upper sphere with radius a represents
the charged region of cloud. This approximates the actual situation in a
thundercloud of many branched channels.
We-define the radius such that its
capacity relative to the ground equals
the total capacity of many branched
channels in the actual cloud. From the
,!harged sphere, a leader stroke proqress
3traight and vertically toward the
ground. 1 in Fig.6 indicates final step
length ofgthe leader channel. The connecting leader stroke from the ground is/g
neglected.
1 +1 indicates th. height of
lightning ch~nn~l.
Tightning
model sshwninwhere/
This model is shown in (A) of Fig.
7. The capacity of a charged spher2, cI ,
is given by c =4-oa(1-k+k')/(l-k) "
where Eis th permittivity of free
space and k=a/2h, h being the center
height of the sphere (i0)*. The line is
held at uniform potential V by the
charges in the thundercloudoand in the
leader channel. The return stroke is
formed by switching S on. The lumped
capacitance of the charged sphere C can
be replaced by an equivalent transmission
line in which the line capacitance is C,
and the line inductance L1 is very small.
Then the propagation time T and the
surge
impedance
Z1 of the eHvalent
line are
g~
yT-=(LIC)
"on
line are I gly n by T at
C
hanu
a
lcuricy
of this approxiatlon increases
with decreasing LI, and hence decreasing
TI and Z (ll)*.
We found that
T =Z C /15 gives a good approximation to
te 8uirent waveform, where Z is the
surge impedance of the lightn?ng channel.
The surge impedance, Z ,
by Z =[(R +1jL )/(G +_u Cis)] . 9 ermined
where
P i tiheIchannsl reistan~
e per unit
1 ngth, _Q the angular frequency, L fand
e
the
C the inductance and capacitance
c~annel per unit length respectively,
GlAngth.
the leakage
assume a
We unit
this model. per
G =0 in conductance
. o
distortionless line in the calculation
as a fir 2 approximation, because
Lc (L Co)
H'2L 0 is less than unity(12 .
Elghtning
a
T(0 Taayama,
Electromagnetic
phenomenon theory, (in Japanese) 147, Maruzen
Press, Japan, 1973.
(11) Sekine, Analytical theory of the
electric power system, (in Japanese)
388-392, Denkisyoin Press, Japan,1975.
(12) Moriwaki, Calculation method on
transient phenomena, (in Japanese),
350-360, Syoukohdo Press, Japan, 1952.
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For the distortionless line, the surge
impedance 17 2 independent of Lw and
Z =(L /C )
Assuming that the channel
iA cylinarical conductor, L and C are
given by
L =
0

A

(log

2
1

Co= 2
0

-1) [H/m]

(i)

r
41 +1

.l-ogt [

1/2

+FIm]

r

4 g

[31

(2)
(

is the permeability of free
space and r the radius of return stroke
channel. In (A) of Fig.7, when the
swithch S is turned on at t=O, the
current I =V /(Z +R ) flows into the
transmisson0 lin from its sendingend.
The equivalent circuit at t=O is shown
in (B) of Fig.7.
RESULTS O)F CALCULATION
LIGHTNING CURRENTS-In order to
obtain the discharge current from the
transmission line, we used lattice
diagram T7 hod (See Fig.8). Since
1 (L C )
R /2L
is less than unity
A tseoprese~t s~udy, a damping factor,
R /2L o2, issaddt
added to lossless
osessltosolution
(:2).°The current at x and t in Fig.8
is calculated using
I(x1t)=(i+I20exp[(-R /2Lo)t]
0
=1+bloeXp(Ro/2Lo)t]

(3)

Fig) shews the :omruced current pulseb
at the ground, tne middle point of the
chneadteto.Wusd14k,
,
.=50 u= 00 c
m, r=3 cm, a=100m,
9
R=0.08
R
-0 08 LQL/m,
r=3/m, VV =5
=0MV
MV as Rypica1"
ypical
values
for a groind stroke
itr
toeiin winter.
Ausfragon
Using the above values we find that
L =2.50/qH/m,C =9.87 pF/m, Z =503 Ohm,
a~d that the popagation vel~city of
the curreng along the channel is
V
m/s. Ordinarily the
i2x10
current decreases remarkably
withn 2n0 /s, because the channel
resistance increases due to recombination of electrons and ions. Accordingly, the following discussion is
limited to times less than 200 t(s. The
current wave forms shown in Fig9 seem
to be somewhat different from the
actual current. The computed waveforms
have overly steep changes and pulses.
This is caused by the step function
inflow current and the approximation by
step functions for reflected waves at

the recuiving end. These artifacts of the
calculation should therefore be ndglected.
It is seen iu Fig.9 that the current
pulse propagates upward and reflectes
from the cloud. The reflected downward
currents are furthermore partly reflected again it the ground. The amplitude of current gradually decreases
because of channel resistance and mismatching. We do not consider in Fig.9 the
effect of increasing channel resistance
with time by the recombination of ions
and electrons so that the artual current
should decrease more rapidly than the
current shown in Fig.9. Fig.10 shews the
current pulse with -3 km and all other
paiameters remaing the same. It is seen
bv comparsion between Fig.9 and Fig.10
that the oscillation frequency of the
current decreases with increasing radius
a. In the case cf Fig. 10, assumed to be
a typical summer discharge, the current
at ground crosses the base line, that is,
changes polarity, at about 160 /Is. The
channel resistance is very high by this
time in actual lightning, which nearly
dissipates the current. This is apparently why most observed currents are directional ones.
ELECTRIC FIELD CHANGES-If current
i(z,t), where z is height from ground
and t time, flows from the ground into
a linear vertical channel on the ground,
the vertical electric field change E(D,t)
on the ground, assumed to be a perfect
conductor at a distance D from the bottom
of the channel, is given by Uman et al.
(131* as

lf
ECD,

tI

2- si 2.2 t
i[zl-Cr,c)]ddz
0a=ge 3
r
0

+0

2
2-3sin 6
i[z,t-(r/c)I
2
cl
It sin

i[z,t-(r/c)]

range typically from 0.3 km to 6 km (4).
volume of winter clouds is thus
smaller than that of summer clouds.
Hence the volume of the charged region
in winter is likely to be smaller than
that in the summer. The smaller charged
volume implies a smaller radius and
hence a smaller capacitance for the
charged sphere. We might be able to
infer by comparison Table 1 and 2 that
the effective radius of positively
charged sphere in winter thundercloud
could roughly be estimated as 0.5 km.

)t

where H is the length f h /Jightrning
,
and
channel (=1 +1 ), r=(z +D
S= T ~tan RD/)
.

13)

DISCUSSION
It is believed that oscillating bipolar electric field changes dre only
observed at distance more than about 50
km where the radiation field is predominant. However, we have observed oscil-.
lating changes within 25 km in winter
thunderstorms. The oscillating field
changes due to close lightning return
strokes were observed both positive and
negative lightnings. However at first,
let us discuss on positive lightning.
Table 2 is occurrence percentages of the
oscillating field change by nearby
positive return strokes. More than half
of field changes are oscillating change
in the range between 15 and 25 km. The
height of positive charges in the winter
is roughly same as that of negative
charaeQ in summer, so thLt there is no
difference between the return
stroke channel length in the winter and
that in the summer. The oscillatinq
field changes in winter storms are
therefore not a result of different
channel Jengths. The most significant
difference betieen winter and suner
storms 'Isthe size of thundercloud.
Summer thunderclouds in Japan range from
1.5 km cloud base to 10 km cloud top
while Japanese winter thunderclouds

(4)

__.__2-dz

c r
SweThe

dz

Field changes at D=5,10,20 km are calculated by Eq.4 using the currents calculated with the above transmission line
model for a=0.l km and 3 km. In the
calculation process, the current values
are used at 100 m height intervals, The
results are shown in Fig.ll and 12. In
the Figures, very steep pulses are caused
by the calculating process, and should
be ignored. We see the oscillating bipolar field changes at D=10 km and 20 km
in Fig.ll, but not see in Fig.12.
Table 1 indicates the occurrence of
oscillating bipolar field changes as a
function of the radius of charged sphere,
a, and the distance from lightning
channel, D. It is clear from Table 1
that the oscillating bipolar field
changes appear in the case of very small
radius, that is, less than 0.2 km for
D=10 km and 2 km for D=20 km.

Uman et al.,J.G.R.,80,373-376,197
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We have too little number of data
to make similar table for negative ground
discharges in winter thunderstorms. In
general, negative charge locates under
positive one, so that length of negative
return stroke channel is shorter than
that of positive stroke channel. Accordingly,
it is thought that the negative ground discharge in winter has
higher occurrence probability for the
oscillation. Actually, we recorded some
oscillating field changes due to close
negative ground discharges in winter.

Japan, "Analyti al theory of the
electric power system." (in Japanese)
388-392, 1975.
12. Y.Moriwaki, Syoukohdo Press, Tokyo,
Japan, "Calculation method QD transient
0-360, 1952.
phenomena." (in Japanese r
13.M.A.Uman, R.D.Brantley, Y.T.Lin, J.A.
Tiller, E.P.Krider and D.K.McLain,
"Correlated electric and magnetic fields
from lightning return stroke." J.
Geophys. Res,, 80, 373-376, 1975,

CONCLUSION
The oscillating bipolar electric
field change at distances less than 25

Table 1-Appearance of the Oscillating
Bipolar Electric Field Changes Within
200 /4s.

km from a ground discharge, both positive and negative, is caused by the
current oscillation through a lightning
channel. The calculation makes it clear
that the current oscillation producing
the oscillating field change occurs in
small thundercloud in the winter. We will
measure in a further study the current
by means of magnetic field measurement
to compare with the above discussed
results.

Radius of a
charged sphere

Distance from a channel
5 km
10 km
20 km

0.02 km
0.05

x

o

o

0.1
0.2

x
x

o
o

o

0.5

x

x

0

2.0
3.0

x
x

x
x

0

4.0

x

x

x
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P-Static Flight Evaluation of a Large Jet Aircraft
Charles H. King
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
Seattle, Washington 98124

ABSTRACT
The use of static dischargers to reduce "P-static" interference in radios is
universal in large modern aircraft. These devices, although they quietly discharge
the aircraft, represent drag and weight penalties and can delay dispatch of a
flight if dischargers at key locations are missing.
Flight tests were conducted on a modern jet transport to determine the location
and number of dischargers required for dispatch. Traditionally the minimttlu complement
is based upon "engine charging ; i.e., only those dischargers required to quietly
discharge the current produced by operating the engines in clear air would be
required for dispatch. The aircraft was instrumented to measure chaging current,
discharge current, ADF radio noise and field potential.
The data from this instrumentation was recorded on a system which sampled data
at a rate of 5 times per second. Data plots obtained during various charging
conditions are presented.
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Flight data from the aircraft's on board
THE ELECTROSTATIC CHARGING AND DISCHARGING
jet
large
modern
a
of
CHARACTERISTICS
In-flight
transport were investigated.
chdrging data was recorded over a wide range
of p-static flight conditions ranging from
clear air cruise to penetration
and lightning environments.

into

The
the

a-ailable.
also
system was
data
with
presented
usually
parameters
p-static data were:
altitude
pressure
temperature.

indicated air speed,
air
ambient
and

icing

INSTRUMENTATION - Four basic parameters
were inatrilented on the aircratt for flight
The positions of the various
measurements.
sensors on the aircraft are shown in Figure
All parameters were recorded on a flight
1.
test multiplexed data recording system and
presented for real time viewing at a seat
location.
A
field meter
AIRCRAFT POTENTIAL located just aft of the nose wheel well was

DISCUSSION
FOR
COMPLEMENT
DISCHARGER
MINIMUM
DISPATCH - Discharger configurations are
designed to provide protection from p-static
charging
severe
the
most
under
noise
traili zg
number
of
The
conditions.
dischargers required on a particular aircr, t
vehicle's frontal
the
is a function of
surface area and varies approximately with
the three halves power of the wing spread
The number of tip type dischargers on
(2).

used to measure relative aircraft potential.
blade type
is of the
meter element
The field
located beneath a
is rotating
a sense
where
spinning aperture (l)*.
The sense element is

each air foil is less well defined and varies
from I to 3 depending upon the size of the

alternately
exposed
and
shielded
from
electric field lines which terminate on the

locations.

tip of the air foil.
Table I
typical
aircraft
and
their

shows some
discharger

aircraft.
11
x
2'
CHARGING CURRENT PATCH - A
on the
patch was installed
foil
aluminum
leading edge of the right wing to sense the
seen by
charging current
p-static
relative
the
from
isolated
was
foil
The
the aircraft.

Dischargers are occasionally broken off
since they extend beyond the extremities of
occasionally
are
They
foil.
air
the
dislodged from their mountings by mechanical
normal
For
forces.
aerodynamic
and
complement of dischargers
operations a full

wing leading edge with a thin layer of
The patch was connected
dielectric material.
to ground through an ammeter (for real time
resistor
observation) at,d througit a series
(which acted as a vetage source for the

may be
seldom required and aircraft
is
dispatched with several dischargers missing.
A minimum complement of dischargers
required for dispatch is established for each
In theory, this minimum dispatch
aircraft.

on-board flight

Lest data recording system).

static
Two
DISCHARGERS
STATIC
dischargers were instrumented during the
the right
a tip type oa
initial flights:
wing and a trailing type on the left wing.
achieved
by
icharger
instrumentation was

complement would dissipate "light-to-medium"
radio noise
charging without causing a
always
is not
Unfortunately, it
source.
possible to find "light-to-medium" charging
In the past
conditions for a test aircraft.
it's been noted that
appreciably
aircraft

jet engines charge
when
the engines

the
re

element at the base
the resistive
isolating
of the discharger and attaching a wire from
an
to ground via
element
the resistive
ammeter and resistor.
ADF RECEIVER - A standard ADF receiver
measurement of
was modified to allow relative
The receiver squelch
the noise intensity.
made
the ACC voltage was
was deactivated and
audio
In addition,
connector.
available at aconnectdtor.
the adiivronauto
wer
avlilbles
liues were connected to the receiver output
and were wired to the monitoring console
A digital
along with the AGC voltage.
voltmeter was used to monitor AGC voltage at
A calibration of
instrument console.
the
field strength in microvolts per meter vs.

A
thrust.
near maximum rated
operated
was often
complement
minimum discharger
determined to be that which would dissipate
the "engine charging" (usually during climb
ADF
the
in
causing noise
without
out) iers.
rece

AGC voltage was conducted and used to convert
AGC voltage co dB above microvolts/meter by

Particle charging was evident even though the
ambient temperature was slightly below zero.

Early

in

our

it

tests

flight

became

charging on the test
apparent that engine
vehicle was not characteristic, even at the
typical of climb out.
levels
thrust
high
Figure 2 shows a data record typical of low
altitude flight with ambient temperature near
This plot was obtained
or above freezing.
during a cloud penetration during climb out.
No
Manual notes indicated no ADF noise.

nLtmeauewslihyblozr.

the data recoroing system.

A cloud penetration
is shown in Figure 3.
ambient temperature was
and partial ciarging is
that p-static noise was
time

Numbers in parentheses designate references
at end of paper.
*

there

was

at a higher altitude
In this case, the
well below freezing
Notes show
evident.
prevalent during the

activity

on

the

charging

patch.
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Figure 4 is the record from a low
altitude cloud penetration with all but thE
instrumented discharger removed from the
no
The characteristics were:
aircraft.
high
no ADF noise,
particle charging,
the
charging during the time
engine"
aircraft is in the cloud,
Figure 5 is a high altitude encounter
with particles
and all dischargers removed
from
the aircraft.
ADF noise was noted
whenever charging patch current was present.
Since the noise occurred even when the
aircraft potential was relatively low, the
source was believed to be other than corona
This belief
from the aircraft extremities.
is re-enforced by the fact that simnilar
p-static noise occurred on flights where
dischargers were installed.
P-STATIC NOISE INVESTIGATION - The
source of the p-static noise was thoughti
be a dielectric surface with frontal area
An
impingement. R
exposure to particle
R
3),
ejectrostatic charging device, INJECO
was used to charge all suspicious areas on
the aircraft while the ADF receiver system
Also, a resistance
was being monitored.
Figure 6
meter was used to check bonding.
shows the areas on the aircraft which were
investigated and include:
Nose radome
Nose radome lightning diverter
strips
Window and frames
Anti-collision light
VHF blade
Wing/body fairing
Static dischargers (all
extremities)
ADF antenna radome
Hr notch
The only condition that would produce
noise in the ADF receiver system was when the
A data plot of the
ADF radome was charged.
ADF receiver noise taken during the noise
installation is shown in Figure 7.
were
tests
flight
additional
Two
conducted on the instrumented aircraft with a
conductive coating installed over the ADF
Unfortunately, conditions
antenna radome.
However,
for charging were not encountered.
shortly thereafter a dual ADF antenna syste
INJECO
experienced extreme p-static noise.
was used on an ADF System test setup to
demonstrate the effect of p-static charging
on the radome and the resulting noise in the
system. Noise identical to that encountered
during the earlier flight was produced (the
RDHI needle swung wildly and the identification of an ADF station was swamped out by
the noise). The antenna was then coated with
conductive paint with 10 to 20 megohms per
square inc, resistance and then re-tested
with INJECO . The RDMI needle was unaffected
by the charging and the station identification was clear; however, some p-static
noise could still
be hoard in the background.

ADDITIONAL P-STATIC FLIGHT TEST DATA
Data samples were collected from additional
flight tests conducted in a variety of
Figure 8 shows
atmospheric conditions.
charging conditions during climb out through
a cloud layer at 5000 feet (1524 meters)
potential was
The aircraft
altitude.
sufficient to saturate the most sensitive
scale on the field meter.
Some charging was
evident on the charging patch even though the
ambient temperature was well above freezing;
however, ADF noise was extremely slight.
Figure 9 is a similar take-off through cloud
layers at 2500 and 5000 foot (762 and 1524
ambient
the
Again
altitude.
meters)
temperature was above freezing, the charging
slight and the noise minimal.
The rest of the data to be shown were
obtained when the test aircraft was looking
for natural icing conditions.
Heavy charging conditions are shown in
Figure 10 where the aircraft dipped into a
cloud at 14,000 feet (4267 meters) with an
ambient temperature of -lOC. Patch charging
rates up to 20 microamperes were observed
with ADF noise levels 40 dB above ambient.
At 13:02 and 45 seconds a lightning discharge
The data during
occurred to the aircraft.
The
this time period is shown in Figure 1!.
ADF noise was on the order of 70 dB above
Rapid
ambient just before the incident.
changes in the potential of the aircraft one
or two seconds before the strike are thought
to cause the non-tracking of the two field
meter scales. A flash was seen a few minutes
later (13:06 and 30 seconds) but was not
accompanied by the characteristic sound
The extreme
associated with lightning.
fields e::perienced in this time frame are
shown in Figure 12.
Figure 13 shows a condition where the
The
aircraft was operating in a cloud.
aircraft potential was relatively high and
the temperature was -12cC but there was no
Later at a
particle charging and no noise.
similar altitude and temperature (Figure 14)
the ADF experienced 20 dB uf noise above
ambient.
The final flight was totally conducted
During climb out the ADF noise
I a clo,d.
was relatively low at temperatures above
freezing, but as the temperature dropped
below freezing the ADF noise rose to 40 dB
The patch indicated charging
above ambient.
to 10 microamperes. and the next to most
sensitive scale oii the field meter saturated.
during
the
These
conditions
prevailed
remainder of the flight, with the highest
charging levels recorded at 16:02 when patch
charging levels reached 22 microamperes and
the noise was 60 dB over ambient.
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The dominant ADF noise source
appears to be the radome of the ADF
This is believed since
antenna.
the presence of ADF noise is more a
function of patch current than of
the aircraft potential. ADF noise

3)

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
irn drawing
be careful
must
One
conclusions from test data when conditions
cannot be completely controlled or well
defined. It ',unfortunate that more flight

in the absence of patch charging
(Figure 14) at time 11:55:20 and
time 11:59:10 is b.lieved to be
corona discharge at the aircraft's
ADF noise in the
extremeties.
charging
particle
of
absence
occurred only when the aircraft
potential was in excess of 25
kV/meter (corrected to sea level).

tests could not have been conducted with
instrumented dischargers and that flight
tests into charging conditions were not
ADF antenna was
the
encountered when
protected with antistatic coating.
In spite of this, some conclusions can
be drawn:
1)

The jet engines on the test aircraft did not produce static
charging when operated in clear
Similar testing conducted on
air.
earlier aircraft types has shown
that aircraft charging in clear air
was dependent upon engine thrust
of
the the
opinion
It is that
settings.
emphasis
this investigator
on clenertigburingte eficien
on cleaner burning, more efficient
engines has greatly reduced the
particle content of the exhaust and
hence greatly reduced triboelectric
charging due to engine operation.
The aircraft charging experienced
in clouds, where particle impact
charging is zero, is believed to be
due to less complete combustion in
the engine because of the presence
of water vapor.

2)

When operating in clear air, the
Lnzines tended to act as a
resistance to their surroundings.
The aircraft has an approximate
free space capacitance of 1000
When the aircraft
microfarads.
aircraft
a cloud the
exited

1.

J. E. Nanevicz et. al., "Development and
Testing of Techniques for Precipitation
S
Static Interference Reduction,' Stanford
Research
Institute
Final
Report
ASD-TDR-62-38,
January 1962.

2.

R. L. Tanner and J. E. Nanevicz, "An
Analysis of Corona-Generated Interference in Aircraft," Proceedings of the
IEEE, January 1964.

3.

"Aircraft
Static
Taillet,
Joseph
National
Office
Charging Testing,"
D'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales,
AGARD Lecture Series No. 110.

Table I

-

Number of dischargers used on
commercial aircraft

potential rapidly returned to zero
and exhibited relaxation times of
from 2 to 6 seconds. Considering an
RC time constant, this indicates
that the aircraft's resistance to
its surrounings is in the order of
2 to 6 x 10 ohma. Aircraft potentials are known to be In the order
before
(1)
volts
200,000
of
extremities unprotected by static
discharges are known to go into
The maximum
corona discharge.
current to which "engine resistance" could be counted upon to
discharge the aircraft before the
extremities go into corona is
therefore about 100 microamperes.
This source is not only small but
under conditions when it is needed
(during cloud penetration) the
engine may become a charge source
because of the pressure of the
water vapor in the cloud.

AIRPLANE
MODEL

737
727
757
707
767
747
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WING SPAN
IN FEETIMETERS

93/28.3
108/32.Q
124.8/38
131.2/40
155/47.2
195.-/59.6

TRAILING
TYPE

TIP
TYPE

13
17
25
24
29
51

5
4
10
to
10
18

Fig. 1I

P-Static sensor position on test
DANEA

aircraft
Fig. 2

Fig. 3

CAGN

Fig. 4

I

TIP TYPEFILME
DISCHARGES

Fig. 5Figure
Fig. 6

-

Major areas of noise source

Fig. 7

-

Ground test of uncoated ADF antenna
using INJECO R to charge dielectric

R
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Aircraft
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ELECTRIC CHARGING BY IMPACT OF HAILSTONES AND RAINDROPS

H. Trinks* and J. L. ter Haseborg**

Technical University Hamburg-Harburg, Hamburg, Germany
**German Federal Armed Forces University Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany

ABSTRACT

.

Hailstones, raindrops, and particles are electrically charged
with charge values of 10-14 10-1
As. When the particles strike the
surface of aircraft or rockets, charge transfer processes occur.
Expecially impacting particles with hIgh velocity generate small
clouds of dust or water vapor. This effect is accanpanied by strong
electric charge separation procypes. An impacting hailstone with a
primary charge of about(Q o - 15 -JAs generates a secondary electric
As. Waterdrops and ice particles
charge transfer of up to Q=lo1
were shot against target plates. By electric field neasurements
and shor~time shadow photographs, the impact processes were investigated experimentally. Model 'vmputations were performed.
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ELECTRICAL CHARGING PROCESSES have been investigated by numerous authors concerning contact
electrification when insulators are involved. But
the mechanism responsible for charge transfer and
the accompanying dissipation processes of air
breakdown are still not fully understood. Many of
the studies concerning contact electrification
are engaged in measuring the charge produced by
rolling or sliding contact e. g., between a metal
or plastic spnere, and a dielectric sheet. In
most cases, the charging processes during longterm lengths of some seconds as well as low
velocities between the different materials have
been investigated.
The effects concerning the interaction
between impacting bodies of various kinds of
material during short-time lengths of about
lo-loom s accompanied by a strong mechanical
disturbance are interesting concerning the
charging effects of aircraft in flight through
clouds of raindrops and hailstones.
Studies on precipitation static charging
have been carried out both in the laboratory and
on aircraft in flight - see e.g. (1,2). The
charge separation effect and the charge transfer
during the impact of hailstones at various
velocities were tried to be explained by the
Workman-Reynolds effect (3), by thermoelectric
effects (4) and finally by inductive mechanism
(5). In (2) is suggested that the charge transfer is dependent on the work function of the
metal and the surface or contact potential of
ice. Tthe
The different explanations and mechanism
take in account mostly low impact-velocities
below 2o ms', However at high velocities up
to 1boo m* -1 the fracturing of the impacting
material e. g. the ice crystals will occur
accompanied by heavy charging effects.
To produce strong mechanical interactions
under controlled conditions, different targets
were bombarded by projectiles, waterdrops and
ice crystals simulating hailstones. The charge
transfer process was investigated by antennas
and electric field measurement systems installed
in the vicinity of the breakdown. Additionally
the impact process was studied by shorttime
shadow photographs.

As shown in (6,7,8) it is possible to derive the
value of the primary charge Q outgoing from the
measured electrical signals UR(t) and UCA(t).
During the impact of the projectile or hailstone on the target plate, electrirnlly charged
clouds of dust and scraps of material are pro.duced. The electric fields thus originated induce
electric charges on the metal sensors placed near
the location of the impact. The measured time
dependent signals give informaions about the
impact process itself id about the strength of
the accompanied charge transfer.
Additionally to the electric field measLurements shorttime shadographs were taken in different moments during the impact process.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the following some typical examples are
shown demonstrating impact processes concerning
projectiles, waterdrops and finally hailstones.
Fig. 2 shows some typical experimental results
produced by different types of projectiles while
penetrating a metal foil. Electric current on the
target was recorded, too. One of the projectiles
(cal. 2o mm, v = looo ms') is iliustrated by
a shortfime shadowgraph which shows the breakdown of the target material.
A special series of investigations under
well-defined conditions was performed to clearly
understand the physical mechanism of the electric
charge separation and the origination of the
electric fields. Electric field measurements and
shorttime shadowgraph observations were made of
impact of air gun pellets on paper, of ice
particles simulating artificiaL halistones on
different metal targets, and finally of water
droplets or water jets on targets. To eludicate
the complex and high dynamical impact process
some shorttime shadowgraphs are compiled in Fig.
3 and 4. Particularly the clouds of vapor and
particles are recognizable which were generated
during the impact process accompanied by strong
eiectric charge separation processes.
Fig. 5 represents results of measurements
which were obtained by an experimental set-up
similar tn that shown in Fig. I. These experiments have been conducted by four different
velocities of air gun bullets which penetrate a
paper sheet. The signils UR(t) were registered.

EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION
The experimental set-up iq illustrated in
Fig. I. Projectiles or accordingly waterdrops or
ice bullets simulating hailstones are accelerated
by air gun or by similar weapon systems to
velocities of about 35 m§'
up to ooo ms
*
The bullet passes through light barriers, different kind of charge measuring sensors and finally
it impacts or penetrates a target plate. During
this process thu velocity of the bullet is measured. To measure the primary charge Q on the
projectile or hailstone different electric field
sensors are placed parallel to the projectile's
trajectory.
without
touching the During
sensor,thethecharge
chargeQo Qpasses
ase induced
tn
tohingurfacef
the
sensor
mtal
heThae
i cedcns
the surface of the metal sensors. These effects
are observed by charge amplifiers or by a resistor R coupled to the electric field sensors,

The results illustrate, that the exchange of
electric charges increases with the intensity of
the impact.
Fig. 6 represents results of measurements
concerning an artifiial hailstone which impacts
on a metal target plate. The hailstone is primary
charged with Qo = + 1o-" As. During the impact
process however a charade transfer of Q = -to" As
to the target plate can be observed by the
generation of clouds of dust and water vapor
according Fig. 3.
COMPUTATIONS
A hysical model of the effects during the
impact was developed by computing the electric
field distribution under certain assumptions.
The theoretical results were compared with the
experimental results. In the following one
example concerning such computations is explained.
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1

Fig. 7 shows a schematic illustration of a projectile penetrating a target viewed at two
different moments. The impact between projectile
and target causes partial destruction of the
target material. Thus, a cloud of dust particles
is generated which expands in the direction of
the trajectory. The velouity of the cloud decreases.
The impact sad the mechanical destruction
of the target material result in an intensive

n: number of the dust particles

exchange
of electric charges between projectile
exhange
dut pa
lesig. 7chas te pojcilgaddst paticles, fi.
7hshows the oscin)
grams U (t and U (t). The signals U(t) and
UW(t) were deriveA experimentally using resistor
R and charge amplifier coupled to metal sensors
placed near the location of the impact. The
negative doublepeak at the beginning of the
oscillogram U (t) marks the penetration through
the target anU is caused by the top and driving
band of the bullet. Contact between bullet top
and target, and driving band target both generate dust particles of the target material. Here,
the particles are negatively charged. The negative double peak is then followed by that part
of the signal produced by the positive charged
projectile. When the projectile passes the sensors, the oscillogram UR(t) falls to approxiimately zero and whereas

concerning the charged clo,, ditribution and
the drift velocities it is pnssible to refine the
model conception about the impact and the penetaigpoes

shows a quasi constant value caused by the decreasing drift velocity of the partile cloud,
Outgoing from the model shown Fig. 7 it is
possible to compute the charge Q(t) produced on
the sensors and registered as signal UA
Q(t)
1.
is caused by the projectile charged positively
during the impact process and the cloud of negatively charged dust particles. The projectile
velocity is assumed to be constant while the
velocity for the particle cloud may decrease with

series of investigations, further experiments
and computations must be conducted. In particular
investigations are planned concerning the dependence of the electromagnetic radiation erfects
of the kind of material and of the interacting
velocity.
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THE EFFECTS OF PRECIPITATION STATIC -D LIGHTNING ON THE
AIRBORNE RECEPTION OF LORAN-C

James D. Nickum, P.E.
Avionics Engineering Center, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio

ABSTRACT
The results of ground charging tests and airborne biased-discharger flight
tests are presented to indicate the p-static noise performance improvement
obtained by using static-wick dischargers on an aircraft for the reception
of LORAN-C. An instrumented aircraft was flown near areas of thunderstorm
conditions to collect data on noise due to p-static discharging.
The data
indicate that significant improvement in p-static noise reduction is possible
by using static-wick dischargers on the airframe to maintain adequate
LOMAN-C signal-to-noise in p-static discharging conditions.
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LORAN-C NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT is finding its
way into more and more aircraft as an effective area navigation system.
With Loran-C
operating at 100 Khz the recepticn of the
signals in the presence of
triboelectric
airframe
discharging
noise
can
cause
a
degraded signal-to--noise situation.
This
discharging noise is much less of a problem
at VMF frequencies
and therefore
is
less
noticeable to the pilot for a given discharging condition.
At VLF frequencies the noise
produced by p-static discharging
is
less
tolerable.
This paper will outline the results of
three types of tests made using a Douglas
DC-3 (N7AP)
equipped with data collection
equipment to measure discharging currents and
measure noise generated at 100 Khz to evaluate
the
improvement
that
static-wick
dischargers provide for Loran-C reception.
The three different tests include a ground
charging test, a flight test using a biased
discharger to simulate in-flight triboelectric
charging
and
flights
into
natural
charging conditions near thunderstorm activity.
This work was performed for the
Federal
Aviation
Administration
under
contract DTFAO1-81-C-10007. (1)(2)*
GROUND P-STATIC COARGING TESTS
In order to measure the noise produced
by discharging triboelectric charge accumulation on the airframe, a ground test procedure**
has
been
used
to
simulate
the
triboelictric charging of an aircraft in
flight (3).
First, the aircraft is placed in
a hangar such that the minimum lateral and
overhead clearance is 5 feet (3.05 meters).
The aircraft landing gear are positioned on
acrylic sheets of at least 0.25 in.
(6.35mm)
thickness.
This is
done to insulate the
aircraft electrically from ground.
As shown
in Fig.
1,
ion flood fixtures made up of
static-dischargers are connected to the high
voltage power supply (HVPS)
and placed in
front of,
but not touching the wings.
Ion
collection fixtures were placed behind the
areas of the aircraft where the static-wick
dischargers are attached (trailing edges of
wings,
elevator and rudder),
with the ion
collection fixtures connected to the opposite
polarity of the HVPS through a current monitor meter.
Thu current monitor is always
placed in tile 1IVPS line that is at the same
*

potential as safety ground to simplify current
measurements.
If the ion flood fixtures are
connected to the negative lead of the HVPS and
the ion collection fixtures are connected to
the positive lead of the HVPS, then negativepoint corona will be produced at the tips of
the sLatic-wick dischargers mounted on the
aircraft.
By interchanging the HVPS connections, positive-point corona car also be produced.
In the results illustrated in the
ground charging data, both positive-point and
negative-point
corona
were
considered.
To measure the current that flows through
aircraft-mounted dischargers,
each mounting
base was insulated from the airframe and a
single wire returned to the cabin area from
each discharger mounting plate. Each wire was
connected to a 10k current-sensing resistor
with the opposite end of the resistor grounded
to the airframe.
The voltage across each
resistor is instrumented and represents 10 mv
per microampere (4A) of discharger current.
Each of the 12 dischargers on the aircraft was
instrumented in this way and recorded on the
data collection system. Fig. 2 indicates the
placement of the 12 instrumented dischargers
for all of the tests described.
The noise
amplitude above the ambient at 100 Khz, as
measured by the EMC-25,* was recorded along
with the output of a field mill calibrated to
measure aircraft potential. All this data was
recorded for later data reduction.
To assure
that ail of the charge that was placed on the
aircraft by the ion flood fixtures was removed
by the ion collection fixtures,
the total
current
measured
on
board
the
aircraft,
leaving through the dischargers, was compared
by the current monitor placed in the HVPS
lines.
In all of the tests conducted, the two
currents agreed within a few VA even at high
current levels.
Further, in order to determine if currents are leaking across the surface of the acrylic sheets, a metallic guard
ring was placed across the top perimeter of
the sheet with this connection returned to a
sensitive ameter.
If
any current were to
leak
across the surface,
this meter would
detect the current flow,
The ground tests were conducted by gradually increasing the voltage on the HVPS over
a period of 3 to 5 minutes until a discharge
current of 700 to 750 pA was observed on the
current monitor.
During this time, the data
collection equipment on board the aLrcraft
recorded
all
data
as
described
above.
The
ground
charging
tests
included
corona

Numbers in parentheses designate References

points

and

two

different

manufactured

at end of paper.
*

**Patent Application Pending, R. L. Truax,
TCO Manufacturing corp., Ft. Myers, F.
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Electro-Metrics EMC-25 Interference
used with a 1/2 eter whip antenna andAnalyzer
coupler
mounted on underside of DC-3 aircraft.

types of static-wick dischargers. The corona
points were used to determine the worst case
noise situation for aircraft p-static discharging.
The noise vs. discharge current
performance with the manufactured static-wick
dischargers was very similar; therefore, the
results using only one of the dischargers
will be demonstrated. Both of the discharger
types and the corona points were tested in
both
positive-point
and
negative-point
corona.
Fig.
3 indicates
the noise levels
obtained by using the corona points as
dischargers for both positive-- and negativepoint corona. Notice the very rapid rise in
the noise levels for relatively small discharger current levels.
Essentially, the
noise begins promptly at the point ahere
corona begins and rises very quickly for both
positive- and negative-point corona.
This
demonstrates quite well the noise problems
encounterea by aircraft not properly equipped
with static-wick dischargers, especially if
the aircraft is using Loran-C or Omega for
navigation. These graphs indicate that noise
levels can approach almost 40 db above the
ambient noise levels at 100 Khz for 100 IiA
discharge rates.
This could very easily
swamp
a good
signal-to-noise level for
Loran-C reception and completely eliminate
otherwise usable reception.
Note also that
negative--oint ,orona seems to reach a maximum 'evel at approximately 33 rb, but that
posi-ive-point corona also riscd very rapidly
then continues at a fairly linear rate. The
reason for the differences in the behavior is
not fully understood, but these trends have
been noted by other
investigators
(4).
Positive-point corona appears te be a much
more energetic process than negative-point
corona with negative-point corona more common
in triboelectric charging of the airframe.
Positive-point corona can be induced on the
airframe in flight near thunderstorm activity
where the aircraft encounters areas of highstatic fielde that can charge the aircraft
depending oi its location relative to these
charged clouds.
Using
static-wick
dischargers
can
improve the noise performance as indicated by
Fig. 4. Thece data, taken from the ground
tests,
indicate
that
for negative-point
corona, a noise rise above ambient of 6 to
7 db will result,
even at high charging
rates of 700 pA.
This is a significant
decrease as compared to noise generated by
the corona points.
There is also an improvement in positive-point corona noise perforsance as indicated by the data in Fig. 4
compared to Fig. 3.
In comparing the noise
level of the corona point in Fig. 3 to that
of the discharger in Fi4. 4, a redunotion of

approximately 28 to 30 db is achieved for
positive-point corona.
The sudden rise in noise level at
approximately 250 VA is due to a problem in
the Instrumentation, but jumps
in
noise
levels have been observed in the past when
testing
with
positive-point
corona.
As can be seen from the material presented so far,
the reduction in corona
discharge
noise
when
using
static-wick
dischargers is not trivial.
With the proper
testing, any airframe can be improved with
respect to corona discharge noise performance.
This
improvement
is
especially
necessary if the aircraft is equipped with
Loran-C or Omega for navigation.
BIASED DISCHARGER FLIGHT TESTS
The procedure used to perform p-static
charging flight tests in clear air involves
equipping
the
aircraft
with
a
biased
discharger.
Fig. 5 illustrates how the
biased
discharger
is
installed
on
the
aircraft.
Essentially, the setup involves
mounting four static-wick dischargers on an
insulated rod approximately 12 inches (30.5
cm.)
long mounted on
the tail
of the
aircraft. One of the HVPS leads is con-ected
to the dischargers and the other grounded to
the airframe.
As the HVPS potential is
incrtaed, an electric field results between
the dischargers and the airframe, causing
ions to be formed at the discharger tips.
If
the aircraft were stationary, the ionized
molecules w.uld try to follow the lines of
electric field back to the aircraft, but
since the aircraft is moving through the air,
the ions are swept away from the aircraft
lea-ing the airframe with a net charge.
In
all of the biased discharger tests, negativepoint
corona was produced at the biased
dischargers
which
produces
positive-point
corona
on
the
airframe
static-wick
dischargers.
All of
the biased discharger tests
performed were conducted along a closed course
in the southeastern Ohio area and were conducted in clear weather conditions.
The
potential of the HVPS for the biased discharger was increased in 5 Kv steps from 0
to 65 Kv over a period of 16 minutes.
At the
end of the data rurf, the supply voltage was
reduced to 0 and another 2 minutes of data
taken.
This mzthod produced a stepped ramp
of biased discharger potential that causes
the airframe to discharge as if flyinj into
triboelectric charging.
Fig. 6 indicates the
envelope of 95% of the noise vs. current data
points for the aircraft equipped with corona
points as dischargers.
This graph indicates
the worst case noise examples for the biased
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discharger tests, to which the static-wick
dischargers will be compared. It can be seen
that the aircraft was discharging a maximum
of 7 to 8 db above the ambient noise level.
The corona points did not begin discharging
current until the biased discharger voltage
was increased to 20-25 Kv.
The aircraft was then outfitted with
static-wick dischargers
in
place of
the
corona points and the flight test resumed,
Fig. 7 indicates the envelope of 95% of the
points for this test.
The noise plot of
Fig. 7 indicates no significant rise in the
noise level.
The biased discharger voltage
for the start of discharge current was 15 Kv
which was less than for the test with corona
points.
This demonstrates some of the mechanisms
employed
in
designing
static-wick
dischargers
to
reduce
corona
noiie
by
reducing the potential at which the corona
discharge
begins,
theraby reducing noise
levels (5).
The discharge current levels
experienced in the biased discharger flight
tests are indicative of the levels that could
be expected in a small aircraft operating in
light p-static charging conditions.
The
noise reduction, even at these low discharge
current levels, are enough to maintain a low
background noise level for Loran-C reception.

Several flight testd were conducted in
the vicinity of thunderstorm conditions to
determine the effects, if any, of p-static
discharge noie and sfercs noise generated
by these condit fons
on the reception of

seconds, after which the TI-9900 then reacquired
the Loran-C stations.
Again at
2280 seconds track was lost for 2 minutes.
During these lost track times, the aircraft
was encountering heavy rain with lightning
around and above.
Fig. 10 indicates that
during those
times
significant
noise was
being
generated
by
the
high
discharge
currents indicated by Fig. 11.
This noise
level persisted long enough to cause the
TI-9900 to lose lock on the received Loran-C
stations
used
for
navigation
output.
Fig. 9 indicates the envelope of plot
points of noise vs. discharge current.
This
plot is of interest because it illustrates
the
difference in
characteristics
of
the
noise levels generated by negative-point and
positive-point corona and supports the data
taken in the ground charging tests.
Notice
the trend toward higher noise levels for a
given discharge current in the positive-point
corona case as compared to the negative-point
case.
Referring back to the results of the
ground charging tests (Fig. 4),
this same
trend is observed.
The explanation for the
high
noise
level
(in Fig.
9)
for
zero
discharger current is that the EMC-25 interference analyzer also responds to the sferic
noise occurring near the aircraft due to the
thunderstom activity.
One additional problem that could produce
increased noise during this test was
that sometime during the flight,
the two
dischargers munted on the left elevator were
icat from the aircraft.
In examining the
discharge cutrent data for each discharger ae
recorded,
the currents
through these
two

Lorar-C.
One particular flight indicated
some interesting results.
The flight was
made along the same closed route used in
the biased discharger flights.
For all of
the natural charging flights,
the biased
discharger was not used.
The aircraft was
equipped with a TI-9900, Loran-C receiver
that has the capability of providing digital position data for recoiding during the
flight.
Fig.
8 is
a plot of the ground
track data of the TI-9900 as recorded during
this flight. The flight was conducted during
cold frontal passage through the southeastern
Ohio area, generating thunderstorm activity
throughout
the
area
of
flight.
After
takeoff,
the
data
collection system was
started at the point indicated in Fig. 8.
Figs. 9, 10 and 11 are data plots 9 or noise
vs. discharger current, noise vs.
time and
discharger current vs. time, respectively,
from the test.
The times referred to in
Figs.
10 and 11 are relative to the data
collection start time .r, o,'. . L.indicated iii
Fig. 8. As indicate
,. V. is, the TI-9900
lost track for 5 mine
a; .1 ing at 1380

dischargers
stopped at
approximately
1625
seconds.
It is not clear that this was thi
actual time the dischargers separated, but
there was very little dischaige current at
those discharger positions after 'hat time.
Some other interesting observations can
be made with regard to Fig. II. Nvte that at
approximately 1600 seconds there is
a large
current excursion from discharging negativepoint corona
to discharging
positLve-point
corona in a relatively short time.
This Is
characteristic
of
the
type
of
ai:-frawe
charging encountered near thunderstorm icti-vity,
The aircraft is moving thiough ereas
that have significant potential differeaces
causing
the
aircraft
te
accumulate
one
polarity of charge then moving into an area
of opposite charge causing the aircraft to
discharge and charge to the new potential. It
is even possible for the dischargers on one
wing to discharge positive-point corona while
the other wing is diacharging negative-point
corona.
As the figures presented here inr.iCate,
the
problem
of
aircraft
p-static,
discharging near thunderstorm conditions

NATURAL CHARGING FLIGHT TESTS
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DIGITAL SYSTEM UPSET--THE EFFECTS OF SIMULATED

LIGHTNING--INDUCED TRANSIENTS ON A GENERAL
PURPOSE MICROPROCESSOR

NASA-Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia

ABSTRACT
Flight-critical computer-based control systems designed for
advanced aircraft must exhibit ultrareliable performance in lightningcharged environments. Digital. system upset can occur as a result of
lightning-induced electrical transients, and a methodology has been
developed to test specific digital systems for upset susceptibility.
Initial upset data Indicates that there are several distinct upset
modes and that the occurrence of upset Is related to the relative
synchronization of the transient input with the processing state of
the digital system. A large upset test data base will aid in the
formulation and verification of analytical upset reliability modeling
techniques which arc being developed.,
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INTRODUCTION
nature of digital system response to analog
tiansients and to verify potential analytical techniques for generating upset statiptics for use in upset reliability models.
An analytical approach for generating such
statistics is based on the utilization of a
special-purpose computer specifically
designed to emulate and perform error mode
diagnostics on a target computer (3). Once
these statistics are generated and an upset
model is designed, a reliability prediction
can be made for the performance of the
target computer, assuming that lightninginduced transients have entered the system.
This reliability prediction could be generated by using existing reliability estimation programs, such as the ComputerAided
Reliability Estimation code, CARE III (4).
In order to predict the reliability of the
target system on an aircraft flying in a
lightning-charged environment, in-flight
data is needed to aid in defining the
characteristics of that environment. This
data is currently being obtained by tests in
which a specially-instrumented aircraft is
flown through thunderstorms to illicit
This lightning data,
lightning strikes (5).
as well as data obtained through upset
testing described in this paper, will aid in
providing a basis from which analytical
reliability prediction techniques can
evolve.

ADVANCED AIRCRAFT of the 1990's will
be designed with composite structures and
computer-based digital control systems capable of performing flight-critical functions. These digital systems will be
required to be ultrareliable whether the
aircraft is flying through a normal or
adverse environment--such as a thunderstorm.
There is, th~refore, a need for a better
understanding of the inflight lightningcharged environment as well as the developtuent of techniques for assessing the performance/reliability of digital systems on
composite aircraft in that environment,
When an aircraft is struck by lightning, exterior electromagnetic fields are
formed that are dependent on the geometry
and structural uaterial of the aircraft.
These exterioi fields are coupled to the
interior of the aircraft causing transient
voltages and currents to be induced on
electrical cables throughout the aircraft.
Onboard electronic equipnent are subjected
to the analog electrical transients that
manage to propagate to interface circuitry,
power lines, etc., despite shielding and
protection devices (1)*.
Lightiing-lndu.ed electrical transients can impair the operation of digital
systems by either damaging components or by
causing fuinctional error modes--or upsets-in which vo component damage is involved,
Digital system upset is permanent in that it
requires corrective action, such as resetting the system or reloading the software,
to restore normal system function. Upset
can be viewed from a hardware or software
perspective. The hardware viewpoint is in
terms of logic states, whereas -he software
viewpoint is in terma of program flow.
There has been some ongoing work for several
years to predict erroneous loop program
execution using linear difference
However, there are no stanequations (2).
dard guidelines or criteria fur performing
upset tests or analysis of digital systems.
This paper describes a methodology
whereby a microcoiputer is tested in the
labiratory for its qusceptibility to
entering upset modes and presents data
obtained to date. The objectives of these
tests are to investigate the statistical

UPSET TEST METHODOLOGY
The digital unit under test is the
It
Intel Intellec 8/Mod 80 microcomputer.
is based on an 8080 microprocessor and was
chosen because it is a typical, generalpurpose microcomputer and comprises a small
enough network to facilitate instrumentation. A simplified block diagram of the
digital unit under test is shown in
Figure 1. The analog electrical transients
being input into the digital unit under test
are designed to model voltages and currents
that are likely to be induced by electromagnetic fields in a lightning-charged
environment; the waveshapes are based on
those recommended for direct application to
electronic equipment pins by avionics
subcommittee AE4L of the Society of
These waveshapes,
Automotive Engineers (6).

*Numbers in parentheses designate References at end of paper.
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shown in Figure 2, ai' representative of
lightning-induced vo. :ages and currents and
it is recommended that both positive and
negative polarity versions of the waveforms
be applied to the test unit. The amplitude
of these waveforms is restricted, iu this
case, by the damage threshold of components
within the unit under test. The analog
transients are input into the digital unit
under test randomly with respect to time and
with respect to internal pro,essing state of
the unit being tested. Randomness is
desired so that transient signal inputs are

error is detected, the electrical transient
is again input to the unit under test. Ii
an error is detected, no more transient
siga.1s are generated, error data is
recorded, and the test is finished.
The error data being recorded is
obtained from the CPU liies that are
monitored from the unit under test. These
data comprise the memory addresses accessed,
instructions fetched from memory, CPU data
input/output (I/0),, eight CPU control
signal logic states during CPUmemory data
bus transactions, and the CPU status signal.

not synchronized with processing activity--

The status signal is output onto the data

thus, more realistically simulating the
random process that might take place in the

bus by the CPU to identify the subsequent
machine cycle. The 8080 microprocessor

actual lightning-charged environment. Upset
statistics collected under these conditions
will enable statistical cross-tabulations to
be made and will enhance a stochastic upset
model in which digital system response to
lightning-induced transients is modeled
statistically.
The upset test hardware configuration

machine cycles and corresponding 8-bit
status signals are shown in Table 1.
In order to statistically evaluate the
effects of analog transients on the unit
under test, data is generated and recorded
to provide a means of determining the CPU
processing state when each electrical transient was input into the test unit. This

shown in Figure 3 Is based on comparison
monitoring of two identical Intel microcomputers that are synchronized and executing the same program code concurrently. One
microcomputer, the unit under test, is per-

data is obtained using a 28-bit counter that
is clocked by 0
from the reference unit.
Since procevsing activity is organized in
the 8080 as shown in Table 2 (7), a count of
the number of clock cycles that occur be-

turbed by analog electrical transients while

tween transient signal inputs can be used to

the second one serves as an unperturbed
reference unit. Thirty-two of the forty
pins from each microcomputer's central processing unit (CPU) are compared via error
detection circuitry, in a bitwise fashion,
These lines include the 8-bit bidirectional
data bus, the 16-bit address bus, and eight
CPU control lines. The analog electrical
transients are generated when a relay is
opened causing a capacitor in an RLC circuit
to discharge; closing the relay causes the
capacitor to again become charged, which is
required for generating another transient
signal. The random generation of the electrical transient is provided by circuitry
that controls the opening and closing of the
relay independently of either the unit under
test or the reference unit. Transient signals can also be generated in a free-running
manner in which the time between transients

determine the instruction, machine cycle,
and machine cycle state in progress when
each transient input occurs. The clock
cycle count is initialized when the microcomputers begin executing the program code.
When the electrical transient is input into
the unit under test, the clock cycle count
is latched, the counter is reinitialized,
and the clock cycle data is recorded. This
process continues until an error is
detected. Once the detection of an erLor
occurs, the number of clock cycles that
elapsed since the electrical transient was
input into the test unit is latched, aad the
error data described previously is recordea.
Clock cycle data and error data are
recorded on 8 x 8K bit nonvolatile ranlom
access memory cards. After each test ts
completed, the data on these uemory cards is
transcribed for permanent record orto mag-

varies pseudo-randomly from about 5 seconds
to 1.5 minutes with a resolution of approxi-

netic tape and becone data files, The data
in these files is then processed using a

mately 350 ms. This time interval between
transients can be edjusted and was chosen
somewhat arbitrarily. Th'. lower limit of 5
seconds, however, was chosen to provide
enough time for a program of moderate size
(about 500 instructions) to be executed in a
continuous loop at least 1000 times. It is
assumed that if the unit under test can
correctly execute the program code IJOO
times, once the transient signal has entered
the system, then an error due to that transient signal will probably not occur. If no

specially written FORTRA program. Error
data from the CPU iata Dus, address bus, and
control lines of the unit under test are
disassembled, formatted, and listed so that
concurrent activity on these lines can be
tracked. Clock cycle data is used to calculate the 8080 instruction, machine cycle,
and machine cycle state in progress when
each transient signal was injected and wfhen
the error was detected.
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IiPSET TESTS MND RESUL1a

Upset tests completed to date have
been performed utilizing a 1-MHz damped
sinusoid of negative polarity as the
perturbing electrical transient. No provisions have been made, at this time, to
achieve the rise time of the S.A.E. recommended waveform. During each individual
test, the analog transient signal was input
on a single line in the unit under test,
rather than on multiple lines th~oughout the
unit. The program being executed in a continuous loop by the microcomputers Juring
each test is shown in Table 3; the machine
cycle, machine cycle states, and control

pattern of behavior during which it completes several program cycles correctly and
then "babbles" or becomes "stuck" during
several cycles. The amount of processing
activity, such as CPU-RAM interaction,
taking place during each upset mode is yet
to be determined. The number of times that
the transient signal was input on each line
in the unit under test as well as the corresponding number of anomalies, benign errors,
upset modes, and upset types detected are
shown in Table 4.
Several general observations can be
made from the upset data recorded thus far.
Eight-bit signals are input into the CPU
during some instrucLiotg fetch cycles that do

signal. corresponding to each instruction are

tiot correspond to instructions in the test

(CB) 1 6 to be retrieved from randm access
memory location (0011)16 and input into
the accumulator register of the CPU. The
data byte is then stored in random access
memory location (002316
his program
is extremely simplistic and was chosen to
minimize the number of processing states to
which the input of electrical transients
could be correlated in a statistical analysis. Minimizing the number of processing
states reduces the amount of data needed for
a statistically significant data base.
Thus, a precursory analysis can be performed

any of the 8080's 244 instiuctions.
Similarly, the CPU issues status signals
that do not correspond to the machine cycles
which constitute execution of the test
program and often do not signify any of the
ten 8080 machine cycles. The CPU also
issues signals on the addre.-;s bus which
represent memory locations in RAM other than
those that should be accessed during execution of the program, memory locations in
ROM, and sometimes locatioas outside the
boundary of available hardware. In
addition, control signals are issued by the

in a relatively short period of time to
determini
whether or not a correlation may
exist.
he transient signal has been input
into the unit under test 1101 times on lines
MDI0 , MDI3, and MDI
of the input data bus,
DB of te o'.,tput Laa bus,
D
of the
bidirectional data bus, and MAD0 of the
memory address bus. Thirty-five of these
analog transient inputs caused the unit
under test to exhibit anomalous behavior,
and in 30 of these cases the system was
upset. Tle remaining five cases involved
errors Vhat have been termed as benign.
Benign errors include contaminated data,
temporary divergence from correct program
flow, and slight instruction changes that do
not prevent the system from performing the
desired a tivity. Data recorded during the
30 tests in which the unit under test was
operstiag in an upset mode can be categorized into three types. Type I upset data
is characterized by the CPU data bus, and
sometimes the address bus and/or control
lines, be'rng "stuck" at some valid or
invalid
equence. Type II upset data
indicates that the CPU of the unit under

CPU that either should not occur during
execution of the test program or that should
not occur during CPU-memory data bus transactions. This undefined CPU activity has
not yet been investigated. In 18 of the 30
upset cases recorded, normal function was
restored by resetting the system. In the
remaining 12 cases, some or all of the
memory locations allocated for the test
program were overwritten requiring that the
program be reloaded and initialized to
restore normal system function. This information, as it relates to the number of
upsets detected and the number of t..s th,
transient was Input on each line of the unit
under test, is included in Table 5.
The data base obtained to date is
insufficienit for performing a comprehensive
statistical analysis to determine if the
occurrence of upset can be correlated to the
8080 processing state in progress when the
analog transient signal is input into the
system. Nonetheless, several rudimentry
cruss-tabulations were performed in itich
the number of observed upsets was arranged
in contingency tables with several processing state subdivisions and the occurrence or

the data bus, control lines, and usually the
iddress bus as well. Table A of the
appendix shows Type I] upset data. lIype III
upset data suggests that the CPU exhibits a

variables. The initial hypothesis being
tested by each cross-tabulaLion is trat the
occurrence of upset is equiprobable for each
processing 3tate in progress when the electrical transient was input into the system.

indicated.

test was

The program causes data byte

"babbling" e.7ronteous

program or even represent the op-code for

information on

nonoccurrence of upset as
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the random

Calculating the chi-square statistic and
comparing it to the appropriate value of the
chi-square distribution determines whether
or not the initial hypothesis should be
rejected (8).
Since the occurrence, rather
than nonoccurrence, of upset is of primary
interest, the chi-square statistic for the
data in each contingency table was calculated using only the number of upsets observed and the number of upsets that would
be expected to occur under the initial
hypothesis for each processing state. An
assumption that is implicit ii the
chi-square calculation for the data in each
contingency table is that upset occurred
witn equal probability for each transient
signal input point that yielded an observed
upset. This assumption cannot be tested at
this time due to the small quantity of data
that has been obtained thus "ar.
Tables 6-10 show the nur',er of obser:ed
upsets, the uumber of upsets expected under
the initial hypothesis, the calculated
chi-square statistic, and appropriate values
of the chi-square distribution as applied to
various processing levels. Since the calculated chi-square statistic for the data in
contingency Table 6 is less than the value
of the chi-square Oistribution ior an
= 0.10 level of significancc, the initial
hypothesis-that the occurrence of upset is
equi-probable when the transient signal is
input durin execution of eoy inst.uction of
the test program--cannoc be rejected. On
the other hand, the calculated chi-square
statistic for the data a& arrauged in contingencv Tables 7, 8, and 9 for varloos
machine cycle categorie- indica es that thQe
initial hypothesis of there being an equal
probability that upset will occur when the
transient signal is inpit during the various
machine cycles, irrespective of the assoelated program inotructto: being executec,
can be rejected a an _
0.005
le'el
of
significance. Tli, level of significance
means that the probability of having rejected the initial
hypothesis when, in actuality, it bhould not be rejected is 0,005.
Rejectini the iaitiail hypothesis for the
data io contingency Tab .e 7 can, primarily be
attributed to the much saller
than expected
number of observed upsets that occurred when
the transient signal was input duriug memory
write machine cycles.
itejection of the
initial
hypothesis for the data as arranged
in contingency Tables 8 and 9 can primarily
be attributed to the lirger than expected
number of upsets observed when the transient
signal was input during instruction fetch
machine cycles. Thi chi-square statistic
calculated for the data in contingency
Table 10 indicates that there is no basis on
which to reject the initial hypothesis of
there being an equal probability of upset

occurring when the transient signal is input
during various machine cycle states, irrespective of the associated machine cycle or
instruction. A more complete statistical
analysis associating instruction, machine
cycle, and machine cycle state will bp performed once a larger data base has been
obtained.
A preliminary upset model has been
developed and is presented in Figure 4. The
probability of being in each of the defined
states can be determined once the ijobability density functions (pdf's)
p(t),
-(t),
(-c)and a(T) are determined for a
specific digital system being considered.
Function
p(t)
is the pdf of the time it
takes for upset to occur, once the transient
signal has entered the syszem. SinOlarly,
C(t)
is the pdf of the time required, once
the transient signal has entered tae system,
for benign errors to be generated.
Functions
((T)
and
B(T) are the pdf's of
the time required for system rei, very or
system failure, respectively, onci system
upset has occurred. Probability density
functions
p(t)
and U(t)
will be determined for the 8080-based microcomputer using
upset test data currently' being obtained.
The clock cycle counter in the upset test
circuitry is reinitialized when the transient signal is input into the tes: system,
and the clock cycle count is latched and
recorded upon detection of an error. Since
the "lock frequency is 2 MHz, the time required for upset to occur or benign errors
to be generated, once the transient signal
has entered the system, can be calculated by
multiplying the clock cycle count by 506 ns.
The upset propagation times calculated from
each test in which upset occurred will be
rsed to generate a histogram showing fre4uencv of upset occurrence versus various
upset propagation time intervals. Function
p(t) is then determined by approximating
the histogram with a known distribution cr
deriving the equation of the curve which
best fits the envelope of the histogram.
Figure 5 shows the uoset propagation time
histogram formulated from the upset data
obtained to date.
Since the data base is
small, no attempt has yet been made to
determine p(t).
Probability density
function a,(t)
for benign error generation
time will be determined in a similar manner.
The pdf 's
i( )
and
(
for
-') recovery
time and failvre time, respectively, cannot
be determined unless upset recovery mechanisms are designed and implemented in the
microcomputer system. If this is undertaken, pdf's O(T)
and
e(r)
will be
determined sLmilarly.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

2. Gerald M. Masson and Robert E.
Glaser, "Intermittent/Transient Faults in
Digital Systems." NASA CR 169022, May 1982.

A methodology has been developed to
test a general-purpose microcomputer for
susceptibility to upset caused by analog
transient signals which model lightning
induced effects waveforms. Upset data has
been obtained during 30 of 1101 transient
signal injection tests and indicates that
there are several distinct upset modes.
Type I upset involves CPU lines and/or buses
being stuck at some logic state sequence
whereas, during Type II upset, the CPU
"babbles" erroneous and/or undefined information on its lines and buses. Type III
upset occurs when the CPU exhibits a pattArn
of behavior during which it completes
several program cycles correctly and then
"babbles" or becomes "stuck" during several
cyclec. Processing activity taking place
during upset modes is yet to be inveatigated. Statistics performed thus far do not
refute the claim that upset occurs with
equal probability when the transient signal
is input during each instruction cycle.
However, there is evidence against the
occurrence of upset being equiprobable when
the transient signal is input during the
machine cycles that occur throughout execution of the test program, irrespective of
the instruction cycle in progress. At this
time, there is no evidence to disclaim the
assertion that upset occurs with equal probability when the transient is input during
the various machine cycle states, irrespective of the associated machine cycle or
instruction cycle. A more comprehensive
statistical analysis will be performed once
a sufficient data base has been obtained.
Upsei. test data will also be used to deter-

3. "Digital Avionics Design and
Reliability Analyzer." Martin Marietta,
MCR-81-515, NASA Report NASI-15780, February
1981.
4. J. J. Stiffler and L. A. Bryant,
"CARE III Phase II Report, Mathematical
Description." Raytheon Co., Sudbury, Ma.,
NASA CR-3566, 1982.
5. Felix L. Pitts, "Electromagnetic
Measurement of Lightning Strikes to
Aircraft." AIAA Journal of Aircraft, Vol.
19, No. 3, March 1982, pp. 246-250.
6. "Test Waveforms and Techniques for
Assessing the Effects of Lightning-Induced
Transients."
AE4L Committee Report
AE4L-81-2, Society of Automotive Engineers,
December 1981.
7. Intellec 8/Mod 80 Microcomputer
Development System Reference Manual, Intel
Corp., 1974.
8. S. Wilks, "Mathematical
Statistics."
John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
New York, 1962.

mine probability density functions of the
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time it takes for upset to occur and benign
errors to be generated in the 8080-based
wicroc( aputer, once the analog electrical
transient has entered the system. These
probability density functions will be used
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to determine the upset susceptibility of the
8080 microcomputer via a preliminary upset
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been completed, the primary conclusion that
can be made at this time is that digital
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system upset may best be characterized at0
the machine cycle level of processing
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Table 1 - 8080 MN-hine Cycles and Corresponding 8-Bit
Status Signals in Hexidecimal Format

MACHINE CYCLE

STATUS SIGNAL

INSTRUCTION FETCH
MEMORY READ
MEMORY WRITE
STACK READ
STACK WRITE
INPUT
OUTPUT
INTERRUPT
HALT
INTERRUPT WHILE HALT

RISE TIME,
WAVEFORMR
ns
DAMPING
1
1IHz (± 20)
50 mAX AMPITUDE DECREASES
2
10 MHz ±201 1
5 MAX 25-50 IN 4 CYCLES
DECAYING
EXPONENTIAL VjAVEFORM
V3. I4

A2
82
00
86
04
42
10
23
8A
2B

0 1

. -,

WAVEFORM

r

nl

3

500N AX

4

100tAX

1d

lisI

70_1

ODE
%

2 (± 20VI

Fig. 2 -S.A.E.
waveforms recommended for
lightning-induced effects testing

-'

DIGITAL UNIT 32

16 _

8

8

CICUT INTELP SYSTEMI)6
28

CRYSTL 2
YCLE OSCILLTOR
CAOCH
C

PO SGRLEEL

COMENT

Fig. 3 - Overview
configuration

Table 2

-

ATABUS ADDRESS
BUSi CONTROL
LINE
iONITOR
MONITOR
IONITOR

of upset

test

hardware

Proceosing Levels for the 8080 Microprocessor

PROCESSING LEVEL

COMMENTS

INSTRUCTION CYCLE

1. Defined by op-code for each
1-3 byte instruction
2. Consibts of 1-5 machine cycles

MACHINE CYCLE

1.

MACHINE CYCLE STATES

1. Defined by single cycle of clock
signal 0I1

Identified by status signal for
type of CPU-memory or CPU-I/O
port transaction
2. Consists of 3-5 states

2.

Smallest unit of processing
activity
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Table 3

-

-.

----

-

-

-
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Address Bus, Data Bus, and Control Signal
Activity During Execution of the Upset
Test Program Code

DATA BUS

CPU CONTROL SIGNAL

ADDR.

NO. OF

BUS

OP.CODE/INST.

STATUS SIG./MACH. CYC.

0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0023

3E:
CB.
32:
23:
00:
CB

MVIA
CB
STA
23
00

A2:
82:
A2:
82:
82:
00:

INST. FETCH
HEM. RYAD
INST. FETCH
MEM. READ
HEM. READ
MEM. WRITE

5
4
5
4
4
4

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

0015

C3:

JMP

A2: INST. FETCH

5

1

0016
0017

10:
00:

10
00

82: MEM. READ
82: MEM. READ

4
4

1
1

Table 4

-

STATES

NO. OF
TRANSIENT

SYSTEM

BENIGN

INPUT POINT

INPUTS

ANOMALIES

ERRORS

11

11

3

11

11

a

1.

11

1

(MKEM.

RDY

HLDA

SYNC

WR

DBIN

INTE

HLD

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
0

1
1
1
1
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
U

1

0

0

1

1

0

U

1
1

0
0

0
0

1
1

1
1

0
0

0
0

Breakdown of System Anomalies Observed Per Number
of Transient Signal Inputs at Each Input Point in
the Unit Under Test

TRANSIENT

MDI0

WAIT

SYSTEM UPSETS
TOTAL

TYPE 1i

TYPE III

2

4

2

II

0

11

0

10

1

9

0

8

TYPE I

DATA IN.-tSB)

MDI
(HEM. DATA IN.-4th LSB)

MDI 7

(MEN. DATA IN.-+1SB)

2

110

720

0

0

U

346

0

0

U

D2

1

(CPU DATA BUS-LSB)

9D 0

0

(

0

0

0

(DATA BUS OUT.-LSB)

MAD 0
(KEM. ADDR. BUS-LSB)
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Table 5'- Upsets Involving Overwritten Program Memory
Per Total Number of Upsets Observed from
Transient Signal Inputs at Each Input Point in
the Unit Under Test

UPSETS INVOLVING
OVERWRITTEN
PPOGRAM MEMORY

TOTAL
NO. OF
UPSETS

NO. OF
TRANSIENT
INPUTS

TRANSIENT
INPUT POINT
MDI

0

1H

8

3

MDI

3

11

11

2

MDI 7

11

10

7

Table 6 -

Contingency Table and Chi-Square Statistic
for the Occurrence of Upset When the
Transient Signal is Input During Instruction
Cycles

MVIA

STA

JMP

245

473

353

NO UPSET
UPSET
(EXPECTED)

x2a = 0.

30

1101

362

482

257

1071

9
(10.0)

9
(10.0)

12
(10.0)

TOTAL

Table 7 -

0

1

2

D

2

CALCULATED

X

" 4.61
-0

x2=

= 0.6

005 = 5.99

Contingency Table and Chi-Square Statistic
for the Occurrence of Upset When the Transient
Signal is Input During Machine Cycles

NO UPSET

INST.

MEM.

MEM,

FETCH

READ

WRITE

392

562

117

CALCULATED

x2

S•

0.05

"5.99
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X

1101

118

576

407

TOTAL

30

1
(10.0)

14
(10.0)

15
(10.0)

UPSET
(EXPECTED)

1071

2

-

12.2

2

0. 0

.005

10.6

10.6

Table 8

-

Contingency Table and Chi-Square Statistic for the Occurrence of
Upset When the Transient Signal is Input During Machine Cycles
(Memory Read Cycles are Subclassified Into Data and Addresses
Read from Memory)

INST.
FETCH

MEM. RD.
(DATA)

MEM. RD.
(ADDR.)

HEM.
WRITE

392

110

452

117

15
(7.5)

6
(7.5)

8
(7.5)

1
(7,5)

407

116

460

118

NO UPSET
UPSET
(EXPECTED)
TOTAL

CALCULATED

UPSET

NO UPSET
(EXPECTED)I
TOTAL

-

HEM. RD.
(LOW BYTE
OF ADDR.)

MEM. RD.
(HIGH BYTE
OF ADDR.)

MEM.
WRITE

MEM. RD.
(DATA)

392

110

218

234

117

15
(6.0)

6
(6.0)

3
(6.0)

5
(6.0)

1
(6.0)

407

116

221

239

118

Table 10

TOTAL

12.8

0.005

INST.
FETCH

-

1071

30

1101

X2 = 19.37

X

0.05 = 9.49

x2

UPSET
(EXPECTED)

1101

Contingency Table and Chi-Square Statistic for the
Occurrence of Upset When the Transient is Input
During Machine Cycles (Memory Read Cycles are
Subclassified into Data, Low Address Bytes, and
High Address Bytes Read from Memory)

CALCULATED

NO UPSET

30

13.43

Xa

0.05 ' 7.81

x

Table 9

-

1071

2a

= 0.005

-

14.9

Contingency Table and Chi-Square Statistic for the
Occurrence of Upset When the Transient Signal is
Input During Machine Cycle States

TI

T2

TW

T3

T4

249

268

255

223

76

(6.0)

(6.0)

6
(6.0)

5
(6 .0 )

3
(6.0)

258

275

261

228

CALCULATED
2
X

-0.1

2

X

=7.78

=

2

A
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3.34

- 0.05 =949

79

1071
30

1101

TRANSIENTS
ENTERED

P tAt

UPSET-\

0 (T)

a' At

AI=
At=
=
AT
A T=

PROBABILITY
PROBABILITY
PROBABILITY
PROBABILITY

ITI

A

ILE

AT

SYSTEMRECOVERED

BENIGN ERRORS

p (tI
a ()
0i T)
S(I

SYSTEM

SYSTEM

SYSTEM

THAT ERRORSCAUSESYSTEMUPSETIN TIME A I
THAT ERRORS WILL BE BENIGNIN TIME At
THAT SYSTEMW:LL RECOVERIN TIME AT
THAT SYSTEMWILL FAIL IN TIME AT

Fig. 4 - Preliminary stochastic upset model

FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE

10

9

TIhE INTERVALS,

I

Fig. 5 - Upset detection/propagation time
histogram
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LIGHTNINC PRUFECTION DESIGN AND LIGHTNING THREAT FLIGHT CLEARANCE
OF A FLY-BY-WIRE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AN UNSTABLE ATRCRAFT

P. A. Doggett and I. P. MacDiarmid
British Aerospace PLC, Lancashire, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT
"N

The rapid growth in avionic fli.t safety critical systems
coupled with large scale use of poo,', conducting structural
materials has made essential a deliberate and consistent design
and test philosophy for airccaft lightniag strike protection.
The paper discusses the design measures taken in the
installation of a fly-by-wire (F6W) system in a Jaguar aircraft
to be used as a technology demonstrator. The whole aircraft
simulated lightning strike tests carried out are briefly
described, together with complementary bench tests.
The experience gained is reviewed and used to provide a
basis for a consistent philosophy of design and test for any
future FBW aircraft.
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I.
IN A 'FLY BY WIRE' (FBW) aircraft, the
traditional cables i.nd rods of the flight
control system are replaced by electronic
circuits
linking
central
computers
to
inceptors such as -ilot'
stick, and to
actuators to move the control surfaces.
The
trend in military aircraft flight control
systems
is
now
firmly
towards
digital
electronic FBW technology. Six years ago the
most advanced production aircraft incorporated
quadruplex analogue
control systems;
today
quadruplex digital systems aru developed and
in production.
Future projects use digital
techniques with no backup system and also
complete integration with avionic navigation
and attack systems.
A parallel trend in aircraft production
has been the increasing use of composite
materials.
Five years ago the use of Carbon
Fibre Composite (CFC) in aircraft at BAe
(Warton) was limited to a small number of
access doors manufactured as replacements for
metal doors on existing aircraft.
Since then,
a front fuselage, a wing and a taileron set
have
been
built,
and
aircraft
under
development incorporate more than half of the
structure in CFC.
This usage of CFC is in
common with the majcrity of other majnr
manufacturers.
Although the use of digital techniques
minimises
EM
Interference
the
greater
dep,-ndance on continuous system functioning
for safety, and the change in ctructural
material which reduces shielding of systems
froi external E2i effects (such as lightning)
make it necessary to take deliberate action to
identify and prove protective measures and
design procedures.
The continucus and safe
functioning necessary is best illustraLed by
the fact thot future aircraft are being
designed
with
deliberate
longi .- inal
instability to maximise aircraft performances,
Only a high speed computer can effect the
control
inputs
necessary
tc
maintain
controlled flight.
It follows therefore thpt
if control were to be lost, the aircraft could
divergently depart from controlled flight and
break up.
With such an unstable airframe no
manual reversion is possible and very high
electrical integrity is essential,
Lightning strike represents the severest
naturally occurring electromagnetic threat and
furthermore, the unpredictability of the
characteristics
of
a
possible
strike,
necessitate always considering the worst case
conditions.
It is of great importance thac a
safe and realistic flight clearance with
respect to lightning is generated for a
particular aircraft type, but the problems in
doing so are considerable.
Considerable programmes of whole aircraft
simulated
lightning
testing
have
been
conducted in recent years, and much has been
learnt about correct design and protection of
systems to ninimise induced transients and
also to test them correctly, such that an

S

unrestricted
light
clearance
may
be
confidently given.
This paper reviews the
experience gained in these areas by British
Aerospace PLC (Warton Division) with t'
Jaguar fly by wire reserach aircraft. In each
of these areas BAe (Warton) have been greatly
assisted by the Culham Lightning Studies Unit
(CtSU).
2.

The FBW Jaguar was originally a standard
production Jaguar strike aircraft and served
with the RAF for three years before being
delivered to BAe Warton for conversion as an
Active Controls Technology Demonstrator, under
contract to the UK Ministry of Defence.
Since it was always intended to fly the
FBW Jaguar in unstable configurations, no form
ot reversionary control was retained and the
original flight control system was entirely
replaced by a quadruplex digital FBW system
together
with
associated
sensors
and
actuators.
The overall objective of the
project was
for the aircraft to be a
technology demonstrato,, and thus throughout
the project all aspects of equipment build and
flight
clearance
have
been
to
normal
production standards.
Therefore, in effect,
the system could be fitted and flown in a
future aircraft with only those changes that
apply to the different aircraft layout and
role.
The aircraft
first flew as
a FBW
Demonstrator on 20 October 1981.
2.1 TIlE FLIGhT CONTROL SYSTEM (FCS) Figure 1 gives a schematic illustration ot the
installation of the FCS into the aircraft, and
major components of the system comprise
Flight Control Computer (FCC) - (4 off) these computers house the control laws, and
each one has at its disposal the information
available to the others, such that it can
generate a consolidated command to the control
surface actuators.
Actuator Drive and Monitor Computer
(ADMC) - (2 off) these computers each
produce a further consolidated command to the
control surface actuators from information
received from the 4 FCCs.
In addli.ion they
monitor the FCCs and generate the failure
warnings as necessary.
Quadruplex Position Sensors - (5 off)
these are basically potentiometers and are
used to measure pilot's stick, rudder pedal
and trim settings.
A separate lane is used
for each FCC.
Rate Gyro Units - (3 off) - these are
quadruple> gyro packs and send aircraft rate
responses to each FCC.
Primary FlIsht Control Units - (5 off) these comprise a separate actuator for each
control surface.
Each actuator receives 6
control signals on a 'duo-triplex' basis. The
actuators send ram position and ram rate of
travel feedbacks to the computers.
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Airstrean Direction Detection Probes - (4
off)
- from
these
four probes
triplex
incidence and sideslip signals are generated
for transmission to the FCCs.
Triplex Transducer Unit - from the pitot
static probes triplex pitot and static signals
are generated for transmission to the FCCs.
Airbrake and Flap Position Indicators
to generate compensation of airbrake and flap
effects, a duplex position signal is sent to 2
FCCs.
Autopilot - signals from the Jaguar Nav
Attack system (NavWass) are provided to one
FCC for use as an autopilot facility.
The system architecture is outlined in
Fig (2) and principal components of the above
system will apply equally to any future
aircraft although a much greater amount of
integrated avionics is to be expected with
increased use of databus systems.
2.2 FCS PIn rF.TTVE T..TrN - Th0 grproI
installation techniques and design policies
for the FCS equipment and wiring runs are
outlined below.
Equipment - Each FCC powers its own
sensors and all signal earth references are
via the FCC to system star ground.
Separate
OV 'busbars' are provided within the computer
for different signal types and all
earth
references exit from the box on one connector
pin to the star ground.
The cases of each
computer and each sensor are bonded to
airframe.
Traditional
"transorb"
devices
for
transient overvoltage protection are used to
protect the outputs from the FCC to remote
components eg Linear Variable Differential
Transducer (LVDT) excitation, servo command
signal.
Most sensor inputs to the FCC are
protected by a high resistance which iitcs
any transient current,
Standard
anti-EMI
manufacturing
techniques are used in the box construction eg
overlapping lids and hole sizes only below a
certain value,
FCC4 is an exception in that its
system
earth is
not the star ground but a remote
NavWass earth.
This results from its NavWass
sourced autopilot inputs vhich nc-essitated
using the NavWass system earth.
However, this
situation was deemed acceptable since each FCC
is optically coupled and electrically isolate-i
(500V
optical coupler) and therefore any
resultant noise due to the remote earth is
limited to one box.
The software inside each FCC is identical
to enable any box to be used in any position.
The original system specification called
for 500v insulation to ground for wiring and
sensors and this is generally met.
Wiring Runs - The major wiring runs a e
illustrated in Fig 1.
A specific design
cons!raint was that all FCS wiring was to be
segregated from standard Jaguar wiring, with
crost' overs at 90%

EMC considerations defined which r1roults
required use of screened wires. Theae screenis
were earthed only at the FCC end to avoid
earth loops.
Appioximately 75% of FCC {nputs/outputs
are so screened.
The screea ,arthing
is
generally by pigtail to the airfrase, although
5% are earthed via the FCC to star ipround,
For lightning protection It was decided
to segregate mechanically the FCS wiri.g runs
wfth a combination of ali:mir,!um trunking (or
conduit)
and mesh braid,
eitcher heavy duty
braid or light gauge knitted mesh as required.
These screens were all earthe mulriply on an
opportunity basis to reduce enol.:sed loop
area.
The wiring, as far as possible, avoided
the areas oi the fuselage whfc were of small
radius of convex curvature. These areas often
carry high current densities, and thus give
rise
to high
levels of electromagnetic
coupling.
The FCS computers themseaves are
sited approximately halfway along toie fuselage
In an area of low current density due to large
effective fuselage diameter.
To attempt to keep lightning currents on
the aircraft skin, certain equipment and gun
bay doors were provided with EM sealing. This
took the form of a knitted mesh gasket which
was electrically bonded to the bay deor and
allowed to contact the metal 'land' around the
aperture in the airfcnme.
3.

WHOLE AIRCRAFT SIWTLATED LIGHTNING TEST

The FBW Jaguci
is
the first
British
aircraft to rely entirely on a digital
electronic flight
control system and thus
presented a novel problem
with respect !o
clearing the aircraft for flight in possible
lightning conditions.
The principal objective of the sirxulatpd
lightning test was to demonstrate the efficacy
of the protective measures ana thus achieve a
relaxation or abolition of
thu
initiol
restrictive clearance imposed.
3.1 TEST PHILOSOPHY - To achieve an
unrestricted flight clearance, confidence rust
be gained that if a full threat lightning
strike were to occur,
the flight
safety
critical elements of the FCS would survive a-nd
maintain
control
throughout.
The
unpredictability of interference mechanisms
necessitates a practical test.
So much can
generally be readily agreed, but definition of
a sufficient and satisfactory test is more
difficult and subject to various opinions.
The test rig used in the FBW Jaguar whole
aircraft simulated lightning tests ±s shown iii
Fig 3; the
capacitor bank and charging
equipment were provided by CLSU and the return
conductors were marufactured by BAe to a CLSU
design.
The circuit inductance was e 4 .H
and the equipment produced maxima
of lO0kA;
8OkV; 2OkA1tsec.
Two aircraft configurations
were tested; Nose to Tail and Nose to Fin Tip
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aerial, including tests with aircraft fully
powered electrically and hydraulically.
The values produced by the rig, although
not full threat, are equtvalunt to a moderate
to severe rcrike and a flight ready aircraft
cannot be put into the rig and tested without
risk
of
expensive
damage
to
sensitive
equipment.
It was important to achieve valid test

Generally, two options are available to
provide
this
data,
either
equipment
qualification test results or specific tests
based on aircraft test data.
In both cases,
careful consideration is required to ensure
that all
measurements are in the optimum
format for cross comparison.
Particular
attention must be paid to the read across of
bench test results to the real environment.

techniques whereby an aircraft in the middle,
or, in future, at the beginning of its flight
programme, could be subjected to meaningful
tests and yet be recleared for flight with a
minimum of delay after the testing.
Table 1
shows how this was achieved for the FBW
Jaguar.
Each change wan constdered for its
effects on the test validity. No difficulties
were encountered in reclearing the aircraft

Bench tests for a particular channel were
not necessary if the FBW Jaguar results when
extrapolated to full threat conditions were
within ktnown tolerance levels ie manufacturers
specif±cations.
However, the generally
limited
extent
of
manufacturers'
specifications and, in particular, the lack of
agreed lightning qualification test criteria,
meant that testing outside known levels was

for flight.
The good segregation between FCS
and other systems was greatly beneficial in
these respects.
The principal means of data gathering
were two dummy computers (one FCC, one ADMC)
which were wired to receive a total of 18

required.
These tests are currently being carried
out, therefore, it is not possible to quote
results.
To minimise the risk to flight cleared
units, the majority of the tests are being

circuits

and

terminate

these

with

their

carried out on a combination of rig standard

correct impedance.
A list of these circuits
is given in Table 2 and it can be seen that
they are representative of all major wiring

units and breadboard circuits. The breadboard
circuits allow great flexibility in repeat
testing to enlarge the sample of components

routes, circuit types and sensor types.

and to overtest as required,

The test philosophy anticipated
basing
any eventual clearance on the results of these
measurements but to utilise fully the unique
opportunity that the tests offered, a range of
additional measurements was made.
An outline
of all test technquas employed is given ia
Table 3.
Fuller
details of
all
test
measurements and techniques may be found in
thu complementary paper given by RAE at this

circuits are commissioned by ensuring that the
'transfer
function'
between input wire and
moaitored component was the same ab for the
actual computer circuit.
Since the tests are
designed to clear one particular aircraft,
testing to full threat criteria is sufficient
and overtects are made sulely to investigate
circuit capability.
Finally:, proof tests will be carried out

Conference.

on flight boxes at full threa

Ref (1)*

The additional measurements

made were of

The breadboard

levels for I0

examples of each input type.

particular
use
In
determlning
1 ,e
representation of the test environment.
Critical in this respect are the E field
surrounding the aircraft, the peak current,
current waveform, dl,'dt, dE/dt and current
distribution.
The test rig caters for all
these explicitly except dE/dt.
This is an
erea of increasing importance, and valid test
techniques and agrued criteria are required.
A brief summary of aircraft test results
is given in Table 4.
3.2 ROLE OF BENCH TESTS - The aircraft
itself could only be used to obtain the

4.

LESSONS LEARNED

it must be emphasised that the many
valuable lessons learned from the FBW Jaguar
tests were due co a consistent approach to the
problem as if for a production aircraft and a
full flight clearance.
4.1 DESIGN ASPECTS -- From the results of
the lightning tests cuc design features are
critically assessed below.
Access Door Gaskettin4_ - Magnetic fields
in the NavWass bay were measured with the

essential
database rather than extend
the
test duration a-d variety of tests to include
all desirable measurements.
Furthermore, it
would
not
be
possible
to
expose
any
'flight-realy'
aircraft to repeated simulated
full threat strikes.
Thus bench tests are

knitted mesh gasket around the door both
insulated and operating normally. The results
are illustrated in Table 4.
It
can be seen
that the manetic fields (-(dl/dt) are reduced
by a factor of approximately two to four by
using a conducting gasket arw.nd the bay door.

essential to provide the range of data
required for full confidence in the system,

It should also be noted that wavaforms with c
very high HF con~ent were recorded.
Tb-qe

particularl-i
safety
inter-component variation,

arose as a result u spu.rking at the interfacr
between the gasket and the aperture "la- !"
This did not arise in the Gun Bay door which

*Numbers

in parentheses

margins

and

designate References

was

at end of Paper

such

that

the

gasket

provided

continuous contact around the door.
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good

As a comparison between the performance
of the gasketting on the Gun Bay door and the
NavWass Bay door, loops were placed in each
bay and the voltage induced in the loops, with
the gaskets operating normally or insulated,
was recorded and compared.
The results are
given in Table 4.
It can be seen that the performance of
the gasket in the case of the Gun Bay door is
far superior, giving a reduction of induced
voltage in the region of 15 times,
It
is
clear
that
it
is
extrenmely
beneficial to provide good RF bonding around
the periphery of access doors. This should be
engineered with some care, and included as a
feature at the earliest stages of design.
Knitted mesh gaskets are far from ideal, they
are not particularly durable and do not
conducting
provide a weather seal.
However,
rubber gaskets are now available which promise
to have sufficient performance.
Cockpit Wiring - A; mentioned earlier, a
certain amount of FCS wiring was exposed in
the cockpit, and was therefore protected using
an overall knitted mesh screen on the loom.
Subsequent LO the testing, Culham Laboratory
carried out an assessment of various loom
shielding materials, the resultg of which are
given in Table 5. It can be seen that most of
the knitted loom shielding material offered
little
or no protection to the contained
wiring,
In addition, the constraints of the
long
installation
allowed
only
fairly
"pigtail" termination of the braid, also some
side console panels were manufactured in
fibreglass.
These three factors combined to produce
the highest induced voltages measured on the
aircraft during the lightning strike tests,
these were of the order of 200 V (extra,, 1-po

(d) Wires
crossing major
sti.iictural
joints in the airframe (eg wing/fuselage)
no
conduit if
should cross the join in
integral screening is available, and be routed
close to major current paths in order to
minimise loop area.
(e) Low impedance termination of input
wires should be used to minimise E dot
coupling.
4.2 AIRCRAFT TESTING - The whole aircraft
simulated lightning testn on the FBW Jaguar
went extremely well and yielded an extensive
However, the difficulties
set of valid data.
of simulating the full
threat lightning
environment, made it impossible to demonstrate
practically sufficient immunity to lightning
effects to allow a clearance on the basis of
Therefore the
simple test measurements.
analysis of, and conclusions from, these test
measiniements must consider tne following
aspects:
(a) Interpretation of measured response
to simulated test
pulses with regard to
response to natural lightning strike at full
threat level.
(b) The effects of possible lightning
attachment points other than those tested.
(c) The representation in the monitored
circuits of all other FCS circuits.
(d) Threshold effect3 with extrapolated
results and also hardware variability between
units tested and those used for flight.
(W) The
efficiency
of
the
various
protective measures incorporated into the
aircraft design and the maintenance of this
efficiency.
InterpretatiLon of Test Results with
regard to Full Threat Natural Strike
The
differences between the simulated pulse and a
full
threat natural
strike
are
in
the
and magnitudes of the main
inter-relation

to full threat levels).
Wiring Installation - Many of the wiring
installation aeaign features incorpcrated in
shown to
be
the
FBW Jaguar
have
been
so much as the majority of
successful in
voltages measured at the computer inputs were
less than 50 V.
Those voltages which were
higher were as a result of a recognised
engineering limitation, either a poorly chosen
wiring run or unsatisfactory earth bonding at
the ends of the screen.
As a result of
experience gained on FBW Jaguar the following
installation aspects are highlighted :
(a) Screening should be earthed at both
ends via the connector obviating the nee! for
"pigtails".

electromagnetic
parameters
(dl/dt, I peak,
dE/dt).
Provided that the individual effects
of these parameters can be identified from the
measured waveform, the full threat environment
can be accounted for by extrapolating the test
responses to full threat level and cumbining
The
them in correct relation to each other.
only difficulty encountered here in the FBW
wa
the
absence
of
Jaguar
tests
internationally j1 reed full threat dE/dt
values.
The 10
V/a/ser value used is
probably over severe,
Other Attachment Points - A lighbtning
clearance must reflect the possibility of a
strike between any two aircraft extremities.
The FBW Jaguar tests covered Nose - Tail and
Nose - Fin and thus consideration of a wing
strike was necessary.
tip
to wing
tip
Inveutigation of the wiring at risk revealed a
possible
weakness
in
the Wing/Fuselage
junction, and extra screening was defined for
Due to the good
this crossover as a result.
segregation bel.ween FCS and standard Jaguar
wiring, no further problem areas were fojnd.

(b) Condait or ducting is preferable to
If the
knitted mesh loom screening braids.
latter must be used, then only the heavy duty
vari!ty is of any value.
Both conduit and
braid should be multiply bonded to airframe.
(c) Major attenuation of the induced
effects of lightning can be obtained by
suitable routing of wires close to the metal
work of the airframv.
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Adequacy of Representation of Monitored
Circuits - The 18 monitored FCS circuits
included representatives of all types of
inputs to the computer and wiring routes plus
sensor types in the aircraft.
Thus it is
considered that the measurements made are
valid representations of the highest possible
induced
effects
on
the
iBW
aircraft.

5.1 IMPACT OF CARBON FIBRE COMPOSITE
(CFC) - Because CFC has significant structural
benefits ove: aluminium, its use in aircraft
manufacture in significant quantities is here
to stay, and the installation of electrical
and avionic systems in an airframe consisting

Therefore, the essential database has been
obtained, but bench tests are necessary to

of large amounts
accordingly.

enlarge this

database and extend

it to cover

adequately variction between similar circuits
and components,
It was accepted that FCC4 may be a
special case due to its interface with FTI and
Autopilot and its remote earthing.
However,
the Bulk Current Detector (BCD) measurements
revealed no substantial variations in results
for FCC4, and it is a design principle that
one FCC (or two if not simultaneous) may be
lost without effect.
Threshold Effects and Inter Box
Variability

-

With

all

5.

extrapolations

beyond

FUTURE AIRCRAFT

of

CFC

must

Electrically, CFC has

be

designed

two undesirable

properties.
Firstly, it is not a I good
conductor, the conductivity of CFC is/1000
that of aluminium.
Secondly, because the
manufacturing process leaves a non-conducting
layer of epoxy resin on the surface it is
extremely difficult to make good electrical
contact to the material.
The problems associated with the poor
conductivity of the material, and the poor
bonding of any joints made, are :
(a) Reduced shielding against Hr electromagnetic

energy

(eg

lightning,

EMP

and

actual tested levels, there is a danger that
at a given threshold some untoward effects may

on-board and external HF transmitters).
(b) Implementation of Power Earth Returns

have occurred.
Similarly, it is possible that
a tested unit might be hard (or soft) compared
to other units of the same nominal standard,

5.2 DESIGN PHILOSOPHIES CONSISTENT WITH
LARGE SCALE USAGE OF CFC - To date aluminium
alloy aircraft have had an electromagnetic

It is only the FCS computers themselves
are likely to have such threshold

performance which was reasonably well assured
to be adequate against the induced effects of

that

effects,

the

not

risk

at

aircraft wiring

specification

as

the

500

adequately

and

sensors are

lightning,

V

insulation

installation

covers

the

consisting

irrespective

design,

of

large

etc.

of

configuration,

In

quantities

an
of

aircraft
CFC,

the

extrapolated levels for Common Mode effects,

electrical

Some
Mode

linked strongly with the structural design at
the earliest stages, in order to avoid

analytical assessments of Differential
effects was necessary however.
The

avionic

system design must

be

threshold effects on the computers will be
fully covered in the bench tests, as will be
the variations between circuits and components
of nominally similar characteristics.
ScrcniLL tticlency - Insofant as an
eventual flight clearance with regard to
lightning is dependent upon the effectiveness
of the screening measures employed, it is
important to have confidence in their
continued effectiveness,
As a result of the limited efficiency of
the knitted mesh screening, some of the
aircraft test extrapolated results are highur
than need be.
It is considered, from
comparison of st.ndard Jaguar and FCS
measurements, that the main screening effect
on the FBW Jaguar airframe came from the
aluminium skin, and that cable screening is
only of crucial importance (apart from EMC
considerations) in exposed areas.
There
are
at
present
no defined
procedures for confirming the continued
effectiveness of screening.
On a single
research aiccreft, such as the FBW Jaguar,
this is not a problem, and occasional visual
inspection of critical areas will suffice, A

incurring expensive
inefficient
design
modifications.
Detailed work has been carried out at BAe
(Warton) and general solutions to the problems
outlined above have been developed.
The
specific procedures to be adopted on a future
aircraft are outside the scope of this paper
but depend strongly on the location of the CFC
structure eg flying surfaces or fuselage. The
options to be considered include metallisation
ef the inner surface of the areas of CFC;
cable looms to run in a combination of conduit
and heavy duty braid; improved induced
transient protection within equipment.
Each
of these options has its own particular
advantages and corresponding cost and weight
implications.
Correct combination of the
options will be a vital nianagemeat role.
5.3 rquIPMENT QUALIFICATION TESTING - It
is vastly more efficient to establish the
required levels of equipment immunity to
lightning strike effects during qualification
tests, rather than have to define extensivc
dedicated tests after the whole aircraft
simulated strike tests.
The whole aircraft
teits sh7uld rather be seen as a finai 'proof

more thcrough procedure including iuitiai
calibration of screen effectiveness, would be

test' of the system capability.
The problems associated with

roquired for future fleet aircraft.

such qualification teits are as follows
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specifying

(a) There is remaining disagreement among
lightning specialists as to the parameters of
natural lightning at the altitudes at which
aircraft generally get struck. In particular,
the severity and importance of the E field
effects need to be established,
(b) The threat levels to a particular
piece of equipment contained in the aircraft
depend not only on the natural lightning
parameters, but also on the configuration of
the airframe and the system and the materials
used.
Detailed analysis is extremely complex
and few computer aided schemes have been
validated.
(c) The spread in probability of failure
of
a
component
for
a
given transient
over3tress is large enough to invalidate
"one-shot" testing and thus a suitable sample
of components must be tested,
(d) The absence of information on the
capability
of
a
particular
electronic
component (resistor, etc) to withstand likely
lightning induced transient overstress makes
it impossible to compare measurements of
induced effects inside equipment to realistic
failure levels.
In view of the above difficulties, it
remains an important management function to
specify the qualification test criteria for
EMi induced effects.
Initial bench test
specifications
for
future
BAe
(Warton)
aircraft have been defined but again detailed
consideration of these is outside the scope of
this paper.
5.4 SUMMARY
GENERATING
A
FLIGHT
CLEAPANCE - The next generation of military
aircraft
will
demonstrate
hitherto
unattainable performance
characteristics by
utilising the manifold benefits of fly by wire
flight control systems, composite stru. -eb
and unstable airframes.
There is no reason
why these aircraft of the future need be
hampered by a prohibition to fly in ccrtain
areas for fear of
lightning strikes or
external transmissions; provided that known
design
procedures
are
adhered
to,
and
carefully considered test programmes are
carried out.
The
design
procedures
must
give
particular attention to wiring routes and

airframe.
These tests must obtain the
essential representative database on which the
eventual clearance will be based.
It is
unlikely that the test rig will be capable of
achieving full threat levels for all relevant
criteria, and also it would not be acceptable
to expose a flight ready aircraft to the
repeated high
level
testing necessary.
Consequently, some extrapolation of re-ilts
will be necessary; a maximum factor of 10 is
suggested if extrapolated results are to be
considered reliable.
The analysis of, and
conclusions from, the test results must
include the considerations outlined in section
4.2.
To allow for production variation and
degradation in bonding through service life an
appropriate
safety
margia
should
be
demonstrated between the extrapolated aircraft
test
results
and
susceptibility
levels
demonstrated during the equipment qualificaton
tests.
Many lessons have been learnt in each of
the above areas from the FBW Jaguar programme
of
simulated
lightning
cesting and
are
currently being put into practice at BAe
(Warton) in
the
Agile
Combat
Aircraft
Demonstrator programme.
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screening as outlined in section 4.1.
Design
control procedures similar to those presently
used in structural design will be necessary.
Such careful electrical design combined with
improved protective measures will allow full
utilisation
of the structural benefits of
composite materials without undue degradation
of electrical integrity.
The aircraft manufacturer will specify
the RV interference and transient capability
reouired of each Stem of aircraft equipment,
in
the
absence
of
appropriate
agreed
qualification test criteria.
Whole aircraft testing wiil be required
to determine the precisa characteristics of
the electrical systems as installed in the
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UPSET EXPERIMENTATION

IN COMPUTER-BASED SYSTEMS*

Gerald M. Masson
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
The Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

ABSTRACT
Computer system operation can be adversely affected by physical disturbances
emanating from a wide variety of sources. These disturbances, often transient in
nature, are manifested in computer systems as upsets. An upset of a computer
system is def 4 ned as a performance deviation that is based on a-priori operation
knowledge of The computer system's task. The results of a computer system upset
tan be as obviou as a complete system crash or as intermittent computational
errors. Pence, there exists a need to access computer system susceptability/
resilience 'elative to transiert disturbances with systematic experimentation.
This paper will discuss general issues relevant to that experimentation. In a
companion paper (i), some actual fault injeccion experimentation will be detailed
relative to a particular microprocessor-based system.

* Th1 research reported in this paper was funded by NASA Grant

NSG1442.
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UPSETS
A properly functioning computer-based system
executing an applications program will have
,arious operational features that can be used to
characterize its fault-free performance. Three
such fuatures are the following:
program flow

-

a characterization of the
executed code sequence;
memoy cae
memory usage;

k

of the program flow monitors will be discussed
in detail in a companion paper (1).
The key
point here is that instead of utilizing deviations caused by the fault from the exact series
of signals that should be present on (in the case
of the example) the control line, monitoring upsets can (and shou:d) take a higher level perspective and utilizes information regarding a
more general feature of performance. The immediquestions that this perspective raise regard
detailed descriptions of types of upsets that are

o

oate

instruction repertoire - a characterization
of instruction set usage;

produced by faults and the complexity of monitoring at such a level.

An upset is a deviation of system performance relative to a known application tark. Upsets can be described
inA terms
feature.
llutraton
anf of the above 1Since
Figure
Iin
jctes. osnhe
stratonrllfthis,
of
as,
icroshows the effect of a one microsecond fault injected on the "Read" control line of a Z80 microprocessor-based system executing a simple assembly language program. It is seen that from the
perspective of that control line, the injected
transient fault produces a series of incorrect
signals, usually referr'ed to collectively as an
error. But in terms of monitoring a system so
as to detect/characterize upset phenomena, such
an error would usually be at too low of a level
within the context of system operation to be of
use. A higher level perspective of the disturbance is necessary for such monitoring. Figure 2
shows the results of the injected fault from a
program flow upset perspective. It is seen that
subsequent to the injection, a code sequence
that is unrelated to that observed in fault-free
performance is executed by the microprocessor.
Such a code sequence could actually be a pai. of
the applications program, and is now being executed only because the microprocessor-based
system when disturbed by the injected fault has
incorrectly jumped to it. Such a code sequence
could also be an invalid embedded code sequence
(involving, perhaps, the execution of data) into
which the system has jumped because of the fault.
In either case, the system has undergone what can
be referred to as a program flow upset (i.e.,
invalid program flow).
To detect an event such as a program flow
upset by the monitoring of the computer-based
system, the monitoring must be done with an
awareness of all valid execution sequences of
instruction and operand addresses. Figure 3
illustrates one approach to the design of such a
program flow monitor. Variations in the design

CHARACTERIZATIONS
an upset is a system level phenomenon
a computer system, it follows that the details
of such an event must gonddudanaloth
beyond the hardware
remoftestm.
realm of the system. indeed, fundamental to the
details of an upset is the application task of
the system and its implementation as described by
the operational software. In other words, two
identical hardware systems with different software implementations of the same application task
should be expected to have different upset characteristics. To form a framuwork so as to be
able to quantitatively compare upset characteristics, five categories of slightly more detail
than that described in the previous section have
been identified;
Program Flow - the proper sequences of
instructions to be executed
by the program.
Opcode Set

- the set of valid instructions
to be executed in the program.

Opcode Address Domain - the memory locations
of instructions that can be
fetched in the execution of
the program.
Read Address Domain - the valid memory
locations that can be used
for non-opcode read operations in the execution of the
program.
Write Address Domain - the memory locations
that can be used for write
operations in the execution
of the program.
In experimental results regarding the
operation of a Z80 microprozessor-based system
and an INTEL 8085 microproceszor-based system,
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event, it can certainly affect whatever software
that has been integrated into the system for its
observation/detection. However, in the companion
paper (1), it is seen that rather simple devices
for external monitoring are feasible for at least
the detection of upsets. Such devices could be
attached to, say, the bus lines and be transparent to overall system operation.
For fault injection experimentation, there
should be some apriori knowledge of all possible
valid and invalid states that a system can be
driven into by a fault. If there is no sense of
such a containment set of possible operation, the
analysis of data to characterize susceptability/
resilience of the system to upsets can be prohibitively complex. The concept of a containment
set relative to a computer system has been presented previously (5), (6) and will not be
reviewed here. Suffice it to say that the containment set for a computer system represents all
possible operational states. The existence of
such a containment set can be enforced in a system (5) by adherence to software design rules and
modest hardware modifications. If this is done,
upsets can be significantly limited, so much so
that their detection can be greatly simplified.
As an sxemple of the simplification provided
in the analysis of a system when a containment
EXPERIMENTS
set is known, an INTEL 8085-based system (5) has
been developed in which the only type of upset
Given a computer system, to measure its
that can take place is invalid program flow. To
susceptability/resilience to upsets, fault injecdemonstrate upset analysis with a contained systion experiments must be performed. In such
tem, a simple program was written so that there
experiments, a baseline of information describing
were only eight functional states. In other
be
must
the system's fault-free performance
words, when not being driven by a fault, it can
This can be accomplished by running
available.
be
verified
the system was always in one of
with
only
one
systems
in
parallel
two identical two
denicalsysemsin
pralel ith nlyone
these
eight that
states.
Upsets in the foarm of invalid
of
the
systems
being
subjected
to
the
fault
the
sets
be measured
in tin rm
of of
injections, and then using explicit comparisons
program flow could them be
terms
injetios,
ten singexpici
ad
comarions
invalid transitions among these eight states.
of operational microevent data to study upset
iralid
transition
ates
phenomena. However, since this requires the
Figure 5 to Figure 10 show transition matrices
i
;rogLdm Jup&.
i
availability of two systems, it is usually imexperiments, bursts of power supply noise was
practical. Alternatively, "gold runs" &-.A
a
made
same systemgenerated
runs" can
"faut
an bee rns"
mae on
o the
thesam
sysem.reverse biased enitter junction and amplifiedby for
This is illustrated in Figure 4. In the gold run,
revers
e
i e junto ad mpld
no fault is injected and the data recorded forms
superpositio: on the five volt power supply.
In each transition matrix, the diagonal
the microevent baseline for comparison with that
entries indicate the number of times the system
of the fault run.
was started in a state and after a tranasient
It is crucial that sufficient detail be
fault (noise burst on the power supply) was
available in the recorded microevent to reconinjected, remained in that state. Every other
confound
can
detail
much
too
but
upset,
the
struct
entry, say, the entry in row i and column j , is
the analysis. Usually, bus (data, address, and
control) signals relative to the clock together
the number of times an invalid program flow took
place from state j to state i . For example, in
with fault insertion parameters must be recorded.
Fault insertion parameters include physical
Figure 5, consider row 2:
placements (single or multiple insertions on
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
address, data, or control linesl power supply
2
0259 185
9263
185
16
17
10
66
noise), durations (clock cycles), amplitude,
types (latch-up, latch-down, noise), and program
In this eight state system, this row indicates
placement (points within a program state (i.e.
that when the system was initialized 10,000 times
loop) or slots within a shell program).
then a noise burst was injected
2, and
in
The recording of microevrnt data or even the
time, 259 times an invalid program,
at state
a random
by
must
be
accomplished
indicating of an upset
flow took place to state 0, 185 times an invalid
means of external monitoring. It is not realisprogram flow took place to state 1, 9,263 times
tic to expect the system into which the faults
the system remained in state 2, 185 times an
are being injected to also observe and record its
invalid program flow took piace to state 3,..., 66
own upset data. This clearly follows from the
observation that since the upset is a system level
times an invalid program flow took place to state

(1)-(5) approximately 75% of the upsets observed
fell into one or more of these five categories,
Those upsets (approximately 25%) that could not
be so characterized stand as a clear indication
of how near the surface the study of upsets
remains. But even so, as described in (1), it
is still possible to build effective external
monitoring devices based on the above characterizations to serve as indicators of a computer
systems susceptability/resilience to a fault
phenomena,
The most common class of upset seen in the
reported experimentation to date is invalid program flow (l)-(6). But any straightforward
attempt to externally monitor system operation in
a rigorous way for program flow upsets proves to
be memory intensive. The predominance of this
class of upset has thus motivated the study of
alternative, more abstract mccAitoring approaches.
In the settings in which they have thus far been
studied (1), these alternatives have proven to
be quite effective. This suggests that upsets
can potentially be viewed in more abstract terms
than has heretofore been attempted. And this
stands as a challenging problem for future
research,
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7. In summary, for this particular eight state
system (i.e., this integrated hardware and software complex) and this particular injected fault
(the details of the noise burst (i.e., amplitude,
duration, frequency spectrum) are not important
for this discussion), it is seen that 92.63% of
the injections did not produce an invalid program
flow upset from state 2. Moreover, when the system was in state 2 and an invalid program flow
upset took place, the system was most likely to
jump to state 0, 1, or 3 . Figure 6 is simply
the transition matrix resulting from a repeat of
the experiment that produced the transition
matrix in Figure 5. It is meant to demonstrate
the reproducibility of the experimental data.
Although not identical, the two transition
matrices of Figures 5 and 6 are quite similar,
Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10 are meant to
i1L1CatZ that thC
of the in-icted transf9ti1
ient fault do, indeed, have an impact on the
system response. Using the same eight state
system described above, two types of noise bursts
were injected on the power supply line. Again,
details of these two noise bursts are not crucial
to the discussion and, furthermore, would be
meaningless without an extended explanation of
the system's operational specifications. Suffice
it to say that the injocted noise burst was
higher in amplitude and longer in duration for
the injections that produced the transition
matrices of Figures 7 and 8 than for the injections that produced the transition matrices of
Figures 9 and 10. It should also be stressed
that unlike the injections that produced the
transition matrices of Figures 5 and 6 which were
randomly distributed throughout each state, the
injections for the transition matrices of Figures
7, 8, 9, and 10 were all restricted to one particular but arbitrarily chosen point within each
stateo

Figures 7 and 8 correspond to repeated

experiments that again show reproducibility for
the "high amplitude-long duration" (HALD) experiments. Figures 9 and 10 correspond to repeated
experiments for the "low amplitude-short
duration" (LASD) injections. For each of these
repeated run experiments, it should be kept in
mind that the injection was always triggered at
precisely the same point in a given state.
Clearly, the difference in the transition
matrices for the HALD experiments and the LASD
experiments are dramatic. Such differences
strongly underscore the notion that the details
of the injected faults are highly important in
experiments to assess a computer system's

upset

susceptability/resilience. It furthermore
stands as a testimonial to the necessity of
fault modeling research, for without accuratE
models of the perturbing favlt phenomena,
experimentally assessing the susceptability/
resilience
of a computer
to upsets seems
quite difficult.
Finally,system
the possibility
of
i
"tuning" an external monitoring device so that
it is sensitive to a particular upset characteristic (for example, given that the system is in
a particular state, an invalid program flow
monitor might give a high priority to checking

whether the system has made an invalid jumnp to
one of those states that are most likely to be so
jumped into as indicated by the tran' sion matrix)
is seemingly quite dependent on the fault model.
SUM4ARY
Upset experimentation in computer systems is
still very much in its developmental stages.
However, a number of important factors that should
be taken into account for such endeavors to be
successful are now known. To begin, there is a
need to have some apriori knowledge of features
of upsets. These features are usually associated
with operational aspects of the system being
studied and its task. On the other hand, there
is a danger of only finding what one is looking
for that must be balanced with this perspective.
It is usually impractical to have duplicate systems for direct comparison, so the actual monitoring of the system must be done with external
devices. These external monitors must transparently observe a wide variety of operational
parameters. However, there is now evidence (1)
that such monitors can be rather simple ir,4esign.
The details of the injected faults are apparently
crucial to the system responses. Hence fault
modeling research and efforts to extract generic
features of the potentially disturbing fault
source are extremely important. For without
realistic injections, the susceptability/resilience
data that is collected might be irrelevant. Finally, the apriori design of the system so that
upset activity can be contained is exceedingly
useful and worthy of further research.
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A transition matrix of an INTEL 8085-based system with a containment set consiting of eight
states. The transition matrix was produced using power supply noise injections randomly
distributed throughout each operational state.
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A transition matrix resulting fron a second experimental iun using the same system and fault
source as that used to obtain the transition matrix of Figure 5.
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A transition niatrix for an eight state containment set £085-based system,. The injected
fault is a burst of power s,'pply noise. For a given state each injection takes place at
tlhe seme .oint. Relative to the injections corresponding to Figures 9 and 10, the noise
burst is of hi';h amplitude aihd l.ong duration.
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A transition matrix resulting from a second experimental run using the same sy.:;tem and
fault source as that used to obtain the transition matrix of Figure 7.
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A trausition matyix resulting from a second experimental run using the same system and
fault source aj that used to obtain the transition matrix of Figure 9.
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trated were investigated. The trends in
CV thene parameters indicate that the highest
risk of the aircraft being struck by lightning during a penetration in the upper regions of thunderstorms is when 1) there are
temperatures of -40 C and lower, 2) there
is little or light prucipitation, 3) there
is light or iu turbulence, and 4) there is
10 per min.
a lightning flash rate of
IN OUR STUDY 01" THE ELECTRICAL INTERACTICAI
between aircraft and clouds, we are trying
to find enswers to the following questions:
1) Does the aircraft trigger lightning or
does it intercept a naturally produced
lightning channel? and, 2) What are the
environmental conditions in the cloud that
lead to a direct strike to the aircraft?
For reasons of safety, the flying conditions have been divided iuto two categories:
non-ele'trically active clouds which are
considered to be safe, and eJectrically
active storms which are considered to be
risky. However, sizable data has been collected on direct strikes to aircraft tider
flying conditions of the first type. Several reports (1, 2, 3, 4) have shown that
the most probable region for such strikes
is at or near the freezing level. The
including synoptic
ciGcuiistantial evidence,
conditions and radar observations has
strongly ssggested that the clouds in which
the aircraft were struck had no previous
lightning activ:.,, and that therefore the
direct strikes were triggered by the airA few research programs
craft itself (5).
that have used specially instrumented aircraft for flring in stormy clouds have foused mostly on measurl.ng the elLctrical
parameters of direct otrikes and nearby
flashes, rather than on the systematic
study of conditions generally conducive to
lightning strikes on aircraft in thunderstorms.
There is little evidence to suggest
that strike3 to the aircraft in non-storuy;
end stormy clouds are different. A "static
discharge" often characterized by preliminary display of corona or by huildup of radio interfcrence is typical in non-stormy
clouds, while an abrupt and fairly severe
discharge occurs in stormy' clouds. Because
of the possible difference in the type of
discharge and conditions leading to it, it
seems logi,;al to study the electrical interaction of aireraft with non-stormy and stormy clouds separately. While measuring the
parameters of direct strikes is necessary
for desiging and testing the arcrnft, understanding the conditions of direzt strikes
is important to zavoid lightning hazards to
ai.craft. We think it is necessary to identify and determine the probability of a di-rect strike to an aircraft, which may be
different when flying through nor-stormy
stormy clouds.

Wallops Island, Virgilia 23337

ABSTRACT
4
The UHF band radar at NASA/Wallois Islan4 Research Facility was ured for guiding the NASA i!6 research aircrat" cbrogh
the upper regions of storms with lightning
activity in thew so that the aircrart would
The raaar was used
be struck by lightning.
also as a tool to study nature and the
characteristics oJ dire't I.ightning strikes
cn the aircraft, and to determine the environmental conditions favorable to vuch
strikes. The njalysis of lightning echoes
at the moments of the st-rikes strongly indicates that the airerait itself triggers
the lightning, rather than intercepting a
natu) ally produced flesh. The lightning

echo characceristics of the strikes are
similai to those of intracloud flashes, ancled us to bLlieve that the airczaft is most
of the time part of th. lightning channel.
The probability of a direct strike during
a stom penetration (PDS) is defined here
as the radio of ¢he nuer of direct
strikec on the aircraft to the total numter
ot flaahes occurring in thm radar resolh,(
tion volume containing Lhe kircraft. C.rrelations between the .DS ond the intensity
of rain and turbulence, temnerature., and
lightnir.g flash rats in the svorms peie- -nd
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struck during penetrations of thunderstorms.

ly case was a flach, which ocnurr-ed About
1.8 km from the F106, that was followed by
Based on
ms later.
trikeand190the
tle direct
both
radar dati
visual observation6
both
crwth ln
g flshes ere
by the crew, the lightning flashes were
separate events. We analyzed the echo development of flashes that struck the aircraft with a time resolution of 16.6 ms
(i.e., of one TV field), and found that

EXPERMENTAL PROCEDURE

every lightning echo 3tarts directly frow

In this report, we deccribe some prem
liminary rewults of the NASA/Langley
hazards nrogram conducted in the Summei' of
1982. Our emphasis will be on lightning
redar echo parameters cf direct strilkes to
the NASA FI06 reseaich aircraft, and the
conditions under which the aircraft was

(on top of) the F106 echo. Fig. I shows a
typical example of such an echo. If the
strike to the aircraft were caused by a
naturally occurring flash, i.e., the aircraft intercepted an existing flash, we
would expect to see: 1) the echo in the
radar beam at some diszance from the aircraft, 2) progression of this echo toward
the airrraft, and 3) the lightning echo
spreading across the aircraft at the instant of the strike. However, nonL of the
lightning flashes with this pattern of echo
development (Fig. 2) ever struck the F106.
Thus, the analysis of the MIF radar data of
direct strikes to the aircraft strongly indicates to us thit the direct strikes were
triggered by the aircraft iLself-

The NASA/Wallops Island Research Facility in Virginia has been used to pr'vide
guidance to the Fl06. The facility includes a UHF and an S-band (SPANDAR) radar
with the capability of aircraft tracking.
The operational characteristics of these
The UHF radradars are described in (6).
ar was used to detect the range, azimuth,
and elevation angle of echoe.s from ionized
lightning channels. A special device was
designed to count the number of lightning
echoes in a selectable tange interval along the rajar beam. This allowed us to
determine in real time the location of a
lightning activity core. A storm's reflectivity and lightning activity observed prioT to and between storm penetrations were
ued for selecting the storm and the altitude of the next penetration. The initial
assumption for the aircraft guidance was
that the storm regions with the most intense lightning activity are the most likely regions where the F106 would be struck,
Accordingly, the F106 was guided through
the upper core of lightning flaLh density
(i.e., flashes per min per km of range) in
the storm, which is usually above -30 C
level (6). The advantages of flying at
these altitudes are that tnere is only a
minimal risk of hail damage to the aircraft
and there is less turbulence. The method
of guiding the F106 research aircraft with
the SPANDAR and the VHF radars has proven
to be very effective. During the 44 penctretions conducted with this method in the
Summer of 1982, the F106 was struck 49
times, i.e., an average of about one strike
per penetration. The maximum number of direct strikes during the penetration of a
single storm (cell) was 4. By tracking
the aircraft in the storm xith both radarg,
we obtained data of lightning echoes for
strikes to the aircraft as well as the
cloud reflect;vity level within the aircraft vicinity,

ECHO CHARACTFRIFTICS OF DIRECT STRIKES TO
THE F106
The maximum radar cross section (RCS)
of each lightning echo, its
duration, and
range-ti e variation for each direct strike
to the FI06 have been analyzed
The FI06
echo itelf was always at least 20 dBZ less
than that from a lightning flash, i.e.,
its
contribution to RCS of a flash is negligible. We have characterized the range-time
variation of echoes by their continuity in
time and movement of the echo along the radar beam. In the first category, we separnted cases of single cycle echo development
from the multicycle one wit-, time intervals
between cycles 4170 ms (7), by analogy with
sing1le and rnultistroke cloud-to-grovnd
flashes. in the second category, we identified three different types of echo developiment:
1) stationary, 2) bidirectional,
whicha progresses in both directions from
the F106, and 3) unidirectional, which
moves in only one direction from the F106.
The majority of direct strikes are the single cycle (98%) and bidirectional (79%) ir.
range development. The lightning echo wnich
begius at the airvraft and simultaneously

TRIGGERING LIGHTNING BY THE F106

moves toward and from the radar with a continuously high RCS at the aircraft is in-

In every case of a direct lightning
strike to the aircrpft when the F106 was
tracked by thu UHF radar, there was a lightning echo recor~ded. In only ane of these

dicative of the aircraft being a part of
the lightning channel during the entire
flash. From the histograms of echo duration
for both direct strikes to the aircraft and
naturally occurring flashes, which are pro-

-v-nts did other lightning echies exist in
the vicinity of the aircraft within 500 ms
before the strike to the aircraft. The on-

bably intracloud 0I0 due to the high altitude (Fig. 3a,b), we find no substantial difference in flash durativn. A comparison of
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Fig. 1 - Radar echo development of a direct strike to the F106 research aircraft.
Photographs are made from TV screen in sequence with time resolution of 30-40 ns.
Notice the build-up of lightning echo above aircraft echo, which is typical of
direct strikes

Fig. 2 - Radar echo development of a lightning flash propagated in space, which
paosed by the F106 research aircraft without striking it. The lightning echo appears at the left side of picture A, and propagates in range from the radar (to
the right) with an averagp radial velocity of 2.2x1O3 m/s
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the RC of the naturally occurring lightning flashes aid direct strikes also shows
no apparent difference between them. Thus,
based on our radar measurements, we believe
that flashes triggered b-, the aircraft penetrating the upper region of a storm are not
much different from natural IC flashes.
However, we do find a difference in the
range development of direct strike and IC
flash. Very often an echo from an IC flash
moves along the radar beam as a sea wave,
the crest of which is the maximum RCS at any
given moment. On the contrary, the direct
strikes (85% of cases) commonly have their
maximum RCS at the aircraft while the echo
itself propagates uni- or bidirectionally
in range. For comparison we present in
Fig. 3c the histogram of the single-cycle
echoes from cloud-to-ground flashes (CG).
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The CG flashes were verified Jy the elec-
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tric field changes (8).
The radar echo of
CC flashes and its peak (the maximum RCS)
is stationary in range in most cases (96%),
very much like the maximum RCS of a direct
strike. However, the average echo duration
of CG flashes (390 ms) is much shorter than
that of direct strikes to the aircraft (630
ms).
This difference in durations indicates to us the presence of continuous current in the direct strike to the aircraft.
Such a suggestion was made in an earlier
study in France (9), based on records of
the current flow along the aircraft skin.
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PROBABILITY TO BE STRUCK BY LIGHTNING
In determining the conditions of direct
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DURATION OF ECHO (s)

strikes to the aircraft, we looked at environmentat parameters such as rain, turbulence, and lightning flash rate, as well as
the number of direct strikes during sterm
penetrations. In addition, we thought it
was important to determine the factor of
risk for the aircraft being struck. We
define this risk factor as the probability
of a direct strike while penetrating the
storm (PDS), which is the ratio of the number of strikes to the F106 to the total
number of lightning flashes in the radar
resolution volume of a length of 150 m which
contains the aircraft echo. The latter
flashes have echoes spread across the aircraft echo. The concept of the probability
of a direct strike was introduced first by
Fitzgerald (10).
However, Fitzgerald measured the PDS as a ratio of the number of
strikes to aircraft to the total number of
flashes in the storm determined from electric field changes recorded on an aircraft
flying above the storm. As recent studies
(6, 11) show, the lightning activity in
some storms tends to be separated into an
upper and a lower center. Tharefore it
seems reasonable to include ia our PDS only the flashes in the upper region of the
storm penetrated by the F106.

Fig. 3 - Histograms of radar echo duration
of a) direct lightning strikes to the F106
measured at the aircraft; b) naturally occurring lightning flashes at high altitudes,
presumably intracloud in the majority; c)
naturally occurring cloud-to-ground flashes
verified by the electrical field changes.
Population includes single stroke CC flashes
and first strokes of multistroke CG flashes
The beginning and the end of penetration were found in the UHF radar data, when
possible. Otherwise, we used the crew's
visual observations from the voice log to
determine these times.
In most cases, a
penetration was through a single storm or
cell in a squall line, and lasted less than
1.5 min. During two of thirty-eight penetrations, the UHF radar indicated no lightning activity in the storm prior to penetration, and the direct strikes to the F106
were the only lightning flashes that occurred.
In the remaining 36 cases, the storms
contained lightning before the F106 entered them.
The PDS and its dependence on environmental conditions in the storms was
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determined for these penetrations. Fig. 4
shows that the PDS is not much different ior
regions containing no or light-to-moderate
precipitation, but it decreases considerably
for heavy precipitation. The PDS tends to
decrease with the increase in turbulence
(Fig. 5). We have some doubt as to the accuracy of estimates of the precipitation
and turbulence intensity by the aircraft
crew, especially in distinguishing between
light and moderate. However, the trend
mentioned above is very noticeable when we
compare the PDS in the category withouto
%ain (turbulence) to that in the category
From the reof heavy rain (turbulence).
corded temperature inside the storm measured on board the F106, we find that the
PDS increases steadily with decreasing
cloud temperature, or increasing altitude
(Fig. 6).
We also examined the flash rate
which characterizes the lightning activity
in the storm penetrated by the aircraft.
The average PDS for storms with different
flash rates is shown in Figure 7. From this
we see that the average risk of being struck
by lightning, i.e., trigger a flash to the
aircraft, decreases in storms with higher
rates of naturally occurring lightning,
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Fig. 5 - Level of turbulence within the storm
penetrated by the F106 aircraft and the probability of direct strike. The total number of
penetrations is 36. The shaded columns are
the percentage of all penetrations that were
made versus the level of turbulence reported
by the aircraft crew during the penetration.
The dots are the average probability of direct strike (PDS) for the number of penetrations shown in parentheses. The vertical bars
are the 90% confidence intervals
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by the F106 aircraft and the probability of
direct strike. The total number of penetra-
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tions is 36.
The shaded columns are the percentage of

all penetrations that were made versus the

Fig. 6

level of rain intensity reported by the aircraft crew during the penetration.
The dots
are the average probability of direct strike
(PDS) for the number of penetrations shown
in parentheses.
The vertical bars are the
90% confidence intervals

treted by the FI06 aircraft and the probability of direct strike.
The total number of
tZ
Z
penetrations is 35.
The shaded histogram is
the percentage of all penetrations that were
made versus the temperatur,s inside the storm
during the penetration.
The dots are the
..

.

-

Temperature inside the storms pene-

average PDS for the number of penetrations
shown in parentheses.
The vertical bars are
the 90% confidence intervals
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In the absolute T-1jority of penetrations,
visual observations of flashes by the aircraft crew coincided with the UHF radar data.
The excepzions were a few cases with high
levels in the cloud.
We believe that the probability of direct strike (PDS) to aircraft in thunderstorms, which takes into account only light-
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ning flashes occurring in the vicinity of
aircraft, can serve as an estimate of
ation.

The

trends

in

the

relationship

be-

tween the PDS and environmental parameters

7)

of the storm, determined as a result of this
study, indicate that the upper regions of

a
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FLASH RATE (/min)

30

Fig. 7 - Lightning flash rate in storms penetrated by the F106 aircraft and the probability of direct strike.
The total number of

thunderstorms 1) at temperature levels of
-40 C and lower, 2) WiLh light or no precipitation, 3) with light or no turbulence,
and 4) with a lightning flash rate of <10
1/min hold the highest risk for aircraft to
trigger lightning during the penetration.

penetrations is 36.
The shaded histogram is
the percentage of all penetrations that were
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IJ.HTNING INITIATION IN THUNDERCLOUDS
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J LATHAM
ABSTRACT
-->,Experiments havn been carried out to determine the electric field, "E&, required
to obtain coronn from b,)th ize particles and collidio drcp-peirs.
In t'he former
case it was found that corona currents of about O.,Q
and above c'ould be obtained
from ice oarticles a few millimetres in length for(tc-4x 105 V -m1forvalues of
temperature and pressure likely to occur in the mid-i4egionsd6f a thun ercloud.
These currents were drastically redued if temperature was below -18C, owing to The
reduction in surface conductivity auffered by the ice sampla.
In the second set of
experimentsa pair of water drops, of radii R-2.7mm and r=O. 6 5mm, collided with a
relative velocity of
-- '
Values of E c ranged from - 5 x 105V r-1 for head-on
collisions to(- 2.5 x IOJV m- for glancing collisions which produce, momentarily,
long liquid filaments. .

.jT~f~/(,
- ....

91 - ,

A MAJOR DIFFICULTY in explaining the
initiation of lightning lies in the fact
that in order to account for the development of the stepped leader one raquires
the ex.stenn of electric fields of about
2 x 1O0 V m- (1)* wheroas the largest reliably measured values of the electric fields
existing in the mid-regions of a thundercloud do not exceed a value of 4 x 10 5 Vm- 1
(2).
Clearly, some means of intensifying
the amuient field is required in order to
explain this discieoancy. Many investigatars have favoured the suggestion that
lightning is triggered by corona discharges emanating from the surfaces of
raindrops that are highly deformed by
electrical forces. This mechanism was
investigated experimentally by Richards
and Dawson (3) who suspended large drops
in a vertical wind tunnel at a pressure of
about one atmosphere in the presence of an
electric field, and found that corona was
induced by hydrodynamic instability at the
top surface of the drop under the influence of the electrical forces.
For uncharged drops of radii greater than 2mm
the critical field for corona onset was
-9.5 x 10 5 V m - 1. If the drop carried a
larga charge of the appropriate iign, this
value was reduced to - 5.5 x 1G V m-1 .
Furthex support for the suggestion that
corona could be the triggering mechanism
came from the work of Phelps(4,I) who
showed that, at NTR positive corona streamera will propagate indefinitely if the
ambient electric field is - 4 x 105 V m -1 ,
and will intensify if the field exceeds
this value.
In the lower pressure environment of the thundercloud, the value of the
field required to just permit _ropagation
is probably around 3 x 10 5 V m - ,
LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS
In this section we describe experiments designad +o investigate the conditions under which corona may be produced
The
from two further possible sources.
first involves t'e collision of a pair of
raindrops in a strong electic field, producing, temporarily, an elongatad filament
of water, which provides a favouriable site
for the initiation of corona. ihe second
examines the conditions under s&ich corona
may be iiitiated from the ext;.amities of
Thze studies have been
ice
hydrometeors.
described
in full by Crabb and Latham (5)
and Griffiths and Lati-am(6).
In the first set of experiments, conducted at a Pressure of one atmosphere,
pairs of water drops were caused to collide
n a region of strong vertical electric
field between two pazallel plate elpctrades. The laryer of the two drops was

allowed to fall vertically through a hole
in the upper electrode. The releaae of
this drop was used to trigger the ejection
of a smaller drop upwards through a hole
in the luwer electrode 1from a small wind
tunnel located beneath the electrode eystem.
The two drops could be made to produce different types of collision by varying the relative trajectories. Measurements were made of the value of the electric field, Ec, required to initiite
corona fro-m the colliding pair. For two
drops of radii R=2.7mm and r=O. 6 5mm, colliding with a relative velocity of 5.8m ir
(a value close to the difference in terminal velocitiej for drops cf these sizes
falling in air) it was observed that the
large drop went into the "uag-mode" for
central collisions, whilst for more glanccollisions a liquid filament, typically
several times R in length, was drawn out
between the separating drops and eventually
collapsed. The values of E c decreased
with increasing values of L - the length
of the combined drop-pair in the direction
of the field at the moment of separation which itself increased as the collisions
became less central. E c ranged from about
5 x 10 5 V m -1 for head-on collisions to
about 2.5 x 10 5 V m- 1 for glancing collisions producing the longest filaments.
A small numberof corona pulses, each
carrying about I0-fOC of charge, accompanied each corona-producing collision.
The experiment on corona from ice
particles wure performed in a low-pressure
chamber in which the ice sample under test
could be suspended by freezing it onto a
quartz fibre which was located so that the
ice sample was centrally located between
two parallel-plLte electrodes across which
a known voltage could be maintained, thera.
by providing a region of uniform electric
field.
The temperature and prassure within
the chamber could be maintained Rt any de.
sired values in t e ranges OoC to -80 0 C,
and 2 x 104 to 104Pa respectively. The
ice samples were grown from the vapour in
diffusion chambers, and particular crystals could be selected for investigation.
Artificial hailstone3 could be produced by
freezing successive layers of water onto
an ice pellet which had been attached to
the quartz fibre. Having located the ice
cryatal, which was typic-lly a few millimetres in length, the electric field was
slowly increased until. the point was reached
at which corona was initiated from the
extremities of the ice sample. The value
The corona
of this field, Ec, was noted.
discharges could be monitored on either
an oscilloscope or a senxitive ammeter,
and could also be 3een with the darkadapted eye, the experimeots being

ANumbers in parentheses designate References at the end of the papez
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performed in a darkened room. Using this
method, values of Ec were determined for a
large number of ice crystals of various
types (needles, prisms, plates and dandrites) and rough ice spheres approximating hailstones, as a function of pressure
and temperature.
Other variables studied
included, size, shape, purity, and orientation in the fiald,
It was found that
the current at the onset of corona was
about O.1uA in all cases studied, independent of pressure, and also of temperature
in the range OOC down to -181C; below
which temperature a drastic reduction in
the magnitude of the corona current was
observed.
This was examined in some Jetail
and it wes concluded that this effect was
due to the fact that at this point the
surface conductivity of the ice sample
fell below the value xequired to permit
the currents needed for continuous corona,
the bulk electrical conductivity being inadequate at all temperatures to permit
such currents to flow. It was found that
Ec was a linear function of pressure for
any particular ice samp e, typical values
being about 4 x 05V m-i t 5 x 104pa
pressure, and 8 x 10 5V m- 1 at 109Pa for
crystals of a few millimetres in length.
No clesr-cut relationship between E. and
crystal length was found, and it was concluded that the surface structure at the
discharging tips of the ice crletal on the
microscala was more important tian length
in determining the value of E c .
DISCUSSION
These experiments demonstrate that both
colliding water drops and ice crystals
can give rise to corona discharge in conditions likely to occur in the mature
stages of thundercloud growth. Of course,
no- all corona discharges will necessarily
lead to a lightning stroke.
The fate cf
ions produced by corona that do not subsequently give rise to lVghtning will be
to affect the ionic conductivity of the
cloud.
Griffiths, Latham and Myers (7)
have shown thst in the case of corona from
ice crystals, a concentration of one discharge site per metre 3 will be sufficient
to increase the equilibrium ion concentration within the cloud to values cumparaole
with those in clear air at the same altiHowever, inthv case of collidinr
tude.
drop-pairs, the 4requency of collisions
and tiie quantities of charge releaued per
event are not sufficient to affect the
ionic conductivity significantly.
On the question of lightning initiat4on, the types of corona event described
here have a number of features which appear
to be particularly conducive to the production of systems of propagating and growing
of positive strjsmers that probably constitute the embryo lightning strcke.
Collid-

drop-pairs can give corona in fields considerably less than those required by any
other known mechanism that could occur in
a thundercloud.
However, the quantities
of charge released are restricted to values
similar to those released by single-drop
corona. Additionally, a considerable
fraction of such discharges will occur in
fields which are less than those required
to permit positive streamer propagation.
On the other hand, it is evident that
where fields greater than the propagation
field exist, colliding drop-pairs can give
rise to very vigorous discharges, since
the ambient field must then be consider-,
ably in excess of the minimum corona
onset field.
In considering the properties of ice
particlea as corona sources, one of the
most important features is the fct that
both polarities of discharge cen occur
simultaneously, so that the quantity of
charge released is not limited either by
the accumulation of charge on the hydrameteor, as it 'e in the case of a single
drop, or by the short duration of the
source's existence, which may he a limiting
factor for colliding drop-pairs. Because
of this property, ice particles ,an produce large rumbera of the highly mobile
pcsitive streamers at one erd, whilst the
less mobile negative ions are produced at
the other end.
These experiments indicate that corom
discharges from both hydrometeors and colliding drop-pairs are of primcry importance
in lightning ini .iation.
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THUNDERCTORM - ELECTRICITY
by Anton PUHRINGER
Austria

ABSTRACT
:Since BENJAMIN FRANKLINit has been known chat lightning bolts
are enormous
electrical sparks. For over 230 years, many efforts have been made in vain to
explain the production of thunderstormielectricity. All known physical methods
have been utilized except one: the generation of electricity by electromagnetic
induction (e.m.i.) has hitherto not been used as a basis for a thunderstorm theory.
All presuppositions for the application of the e.m.i. to a cloud are present,
because there exists electrical conductors in form of water droplets which are
moved by winds in the magnetic field of the earth.
The new theory, giving the possibility of involving new parameters - the wind
and the geomagnetic field - in the research programs, is substaint'ated in many
points by observations.
J
7
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A) THUNDERSTOPM RESEARCH DURING ANTIQUITY
The first attempts at explanation were
made in the sixth and fifth centuries B.C. by
the "Ionic" natural philosophers ANAXIMANDER,
EMPEDOKLES, ANAXAGORAS and others. Some of
them thought lightning to be flaming gas
ignited by the collisioni and friction among
clouds, others thought it to b-. fire
criginating from the sun or the stars.
Although their ideas appear to us to be
somewhat fantastic - - these were still the
first courageous steps taken against the
hitherto previiling mythological concepts.
LUCIUS ANN,\F.US SENECA, in his effort to
summarize all the scientific knowledge of his
timc in his "Naturales Quaestiones" ( 65 A.D.)
conpared lightning to small sparks similar to
those produced by flints. Some 1700 years
later liohtnino was again compared to a small
spark,
B) THUNDERSTORM RESEARCH IN MODERN TIMES
The discovery of electrical sparks in
1671 by G.W, LEIBNITZ with the aid of an
electric ge.-erator - a rotating sulphur ball
!jhich was fiictioned by the hand - built hy
OTTO VON GUERICKE provided the basis for
further progress. Soon thereafter, in the
first hoif of the eighteenth century, the
assumption was repeatedly expressed that
lightning is an eiectric spark.
In 1749 BENJAMIN FRANKLIN described in an
article sent to P. COLLINSON, London, methods
by which he could prove the presence of
electrical charges in thunderclouds.
On 10 May 1752 DALIBART - a French
botanist who translated the papers of
B. FRANKLIN - succeded in proving the electric
nature of lightning by installing a tall
isolated mast in Marly-la-Ville, near Paris,
while B. FRANKLIN duplicated this soon after
in June 1752 in Philadelphia, with the aid
of a kite.
B. FRANKLIN established that thunderclouds are generally negatively charged but
sometimes also positively charged.
Based on these discoveries it became
possible to formulate the basic problem ot
thunderstorm research more specifically; i.e.
to what type uf generation of electricity may
the existence of thunderstorm electricity be
attributed ?
This clarification of the problem formed
the basis for the advancement of numerous
thunderstorm theories, and thunderstorm
research entered a new phase reaching into
present.
C) THUNDERSTORM THEORIES IN PRESENT TIME
The greater part of current theories
dealing 4ith thunderstorm, suppose that the
separated electric charqp are produced by
varlo"us powers and mechanisms, e.g. friction
induction, splintering of ice, spattering of
water-droplets etc., resulting in charges of
one polarity appearing more frequently on the
smaller particles of clouds, whereas the
opposite charges appear on the larger

particles. As a consequence of air-resistance
in the earth's gravitational field, heavier
particles fall quicker than lighter and it is
supposed that this leads to a chargeseparation and tc the formation of spacecharges within the thunder cloud.
However a high-voltage charge necessary
for the formation of a thunderstorm, cannot
possibly develop in this way, because by
reason of the COULOMB-forces, it gradually
becomnes more and more difficult and finally
impossible to imbody charged particles of the
same sign into a qrowing space-charge.
Besides that, a high-voltsge epace-charge is
not stable because of its dispersion by the
forces mentioned above.
A theory not incompatible with these
difficulties ist the thunderstorm-theory
which takes into consideration the electromagnetic induction in the magnetic field of
the earth. (1) *
Wnen a cloud moves by the velocity v
across the geomagnetic field f, an electric
field E is induced within the particles of
this cloud as a vector-product:
E = v x T
(1)
The electric field-vector is perpendicular with respect to the direction of the
geomagnetic field and perpendicular to thp
direction of the motion of the cloud.
All cloud particles therefore become
unidirectional electric dipoles. The material
rf which the cloud particles are formed is of
no importance, provided the requirement has
been met that conductivity of the air is less
than that of the cloud particle. This theory,
therefore also applies for example to clouds
made up of volcanic ash.
The cloud particles can be considered as
a system of parallel- and series-connected
capacitors. If discharges appear between the
cloud particles, nevertheless the charges at
the border of the cloud remain there ard will
even grow oi;by repeated charge-separations
between the particles until the breakdown
voltage is attained. W. NAUMANN (2) has
assumed that such discharges can propagate
within the cloud like a chain reaction. Such
discharges in a prevailing horizontal
direction could b3 observed by weather radar.
The high-voltage electric charges appear
as area-charges at two opposite edges of the
cloud.
Fig. I shows the electrification of a
thunder-cloud in middle northern latitudes
with a drift from SW to NE . T stands for the
vector of the geomagnetic field and E stands
for the direction of the induced electric
field if we look
in the direction the cloud
is moving. The negative high voltage appears
in this case at the right-hand lower border
of the cloud, the positive high voltage lies
Numbers in Parantheses designate References
at the end of paper
*
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diametrically opposite at the left-hand upper
border of the cloud. The production of the
high voltage resembles that of the "VAN DE
GRAAF-Generator", wher. the charge is carried
from the inside of the conductor to its
surface,
D) PROOFS FOR THE VALIDITY OF THE NEW THEORY
BY OBSERVATIONS
1. THE POWER OF THUNDERSTORM - An important result of the "Thunderstorm Project"
(3) at the end of the first half of this
century was the statement that the motion of
a thunder-cloud 4s retarded, i.e. the cloud
is drifting about 10 % slower than the air in
which it is imbedded. The wind thus passes a
part of its kinetic energy to the thunderclou6. According to the law of conservation
of energy - that no energy can be lost, but,
only be turned into another kind of energy we may expect that the apparent lost of windenergy wi]l reappear as electrical energy.
Therefore the power (P) cf a thunderstorm (1) can be calculated by the following
formula2
P = d.S.v.v,
(2)
d is the average density of the air, S is the
side of the cloud which is facina the wind,
.s the
v is the cloud-velocity and v
o
velocity -difference between air and cloud,
Applying this aquation 2 on eialuatinn
of the power of a medium size thur;derstorm
with a cloud.-cube of 7 km edges, a horizontal
speed of 10 m/sec results in 250 MEUAWATT.
R.R. BRAHAM Jr. calculated 225 MW and HANS
ISRAEL 300 MW by other methods.
Equation 2 shows that we need ffrst a
large cloud (a large 5) and second, that. the
velocity v of the cloud must have a value
greater than zero. In addition we can issume
that electrification only can begin wit.h a
certain cloud velocity. Therefcre a minimum
speed for thunderstorm clouds should exist,
The magnitude of this mininum speed will
depend on the size of the cloud, the strenght
of the geomagnetic field, the direcuion of
cloud movement relative to the magnetic field
vector, and as we will see later, also on the
oroqraphy.
The magnetic field streright does not
appear in equation 2,' but is hidden in the
velocity-difference v0 between cloud and air,
because this difference will be greater when
the magnetic fie.d is stronger and
proportionally smallir when the magnetic
field is weaker.
2. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE CLOUD AND AIR
MOVEMENT - The exact measurements
(3)
during the "Thunderstorm Project"
yielded the interesting result that the
direction of motion of the cloud and the mean
direction of the air in which the cloud iz
imbedded, can differ up to an angle of 301.
The new thunderstorm theory can provide
a simple explanation for this phenomenon. The
cumulo-nimbus which is retardet by the

geomagnetic field, has the tendency to go the
way of least resistance und therefore veers,
when it has the possibility, partially in the
direction of the magnetic lines of force.
3. THE OCCURENCE OF SUPERBOLTS - In the
temperate northern zones, where the clouds
travel mostly From W to E, the right hand
lower part of the thundercJouds are mostly
negatively charged and as can be seen from
Fig. I , the pusitive charge is located
diametrically opposite at the left upper
border of the cloud. These positive flashes
therefore must cover a larger distance to the
earth. Consequently they are rarer, but have
an essentially greater intensity of current.
This fact agrees very well with the results
of KARL BERGER who measured on the Monte San
Salvatore in Switzerl
more than 409 kA for
positive flashes. Fi(
;hows such a superbait which seems, by Uhu perspective
distortion to exit from the side of the
storm cloud and then cuts to ground. This
thunderstorm took place west of Fort Worth in
September 1977 and was photographed by the
National Weather Service meteorologist ALAN
MOLLER (4). The storm led to a tornado that
touched down nea" Valley View.
The situation resembles 'e condition in
Fig. I and it is obvious that his flash
exited from the upper border of the cloud.
4. A MINIMUM DRIFT-VELOCITY FOR THUNDERSTORMS - The theory demands that the
cloud be moved in the magnetic field of tiie
earth and the discussion of equation 2
resulted in the postulation of a minimum
speed for the thundercloud. Observations confirm the existence of such a minimum speed
(see lablu 1).
In Austria the author precisely tested
this phenomenon. Plotting the number of
lightnings of a thunderstoiri as the ordinate
and the averag horizontal wind velocity as
the abscissa as in Fig. 3, one obtains an
interesting dot-cloud (5). ihe electrification of the thundercloud can start oruy
when the horizontal wind velocity exceeds
4 m/sec. A linear relrtionship between the
electrical power generated n a thunderstorm
and the horizontal wind-speed as it is expressed in equ&tion 2, seeas to be obvious.
The lightnings plotted here were recorded in 1957-58 at the Zentralanstalt fOr
Meteorologic und Geodynamik in Vienna,
Austria. The wind-velocity was measured at
the same place at altitudes of 1 - 12 kn by
radio-sondes and wind radar.
5. A MINIMUM THICKNESS OF THUNDER-CLOUDS A Russian team of investigators (6) found
out that a minimum of vertical dimensions for
ihunderstorm-clouds exists. As it is evident
in -able 2, this minimum thickness preserts
an interes ing dependence on the geographic
latitude.
The theory of the e.m.i. can give here
a plausiblp explanation. As the induced
electric fields stand vertically to the geo-
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magnetic fields, and such electric fields in
lower geomagnetic latitudes lie more towards
the vertical, than those in higher geomagnetic
latitudes where the 3lectric fields are more
horizontal, the thickness of the cloud is
greater in the lower geomagnetic latitudes.
The postulation of a minimum thickness of
thunderclouds underscores also the claim of a
large cloud volume as it is expressed in
Equation 2.
It can also be seen from Table 2 that
the most important dimension of the cumulonimbus is the length of the cloud in the
direction of the induced electric field (see
Fig. 1 ) and that this length must be a
minimum of about 12 km.
6. FLASHES IN HIGH GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDES When the induced electric field lies almost
horizontally, we may expect that the number

particles in this strong electric field; thus
the tornndo is a continuous discharge between
thundercloud and earth.
In Fig. 4 we may recognize the places
whlere the strongest electric fields occur by
di"ferent drift-directions. We may therefore
expect that tornadoes in the northern hemisphere which are drifting with their mothercloud from W to F (see Fi-. 4 1) originate
under the right-hand lower side of cloud when
we look into the drift-direction. In Fig. 4 b
are depicted the conditions occuring in a
drift-direction from E to W. In this case the
left-hand lower side of the cloud is charged
positive and the tornadoes originate at the
left-hand lower side of the cloud.
The conditions in the Southern Hemisphere
are reversed. There, the tornadoes drifting
from W to E are leftsided, and those drifting

of positive and negative flashes is nearly
the same.
This assumption is confirmed by the
results of measurements obtained by
ISRAELSSON and others (7) in the far North of
Sweden. Moreover we may expect that no
superbolts can occur in such places.
7. THUNDERSTORMS NEAR THE MAGNETIC
EQUATOR - ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT and many
other authors report that in some regions in
the tropics no flashes between cloud and
ground ocvur, and that in consequence of this
fact the native population there is not in
the lsast afraid of flashes. Moreover
HUMBOLDT also describes the fascinating displays on these places, produced by the flashes
ascending to the zenith.
On the Magnetic Equator only the
Horizontal-Intensity of the geomagnetic field
exists. The induced electric field stands
vertically and the high-voltage charges are
situated at the bottom and che top of Lhe
cloLd. Therefore the electric field in the
inside of the cloua is higher than electric
field between cloud-bottom and ground.
We may therefore expect, that there
exists a small zone north and south of the
Magnetic Equator of approximately 50 - 60,
where no discharges between cloud and ground
occur. Furthermore. no thunderstorm should
originate in ihis zone when the cloud is
moving in the direction of the magnetic force
lines, i.e. in the di..jction of the Magnetic
Meridian
When we assume that electricity is the
cause of tornadoes, we may expect no
tornadoes to occur in this zone near the
Magnetic Equator.
8. THE DISCOVERY OF AN ORIENTATION-LAW FOR
TORNADOES - If we assume an electric origin
of tornadoes as do B. VONNEGUT (8), JEAN
LACAZE (9) and many other authors, we may
expect their development in places where the
strongest electric fields occur between cloud
and ground. The transformation of electric
energy into the kinetic energy of the tornado
can happen by acceleration of charged

from E to W - rightsided.
This prediction of an orientation-law
which was made in 1963 (10) has meanwhile
been confirmed by many observations in the
northern, and by two observations in the
southern hemispheres (11:.
This orientation-law for tornadoes is a
very important proof for the validity of the
e.m.i. as the origin of thunderstormelectricity and simultaneously a proof for the
electric origin of tornadoes.
9. THE DERIVATION OF AN ELEMENTARY
BUILDING BLOCK FOR THE THUNDERCLOUD According to the e.m.i. theory, cloud
particles are made into electric dipoles with
parallel dipole-axes by their travel through
the geomagnetic field. Thus electric forces
come into play between the cloud particles
which lead to a stabilization of the cloud,
so that it cannot be dispersed by the divergeut winds at various heights because the
dipoles will have the tendency to form chains
in the direction of the induced electric
field (see Fig. 5). This nlso makes it
reasonable to suppose a minimum-length of the
cumulo-nimbus exists in this direction.
A new impulse to further development
gave the picture (see Fig. 6 ) of a squareshaped tornado-producing cloud which was
observed by Tiros 1 (12). After rectification
the cloud was the shape of a rhombus which
was moving from SW to NE in the direction of
the long diagonal (see Fig. 7). This regular
shape is reminiscent to crystals in which the
atoms and molecules arrange themselves in a
space lattice. We may therefore assume that
such a space-lattice will have been developed
in the thundercloud.
Two dipoles ( I and 2 in Fig. 8 ) will
seek a position such that the negative half
of one faces the positive half of the other.
Iwo additional particles ( 3 and 4 ) will
seek a symmetrical plane with respect to the
first two particles and form a rhombus whose
long axis lies in the direction of motion.
Tho similarity to Fig. 7 is surprising.
The transition to the three-dimensional
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space matrix model can be made by the
requirement that each dipole within the cloud
be faced by the same environment. This gives
only one possibility. The result is an
elementary building block consisting uf six
cloud particles arranqed at the corners of a
quadratic double pyramid which has three
orthogonal axes. Each point in the matrix is
nharacterized by the fact that the dipules
are located at a minimum potential energy
level. This meaos that if a dipole is
slightly displaced, it tends to return to its
matrix point. This satisfies a necessary
theoretical condition for the formation of a
stable space matrix
The electrification by e.m.i. thus acts
as a control on precipitation. During the
early phases of a thunderstorm it acts as a
precipitation inhibitor and during the final
phase it results in intensive precipitation
with large drops of water.
The best condition for the formation of
the space-matrix is a laminar streaming of
the the cloud which occurs over plains, and
this areas have the most frequent and also
the most intense thugderstorms.
Over mountainous terrain, where turbulences are carried into the cloud level, the
formation of the matrix is more difficult,
The minimum-velocity for thunderclouds should
for that reason be higher there than over
plains.
ihe postulation of the elementary
building block consisting of six cioudparticles was made in 1963 (10). Five years
later the proof literally fell out from a
t;under-cloud.
In 1968 spiked hailstones reached the
ground in Oak Ridge, Tenn. (13). Practically
all of the stones had some spike-development,
the number or spikes ranging from one to six,
and most of the stones had two, four or six
opikes. Some of the stones also hqd lobes on
tne end of the spikes. The spikes were
generally coplanar anJ remarkably symmetrical
(see Fig. 9 )
The shape of these spiked hailstones is
practically identical with the shape of the
elementary cloud building block (see Fig. 8 ),
consisting of six droplets with three axes at
right Pngles to each other.
The formation of these spiked hailstones
can be imagined as fol~lws: The COULOMBforces appearing between the droplet-dipoles
became so strong that the droplets were deformed and coalesced in the center of the
building block. Due to the shock caused by
the coalescence and the electric discharge,
the supercooled droplets suddenly hardened
into ice and the spiked hailstone fell to the
ground.
And now there is a reason too fur the
need of a large cloud volume: As the induced
electric field E (see Equation I ) i3 very
small, a cloud of large capacity is required
so more charges can be separated in the

dipoles and the COULOMB-forces demonstrated
by the production of the spiked hail-stoneb
can deform the water droplets.
10. THE INFLUENCE OF THUNDERSTORMS ON THE
MAGNETIC DECLINATION - If the magnetism of
the earth is the cause of the electrification
of the thunderstorm cloud, then conversely
the cloud, to some extent, should influence
the geomkgnetic field in the neighbourhood of
the thunderstorm.
From the Magnetic Declination - the
deviation of the magnetic needle to geographic north - we would expect that thunderstorms travelling from the north or the
south, i.e. moving in the Magnetic Meridian,
have no influence. But if the thunderstorms
come from west or east and pass an earthmagnetic observatory in the north or south, a
deviation of the magnetic needle from the
normal value should be observed.
Fig. 10 shows the deviations of the
hourly values of the Magnetic Declination
from the normal value at the observatory
Wien-Kobenzl during thunderstorms in the
yeais 1957-59. On the left side of the
abscissa are marked the West-components, and
on the right side the East-components of the
middle wind-velocities in m/sec. The winds
were averaged in the altitudes of 1 - 12 km.
The oedinate shows the deviation of the
Declination from the normal value.
The daily and the yearly variations were
carefully eliminated and the disturbed days
were not registered in the statistics.
The dot cloud in Fig. 10 indicates that
there is no change in the Magnetic Declination
in the case of North- and South-winds. With
increasing West- or East-components of the
wind, the deviation from the normal value
increases and gains considerable values,
reachin over four arc.aitds.
The distribution of the points is
exactly of the character required by the
theory and confirms - this time from the
magnetic aspect - the efficacy of the e.m.i.
for the electrification of tnunderclouds.
E) CONCLUSION AND PROPOSAL FOR FURTHER
RESEARCH
We have seen that this new thunderstormtheory with electromagnetic induction as its
basis is substantiated many points by
observations and it seems therefore that the
problem of the origin of thunderstorm
electricity is solved.
Nevertheless there are still many
questions to be answered and mor, observations are needec, especially io the region
of the Magnetic Equator.
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The electrification of the cloud
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(b) by easterly winds
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AEROSPACE VEHICLES CHARGING BY THRUSTER PLUMES

H. Trinks
Technical University Hamburg-Harburg, Hamburg, Germany

ABSTRACT
Aerospace and spacecraft charging is a cause of a number of
operational problems.
Some satellites are equipped with numerous
small thruster engines to stabilize and to correct their position.
Particularly thruster plumes produced by small bipropellant engines
ccnsist of electrically charged clouds of droplets, moisture and
ions. A Io N engine- in-coneel -- wfith the GALILEO spacecraft
....
kcm~figurati-was installed in a large high vacuum measuring plant
equipped with electric field measurement devices suitable for the
investigation of plume charging effects. A stream of charged
particles leaving the thruster and interacting with spacecraft
surfaces could be observed. The results are discussed.
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AEROSPACE AND SPACECRAFT CHARGING causes a large
number of operational problems. Such problems are
e. g. the anomalous
operation of on board
electronic systems.
During the past several tears, theoretical,
analytical and experimental effects by many
agencies have significantly increased the available knowledge in this aera. Several reports
have been published concerning spacecraft charging - see e.g. (1.2,5). However, at present the
phenomena of spacecraft charging is not yet
completely understood, and a considerable amount
of work remains to be done.
Particularly the charging effects caused by
bipropellant thruster plumes have not. been discussed yet. Such small thruster engines are installed on the satellite surfrce to control and
to correct the satellite position during its
mission in flight. In fig. I for exanple is shown
in principle the GALILEO spacecraft configuration
equipped with numerous lo Newton thruster
engines. During thruster operation an interaction between the thruster plume flow field and
the satellite structure takus place. Earlier
perfoTmed investigations concerning bipropellaf.t lo N thruster engines have shown that
thruster plumes, indeed, consist of' electrically
charged clouds of droplets and moisture (4).
The numerous existing reports concerning
spacecraft charging indicate the intense interest on charging effects on satellite surfaces. A
s~stematic investigation of charging effects,
produced by bipropellant thruster plumes seems
to be important. In this connection basic inves'.igations have been performed concerning the
bipropellant lo Newton engine of MBB for the
GALILEO spacecraft configuration, In the following the measuring plant for the plume investigation is described. The electric field measurements in the vicinity of the plume under high
vacuum condition give occasion for the plume
structure analysis, for velocity measurements of
the particles in the plume and finally for contamination investigations on the satellite surface.deetadoreitreetiFilspMEASUREMENT DEVICE
The ivestigated MMH/N204 thruster engine
lo Newton from MBB rworkes in steady state or in
pulsed mode with pulse duration down t.o2o ms.
In Fig. 2 is shown a series of shorttime shadowgrapi-s during the thrusters start phase. The
pictures were taken howevar not in high vacuum
but in normal air. 5iimultaneously is sketched in
Fig. 2 the model conception about the electrical
charge distribution in the plume flow field.
Performing the insestigation concerning the
charging effects the thruster engine is installed
in the test facility which consists of the highvac,,um chsmber, different pumping systems and of
a number of special test instrumentations - see
Fig. 3. The stainless steel chamber with a
length of 2 m and a diameter of 1,2 m is well
cqulpped with numerous flanges, feed through
connections, and windows for all kinds of observations. The lo N thruster is installed
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axially in the centerline of the cylindrical
vessel. The vacuuw chamber is pumped by oil
diffusion pumps, liquid N, cryo-systems, and
liquid He cryo-systems. I e pump capacity of all
pumping systems is about 14.ooo 1/s
. The
pressure in the chamber before thruster
operation is about lo' nib.
The test facility is equipned with test
instrumentation concerning high speed photography, mass spectrometry, velocity, heat flux
distribution and particularly electric charging
effects. Most of the measuring techniques were
developed especially for the small thruster plume
investigations. They ar
suitable to measure
simultaneously transienrt parameters concerning
gaseous as well as condensed reaction products
with high time resolution.
In fig. 4 the electric field sensors for the
plume investigation installed in the vacuum test
facility are shown. The clectric charged
particles are identified either contactless via
influence effects when flying past field sensors,
or when impinging on olectrical sensor plates.
When striking they release their electrical
charge to the sensor and every droplet produces
an electrical pulse according to its charge
value.
By the installation of these rather simple
electric field sensors and by evuluation of the
strong electric signals it is possibl2 to get
manifold information about plume flow field
structure, droplet outflow rate, plume velocity
and particularly charging effects by the plume
interacting with the satellites surface.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. 5 - 8typical results are shown measured by electric field sensors equipped with
different electric resistors R. The ,lue of the
electric resistor grounding the sensor io essentisl for the nature of the registered signals.
large resistor values (R = 1 M)
mean, that
the sensor is able by influence effects to
detect and to register electric fields produced by clouds of charged particles
even at
relatively large diotances
small resistor values (R = I KS) mean, that
the sensor is able to detect the charged droplets which hit directly on the sensors area.
In Fig. 5 is clearly recognizable the
change of the plume shape with time. In the first
moment after thruster start the plume is wide
spread, later on the plume flow field is more
narrow.
In Fig. 6 typical results are shown con-cerning droplet outflow measurements by electric
field sensors. The signals demonstrate the good
agreement between these experimental and theoretical results which has been computer generated by the CONIAM III computer cede (5).
In Fig. 7 the plume velocity measurement
method by electric field sensors is shown. In
this case the electric field structure of the
plume flow field is measuied by two different

sensors arranged in a distance of 1 = Ila mm one
behind the other. The time phase difference D
between the two registrated signals gives the
velocity of the plume flow field in the sensors
vicinity. It is about v 2 1/D z 3.ooo m/s.
In Fig. 8 is demonstrated that quantitative
contamination measurements are possible using
electric field sensors. The comparison between
the results from the Quartz-Crystal-Microbalance
sensor (QCM) and the electric charge sensor Q(t)
shows good agreement. This effect can be explained by the assumption that the electric
charge transported on one particle or droplet is
proportional to the particles size or mass.
By numerous experiments and signals eveluation it could be shown that the plume flow
field is chacacterized by strong charging
effects. The core of the plume seems to be
charged string positively by the presence of
positively ions and particles or droplets with a
diometer of about lo - looA. This positively
charged core seems to be surrounded by negatively
charged clouds consisting of mostly electrons see Fig. 2. The total charge flow outgoing from
the lo N thruster during steady state operation
is measured under these experimental conditions
to be about I = lo" A.
CONCLUSIONS
The experimental investigations cleLrly
showed that the plume flow field consiss oL
0
strongly electrically charged clouds of reaction
products. It seems to be possible that the charge
separation process in connection with the
thruster operation and t!e origination of the
strong electrical fields in the plume field
vicinity lead not only to a charging of the

1N10

thrus er [

sateilite structure but also lead to backflow and
931f contamination effects. These question must
be investigated by further experiments.
On the other hand the performed investigations demonstrated that the electric field measurements in the vicinity of the plume give
occasion for a number of new interesting measurement methods such as plume structure, velocity
and contamination analysis. It should be discussed ii'the installation of electric field
sensors ne,- the thruster engine during the
satellites flight is recommendable for concro]ling the thruster engine operation.
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Fig. 1'-Vacuum chambuv- and measurement device
for the thruster plume investigatin
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L.aboratory and In-Flight Ev.luation of Passive Dischargers*

\j

J.

L. Boulay

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales
B.P. 72 - 92322 Chatillon - France
Phone: (1) 657.11.60

ABSTFACT

Reduction of p-static interference associated with corona discharges can be
obtained by improving the passive dischargers as well as by optimizing their
distribution over the aircraft structure.
Assessment of the noise reduction obtained by modifications of the individual
dischargers has been performed in the laboratory. The principles used for reducing
the noise, as wejl as the method of measurement, are described, with emphasis on a
novel type of passive discharger which takes advantage of the physical mechanism
of uncorrelated corona micro-discharges produced at the tip of a bunch of high
resistivity carbon fibers.
To analyse the optimization of dischargers distribution, in-flight experiments
have been performed on a Meteor aircraft. The total electric charge of the aircraft and the atmospheriz E field have been evaluated from the measurements
obtained with five field-mills. Triboelectric currents and discharger currents
have also been measured, as well as the p-static noise level on various receivers
between 10 kHz and 300 14Hz.
The paper analyzes the following pointo:
(a)

relationsaiip between impact current and aircraft charge (or potential);

(b) evolution of the threshold of corona emission of the dischargers as a
function of aerodynamic parameters (ambient pressure, air speed, nature of the
local flow);
(c) efficiency of the discnargers as a function of aircraft potential;
effect of the space charge environment;
(d) role of the atmospheric E field on parasitic corona location; its
influence on the overall efficiency of noise reduction.
As a conclusion, the noise reduccion expected from an optimized arrangement
of passive dischargers is evaluated as a function of the external conditions.

Research supported in part by DRET (Direction des Recherches, Etudes et
Techniques de Ia Delegation Generale pour I'Armement).
*

This paper was not available for incorporation into this book.
be published at a future date.
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ALLOCATION OF PROTECTION

E. F. Vance, J. E. Nanevicz, W. Graf, and J. M. Hamm
SRI Internationel, Menlo Park, California

ABSTRACT
A procedure for determining how much protection is needed between
the external lightning environnent and the circuits inside equipment is
developed on the basis of nested shields or electromagnetic barriers.
Part of this protection is usually placed at the system level (at the
aircraft skin or at a facility shield) and part may be placed at the
equipment level. Four distinct allocatiois of protection are defined
and their implications on electromagnetic compatibility and protection
against lightning and other external sourcee are discussed. In two of
these, all of tbe protection is allocated to one level and none is
allocated to the other.
When all protection is allocated to the system
level, all
interaal cabling and equipment is protected, and no ccnfiguration control or lightning requirement on equipment is needed inside
the system-level barrier to maintain the protection. When all protection is allocated to the eq:!ipment or box level, however, unprotected
cabling and other oystem stiucturie may remain outside the protected
space (i.e., outside the boxes). When the protection is distributed
between the system-level barrier and the equipment-level barrier,
all of the system InsIde th2 system-level barrier has some protectli.
There are two methods of nllocating the protection that have distinctly
different ramifications on the ability to verffy and maintain the
protection. When the lightning stress induced inside the systemlevel barrier is the largest stress on this part of the system, then
the response of the internal structire to lightniing must be ,uderstood (through test or analysis) and the equipment must have c
lightning tolerance requirement. On the other hand, if the stress
induced by the external source is not the dominant stre&s inside the
system barrier, no lightning requirements on th internal structure
and equipment are necessary. .The implications of these allocatioi s
on system protection design and maintenance are discussed in detail.
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TWO KEY QUESTIONS ARISE in developing protection
against the effects of lightning on electronic
systems:
how much protection is needed, and how
protection should be allocated to the various
levels of the system. In this paper we attempt
to develop bounds on the answer to the first
question. We also discuss four possible protection allocations between system-level barriers

such as lightning.
In practice, none of the elements of the
barrier is perfect.
The finitely conducting
metal shield allows some of the electromagnetic
waves to penetrate to the interior; the filter
allows some out-of-band signal to pasc tlv:ough;
and the waveguide beyond cutoff allows some Df
the external field to penetrate to the interior.
These imperfections, combined with imperfections

and bix-level barriers

in assembly

to demonstrate some of

and

carelessness

in usage,

often

the consequences of these allocations.
The
fundamental approaches to protecting a circuit
from a source of transients outside the circuit
include (1) eliminating the source, (2) eliminaulng the sensitive circuit, (3) separating the
bource and the circuit by an infinite distance,
(4) orthogonalizing the source and the circuit
so that they do not interact, or (5) enclosing
either the source or -.
he circuit in an imper-

combine to make the protection of one shield
inadequate.
In addition, it is usually desired
to use the existing structural metal to provide
electromagnetic shielding when possible.
Thus,
we rely on the equipment housing to cct as a
box-level shield, and we use the skin of metal
aircraft as a system-level shield.
Because of
these imperfections, and to avoid the expense of
producing and maintaining very high quality

vious electromagnetic barrier.
However, if we
do .--t control the source aud cannot eliminate

shields,

the

sensitive

circuit,

the

only

applicable

protec:ion approach is an electromagnetic bar-

This

rier about the cirtuit.

In general,
must

the

two

protection

electromagnetic

nested

barriers

are

frequently

employed between a strong source such as lightning and sensitive digital electronic circuits.

barrier

paper

addressess

the

in a two-barrier

allocation

protection

of

system.

One of the barriers is at the system level and

be impervious to all elnctromagnetic waves

the

other

is

at

the

box

or

LRU

level.

The

those that propagate through space as well as
those that prupagnte along wires or other conductors. Although a closed metal shield is very
effective in excluding electzomagnetic wAves
from the volume enclosed by the shield, almost
all practical applications of shields require
that power and signal wires pass through the
shield and that openings be made for ventilation
and visibility.
As illustrated in Figv.re 1,
penetrating conductors can reduue he "shielding
effectiveness" of the shield to 0 dB. since the
wire current and the magnetic field about the

system-level barrier may have any shape, so long
as it encloses all the system circuits and
structure that need to be protected. The boxlevel barrier may be partitioned into many
subbarriers (e.g., one for each box).

wire are the same inside the shield as they are

Figure

outside the shield at frequencies where the
wire to-shield capacitance is negligible. Whre
the aperture dimensions are large (in terms of
wavelength), incident space waves can propagate
through the apertures virtually uuattenuated.
Hence, signal and power wires negate tfhe ihield
at low frequencies, and vents and windows negate
the shield at high frequencies,
1;ecause a practical shield with penetrating
conductors and apertures is usually ineffective
in excluding electromagnetic waves, we have
adopted the term "electromagnetic bnrrier" to
describe a surface that is impervious to both
space and guided waves at all frequencies of
interest.
The electromagnetic barrier usually
contains a shield to exclude space waves, but it
also contains devices, such as filters on penetrating wires, to exclude waves guided along
these conductors, and various aperture treatments, such as waveguide-beyond-cutoff structures, to exclude waves propagating through
these openings. Thus a closed barrier usually
consists of a shield and penetrating wire treatments and aperture treaLments so that both space
waves and guided waves are excluded from the
protPetod space.
Thc shield aluue, without the
wire and aperture treatments, is seldom an
effective barrier to biroad-spectrum transients

inside the aircraft.
This allocatlon might be used if the internal equipment had no specified tolerance for
transients, or if the tolerance were unknown, so
that all protection had to be placed at the
sys-em level. In such a case, the system-level
barrier would
be required
to
reduce the
lightning-induced transients inside the barrier
to a known circuit tolerance level, such as the
circuit operating level or the system-generated
transient level.
Whatever threshold is chosen,
the lightning-induced transient would not be the
dominant transient inside the barrier lest it
exceed the circuit thi.eshold.
In addition, if
lightning is not the dominant stress, we need to
understand neither its interaction with the
romplex structure inside the barrier nor the
circuit responses for all of its many madea of
excitation ant states. For modern avionics with
thousands of input pins and much greater numbers
of states, it is practically impossible to
determine the system response to broad-spectrum,
high-amplitude transients with sufficient accuracy to evaluate system performance.
Thus, although the system and all of its
internal components can be protected with a
single barrier, this allocation scheme recognizes no benefit from the equipment-level bar-

--

SINGLE BARRIERS
Let us consider first a condition in which
all of the protection is allocated to the
system-level barrier. This case is represented
by the bold outer contour of the aircraft in
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2

and

by

the

dashed

equipment

boxes

rier and is somewhat vulnerable tu compromise
because all the protection is vested in the
single barrier if thie barrier fails the

tion scheme is that tue internal equipment, its
interconnecting cables, and perhaps other internal
structure
must
meet
lightning-specific

entire protection fails.
Now consider the opposite extreme, in which
all protection is allocated to the box level,

requireaento, because lightning is the dominant
transient impressed on these parts ol the system.
In additior, we must be able to estinvL
the iightning stiess applied to the cables and

and no protection is
level.
This condition

provided at the system
!s illustrated in Figure

boxes

in

order

to meet

the

lightning require-

3 by the bold outline of the equipment boxes and

ment; hence, we must understand how broad-spec-

the dashed outer contour of the aircraft. This
allocation is sometimes proposed in the belief

trum, large-amplitude transients interact with
the
electromagnetically complicated
internal

that all lightning protection can be incorporated into the box requirements by upgrading 11ILSTD-461 to include lightning requirements.
A more careful look at the implications of
this allocation leads to the conclusion that if
no protection is provided at the system level,
the boxes must be required to withstand the full
lightning stress. If the criterion is to withstand a 200 kA direct strike, then the boxes and
their interconnecting cables must tolerate this
threat, since no protection is allocated to the
system structure. This is believed to impose a
severe cost and weight penalty on avionics
equipment.
In addition, all our protection is
again vested in a single barrier that can easily
be compromised. No systems have been developed

structure to pioduce the stress seen by the box
or circuit deep inside the system. Inasmuch as
many of che boxes are used in many different
aystems, these difficult analyses would have to
be made for all foreseeable systems using the
boxes to obtain an envelope of the stress the
boxes must tolerate.
This allocation has several seriouo shortcomings:
(I) The boxes murt withstand lightning
st.:esses larger than any other stress
they are ever exposed to.
(2) The interaction of lightning with very
complex system structvres and internal
cabling must be well underatood.

using thi& aliocation.

(3)

Instead, it is frequently argued that there
is always system structure present to reduce
lightning effects somewhat; hence, the boxes
need not tolerate the direct strike. However,
if we accept this argument, we leave the single-

must foresee all future applications
of the box und understand how lightning will stress the box in all these
applications.
(4) To maintain the protection, the con-

barrier

allocation

and

enter

a

two-level

(or

Those

who

figuration

more) protection system, since part of the
protection is now being allocoted to the system
structure outside the boxes.
We discuss this

specify

of

the

box

system

requiremepnts

inside

the

outer barrier mst be controlled to
ensure that the lightning atresses
remain within the tolerance of the

allocation in the following section.

boxes.

The protection approach using two barriers
allocates
part
of
the
protection against

(5) When a system modification changes the
internal configuration, the effectiveness of the protection must be reevaluated.
(6) It is extremely difficult to evaluate

lightning (or other external sources) to the
system-level barrier and the remainder to the
box or internal equipment barrier.
The major
issue in these allocations is how the protection
should
be
apportioned
between
these
twc
barriers.
It would appear that the:e is a

the protection because of the number
of responses deep in the system that
must be verified.
Some of these difficulties can be overcome
by overprotecting the boxes and internal equipmert.
A major problem with applying this idea

continuum of
allocations
between
tae
two
extremer discussed above, but there are in fact
two distinctly different allocations in this
continuum.
The difference lies in whether or
not the lightning-induced stress is the dominant
stress inside the first barrier,
Let us assume that the outer barrier permits the lightning-induced transient to be the
largest stress ever experienced by the internal
structure and equipment. This might be the case
suggested above, in which it is argued that the
system-level structure reduces the lightning
transient somewhat, even though we are primarily
using only box-level protection.
In this case

is that it presumes one has a sufficiently
refined solution to the interaction problem that
the amount of protection required is known well
enough to determine that overprotection has been
provided.
Because of this circular logic,
attempting to overprotect at the box level is
often an exercise in self-delusion.
A more appropriate place to provide overprotection is at the system level.
However,
when the overprotection reaches the point where
lightning is no longer the dominant stress
inside the system-level barrier, we enter the
domain of our final allocation:
sufficient
protectioo at the system-level barrier that the

PROTECTION WITH TWO BARRIERS

(depicted in Figure 4),

inside

the

system-level

the lightning transient

barrier dominates

internal interference sources.
One important consequence

of

this

all

alloca-

lightning-induced

stress

transient

produced

stress

is

smaller

than

the

by the system as a

result of normal operation. With this condition
(depicted in Figure 5), the dominant elec-.romag-
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netic stress at all points inside the system-level
barrier
is
produced
by
the
system
itself.
These transient stresses are produced
by power switching, rectification, load regulation, relay coils, solenoids, and many other
devices and functions routinely operating on any
aircraft and in any facility.
We have coined the term "effectively impervious"
to describe the effectiveness of an
electromagnetic barrier that excludes external
sources,
so that inside the barrier the transient environment is determined by the internal
sources and
is unaffected by
the external
sources.
In our final allocation scheme, the
system-level barrier is made effectively impervious, so that lightning is not the dominant
stress inside the system.
When lightning is not the dominant stress
inside the system, the six shortcomings listed
above vanish.
No lightning-peculliar requirements
are
necessary at the box
level;
no
detailed understanding of the transient response
of complicated internal structure is required if
lightning is
not
the principal stress;
no
lightning-dependent
configuration
control
is
required inside the barrier; and the protection
can be evaluated at the system-level barrier the responses of thousands of internal circuits

inside the system.
Those allocations that do not perrit the
lightning-induced stress to be the dominant
stress inside the system-level barrier do not
suffer from these shortcomings, since no lightning-unique
requirements
exist
in3ide
this
barrier.
Since lightning is basically a system
problem
rather than a box problem, it must
penetrate the system to reach the coxes. Hence,
the protection sbo-kId be appliee at the system
level.
In contrast, intrasystem compatibility
is basically a box problem - noise generated in
one box affecting another box, or noise generated in the system affecting the boxes -- and it
is properly treated at the box level. However,
any interference-control proposal that requires
the designer to evaluate the penetration of
high-level, broad-spectrum sources through two
layers of protection and through the complex
structure between the layers should be questioned.
We conclude that the appropriate allocations of protection for lightning, nuclear EMP,
and other external sources are those that prevent these sources from producing the dominant
stresses inside the system-level barrier.

for millions of
circuit states and modes of
excitation need not be verified,
The use of an effectively impervious system
level barrier provides all of the ad atzages of
the single outer barrier, but it alwo takes
advantage of the inherent transient tolerance of
the boxes.
Thus, although the boxes need not
have a lightning-unique specification, they must
have
a
tolerance
for
system-generated
transients,
and
the
protection provided
at
the
system level depends on this system-generated
transient
level.
Hence, the protection has
truly beei apportioned between the system and
box level uarriers, but all lightning-peculiar
requirements have been allocated to the systemlevel barrier.
CONCLUSIONS
Of the four approaches to allocating lightning protection between the system and the boxes
or lRUs, those that depend on lightning-unique
requirements
at
the box
level ate the most
cumbersome in terms of implemenation and maintenance.
Tnis
is
because implementing
the
lightning-unique
box
allocation
requires
a
detailed understandin3 of lightning interaction
with
very
complex structures and
very
large
numbers of circuits, states, and modes of excitation; anA maintaining this allocation requires
control of the internal system configuration.
In additiou, it is very difficult to assess the
protection, again because of the complexity of
the responses and the number of conditions that
must be evaluated.
Finally, the protection must
be reevaluated with each modification of internal equipment or structure, because these modifications can affect the internal responses to
lightning, and lightning is
the domitLant stress
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THE LIGHTNING SPARK BARRIER
by

AD P0022 4 0

M. P. Amason

and
M. C. Hofmeister
Douglas Aircraft Company
McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Long Beach, California
ABSTRACT
->Lightning protection of modern aerospace vehicles must prohibit sparking in critical fuel vapor areas.
In the past, it has been particularly difficult to keep
mechanical fasteners from sparking during a lightning
event. Attempts to seal off the fasteners from the critical fuel vapor area by manual application of sealant
material have proven to be ineffective due to gaps and
voids produced by the application process, A technique was developed by Douglas Aircraft Company to
control the application of dielectric sealant material to
isolate the mechanical fastener sparking from the critical fuel vapor area. The technique consists of a specially designed dielectric cap that fits over the fastener, providing uniform and controlled application of
dielectric filler material. An adequate thickness of
filler material provides a barrier that prevents the
sparks from entering the critical fuel vapor area. The
Lightning Spark Barrier is applicable to a wide variety
of installations, including those with composite materials. A patcr.t has been applied for.
THE ME(,RANICAL FASTENERS are ,ed extensively in niodern aerospace vehicles to secure doors,
access ccvers, and other hardware. A typical fastener
in a cross section view is shown in Figure 1.
The mechanical fasteners are installed primarily

chosen from a vendor's pre-existing inventory; the
shape and design are not directly related to preventing sparking. Sparking of mechanical fasteners in a
critical fuel vapor area of an aircraft must be prevented during a lightning event. A critical fuel vapor
area is defined as an area where fuel vapor and air
exist in a stoichiometric mixture that can be ignited by
a low-intensity spark. (1)*
Typically, hardware is attached by a bolt through
a hole into the mechanical fastener. The hardware is
usually electrically grounded to the aircraft fuselage
through the attachment bolts into the mechanical fastener. Dielectric paint and gaskets typically prevent
the hardware from making electrical contact to the
fuselage other than at the fasteners. Therefore, during a lightning event, when the lightning discharge
channel contacts the external hardware, the discharge
current must flow through the bolts and then through
the mechanical fasteners. Sparking occurs when there
is a contact resistance at the interface between two
adjacent conductors in the current flow path. The current flow path in a typical fastener during a lightning
discharge is shown in Figure 2.
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Typical fastener installations were subjected to
lightning simulation testing to determine the portions
of the fasteners that spark. Microscopic examination
of the fasteners revealed that the areas of sparking
were numerous, even with proper electrical bonding
at interfaces. The areas of sparking on the fastener
were dependent upon the exact physical construction
of Lhe mechanical fastener, and its interface with the
fuselage.
THE LIGHTNING SPARK BARRIER
Many investigators have examined the problem of
sparking of mechanical fasteners in critical fuel vapor
areas (2, 3, and 4). Several researchers have attempted to use sealant material around the fastener to prevent the sparks from entering the critical fuel vapor
area, but abandoned this method when it failed in
lightning simulation testing. The reason for failure in
all cases was small gaps, voids, and variations in thickness from the manual application of the sealant material. Douglas lightning simulation testing with manual
application of sealant material around the fasteners
duplicated the results of previous investigators (Figure 3).

FIGUPE4. FASTENER WITH CLTAWAY SHOWING INTERIOR
OF LIGHTNING SPARK BARRIER

MEN
5. FASTENER WITH CUTAWAY SHOWING INTERIOR
OF LIGHTNING SPARK BARRIER

"FIGURE

.

iZ
FIGURE 3. PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE OF MECHANICAL
FASTENER SPARKING DURING LIGHTNING

SIMULATION TESTING
Douglas has recently developed an effective solution to overcome the difficulties previously encountered in using dielectric sealant material. A technique
was developed to apply dielectric sealant in a controlled manner to prevent the voids, gaps, and variations in thickness found in other techniques. This technique is the Lightning Spark Barrier.
The technique consists of a specially designed dielectric cap that is placed over the mechanical fastcner
in the critical fuel vapor area. It controls the thickness
of the applied dielectric sealant and eliminates voids
and gaps (Figures 4, 5, and 6). The cap can use exter-

nal portions of the fastener, such as the crimp shoulder, to align the cap over the fastener. Although proper alignment is not necessary in the design of the cap,
a cap designed to align itself properly over the fas-

tener saves weig'ht and space.
The dielectric filler material inside the cap can be
applied in two ways: (1) The cap is first placed over
the fastener and the dielectric filler is injected through
small holes in the cap, or (2) the iiller material is first
placed in the cap and then the cap and sealant are
placed over the fastener. Both methods have proven
to be satisfactory. The choice of either is dependent
upon installation conditions.
After the dielectric filler material has cured and
hardened over the fastener, it acts as a barrier aind
prevents sparks from physically entering the fiel vapor area. The dielectric barrier material must be of
sufficient thickness around the sparking areas of the
fastener to provide an adequate barrier against the
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FIGURE Ii. FASTENER AND LIGHTNING SPARK BARRIER ON
ACRYLIC SHEET SHOW DIELECTRIC FILLER
MATERIAL ISFREE Or VOIDS AND GAFS
sparks and the joule heating pressure of the sparking.
This thickness dimension will depend on both the
shape of the fastener and the dielectric filler material
chosen. Lightning simulation testing in accordance
with known spark detection techniques (5) is always
necessary to verify the designof the lightning spark
barrier for each type of fastener. Theoretical predictions with formulas are not practical because of the
maThe dielectric
geometries
complex
applicaA patentfiller
to be a sealant.
not have involved.
terial does
tion for the Lightning Spark Barrier was filed in Dccet erofor1 Lbarrier
.
cember of 1981.
ADVANTAGES Of. THE LIGHTNING
SPAL.K BARRIER
Previously, large, heavy mechanical fasteners
were used in critical fuei vapor areas to carry the
lightning discharge current without sparking. With
the addition of the Lightning Spark Barrier, smaller
mechanical fasteners can be chosen based on structural criteria alone. The Lightning Spark Barrier adds
little weight to an aircraft, and actually saves weight
over present designs.
The Lightning Spark Barrier works with either
anodized or alodine coated fa3teners. This gives the
structural designer more latitude in corrosion prevention in the applications using mechanical fasteners.

The Lightning Spark Barrier can be installed any
time during the life of an aircraft, An tircraft can be
retrofitted with the Lightning Spark 'arrier if a critical fuel vapor is defined after the iirframe is in production. The straightforward design of the Lightning
Spark Barrier requires minimal skills for installation,
making it easy for airline service personnel to retrofit
the aircraft.
The dielectric filler materiai of the Lightning
Spark Barrier can also serve as a pressure seal. In
many cases, sealant material would be applied around
the fastener for pressure containment reasons alone.
The Lightning Spark Barrier can be used as a pressure
seal also.
The dielectric cap for the filler material not only
some protection against sparking, but, when
left in place after the filler has cu,'ed and hardened,
the cap provides protection against mechanical damage to the barrier material by maintenance crewmen.
In access doors, it is especially important to prevent
service personnel from accidentally gouging the dielectric filler material of the spark barrier.
One of the most promising applications of the
Lightning Spark Barrier is in semicondutive composites. Due to the semiconductive nature of the cornposite, the interface between the mechanical fastener
and the composite will have a high contact resistance,
giving rise to sparking during a lightning event. The
Lightning Spark Barrier is potentially the only solution available to prevent mechanical fasteners from
sparking in a critical fuel vapor area where semiconductive composites are involved.
fION
CONCLU
Spark from a mechanical fastener cannot be ala lightvapcrBarrier
area during
critical fuelSpark
lowed
eo enter
a diemploys
Thea Lightning
ning event.
electric cap that controls the application of a dielectric
material that prevents sparks from entering
the critical fuel vapor area. The Lightning Spark Barrier has many advantages over other techniques,
especially in composite installations.
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PROTECTING THE WORLD'S LARGEST COMMERCIAL HELICOPTER
FROM ATMOSPHERIC HAZARDS

Gerald A. Heiderscheidt
Boeing Vercol Company, Philadelpbia, Pennsylvania

ABSTRACT
"T11A paper provides an in-depth look at the lightning protection
features of the world's largest commercial helicopter, the Boeing 234.
This aircraft regularly carries 44 passengers over 580 nautical miles
across water, in IFR and VFR flight conditirms, at altitudes consistently placing it in foul weather conditions. The aircraft is examined
from the viewpoint of systems and system protection, composite external
fuel pods, composite crew nose section, radome protection and, where
appropriate, specific subsystem protection.
Inservice lightning strike experience is presented as well as
future plans for the aircraft.
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THE REGULAR OPERATION OF FARE EARNING ROTORCRAFT to a published schedule places demands upon the
availability ofahelicopterneverexperienced in nonscheduled
service. The aircraft must be invulnerable to environmental
effects or the helicopter very soon becomes a nonproductive
piece of inventory best gotten rid of prior to tax assessment
time. Accordingly, the airframe designer is challenged to
minimize the nonproductive (nonflying) time that each ndivisual airframe might experience. It then falls upon the electro
magnetics engineer or the atmospherics hazards engineer to
protect this machine so thnt it does not lose revenue service
due to unnecessary repairs or aborted scheduled trips. This
paper traces the development of, and delineates the atmospheric hazards protection features of, the world's largest
commercial helicopter In regularly scheduled service. The
service history of the aircraft is presented along with the
reasons for certain design decisions,

DEFINITIONS OF LIGHTNING STRIKE ZONES

BASIC AIRCRAFT

Zone lA

The referenced doournents served as guidelines in
selecting the general zones of probable lightning attachment,
and the probable nature of the stroke attachment. Selection of
the zones shown was nade by judgment and comparison witn
known lightning strike behavior as related to fixed wing
aircraft, and Heavy Lift Helicopter model studies made with the
model rotors turning. The 7.ones shown in this paper should be
considered as an indication of where lightning strikes are most
likely to attach, rather than as a definition of locations where
the Model 234 helicopter will and will not receive a strike.
The general zones are defined as follows:
Zone 1

(see Figure 1) is of
The basic fuselage of the Boeing 234
conventionalsneetmetal, rib, frameandstringerconstruction,
with windows, doors, and escape hatches as required b
certifying authorities. The crew section is primarily Kevlarg
and glass over a metal skeleton. The rotor blades are fiber. lass,
the only metal being the leading edge erosion protection
strips. Hubs and main rotor shafts are of conventional metal
construction.The aircrafI i3 powered by twin Lycoming A5512
eigine
mounted
in externally
the rear ofinthe
aircraft
in external
engines
construcpods
of composite
Is carried
pods. Fuel

Zone 1B
Zone 2

Zone 2A

tion.

Zone 3

Surfaces of the vehicle for which there is a high
probability of direct lightning-flesh attachment or
exit.
Initial at.achment pointo with low probability ot
ilash hang-on, such a~ a nose.
Initial attachment point with high probability of
flash hang-on, such as a tail cone or aft ramp.
Surfaces of the vehicle across which there is a
high probabiity of a lightning flash being swept
by the airflow f.-on a Zone 1 point of direct flash
attachment.
A swept-stroke zone with low probability of flash
hang-on, such es blade trailing edge or landing
gear.
Surfoces of the vehicle for which there is
a low
probability of flash attachment.

THE EXPECTED ENVIRONMENT

Zones related to the 234 are as follows:
Zone 1A
Encompasses thoe fo;ward most projecticns of the
airframe, the syic shaft cover from forward pylon
to aftpylon,thebladeieadingedges(entirespan)
and upper and lower fairings from the blade tip
inboard 18 Inches (45.72 cm).

The first customer was British Airways Helicopters and
the aircraft was scheduled to service oil rigs in the North Sea
from a home base in Aberdeen, Scotland. This involves
extended flights over the North Sea, at altitudes generally
below 8,000 feet (2,438.4 m) (the aircraft is not pressurized) for
times approximating two hours and a half from takeoff to
landing. Further, during some seasons of the year this involves
extended flignt in a lightning exposure environment. Accordingly, the lightning protection of th et!rcraft was designed
to withstandm:ltlple200,000amperestrikeswithoutstructural
failure In critical flight components such as rotor blades,
struLture and fuel pods.

Zone 1B

Zone 2

Includes the fucelage bottom from the front to the
aft most cxtremtty until just below the APU
exhaust stack and from the bottom of the aircraft
to approximately halfway up the fuel pods.
Exterids from just behind tile forward pylon aft,
excluding the sync shaft cover.

The vertical surfaces of the aft pylon.
Zone 3
*Numbers in parantheses designate References at end of
paper.

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
In designing aircraft to fly in the lightning environment,
the design must first satisfy the certifying agencies by meeting
certain design and test standards, The documentation which
served as guidelines for performance criteria are many and
varied (1 - 9).*
A search of xisting regulations regarding the lightning
protection of rotorcraft was conducted. It was quickly concluded that existing regulations were not explicit or did not
apply directly to the Model 234 A'rcraft. After const itation with
other Boeing divisions, design changes specifically oriented
to lightning protection were made to the air.raft. Following
this, a consultant was hired to evaluate our designs and his
recommendations incorporated. The resulting design is that
reportod in thir, paper. Each major section of the vircraft is
delinested.

i
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FORWARD FUSELAGE PROTECTION
The forward fuselage is consiaered to run from 'lhe
forward most portion of the pitot booms to the production
splice located at Gtation 16U (see Figures 2 and 3)
The cone of protection available from the forward hub is
45 degrees in total breath and affords adequate protection for
all nose areas while the aircraft is on the ground. The blades,
due to the metal leading edges, extend this (one of protection
arourd the hub, 120 degrees apart. It Is anticipated that all on
the ground strikes will enter or exit from the blades or hub for
the upper portion of the airframe, and from the landing gear on
the bottom surface. There is a remote possibility that a flash
can exittheVHFantennabiade.Themorelikelypath,however,
is the landlig gear since the impedance of the arc channel
from the gear will be much loss there than to arc to ground
from the antenna All on-the-ground strikek experienced In
service have entered one or more rotor blades and exited via
the landing gear.
AIR DATA SYSTEM - The pitot tubes are Installed as
indicated in Figure 4. Lightning which attaches to the tube tip,
has the available metal pitot head, ths metal tube outer body
and the inner metal air data tube to travel to the skin of the
aicraft. The pitot boom outer tube is grounded to the mounting
base by metal to metal contast. The metal base is pnysically
closo to the 120 by 120 cluminum mesh screen (Figure 3) and
metal to metal contact is also mpdethrough the pitottube base
mounting hardware. The oluminum mesh screen is bonded to
metal structure at the rear most attachnent for the fiberglass
nose piece by rh'"ts and otner metallic fasteners. Via this path,
the principle lightning nurrent can travel from the strike attachment point - assumed to be the tip of the p!tot tube - and
travel via metallic paths to the main fuselage structure surrounding the cockpit. The current then flows via metallic skin
and structureto the strike exit or hang-on point. The pneumatic
lines within the pitot boom are inetallic throLigh ne boom
assembly and change to plastic Immediately at the base of the
booma mouoting flanje. The rest of the air dsta system Is
nonconductive 1/4-Inch tubing (6.35 mm) and is, therefo'e,
not 3ndangered by a lightning strike to the pitot boom
assembly.
The electrical wiring is routed through a protective
copper braid. The wires exit the braid near structi,'e. On3 is
grounded at that point (power return); the other Is bouted to
control circuitry. The copper braid eliminates most of the
voltage or current that could be induced In the heater power
circuit
RADOME - The radome is of fiberglass and Nomex®
honeycomb sandwich construction. Both inner and outer
skins are fiberglass. The radome is finished on the exterior
surface with a black anti-static paint system. It is attached to
the main fuselage using a metal channe closeout ring and
hinges and striker plates with metallic guard pins and ;atches
(see Figure 5). The outer -.urface also has six strike guard
tapes. These are installed and grounde,' as shown In Figure 5.
The typical current path in a strike is quite definite. The strike
will follow the patn of least impedancs and form an ionizeu
path oi the surface of the strikeguard. Upon reaching the
metal plates at the rear of the radome, the current will take two
paths Some small portion will arc from these baseplates to
metal skin and hence on out of the airfrnme through the exit
poli,t. The larger balance will go from the baseplate through
the fasteners to the metallic channel closeout ring to the striker

® E. I. DuPont De Nemours, Wilmington, Delaware

plates and guidepins to airframe and the exit point (see Figure
4). These components are maselv )and numerous (8 pins, each
1/4-inch (6.35 mm) In diameter) and the damage expected Is
cosmetic In a 200,00 ampere strike.
BLADES AND HUB - The rotor hub Is all metal and
massive. It
is solid;y attached to the main rotor shaft In order io
transmit the drive forces necessary for flight and Is considered
mascive enough to carry the lightning currents Into the main
drive system without damage. In the drive system, the gears,
benrings and other metallic components are large enough and
with sufficient contact area to carry the lightning current
without catastrophic results. No testing Isconsidei'ed necessary in this area.
The rotor blades are of fiberglass and graphite construction with Nomex honeycomb to maintain the airfoil Inthe
aft fairing area. These blades were successfully strikequalified
to the waveforms recommended by the report of SAE
Committee AE4L.
AIRCREW AND CABIN STRUCTURE - The aircrew
acid cabin structures are located In Strike Zone 1A (Figures 1
and 2). As such, we can expect flash attachments, but little or
no flash hang-on, The structure in this &rea Is metal, except for
windows and windscreens. This is considered adequate protection as the airorew In effect sits inside a cage formed by
aIrcratt structure and skin with apertures. The die-electric
strength of windscreens and windows precludes arc entry as
metallic structure and framing in close proximity provides a
lower Impedance path to primary structure and the arc exit
point. To protect from the effects of flash blindness, bright
cockpit storm lights are provided.
CENTER FUSELAGE PROTECTION (Excluding Fuel Pods
-Figure 6)
CONVENTIONAL FUSELAGE SECTiON - The center
fuselage (except forwindows, doors and the sync shaft tunnel
cover) is metal skin on metal ribs and stringers. These
structural components are assembled using standard aircraft
fabrication techniques and quality control safeguaids. Minor
burningcanbeanticlpatedatthepontsofarcattachment.The
severity would, of course, vary with skin thickness.
NONCONVENTIONAL FUSELAGE SECTIONS -- Several areas of the fuselage are not of conventlormial rib, stringer,
and skin construction.
ync Shaft Tunnel Covers -The sync shaft tunnel runs
Zhe length of the fuselage from the aft pylon to the forward
fuselage above the normal cabin structure (see Figure 6). This
sync shaft is the drive system link from the engines and Is
safety of flight critical. As such, the tunnel covers which
enclose the sync shaft are metal skinned, metal core honeycomb (see Figure 7). The lightning currents which attach to the
tunnel cover are conducted off around the sync shaft through
metal piano type hinges on one side, and metal to metal
crntact, secured by 1/4-turn fasteners on the other. The sync
shaft tunnel floor and side walls are also aluminum. With the
tunnel covers closed and secured, the shaft runs essentially
inside a rectangular metallic cage and, as such, is not threatened by the lightning environment,
Wn
anIE&Lta .-The windows consist of Plexlglass (,surrounded by gaskets which retain the transparent
Plexiglass in the metal skin structure (Figure 6). No lightning
protection is added for the small windows. This is consistent
with successful commercial designs on FAA and CAA certified
passenger airliners. Additional protection Is considered not
necessary for passenger windows of this size.
®R Rohm and Haas, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Toe exits represent a larger broak in the c nf;guous
aircra'. skin. Some exits have windows in addition. M',.st exists
-re constructed f iberqla.ss urfiberglass with apaper Nomex
.;c,'e for rigidity. Ir all cases, the fiberglass portions of the
cuors are completely covered with aiunrnum mesh screen
(120 by 120 or 10L oy 120 mesh) In turn, a are r-talned in the
uselaga using metal latches Pnd pins and in the case of normal
exits, met.l hinge-s. All metal attachment harJware is in
irtimate netal to metal contact with the aluminum menh
! creen since vie r.ietallic fasteners (rivets, screws and bolts)
go d'rectly thr, i gh the aluminum mesh screen. Latches, bolts
and lfi,lgez are considered adequate to prevent the lightning
currents from entering the fuselage interior and threatening
occupats.
otion,
Wring - The wiring runs are, without e
located within the metallic ti.sqlage on the inner SL ,ces ol
the main fuselage formeri As suc;,, they are protected from all
lightning direct effects since .hey are surrounded with metallic
structure. For a general ar,'angemrnt, see Figure 8. No other
.pecial consideration is given to wiring cxcept local shielding
and standard decoupling techniques.
Ocasionally, it is necs.ary to exit this fuselage to
routo wiring to equipment bay6, fuel pods, landing gear, etc.
Where this happens, the wire runs are still located within metal
fuselage extensions, consisting primarily of fiberglass skin
entirely covered with aluminum mesh screcn and firmly
attached to the metc! airframe via metallic fasteners or bolts; or
aluminum skins and fairings, solidly attached to the main
fuselage, No further protection was incorporated,
AFT FUSELAGE PROTECTION
AFT RAMP AND PYLON (See Figure 9) - The aft ramp
on thecommercial helicopter's all metal, including the sliding
tongue. Consequently, lightning current exiting the aircraft
through the a;t ramp is no more serious than an exit point
through any bottom skin.
The lower trailing edge o .hL aft pylon, while labeled as
a Zone 2B, may be 1B or 2.. i. ,re is a probability of flash
above theaft ramp and very
hang-on on the metai portions,
little probabiiity of flash hang-on on the fiberglass por-tions of
the pylon. Neither condition affects safety of flight,
Tie aft pylon wertical skin areas (see Figure 9) are
generally considered to be Zone 3, an area of very low
probability of direct arc attachment. The rotor hub, blades,
et., will tend to protect this ,ea aven in a swept stroke
phenomenon where the blades ard iub present a much more
attractive attachment point,
LANDING GEAR - The aft landing gear is solidly
attached to primary structure with massive bolts and large
contact surface area. This iepresents the most logical exit
point on the bottom half of the aft pylon section. Military
CH-47C Chinook helicopters have had lightning exit the
landing gear without structural damage. The landing gear
used on the Model 234 is similarto the military Chinook. Minor
strut changes are made to accommodate a commercial type
misscon.
FUEL PODS
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT BAYS, FORWARD AND
AFT (See Figure 101 - The equipment pods are of metal
skin,eid Nornex hoi.eycomb shelves and bulkheads. The
aluminuim ecreened glass and Nomex skins are bonded to
main airframe Asing rivets, bolts and screws, installed using
conventional aircraft techniques. These skins react much like
metal skin:. with the added advantage of quick repairability,

This pro 'ection method will withstand direct stroke attachment
and has been used on the lightning ouatified rotor blades. No
furthar proteotion of the eqL.ipment bays itused.
FUEL PODS -- EXTERIOR (See Figure 11) - The fue;
pods which extend up to 36 inc.'es (91.44 cm) outside the
fuselage mold line, are constructed of fiberglass, Keviar,
Nomex core, Kevlar and glass, and completely covered
aluminum mesh screen on their outer wetted areas. Selected
portions of the pods use graphite, p.rticularly ,plces.
The pods are constructed of three curved pieces (see
Figure 12) which, when spliced together, form tho cylindrical
fuel pod. The splices run parallel to the 'ong axis of the fuel
pod. The bulkhea's at eiher end of the pod are fastened to the
end of the pod tibe. The graphite used in te pods is aeparated
from free stream air by several layers of fiberglass whlch, in
turn, is completely covered by aluminum mesh screen. The
portions of the pod next to airframe skin do iot have aluminum
screen to avoid potential arcing in an inaccessibla area (see
Fgore 12), Spiices are ;,'overed again with aluminum mesh
screen, which over!aps the entire ioint and adjacent screen
(Figure 12.). The use of aluminum screen greatly reduces the
;ndued votareon internalcmponents, relative tostripor bar
or wire grid protecticn.
Any lightning currents, induced in or a-tached to the
pod skin, will b3 conducted through 'lhe mevr screen to the
bonding plcte located on the forward and aft extreme enw of
the pod bottom (see Figure 12). From this bonding plate, three
bonding braids 3, 4-in. (1.90b cn) minimum v:idth, run over to
main airframe attachment points. Each braid exceeds the CAA
and FAA requirements for lightning bonding jumper cross
section. Six per pod are provided to ease maintenance requirements and to nake certain of excess multiple strike capacity,
The bonding plate concept used to transfer current from
the aluminum screen to the bonding jumper without excessive
damage to the aluminum screen, was shown to be successful
on the rotor blades and is, in fact, used from the trailing 3dge
trim tabs to the metal leading edge. Thesa blade tests showed
that the surface areas used provI:de adequate surface area
between the wire mesh and the bonding plates.
FUEL PODS - INTERIOR 'See Figure 13; -- The
primary objective within the fuel pods is to eliminate the
possibility for sparks. Without sparks, fuel/air mixtures are not
going to ignite when the aircraft is subjected t6 high skin
currents, such as during a lightning stike. This was accomplished by never allowing a continuous current path
within the fuel pod by using nonmetallic hose braids, and other
materials exhibiting sufficient physical strength and high
dielectric and high resistance. Some examples are teflon and
teflon based materials, nylon braids, rubber, etc. Se:eral
examples are shown in Figure 13.
As shown in Figure 13, pipe4 )ismetal, grounded only at
one end to the metal flange/pump housing using a braided
bonding jumper assembly. Both hoses, one at each end, are
nonconductive, nonmetalic, nylon overbraid type assemblies.
Other hoses marked® , which run fi am one end of the tank
across the length on top and conne.t to the respective vent
boxes, are nonmetallic.
All wires carrying signals or power are insulated from
fuel pod exterior skins by the normal resistance to ase and
dielectric of the powered components. Examples are: valve
coils, motors forfuel pumps, capacitance type fuel probes and
isolated from ground (i.e., 2-wire) thermistor sensing circuits.
With the bonding jumper arrangement, all metals for
piping or housings within the fuel pods are urounded to the
pod exterior at only one point along that piece of metal. This
eliminates any ground or current loops, giving only the
exterior surface o the pod as the contiguous current path. The
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one exception is the electric bundle ,arrying boost pump
motor power. The existing parallel lightning current path is via
the outer steel braid of the boost pump cable assembly. To
preclude arcing, this cable is spark tested under lightning
current condition s. The arc test required during qualification
ie as follows:
"Arc Test* With hard connections to the sheli of each
connector, thc entire cable assembly shall be subjected to a 1,000 amp impulse test of 10 x 20 current
wavcform. This test is to 1e monitored with cameras
with the sutters open during the test. Any sparks, as
evidenced by exposed film is cause ior rejection."
Fuel Pod Penet~atlons - The fuel pod is penetated in
foue, areas (see Figure 13):
* At the forward bulkhead where the pressure refueling
fittings are located as we1 as a manhole for insertion and
removal of fuel system components
" At-the aft bulkhead where the fittings for the fuel lines to
the engine are locatea in a manhole cover and the fuel
jettison fittlngs which go overboard and vent lines going
to vents in the aft pod fairing
" At the gravity fill panel, which contains the gravity refuel
provisions and equipment, and thie ce tnr fuel quantity
measurement probe
" At the locations for the forwaro and aft fuel quantity
probe.
These penetration fittings are behind aluminum skin or
wire mesh covered fiberglass skin,. As such, these fittings are
not likely to experience direci stroke attachment. Hose assernblies for pressure refueling (forward penetrations) and
engino fu-il feeci. (aft penetrations) are nonconductive rubber
with a conductive steel outer braid. Al: gaskets to seal metal
hatch covers are standard commercial sizes and have lightning
scallops. This standard configuration (Figure 14) is used on all
gasket seals on the Model 234, except for man hole covers
where a larger gasket is required. In that case, a Boeing
designed gasket using similar protection techniques (i.e., lightning scallops) is used. Penetration covers of the bulkheads are
metallic. Inside the fuel tank the fittings attach to rubber hoses
with steel braid. The forward and aft penetrations do not in
themselves present a haz'ard in the lightning environment, as
they are shielded by metal skins or screen coveyed skins.
Fuel Quantity Probes - The pod is penetrated in three
places for th(. instalation and removal of fuel quantity measurement probes (Figure 13). One is shared with the gravity
refueling port and the manual fuel level pr-'be. The remaining
two are identical; one in the forward quarter of the tank and
one in the aft quarter of the tank. All three are mounted as
shown in Figure 15. The lightning Integrity is maintaliel by
mete: to metal contact, all the way across the penetration. Al!
potential spark areas are:

represent a very probable stroke entry or exit point. These
fittings are again designed to keep spzrking out of the fuel bag
(see Figures 13 and 15). Fuel pumps are recessed, the drain is
flush. This makes the moat probable attachment point the
mounting hardware. The outer surface (next to freestream air)
is in all cases metal, providing a cortiguous path on the pod
outer surface.
Boost Pump and Vent Valve Installation (Typically
;:.rd) (See Figure 13) - These flanges are on t'e, bottcn
.. I d of the fuel tank and represent a probable stroke entry
( OAit point. These fittings, too, are dusigned to keep sparking
outside the fuel bag. They provide a contiguous current pa'ih
on the exterior of the pod with metal surfaces exposed to free
stream air, The pump is recessed, The most probable attachment point is on the vent valve body or the flange attaching
hardware.
Gravity Fill Adapter (See Figure 13) - The gravity fill
adapter is the access to the fuel bag for the following
components:
i. Gravity Fuel Filler Cap
b. Probe Assembly, Fuel Gaging System
c Manual Fuel Level Dip Stick
d. Automatic Fuel Shutoff for Pressure Refueling.
All four items are firmly attached to the mtal adapter
plate using metal bolts. The tops or exposed portions of items
a through d above are metallic. For additional proteclion:
Item a is lightning qualified.
Item b has insulating nylon between the exposed cap
and any metal system elements.
Item c has fiberglass and other nonmetallic materials
below the upper cap. Isolated metal items in this probe are
separated from the cap by fiberglass and other nonmetallic
insulators.
Item d is isolated from othe, internal tanK components
eince nonconductive hoses are us6d to attach to it.
Accordingly, all items connected to the gravity fill
adapter are electricaliy connected only to the pod exterior or
have sufficient nonconducturs to isolate other attached conductive components from di-ect strike current and do not
provide a current pati: for direct or induced currents.

o Designed to isolate the spark from the pod interior
* Designed 'u isolate potential interior sparks from the fuel,
or fuel/air vapor.
Figure 15 shows in detail how the fuel is contained
wthin a reinforced rubber bag and all metal joints are kept

When activated, the tube extends beyond the aiifre.me
40.8 inches (1.04 m) minimum, such tha fuel does not impinge
on any portion of the cirframe. No flame arrestors are used.
The fuel jettison system is normally fully retracted. The
system is used only in the event uf an emergency requiring a

outside the fuel bag. 'This keeps sparks which may occur,
away from the hazardous environment. The sensitive areas of
the fuel prole ar- in turn, 3olated by nylon assemblies from
the exterior mounting flange, thus controlling arc over. The
nylon insulation is 1 inch (2.54 cm) long and is considered to
be the minimum recommended. Such currents as caused by
induction a-e routed over low resistance paths to main
airframe. Mechanical joints are large enough to eliminate the
potential arcs. Current loops are broken by insulators,
Drain and Pump Mounting Flanges (Typically Aft) These flanges are on the bottom aft of the fuel tank ,nd

rapid loss of airframe weight to effect an abnormal ;ending.
The LOW FUEL caution light is nominally at the 30 minute
level. Ope-ationally, the pilot will close the jettison system at
the illuroination of LOW FUEL caution light. Flame propagation
in the jettison system is a problem only when the tube is
extended; the valve is open and a 4 uel air mixture is present
(i.e., fuel flow has stopped) and the jettif-on tuba experiences
lightning arc attachment. By closing the valve when fuel stops
flowing, the risk of xp,..sure to flame propagation is sufficiently small so that additional flame arresting paraphernalia is not
required.

FUEL JETTISON SYSTEM (See Figure 16)
The Fuel Jettison System is all metal. The hose connerting the tube control and cuide module to the valve on the
aft pod wail is steel braid over ri ibber. The jettison system tube
storage housing is attached to main airframe. The tube guide is
attached to a fiberglass sandwich skin covered with alum;nui-n
meih.Tnevalveatanerearofthetankisisolatedfromallother
metal coriductors
conviuct within
tne thethe
tankbut isisisolad.
connctdotto
metal
tank,
So1141, connected
airframe v~a jettison hose assembly.
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The main lightning protection features of the fuel
jettison nystem are its bonding and current piths. The only
situation requiring moreexplanation is the sequenceof events
in the event of a lightning strike to the extended jettison probe
after fuel jettison has been completed and a comburtible
mixture is present in the jettision system.
To recap, while jettisoning, the system isfull of fluid, no
air is present and the mixture is not explosive. When the LOW
LEVEL fuel light illuminates, the pilot will select Jettison OFF.
At this point, we assume an explosive mixture is present in the
jettision and fuel tank systems.
Upon selecting Jettison OFF, the jettison valve closes,
isolating the fuel tank from the jettison tubes. A lightning strike
any time after this valve closing may or may not ignite the
fuel/air mixture in the tube. If ignited, the flame wall will
propagate up the tube, through the tube adaptor, up the steel
braid over rubber hose to the valve body. At the valve body, the
flame w!il extinguish as it has nowhere else to go.

The most probable stroke configuration and sequence
of events follows, with graphic representation of arc chanrel
configurations and relative positions of the arc channel,
blades and airframe in 10th second intervals being presented
in Figures 18and 19.Thetota Involvement time was scmething
less than 3/10th of a second. In this period, all three forward
rotor blades were involved qnd one aft rotor blade, with the
channel extinguishing prior to the involvement of the remaining two. The reader should keep in mind, that at the
approximate cruise speed and rotor rpm, the aircraft advances
approximately 21.1 feet (6.4313 m)in a tenth of a second, and
the rotor rotates approximately 132 degrees.
The advancing aircraft probably first contacted a new
channel being formed with thegreen blade in the approxirnate
11 o'clock position. This was during the stepped leader phase
where the stepped leader was almost but not yet in contact
with the risino dart leader from the ground. Before flying
another 18 inches (45.7 cm) forward, the return stroke
contacted the blade on the tiedown fitting causing tile flash at
11 o'clock visible to the pilot, but since the blade was rotating
rearward, away from the channel, the arc hung on to the
trailing edge. This would account for the tiedown fitting
damage and the trailing edge damage on the green blade. Peak
currents are estimated at much greater than 10,000 amperes
and probably less than 90,000 amperes. The primary current
path was from the tiedown fitting rearward across the blade
(blade iscoveredwith 120by120aluminummeshatthispoint)
to the trailing edge where it rejoined the stepped leader.
Eventually the blade cleared the channel and its Involvement
ended; however, during its involvement, some current w.int
from the tiedown fitting, inboard to the hub, through the rotor
shaft, thrust bearing and transmission, airframe to finally exit
via tne leftforward larding gear jack pad locaced between and
uehind the wheels. This caused the tell-tale jumper strips to
loosen and show signs of high current and the bottom one to
be blown off the aircraft. The peak current through the drive
system and airframe from this blade is estimated a less than
30,000 amperes but more than G,000 amperes. In Addition, this
blade was not involved with the lightning flash a second time
since with the combination of rotor rpm aid forward valocity,
the blade rotor disk was cl.ar of the arc channel by {he time
this blade was again In close proximity to the channel (see
Figures 18 and 19).

FUEL VENTS (See Figure 17)
The fuel vent exit is on the aft inboard end of the pod, on
the exterior. The vent opens into the space between the aft pod
bulkhead and the forward bulkhead of the aft equipment bay.
This area is exposed to rotor downwash and is open to purge
the fuel vapors out. Under worst case conditions, the size of
the purge slit is 40 square inches (258.08 sq cm). With
maximum production tolerances, it may be as much as 60
square inches (387.12 sq cm).
Lightning attachment to the fuel vent sy~stem is quite
unlikely. In the event that i. does attach, the covering from the
aft fairing is coated with aluminum mesh which is in turn
fastened to the shell of the aft equipment areas and again to
fuselage metal - all with m'ltallic fasteners. Lightning will
attach either to the pod or to the aft fairing. In addition, all
piping external to the fuel pods is nonconductive hosing and
offers no conductive path. A schematic representation of the
fuel vent protection is shown in Figure 17.
INSERVICE STRIKES
Several strikes have been experienced by 234s while
enroute from point to point. Customers using the Chinook
miiit.ary version of the 234 with tie same rotor blade design,
have had similar experiences. In all cases, the rotor blades
were returned to service or placed in the customer's stores
inventory with only several hours elapsed shop repair time.
Of special interest is the first reported Boeing 234 in-air
strike. While enioute from Aberdeen, Scotland to an oil rig in
the North Sea, a Boeing 234 was struck by lightning while
cruising approximately at 125 knots indicated at a bai meric
altitude of approximately 4,000 feet (1,219 m). Tile pilot
reported seeing a bright flash at his 11 oclock pos'tion. No
other effects were immediately noticed, It was noted a short
time later that the ADF was not functioning. No instability or
other avionics system glitches were noticed. No other manifestations of electrical system upset or overload were not6cf.
The aircraft continued to its destination and returned to
Aberdeen where a post strike inspection was conducted. The
bright flash seen 'y thu pilot was an arc attachment to the
forward rotor near a blaoe tip.
Of the blades involved, three itere forward rotor blades,
and one was an aft blade 'rhe two remaining aft blades were
not ib "'olved sufficiently to produce visible evidence of involvement. Of the three forward rotor blaces involved, one
blade sustained the greatest tell-t.ale damage. It is therefore
concluded that this blade was the initial stroke attachment
point.

~

CH-47 AND OTHER HELICOPTER
biRIKE EXPERIENCE-Onlytodocumented strikes arknown on U.S.
CHhly te (paente d el of tne
o th
Army CH-47 helicopters (parent model of the 234). ,Goth
rkswr
nt~ rudwt
ywtesslctoaa
from the aircrart. Both strikes wore from blade to gear via
transmission, etc. On onestrike,adetailedvisual nspection of
hub components could find no evidence of arcing or burning.
Inneithercasewere maforcompon-nts (save blades)replaced.
No service difficulties are traceable tothese incidents. Several
strikes have been reported on RAF CH-47's (HC Mk 1) with
similar rnlor results.
In 1970, the British presented a paper, Repcrt Number
700936, at the 1970 "Lightning and Static Electricity Conference" authored by Breland, Quinlivai and Kuo which
reports on tests ol full size helicopter transmission components and suggests that no permanent damage re3ults during
a ligli'ning strike. This is due to the large number of multiple
paths, large size cf the gear and bearing contact surfaces aui
the high preload on these surfaces, particularly when flying.
This has been the situation eAperienced by CH-47's in serice
to date.
Testing (since 1965) of bearings and gears 3t Vertol
indicates that if any arcing occurred across gear teeth or
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bearings while in flight, said arcing is in the primary load path
and if any dampge rsuIts would only contribute to spalling on
the load surface. Such feilures, however, are not catastrophic
in nature and are generally detoctable prior to becoming
serious.
Both of the remaining forward blades (yellow and red,
respentively) show signc.,of carrying considerably less current
Into the airfiam-. Afier the green blade b,'eaks nontaci wlth the
arc channel, there is an Interval of approximately 0.091
seconds prior to conact with the arc channel by the following
blade. It is uncerain whether the branch channel from the
main arc to the jack pad (Figure 18) coulu be maintained by
residual temperature and no current flow until current couid
be supplied by the second blade followed by another interruption of 91 milliseconds followed by the third current pulse
from the third blade. It Is more likely that the branch extinguished prior to the second blade contacting the channel,
Accordingly, the remaining two forward blades and the one aft
blade were probably involvod on the initial return stroke, via
branched channel,where a portion of the current went from the
main channel below the aircraft via two paths, the branch to
the jack pad and the main channel to the tiedown fitting, via the
airframe to the main channel via the green blade trailing edge
and via the airframe and remaining three involved bades to
three additional branch channels to the main channel. This is
the only current path which is supported by the tell-tales and
damage assessment and known entry/exit points.
The forward yellow and red und the aft blade were each
involved once more with the lightning channel. This was as
each blade swept through the main channel. Since the channel
branch to the jack pad was probably extinguished, these
encounters went traveling inboard to the airframe. If the
branch channel was not extinguished, minor currents would
have followed the previous path to the hu.; 'owever, considerably less than on the initial return stroke.
STRIKE SCENARIO SUMMARY - The major current
was confined to the forward green blade. A smaller portion
traveled to the airframe/drive system where itexited via branch
streamers to two other forward blades, ane Aftblade and the
forward left gear scissors jack pad. The currer,t estimate in the
forward hub is less than 30,000 6mp peak. This current is split
three ways, two forward blades, one aft blade. The jack pad
acted as a current source, contributing to the input from the
green blade root end. Damage to blades consisted of cosmetics
and replacement of tell-tale jumpers.

The ADF failure was repaired by replacing an open ADF
sense antenna. There was no evidence of arcing on the
antenna, antenna base or fuselage skin near it. The ADF failure
may be due to an unrelated antenna mechanical failure. The
antenna is being returned to the manufacturer for failure
analysis by the aircraft operator. This failure report is not
available at this time. All other ADF components and controls
functioned normally.
FUTURE PLANS
Much research and development work is being done by
various manufacturers in the area of composite rotor hubs,
composite rotor shafts and composite transmissions. We are
also active in many of these areas. Composite rotor shaft
design concepts have already met or exceeded mechanical,
dynamic and lightning survivability criteria. Composite rotor
hubs are under development. The electromagnetic achievements and characteristics will be reported in subsoquent
publications.
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The analysis sequence exhibited In the report of this
experience is an example of the logical approach required in
lightning strike investigations. Such attention is basic to
insuring that all exit and entry points are repaired and
repainted prior to the aircreft's re-entry into service.
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